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FOREWORD | LEWIS ARNOLD 

Directors Now is a free document and online resource that brings together the breakout stories of over 100 
directors currently working in the industry today. 

Created during the Covid-19 outbreak, the project was initially put together for aspiring filmmakers I was teaching 
at the University of Gloucestershire. These students had found themselves in the difficult situation of graduating 
without making their final year films and heading into an  industry that had shut down. They were all 
understandably upset and anxious about their futures, and I wanted to do something for them. After giving  it 
much thought, I decided to call on some friends and industry folk to help me create the following document. 

The idea was born out of my own experiences. When I meet aspiring filmmakers, the same questions always arise: 
How did you get your first break? Did you have to go to film school? How did you get an agent? 

Over the years I’ve answered these following questions countless times, as there is a genuine interest from young 
filmmakers to pick apart a filmmaker’s journey in order to imitate perceived success. It reminded me of being a 
twenty-year-old film student myself; reading and absorbing every directing biography I could get my hands on. 
Whether it was Robert Rodriguez’s ‘Rebel Without a Crew’ or Mike Figgus’s ‘Digital Filmmaking’, I was desperate to 
figure out how I could physically turn my passion into a career. The journeys of the people I admired, however, 
were out-dated. My heroes’ careers started back in the ’70s. Their stories didn’t hold up against the industry in 
2007. I should have been reading about recently emerged filmmakers, finding inspiration from the people carving 
a path years ahead of me. Looking at the variety of ways directors closer to my generation have made it, I could 
have learned from their journeys as I plotted my own. However, these directors' stories weren’t readily available in 
your local Waterstones and I wasn’t aware of their work until much later in their careers. 

This is why I initially set out to ask 40 successful directors, who are currently working and making their way in the 
industry, the same five questions, about how they got to where they currently are in their careers.  

I have tried to assemble the journeys of directors from a variety of fields and backgrounds, to hopefully show you 
the varied and unique experiences of each of these filmmakers. These include BAFTA and Oscar winners from TV 
and film, as well as directors working in commercials, documentary and animation, in both the UK and the United 
States. My hope is that by putting these breakout stories all together in one place, you’ll be able to see the 
similarities and differences in each of these filmmakers’ journeys; their highs and lows, the obstacles they had to 
overcome, their steely determination and also the occasional bit of good luck that goes with forging a career as a 
director. 

I can’t thank enough the generosity and openness of all the filmmakers who have taken the time to contribute to 
this project. I have included their social media details at the back of this document and I implore you to follow 
their work and let them know if you have found their words valuable. 

I’d also like to thank everyone who has helped turn this from a small passion project initially intended for 200 
students, to a free online resource containing the breakout stories of over 100 filmmakers. This wouldn’t have 
been possible without the support of a lot of people including Annette Malin, Louise Arnold, Neville Pierce, 
Christine Healy, Victor Jenkins and Debs Paterson. A special thank you has to go to the National Film and 
Television School and Jon Wardle, who have helped fund the website, where this document is now freely available. 

Finally, thank you for downloading this document. If you find the following content useful, please do direct other 
interested parties to the Directors Now website and also follow the official twitter (@directors_now) for updates 
on the latest additions to both the website and the document.
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ALICE SEABRIGHT | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

Alice Seabright is a writer and director based in London who was named as a 2019 Screen International Star of 
Tomorrow. Alice is currently show running her original series Chloe for the BBC - she will write four out of six 
episodes, direct the 1st block, and serve as executive producer.  

She recently directed episodes 4 and 5 of Sex Education Series 2, which dropped on Netflix earlier this year, as well 
as writing episode 3 for Sex Education Series 3. Prior to life as a writer/director, Alice has worked in Development 
at Heyday Films and Brilliant Films.  

TV Credits: Sex Education (2020). 
Film Credits: Pregnant Pause (2016), Sex Ed (2018), Strange Days (2018), The Phoenix (2019), End-O (2019).  

Photograph by Jonathan Birch  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

For some reason, around the age of 14, I started thinking that I might want to become a film director. I honestly 
am not totally sure where I got the idea from. I spent much of my childhood roping my two brothers into being in 
“shows” that we would write and perform for our parents (the shows were very long and very bad, sometimes had 
musical numbers, and our parents walked out of most of them, which somehow didn’t put us off). As crazy as it 
sounds, I think that’s where I first discovered the love of telling stories. Then in my early teens, I realised that the 
films I loved watching were actually made by people, and I wondered if I could do that. Around the age of 16, we 
got a very basic home video camera, and I started filming stuff. Some more silly shows with my brothers, weird 
footage of my friends hanging out, and one incredibly bad short film about two women (played by my friends) 
strangling each other for no discernible reason (the whole film was silent). 
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By the time I was eighteen, I was a committed aspiring filmmaker. But I wasn’t totally sure how to go about 
actually becoming one. I ended up going to study psychology at UCL in London, partly encouraged by my family to 
study something that would leave me with other options, and partly out of my own interest in people and how 
they tick. I’m to this day incredibly grateful that I studied something that has no relation to filmmaking, even 
though in some ways it was the long way around. The university I studied at had no film or drama courses – which 
turned out to be a blessing, because it meant that all the film nerds and all the drama obsessives came together in 
the Societies. I ran the Film Society for a bit, and I directed a play with the Drama Society.  

I still have such fond memories of the Film Society at UCL. Our HQ was a weird basement which still housed old 
16mm cameras (that didn’t work), on which Chris Nolan, our most famous alumni, had supposedly learnt the 
ropes. We would screen classic films on a Thursday. We had access to DSLR cameras and computers with Final 
Cut. I made weird films with my friends, and also earned good money filming and editing lectures for the business 
School. It was amazing.  

But somehow the process of going through university and approaching the final cliff of third year made me more 
and more nervous about the prospect of actually trying to become a filmmaker. What did that even mean? How 
could I go about it? I slowly and imperceptibly started to get cold feet. I considered every single possible career 
under the sun and eventually applied for a Masters in Psychology, hoping to put off having to make any sort of 
decision. It was that summer, with a month or so to go before the masters started, that I emailed and asked for a 
deferral. I’d give myself a year to try and make some sort of inroads into film.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

When I left university, the one tangible skill I had that might be relevant to the world of film was editing. I knew 
how to cut something together, and I had a basic understanding of deliverables. So I got a job as an assistant in a 
digital media company in the editing department. I edited promos, sizzle reels, internal videos, and generally just 
did whatever needed doing. I love editing even when the work isn’t that exciting, it’s just so much fun. I learnt 
much more about codecs than I did about filmmaking, but it was a job and I was being paid. After just under a 
year though, I got a bit demoralised and didn’t know how on earth to progress or what to do, and I got into a bit of 
a rut (that is a euphemism for being completely depressed!).  

I ended up getting out of my rut by getting out of the UK. On a whim, I wrote to a documentary filmmaker and 
journalist in India and asked if he needed an assistant. He said yes, and off I went to Delhi for four months where I 
did research for his articles and made a really strange promotional video for the Bombay Chamber of Commerce. 
After that, I took the small amount of money I had saved up over the last year and a bit since graduating and, with 
my partner who is also a filmmaker (we met at university, being the only overlapping members of the Psychology 
course and the Film Society), we travelled around South East Asia for two months. I say travelled, but in actual fact 
we found a series of places to hole ourselves up and write, because even including flights, we could live there for 
two months on the amount of money we would have spent in three weeks in London. I’d been writing for a 
number of years now but never seriously, and had never written anything longer than about 20 pages. This was 
the first time that I really tried to be a writer, to treat it like a day job, and to see what would come from it. This 
was a dream time, but of course it had to end and soon I was back in London, deep into my overdraft and with 
some scripts that were too expensive to make. 

Back in London, I tried once again to get a job in the film industry and really struggled. I’m lucky that one of my 
grandmothers lives in London and she agreed to let me stay with her for nearly a year, which meant I was able to 
get through a couple of months of earning very little money – looking for jobs, doing some freelance work here 
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and there, making a few more little shorts, each for a budget of about £20. I applied to film school and didn’t get 
in. I reached out to producers and production companies to try and get any kind of entry-level job. Eventually, just 
as I was totally running out of money, I got a one-month internship and this is where I got incredibly lucky (you’ll 
see there’s a LOT of luck in this story, as well as perseverance). One week into that internship, the person I was 
working with told me she was leaving her job and they didn’t have a replacement. So I learnt everything from her 
and when she left, they hired me by default. I was an assistant at that company, which was in the process of 
imploding, for about a year. The job was a lot of diary management, making coffees, organising and filing 
paperwork, photocopying etc. But it was within the offices of a talent agency, and through this proximity, I learnt a 
huge amount. I got to know the work of everyone they represented, having access to all of their scripts and links. I 
read all the scripts coming in for consideration for their cast. I would sit in on the weekly company meeting in 
which projects and jobs would get discussed. This was how I got an understanding of the industry. 

It was also how I heard about the next job I ended up getting, which was as a development assistant for a really 
brilliant production company. I probably learnt more from this job than any other. Again, the job involved a lot of 
admin. But I was also reading all the submissions to the company, keeping track of emerging directors and 
writers, going to see National Film and Television School graduation shows (which inspired me so much), reading 
drafts of company projects by incredible writers. I also really concentrated on writing during this time. I would get 
into the office an hour and a half early most mornings and write. I was lucky that my colleagues knew this was 
what I wanted to do, which meant that I was able to share drafts with them. I cringe now at how inexperienced I 
was and how kind and generous they were to read me, but their encouragement was a huge part of making me 
think I should keep going.  

After nearly three years at that company, I hit another serious rut and realised I had to leave. I was getting to meet 
lots of great people who worked in the industry I wanted to be in, but I was seen as a development person not a 
filmmaker, and every time I met a filmmaker for the company, I just felt I was on the wrong side of the table. If I 
wanted to be taken seriously, I needed to show the world I was serious.  

So I decided to quit. Just before leaving, I managed to get an agent for my writing work, again thanks to the 
support of my colleagues, which was a necessary psychological boost for me. But I just sat on that agent’s list and 
didn’t even really get any meetings. I was still not earning a penny from filmmaking, although I had managed to 
save a bit over the last three years by sharing a small room in a very large house (my rent was £275 a month!), and 
being very frugal. I moved out of London and lived with family for about eighteen months, then eventually moved 
back to London. During that whole time I worked mostly as a temp receptionist and PA, as well as in a restaurant 
and as an occasional support worker in a homeless shelter. It was an exhausting few years and I was constantly 
either working for money, or working on my film work, but I actually found it easier having day jobs that were 
nothing to do with film, which I didn’t have to take home with me, and which were flexible. 

I wrote lots during this time, and got my first short film funded by Film London. I started to develop work with 
production companies, changed agents, and interviewed for many directing jobs (none of which I got). I felt 
committed to this career, but I wasn’t getting anywhere, and was still earning money entirely from other work.  

At this point, I applied to a scheme run the National Film and Television School (NFTS). It was a free course 
designed to support female and diverse filmmakers, and in which I got to develop and make a short film. This was 
a bumpy road – it was the first year they’d run the course and the parameters were shifting, so the script I 
developed over months was not able to be made and at the last minute I had to write something more contained 
and more achievable on budget. But the experience of making the film was amazing, and it led to one of my 
luckiest breaks of all. I’d got to know the people at the NFTS and a few months after making the film with them I 
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got a call from the new head of the school telling me that one of their directors on the Directing Fiction MA had 
dropped out and they needed someone to replace them. This came along with a scholarship.  

The following year was incredibly hard and incredibly worthwhile. I was 29 and living in Walthamstow, which 
meant almost a two hour commute each way to get to Beaconsfield where the school is. Although the fees were 
paid for by the scholarship, I still needed to covered my living expenses. I borrowed money and was also 
continuing to do occasional temping, plus I had a few writing commissions which were a godsend financially but 
nearly broke me in terms of managing the workload.  

I went into the school thinking I knew a lot and quickly saw sense. The teachers there are amazing and really 
pushed me. I came in with no preparation and immediately had to make a first short film, followed by my 
graduation film. No time to think, I just had to write and jump into making them. I also applied for the school’s 
kickstarter scheme and ended up making a third short film straight after my grad film. I made more mistakes that 
year than in the rest of my filmmaking combined, and in some ways I found the process very painful. At multiple 
points that year, I spent an evening in the foetal position thinking I was a bad filmmaker. I should JUST. GIVE. UP. 
But now I look back on it as a year of risk-taking and discovery. What I learned from the things I got wrong were 
lessons that I still carry with me.  

After that, the combination of having spent a number of years building up contacts in the industry, developing 
material, and going up for jobs, with my recent graduation from the NFTS, meant that things then happened quite 
fast for me. I got my first TV job directing on Sex Education shortly after, and the pilot script I’d been working on 
with the BBC during and after my time at the NFTS got the go ahead. Thirteen years after I left secondary school, 
ten years after first deciding to build a career in film, I’ve now been earning money from writing and directing for 
just over a year, and the future looks bright, although I know there will be many more obstacles ahead. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

A lot of this is covered above, but I would say absolutely everyone in the film industry faces many obstacles and 
setbacks, although some much more than others. I think I’ve been lucky and privileged in most ways, but the truth 
is that wherever you’re coming from, it is a career that requires a dollop of naivety and some seriously dogged 
persistence.  

It’s hard to juggle earning money with developing as a filmmaker. It involves a dedication to late nights and early 
mornings, and no weekends over a long period. But most importantly, it involves the ability to keep going after a 
setback. Not included in the above long-winded story is every funding application I made that was rejected, every 
application to a screenwriting competition which went nowhere, every rejection from a festival, every interview 
that wasn’t followed up with a job offer – in number, they vastly outweigh the positive responses. I found that truly 
really psychologically difficult at the beginning, and very often found myself losing absolutely all self-belief. At one 
point though, I remember a switch clicking for me and realising that I should stop concentrating on the no’s and 
what they meant. All you need is one yes and that is the truth. Every time I made an application I started to 
assume it would be a no, but the more I made, and the more I tried, the higher my chances were of getting a yes. 
My successful interview to direct Series 2 of Sex Education came after an unsuccessful interview to direct Series 1, 
and many other unsuccessful interviews to direct far less exciting work. I am now getting more yeses than I used 
to, but still – the no’s haven’t gone away, they’re just coming from bigger fish.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Definitely making stuff. I started making stuff for zero pounds. Filming, editing, even sometimes acting. I learnt so, 
so much from being involved in each part of the process. It was so much fun and I was learning about the craft. I 
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then learned an unbelievable amount from the first funded shorts I made, which came from public funding. These 
were the first times I was stepping onto a proper film set, with HoDs and proper cast. I was totally terrified but the 
“fake it till you make it” attitude helped me through, and I would say that working with people more experienced 
than you is always the best way to learn, and learn quickly.  

The more I have made stuff, the closer I have come to trusting my instincts and knowing what my strengths are, 
and where my tastes lie. I genuinely feel I have a command of my voice now, but when I first heard that word I 
found it totally intimidating and a bit confusing. What is a voice? How do you get it? The answer for me, was: don’t 
think about it too much, just do it. I think your voice is the sum total of your instincts and your taste. If you 
develop those on the micro level, then the rest will follow.  

Reading and watching lots, and widely. Being curious about everything and anything. Living a life that isn’t 
confined to film. Everything I know about and care about gets poured into filmmaking, and the wider and more 
interesting that original soup is, the better. Every job along the way, every friendship, every book, every trip, etc. 
They all feed into it.  

Finally, feedback. For the most part, that has been from peers in the same situation as me. Over the course of 
trying to become a filmmaker, I made many important friendships with other writers and directors in the same 
position. They helped me get better as a filmmaker, inspired me with their own work, and were there for me to 
grumble to when things were tough. And having a little peer group family of trusted readers of scripts and fresh 
eyes on cuts has been the most invaluable thing. Feedback from producers has also been crucial. For me, learning 
how to use feedback has been a process. First of all, I had to learn to get a thick skin. When I first shared stuff, any 
critique felt like a punch in the face. Now, I see it all as valuable. However, I’ve also had to learn how and when to 
take feedback. Ultimately, you’re not trying to make a film that everyone will like – that’s not even possible. You’re 
trying to make something that some people will love. I find feedback incredibly useful because I tend to become 
blind to what I’m doing, so it allows me to understand the effect my work is having on its intended audience. But 
often the feedback or suggestions you get are clues rather than things you should take literally. I once heard an 
analogy that has always stuck with me: you’re like a doctor trying to diagnose a patient – the symptoms will help 
you reach a diagnosis and therefore a plan of action, but just because someone says their leg is hurting, that 
doesn’t mean you should chop off their leg. Equally, if someone tells you they didn’t like the ending of your film, 
the problem may well be (and often is) at the beginning. Or, they may not like the ending for the exact same 
reasons you love it. In which case, agree to disagree.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I think I could place my first break any number of different places – my first job in film, the first time I got funding, 
getting offered a place at the NFTS, or my first TV job. It’s hard to know in advance what will get you your first 
break. I think of it as planting seeds. You have to plant many more than will actually grow into anything and you 
never know which one it will be. 

©LewisArnold2020 
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EUROS LYN | DIRECTOR 

Euros Lyn studied drama at Manchester University and worked as an assistant director before directing the multi-
BAFTA winning rebooted Doctor Who, including the Hugo award winning The Girl In The Fireplace. He has won 
BAFTA Cymru Best Director several times, most recently for Kiri with Sarah Lancashire.   

Euros directed Fifteen Million Merits, part of the Black Mirror anthology for channel 4 which won an International 
Emmy for Best Drama Series. He directed three episodes of the opening season of Broadchurch, two seasons 
of Last Tango in Halifax,  the pilot episode of Happy Valley and the single drama Damilola, Our Loved Boy, all four 
shows winning BAFTA awards.  

In 2015 he was the recipient of Bafta Cymru's Sian Phillips award. The Library Suicides, a Welsh language thriller for 
BFI/ Film Cymru Wales/S4C/BBC Films/ Soda Pictures was released in theatres in August 2016.  

Recently he directed an episode of His Dark Materials for BBC/HBO and is currently in post-production on Dream 
Horse, a feature film starring Toni Collette, Damian Lewis and Owen Teale for Film4/Warner Bros/Bleecker Street 
for release in 2020.   

TV Credits: Belonging (2000), A Mind to Kill (2002), Casualty (2002-2003), Cutting It (2004), All About George (2005), Jane Hall 
(2006), Inspector George Gently (2007), Fairy Tales (2008), Phoo Action (2008) Torchwood (2009), Doctor Who (2005-2010), 

Sherlock (2010), Upstairs Downstairs (2010), Black Mirror (2011), Broadchurch (2013), Last Tango in Halifax (2012-2013), Happy 
Valley (2014), Gracepoint (2014), Cucumber (2015), Capital (2015), Daredevil (2015-2016), Damilola, Our Beloved Boy (2016), Let 

the Right One In (2017), Kiri (2018), His Dark Materials (2019).  
Film Credits: The Library Suicides (2016), Dream Horse (2020). 

Photography by Ben Blackall 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Even as a child I was directing my friends and brother, playing out stories, acting out fantastical adventures 
around our village in North Wales. In secondary school I became interested in drama, which I studied at 
Manchester University. I was the worst actor in the world, never had the focus and self-discipline to write, (am a 
bit bossy by nature) and I thought I might like to direct. The movies I saw during that time inspired me to want to 
direct films – Goodfellas, Poison, Fargo, Pulp Fiction, Festen, Magnolia... As a viewer, I was seduced by cinema, for two 
hours it was like living someone else’s life, I got to see the world through their eyes, to feel their emotions. As a 
director I was excited by the inverse – that I could share my stories with an audience and make them feel what I 
felt for my characters.    

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in  
achieving this goal? 

After graduating from Manchester I got a place on a post-graduate directing film course at NYU but couldn’t raise 
the money for the fees. Thwarted, I moved home to Wales to live with my parents (to whom I’m so grateful for 
their unstinting support) and wrote to every person I could think of asking if they had any work experience for an 
aspiring director. Of the hundreds of letters, only one person replied offering a job, a Welsh director called Karl 
Francis, and I became a runner on a crazy, inspired series for ITV called Judas and The Gimp. I learned so much as a 
production runner - making tea, driving actors to set, stopping traffic, learning what everyone’s jobs were. At the 
same time, I was developing short film ideas that I would direct; one of which received a production award from 
the Welsh Screen Agency that was shown at festivals and became my calling card to producers and agents.   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

One of my first interviews was with a sleazy producer/director who suggested I take a job as his houseboy, 
offering me work in exchange for sex. I remember laughing at the ridiculousness of the proposition and left the 
meeting, indignant and unemployed.   

Every director faces climbing a cliff face at the beginning of their careers: No-one will offer you a job until you’ve 
proven yourself by making something, but how do you get that first opportunity to make something?  You have to 
make a producer believe that you can tell a story with an inspired grasp of tone and style, that looks wonderful 
with great performances, on schedule and on budget.  Whilst I was making shorts, I worked as a runner/Assistant 
director on TV drama and got to know directors, producers, script editors, line producers, and I would tell them all 
that I wanted to direct. After a few years, a lovely producer called Geraint Morris was looking for a middle-block 
director for a kids drama and asked to meet me; I pitched and got the job.   

I’ve been directing a long time and have had the great privilege of making work that struck a chord with the 
audience.  I’ve also made stuff that disappeared without trace. When you’re on a creative journey you have to take 
risks and the one guarantee is that not everything will succeed. I think one of the reasons I’m still working is 
because when things didn’t go so well, I stubbornly stuck at it. The other reason is that I’ve got a wonderful agent 
who sees the big picture (you need a good agent that understands you and what you want to make).   

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

When I was a runner/AD I watched how directors worked, how they talked to their HoDs, their actors, their 
producers. I also spent some time in the rehearsal room of a stage production, watching how the famed theatre 
director Peter Gill talked to his actors. I read books, watched films, stole ideas. But nothing can compete with 
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directing your own stuff, learning what works, berating oneself for the things that don’t and spending the edit 
trying to fix them… (this never goes away).   

Early on in my career I directed series television where the casting, style, tone and production model was inherited 
from others and my job was to fit in with those choices and tell the story in as engaging, inventive and surprising a 
way as I could without upsetting the applecart. Eventually, opportunities came my way to direct single films and 
set-up series from scratch, which gave me the creative freedom to find my voice, a journey I’m still on.   

5. How did you get your first break? 

Building relationships with people in the industry changed things for me. Sending links/copies of your short are 
shots in the dark; someone random producer might watch your film and recognise your talent… but having that 
personal connection makes an enormous difference. If someone’s met you and liked you, it’s really hard for them 
to refuse to watch your film and meet you for a 15-minute chat about it. Some genius directors, like Steven 
Spielberg, leave film school with an amazing graduation film then direct Jaws at 26.  Other directors (like me) grind 
away, creating work when we can, getting to know people, learning the craft of directing from the talented and 
smart people we meet along the way. And then one day, we actually get to direct and share what’s inside of us 
with the world.  
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DESTINY EKARAGHA | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Destiny Ekaragha is a writer and director whose first feature, Gone Too Far, was released in December 2014 having 
premiered at the London Film Festival. Three years in the making, the film was only the fourth British film directed 
by a black woman to be released in cinemas. Adapted from Bola Agbaje’s stage play, Destiny’s comedy focuses on 
the nature of identity and ethnicity in modern multicultural London. She was nominated for Best British 
Newcomer at the LFF, and won the Emerging Talent award at the Screen Nation Awards (both in 2013). 

Destiny has been mentored as part of her Breakthrough Brits programme by filmmaker Amma Asante and The 
Honourable Woman creator Hugo Blick. She directed her first TV drama Danny and the Human Zoo starring Sir 
Lenny Henry and followed this up with Riviera and the second series of The End Of The F***ing World. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2010), Danny and the Human Zoo (2015), Lolly Adefope’s Christmas (2015), Hot Pepper (2015), A 
Proposal (2017), Silent Witness (2018), Mumatar (2018), Soon Gone: A Windrush Chronicle (2019), Riviera (2019),  

The End of The F***ing World (2019). 
Film Credits: Tight Jeans (2008), The Park (2009), Bloody Muddle (2011), Rogue (2012), Chance Meeting (2013), Gone Too Far 

(2013). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I’ve always loved film, it was my escape when I was a kid. However, I thought filmmaking was something you could 
do only in Hollywood and for a little girl in Deptford, South East London, that may as well have been on Mars. 
However, that changed when I got work experience on a film set as a runner. That’s when I knew that a film set 
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was the only place I wanted to be. I loved the energy, I loved the process. I loved watching the director work with 
the actors from afar. I wanted to be where they were. I wanted to be amongst the action.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I studied Film and Communications at The London Metropolitan University. It was more of a theory based degree 
but I loved discovering all the new (and old) films that I was introduced to. That helped broaden my horizons. 
Around that time, I wrote a short film script called The Park. A couple of years later, I got a job as a PA for a director 
called Ngozi Onwurah. I went to the TriBeCa Film Festival with her in New York and met filmmakers that were 
around my age; directors and producers that were in their early 20s. I was amazed. I thought that you had to be 
much older to be a producer or a director, I had no idea that I could be those things in my 20s.  

After realising this, I dug up The Park and sent it to my friend Tamana Bleasdale. Tamana was a 2nd AD at the time, 
I met her through my older brother’s friend (if that makes sense). She was the person that got me my first work 
experience in the industry. She was the only person that I knew who was in the game so I sent her my script. She 
loved it and told me that I should direct it and she’ll produce it. We were both new at these roles but we went for 
it! We sent it out to numerous funding schemes but I wasn’t experienced enough for them to give me such a 
substantial amount of money. So I wrote another short film instead that was set in one location so that it would 
be easy to shoot and would cost less. That short film was called Tight Jeans. We ended up securing the money from 
a smaller funding scheme called the Southern Borough Fund, a sister to Film London and we ended up making my 
first short film.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

At first, there wasn’t any really. I got turned down a lot but that’s part of the game. You’ll always face rejection, 
that’s a massive part of the job. The biggest setback happened when I was trying to make Gone Too Far, my first 
feature. Trying to get a film made with a majority black cast was difficult as many in the industry deemed it risky. 
That was a lot to take but myself and the writer, Bola Agbaje, saw it through. We stuck to our guns as we knew the 
story that we wanted to tell. Sometimes people will tell you to change your vision in order to satisfy theirs. We 
weren’t willing to do that. Eventually someone saw what it was that we were trying to do and they took us on. That 
someone was the late Chris Collins. He was instrumental in the making of the film and is sorely missed.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I developed my voice by writing. My first couple of shorts were films that I wrote. I’d encourage new filmmakers to 
write their first short films. Even if you’re bad at it, it’s good for you to know what is in your own head in those 
beginning stages. And the only way to see that is by writing it down. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I entered Tight Jeans into the BFI London Film Festival and it got in! I was shocked but so happy. It ended up doing 
really well at the festival, was in the news and I was selected as a Screen International Star Of Tomorrow. That 
attracted some agents and I signed with one soon after. After that, I went on to make The Park, that got into the 
BFI London Film Festival the following year. I then made a short film for Channel 4 as part of their Coming Up 
scheme. That film was called The Future Wags of Great Britain and was written by Abby Ajayi. Three years late I 
made Gone Too Far and the rest, as they say, is history.  
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ROB SAVAGE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Rob wrote, directed, shot, co-produced and edited micro-budget feature film Strings at age 17, which premiered at 
the Rome Film Festival. The film was acquired by Vertigo Films and released via the BFI. Rob won the Discovery 
Award at the British Independent Film Awards for the film; the youngest director ever to win a BIFA. He was 
named a Screen International Star of Tomorrow for the film. 

Rob’s television output includes work written and directed for Channel 4, FX and Sky, where he directed three 
episodes of Jez Butterworth’s big budget Roman epic Britannia for Vertigo Films and Neal Street Productions. Most 
recently, Rob has directed the pilot episode of Soulmates, a Black Mirror-style anthology show for AMC and 
Amazon studios. 

Rob is currently developing a number of TV and film projects including a supernatural thriller for Studio Canal, 
psychological horror Seaholme with the BFI, SALT with Chernin Entertainment, Dawn of the Deaf with producers Rob 
Watson & Fodhla Cronin O'Reilly and Eric Heisserer. He also has Rawblood a horror series with Natalie Dormer 
who is set to produce and star. 

Rob is a Sundance and Berlinale alumnus and has won a number of awards for his short films at festivals 
including the London Short Film Festival, Raindance, and Sitges and was the recipient of the BFI Future Film Award 
in 2011. Rob's 2017 film, Dawn of the Deaf, was BAFTA shortlisted and has played at over 100 film festivals 
worldwide, including the Sundance Film Festival and Oscar qualifier Sitges, where it won the Melies D'argent for 
Best Short. 

TV Credits: Bite Size Horror (2017), True Horror (2018), Living In Fear (2018), Britannia (2019). 
Film Credits: Sex Scene (2009), Act (2010), Sit In Silence (2011), Polaroid (2011), Touching From A Distance (2011),  

Sticks and Stones (2012), Strings (2012), Healey’s House (2014), Absence (2015), Dawn Of The Deaf (2016), Salt (2017),  
Host (2020). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I took a pretty atypical route to becoming a director. I grew up in the middle of Shropshire, with no connection to 
the film industry and a lot of spare time on my hands. I was obsessed with comic books and spent a lot of my time 
drawing, with the intention being to create my own graphic novels. Despite living in a small town, I lived just a few 
streets away from Charlie Adlard, who illustrates The Walking Dead – he gave me lots of useful advice and for a 
while it seemed like that was going to be my path. 

Then, instead of hiring a babysitter one night, my dad put me in front of the TV and played me a dusty VHS tape of 
Akira, the Katsuhiro Otomo anime classic. My mind was blown. I became obsessed with animated movies and 
from there began to educate myself on all aspects of cinema. It struck me that filmmaking was extremely similar 
to making comic books – all the lessons I had learned about composition and visual storytelling translated 
completely. 

The next milestone was watching Apocalypse Now, still one of my favourite films. I can still remember watching, 
wide eyed, as the rules of storytelling were rewired inside my brain. Until this point I had no idea that film could 
achieve anything beyond plot and story. What I was watching was undeniably art. 

I became obsessed – each week I'd try and educate myself on a different aspect of film history. One week I'd try 
and watch as much German Expressionism as I could, the next week I'd binge all of Hitchcock's work, stopping and 
rewinding so that I could unpick how they were constructed. 

I saved up some money and bought a £50 flip-cam out of a mail-order brochure and began filming EVERYTHING. I 
tried to replicate shots and sequences from my favourite films, used lamps and torches to light scenes, roped my 
friends in to star. I still look back on it as the most creative time in my life. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

By this point I was 17 and my A-levels were looming. After exams, we had a long summer break and my only plan 
was to get drunk with my friends. I decided that I could probably find a better use for that time. Without any real 
plan, I started telling people that I was going to make a full-length film over the summer. I even set a date. I had no 
script, no team and no idea what I was doing, but the fear of social embarrassment forced my hand. I'd told 
everyone I was making a movie, so I better fucking make one. 

I was so clueless about the film industry that I didn't even realise that short films were a thing. In my mind, it was a 
feature or nothing. 

I locked myself away for a week and wrote a rambling script about two teenage fuck buddies who fall in and out of 
love with each other and called it Strings. I had £3000 that I'd been saving for university, which became my budget. 
I borrowed an HDV camera off a friend of mine and started to teach myself how to use it. 

At the time, my bible was Rebel Without a Crew by Robert Rodriguez, a book that chronicles the making of El 
Mariachi, Rodriguez's $7000 debut feature. In this book, Rodriguez advises to look at what you have available to 
you for free, and write it into your movie. For El Mariachi, Rodriguez had access to a zip-wire, a school bus and a 
tortoise – and so they all went into the movie. I did the same thing. I spoke to my college, who allowed me to 
shoot in the empty building over the summer. I worked impressive locations into the script, as well as striking 
props that I could access for free. Anything that would give the impression of high production value. 
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We sent out a casting call to every university in the country asking for audition tapes and we were flooded with 
responses. I selected a handful to come to Shropshire to audition and asked a couple of my college teachers to sit 
with me at the casting session so that the actors didn't get freaked out that they'd travelled halfway across the 
country to audition for some 17-year-old kid. 

We assembled a brilliant cast and started shooting a few weeks later. On the first day, I had persuaded all of my 
friends to come and help out. I was determined to make everything run like a professional film shoot. It didn't. 
Our first shoot day was a disaster. The next day, my friends wouldn't return my calls. Only three friends showed 
up, and that became our crew for the remainder of filming. From there, things became a lot easier; we moved 
faster, the atmosphere eased. Everyone was there because they wanted to be. 

I ended up taking on every job I could – I wrote, directed, shot, co-produced and edited the film myself, teaching 
myself each discipline as I went. To this day, it's the most enlightening experience of my life, both in terms of 
filmmaking and also human behaviour.  

I didn't have a computer and so I went to do a film course with the intention of using their facilities to complete 
the movie. Rather than finding support from the staff, I received a collective shrug. When I told my film tutor that 
I'd made a feature film, the first thing he said was that I shouldn't have bothered. He was a dinosaur, thankfully 
retired now. 

Eventually, I convinced the university to let me edit the film at night. They gave me a key to the edit suite and I'd 
cut from midnight until the sun came up. The problem is, I'd sleep in and miss the actual lectures, or even fall 
asleep in class. After a few weeks, the head tutor told me that I could either choose my feature or the film course. 
I chose the feature. 

After essentially getting kicked out after a year of university, I ended up sleeping on couches in London while I 
found my feet. I still couldn't afford a laptop and so I shot a string of embarrassing corporate videos until I had the 
money together. Finally, I finished the movie. 

The timing was very fortuitous – this was before DSLR cameras were widely available, and so we quickly garnered 
a lot of attention for having made a professional quality movie with limited resources. The story of how we made 
the film became as much of a focus as the film itself, and we quickly leaned into this narrative. This taught me the 
importance of having an easy “hook” for whatever project you're trying to sell. Strings became “the £3000 feature 
made by teenagers about teenagers”. 

We played at festivals around the world, screening at Raindance for our UK premiere and the Rome Film Festival 
for our European premiere. The film was bought for distribution by Vertigo Films and released via the BFI, leading 
to a nomination and win at the BIFAs. 

I was 19 at the time and this success led me to sign with Independent Talent, and allowed me to move to London 
and begin working professionally as a director. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

When I moved to London, I assumed everything was going to happen very fast – and for a while it did. I sold my 
next movie, and entered development only weeks after the BIFA win. Then, six weeks away from the start of the 
shoot, the finance fell through and the movie collapsed.  

I was distraught at the time, but in retrospect I'm so glad that I didn't get to make that film. I was 19 and the script 
was a pretentious mess. It probably would have ended my career before it started. 
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Either way, it taught me not to trust any project was real until I was on set, or even in the edit. The best of us only 
have a dozen or so films in us, and more often that not your films will fall through or enter eternal development. 
Being able to let go and keep moving forward was a big lesson for me. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Ever since I first picked up a camera, I've wanted to make genre movies – horror, sci-fi, thrillers. After Strings, I was 
carted around every production company in London for general meetings. I'd pitch alien invasion movies, zombie 
movies, time travel and could see the confusion dawning in the faces of the producers I was talking to. 

They didn't know what to do with me. I'd made a low-budget romantic drama and was suddenly pitching them 
space aliens? It took me a long time to realise that filmmakers need to determine their “brand” in order to sell 
themselves. It's a horrible word and a cringe concept, but I've found it to be true. 

For some filmmakers more talented than I, they are their own unique “brand”. For me, my “brand” became genre. 
But I had to work to get there, and reinvent myself in the eyes of the industry.  

The only way to do this was to go back to short films. At first, I entered a lot of film competitions, using the quick 
turnaround as a way of motivating myself. One competition was the Sci-Fi London 48-hour film competition, in 
which you conceive, write, shoot and edit a film over one weekend. My alien invasion short Sit in Silence won the 
top BFI prize at the event, and gave me a shot in the arm. 

I kept making shorts, using the same approach I had taken on Strings – write what I know I have access to, use 
locations and resources that give the appearance of high-production value. Everything was a blag. At first, I'd make 
the films for a couple of hundred quid at most, pulling in favours where I could. 

On each film I learned so much about my own taste – whereas I used to just be imitating other filmmakers, now I 
felt my own style developing. My own fascinations, techniques and habits, good and bad. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Perhaps the biggest piece of advice I can give is that you should never focus solely on the project in front of you. 
Always know where you want to go next. Always know what you are trying to prove with each project, and how it 
will allow you to progress. 

Six years ago I got lucky and received an email from the Central School of Speech and Drama, and acting school in 
London. They had £7,000 to make a film, the only catch being that I had to include some of their graduates. This is 
more money than I'd ever had to make a short film (I was rejected for funding by BFI, Creative England, Film 
London, you name it...) and I wanted every penny to count. 

My writing partner, Jed Shepherd, and I had been developing an idea called Dawn of the Deaf for a few years, but 
had never been able to get it off the ground. The film focussed on an apocalyptic disease that spread through 
sound, leaving only the deaf alive. I decided that I was going to use that £7,000 to make this project a reality by 
making a short film version of the concept. 

Using the Rebel Without a Crew approach once more, I wrote a script that utilised every resource I had available to 
me and made sure that every penny we spent went on screen. I hounded my Facebook friends to come and star 
as zombies, eventually tallying up over 300 bodies for our grand finale.  
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The film blew up. We played at over 200 film festivals around the world, including Sundance. This is when my 
career flipped. Certain doors had always been locked, and seemed impossible to breach. I never thought I'd direct 
for TV. I never thought I'd sell a film to a US studio. I wasn't even sure I'd be able to keep working consistently. 

After Sundance, that changed, slowly. The big milestone was booking a one-off TV drama called True Horror, which 
I made with Eleven Film (Sex Education) for Channel 4. It was incredibly low-budget, and felt more like one of my 
short films than a professional shoot, but it did the job of putting a TV credit on my CV. I'd finally broken free from 
the Catch 22 of “we can't hire you to direct TV unless you've already directed TV”. 

This was huge and gave producers a vote of confidence in my ability to work within a TV schedule. From there, I 
was able to book jobs directing big-budget TV, including a recent pilot for AMC. 

Dawn of the Deaf is now set up as a feature film, with an Oscar-winning writer and producer attached. I've sold 
films to US studios, and set up a new horror series with a major US network. All of which I can trace back to Dawn 
of the Deaf, and the decision to take a big swing on a tiny budget. 
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ROHAN BLAIR-MANGAT | COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

Rohan Blair-Mangat was raised by a Jamaican mother and Indian father in London. He graduated from Central 
Saint Martins with a degree in Fine Art. 

Rohan has directed numerous music videos and commercial projects, winning several awards including four 
Cannes Lions. He’s worked with talents such as JAY-Z, Lionel Messi, Maya Rudolph, Nas, Daisy Ridley, Bryson Tiller 
and Don Cheadle. 

His credits include the short film ’Bam’ from JAY-Z’s album ‘4:44’, a Clio award-winning music video with Black 
Thought to accompany the documentary series ‘Rest in Power: The Trayvon Martin Story’, and the visual album 
‘Nasir - The Film’ for Nas’ self-titled release. 

Recently Rohan directed the series ‘Centerpiece with Maurice Harris’ for Quibi, executive produced by Rashida 
Jones. 

He currently resides in LA and is developing film and TV projects. 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I knew I wanted to be a director when I was about 6 or 7. I was already a keen storyteller, making up bedtime tales 
for my younger brother and acting them out with toys, or hijacking my dad’s VHS camcorder and directing the 
family home movies. I remember watching The Empire Strikes Back and it being the first time I experienced a story 
as a child where the good guys ‘lost’ at the end. Luke’s hand was chopped off and he learnt the shocking truth 
about his father. Han Solo was frozen in carbonite and taken away. I was so moved. The credits came up and I saw 
the director’s name. From then, I knew I wanted to move people like that film moved me. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Although I knew it was what I wanted to do, I never thought I could actually make it. I didn’t know anyone in the 
industry and it felt so far away. I ended up studying Fine Art at Central Saint Martins and then I found production 
assistant jobs on Mandy. 

For a couple of years I worked in various low or no-pay roles in production and then I bought a Canon 7D and 
began making my own work with musicians I knew from my area. I’d upload them to Vimeo, which back in 2009/10 
was a really interesting community where you could make a name for yourself. 

I’m not going to lie, there were plenty of times that I thought I would never make it, but I’m the kind of person who 
will just keep doing something until it works. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

As I mentioned before I didn’t have a leg up in the industry so there wasn’t a clear trajectory for me to follow. 
There were definitely a lot of things I could have done better, and probably I would have saved a lot of time if I 
knew how everything worked going into the business. But at the same time my mistakes have been very valuable 
lessons. Yes this industry is about who you know and being in the right place at the right time. But I also believe if 
you make good work and find likeminded people, you’ll get where you want to be. 

Early on in my career I found it hard to balance working for clients to make money versus finding time to make the 
projects I believed in. I think that’s a universal struggle for all artists and I learnt the value of saying no at the right 
times. 

One of the main issues I struggled with in the UK was getting gatekeepers to invest in stories about black people. 
I’d often come across the same excuse that the projects weren’t ‘developed enough’ or ‘mainstream enough’. Since 
I moved to the US I’ve had more success. Partly because there are more black people with production companies 
and in positions of power in the industry here. It’s a massive shame to me as I know there are so many rich 
narratives and experiences to be told in the UK. Hopefully things are changing for the better though. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Getting the 7D was a real game changer for me as I now had a pretty decent camera that I could leverage to get 
projects with musicians and for small brands. Back then it was the only affordable way to have shallow depth of 
field. 

I think there was one year where I was shooting so many things it was like I was possessed. Looking back now I 
don’t know how I did it. I had no money and I just shot for whoever I could to build a body of work. I’d google 
anything I didn’t know, so I taught myself how to shoot, edit and grade that way. 
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Working in commercials and music videos has been really valuable. I’ve shot all over the world – in the jungle, in 
the desert, on top of mountains. I’ve worked with legends – in front of and behind the camera. I’ve worked with 
massive crews, cranes, helicopters, explosions… It’s been a real baptism of fire and has taught me a lot about 
filmmaking. That’s what I love about directing… each project is different and it exposes you to something new. 
You’re always growing and honing your voice. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

One of the artists I met called Pauli The PSM (who is now one of my dearest friends) showed some of the work we 
made together to a friend of his who worked for a commercial production company. At that time I didn’t know any 
companies in the industry or how directors got signed. The company liked my work and asked if they could 
represent me. I joined them and a few months later I directed two commercials for Adidas, starring Lionel Messi. 

It was an unreal experience to go from shooting by myself and editing in my bedroom, to working with the newly-
crowned world player of the year. Up until that point almost all of the films I’d made had no budget. The campaign 
ended up winning a Cannes Lions and I began a decade making commercials and music videos. 

Directing the JAY-Z video was a key moment for me because it helped me find a manager and started to open 
doors for me in Hollywood. I just finished a series for Quibi and I have two feature projects in development that 
I’m very excited about. 

Rohan currently lives in Los Angeles. 
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CAROLINE BARTLEET | DIRECTOR 

Caroline Bartleet is a BAFTA winning writer and director based in London. She trained and worked as an actor 
before completing an MA at the National Film and Television School in Producing. 

Her short film Operator won the BAFTA for British Short Film in 2016. Her short films have screened at festivals 
worldwide. 

As a writer, Caroline has various television projects in development including Ticking, a TV series for Two Brothers/
ITV, and an adaptation of Robert Harris’ novel The Fear Index for Left Bank Pictures/Sky Atlantic. 

Film Credits: Operator (2015), The Bind (2018), Rachel (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I had zero links to the industry when I started out and I didn’t know I wanted to be a director at all. I wanted to act 
and went to drama school. I spent a lot of my 20's waitressing, temping and finally working in production while 
auditioning and working as an actor in between. I felt very frustrated when I wasn’t acting because I wasn’t doing 
what I wanted to be doing but I also felt frustrated by a lot of the parts I got because they weren't very interesting 
(the thought of most actresses the world over). While I would have loved a super successful acting career, I am 
glad now that I had that experience, partly because my acting experience obviously informs my directing, but also 
because working multiple low-paid jobs at the bottom of the ladder and lowest pay grade has made me very 
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aware of how hard runners on sets work and how important it is to be kind and nice to people whatever their job 
title. This doesn’t always happen and is baffling to me – it’s not hard to be nice!  

So I think that even if you feel frustrated by where you are now or what you’re doing to pay the rent, know that 
you’ll probably look back on it as a really important part of your career. I learnt what sort of director and person I 
wanted to be in that time. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I started making short films with actor friends as a way to get showreel material and things went from there (not 
as director – as producer/admin person and actress). From there, I worked as a producer’s assistant and in 
production on a feature film and thought I wanted to be a producer.  

I think part of my issue was thinking I wasn’t qualified to be a writer or director and that’s why it took me so long 
to actually bite the bullet and direct something. I had applied to National Film and Television School (NFTS) for 
their Producing course as that was the course I had enough experience for but at the same time while I was 
working on reception, waiting to find out if I’d got in, I wrote a short film called Operator. It had a really simple set 
up and I knew I could shoot it for almost nothing, but my husband (a writer/director) encouraged me to think 
bigger. He asked who I’d have in it if I could have anyone and I said the face I’d pictured (of the main character) 
was the actress Kate Dickie. This is where I got lucky. He had met her at a festival and had an email address for her 
and he asked her if I could send her the script. She said yes, read it and agreed to do it, and really in a way I feel 
like that was the big turning point with directing for me. Because the film went from a little experiment I was doing 
to a film that had a great actress in it. We were able to raise money and get another great actress to play opposite 
her as a result. I remember the exact street I was on when I got the email from Vicky McClure saying she was in 
too – we were so excited to get that cast.  

This is a mega lesson actually – if there’s any way to get your short script in front of someone not through an 
agent, then do it. It obviously says a lot about Kate and the kind of legend she is that she said yes, but it helped 
that the script landed directly in her inbox. So many good things came from Kate and Vicky saying yes and I always 
have such respect for actors who don’t need to do short films doing them, because they want to support 
filmmakers and new voices starting out. Who knows where I’d be if that film hadn’t happened. Probably I’d be a 
frustrated producer.  I did in fact go to NFTS and did the producing course and I also learnt a lot of valuable things 
there despite the fact I’m not producing now.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I felt a lot of pressure after Operator to make a short film that was amazing. I remember a lot of people saying it 
was probably going to be that difficult second album and it was. But I learnt a lot more making that than I did with 
my much more successful short, so in a way, I feel glad to have had that experience.  

The most valuable thing it taught me is that no one knows better than you what you should be doing. It was my 
first experience of development as a writer rather than producer (with Operator it was just me and Rebecca, the 
producer, who worked on the script. We talked to the actors about it but that was it). It taught me that you have to 
push back hard sometimes but it’s always worth doing. That doesn’t mean you have permission to be a dictator or 
an arsehole, but it does mean you have to have courage in your convictions. I am much more vocal now. I hate the 
term ‘auteur’ when it comes to filmmaking because I think making films is such a collective thing; we can’t do it 
without other people and we need everyone to be in the best environment to do their best work BUT we need the 
director or writer/director to push really hard to get what they see in their head on screen. It’s a fine balance! 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’ve worked on a lot of sets as a runner and production assistant. I’ve produced multiple shorts. I’ve assisted a 
producer and a director. I’ve acted in a lot of shorts (some thankfully buried). At the NFTS I helped out in the Art 
department, as a driver, rushes runner etc., etc. Every time you do those jobs, you help the short film world go 
round. I think it’s so important. I remember on my second short as director, the producers laughing at me getting 
emotional thanking the crew for being there for a pittance (basically lunch). But it does make me emotional 
because we can’t do it without people’s help and you should never take that for granted. You should give that help 
back where you can. You always learn something new or at least get a funny story out of it…. 

Short film funding: In the beginning my own hard-earned cash went into the films I made but by the time I came 
to direct Operator we raised money on Kickstarter. For the next short I was lucky enough to get funding through a 
BBC Films scheme and for my last short we persuaded RSA to support the film alongside Stefan Allesch-Taylor 
who has a short film fund. It’s ALWAYS a battle getting money. In a way I feel the Kickstarter model (for Operator) 
was the best because even though Rebecca and I had a full time job getting people to put a tenner in the pot, we 
didn’t have to answer to anyone other than our friends and family and that was incredibly freeing. I think Operator 
would have been a very different film if we’d been subjected to a proper development process!  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I started meeting agents when Operator was at its first festival (LFF). I think the right agent can do wonderful 
things but in my experience you have a lot of work to do yourself. What’s brilliant about an agent is the intros and 
them sending your work to producers who might actually look at it - because they don’t accept unsolicited scripts 
usually. But you have to be willing to push HARD. That’s something I’m very bad at so take it from me, get 
practising if you want to progress. I didn’t get my first paid job through my agent so remember how important it is 
to push to meet people and talk about projects, even if it’s your worst nightmare. Networking can be exhausting 
but you never know who you’ll make a great career defining relationship with through that process. Ask to meet 
people for coffee (or Zoom…). Talk about what they’re doing, what you’re doing. It can feel so cringe (I often find it 
really hard) but it’s got to be done. No one is going to discover you. It’s easy to think your agent’s job is to do all 
that for you but it’s a partnership – they can only do so much. 

I met so many people after we won the BAFTA for Operator but really and truly it only gets you through the door. It 
didn’t get me my first job. For me, I got a leg up via my husband. I started writing with him on a TV project two 
years ago and that has led to more writing work. I know I’ve been lucky. I know that without my husband 
persuading an exec to read my stuff, and without her taking a punt on me, it’s likely I would still be struggling to 
earn a living. So wherever you can, nurture relationships with writers and producers who all have their own 
networks they can introduce you to. That doesn’t mean you have to marry them ;-) but it does mean be aware of 
how you can broaden your network and opportunities. 

Through that job I have been very lucky to work with a couple of people who have really encouraged me as a 
writer and given me opportunities that aren’t easy to come by. Hopefully I’ll get to that point as a director too. 
That’s the goal.  

I think it’s important to recognise (and accept) that not everyone gets to be a superstar on day one out of film 
school. But that doesn’t mean you won’t do something amazing in five or ten years. At least, that’s what I’m 
hoping. 
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ALICE LOWE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Alice Lowe is an English actress, writer and director. She began her career in experimental theatre. From 2001 on, 
she made regular appearances on British television, acting in series such as Little Britain, Skins and Sherlock. The 
short film Solitudo (2014) was her directorial debut. She went on to write, direct and star in her feature film debut 
Prevenge (2016). 

Directing Film Credits: Solitudo (2014), Prevenge (2016). 

  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

It’s not something I remember making a conscious decision about. When I was a kid, my teacher once made me 
‘direct’ an assembly – I was about 8, this was middle school! Very weird, she was a bit of a visionary that teacher, 
always making us do weird stuff. She obviously saw some sort of inherent bossiness in me that made me ‘a 
director’. I had to choose a topic and I chose ‘Assemblies’. Bit meta isn’t it?! It started with a boy doing a really 
boring speech about the Titanic. Then we put him in a sack, carried him offstage and did a ‘hippie dance’. I also 
made a boy cry because he was supposed to be playing an old man but wanted to wear his judo outfit. He was 
quite a hard little kid as I remember, much scarier than me. But something about the power of being a director 
must have gone to my head, it was what was creatively required! I let him wear the judo outfit in the end. 

Photography by Daniel Bergeron
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My first proper directing was of a play as a student and I had to apply for funding. The funding panel said, ‘Why do 
you want to be a director?’ And I said, ‘I don’t. I’ve just got this idea in my head and it’s driving me nuts.’ As good a 
reason as any. Sometimes I’ve just got an idea in my head that plagues me literally at night. And I used to not 
know what to do with it. I’d want to hand it over to someone else and say, ‘here’. But I came to realise only I 
understood it! I like telling stories and I love that as a director you can bring together multiple media and art forms 
to make a complete world, music, art, light, movement. One part doesn’t function without the other. It satisfies a 
kind of creative desire within me when I don’t necessarily have the skill to generate all the parts myself.  

I love that it brings a team together to make something more than the sum of its parts. 

I love the social aspect of filmmaking, pulling together, battling the elements, in-jokes, finding stuff spontaneously, 
etc. Although sometimes it can be lonely, especially the post-production stage. I sometimes think actors are like 
kids, and when you become a director you become a grown-up. Everyone’s having a whale of a time, and you have 
to go away and be responsible, make sure the ship’s still afloat. 

I guess there was a point as an actor where these ideas and opinions about every aspect of my work were 
spiralling out of me, and needed an outlet. At first this was with writing. But so much of what I am interested in is 
visual, musical, tonal. Writing wasn’t enough. (I began as a performer in physical theatre in devised shows, and 
was very used to a collaborative, organic style of working.) It just became obvious that I would start directing, if 
only to stop complaining about not being heard! 

With directing, as with my writing, it took a big deep breath and a terrifying leap to admit I wanted to direct. Ha ha  
sounds like admitting to being an alcoholic or something. I think especially as an actor turned director, you feel 
you have a lot to prove; that it isn’t just some vanity project, taking of the reins; that you actually have a visual, 
cinematic sensibility. I kind of tested myself with my first short film which had no dialogue, just music, imagery, 
sound design. I wanted to prove that’s what I’m interested in. Cinema in its purest form. I’m not really about lots of 
dialogue, TV stuff. I never have been.  

I think some of the difficulty of being a young person is discovering where your talents really lie, it’s almost like 
uncovering a mystery. For ages I was unhappy working in TV comedy as it just wasn’t fulfilling my dreams. I’d be 
having ideas that were way too big and strange for TV and getting frustrated I couldn’t get them made. A film exec 
called me in for a meeting after watching a sketch show I co-wrote and starred in and she said, ‘I think what you 
do is really filmic.’ This was a really nice confirmation for me.  

I had already started making short films, and it was always a liberation to not be confined by TV rules. Mind you, 
this was a while ago. Now TV is drawing loads on film and cinema in terms of ambition, scale, budget, imagery, 
editing, music. I’m now writing a lot of TV drama. And it’s a breath of fresh air for me. People are finally interested 
in tearing up the rule book. 

I would say though that I don’t see myself as a conventional or jobbing director. I tend to turn down other people’s 
scripts because I see it as very hard work with long hours and high commitment, so it has to be a passion project 
to take me away from my kids. This for me at the moment means directing my own stuff only. Luckily I have 
writing and acting as my main salary, so it means I can be selective. It’s worth thinking about the lifestyle you want 
when you’re thinking about these choices. Though I had no plan at all, so I’m being a little hypocritical. It’s just that 
there is a degree of ‘wolf from the door’ work you may have to take up as a director, i.e. stuff that pays the bills. 
And you will often have to balance this with your real passion projects, which may be low budget and so not as 
well paid. 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

Well for me it was more of a question of ‘how to get into film?’ I had studied Classics at university, but got into the 
am-dram there, which fuelled my passion for performance. But even then, I thought I was going to do costume 
and set design. I loved performing, but I also loved making things. And I still have a joy in making things – I think 
that’s where my love of directing comes from actually. The satisfaction of making a ‘piece’, a pot, or finishing a quilt 
or making dinner or whatever. 

But I started working with people like Paul King (Paddington), who I was at university with. He was putting together 
casts to make devised shows. And this sort of fulfilled my creative urge, without me having to think of myself as 
this ‘acTOR’, Shakespeare and all that, which felt too highly self-regarding and terrified me if I’m honest. I didn’t feel 
qualified and still don’t. But in this theatre group we were just ‘making stuff ’. Sharing ideas. And it could be funny, 
scary, sad, anything went really! And I look back at that stuff and it’s far more commensurate with the filmmaking 
I’m doing now. 

I finished university not knowing what the hell I was doing. Lots of my friends were going to London to become 
actors, and they sort of dragged me with them. I then entered into loads of temping work and bitty jobs, while 
vaguely acting on the side. I got a job in a comedy called Garth Marenghi with Richard Ayoade and Matt Holness 
(mainly because it was directed by my friend Paul King). I remember my mum being horrified as I turned down a 
teaching job in Japan to go to the Edinburgh comedy festival. 

Anyway, it was a gamble that paid off as the show won the Perrier Award, which was the main comedy award at 
that time. And I ended up getting an acting agent and some TV comedy work. In a way this was a detour from 
what I wanted to do. I was taken from this world of experimental theatre in a pub venue and plunged into the 
world of TV execs and live studio sitcoms. It was certainly a learning curve. 

I found myself in a bit of a hamster wheel of trying to get a sitcom commission, trying to get shows or characters 
off the ground via live performance or TV pilots. And actually I was finding this a little bit depressing because really 
it wasn’t where my strengths lay. I was trying to fit a square peg into a round hole, but it took a few years to realise 
that. But I didn’t want to look a gift horse so I was taking work where I was offered it. Which is sometimes the way 
it goes. It’s not an utter disaster, you’re learning stuff along the way. I was certainly learning loads about shooting 
and production during this time as an actor. 

Meanwhile, my friend Jacqueline Wright came to me and said, ‘I’ve just finished a film degree. Have you got any 
scripts?’ Again, she perceived me as someone who might have a film in them, when I hadn’t necessarily twigged 
myself! 

We then started collaborating with me as writer/actor and her as director. This collaboration worked so well (hold 
on to your collaborators when you find them!). And we made loads of short films. Suddenly I felt completely 
liberated in terms of writing, style, subject matter. In comedy there’s this thing of ‘ticks to a page’. This means how 
many jokes/laughs there are on each page. If there’s not enough, you gotta put more in! Suddenly I was liberated 
from ‘ticks’ and I could just write what I wanted. And it was often stuff that would just not make it through a TV 
development process – maybe too weird, deemed too obscure, too many different genres, or not able to be 
pigeonholed.  

The first thing we did was a competition called Straight 8 were they send you a 16mm reel of cinefilm and you 
make a silent film, editing with single takes in-camera, then send it along, undeveloped, with a separate sound 
track. We won two years running with our two entries (which you can watch on YouTube). This was a really good 
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discipline. Single shots meant a lot of clear storytelling, without dialogue. Showing not telling. The only thing you 
pay for is the reel which I think was about £30. The films get taken to the Croissette in Cannes, so that was a great 
excuse for introduction to the Cannes festival. 

After that we decided to make twelve short films in a year, and make all different types of things, just to show off: 
A music video, an animation, a B&W film parody, a spoof documentary. This was so much fun. We self funded 
these which was possible as we had day jobs. But we also started to build up a core team of people who believed 
in us and would work for free. This team building is also so important. These are the people you will want to carry 
with you into the paying jobs, and build up a rapport and visual style with. 

I was lucky that Jacqui had attended film school and was really up on equipment and production. But all 
importantly she had knowledge of resources and schemes. There is a whole spreadsheet of funding schemes 
available in the UK and you should invest time in getting to know about them. There’s paperwork involved! But 
you can get your first film funded through one of these. Another important resource for us was Shooting People, a 
paying members club (again about £30 a year). They have networking events and by going along to these we 
found ourselves an amazing editor and numerous other contacts. 

Anyway, that was my introduction to the world of film, which I found infinitely exciting and realised that this is 
exactly where I should be. Especially as my heroes were mainly filmmakers, people like Shane Meadows and 
Paddy Considine and Andrea Arnold. 

I also was doing live comedy at this time, and Steve Oram and I did a funny Brummie couple on stage. Both of us 
have this eye for observational stuff and wanted to do something loosely based on our families. But we wanted 
these characters to have a difference: they were serial killers. Anyway, long story short, this idea was thought of as 
‘having legs’ and we were given some money by a tv production company to make a short taster. Then Edgar 
Wright saw it and said it should be a film. So we started working with BigTalk and Film4 developing it as a feature, 
having no idea what we were doing really.  

After many close deaths of this project, mainly because we weren’t famous enough to get our own feature film, in 
a last ditch attempt to get it made, we hired a new director. And that director was up-and-coming Ben Wheatley. 
His film Kill List was about to come out and be massive. So riding on the wave of his ‘coolness’ we were actually 
allowed to make our film, Sightseers.  

This went on to premiere at Cannes and win loads of awards etc. And finally I felt I was allowed to be in the film 
world. It can feel like a VERY closed shop. I remember one bad review that said ‘TV bit part actors, Alice Lowe and 
Steve Oram...’ And I thought, ‘yeah, that’s right. I’m a bit part actor that’s come this far, and I’m proud!’  

So in conclusion, there’s a lot of luck and contacts involved. But I have to say I never abandoned hope. And was 
also willing to invest loads of my free time in working for no money on various projects, so I was constantly 
gaining skills and contacts, and never letting up. Find a cheap place to live, keep your rent low! Then you can 
afford to do more stuff.  

The best thing to do is just keep making stuff. Even if it’s on your phone, with your mates, etc. Even now, if 
someone said ‘you’ll never get paid again,’ I would probably keep on making films. Just because it’s almost a 
compulsion. If you feel that way, there will probably be a space for you in the film industry. Take control of it. I 
always think, you don’t make the film, never mind, who cares? You MAKE the film, you ALWAYS have that film. No 
one can take it away from you. You did it! You had the balls! So... Make the film! 
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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

I think I’m old enough to have experienced a time when there was zero interest in female directors or writers. 
There would be the odd scheme of ‘women in horror’, ‘women in comedy’, but it was often a tick box exercise in 
the production company getting some extra funding. Some of which they ploughed into awarding some of their 
female writers a spa facial (I’m not joking. This actually happened!) The films would then never get made. 

One such scheme, they actually used one of mine and Jacqui’s short films to prove to the funding board that 
‘women in film in comedy’ was actually a thing and worthy of money. Then they rewarded us by not giving us the 
money to develop our feature, but by giving it to some more famous women instead (who had never made a film, 
and didn’t get to make one either!). We were literally the only women making comedy films and we STILL couldn’t 
get funding! 

I would say my biggest frustration has been being routinely underestimated. Whether it’s people not employing 
me because of a sense of unease that I’m not good enough, or people’s surprise that what I’ve done is actually 
good. I remember one person turning me down for a development scheme (even though I’d just made 12 shorts 
in a year. TWELVE.) and shortly afterwards they saw my debut screenwriting feature and ‘felt like they’d just turned 
down The Beatles.’ I did think, well I’m not The Beatles, but why DID you turn me down? Self-confidence can play a 
part, but there is discrimination too sadly. I find that as a woman you have to prove yourself over and over and 
over again. It is never just taken for granted that you are just good at what you do. It’s a surprise each time, ‘Aha, 
Ms Lowe once again you are not shit, we are so surprised and unable to put two and two together!’ It’s very tiring 
and boring. But some element of me likes surprising people. Someone realising they had no idea of your 
capabilities can be pretty satisfying, hehe. 

I had numerous experiences of being passed over for men with less experience. And then the humiliation of being 
directed by those often green and clueless directors who were deemed a ‘safer pair of hands’ than me! I do think 
this attitude pervades still. You’re just given fewer second chances as a woman. A mistake means you’re ‘awful’, 
whereas for a man this would be him just ‘learning’, so you feel this pressure to never slip up. But there is a new 
breed of female actor/writer/directors who are just showing people how it’s done (yes, YOU, Michaela Coel). I don’t 
know why, but you’re allowed to direct as a woman if you also act and write. It’s perceived as ‘niche’ being a 
woman, so it’s thought that only you will understand how your project works. And I’m happy to ride upon that 
assumption!  

Although it can be annoying when you’re handed a project purely because there’s a female lead, instead of just on 
your merits as a director. We’ve still a long way to go where women are the first choice because of their brilliance 
instead of their gender. I STILL get people asking me to look at their script to tell them if the female character is 
any good and can I improve it? I end up telling them how to improve all of it, the male characters too! 

But these days I am breathing a sigh of relief that finally people understand the power of a female narrative. This 
honestly was not understood or countenanced when I started out. I was like, ‘How is it we had all these female 
leads in the nineteen FORTIES, Bette Davis et al, and now we’re HERE?!’ Basically, TV film execs all thought female 
leads were ‘uncommercial’. Based on no evidence whatsoever, just on some lazy stereotyping. With Killing Eve, 
Fleabag, etc. all of that is being thrown out of the window, along with a lot of other outdated notions about race, 
sexuality and status. The fall of Harvey Weinstein was about more than just the end of sexual predators in the film 
industry. It also represented the collapse of the myth of the omnipotence of the white male exec.  

There’s more questioning of that than ever and it’s starting to bleed through into the narratives that are being 
made. There’s still a problem (Trump, Boris Johnson, Putin, etc., etc.), but at least the truth is starting to be tackled 
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in the stories we’re telling and are allowed to tell. In a way, it feels the less morality there is in our institutions, our 
governments, the more moral imperative there is in the arts. 

Anyway, the answer I think as ever is to keep making, making, making. Don’t let your voice be ignored. If you take 
a knock, pick yourself up and start again. If you have a bad experience with someone, go high, don’t go low. 
Believe me, you will see them on the way down as you’re on the way up! Find people to support and mentor you 
and learn all you can from them. Find and use support networks, film organisations that support women, LGBQT, 
POC, people with disabilities. There’s strength in numbers. And you will find strategies there in moving forward 
with your career without becoming too depressed or disparaged. Find a mentor or role model and aspire to 
emulate their career and philosophies. 

It’s very easy to become very down and it’s very common to have a lot of war wounds, horrible stories about 
incidents that have occurred at work. Know your rights, check your contract thoroughly, join unions and groups 
that protect your rights such as Equity, Bectu, Writer’s Guilds etc. Again, find out what schemes, bursaries, support 
you are eligible for. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

A lot of my filming experience was gained by being an actor. I would say, as much opportunity as you can get just 
to be on set, even if it’s just observing, take it. I learned so much about filming by being an actor who actively takes 
an interest. I always chat to DoPs about lenses, cameras, lighting. I’ve always had an interest in how things are 
shot, especially SFX, stunts, CGI. All of this has been invaluable.  

Also, when working with Jacqui on our short films, we were crew, wardrobe, makeup and producers. It was a 360 
degree learning experience; lugging kit across a field and going to kit hire places and working out production costs 
and negotiating with a studio. None of these I have to do now, but it gave me a working understanding of all the 
different functions of different departments. And also a different understanding of what’s possible. Some of my 
specialism is someone telling me, ‘That’s not possible on this budget.’ And me telling them, ‘Yes it is and this is 
how.’  

This also bleeds through to my writing, because if necessary I will write something with a short or low budget 
shoot in mind, as with my debut directorial feature Prevenge. After Sightseers, I was developing several projects 
that were taking too long. Then I got pregnant. Halfway through the pregnancy, a director/producer Jamie Adams 
asked me if I had any scripts, and I explained to him quite grumpily that I was busy having a baby. But I went away 
and thought to myself, ‘well what could I do while pregnant?’ So I came up with a low budget slasher with a 
pregnant woman, never thinking for a moment it would actually get made. 

I wrote it for an eight-day shoot, bearing in mind SFX of killings etc. It would be a series of long scenes, two 
handers, in single locations so we could do one a day. Dialogue in the morning. SFX in the afternoon. We actually 
ended up doing some pick ups, so it was 11 days in total. We had a budget of £80K.  

The film premiered at Venice, then went on to Toronto, playing at festivals all over the world and getting 
international distribution deals. After Sightseers, I had had some education on how film festivals work, including 
the horror festival network. But I had no idea that the film would span such a diverse range of festivals. I had 
planned to please both an art house crowd and a horror crowd. And it pays to think this way. So go to festivals! 
Find and see your audiences! It may change what you then write. And there’s no shame in thinking this way, like a 
producer. I sometimes think that I am ahead of the curve in terms of what audiences want. Go with those 
instincts. It does not mean you have to compromise, it might just help you work out what you want to write. 
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An extra point about festivals – I never really understood what they were for. But it’s kind of triple-pronged. You 
are selling your film like a cow at a market, but you are also testing it out in front of audiences. And off the back of 
that there is also critical response – i.e. reviews. Now, a film can be deemed a success in one or two or all of these 
fields. But actually, success in any one of them can be of great help to you and your career. Also, something that 
may not get interest in the wider market, may be a sell-out huge success at a genre festival. It really is worth 
coming to understand how some of these showcases work and who the audience is.  

People are taking genre more and more seriously now, it’s no longer the slightly nerdy ghetto it once was. But only 
make a horror if you love it! A director once told me he was making a zombie film because it was ‘easy to get 
made’. I’m guessing it might not have been the best zombie film ever. Make the stuff you love. Make it work within 
the constraints you’re under. You actually may come up with something more interesting when you have to 
compromise! For example, you love shark films, but can’t afford a shark? Make it about a killer dog instead. 
Already funny.  (Only if it’s quite a small dog. Big ones are actually scary.) 

In terms of ‘honing my voice’, I watch a lot of films, always have done. And I’m lucky enough to have worked with 
some amazing directors as an actor. Again, being on set you’re exposed to a different range of working techniques 
and methods. I really learned my preferred directing methods by working with some incredible directors of 
comedy and naturalism/realism. A lot of what I love comes down to a mixture of realism and surrealism. I love 
observation of humans, their weird quirks. But I also love the visual splashiness of horror and sci-fi.  

I guess Monty Python was an eye-opener in my childhood, and they, of course, went on to make films. Britishness 
is very much part of my identity as a filmmaker, in terms of humour, irony, darkness, quirkiness. I think embrace 
what makes you, you, and don’t worry about the audience being different to you. ‘The more specific something is, 
the more universal it becomes,’ I think some wise person said.  

Part of my experiment with Prevenge was to see if an audience would identify with a quite unsympathetic 
murderous pregnant woman! My theory is, just don’t give someone a white male hero to cling onto, and they will 
take what they are offered, like a life raft! People will eventually accept what protagonist you give them. So it’s 
worth keeping plugging away at those differences. It’s an exercise in empathy for the audience, and a good 
important one. 

Oh, and watch ‘making of’ docs! 

5. How did you get your first break?  

I’ve detailed some of this above. I think you get a series of ‘first breaks’ really. I could say my first break was 
working with Paul King, or getting cast in a comedy show, or getting an agent, or getting Edgar Wright to exec my 
first feature, or whatever. It’s usually some small incremental steps. Some people have some amazing ‘first break’ 
stories, e.g. ‘I was waiting at a train station and someone stopped me and said, “You should be in a feature film!” 
and the rest is history!’ I am not one of those people. If anything my story would be, ‘no one really thought I was 
particularly interesting. But I ignored them and was a persistent gnat buzzing around the film industry until 
people realised I wasn’t going away and they had to give me something to do.’ 
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DOUGAL WILSON | COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

Dougal Wilson is a director well known for his music videos and commercials. Dougal began his career as a 
copywriter at The Leith Agency, Edinburgh, before going on to direct his first ads and music videos for artists 
including Coldplay, Goldfrapp, The Streets, Bat For Lashes, Basement Jaxx, Dizzee Rascal, and Jarvis Cocker.  

His many commercials include those for Apple, Ikea, The BBC, and Amnesty International. Dougal's Christmas 
adverts for UK department store John Lewis have become a widely talked-about part of British popular culture. 

In 2019, Dougal was named Director of the Year by AdAge/Creativity. Dougal was recognised in AdWeek’s Top 100 
"Creatives Behind the Most Innovative Work” in 2018. Amongst his many other industry awards and honours, 
Dougal’s film, We’re the Superhuman's for Channel 4, garnered two Black D&AD Pencils and the Grand Prix for Film 
at Cannes Lions in 2017.  

Dougal was nominated by the DGA in Outstanding Directorial Achievement in Commercials in 2020. 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My route to becoming a director was somewhat haphazard and circuitous. I grew up in the late 70s / early 80s in 
Wirral, Merseyside. I liked drawing and, from the age of 9, I played in a series of bands. I was also obsessed with 
Star Wars but didn’t really connect this with the concept of the people who must have made it and how it was 
done. I really had no realisation that you could be a film director as a job. When I was about 8, I saw 2001: A Space 
Odyssey on TV and was mesmerised but thoroughly disturbed by the ending. This film later became a bit of an 
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obsession. At secondary school I loved art but I also liked physics. I think part of the reason I liked physics was 
because I liked 2001. I ended up studying physics at university, but didn’t really know what I wanted to do 
afterwards. I was generally a bit confused. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

While studying physics at university I found I increasingly missed drawing, so I began designing posters for 
university theatre groups in my spare time. I really enjoyed doing this and it was a bit of an added thrill/ego boost 
to see the printed posters displayed around university. I guess this was my first experience of ‘advertising’. I also 
started making sets for some of these plays, and went to the Edinburgh Fringe every summer. I was seeing a lot 
more films at the university film club, and started playing around with a Super 8mm camera. All these experiences 
really began opening my eyes to possible things I might actually want to do (as opposed to physics). Then I 
happened to hear a Radio 4 interview with Ridley Scott and Alan Parker where they were saying that they got 
started in feature films through directing commercials. As I was increasingly interested in films, plus was already 
sort of making ‘adverts’, I thought that after university I’d try and get a job in an ad agency as a ‘creative’. I thought 
this might be a bit like doing posters for plays.  You start to see what I mean about my route to being a director 
being haphazard and circuitous.  

I somehow managed to get a job as a junior copywriter in an Edinburgh ad agency and soon found out that this 
wasn’t really like drawing university posters. It was much more about thinking of simple ideas, in all sorts of 
mediums – print, radio and TV.  We made ads for lots of Scottish things, including Tennent’s Lager and Irn-Bru. 
When you made a TV advert you had to select a director, so I watched a lot of showreels – which in those days 
were on enormous U-Matic videotapes. Some of these directors’ showreels also had music videos. This was the 
mid 90s and there was a kind of renaissance happening in music videos. I started seeing work by directors like 
Michel Gondry and Spike Jonze. This was quite a revelation as the music video format seemed to contain elements 
of everything I was interested in. I decided to try and make some music videos for my friends’ bands. The 
experience in the ad agency helped as it made me try and think of simple, (hopefully) funny ideas. They also had 
to be cheap and do-able by myself with friends as crew.  

My very first video started with a bleak empty road, with a microphone stand just rising into shot in the 
foreground.  Then the singer from the band appears in the distance, running towards the microphone. However, 
the microphone starts mysteriously moving away from him (it’s attached to an unseen truck, which the camera 
and crew are also on), so he has to keep running to keep up with it (and sing into it). As he runs, he’s handed a 
guitar from out of shot (we handed it to him from the truck). Meanwhile, some more people appear in frame, also 
running. They are roadies, holding his amplifier. They plug his guitar in, but need to keep running with him as 
they’re carrying his pedals and amp. More and more people start appearing into frame from the sides – the 
bassist, plus people carrying his enormous bass cabinet, and the drummer, who is being carried on a chair while 
about four other people carry the various bits of his drum kit. I also had people carrying lights, and a make-up 
person who briefly runs in and touches up the singer’s face. Inevitably it all ends in chaos as the various people 
trip over / give up / mutiny. I learnt an enormous amount just from doing this. My next video was for another 
friend’s band, and was set at a gig. The sound engineer on the mixing desk is adjusting the sliders, which are 
labelled “Bass”, “Snare”, “Vocal” He then discovers that the sliders control other things than just the volume – 
“Competence”, “Audience Interest”, “Video Budget”, “Species”… etc. The idea basically came from my mate while 
we were at a gig, standing next to the mixing desk. Again it was possible to shoot it on a reasonably low budget 
(£500), and we tried to make a virtue out of the highly shonky production values. 
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I also made a couple of shorts. The ad agency then got me to shoot some very low-budget ads that they couldn’t 
afford a proper director for. Edinburgh was a great place to live, as it wasn’t too expensive or difficult to get people 
together to do little shoots. I also got to go to the cinema three times a week by thoroughly exploiting the 
company’s corporate membership card. 

Eventually I’d worked at the ad agency for eight years but also had a directing  ‘showreel’ of various low-budget 
music videos, shorts and ads. I had a friend who worked in one of the London ad production companies who I 
think must have been desperate for new directors at the time, and they offered to ‘represent’ me. This was a bit of 
a scary step, as it would mean leaving my secure Edinburgh job and going to London, which I’d always been 
terrified of. There was also no guarantee I’d actually get any work. When a production company represents you 
they’re basically trying to get you work from ad agencies (for ads) or record companies (for music videos), and you 
only get paid if you work. But by this point it felt like an opportunity I couldn’t turn down, so I went for it. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

When I moved to London I had to basically pitch on almost every opportunity I was sent, which were invariably 
quite low-budget music videos. I was desperate to succeed so spent almost all my time working and didn’t have 
much of a life. With a music video pitch, you just get sent a track and a ‘brief’ that says something like, “We’d like a 
performance video with a twist”. The trouble is that there is never any guarantee when an idea will come to you. 
There is a bit of luck involved. But I’ve found that the harder you work, the more luck you have. I spent most nights 
and weekends working. Sometimes I’d come up with a decent idea, sometimes they were a bit of a stretch. But I’d 
always try and come up with something.  

My first professional music video was shot on my 30th birthday. It was on 16mm film with a full professional crew 
and I found the experience highly stressful and frustrating. It was so much easier making things with my DIY style 
small Edinburgh crews, and I found it a lot harder for my tone of voice to come through with the large, hierarchical 
crew as everything was much slower. The video looked very nice, but really wasn’t funny. My second video 
experience was much worse and is still, in fact, perhaps the worst of my professional life to date. It was for an 
indie band and my whacky “performance with a twist” idea was for the band members to be discovered, one by 
one (and all their instruments, etc.) buried under the sand on a beach by a guy with a metal detector. On paper 
this sounded hilarious. It really should have been done in two cheap days on a wet British beach with a small 
crew. Instead we had the opportunity to go to South Africa on the back of another larger shoot that the same 
production company was doing. This was presented as a great option as we’d get “great light” and one long 
shooting day. One piece of advice – the more time you can get to do anything, the better. So if your shoot goes 
from two days to one day, this should be regarded with extreme scepticism. Also, “great light” was really not 
necessary for this idea. Guys with metal detectors are also rarely seen on beautiful sun-kissed beaches. Anyway, 
the whole thing was horrendously rushed and my lack of experience meant I was unclear of my shooting 
schedule. The art department were also completely unprepared and discovered that burying someone in sand is 
incredibly difficult to do in a way that doesn’t look terrible. I remember the beautiful sun inching horribly towards 
the horizon, as the storyboard was only one third complete and the record company guy constantly tapping me 
on the shoulder, saying, “You need coverage, you need coverage”. I think this shoot, more than any other 
experience, drummed into me the importance of being prepared for every element of a shoot and not leaving any 
detail to assumption. I.e. know the schedule, test out any practical effects, have a good AD that you thoroughly 
talk everything through with. Anyway, sometimes a trauma like that is necessary to learn. I remember the awful 
hot flush of panic creeping over me during that shoot on this beautiful beach, that I would never work again. Of 
course, you will, but what you won’t do is make the same mistakes again. 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Rather than short films, it was mainly music videos and low-budget commercials that got me noticed by the 
production company I’m now represented by. I got something like £5,000 from Channel 5 scheme where you had 
to pitch and idea for a 1-minute film about an environmental issue. I also got £500 to make one of my first music 
videos from a Channel 4 scheme, and I think I got £1000 for another one, again for another music video scheme. A 
lot of the other things were ‘self funded’. I didn’t have any formal education in film. Most of what I learned came 
from trying things myself with a mini DV camera, or from being on the shoots of commercials I was the copywriter 
on. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My break, I suppose, was getting represented by a London production company, Blink. Like I said earlier, that was 
through the somewhat serendipitous fact that I knew someone who worked there, and they showed a copy of my 
VHS showreel to the MD. 

Since then, every commercial or music video I’ve done has had to be ‘pitched’ for, so I’m quite used to competing 
for jobs. My first few jobs weren’t really that good, but then I did a couple of music videos that got noticed, and 
then I started getting sent more interesting commercial scripts. If anyone is interested in directing commercials I 
would strongly suggest they also make music videos because the two formats go very much hand in hand. 
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ALICE TROUGHTON | DIRECTOR 

Alice Troughton is an internationally-acclaimed director working between the UK and the US. Having lead directed 
and exec-produced Baghdad Central (2020) for Channel 4, she is also known for her work on the award-winning 
shows The Living and The Dead, Cucumber and Dr Who. She's currently finishing Tin Star for Sky and about to shoot 
See 2 for Apple. 

TV Credits: Doctors (2002-2004), Holby City (2004-2005), No Angels (2006), EastEnders (2004-2006), Torchwood (2006), Doctor 
Who (2008), Silk (2012), Merlin (2009-2012), Frankie (2013), Atlantis (2013), In the flesh (2014), Cucumber (2015), Teen Wolf 

(2015), The Living and The Dead (2016), Legends of Tomorrow (2016-2017), Tin Star (2017), Lost in Space (2018), A Discovery of 
Witches (2018), Lore (2018), Baghdad Central (2020). 

Film Credits: Doris The Builder (2004). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was 32 years old when I realised that I was going to be a television director. I had winged my way onto the 
Doctors Directing course in 2002. I say “winged”, but it had been ten years since leaving university and then being 
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several different people – a fringe-theatre director, a struggling writer in Brighton doing care work to supplement 
income and then several years as an Uber Assistant to Very Important Men – first at ICM and then at BBC Films. 

I’d got on the course by the skin of my teeth, aided by the advice of it’s greatest alumni, SJ Clarkson – and the 
sheer adrenaline rush when we finally shot a day. I thought “how do people do it?” Because it made me feel sick 
with the rush and the panic. But Mike Hobson, who is now the head Exec at Doctors, but back then was a first 
assistant director, gave me the best advice – “Just finish your day. That’s what you have to do. Get everything in the 
can”. He was right and it’s very good advice for discipline and efficiency.  

I’m currently a bit addicted to Celebrity SAS and particularly the sageness of Foxy. He has this great bit in his book 
when he talks to the director of the TV programme and they acknowledge it’s the same thrill – it’s a mission to 
shoot. Haha. Here it is:  

“Yes, mate,’ I said. ‘And you probably won’t believe this, and you’ll cringe and flinch at me for saying it, but 
fundamentally the people in this [television] industry are no different from experienced soldiers at the top end, 
apart from the fact that people stereotype you as a bunch of left-wing sods and us as a bunch of right-wing 
hooligans. I’m generalising in a very bad way, but you’re people who like to be busy, you like to have a lot of things 
on, you like to pressurise yourselves, push yourselves out of your comfort zone. You get itchy feet, you’re always 
travelling, and when you get a chance to let your hair down you go ahead and let your bloody hair down.’” 

    Battle Scars: A Story of War and All That Follows by Jason Fox. 

So there you go, we are basically SAS adrenaline junkies. 

You know, I’m meeting the same Industry people today. Be very aware, how you are now at entry level is how you 
will be remembered. Truculent? Entitled? Selfish? The Industry will remember.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I started off thinking I was going to be a theatre director. I’d got into the stage management side of the Ulster 
Youth Theatre and the combination of first sex, freedom, good friends and the thrill of being part of something 
bigger, really hooked me in (and still does, bar the happy marriage bit). 

I was average academically – did my degree in Drama at Kent, a relatively dull university that had a strong drama 
reputation. I hubristically directed Hamlet in my 2nd year, a huge and sprawling production I still have nightmares 
about (the band thought on one night it would be funny to play the Blackadder theme tune for Hamlet’s entrance).  

I did lots of jobs to earn money – washed actors knickers and was a really good DSM – loved calling the cues in the 
box, loved being backstage, liked the people. Kenneth Branagh was our Patron and we all got jobs working with 
the Renaissance Theatre Company and got drunk with Emma Thompson. Star struck!  

Anyhow, after leaving these jobs and travelling, I managed to make a short film in India. I didn’t know what I was 
doing but it had the seeds of something. My very first ever shot was that of a full moon over the Himalayas, on 
Super 16mm. I got my friend Nigel Clark from Dodgy to do the music and its still one of my favourite tracks. It’s 
called Refuge.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 
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Later I did another, very different short film called Doris The Builder, funded through Screen West Midlands. It was 
a short film based on a true story from my hometown, Aylesbury, about a builder who took a load of breast-
enhancing hormones for a dare. (This was fairly normal for Aylesbury.) It was funny and kooky and we found this 
great guy Tom Ellis to play Doris.  

I really messed up this film politically. I was directing episodic drama by then and the producers were very worried 
I had a “television sensibility”. This patronising attitude hugely upset me at the time, although I was still definitely 
learning my craft. One of the producers said I lacked all emotional intelligence, the other that I was too emotional. 
I fell out badly with them and they later all fell out with each other to the ultimate detriment of the film. It knocked 
my confidence at a time that was nearly disastrous. Luckily, straight after that I got hired by Russell T for 
Torchwood and a new and brilliant area of developing female gaze drama opened up for me – that of Sci Fi – Run 
by an outstanding show-runner with very clear ideas and style, who taught me a huge amount about the craft. 

Now I am older and wiser, I see what happened on Doris The Builder as a smaller version of the television vs film 
snobbery that still exists today but which really, really needs to move on. The old-school thinking was that 
television was a poor relation to film; the budgets were much smaller, and the disciplines different. It was 
considered an inferior craft. Also, it was very frowned upon that I was making episodes of EastEnders in my post-
production period, even though there was no payment to make the short. This is still a real problem today – to 
keep yourself available to make your film, you can’t take other work that might tie you up. So the people who can 
afford to do it – mainly middle-class white trustfunders are the ones who have historically flourished. Privilege at 
work. Then the second film – well, that’s torturous. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

When I was younger I did loads of different jobs, but all learning about teamwork and creativity. I was very happy 
to shadow and did so several times and I learnt something different with each job. There are many different 
routes to get to where you want to go, and I’m not sure many of us really know where that is. But giving it a stab – 
rolling the dice – seems to be the thing that makes a difference. I’d never wanted to go to the US but they liked me, 
being a female director with CGI experience, so I gave it a go and lo and behold – a pension! 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Having said that, I had the best time with the cast and floor crew on Doris and on the whole that is the experience 
that matters. As long as you like the cast and the team you are working with, and they like you , you do need to be 
able to shut out the above- the- line politics. They might love you, they might sack you.  

The only other time I’ve thought of doing something different – chucking it in – was doing the first job after having 
a baby. Hard going back to work; hard feeling my priorities had changed. I had a cameraman that bullied me – I 
would turn round and catch him eye-rolling behind me or making a wanker gesture. At the wrap party he got 
pissed, staggered up to me and said, “Thing is, I’m a boy from the Valleys and I can’t take orders from a woman”.  

Nowadays, I’d have him straight into the production company with a complaint. As it was, I told my husband the 
next day (between sobs) that I was thinking of changing jobs. He was properly outraged, and said if I wanted to 
change, it wouldn’t be because of some shit forcing me out. And you know, of course he was right. But it still takes 
a strong stomach to deal with the level of sexism – women directors still only at 14 per cent – and the passive 
aggressive fallout from a certain level of toxic masculinity that is terrified and snarling about Me Too. I get called a 
“force of nature” a lot through gritted teeth. Bring it on!  
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For me, the endless bickering about film vs TV is now academic – look at Taika Waititi moving seamlessly and 
brilliantly between both genres – and I have found my sweet spot which is high-end drama. I love being a show-
runner with a decent budget. Baghdad Central was the most authored experience I’ve had. I like being an executive 
producer and a lead director, there’s a degree of control that I just hadn’t accessed before. This opportunity didn’t 
exist five years ago and so the university courses aren’t quite reflecting this training yet. But the market for high-
end drama is exponentially expanding and the barriers between film and television irrevocably blurring. Watch 
Giri/Haji and tell me I’m wrong… 
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NOEL CLARKE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Noel Anthony Clarke is a talented actor, screenwriter, director, producer and comic book author, best known for 
his roles in classic TV shows  Auf Wiedersehen, Pet  and Doctor Who. Noel is also the creator behind the highly 
acclaimed film Kidulthood and its sequels, Adulthood and Brotherhood, which he produced, directed and starred in.  
 
Noel began his writing career in the early 2000’s with the screenplay for the film Kidulthood, released in 2006. The 
sequel, Adulthood, soon followed. In 2009, Noel won a BAFTA in recognition of his emerging talent, with 
the academy giving him the Orange Rising Star Award.   

In 2007 Noel and his business partner, Jason Maza, set up their production company ‘Unstoppable Film & 
Television’, which prides itself on giving a platform to new talent and filmmakers from diverse and ethnic 
backgrounds. Striving and continuing to push the boundaries of independent film and more importantly, advance 
those movies into an international market. Recently, they became part of the All3Media group, which has 
expanded their slate to include scripted TV. 

Since 2007, Unstoppable has produced films such as Adulthood, The Knot, 4.3.2.1, Storage 24, The Hooligan Factory 
and 2014 EIFF’s We Are Monster, Legacy, Scottish Mussell, Brotherhood and 10x10. The latest addition to the list is The 
Fight which premiered at LFF 2018. 

Directing Film Credits: Adulthood (2008), 4.3.2.1. (2010), The Anomaly (2014), Brotherhood (2016). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I realised I wanted to be a director probably quite late in terms of where I was in my life, because I’d been solely 
focused on writing and acting. I knew I wanted to be an actor from a very early age and I suppose I always thought 
I would direct eventually, but I thought acting would be able to sustain my life. I started to become interested in 
directing when we were making Kidulthood. The film’s director [Menhaj Huda] had me there on set everyday for 
authenticity. I was by his side, watching and learning from him. He had directed a lot of stuff before, so he knew 
what he was doing and I was there really to offer advice as the writer. However, being next to him everyday, 
watching him work, I’d sometimes think ‘that’s maybe not how I would have done that scene’. I privately started 
thinking about how I would do things but in the end I just put it down to a difference of opinion, and to be honest I 
was just so grateful to sit with Huds [Huda] and learn from him everyday.  

Then when I wrote the second film Adulthood, and the first person I gave it to was Huds. I wanted him to direct it 
and I figured he would. But then he said he couldn’t do it because he had other jobs coming up and he was 
heading to LA. The distributors were then worried that without Huds, they didn’t know any directors that could 
take on the material. Classic stuff they’d get in trouble for now.  

I couldn’t understand why my destiny was in the hands of other people. They were literally saying “Huds directed 
this phenomenon that you wrote. If he can’t do the second one, we’re at a loss”. So I went away and started 
thinking of other people who could direct it. Then one day, in a meeting, one of the execs said, “Have you ever 
thought about doing it?” I told him I hadn’t but he followed up by saying “Well we’re at a loss to find people. You’ve 
been acting for a while now. You were on set every day on the first one, everybody knows you, you know the 
material. Why don’t you do it?” 

I remember coming home and telling my girlfriend at the time about the suggestion. In my mind I had a rough 
plan where I saw myself directing in 15 years time, when I was able. And she said, ‘well, you should think about it 
because only five years ago, I was having to loan you money for travel cards to get to acting auditions. You’re 
saying in fifteen years you’re gonna direct. How do you even know you’ll even be in a place where you’ll have the 
opportunity to direct in 15 years?’  

She was so smart and astute, and from that moment I knew I had to do it.  

2.	Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After deciding I was going to do it I called the executive producer and said I wanted to do it. However, they told me 
I had to do a test first by directing a short, which they’d pay for. If I did a good job and passed, then I could direct 
the feature. So this is what I did.  

It was a short in the sense that you could just shoot from scenes from the actual movie. So we shoot a ten-minute 
sequence from the movie. It was the sequence where Sam leaves Lexie’s house and gets attacked by Plan B and 
Omen. I went up to the point where you realise that Omen is my brother. I cast the actors from the film and 
approached it like we were actually making the feature. 

That then got submitted to the executives and they were satisfied. I was fortunate really because it nearly got 
messed up due to the clapper loader putting the film in the camera back to front. This meant the rushes all came 
out blue and grainy, and the DoP Brian Tufano had to change a whole bunch of stuff in the grade, just to make it 
visible. I remember the distributor worryingly asking if the blue grainy look was how I proposed to shoot the film, 
and having to explain it was a mistake. I was also asked to back all this up with a report about the overall film, 
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mistakes that were made, and how I’d deal with them moving forward. For example, I could see when I edited it 
together that there was a shot missing that I needed, so I made them aware of that. 

I learned so much through doing this test. Things about shooting coverage, camera techniques. but also when I 
shot this section again in the film, I did it slightly differently, because I had learned from the first time. But that’s 
part of the process. 

Of course, nobody has seen the test film, but no one was supposed to see it. Maybe in a 100 years, when 
everyone’s dead and gone, they’ll show them, as they’re all locked in a vault somewhere. But the whole point of 
making them, is that they never get seen. Back then the Film Council (who where involved in Adulthood) gave a lot 
of directors chances to do a test, to see if they could make a feature film. It literally was, if you pass, you get your 
movie, if you don’t, you don’t. I was involved in another movie where we had this girl director to direct this movie 
called Liberation, and we got it all set up, and they were going to do it, and she didn’t pass it, and they didn’t do the 
movie. So it was a very real thing. 

In the end I passed the test for Adulthood and I got to make the film. Also, that smart, astute girlfriend is now my 
wife. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

In terms of Kidulthood, there weren’t really any bad experiences, apart from people constantly telling us the film 
would never get made, and some people that said it should never get made. There was one woman at a 
distributor who was considering it in 2003, she thought about doing it, and then was like “You would need to 
change so much because kids don’t behave like this and my kid’s don’t talk like this”. I remember saying to her that 
of course her kids didn’t talk like that, as they probably lived in a six-bedroom house in Hampstead. At the time I 
remember her being slightly annoyed about the comment but afterward she also made sure that I never got a 
meeting with that distributor again, during the whole time she worked there. So that was a bad experience I 
suppose, as she was at that financier and distributor for 15 years, and I couldn’t get a meeting with them, even 
after the success of Kidulthood. 

With Kidulthood I was confident in what I’d written but I had no expectations. So then we got the film made, and it 
was a huge success, it was a bonus. With Adulthood when Huds didn’t want to do it, and then the distributor 
initially didn’t want to do it, and even one of the producers was saying it will never be as successful as the first 
one, and he walked off in all but name, this made me start to question myself and shook my confidence a little. 
However, I quickly decided that if these people weren’t going to help me then it was all on my shoulders, which 
meant that if it didn’t work I’d have a story to tell my grandkids one day, but if it did work, none of them could take 
the credit for it, it would be my success. Fortunately, it all worked out and was a success and nobody can take the 
credit for it. I had a great cast and Brian Tufano DoP’d it but I had written it, starred in it, directed it - every shot, 
every montage was my choice. I can still tell you to this day where I got the ideas for the montages. For example 
there’s an emotional montage near the end where the screen moves and it goes around the characters. That came 
about because the iPhone had just come out and you could just move around the screen of the phone. I felt the 
audience would be using their phones in the same way and so I said to the editor to make this emotional montage 
(with the Shystie track) move as if someone was doing it on an iPhone. The editor was unsure how to do it without 
doing it being in blocks. But I knew it couldn’t be like the traditional moving images in, as we had to literally make it 
feel as if somebody’s doing it himself or herself. We managed to figure it out and it worked really well. 

Again, there were no real bad experiences on Adulthood, it was just the pressure of feeling like it was all on my 
shoulders. I knew that if it failed, I would most likely have been done. Too have such a big failure compared to the 
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first one, and then the added fact that to the audience you’ve not only sullied the first film but you’ve also acted in 
it, you’ve starred in it, you’ve written and directed it. You feel like the vultures are waiting to go ‘ah! Your ego was 
so big! I gave you enough rope, and you’ve hung yourself.’ That’s what it felt like people where waiting for, and so 
there was that constant pressure. 

I felt some of this when I did 4.3.2.1. I was already trying to break out of the hood stuff and I loved 4.3.2.1. It’s one 
of my favourite films I’ve directed and if it weren’t for that film, I probably wouldn’t still be about. The reason I love 
it so much is because it was me trying to show people that I could do different things. We had Hollywood stars in 
it Emma Roberts, Kevin Smith, Helen McCrory, Mandy Patinkin. You still have the element of street culture but 
hopefully it’s very different. It’s four female leads, there’s a black girl, Shanika Warren-Markland, who’s up there 
with all these American actors, but I was trying then to do things differently. I mean, you put that film out now with 
four female leads, a black girl protagonist who is also gay, it would be described as being groundbreaking. But at 
the time, people were like expecting another hood movie. This film, however, was out of sequence, it was clever, 
inspired by films like Go, Pulp Fiction and Amores Perros. So when I put it out instead of the 3.3million box office 
that Adulthood made, it only made 1million. Now, for an indie film this is not a failure, but considering the one 
before made 3.3million everyone jumped on it as some sort of failure and my box office as leading man went 
down. Then I did Storage 24, which I wrote but didn’t direct, and when that came out it only does about £500,000 
or something like that, in the UK, so again my value goes down. 

My audience was just not into these films. With Storage 24 I remember getting messages from people saying, “Bro. 
I’m not really feeling this new film, man. Why are you not busting some heads in the area. Like what’s all this alien 
business?” 

I was confused. Surely people don’t want to see me do the same thing again, but the systematic, institutionalised 
racism is like, they want to see you put on a hood, swing a bat and cuss someone. Go do that. It’s difficult as for 
me, I think its gotten harder and harder in some ways to break away from that. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?          

I think I have a very standard style. I don’t necessarily look to do tricks and stuff like that all the time. I’m definitely 
a steadicam lover, getting into The Anomaly, there’s a lot of steadicam. I like scenes that are done in one shot and 
develop throughout. In Brotherhood, there’s a sequence where we burst into the house at the end, and it’s all one 
steadicam shot but it works with for the energy of the scene and wasn’t done for the sake of it. 

I’ve honed my own style though over time and I now feel I know my style, but that’s all come from the mistakes; 
both the ones I’ve made but also the ones I’ve seen first-hand as a writer and actor. For example, being in Storage 
24, as much as I love Johannes (director), I’d be watching it and thinking how I would do it differently. With my own 
work, like The Anomaly, I’m constantly looking back and critiquing myself, going ‘Okay, why did I make that choice’ 
and ‘actually, I love this moment’. The film might not be good enough but actually there are plenty of moments I 
think are great and other moments I won’t do again in that way. I also watch everything. I watch so many films. I’ve 
been taking, my oldest, who is now 12, to the cinema with me since he was 18 months. The other two follow suit. 
As soon as there’s a film trailer on TV they shout at me because they know that we’ll go to the cinema to see it. 
And so honing my craft and my style has come from watching mistakes that I’ve made and seeing things, and then 
learning about what I do best, I guess.  

I still really want to do a film in the same vein as something like Amélie or a Little Miss Sunshine. I would love to put 
my take on one of those things, but I love to push things and be slightly edgy. So the films I’ve made, in terms of 
the Hood films and now Bulletproof, organically suit me more in terms of my style. They’re a bit gritty. I don’t want 
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to see gross, graphic violence, but I don’t want to shy away from it. I don’t want to see porn but I also don’t want to 
pull the curtain. A journalist said at the opening of Brotherhood, as during the opening of the film there is a 
changing-room scene and these guys walk through completely naked, “Clarke has full frontal male nudity in the 
first film to let you people know that he’s not messing around with you’. And that’s exactly what I wanted. It’s not 
that I wanted to see mens’ willy’s, I wanted the audience to understand straight away that they’re not just going to 
sit in this film and go ‘yeah brap brap brap.” And the way to do that straight away was to make them feel 
uncomfortable, and let them know they’re watching something that is going to be different, that shows these 
characters at a different stage of their lives.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

So, I was acting and I hadn’t done Doctor Who, this was way before that in 2000. I’d just started reading a lot of 
screenplays, because I was getting more into my writing. I’d always been writing but just not on a computer. First it 
was writing handwritten scripts and then I eventually I got a computer and I would just write in Word. And then 
someone said to me if you want to write professionally get Final Draft. So I got Final Draft and it was expensive, I 
mean at the time it cost like three months wages, maybe more. I remember it being around £340, and I was only 
getting like £60 a month as a lifeguard at the sports centre part time. And then once I had it, I just didn’t know 
what to do. Faber & Faber used to publish screenplays at the time and so I just went there and I would buy every 
screenplay I could get my hands on. I bought Pulp Fiction, American Beauty, Chasing Amy, Clerks, Go and then I’d go 
and watch the films. Then I’d re-read the screenplay, or read and watch simultaneously. Or I’d read two at a time 
and check for patterns. After a while I started writing.  

I wrote a film with a friend of mine called Remembering Jessie, that was the first thing I ever wrote. Then I wrote a 
horror, or I started writing a horror called The Needle Man, and then we wrote a wedding film called The Knot, 
which we made years, years later. Then I wrote Kidulthood. 

I initially had writing partners on the others, and we were writing a music film romcom called Players. We were all 
trying to complete a first pass quickly, within a week or so. So we’d plan the film together and then each writer 
would go away and write 25 pages, before we’d bring it all together in a finished script. However, after a week we’d 
all meet up again and I’d have done my 25 pages, and the other guy would have done 10, the other guy would 
have done 0. So I just went fuck it, and I decide to write Kidulthood on my own. Thank God I did. And actually, 
weirdly, if you scroll in the roller, you’ll see these guys have additional material credits, when they did absolutely 
nothing. But at the time I was naive enough to think that we could all write together, and it’ll be beautiful and 
lovely, and I was so adamant that they needed credits. But they did absolutely nothing.  

So I wrote Kidulthood. Then I was in a play and I gave it to one of the actors who sent it to Huds and I also showed 
it to Rikki Beadle-Blair, my mentor, who thought it was great and pushed me to get an agent. Huds then e-mailed 
and really wanted to make the film because he had just done a short called Jump Boy.  I took his advice on what we 
could do next and his agent at the time was at Independent Talent, and they called me, and said that they wanted 
to option the script and I didn’t really know anything about this stuff. However, the assistant of that agent was 
allowed to take on clients and I got an email that said, “I would love to rep you for writing. I read your script, I think 
it’s great.” And that’s how the writing agent came about. This agent now runs his own company, 42, and is one of 
the biggest agents in the country. He was instrumental in getting that film made. Instrumental in putting it 
together. But that’s how the agent thing happened. 
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NICK ROWLAND | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Nick Rowland is an award-winning directing graduate of the National Film and Television School (NFTS). Before 
graduating, his work as a director had earned him a Royal Television Society Award for Dancing In The Ashes, a 
nomination for Best Short Film at the Sundance Film Festival for Out Of Sight and a nomination for Best Short Film 
at the BAFTA's and the BIFA's for Slap. Before Nick committed to film, he also had a promising rally driving career. 
He was selected for the prestigious MSA British Rally Academy, before competing in the Chinese and British Rally 
Championships. This experience fed into the making of his last short, Group B, which earned Nick a Student Oscar 
nomination.  

Since the NFTS, Nick directed episodes of Cuffs, Ripper Street and Hard Sun for BBC One. Nick’s debut feature film, 
Calm With Horses, premiered at TIFF 2019 and went on to be nominated for the Sutherland award at the 2019 BFI 
London Film Festival, before its general theatrical release in 2020. 

TV Credits: Cuffs (2015), Ripper Street (2016), Hard Sun (2018).  
Film Credits: Dancing in the Ashes (2012), Slap (2014), Out of Sight (2014), Group B (2015), Calm With Horses (2019).  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I have a bit of an unusual background compared with a lot of filmmakers, as I never really had any ambitions to 
pick up a camera until I was in my early 20s. Before that I was a semi-professional rally driver and my whole life 
was dedicated to cars and motorsport. I was competing in the Chinese Rally Championship and the British Rally 
Championship, and had very little time for anything else. Growing up in the Midlands meant I was never really 
exposed to cinema. There was no real way of watching anything art house and I would have to travel to the closest 
city (Peterborough) to watch the latest Hollywood blockbuster.  
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I became interested in film after my racing career ended and I moved up to Scotland. I guess it was a period of 
soul searching. I was away from a lot of my friends and had very little going on, so I would always end up watching 
loads of movies on the Film4 channel every day. I started to really pay attention and get excited by film around this 
time. Watching Trainspotting for the first time really changed my life. It was the first time I not only enjoyed being 
told a story, but I was fascinated by how the story had been told. I was fascinated by the bold lighting, the way it 
was cut to the pop music, the use of graphic wide angle lenses etc. This was the first film that made me want to 
learn more about the filmmaking process on a technical level. I loved how expressive and bold it was.  

Around this time I was feeling very directionless, and started thinking about going to university. I went on the 
UCAS website and did a multiple choice questionnaire that was designed to suggest courses you might enjoy. My 
results said I should become a librarian or filmmaker, and as I am dyslexic that didn’t leave me with much choice!   

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

First of all, I had to work for a year to save up enough money to study. Then I went to the Arts University College in 
Bournemouth for a BA hons in Film Production. I really felt like I was starting from zero and always having to play 
catch up with the people that had been interested in cinema for much longer than I had. I guess I had an imposter 
syndrome that I have failed to shake even to this day. I never felt like I was cultured or intellectual enough to be a 
filmmaker. But I found I really enjoyed making films and I had a knack for working with actors and making things 
emotionally engaging. I was painfully shy and thought I could never be a director because my idea of a successful 
director was someone who was loud and confident and enjoyed the sound of their own voice. It took me a while 
to learn that a director can be any type of personality and being an introvert was okay too. I always struggled with 
an insecurity that I had nothing worthwhile to say as a filmmaker, but I think it just takes a bit of time to find your 
voice.  

Once I finished my degree I felt like I still had so much learning to do before I could be ready to direct on a 
professional set, so I applied to the NFTS to do a masters degree in Directing Fiction. The NFTS was really life-
changing for me and really helped build up my self confidence and skills to the point where I was ready to start 
working professionally. By the end of my time there I had started to feel comfortable in my own skin and started 
to get a sense of how I worked and what was useful for me personally. Luckily, one of my short films that I made 
at the school was nominated for a BAFTA, and that really kick-started my career and I began directing TV dramas 
for the BBC immediately after I graduated. This was incredibly lucky for me because by the time I came to the end 
of my studies, I had built up a huge level of debt and bank loans that I had no idea how to pay back.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

For me, the biggest setback was also the biggest motivating factor. I had no money and no financial safety net or 
support from anyone. I had to rely on myself and failure was never an option because of the debt I was getting 
myself into through my studies. I think this really forced me to always work at my maximum and be determined to 
overcome any setback that came my way. Filmmaking is such a stressful and insecure career, that I think having 
financial worries on top of the stress of your work can really take a huge toll on your mental health. I always try to 
only ever make decisions that work creatively for me and further my goal of where I see my ideal career, but it 
becomes hard when often the choices I want to make are the ones with the least financial benefit. In the final year 
of making my debut feature film, I had to leave my flat and sofa surf for 12 months because I could no longer 
afford rent. People look in from the outside and assume the life of a director is glamorous, and maybe it is once 
you became very established, but for the most part if you want to stay true to your creative and artistic 
sensibilities it is a huge struggle to make ends meet.  
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?          

All of the shorts I made were via film school. To be honest I would not know where to start if I tried to make a 
short film any other way. With film school you have all the free kit and facilities, and a whole crew of eager and 
passionate collaborators to work with. For me, film school is the perfect way to learn about filmmaking and 
storytelling. The opportunity to learn from your peers is crucial, and building up a filmmaking community of 
friends and crew that support each other and work together is so vital in the early stages of your career.  

After I moved into TV I found that world to be incredibly nurturing. Of course when you move into a professional 
level there is the added pressure and responsibility of doing good work, but I find everyone I met within television 
was sympathetic with how I was still learning, and always helped and supported me through the process. You find 
so many people in the industry are very generous with how supportive they can be. As long as they can see 
passion and hard work then I find that is usually rewarded with trust and encouragement from their side.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

My big break really came when a short film I made at film school was nominated for a BAFTA. It felt like a really 
huge moment for me as it lead to agents and production companies suddenly getting in contact and expressing a 
desire to work with me. Before that I made very few contacts in the industry and I saw no immediate path towards 
professional directing. It made me realise that no matter what the quality of your work is like, exposure and some 
form of pedigree can really help your chances of standing out from the crowd as a young and unproven 
filmmaker. Entering film festivals and film competitions can be a great way of building up a name for yourself, and 
you will also meet loads of useful contacts along the way.  

As a new filmmaker, you are ultimately a risk for any production company to hire, because you have no track 
record for a job where you would be responsible for a hugely expensive shoot. So while the industry is always 
hungry for new blood, I find that they are always looking for signals that reduce the risk of hiring you in their eyes. 
So if you can have your work screen at a well regarded film festival, or if you can win or be nominated for a well 
respected award, it can act as a level of reassurance for the people that may potentially hire you, and tip the odds 
in your favour.  

Secondly, I think its really important to practice your pitching and meeting skills aside from your film work itself. 
Once you pass the first hurdle and manage to get an agent and a job interview, so much of it is about how well 
you can perform in the pitch or meeting to show a level of confidence and understanding about the job on offer, 
and what is required for it to be a success. You need to demonstrate not just a creative flair but also professional 
competence that shows you will handle the pressure and stay on budget, etc. Displaying good communication 
skills and an ability to be a team player and good collaborator are so important in landing that first job. 
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DEBS PATERSON | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Debs Patersons's work ranges from theatrical feature road movie Africa United (Pathé/BBC Films) to high-end 
network and cable TV, including 50 Cent's new ABC/Sony show For Life, Hulu's costume favourite Harlots, to  the 
action-heavy SKY/CINEMAX HBO headliner Strike Back – where she was the first female director in six seasons.  

Her films have played to festival acclaim globally, and in 2018 she was invited by JJ Abrams and Kathy Kennedy to 
document the making of Star Wars EP IX. The resulting feature documentary The Skywalker Legacy was released 
March 2020.  

Debs' first feature Africa United had its world premiere in Toronto and European premiere at a red carpet London 
Film Festival gala, receiving standing ovations at both before releasing theatrically worldwide. Africa United earned 
Debs a Best Debut Director BIFA nomination and recognition as a BAFTA ‘Brit to Watch’. She has served on juries 
for the BIFA Awards, Royal Television Society and Women In Film & TV.  

TV Credits: Strike Back (2018), Harlots (2019), For Life (2020), Domina (2021).  
Film Credits: We Are All Rwandans (2008), Aime (2008), Home (2008), Superman and the School of Necessity (2008), Africa 

United (2010), Nazi Boots (2015), The Skywalker Legacy (2020). 

Photography By Jonathan Olley  
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I knew I wanted to be a filmmaker from the age of about 13. We weren’t allowed to watch TV during the week in 
our house when we were kids, so I read a lot of books, drew a lot of pictures, played a lot of adventure games and 
inhaled movies at the weekends. I loved the creation of worlds and the emotional experience of movies and TV. 
My parents were given a video camera when I was about 12 – a massive old thing with a battery in a separate bag 
you had to carry on your shoulder – and I basically coopted it along with my younger siblings and friends to shoot 
murder mysteries – usually playing the victim so I could get killed off quickly and then hold the camera. Around 12 
or 13, I remember watching Ghost, and as it ended thinking, “I would have done that ending differently - and 
better" (cocky little shit). Then about a year later, I watched Orlando at a friend’s house, and was transfixed by this 
character who could slip between male and female bodies which felt so true to how I experienced stories, and at 
the end realised the director had a girl’s name, Sally, something I hadn’t seen before – and that was basically it. I 
knew I wanted to do this. 

I didn’t know how though. My missionary parents moved from Yorkshire to Asia when I was 16, and the experience 
of suddenly living on the other side of the world made me see how the collective fantasy plays differently 
depending on who the hero(es) are. I got my A levels in India then went to Cambridge to study literature – and 
though I directed and wrote theatre in college, my last play had big screens on the stage, playing vision-like films 
I’d edited together frame by frame on a borrowed 2-cartridge VHS player. After graduating, I was worried about 
money so got a job selling text books door-to-door in San Diego, then randomly scored a chance to present sports 
TV in Singapore, so spent all my sales money on a return flight to do that. While I was presenting at the weekends, 
I convinced them to let me work for the company as a shooter and editor on corporates in the week. I was editing 
segments and getting a co-producer credit on the show by the end of the season, and also borrowed an old 
camera to direct a documentary about the country’s first legalised dance music festival. The doc was shown at the 
Singapore Film Festival but I still wanted to direct fiction, so I applied for a scholarship to film school. 	

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in  
achieving this goal? 

September 11th happened right after I left Singapore, and my scholarship disappeared when the markets crashed 
– so film school didn’t happen. I didn’t have any industry connections, so I worked as an editor for a charity and 
did small VFX work for music videos on an apple clamshell laptop I’d got as payment for an editing gig. I also 
worked part-time at a Picturehouse cinema and volunteered at film festivals to try and get to know the industry 
(and watch as many movies as I could for free). One night at Raindance, the event photographer didn’t show up, 
so I offered to go and take photos instead of ushering. I had to take the names of people whose photos I took, and 
in the course of doing that, swapped details with Jeremy Zimmermann, a features casting director who called me 
up the next day and offered me a casting assistant job. I worked in casting for about 18 months – the best 
experience of which was Guillermo del Toro casting Hellboy, so I had to read the Selma Blair part with basically 
every 20-something hot actor in London, as well as watching GDT do his thing. But the hours were very long and 
the pay not great, so while I was reading tons of scripts, learning about the casting process and seeing producers 
in action, I wasn’t learning directing, which is what I wanted.  

Over that first casting summer, I managed to get an investor who was the brother of my old headmistress to 
invest £1500 in a short film script I had written, which we went and shot in Cambridge, using the university 
theatre. I put ads on Shooting People for cast and crew (plus roping in a couple of uni friends who were starting to 
make inroads in acting) and we went and shot it. The film didn’t quite work – it looked kind of OK, but the 
performances were mixed (all due to casting naivety on my side!) and the script had some cool ideas unevenly 
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executed – but there were good moments in it, including a homemade VFX shot I’m still proud of! I learned a huge 
amount despite not having a festival-worthy film at the end of it.  

I wanted to do more directing, and also ideally earn more money for fewer hours than I could in casting. I saw a 
part-time admin job at the Directors Guild of Great Britain (since merged to become Directors UK). My actual work 
was boring but staff were great, the hours were short and it was a pay rise despite being a shorter day than 
casting! I also got to go to all the DGGB events, meet loads of directors and try and learn.  

At that point I was also trying to explore Film Council opportunities (which is what the BFI used to be), but kept 
being told I should produce rather than direct, which was frustrating. I have a huge amount of respect for 
producing, and value very highly the creative collaboration with a great producer, but I knew I wanted to direct, 
and it was frustrating to face those brick walls.  

Then I had a complete curveball in that a friend and I were in a pretty nasty car accident. Thankfully, we both 
survived, but we were both badly injured – I was three months in hospital and told I wouldn’t walk or talk or have a 
functional face – so needless to say, priorities changed somewhat for a while. Thankfully, through incredible 
medical care and a couple of minor miracles, we recovered, but it was three years before I had the energy to think 
about filmmaking again. At that point, I realised I had talented friends who would come and shoot something if I 
found the right story -– and I had lost a fear of things not being ‘perfect’ through the crash experience. I felt like I 
had stories to tell, and didn’t feel like there were excuses not to get on with it.  

Ten years prior, I had visited my Gran in Rwanda where she lived and heard about a school shooting on the radio. 
The story had always stuck with me – these kids who had refused to separate Hutu from Tutsi, and had faced 
down machine guns together. The horrendous Dunblane shooting had happened just before that, and I was 
struck by the thought that the whole world heard about the Scottish kids, but the Rwandan kids were only 
mourned in Rwanda. I got in touch with a friend who had been in a film in Rwanda and asked the producer (Pippa 
Cross) if she knew any Rwandan filmmakers I could maybe work with to develop the project. She connected me 
with Ayuub Kasasa Mago who I have collaborated with many times now. We met over Skype audio and started 
writing the script together without having ever met. My friends all paid for their own flights to come and film. We 
worked with the Rwanda Cinema Centre to cast, and were advised by survivors of the attack to get the story right 
– and were able to shoot in the school where it happened with the current students for extras. We borrowed 
everything from generators to AK47s from the local police. There was a real sense of people wanting this story to 
be told. I looked on Shooting People for an editor when we got back, and cold-emailed NFTS grad Miikka Leskinen 
who seemed talented. He was. Miikka took on the (foreign language!) job for free and smashed it – we have 
worked together many times since (including on the TV show I’m currently shooting). We were lucky to be offered 
a finishing grant to help us post-produce properly. That little film has played festivals all over the world and still 
plays every year on Rwandan TV.  It’s a really powerful story. 	

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Things moved very quickly after that first successful short – it led to three other award winning shorts, producer 
relationships and a first feature with Pathé and BBC Films within two years. And then my first movie itself 
happened crazy fast – we had the idea January 2009, my shorts and the script gave Pathé the willingness to risk 
letting me direct it, we were on location in Africa shooting 35mm February 2010, and premiered at the Toronto 
Film Fest and as a red carpet gala at the London Film Fest in September and October to standing ovations before 
releasing in cinemas internationally. It was both an incredible experience and an insane learning curve. I was 
suddenly a director, first feature under the belt, with industry reps in London and LA – but next to no experience 
of how to get more directing work, and no real peers. At that time I didn’t know any other female directors who 
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were doing anything like studio movies – and I didn’t have many male director friends either. I was mad ignorant 
about the industry – didn’t know what a manager did, didn’t know how to go about pitching future projects. I was 
very ambitious and very tired after the film came out. So did a lot of meetings, that were mostly enjoyable – but I 
didn’t realise how important it was to connect the dots between the work I had done and the work I wanted to do 
next, so sort of missed capitalising on that ‘hot’ window when my movie came out. (I also had some bad personal 
stuff go down, which definitely didn’t help.)   

So obstacles and setbacks actually came more after my first feature in many ways. I had three high profile feature 
projects in a row which got development investment but then disappeared before production – which represented 
something like seven years of work with nothing onscreen to show for it at the end of the day. Yes, I learned a lot 
in those years – yes, I met good people and wrote good scripts - but having nothing to show for all of that work 
was really discouraging, and the rejections affected how much I trusted my instincts and believed in my own 
talent. I found myself trying to write the thing that people would be happy to read, and started waiting for yeses, 
rather than making stuff happen. I did shoot one or two commercial projects and a couple of music videos during 
this time – but was mostly bunkered down writing in my flat or in Starbucks, not making movies and wondering 
where it all went wrong. Plus really stressing about money.  

I had a Hollywood agent and manager as well as a London agent. I had a Pathé/BBC Films first feature which had 
released internationally to decent reviews. I had done a lot of meetings in Hollywood and London, and got to hang 
out with some stars along the way – and I was not getting any closer to getting a second feature made.  

Some of this was down to it being unusual at that time (thankfully, less so now!) to be directing features as a 
female in her early 30s. But there were also some key mistakes I made which are worth sharing:  

- I was interested in more dramatic material after my ‘feel good’ debut. But I didn’t account for financiers and 
producers needing to see a track record of this kind of material in my work. If I had to do it again, I would make 
sure that the new features I was pitching could connect more obviously to the work I had already done. This 
‘movie maths’ is really important I think. Your track record, plus your collaborators, plus your new material really 
needs to ‘add up’ to the next project – otherwise you’ll have a tough time get it funded. 

- I thought I had to make a movie that was ‘bigger and better’ than the last. My first film was about £2.5M. So I 
thought the next needed to be bigger. It didn’t, that was daft.  

- I was writing prestige projects that I didn’t have the clout to pull off, but I didn’t know this. In retrospect, I could 
have written prestige projects for others to direct, and learned (and earned!) that way. Or I could have written 
smaller projects that were less risky to package and finance. I took some very big swings – and I’m proud of 
coming pretty damn close a couple times – but when those didn’t pay off, it looked from the outside like I had 
done nothing for seven years, and that was very demoralising, very scary financially, and very hard to change 
the outlook on.  

There were a few things that I think generated a new energy to turn that around:  

- I had been nominated for a BIFA debut director award and named a BAFTA Brit to Watch for my movie – both of 
which made me feel like I might have a place in the industry and came with hilariously glitzy events. The huge 
value of those events was in getting to know the other nominees/awardees and the networks. I didn’t have a 
network from film school so I only really started to build a peer group through these events, and future BAFTA & 
BIFA talent initiatives – and that is and has been invaluable. Knowing other filmmakers who are at a similar-ish 
age/stage to you is so important as you share experiences and advice and sometimes shoulders to cry on. 
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Moving forward, celebrate the massive wins people have, and commiserate the heartbreaks and near misses. 
Invest in those friendships! They are make and break, both ways.  

- While I was struggling to get the next film made, I started mentoring for Film London, BFI Network and 
Raindance’s MA program, among other programs. As soon as I started mentoring, I stopped feeling sorry for 
myself, and realised how much I already had in my arsenal. I firmly believe that the best way to get yourself out 
of a slump is to help someone else get ahead, as much as anything as it helps you realise how much you’re able 
to do. (If you haven’t already, watch Ava DuVernay’s brilliant keynote on the difference between passion and 
desperation at the 2013 Film Independent Forum https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pFoBks5ly0) 

- While I was struggling to get the next film made, I made a short for the Holocaust Memorial Trust, which was 
unpaid and a totally open brief. Made with friends, made just to honour a survivor’s story and to try and 
communicate how it felt to hear her tell it. That short was made on a small budget plus favours, in two weeks 
from start to finish – but it’s a good piece of cinema. It made me remember how important it is to do things for 
the love of it – and actually a lot of future employers saw it as a sample.  

- While I was struggling to get the next film made, I got an 80% Skillset-funded spot on a diploma in Meisner 
technique at the Cuba Film & TV School, and took a month out to study method acting (for directors and actors). 
A lot of hirers had questioned my ability to work with ‘real actors’ because my shorts and feature had often 
featured untrained cast. Doing this Meisner course was a real shot in the arm – both incredibly illuminating 
about human behaviour (my own included!), but also really gave me confidence to support actors in creating 
performances. It was scary – financially and professionally – to take that time out, but it has paid off in spades.  

- While I was struggling to get the next film made, I was lucky enough to receive the inaugural Pia Pressure grant 
– both a much needed cash injection and a bit of industry heat because it was written up in the trades. The 
grant was to write an action spec script. NB: Headlines in the trades do unfortunately really help - so make the 
most of the them as and when they come. Also make sure you have a good-looking website (plenty of good-
looking self-build sites out there which are a few quid a month) so you can post them up, and people can easily 
see your news as well as your work and find out a bit about you. 

After seven years of writing and developing projects that were not being made, I was desperate to direct long-
form again, and had been very slow to realise how much exciting work was happening in TV. I started going in for 
meetings – but despite a decent film track record, producers were nervous about my lack of familiarity with the TV 
machine. So when I heard about a Channel 4 paid shadowing scheme in high-end drama, I jumped at it and was 
lucky to bag the spot, shadowing a block of Humans from prep through post, and getting to pick up 2nd Unit 
directing credits across four episodes. I didn’t love going back to shadowing, but it was crystal clear how valuable it 
would be to go through a TV block, and particularly to get the 2nd Unit credits.  

During the course of working on Humans, I realised I was getting to know other female directors who were 
potentially about to make the mistakes I had already wasted time making – AND I was meeting producers who 
were struggling to hire female directors for their high-end projects. So producer and friend Ivana MacKinnon and I 
spoke to BAFTA about creating an initiative which would look to address the lack of female director hiring in high-
end drama. We spent six months having informal meetings with key figures all along the hiring process, asking 
where it was going wrong and what we might be able to do – the result was Bafta ELEVATE, which was and 
continues to be a genuine success. I’m really proud of being part of that, and learned again that investing in others 
is a good way of getting back in the flow.  
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Around that time, partly because of my interest in action, and partly because he had got to know me during 
ELEVATE, Sky Head of Drama Cameron Roach recommended me to Left Bank who were looking for a female 
director for their action show Strike Back – and I got to start directing long-form again.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Until very recently, I’ve always had a bit of an imposter complex about craft because of not going to film school. 
I’ve thought about movies my whole life, and have always been a competent storyteller – but was very instinctive 
about the style I liked, and haven’t always had the language to communicate it effectively. I realised this after my 
first feature – that I needed more craft and more filmmaking language – and so have learned as much as possible 
since then: Talking to other filmmakers, DVD commentaries, video essays, some books, lots of seminars; breaking 
down scenes I think are well shot and coming up with shot plans; watching old movies people reference. I wrote 
essays sometimes for myself to try out theories and get my ideas clear (nerd). I watch popcorn movies and foreign 
movies and indie movies and docs and of course a ton of TV. The best thing really though – of course – is making 
stuff and showing it to people, even if it’s only short. Taking my short films and features round festivals was so 
informative about what worked and what didn’t – great if they picked up awards, but more than anything, getting 
to see the material play in front of audiences full of strangers was the invaluable aspect of festivals. Now there’s 
the Twitter factor too. Social media gets a bad rap, etc. - but I love that you can search your film or show’s hashtag 
and get strangers’ unfiltered reactions to it. That’s great.  

I’ve always loved action and big movies I am fascinated by the relationship between drama and violence – and so 
the chance to do Strike Back was a brilliant opportunity to get my hands on some big set pieces. In an ideal world, 
it wouldn’t have also been my first full TV credit, because that meant that some of my energy also had to go into 
appreciating the structural differences in directing film and TV – but I had a literal blast helming sequences that 
included a 15-person pool hall brawl, an airport attack and blowing up Chernobyl, and learned a huge amount 
doing it.  

After shooting Strike Back, I saw Mission Impossible 6 was filming in London and remembered I had met the 
extremely cool Chris McQuarrie at a BBQ a couple years earlier, and we’d bonded over a dutch art forger we had 
both written unmake-able scripts about. I happily had his email, and he said generously I could shadow him on 
that for a few days in pursuit of more action filmmaking knowledge. That was my first time on a massive set. 
When it comes to big moviemaking, it’s tough to get the essential experience of understanding how a set works - 
and if I had my time again, rather than only focussing on doing my own stuff, I think I would look for dogsbody 
jobs that would put me on big sets, just to learn.  

After that, completely out of the blue, I was invited to go and meet JJ Abrams who was in prep on Star Wars IX. He 
wanted a filmmaker to come and shoot the making of doc – partly to get a fresh take on what the making of could 
be, and partly because he and Kathy Kennedy were wanting to bring female filmmakers up. I’d met the producers 
Callum Greene and Michelle Rejwan first, and then met JJ to get the gig.  

That opportunity was a complete curve ball – I had been working hard to get my next TV directing spot, and had a 
feature script in development with Film4, so I wasn’t sure a BTS gig would be smart. But, apart from it being Star 
Wars XI – I’d heard really good things about JJ both as a filmmaker and a human – which was 100% true – and 
ultimately went with Chris McQuarrie’s mantra of ‘Go through the door that opens’.  

So then I spent over a year directing a feature documentary, which I had never done before – and getting to be 
around some of the most decent, creative, fun people in the film business. Seven months filming day in day out in 
a galaxy far far away. We had incredibly generous access to pretty much everyone and everything, which was ace. 
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It was insane hours and a breakneck schedule – I had two camera operators plus operating myself, which was 
great to do again - and a crack edit team in post to get a feature doc turned around in approximately four months. 
So I basically ended up getting a filmmaking PhD on the shoot – then getting to watch all the original LucasFilm 
archives during post -  so I pretty much don’t feel bad about not going to film school any more.  

I share that story mostly because of the ‘go through the door that opens’ advice. But also to say ‘find a way to work 
for people you respect’. It’s really hard to learn while you’re directing – and when you ‘learn the hard way’ (i.e, fuck 
up) it can be costly and take a while to get on the horse again. You can gather so much by watching other people 
work, as well as figure out the kind of leader you do and don’t want to be. It’s so valuable to spend time on other 
people’s sets – especially if you can find a way to get paid for it.  

Also, it’s almost impossible to predict a path through this industry. All you can do is to get as good as you can at 
honing and listening to your own instincts – about projects and about people – and then try and get in the flow. 
Bring the best you have to everything you do, even if it’s not what you thought you’d do next, and let your talent, 
your confidence and your experience with people and filmmaking grow. It will be noticed. And you never know 
what will lead to what. My name got put into the hat for the STAR WARS doc because my first short film was 
programmed next to a documentary I really liked at a tiny festival in Bend, Oregon a decade earlier. The producer 
of the doc and I stayed friends, and she ended up Features Executive at LucasFilm a decade later. You can’t control 
that stuff, so just follow your instincts, find your people and roll with it.  

Since taking the Star Wars BTS gig, other work started flowing freely – at least it was until Covid-19 happened. I 
shot the series finale of Harlots for Hulu between the doc shoot and edit last year, then my first US network gig in 
New York with a really good actor friend Nicholas Pinnock in the lead (ABC’s FOR LIFE). Completed post on that and 
the documentary in January, and then flew straight to Italy to start a new show. So when Covid-19 hit, I was in the 
middle of shooting a new series for Sky in Rome, which we had to stop in a hurry. We’re due to head back there 
and finish that in a few weeks, God willing – and it will be a fascinating challenge to work within the Covid 
restrictions…  

I absolutely still have my own feature and TV projects in development, but I can’t overstate how valuable shooting 
for other shows has been to honing my instincts, my style, and getting experience with different characters and 
processes on and off screen.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I got my first agent when I needed to do my contract for my feature. Even up until now I still generate a good deal 
of my work through relationships and recommendations – although my agent and manager work hard to get me 
in the mix for projects also. I think it’s pretty healthy to have an expectation that you’ll generate a lot of your own 
opportunities for the first few years. Harlots and the new Sky show came 100% through my agent, but everything 
else has been through relationships and opportunities I have generated – and that’s pretty normal I think.  

Regards getting the first break for my first feature – that was a spec script we had developed as a team: the 
screenwriter, producers and I with an early investor. We took it to Pathé because the producer and writer had a 
relationship with them, and Pathé took the project on. Regards me as a first-time feature director, my two best 
shorts happened to be the perfect calling card for this film, so Pathé backed me to direct on the strength of that 
and our feature pitch. I had a terrific experience working with them.  

This is all extremely longwinded but I hope useful… 
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Really – there aren’t any rules, apart from trying to be a person you would like to work with. My biggest mistakes 
and lessons have all been around learning to recognise and follow my instincts, getting smart about what people 
to partner with, learning it’s ok to go a circuitous route because you get SO MUCH KNOWLEDGE en route, making 
stuff and putting it in front of an audience whenever you humanly can, even if it’s only a few minutes long, and 
investing in the friendships that will go the distance, because they’ll need you and you’ll need them and you’ll get a 
pretty crazy brilliant ride along the way.  

The final thing to say is that directing is this crazy tightrope between having a clear vision while being receptive to 
your cast and crew’s better ideas. It’s the best feeling in life when the collaboration goes well, and can be really 
miserable when trust isn’t there. But having the confidence to let your team bring their best ideas to the table will 
pretty much always be better all round. There are very few people who don’t love working on the basis that it’s ok 
to have a bad idea and the best idea wins.   
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JAMES HAWES | DIRECTOR 

James Hawes is a British television director. He has worked in British television drama since the mid-1990s, and 
has also produced documentaries for British and American television networks. His work has ranged across high-
end period pieces and prime-time adventure drama, including the re-launch of Doctor Who and Enid, a biopic 
starring Helena Bonham Carter about the celebrated children's author Enid Blyton, which won Hawes a BAFTA 
nomination as Best Director at the 2010 ceremony. 

TV Credits: Mad Dogs (2012), The Mill (2013), Penny Dreadful (2014-2015), Undercover (2016), Genius (2017), The Mist (2017), 
The Alienist (2018), Black Mirror (2016-2019), Snowpiercer (2020). 

Film Credits: Enid (2009), Pulse (2010), The Challenger (2013). 

Photography by Lynn Horsford  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

It was while doing a play at secondary school in Cornwall. I just fell in love with the process, the atmosphere of 
building a show. I had one of those utterly brilliant and inspirational teachers. His real name was Watson, but we 
called him “God”. He introduced me to drama and encouraged me all the way. My parents were horrified. When I 
told them I wanted to enter the industry, I might as well told them I was running away to join the circus. I had 
been raised to do sensible, establishment things: become an army officer and then a lawyer. No one in my family 
had done anything ‘arty’ – that said, I do have a distant great-uncle who translated and illustrated Victorian 
pornography. He ended up with a knighthood! 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Directing just wasn’t on the map of potential professions. I have yet to hear of anyone who had directing 
suggested by their school careers advisor. I flirted with that army career and did a course for ‘potential officers’ at 
the Royal School of Artillery. That did not last long! I went on to read law at university. The deal I made with my 
parents was I would go to a top law university, but one that had great traditions and facilities for drama. When I 
later decided against a career in the law, my father told me I would no longer be supported by the family. And he 
did not speak to me for six months. 

I spent most of my time at uni acting and directing shows. I was lucky enough to be surrounded by some amazing 
people, people who are now actors, agents, writers, directors and producers in the industry. It fuelled a fabulous, 
risk-taking creative atmosphere. In my third year, I adapted a series of Shakespeare plays into a single show called 
‘Harry’. We performed it in the ruins of Kenilworth castle. Our production manager spotted a young Ken Branagh 
in the audience, and a producer from the BBC. The BBC came and filmed scenes from the play as inserts in an 
historical documentary series. There would be consequences… 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I could not really afford to go to film school. I struggled to find equipment to make short films, so I concentrated 
on my theatre route; working with actors, exploring stories. But the need to keep earning distracted me from a 
pure drama path.  One of my ‘breaks’ (see below) became arguably one of my setbacks. I spent eight years at the 
BBC, working on factual programming of all kinds, eventually making documentaries and drama docs. I certainly 
wasn’t any closer to making movies, but in fact it was a fabulous training, full of life-defining adventures; filming all 
over the world, in rain forests, war zones, slums and palaces. And I did collide with people who were frankly 
discouraging, including, while I was in BBC Current Affairs, the fabulous Esther Rantzen, who told me I would 
‘never be a director’!  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I never made ‘classic’ short films. Instead I made broadcast films at the BBC and worked constantly to convince my 
bosses that their show would benefit from a drama element in them. I basically persuaded the BBC to construct 
an informal, ‘on-the-job’ training scheme for me. It sort of worked.  

I think developing your voice is something that happens throughout your film-making career; evolving with every 
project you undertake. You need to listen to your instincts, make the films you feel for – about stories that make 
you laugh, make you cry or make you really, really angry. Play to your strengths. Don’t try and be the director who 
can make everything. I made that mistake for a while and it cost me. Know how people perceive you and develop 
that ‘role’. Test the boundaries, but don’t fight who you are. Find collaborators who inspire you. I have worked with 
three particular cinematographers who have taught me to see things with fresh and confident eyes, to 
concentrate on every frame, never to settle for ‘okay’. And consume. Watch everything you can. Watch it with the 
sound on and the sound off. Read the scripts and then watch them again. Study the influences of the people 
whose work you admire. Ask questions. Then ask some more. Learn what others have done and use it to inform 
your own choices. It’s like designing your own course of film studies. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

There were two breaks in my career. Perhaps four!  
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First one – into the industry in any shape: remember that Shakespeare adaptation? Well I nagged the producer of 
the documentary series and, a few months later, he called me and said there was a two-week contract available in 
a BBC department called Documentary Features. I was to be a trainee assistant researcher on a TV review show 
called Did You See…?, presented by legendary broadcaster, Ludovic Kennedy. The ‘pay’ amounted to 
reimbursement of my tube fare to White City and a sarnie in the BBC canteen. I took it. And I developed a run of 
short, unpaid contracts in BBC Factual and Current Affairs departments. It was an amazing way to learn story-
telling rigour. I paid my rent with a job delivering hire cars until the BBC started paying me properly. And in my 
moonlight hours, I set up The Young Shakespeare Company, inspired by our success with that play. Each summer I 
would take two shows touring in England and the US. I was utterly naïve and inexperienced. But we had a 50% hit 
rate and the learning experience was invaluable: how to work with actors, how to lead a team, how to accept 
failure. 

And that’s what gives you the edge: making opportunities for yourself; seeing a way to tell a story and grabbing it. 
Put in the hours and become an entrepreneur. Directors have to be leaders. You need to be able to champion 
your project, your show, your film. You have to have a fire in you to get it made. Without that you will never 
summon a team; the team you need to have your story told. And be brave enough to collect a team who 
challenge you, who will ask you difficult questions. That is the only way to learn. Nobody ever made anything 
interesting by surrounding themselves with sycophants. 

Break number two came some years into my time at the BBC. I persuaded an agent to take me on, based on an 
hour-long docu-drama I had made. Having directed all that theatre and proved my experience working with actors 
really helped. The agent in turn talked a producer at The Bill into giving me a break into drama. It went well. And I 
decided to embrace the world of continuing drama. Telling a story on a budget, leading a cast and crew on a 
demanding TV schedule – these are golden film-making qualifications. They give producers confidence. I know 
some directors refuse to dirty their filmography with soaps and returning series. Well, a lot of those directors have 
never made the ‘big’ break as a result, and many directors who learned their craft on soaps went on to win BAFTAs 
and Oscars. Don’t be grand. Mix championing your own projects with gathering entry-level experience – whether 
film or fringe theatre or gaming or whatever. Just practice telling stories. 

Third and definitive ‘break’ was landing a pair of episodes in the first series of the revived Doctor Who. My then 
agent warned me against taking the gig; he said it had a ‘bad smell’ about it. Not for the last time, I followed my 
instinct, took a risk, ignored my agent – and was very grateful I did. It does not always work. I have turned down 
some shows that went on to be hits, but in the end you have to trust the instinct of that moment. 

Every creative career is the story of a series of ‘breaks’. One leading writer/producer in Hollywood told me that a 
successful career is built on the times you say ‘no’. I sort of believe him. 

And it doesn’t stop being challenging, not if you are any good. I might spend days preparing a pitch for a project - 
and then have to cope with disappointment. I develop ideas that never get made. Or at least, not yet. But with 
each pitch, each treatment, I learn more. There will be creative conversations. Perhaps I will meet people, new 
producer contacts or collaborators. It is never wasted energy. 

Every director I know has found their own way. There is no golden ticket, no map to the perfect career path. But, in 
a world of iPhones and lap-top post-production, there is no excuse not to just start making movies. Be your own 
producer. Risk it. The most empowering thing about a freelance, creative career is that you have control. It may 
not always feel like it, but you have the opportunity to take your idea out there and make it real. Of course it takes 
hard work and talent and a little luck, but it is always possible. Just dream it. 
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NIRPAL BHOGAL | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Nirpal is best known for writing and directing girl gang thriller Sket which premiered at the London Film Festival, 
where Nirpal and his leading actress were nominated for the coveted Best British Newcomer award. He was hailed 
for the film, with Little White Lies saying that “Bhogal’s style marks him as a name for the future” while TIME OUT 
called him “Britain’s new film talent.”  

Since then, he has directed MisFits for E4 and his second feature film FirstBorn can be seen on Netflix worldwide. 
He wrote and voice directed an AAA Playstation 4 title, has written various commissioned screenplays as well as a 
virtual reality series for Google. He is currently in pre-production of Londonstani, an adaptation of Gautum 
Malkani’s cult novel with the BFI, is developing feature film Olddog with Slingshot productions and developing his 
television series Samsara.   

TV Credits: Misfits (2012) 
Film Credits: Cold Kiss (2010), Sket (2011), FirstBorn (2016), Londonstani (2018). 

Photography by Matt Grayson 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Like many, I was obsessed with film, television and books as a child. This obsession only strengthened in my early 
teens and I found myself drawn towards drama school, as a way in which I could recreate the stories I loved; as it 
never occurred to me that I could make my own. After a while, even a career as an actor seemed too far removed 
from my reality, so I focused my energy on aiming for a stable and fulfilling career. After much soul searching I, for 
some unfathomable reason, decided that my career should be in politics. Yes, I was going to forgo my love of 
cinema and become a Politician.  I was lucky enough that a kindly teacher got me a work experience placement in 
the Houses of Commons; lucky because it totally put an end to any thoughts I had of this being my career. I 
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remember walking those corridors of power on my first day, wearing a suit two sizes too big and a tie too small, 
determined to change the world. My first task was to sit in a windowless room and fill envelopes with campaign 
leaflets and attach a stamp. I did this for four days, my mouth and tongue chapped from stamp glue, until 
someone walked in and gave me a wet sponge that I was meant to use for this purpose.  They forgot to give it to 
me on the first day because it was in the wrong stationary cupboard and they had to find the correct key from the 
correct person. I realised then, that this life might not be for me. So I was adrift again, not sure what to do until 
something happened that profoundly changed my life. 

I became ill. Really, really ill. I’ll spare the details, but within a few years I had three surgeries and spent more time 
in hospital than I did at home, sometimes for stretches of up to four months.  Unsurprisingly, there wasn't much 
to do from a hospital bed, so I went back to watching movies. I watched as many as I possibly could to help me 
escape into another world. My mental and physical health was at rock bottom and if it wasn’t for the escapism 
cinema afforded me, I don’t think I would have found a way out. This is going to sound dramatic, and maybe it's 
the writer in me, but I honestly feel that movies saved my life. So when I got better and started to rehabilitate, 
there was only one thing I wanted to do; make my own films.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?	

I grew up in East London and knew no one who had a clue what a director even did (in fact, back then, neither did 
I.) I knew I should be making things but couldn’t afford a camera, so I decided to write, mainly because writing was 
free and still felt like a step towards my dream. I wrote screenplay after screenplay, most were sequels to films I 
already loved. When my confidence started to build I started to work on my own ideas. All were terrible and I was 
filled with anxiety because I had no idea how to make them good. Of course I know now that the secret is just to 
carry on writing, that to create great art you have to create lots of bad art. Luckily I did this anyway, then realised 
that I had no idea what to actually do with these scripts. I posted some to huge American studios and hoped for 
the best (Paramount has still never written back.) Growing disillusioned, I managed to get my hands on a small 
Mini DV camera and started making short films, but again I had no idea what to do with these either. Then my 
sister suggested I apply for a foundation course in filmmaking, which is exactly what I did. I was still battling health 
issues so was nervous, but took the plunge and was suddenly in a world where for the first time, I was surrounded 
by people who had the same passion as me. I was overjoyed. I had found a place where, I felt like I belonged. I 
moved onto a degree. Years passed and as my health got back to normal I got a job at a post-production company 
as a runner, which I quit soon after as it was taking up too much of my time and creative energy. With no other 
option, I decided to throw myself into the film industry head first, while working in retail to survive. Of course, I 
had a problem, apart from those I went to university with, I knew nobody within the British film industry. So I 
decided to do something about it.  

I hate the word “networking" because it seems so formal and inauthentic to me, so I reframed it to make it 
palatable. I wasn’t “networking," I was “talking film” and “building relationships.” I felt more at ease with this, as it 
meant that I knew the end goal wasn’t for a total stranger to give me a job, but to make, in very simplistic terms, 
friends who could join me on my journey. I attended everything I could. Film festivals, screenings, random meet-
ups, I even got a job writing for a film blog so I could have press passes for events I couldn’t afford to attend or 
wouldn’t be allowed into otherwise. Through this I realised the power of having a peer group around you, people 
with the same goal who can lift you up when you’re feeling down and celebrate with you when things go well. This 
is incredibly important, because this industry can be very lonely. It’s hard for people on the outside to understand 
the mechanisms and emotions within, so having a supportive peer group is essential. I started to get a trickle of 
directing work, music videos mostly. I was still working in retail as I wasn’t making any actual money from 
directing, but I finally started to learn on the job and, most importantly, I started to feel like a professional.  
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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?	

I faced the same three major obstacles that I feel every director has to overcome, or at least come to peace with: 
Fear, ego and envy. 

Fear is exactly what you think it is. Fear of rejection, fear of failure, fear of being a bad filmmaker. The truth is of 
course, that at first you will be bad, you will be rejected and you will fail so many times that you’ll lose count. But 
that is the very essence of the artist’s journey and it makes the moments of success even more exhilarating. I had 
to learn not to take rejection personally, which is incredibly hard to do, as when we start out on this journey, it’s 
because we are trying to realise our passion, an inner drive to create that is so powerful that at times, it can be 
overwhelming. This isn’t a nine to five job; it’s a lifestyle, and that can be incredibly destructive because it means 
that if someone dismisses your work, your subconscious feels like they have dismissed you as a human being.  I 
needed to find a way to separate myself from my work self in order to survive. It’s hard to do and takes a great 
deal of practise, but for me it was essential. 

Ego is something I’ve seen ruin the career of many a talented artist and seems rife in young filmmakers who have 
the mistaken belief that the director is King. I of course suffered from this, but quickly realised that film is a 
collaborative art form and if your ego won’t let you speak with truth, show your vulnerability, and admit you need 
help, then you won’t get very far. You don’t need to know everything, but you do need to know what you don’t 
know, and be open with that fact. It’s incredibly liberating to realise that it’s not about you, it’s about the art you 
and many others are creating. 

Envy fascinates me the most, because we all feel it, watching someone else make the movie we wanted to make 
or rise faster can be a great motivator, but at its core it’s creatively and emotionally destructive.  For myself, I 
realised that envy came from a scarcity mindset. I saw the competition and felt that there wasn’t enough to go 
around. Which at its core meant that my self-esteem was telling me that my projects were not as good as others. 
Slowly I began to realise that not only is my work worthwhile, all stories are, but if other, similar projects are being 
green-lit then it means mine can be too. As they say, “A rising tide raises all ships” and this is especially true in our 
industry. The moment I started to root for my fellow filmmakers and celebrate their wins like they were my own, 
the happier I became. I believe that our industry is deeply symbiotic and my own success can only be fuelled and 
enhanced if everyone else is succeeding too. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?	

My first feature made me quickly realise that I can’t please everyone. The film had fanatical fans who adored it and 
people who despised it. There was no in-between, which at the time I found hard to deal with. In retrospect, I 
think I had an adolescent fantasy that I would make perfect movies that everyone in the whole world would adore; 
an impossible task as by its very nature art is subjective and great art often creates emotional conflict. I tried to 
please producers, audiences, financiers and each time the end result was something that I felt little affection for. 
In time, I realised that there is only one person who needs to be proud of the work I am making: Me. That isn’t to 
say that I should disregard everyone else, it is a business as much as it’s an art form, but the only response I am in 
control of is my own. So now I make things that I want to watch, stories that I am interested in and characters and 
worlds that I want to explore. 

In essence, developing my voice meant realising the value of my own, authentic self. I spent a lot of time trying to 
“become” the type of filmmaker I had observed early on in my career and thought that I had to look and act a 
certain way to be taken seriously, but once I began to accept myself as my own person and celebrate my 
differences, everything started to change. My writing and directing became better and my work started to stand 
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out that little bit more because my differences, the very thing I fought against early on, made me unique.  As such 
I view my next feature film as my true debut, because it’s the first time I am making something for me, that 
doesn’t feel like an imitation of someone else’s work. Filmmakers have to find their differences, revel in them, 
celebrate them and remember that there are no original ideas, only original executions and the things that set a 
filmmaker apart, are key to that execution.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I don’t know if there is such a thing as a first “break,” more a battle to be constantly “breaking” into the next stage. 
However, there are moments that define your career in the eyes of others.  

My first came with a short film I was making to address knife crime, dedicated to an actor who very sadly was 
stabbed and killed.  I felt a real sense of responsibility to make something powerful and evocative. Also, having 
made several short films, I really wanted this one to be watched by as many people as possible and felt that an A-
List actor would help my cause. I got in touch with Ray Winstone’s agent, wrote an email pleading for his services 
and was told a polite “no.” I persisted, writing and calling until eventually Ray called me and couldn’t have been 
kinder. He had a day between shoots and that was all I needed, so he came on board. When the film was finished 
it was in the national press. For the first time I had some heat and found that producers and production 
companies wanted to meet me. I connected with one producer in particular who, in passing, mentioned an idea 
he had for a feature film. I went home that night and wrote a 10-page treatment within twenty-four hours, and 
sent it to him. The producer loved the treatment and I was hired to write and direct my first feature film. But there 
was a catch, they needed it complete and ready for release within twelve to fourteen months.  

I was thrown in at the deep end, working all hours, writing and casting at the same time. The film was finished on 
time and had a red carpet premier at the London Film Festival. I was nominated for the Best British Newcomer 
Award, got an agent, did some television directing and continued developing my own projects with lots of extreme 
highs and lows. It’s a tough industry that at times can be devastating, but when it’s going well it brings pure joy 
and, if nothing else, the journey is never boring. 
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DOROTHY ALLEN-PICKARD | DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR 

Dorothy is a filmmaker from South-East London who recently completed an MA in Directing Fiction at Goldsmiths 
University. She started out making documentaries while studying French and Film at Warwick University, and won 
the Guardian Documentary Award for her first film In the Name of Greatness. While at Warwick, she co-directed the 
Fringe First multimedia show The Beanfield and became a member of Breach Theatre. 

In 2019 Dorothy won Best UK New Director at BFI Future Film Festival and her short film The Mess was awarded 
with Best UK Short at Open City Doc Fest, Young Director's Award, Vimeo Staff Pick and was shortlisted for 
Grierson Short Award. Her films have screened at festivals  including Sheffield Doc Fest, as well as on BBC3, 
Channel 4, i-D and The Guardian. 

She has a particular interest in working with non-professional actors to create films that merge documentary and 
fiction, and is currently developing a feature script about a butcher with OCD. 

Film Credits: The Mess (2017), The Wall (2017), The Things They Say (2018), London Calling: Brit Shorts (2018),  
The Dance Teacher (2018). 

Photography by Andriana Lagoudes 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I actually remember sitting in a maths class, I must have been around fifteen-years-old, and I was trying to 
rationally deduce what I wanted to do with my life. I felt this pressure, a self-imposed pressure, to make a decision 
right there and then. I knew I was really interested in people and I wanted to collaborate with and be surrounded 
by creative types. I was also interested in images and expressing myself through visuals. However, I felt like 
photography was too still an image, leaving almost too much to the imagination, and so I became interested in 
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combining visuals with dialogue in order to represent human experiences. So I rationally decided there and then, 
that filmmaking was probably a good career for me, as it combines people and a moving image. 

From that point on if anyone asked me what I wanted to be I would always say I wanted to be a filmmaker. It 
wasn’t until three or four years later that I picked up a camera and started teaching myself how to shoot and edit. I 
was at Warwick University at the time and I managed to borrow a camera from the film society. This was how I 
transitioned into actually making films. I remember that transition felt like an enormous barrier to cross, then 
when I actually did it, the rest came quite naturally. While crossing that barrier felt huge, if you have ideas and a 
keen interest in the people and subjects you want to explore, then the moment you do get going it all unravels 
and has this kind of snowball effect. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?	

In the time between knowing I wanted to be a director and before I actually made any films I did lots of 
internships and jobs on set. For example, I worked as an intern on the Inbetweeners, and then I did an internship 
with Darren Aronoksy’s production company for a month. I read lots of feature scripts and got some insight into 
how the industry operates, breaking down the many different stages in making a film.	

I also watched lots of films and read about them, embarrassingly they were mainly films from the French New 
Wave which I don’t think I could watch again. I was fortunate to grow up in London so I became a member of the 
ICA Student Forum and the BFI Future Film club. This meant I was surrounded by other film fans and we would 
often meet up to discuss films and watch shorts together. 	

When I was 18 I lived in Tangier for a year, working at the Cinematheque de Tanger. There I watched lots of 
incredible films from all over the world. Then one day the husband of the Cinematheque’s director decided to 
make a short film and he needed assistance. I jumped at the chance to get involved and ended up helping out on 
all aspects of making the film. I was doing all sorts of jobs, from casting to script supervising, and ordering falafel 
wraps for 100 people. I suppose I was keen to throw myself into any opportunities available at that time.	

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

In terms of obstacles there are lots of different things that you have to overcome in order to navigate your way 
into the film industry and make films. One of them is the expense of filmmaking, both in terms of production and 
distribution, but also simply trying to pay your rent and sustain yourself, especially in London.  

When you start discussing the financial element you realise that some people who make films maybe don’t have 
to pay rent, or are living in more favourable circumstances. I think it’s important to discuss how we sustain 
ourselves in an industry that often underpays younger creative talent, and expects them to carry out unpaid 
internships. 

In terms of finding out about funding, I signed up to every film related newsletter that I could find, including Film 
London, BFI, Doc Society. I have applied to almost every single competition that I come across, even if the idea I’m 
pitching isn’t yet fully formed. This has forced me to develop the idea further. Then six months later perhaps 
something else will crop up and by this point you’ve developed the idea and it’s more likely to be picked up. 

The way I’ve managed to sustain my work as a freelance filmmaker is mainly by self-shooting and editing. I’ve 
made lots of work for charities and brands, which have allowed me to practice my craft and experiment with 
ideas. So I think it’s really useful to teach yourself the tricks of the trade, particularly how to shoot and edit. 
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Recently I’ve been focusing on writing fictional scripts and again I’m keen to keep up the practice of writing each 
day, with the knowledge that these scripts won’t all necessarily be made into a film.  

Finally, finding the money to distribute short films can be a huge obstacle. I often write directly to festivals to ask 
for waivers and discounts; sometimes they’re happy to help. There’s no point spending lots of money sending 
your film to a festival that would never screen it as it’s the wrong style for them. So you need to get a sense of the 
various styles and tastes of each festival. You can do this easily enough by looking through their programs online.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

I think my interest in filmmaking stems from my interest in people. For me it’s definitely a socially-engaged 
practice and the process of making a film should be as transformative for those involved in making it, as for the 
audiences who watch it. Almost always I begin with a subject or a person and then move on to exploring visual 
and technical possibilities. I’ve always made films about people who I think have something interesting and 
important to say, people who should be heard and who inspire me. 

I come from South-East London and a lot of my films are set around where I grew up and currently live. It’s a 
fascinating place and in some ways I think it’s even more of a challenge to make films about places you think you 
know well. You have to try to look at something familiar through a critical lens and work out what you know and 
what you may not know about it, and intimately explore your relationship with it. Through consistently making 
films that focus on subjects and people I care about deeply, I’ve come to more or less develop my filmmaking 
‘voice.’ 

Each time I make a film I question what have I not yet played around with? What could I invent that’s new? I’m 
always thinking about finding a visual language to express the subject of a film, for example deaf people’s 
experience of electronic music, or how a messy room relates to someone’s experience of bipolar. I’m particularly 
committed to using film visuals to express things that are hard to describe, like mental health. In some ways my 
films are all completely different, but there is also a clear narrative thread which stems from feeling passionate 
about certain subjects. 

After self-shooting and editing for several years I got to a point where I knew I wanted to explore fiction so I did a 
one year MA in Fiction Directing at Goldsmiths and was fortunate enough to get a part scholarship. It was a great 
accelerator in understanding how to make scripted features, working with actors and writing scripts, covering all 
the essentials, like the Three Act structure. Having taught myself to film in quite a DIY way, it felt like the right time 
to have a boost and learn filmmaking by the book. Finally, I also worked as a 1st, 2nd and 3rd A.D, just to get 
experience on set, though I’ve always tried to avoid production roles, as I find it consumes all of your time and 
energy and as a director you want to focus on the story and its characters. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

It's difficult to define what a first break is. At the end of last year I signed with an agent for Film and Television and 
at the beginning of 2020 I signed with a commercial agent, so in some ways that could be considered a ‘break’. It’s 
amazing to have agents who are committed to supporting you to make films and they know the industry much 
better than I do. But I don’t know whether that’s a ‘break’, as it feels more like a booster.  

If I ever had a ‘break’ in filmmaking, I’d say it was with my short film The Mess. It was the most visually ambitious 
and experimental film I made about my friend's experience of bipolar, told through the mess in her room. Objects 
fall around her in super slow motion as she discusses the cycles of her mental health. It was a very short film (four 
minutes) and it seemed to do really well online and in festivals. Following on from that I got some interest from 
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commercial production companies and it helped secure an agent and act as proof of the kind of films I could 
make. However, while The Mess got the most attention, every other short film I made in the lead up helped to give 
me the confidence to gradually upscale my work, collaborate with larger crews and come up with more technically 
ambitious ideas. There’s nothing more valuable than just experimenting and testing things out and not being too 
precious with each project. This is how you achieve a real sense of confidence in your practice, through practice 
and experimentation. I think that’s how you find your ‘voice’ and come to also understand what resonates with 
others. 
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LEWIS ARNOLD | DIRECTOR 

Lewis Arnold is an English director working within the television and film industry. He is best known for TV shows 
Humans, Broadchurch, Banana and Des.  

He studied at the University of Gloucestershire and graduated in 2007 with a 1st Class Honours degree in Video 
Production. He later studied an MA in Directing Fiction at the National Film and Television School, graduating in 
2013. 

TV Credits: Misfits (2013), Banana (2015), Humans (2015-2016), Prey II (2015), Broadchurch (2017), Cleaning Up (2019),  
Dark Money (2019), Des (2020). 

Film Credits: Stained (2010), Echo (2013), Charlie Says (2013), Sunday Sunday (2017). 

Photography by Ben Blackall 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

I stole the idea off my best friend at the time, David. He had dreamed of being a film director since he was a little 
kid.  

When we were around fourteen-years-old David bought a VHS camera and he would pull me in to help him in his 
filmmaking endeavours. During our years at school, we started by making some awful stop frame animations; 
using the free figures you would get out of the Kellogg’s cereal boxes. However, it wasn’t long before we started to 
upscale our ambition, making little short films that mimicked our favourite films. I remember one time being in a 
caravan and trying to recreate the bullet time scene from The Matrix by acting in slow motion whilst David ran the 
camera around me.  

We had no additional kit and so had to edit in camera. This raw, low-fi approach also meant we couldn’t cover 
scenes with multiple angles and takes, having to rewind the VHS to check or redo a take. If we wanted to go again, 
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we would have to rewind and cue the tape manually, before taping over the old take. It meant we had to rehearse 
a lot, whilst also being very clear about what shots we needed to tell the story. It was all very low-fi really and 
although we didn’t realise it at the time, we were learning valuable lessons about how to tell stories visually. I also 
started to get the bug for filmmaking. The buzz of watching your hard work back after all that time crafting a film 
was, and still is, so special. 

I personally was in awe of David’s knowledge and passion for cinema, and I suppose looking back, one of the 
biggest impacts he had on my own career, was when he forced me to join him in getting an unlimited cinema 
pass. Now, up to this point in my life, like most teenagers, I was limited to watching the latest horror films being 
spoken about by the kids at school. However, now, due to this unlimited card, my mind was suddenly and violently 
expanding. I was experiencing new genres, new directors, new landscapes, new languages. Over the course of a 
year we saw everything that the movies had to offer, films like Almost Famous, Cast Away, Crouching Tiger Hidden 
Dragon, A.I. Artificial Intelligence, Remember The Titans and Moulin Rouge. 

David had inadvertently opened my eyes and ears to the world of cinema and this is where my film education 
really started, and it didn’t take long to turn into an addiction. I’m still not as big a cinefile as some directors who 
I’ve met over the years but I do try and watch everything, from kids movies through to B movies and dare I say it, 
even the occasional Danny Dyer flick. I try to not put my nose up at any genre, director or movie, watching and 
absorbing all the movies the world has to offer. It surprised me at film school when certain people refused to 
watch certain types of films, not watching blockbusters, franchises or even movies by certain directors. It’s strange, 
as I feel you have to be really open to everything. You can always learn something from any film and sometimes 
some of the worst films have moments of brilliance. 

Back then though, filmmaking was still just a hobby as I was focused on trying to become a graphic designer. The 
idea of working in films and television was just not a realistic ambition. No one I knew worked in the media and I 
hadn’t the first clue how to go about getting a career in this field.  

Whilst I was studying A-levels I continued to make films, using my job at the local cinema to save and buy a video 
camera. This was so I could start filming and editing my own skateboard and skit films. I spent every evening and 
weekend filming skateboarding and teenage idiocy, but then I would take so much pleasure in editing these 
sequences to great tracks like Chuck Berry’s ‘Johnny Be Good’. 

At the same time we were being forced to think about what our plans were after college. I happened across a 
brochure for a degree in Video Production at the University of Gloucestershire. It was an 80% practical course with 
the last year made up of three modules where you had to essentially make your own films in order to build a 
showreel. Seeing that brochure made me realise that people could actually train to become a director and that 
there was something I could physically do, if I was serious about it. I think this was the moment when my passion 
for filmmaking and films in general fused with the idea of pursuing it as a career. 

It took a while to convince my family, who initially had reservations given they too had no idea how the media 
industry worked. The worry was grounded in the fact that I could spend a lot of money and get in a lot of debt 
studying video production and they couldn’t see a clear job at the end of it. Ironically, they are now my biggest 
fans and came round very quickly once they spoke to my lecturers and saw how passionate I was about making 
films. I feel lucky to have such supportive family and friends. 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

All my friends had all gone off to university to study so I ended up gravitating toward the educational route too. I 
tried to get the most out of my time at university, directing every project I could and getting involved in work 
experience on sets, generally making lots of cups of teas. I just jumped at every opportunity. You have to if you 
want to stay ahead of your peers who are all jostling for the same space as you. As a runner I tried to show my 
keenness too, taking pride in making a good cup of tea, never being on my phone and just listening out all the 
time so I could respond to what was happening on the floor quickly. It meant crew members responded to my 
attitude and this led to other opportunities. It’s easy to turn your nose up at running positions when you have 
loftier ambitions but try to do every job you take to the best of your ability! 

I came out of university with a small body of work and a youthful arrogance, which was swiftly knocked out of me 
over the next year, as I tried to make my way in the real world. 

The biggest challenge I think all post grad’s face, is how you earn a living whilst also chasing your creative goals of 

becoming a filmmaker. I personally decided to move back home to Birmingham on graduating. This was for 
financial reasons but also in order to try to secure regional funding. I’d been inspired by Birmingham based 
director, Michael Baig-Clifford and writer Geoff Thompson, who had made two short films with local screen 
agency support. These films were called Bouncer and Brown Paper Bag, the latter of which won the BAFTA for short 
film in 2003. The success of these two shorts had led Michael onto directing television. Geoff meanwhile was 
about to write and shoot his debut feature Clubbed. 

My new plan, as naïve as it was, was to follow in Michael and Geoff ’s footsteps by securing a digishort grant from 
Screen West Midlands in order to make a new short film. Whilst I was applying for funding and making these 
shorts, I did various jobs to earn a living, including a stint as a runner on BBC’s daytime soap Doctors. However, I 
quickly realised that if I wanted to be a director this wasn’t the path for me. Running took up all my time and 
energy, and although it paid well, I felt like it was pulling me away from directing and actually making me less 
inspired. I ended up finding an opportunity at a small corporate video company in Birmingham City Centre. I had 
met and befriended the owner after we worked for free together on a no budget Tomb Raider fan film (sometimes 
free work does open up other doors, but not always). I decided I’d prefer to direct and produce smaller 
commercial projects for very little money, living with my parents and making sacrifices financially, then earning 
good money running on a proper daytime drama.   

I stayed at this company for just under two years and they supported my producer Tom Knight and I to make two 
short films under the digishorts scheme. Neither of these films were that strong but I learnt so much from making 
them and the latter would end up being my application film to the National Film and Television School.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Over the course of trying to make it as a director you face many setbacks and obstacles, rejection is part of the 
job. However, one rejection which stands out as a defining moment in my career, was losing my first feature film. 

One of the short films we made as part of the digishort scheme was a short film called Stained. It followed a prison 
officer’s internal battle whilst working in a maximum-security prison. I had been trying to make something about 
this subject for a long time, having worked for a former prison governor turned plasterer. I used to strip walls 
before he’d come in and we’d always talk about his experiences and how they had shaped his current lifestyle. I 
had been put in touch with an author called Ronnie Thompson, an ex-prison officer, who’d written about his time 
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in the service in a book called Screwed. We immediately hit it off and over the next year we ended up developing 
and making Stained together, alongside Producer Tom Knight and co-writer Colin Butts. 

Our plan at the time was to make the short before developing a feature film around the experiences of a prion 
officer. So after making Stained we all agreed to work on the feature version together, which would be adapted 
from Ronnie’s book. Tom and myself were talking to Screen WM about getting the money to option Ronnie’s book 
but the writers had already turned in a 1st draft of the script, and Ronnie ended up using Stained to raise the 
money for the film through a private investor. It was kind of remarkable and I was so excited. All my fears about 
not succeeding, the energy and sacrifice I had put into this career, looked like they were going to pay off. I was 
going to realise my dream and make a feature film. However, it wasn’t to be. A few weeks later I got a call from the 
co-writer saying, “the financier took advice and has been told to not invest in a first-time filmmaker. So we're going 
to have to move forward without you.”  

I was absolutely devastated. Literally crushed. This was a project I had been working on for many years, way 
before I had even met Ronnie. It had now been ripped out of my hands and I had no idea what to do next. It 
ended up being a tricky year and I was really, really low as a consequence.  

At the time I was also working regularly as a 1st assistant director on music videos. This was helping to pay my 
bills having recently moved to London. I fell into this role by chance really. The production assistant on Stained had 
asked me to step into the role for a low-budget promo. Even though I wasn’t sure I knew how to do the job, he 
believed in me enough and with the offer of a £100, I couldn’t afford to say no. I didn’t realise at the time but the 
runner on the job actually worked in production at a music video company. I must have done an okay job as a few 
days later she called me to check my availability for another video. Three weeks later and two more promos under 
my belt, I was now somehow in charge of a crew of 75, assisting a £100k Tiësto music video for a lovely director 
called Matt Nee.  

It was such a crazy month going from obscure short film director to professional 1st assistant director. I was also 
now finally getting paid a good wage too, and I really enjoyed the buzz of being on set and helping directors 
achieve their vision. It helped that in the back of my mind I knew that I was still working toward my own career as 
a director, developing Screwed to shoot the following year. When that was taken from me, I was left without 
anything on the horizon in terms of my own directing. I started worrying that I was moving further and further 
away from my goal of being a director and soon I feared I would get used to the money and the people within the 
music video world and would simply become a full-time 1st assistant director. This just wasn’t my ambition. 

Unsure what to do next, I decided to go and have a look at the National Film and Television School. I had always 
been interested in the school. I had friends who lived near and we often passed the building on the way to the 
train station. I immediately fell in love with the school and although I couldn’t afford to go, I decided to apply 
anyway, as it felt like it could help get me back on track in terms of my directing career. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

For me there were two things, which I think really helped develop my craft. The first was my time at the National 
Film and Television School. When I decided to go to the film school, it was because I had become lost. I had no 
idea how to move forward in terms of trying to achieve my goal of becoming a director. I knew that the school 
would give me a platform to get my work in front of agents and employees through it’s graduation showcase at 
the BFI. In short, I thought that I knew how to direct and make films, having been a 1st assistant director and 
making stuff for years. I was attending the school to make new work and secure an agent. However, on day one of 
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the course, with lecturer Ian Sellar, I realised very quickly that I knew very little about directing and storytelling. I 
had a lot to learn but it was such an amazing and rewarding two years.  

Film school isn’t for everyone but for me there was no place like it. This was as because it was the only place 
where I could make a selection of films, maybe two or three, back to back in such a short period of time. This 
process meant that you would make mistakes on each film, learn from them and immediately put these lessons 
into practice on another film right away.  

So for example, my first year film wasn’t successful for many reasons and I was incredibly unhappy with it. It didn’t 
work narratively, but I learnt so much from making this film. It was the same with my first digishort Spirited. I 
wasn’t happy with it overall but it taught me more than any of the successful student films I had made. In failure 
you reveal more about yourself, and for me it drove me forward. I was already driven by a massive sense of dread 
that I would fail in my aspiration to be a director, so any knockback I had, I would really interrogate it and look to 
improve. So with my first year film at the NFTS I was able to immediately rectify those mistakes when making Echo. 
Then, the mistakes I made in Echo, I was able to put those right on Charlie Says. You learn at a faster rate by doing, 
and interrogating everything you do. Had I not had the opportunity to make Echo immediately after my first year 
film. I may have been judged on this previous film long enough that I might never have got an opportunity to 
make another film. So in some ways the course is set up to allow you to try things and not be scared of failing. 

There’s also the group dynamic at film school. I was surrounded by brilliant filmmakers from various disciplines.  
You’re constantly learning from them, as they’re interrogating your work with you and they’re making mistakes 
that you’re seeing and learning from too. I learnt so much about performance and visual storytelling from my 
fellow directors as well as the head tutors like Ian Sellar. 

The other thing I believe has played a huge part in the way I work as a director was my time as a 1st assistant 
director. I had the pleasure of working on loads of music videos over my time, collaborating with an array of 
different directors who all work in a variety of ways. There where so many great directors like Ryan Hope, Elisha 
Smith-Leverock, Rohan Blair-Mangat and Peter Szewczyk. Being able to work and watch these filmmakers was 
kind of a great film school in a sense too. I was able to see the things in their approach and their work that 
worked. With other directors I could also see the things that didn’t. I was able to improve and develop my own 
approach and avoid doing things that I could see weren’t working with other filmmakers.  

Being a 1st also gave me invaluable knowledge and experience in how a set operates and how to get the most out 
of a crew. This was because I have an understanding of everybody’s job, the logistics, and time constraints faced 
within a variety of situations, so I have been able to manage my own shoots more successfully.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

The big turning point for me was signing to my agent Michelle, at United Agents. Her assistant at the time, 
Charlotte, had watched my films, Echo and Charlie Says. This was, as all the London based agents kept an eye on all 
the graduating directors, to see if there is someone they want to sign. The assistant told Michelle about my short 
film Echo and she came to the grad show to see Charlie Says and asked me if I wanted to meet. We ended up 
having a two-hour meeting where I don’t think I stopped talking. This was more out of nervousness. Michelle was 
incredibly critical of certain things in my work and not afraid to challenge me on things. However, she also had an 
idea of what was working well, which tuned in with the things in my own work that I did and didn’t like.  

At the time I came out of film school I was also really excited about the idea of working with television drama. 
When I initially met with Michelle I had explained that I obviously wanted to make a feature film at some point, but 
I was in no rush. We decided to focus solely on TV with a plan to get me a block on a daytime TV drama. I was keen 
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to prove to producers that I could direct before working my way up into high-end TV drama. I knew no one was 
going to hand me the lead block of a new, big show as my first job. I knew I had to do some work to prove that I 
could complete schedule and still deliver good work. 

She was able to put me forward for all sorts of jobs. We tried to get a block of Hollyoaks – they said no. We tried 
getting BBC’s Doctors, because I’d previously been a runner for the show, but again they said no. Then a block on 
E4’s show Misfits opened up. Michelle put me forward to meet the producer Nick Pitt.  

I had to go to set to meet him and I remember being so nervous. I loved the show and was desperate to get the 
opportunity to direct it. Nick was lovely and we had a great conversation about the show, talking about what I liked 
and thought was really successful and when I felt it was less strong. I didn’t hear anything for months as I hadn’t 
got the block I had gone up for. Then another block opened up towards the back end of the series, to do episodes 
six and seven. Nick put me in front of the executive producers and after a few meetings I got the job. I don’t think 
I’d ever felt so many emotions all at once before. I remember calling my wife and my family, who all got emotional 
too. It was a big deal for me. 

It kick started my career essentially and I’ll always be indebted to Nick and Clerkenwell Films. On the back of Misfits 
I got Banana. Michelle put me forward as they were looking for short filmmakers to come in and make standalone 
films for TV. I got the job working on it because Russell loved my short film Echo. I loved the scripts. They were 
essentially a series of love stories that happened to exist in the LGBTQ community, they were just beautiful, poetic 
stories and they felt like these individual pieces of cinema that existed on TV.  

There are not many projects like that – projects where directors from short films can break into TV. I imagine in the 
next couple of years more of that stuff will come out because commissioners and companies are aware of the lack 
of inroads for the new talent out there. 
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CHRISTOPHER SWEENEY | DIRECTOR 

Hello. I’m Chris, and I am a director. I direct films, TV, music videos, and I have a podcast called Homo Sapiens 
which is the LGBTQ+ answers to BBC Radio 4's Woman's Hour.  

My work has been widely acclaimed (I didn't write that bit) by the likes of The Guardian, The Times, The New York 
Times, Vogue, Dazed and The Evening Standard. I mentor young filmmakers through the BFI Young Film Academy.  

TV Credits: Summer Comedy Shorts (2017), Back To Life (2019), Liar (2020). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I am from London and my dad was a fashion photographer and my mum was a stylist. So it was an arty 
household. I had seen first hand what creative jobs mean – funny hours – inconsistent income. But also a lot of 
fun.   

I originally wanted to be the person who put music on films – but when I asked around, people told me that was 
the director’s job so I thought, fine, I’ll have to work out how to do it all then!  

Then I fell in love with music videos and became obsessed with the idea of creating the visuals for music / songs.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I started making (terrible) things with any camcorder I could get my hands on. We used to make fake You’ve Been 
Framed videos (I wouldn’t advise doing this) but even then I was fascinated about how to make fake stuff look as 
real and natural as possible. 
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I cannot state enough that it’s all about just making something, anything, and doing it on repeat. Directing is not a 
dark art or magic, it’s just, like so many things, about practice.  

I studied TV and Film at Bournemouth University – it was a great course, but I had just come out, and being gay 
and 19 in Bournemouth, I didn’t have a lot of dating options. So I spent a lot of time in London and worked as an 
office assistant at a commercials production company whenever I could – every holiday and weeks off. I made 
sure I was the most helpful runner they had. When I arrived everyone used to go out and get their own lunches, 
the building was a mess. I started getting everyone’s lunches, tidying up the place. And soon they loved me, and 
started asking what I wanted to do. I was SO nervous to say director – that’s really common and if you wanna be a 
director – don’t be afraid to say it. But because I was helpful people included me more. They actually asked me to 
leave university and work for them, but I decided to stay in school.  

I shadowed lots of commercial directors when I was a runner. I think it’s quite hard to do as you see the world 
they live in, but i’m not sure how much you learn. I then did research for directors and learned a lot because you 
have a reason to talk to them about what they’re trying to achieve and how. I loved that.  

I worked as a runner all through university to pay for it. After Uni I got an internship at MTV and making stuff fell 
by the wayside for a year. Then after a year I met up with my friend from uni – Sarah Chatfield – and said, “How 
the hell are we gonna become directors?” We decided we would do it together as a duo. And so we met up every 
weekend, without fail, and planned out what we were gonna do, and contacted bands on Myspace to say, “Hey 
can we make you a video?” 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Setbacks were no one replied to our Myspace messages and – the general question we asked ourselves all the 
time was how the fuck do you become a director?  

There is no ladder, you either are one or you aren’t. Also, it seemed impossible to earn a living and become a 
director. I worked every hour God sent just to make my rent payments. How would I ever have the money to pay 
for a short film? And take time off to make it? That spun me out on a daily basis. 

If I can give any advice, it’s don’t get a job that takes up all day, every day, when you are starting out. Waitering 
(pre-pandemic…) is a great job cos you can do it in the evenings, and that can leave your days clear to pursue your 
other stuff. It’s hard, but worth considering.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Directing is all about trusting what you think, and not thinking that someone, somewhere else, e.g. Martin 
Scorsese, would know how to do it better. I like to use the analogy of speaking. When I speak I am just fine that I 
sound like me, I don’t wish I sounded like various other people. But when it came to directing I was constantly 
worried I wasn’t doing it as well as other people I thought were more talented than me. Plus people can be a bit 
pretentious about making TV / films and that makes me worry that people will avoid it, because they feel there is 
some secret they don’t know. There is no secret.  

Directors come in so many forms, and I don’t actually watch that many films. I read a great interview with Anton 
Corbijn who said, “I’m not a cineaste”. And that was such a huge relief for me. I’ve realised I’m basically interested 
in making moments on film feel like there wasn’t a director. Like it just happened and we caught it documentary 
style. I relate to a lot of female filmmakers who I have heard say that more than male directors. As a result maybe 
I’m a line producer’s dream cos I never want a crane or anything, just handheld camera, small crews. But that’s 
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me. Other directors love the technical side. Others only like talking to the actors. Crucially, as director you need to 
be across it all, but don’t feel bad if an element doesn’t totally excite you – by doing it you will find your way in. 
And hugely importantly, a MASSIVE part of directing is saying that you don’t understand or know how to do 
something. People talk to you like you’re an expert on everything and the main problem I experienced in my early 
career was by being too shy to say I felt out of my depth, or didn’t understand, or couldn’t make a decision. 
Always, always say out loud if you can’t decide and you will experience the sheer joy of how lovely people are, 
when they know you need help. But at the same time, remember you are the leader, and don’t shy away from 
that. So spend the time explaining to people what you want to make, in immense detail. Because it may seem 
clear to you, because it’s in your head, but people are not mind readers.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

My best mate at university, Sarah Chatfield, got a job working as a PA to a commissioner who commissioned 
music videos. One day a video came in that had NO budget, and Sarah managed to pitch me and her directing it 
as a duo. I have never been so scared in my life. It was for the The Cribs and their song You’re Gonna Lose Us. 

We didn’t totally mess it up and that got us an agent. The reason we got that gig, was that they knew in the 
building that we had been meeting every weekend to try and work out how to direct, messaging bands on 
myspace, while also holding down our day jobs and being good at them. People saw we were hard working and 
reliable and that meant that offering us the chance was less risk for them.  
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ABIGAIL DANKWA | MULTI-CAMERA & FIXED RIG DIRECTOR 

Abigail Dankwa is a versatile, creative and editorial director, credited as one of Edinburgh TV Festival’s “Ones to 
Watch” and a BAFTA x BFi Crew participant, with experience directing complex productions, from 24 Hours in A&E, 
Big Brother and Celebrity Big Brother, and quiz shows, such as Tipping Point, !mpossible, WonderBall (BBC Scotland’s 
launch quiz show), to Outside Broadcast’s, directing the Champions League Final in Milan.  

With a background as Stage Manager for the London Olympics & Paralympics Games Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies and Floor Manager for the UEFA Champions League & Super Cup Finals in Lisbon, Berlin, Trondheim 
and Skopje. 

TV Credits: Big Brother Classic (2015), Celebrity Big Brother (2015), UEFA Champions League Final (2016), Tipping Point (2016),  
!mpossible (2016), An Evening with Chicken Shed (2016), 24 Hours in A&E (2016-2020), WonderBall (2020). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

At school I did a GCSE in Media Studies, and I was allowed to take the cameras home at the weekend, when I 
would rope my sisters in and we’d take a trip from North London to Leicester Square and make “TV Shows”. I 
didn't really know what I was doing or what a director was, I just knew I liked being in charge (well, I am the eldest).  

I wanted to work in TV because it looked glamorous, but I didn't know anyone in the industry or how to get in. 
When it came to careers time, my sixth form tutor said that I would, “Never do anything more than be a check-out 
girl at Tesco’s”. So that idea quickly got dropped but I did work in retail (which I loved and credit with building my 
confidence). Mr XXX, you were so wrong!  
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

It wasn’t until years later via careers as a model booker, fashion photographer’s agent and managing editor of a 
digital channel, I decided to do an MA to make up for the fact that I never completed my first degree. Originally, I 
was supposed to do a documentary degree but for personal reasons I couldn’t start in September 2009. Long 
story short, after a friend cajoled me, I applied to the NFTS. 

I was luckily enough to get scholarships, without them I wouldn’t have been able to go. I applied to do the 
Producing and Entertainment MA as I felt it suited my personality better and by January 2010 I was in. I decided 
that when I graduated, I would work towards becoming an entertainment producer, and that I’d concentrate on 
production. I didn’t really care about learning to multi-camera direct. Then one day, I sat in the director’s chair, and 
everything changed. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The major obstacles are that there aren't many places for a new multi-camera director (MCD) to learn and get 
their flying hours in. Children’s TV, which used to be a great training ground, seems to use experienced directors. 
MTV Studios, the Big Breakfast and T4 were also places you used to be able to go in order to get experience. They 
obviously don’t exist any more and there aren’t that many slots in the schedule for new shows, to learn on. Indies 
and Broadcasters are quite risk averse. If you haven’t done “their” type of show before, it can be hard to get a look 
in, but that seems to be the case through all roles and genres in TV. 

The other issue is that with other types of directing, as long as you have a script (fiction), a crew and equipment or 
an idea (documentary) and willing contributors you can go off and shoot and learn your craft immediately after 
graduating. As a multi-camera director, you can’t just go off and shoot. You obviously need a script (or not if it's 
fixed rig) the attending crew and equipment, but most of all you need a studio, Outside Broadcast van or precinct 
and a gallery. You’re also reliant on a commissioner and Indie ordering the show. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’m still honing it! I did another MCD course with DUK four years after I graduated. The aim was to get new MCDs 
into the industry. There were six of us on the course, three women and three men. The guys are all working (or 
were up until the pandemic), I’m the only woman out of the group still directing, not as much as the guys and 
that’s not for want of trying! I have also shadowed quite a bit. 

I think the main obstacle is because I’ve had other careers. I don’t have years of experience and contacts, so I’ve 
really had to work at being visible and getting in front of the right people. The other obstacle is that I don’t look 
like the “typical” director. But I bring other fresh ideas, as someone who is not jaded by the industry. I’m also a bit 
weird in that I multi-camera and fixed rig direct, I love them both for different reasons, most directors do one or 
the other. 

I’m sitting here writing this while watching the Rolling Stones at Hyde Park (I really want to direct music Outside 
Broadcast) thinking, if I have a career half as long as theirs, I’d be a happy and lucky lady! 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’ve had direct and indirect breaks. Straight after graduation I worked as one of the Stage Managers on London 
2012 Olympics and Paralympics Opening and Closing Ceremonies, working with Danny Boyle and Hamish 
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Hamilton. I think having that on my CV opened doors because everyone wanted to know what it was like working 
on it (great but tiring, BTW). 

I then worked as a floor manager on various UEFA Champions League Finals, where I was promoted and 
(technically) directed my first multi-camera OB for their blue carpet arrivals at the Milan final. We were promised 
A-list celebs, we got Olly Murs, who to be fair was lovely.  

However, I consider my first proper directing credit was as a house gallery director on Big Brother. That was 
baptism of fire! They had taken on five new directors to train because some of the main directors had jumped ship 
to a new show (Love Island!). I was the only one who hadn’t directed anything. I hated it at first, (because its 
nothing like multi-camera directing) until I didn’t, then it was a lot of fun. Since then I have directed Celebrity Big 
Brother, GPs Behind Closed Doors, and 24 Hours in A&E as a Fixed Rig Director. As a MCD, I’ve got credits on Tipping 
Point, Impossible WonderBall and Love Song. 

As a multi-camera director you don’t have an agent, you are your own agent, and as an ex-agent its very different 
doing it for yourself. It’s a lot of emails, “coffees” and waiting. A lot of waiting. 

It’s a great industry (for the most part). Remember to bring your sense of humour and build your resilience on the 
way. I love my job and hopefully things will change for the better for everyone, when we come out the other side 
of the pandemic. Whatever happens, stay strong, find your tribe (people who’ll “pop corks” with you, to 
congratulate or commiserate when you need them to). Keep coming up with ideas while we’re in this weird stage, 
challenge your brain but also chill. It will be different when we get back up and running, but we will be back and it 
will be your job to find YOUR route in because we need you. Stay strong and safe. 
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NICK MURPHY | DIRECTOR 

Nick Murphy is a British film director and television director. He is best known for directing the films The Awakening 
and Blood. He has directed episodes of the television series Prey, The Last Kingdom, A Christmas Carol and the 
docudramas How Art Made the World, Surviving Disaster, Ancient Rome: The Rise and Fall of an Empire and Heroes and 
Villains. He also wrote the episodes for all the docudramas he directed. 

TV Credits: Primeval (2008), Occupation (2009), Rogue (2013), Dracula (2013), Prey (2014), The Last Kingdom (2015),  
The Secret (2016), The Mist (2017), Save Me (2018), Nightflyers (2018), The Hot Zone (2019), A Christmas Carol (2019).  

Film Credits: The Awakening (2011), Blood (2012). 

Photographer Robert Viglasky 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My old man was a timber importer with his own business and because I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do in life, I 
assumed I’d do the same. But I liked theatre and acting at school so it was agreed I could do a Performing Arts 
degree before joining him; three years off before life got ‘serious’. I realised two things on that course: one that I 
really was a pretty bang-average actor, and two, that I had a genuine fascination with the decision-making process 
of drama. Researching my final year thesis on Francis Coppola, I read that in the The Conversation he used a locked 
off camera in Harry Caul’s apartment to enhance the sense of him being monitored. I’d watched a million movies 
by that stage, a VHS rental addict, and yet it had never really occurred to me just how the behaviour and attitude 
of a camera literally was cinema. Without being too dramatic it was a damascene moment. A week later I rang my 
folks and told them I wanted to make films. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Out of college I figured any job in TV or film is better than no job so I got unpaid work experience as a tape 
librarian in a financial news company in London; cataloguing and fetching video tapes (decades before digital 
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media and instant meta-data searches). I slept on my mate’s floor. After a couple of weeks, they kept me on and 
paid me a small amount. My mate’s floor wasn’t comfortable so I spent most nights on the sofa in the news studio 
and at night I learned the tape editing equipment and how to use the BetaSP cameras. Gradually I took on those 
duties at the company and my income crept up until after a couple of years, after losing one of their cameras, I 
was sacked. After being told, I rang home to tell my folks I’d quit in order to go freelance, like it was a deliberate 
thing. It seemed that way from the outside because after a few months I started to get freelance shifts editing BBC 
news, earning far more than I had before. Over the next few years I moved from working in news to editing and 
then directing observational documentaries. Once I started to get pretty big gigs in that world, and then in high 
profile BBC Specialist Factual projects, I just assumed I’d spend my whole career in factual TV. I figured it wasn’t 
worth going ‘down’ the ladder to make low-rent drama or soaps when I was quite a known name in factual. It was 
only when the BBC Science department asked me to make a film about the Chernobyl disaster that I resolved to 
make it as an all-out drama and write it myself. Nobody saw it – although you can be damn sure the makers of the 
recent HBO show did (!) – but it was critically praised and it was that piece which, three or four years later, would 
get me my first ‘proper’ drama: Occupation, a three-part series by Peter Bowker for the BBC. Occupation won a 
BAFTA and that effectively locked me into being a full-time drama director. I’d made “the transition”. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I don’t recall huge setbacks but there must have been some. I was hired to make a drama before Chernobyl, which 
was cancelled before I started work on it, which felt like a major blow but otherwise I don’t recall obstacles. But 
here’s the thing: I work harder than anyone I know. I am also pretty talented and I’m not a pain in the arse. I take 
the work and responsibilities more seriously than I take myself, so people generally like to work with me. I don’t 
feel bad about my success and it is unlikely many people would argue I am not worth the projects I’ve been 
making these last couple of decades. But…. and it’s a maaaaaaassive but… I never sat in front of a commissioner, 
producer or potential employers who had reason to suspect I COULDN’T do the job because of how I looked or 
sounded. I am a white, privately educated male – I look and sound like the vast majority of directors before me 
and so I am well aware of the terrible advantage that gave me, not because the industry was peppered with active 
racist misogynists but because I felt like less of a risk. I was also middle class so my dad could afford to support 
me in those early months in London when working class families simply would not be able. What I mean to say, 
while I don’t suggest I don’t deserve what I’ve achieved, I do feel a degree of guilt about the industry culture that 
allowed me to flourish when there simply must have been people who didn’t look and sound like me wanting to 
do the job too. I passionately hope any director writing something similar to this document a decade from now 
isn’t able to say the same thing. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I learned my craft in the cutting room. Editing news and current affairs means you handle vast amounts of  
material on a daily basis. And cutting on video tape – in a linear way – means you gain an intuition for timing and 
shot structure that non-linear digital systems don’t demand of you. I now cut in my head on set. Of course the 
editors I work with often enhance, change and ignore the cut I had in mind but the shape and pace of the film at 
least starts somewhere good. What they do is just make it better. Filmmaking is editing. It’s that simple. If you can’t 
cut, if you haven’t cut your own material, you won’t be half the director you could be. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’ve had the same agent all my career. Factual directors didn’t have them back then and perhaps still don’t. After 
Chernobyl and a couple of other factual dramas for BBC, I sent my stuff to a few and was turned down by them all 
except Jago Irwin. Two years after he took me on, I’d won a BAFTA and was about to make my first movie. If you 
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think it feels nice to know the guys that turned me down will have regretted doing so then you’d be dead right. It 
feels fucking great. Maybe I’m just mean spirited.  

So you should send your stuff to the people you really want to rep you first and foremost. Most will watch 
material sent to them as they mostly do want new exciting clients. My only advice is this: agents can spot bollocks 
from a thousand yards. When you meet them there is no point in trying to play Mr Big or pretend you know more 
than you do. It’s an important relationship for them which will require honesty between you, so if she or he thinks 
you’re going to be a little tiresome, and difficult to sell, they will probably not bother. Don’t be a dick, basically, 
especially not with them. Jago undoubtedly got me the interview for my breakthrough job, Occupation, and 
because the budget was known to be tight for the ambition of the script, the success I’d had with tiny budgets up 
to that time obviously didn’t hurt.  

I knew the material REALLY well before meeting. I considered what the story was actually ‘about’ in a general, 
thematic sense. In this case it was “control”; all the characters (and different factions and countries involved in Iraq 
at that time) were seeking to regain some control of their lives. So I thought hard about an approach to the 
filming, a visual style, that could heighten, clarify and express that. Going along and just saying you really like the 
script isn’t enough. Then before going to interview, Jago said, “You probably won’t get it because some really big 
directors are going up for it but it’ll be good to meet the producer.” Weirdly this lack of cheerleading made me 
relax so I could explain my ideas, as well as elements of the script I felt could improve, without worrying if it was 
what the producer wanted to hear.  

This has shaped my approach to every interview since. Of course not every job is an original project. Often we 
have to slot into the tone and feel of what is already in play and excel within those parameters, and even with new 
projects the interview is a chance to listen to the producer and writer as much as tell them how you see it. But you 
can’t fake it. The most important thing a director can do is to make sure everyone is making the same film. I mean 
that, I’m even going to write that again, THE MOST IMPORTANT JOB OF A DIRECTOR IS ENSURING EVERYONE IS 
MAKING THE SAME FILM. If the film you have in you is not roughly the one they have in them, or if you have failed 
to explain to your collaborators what film is being made, the ship will hit the rocks. You’ll get the blame, and rightly 
so. 
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ROSE GLASS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Writer/director Rose Glass graduated from the National Film and Television school in 2014. Her graduation film 
Room 55 went on to be screened at SXSW, Palm Springs ShortFest and London Short Film Festival, among others. 
Since then she has made shorts for Film4/Channel 4 (Bath Time, available on All4) and Giorgio Armani ( Juliet, a 
promo which premiered at Toronto Film Festival), as well as various experimental shorts and music videos. 

She has just completed her debut feature film Saint Maud with producer Oliver Kassman and Andrea Cornwell.  

Film Credits: Moths (2010), Storm House (2011), The Silken Strand (2013), Room 55 (2014), A Moment Of Horror (2015),  
Saint Maud (2020). 

Photography by Angus Young 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I think I knew I wanted to be a director since I was about 12. A few years before that I'd been on a family holiday 
and some of the other, older kids we were staying with had a video camera and were making a little home movie. 
My sisters and I played gangsters and I got to wear a spiky wig and pretend to stab someone with a rubber knife. 
One of the older kids showed me the awesome in-camera-transitions you could add from one shot to the other 
(editing was a concept I didn’t grasp until i was much older) and at the time it seemed like the coolest thing ever. 
So I think from then on I always thought of filmmaking as just a really fun thing to do. When my parents got a 
camera a few years later I immediately started stealing it to shoot silly videos with my friends or experiment with 
really basic stop motion. Around the time I developed an obsession with the new Lord of the Rings trilogy I started 
to realise how much work can actually go in to making a film and I poured over any behind-the-scenes interviews I 
could find with the cast and crew. That's probably when the concept of a film director being an actual job entered 
my brain, and I never really wavered from that goal since then.  
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I figured to be a filmmaker I should just  keep watching as many movies as possible and keep shooting stuff. 
Throughout my teens I watched more and more movies and started to develop a bit more of a sense of the kinds I 
liked. Tim Burton, David Lynch, Darren Aronofsky, David Cronenberg and Martin Scorsese were all early 
obsessions. Shaun of the Dead was the first time I saw gore in the cinema and was blown away. I watched Spaced 
and read about how Edgar Wright had shot a no-budget feature film in his early 20s and that's how he got into 
directing, so I think I vaguely thought I'd try and do that at some point. I kept shooting stuff with my friends; after 
seeing Shaun, the films now featured a lot more fake blood but still always proper lo-fi home movie stuff, editing 
in camera, not really done for any reason other than it being fun.  

To my parents' dismay I chose Art, Media Studies and Theatre for A levels. They were always encouraging of me 
wanting to pursue filmmaking, but always thought I should come up with some sort of backup plan 'just in case' 
things didn't work out. I think because it all seemed so alien to my parents, yet I was so confident about wanting 
to do it, they kind of just left me to it.  

After school I went straight to the London College of Communication and did their Film and Video BA. I made a 
couple of short films and learnt what all the main roles of a crew did, started broadening the kinds of films I 
watched and worked as a runner on weekends for music vids and commercials. I learnt as much from the runner 
jobs as I did directing my little shorts at LCC, seeing how professional sets actually worked. One day I remember 
overhearing a more senior crew member tell another, “Be nice to the runners, they have a habit of turning into 
directors and producers.” That wisdom rarely seemed to trickle down but I held onto it.  

As I neared the end of my studies I still had no concept of how a feature film actually got funded and I was still 
clinging to the idea that I would just find a way to shoot a lo-fi zero-budget film in my spare time. I still had no idea 
what the film would be about or anything, I just knew I wanted to make one. Then a member of staff 
mentioned the National Film and Television School to me and suggested I apply. I'd never heard of it. 

After graduating, I got a job in a cake shop (as well as still doing the runner jobs) and decided to apply. I got to the 
interview stage but didn't get offered a place. Lynda Myles, the head of the course, gave me a call and said she 
hoped I would apply again when I was a bit older and had a new film to show them. 

I spent the next year working and managed to save up about £1000, which I used to fund a short film called Storm 
House. Everyone worked for free and it was just enough to cover renting a van, a location, and the insurance. We 
pulled in favours everywhere and got the kit rental for nothing. My mum did the catering. It was a really fun shoot. 
I applied to NFTS again and got in this time. (I'll pick up the timeline from there in Q5.) 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Personally my biggest obstacles have been related to mental health and stress. Anxiety and depression are not 
easy bedfellows with such a competitive and precarious career path and, of course, making films can be very 
stressful. Almost every short I've made I'd have sleepless nights in the lead up to the shoot and got pretty ill 
throughout. This is not unusual. People that I've met in all departments and areas of filmmaking have told me 
similar stories to what I'm about to share. It is vital to take care of your physical and mental health.  

About three years after graduating from NFTS, (when I was 26 or 27) I got two features into development at the 
same time (I will go into more in the next question) and was suddenly able to quit my regular job and write full 
time. It was the first time I'd been paid to write – very exciting! I'd never written a feature film before and had 
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convinced myself that a 'real' writer should be able to sit down Monday to Friday, 9am-5pm, and just write. 
Creating some structure is good, but treating it like a regular office job is completely unrealistic. (Nowadays, I'm 
chuffed if I spend four hours mostly concentrating on one thing, usually it's less.) Back then I was so fixated on 
being 'productive' not 'failing' that I lost all perspective and, along with it, any sense of joy or excitement. A year 
later, one of the projects fell through and so then I was just focused on Saint Maud and steadily running out of 
money. As I wrote I became more and more isolated and alternately anxious and depressed. I grew to hate my 
script, yet thought about nothing else. I was terrified of the  idea of it falling through as well and going back to 
waitressing, but even more terrified of the idea of actually having to make the movie, which would surely be a 
disaster. I also knew I was incredibly fortunate to even be in this situation (with a movie in development and close 
to being financed) and so I felt incredibly embarrassed and ashamed of how I was feeling.  

Fortunately, things came to a head in time for me to do something about it. There were other contributing factors 
but I had a breakdown of some kind and thought it was game over. This is when I finally talked to my producers 
and let them know what was going on. They were wonderful and understanding (people generally are). I was able 
to take a few weeks out from writing and managed to get my shit together and start medication in time to finish 
up the final draft and start official prep. I still wasn't sure if I could pull it off, but now I'd managed to get over the 
fear that it might go wrong and accept all I could do was try my best and trust the people I was working with. I felt 
like I'd come back from the dead – I get to make a movie? Fucking great!  

Main things I learnt from this: don't put all your eggs in one basket. Get some hobbies that aren't related to film. If 
you feel like you're going crazy,  take a break and talk to someone. Learn to be motivated by what excites you, 
interests you and gives you pleasure. Never forget that you're doing this for an audience and they want to watch a 
movie, that's all. It isn't a life and death situation, your worth as a human being is not on the line. Be playful, take 
risks. RELAX.  

I don't think Saint Maud turned out well because I got like this whilst writing, I think it went well in spite of that. I 
don't want to romanticise this stuff at all. It isn't an essential part of the creative process or anything wanky like 
this. Personally, my best ideas  tend to come when I'm feeling inquisitive,  certainly not when I'm terrified and 
exhausted. Thinking about Saint Maud 24/7 only made me lose perspective of what was working and what wasn't. 
In the end, some of my favourite scenes in the film I only wrote during the shoot or during the edit. (We had five 
extra shooting days during post – it’s  really worth protecting that contingency money and keeping your scripts 
short!) Lots of happy accidents happened. I don't think I'd have been able to do any of that or been open to the 
happy accidents and been able to turn them into something if I had been in the same shape I had been whilst 
writing. It's really hard because, of course, it's really difficult and a lot of work to get a film made and it can be 
absolutely terrifying. You have to do an insane amount of preparation and generally be pretty obsessive. However, 
somewhere amongst all that you must  find a way to get over yourself and the fear of failing. You can't control 
everything. Learn to live with uncertainty and enjoy playing around, because that's essentially what you're doing 
when a shoot is going well. I can't remember who said it but I heard filmmaking once being described as 'serious 
fun', and I think that's a good way of looking at it. You do have to take it seriously. But it should be fun as well.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think developing your own voice mostly comes down to figuring out your own tastes and experimenting. Figure 
out what makes you tick and why. Not just in terms of movies but books, painting, photography, music, 
philosophy. Read the news, learn what's going on in the world, talk to different people, whatever it is, but 
experience life and different states. One of the greatest things about filmmaking is being able to use all your own 
personal bullshit for something productive (if it doesn't overwhelm you).  
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Film school was a great place to experiment  in some ways, but it also gave me some slightly stuffy ideas about 
story structure and working with actors particularly. In the years after graduating, before getting Saint Maud into 
development, I shot several lo/no-budget videos. A couple were music vids for friends, the others were just little 
experimental films, one or two minutes long. With most of them I'd use my own money - budgets ranged from £50 
to £500. I think one music video I did had a £1000 budget but the band put up the money for that.  All these little 
short things probably helped loosen up some of the stuff I'd learnt at film school and got me back to the mindset 
of playing and experimenting. They were non-narrative visual experiments with no pressure or responsibility 
attached as I was mostly making them by myself for myself. (I also used them to try and get 'proper' work 
directing promos. I got a bunch of meetings at production companies but it never lead anywhere… boooo… ) 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Below are some of the main bullet point timeline events from graduating NFTS to directing Saint Maud.  

2014 – Graduated from NFTS. Got an agent. Moved to London. Got a job in a cafe. Started working on Saint Maud 
idea. Applied to iFeatures with it. Got rejected. Sent Room55 to a kajillion festivals. Get in to four, I think. Directed a 
really cheesy short film/promo for Giorgio Armani eyewear, which I got through NFTS as the pitch was open to 
recent graduates. Took a bunch of 'general' meetings with people who had seen Room 55. None of them seemed 
to lead to anything, but at least now I knew a few people I could try sending ideas to in the future (including 
Film4).  

NOTE ON AGENTS: I got signed up by Tracey Hyde who is an agent at Casarotto Ramsay. She was in the audience 
for my graduation show and liked my short Room 55. She is wonderful. In hindsight though I think my fellow 
graduates and I all put too much importance on getting an agent and had unrealistic expectations of what they 
would actually do for us. Yes you will need one so that they can get you meetings and eventually do all your 
contracts/legal stuff, but especially the first few years, don't expect them to do that much for you. Tracey set me 
up with a bunch of general meetings like I said, and that was very useful in getting my name and face out there a 
bit, but not much else. She couldn't help with trying to get commercial or music video work because it’s a whole 
other industry. We get on well but don't have a magical affinity in terms of personal taste and we weren't always in 
touch that often. Now we talk quite a lot because there is more stuff going on, but you probably aren't going to be 
earning them any money for the first few years so don't expect to be a high priority. You have to go away and put 
in the time coming up with the awesome ideas and making the awesome shorts etc., so that then you can ask for 
a bunch of meetings to take the feature idea to, along with your recent shorts to show them what kind of style you 
work in. (See 'recent'. If a year passes and you haven't shot anything, try and change that.) 

2015 – Teamed up with Oliver Kassman (one of my two producers, Andrea Cornwell joins a little later once we are 
in development as the more experienced party). Oliver was working as an assistant at Qwerty films and had seen 
Room 55. Asked me for a coffee. He liked the idea for SM, offered to produce (it was his first film as well). I said 
yes. Kept working on a treatment but now I had someone to bounce ideas off and get feedback from. Shot a 
couple of those non-narrative videos. Sent a bunch of links and emails to production companies for promos and 
commercials. Didn't hear anything. Pitched on a bunch of short film schemes. Didn't get any of them. Had another 
general meeting with Film4 who liked the sound of Saint Maud idea. Quit one cafe job, started work as a 
receptionist for a fashion college.  

2016 – Quit receptionist job, started working as a cinema usher. Kept working on and re-writing the Saint Maud 
treatment – both a long and short version. Short for the people who would read it cold, long for people we'd 
already talked to about it. Shot a friend's music video. Sent more emails and links to production companies for 
promo work. Had a bunch of meetings but heard nothing more. Film4 ask me and a few other newbie directors to 
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make 3-minute horror shorts for a scheme they did alongside Frightfest. Its all super rushed and end result not 
that great, but not incompetent. Oliver and I apply to iFeatures with Saint Maud and also send it to Film4. Both say 
yes. We have to pick one. We go with Film4 but I also come up with another idea for iFeatures – they like that too 
and sign us up. Start writing scripts in earnest. 

2017 – Quit usher job when money for both films starts to come through. Finish first draft of each. iFeatures film 
doesn't happen. Write second draft of Maud. Freak out that it isn't working. Decide to rewrite from scratch. Start 
doing auditions for Maud alongside writing. Lots of positive noises from financiers but no green-light or anything. 
All feels very precarious. 

2018 – Start interviewing HoDs. More castings. More rewrites on script. Brain breaks. Time out. Shoot music video 
for friend. Finish script. Greenlight. Start prep. Shoot end of year.  

SM was funded by Film4 and the BFI. Before Oliver and I officially submitted our treatment I had already had 
'general' meetings with both them, the BFI, BBC films and several other companies and told them about Maud. So 
they knew who I was, what I was like in person and broadly what Saint Maud was about. I also had a body of short 
film stuff to show them so they knew what kind of style I worked in. It made sense that I was bringing them a 
weird surreal kind-of-horror film because I was the weird girl who came in, talked enthusiastically about serial 
killers and had a bunch of weird, creepy short films to show them. Ditto BFI when it came to asking them to co-
finance. Financiers basically want to be able to get a sense of who you are, what your style is and to not have to 
read too much. So keep any docs short and snappy and full of pictures unless they've specifically asked for more 
detail. It helps if you are good in meetings, if you can talk confidently about what you like and are interested in. 
They want to know you can communicate well and get on with people. 

In a nutshell, my advice is to figure out what excites you and then try and get other people excited about it too. 
Keep learning all the time. Keep shooting stuff even if its mega lo-fi. Don't be afraid of messing up.  

Final and very important: don't be an arsehole. People will find out and they won't want to work with you. (By 
extension: don't work with arseholes, even if they're brilliant at what they do. It won't be worth it.)  

GOOD LUCK!!! 
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THE BROTHERS McLEOD | ANIMATION DIRECTORS 

The Brothers McLeod are illustrator Greg McLeod and writer Myles McLeod. They are British filmmakers 
represented by Sheil Land Associates and specialising in illustration, writing and 2D animation. They have been 
nominated for two BAFTA Film Awards for Best British Short Animation. 

In 2008 they produced Codswallop which was nominated for a BAFTA Award for Best Short Animation at the 62nd 
British Academy Film Awards. In 2011 they worked with the Royal Shakespeare Company to create a series of 
animations called Billy, featuring an animated version of Shakespeare and his pet pig Francis. The animations were 
commissioned as part of the reopening of the main theatre after a multimillion-pound restoration project. 

In October they were nominated for another Children's BAFTA Award for Quiff and Boot, made with BBC Learning, 
which they went on to win. 

2013 saw Greg McLeod animating one second a day for the whole year in a short animated film called Simply 365. 
In 2019 The Brothers McLeod were nominated for Best British Short Animation at the BAFTA Film Awards for their 
short film Marfa. 

As well as working together on projects, the brothers also work on individual projects. Greg has exhibited at a 
variety of illustration exhibitions, including as an award winner at two Association of Illustrators tours (Images 33, 
Images 35). Myles also writes and develops material for other production companies, predominantly for children's 
television. 

TV Credits: Pedro and Frankensheep (2008), Quiff and Boot (2011). 
Film Credits: Fuggy Fuggy (2005), Art Sparks (2009), Codswallop (2009), The Moon Bird (2010), Billy (2011-2016),  

Isle of Spagg (2011), The Existential Pleading of the Inner Heart (2011-12), Phone Home (2012), 365 (2013),  
The Inverted Peak (2016), Marfa (2018). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

MYLES: When we started making films I don’t think we thought of ourselves as director, writer, animator… or any 
other label. We just wanted to tell stories and we worked together to make things happen. We just got on with it. 
We wrote stuff together, did the voices, wrote the music. Greg designed everything and did most of the animation, 
but I even mucked in and did lip synch in the first projects. Having said that, Greg had been inspired to become a 
filmmaker after watching some of David Lynch’s films. Before that, most of what we’d been exposed to were 
blockbusters. Seeing those films opened a door to other possibilities. I think you can still see that influence in a lot 
of our short films and Greg’s independent work. 
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I had an inkling that I wanted to be an author from about the age of 16, but I wasn’t one of those people who was 
born thinking ‘hey, I know what my destiny is, it’s to be a writer and director’. I studied sciences to begin with and 
tried my hand at science journalism before realising it was storytelling that I was really interested in. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

MYLES: Neither of us studied formally as a director, though we did both study media at some point (I did an MA in 
Screenwriting in Bournemouth). Our career really started online. We starting making films and publishing them on 
our website and then when YouTube came along we used that as a platform.  

To begin with our films weren’t great, but we didn’t stop making stuff and we improved. By 2005/2006 we started 
to get commissions from folks like the BBC and Aardman. For us it was very much about teaching ourselves and 
trying new things out each time. We also made some stuff early on for places like Atomfilms that liked sick 
humour. We tried to fit into that but realised that wasn’t our sensibility. We learned from that. We realised there’s 
no meaning in making films that don’t come from your own being. Those films have no heart. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

MYLES: Around the time we made The Moonbird, which was a Film Council funded film, we got a little big for our 
own boots. We’d been nominated for a BAFTA Short Animation award the year before and were starting to do well 
commercially. I think we really thought we were the bee’s knees. In fact, we still had a lot to learn as was made 
clear by The Moonbird itself. It’s a charming film, but way too long, with a bland protagonist. As a filmmaker you 
are always learning and it’s easy to make basic mistakes in storytelling if you think you’re brilliant. Stay humble. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

MYLES: I think there are two sides to developing your craft. They are “Make” and “Take”. Make films, make books, 
make poems, make illustrations, make ideas. You get better by doing and making and trying. But sometimes you 
need to fill up on inspiration too. That doesn’t mean you should just watch films to be a filmmaker. Of course you 
should, but also… read books and screenplays, listen to audiobooks, watch plays, listen to music, watch interviews 
with people you admire, fill up with inspiration from other places. 

It’s also important to become aware of your own emotional state. What makes you happy, angry, sad, intrigued – 
notice those things. They can help you make more emotionally intelligent work. 

In terms of getting experience… I always wanted to make my own shows, series and write my own books. For that 
reason, I started writing on other people’s animated TV shows back in 2006. The experience I’ve gained there has 
improved my own writing, but also makes it more likely I will be trusted by producers to helm my own original 
work. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

MYLES: Our first big break came around 2005 after we made an animation about a ninja that went viral. It came to 
the attention of Aardman Animations and they recruited us as commercials directors. We also used it as part of a 
pitch to CBBC, which then led to us working on a show for them called Pedro and Frankensheep. This was really just 
the culmination of about five or six years of work. We had just kept making stuff in between our regular day jobs 
until we reached a level of professionalism that enabled us to start a new company. Really it just came down to 
persistence. 
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CHRIS OVERTON | DIRECTOR 

An Academy Award winning director, Chris began his career as an actor and worked on various television and film 
projects with directors including Joel Schumacher and Roman Polanski. He also played a lead role in the BAFTA 
Award-winning film Pride, directed by Matthew Warchus. 

Chris made his directorial debut with The Silent Child, for which he received the Academy Award® for Best Live 
Action Short Film in 2018. He won Best Director at The River Bend Film Festival and has won over 30 international 
awards with The Silent Child. It continues to play in film festivals and television channels around the world. 

Chris has just directed his first commercial through FCB Inferno in the UK for the hugely successful Huawei Story 
Sign Christmas campaign, bringing his thoughtful, heart-warming style to his work. The campaign won seven Lions 
at Cannes in 2019 (four of which were Gold), eight One Show awards, three D&ADs and a Grand Prix at Eurobest. 

Film Credits: The Silent Child (2017). 

Photography Libby Burke Wild 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I think it was filmmaking, as opposed to specifically directing that I was interested in and I do remember there was 
a moment where something special happened that ignited my interest. It was a school project. when I was about 
13-years-old. We were filming something and it wasn't even the process of production that I was excited by at that 
moment. It was the editing and seeing that footage put together. I just couldn't believe it. It blew my mind. We 
were editing on software called Pinnacle. 

That was the first moment that I fell in love with filmmaking. After that I told my mum that I had to get a camera 
for school for another media project. So I kind of bribed her into getting me a camera for my birthday and from 
that moment, I never looked back really. I've always had a camera with me from the age of about 13. 
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I started to make films and it was a way of entertaining my friends and myself. There wasn't a lot to do in my area. 
I grew up in the West Midlands and it was either cause trouble or make films. So I used to wrangle all my friends 
and people from the neighbourhood – I'd do a shot list and write a brief outline. Film it, edit it and even hold little 
screenings and try and flog DVDs for a few quid. We would just make films every weekend and I guess that was my 
starting point before I went away to college and put down the camera for a bit.  

I've always wanted to be an actor from a young age. Making films kind of facilitated the acting. I'd always be in the 
films. Acting was always the priority, and what I was most passionate about. After I had a semi-successful slice of 
the industry as an actor, I started to become more interested in the filmmaking side of things. I'm sure the crew 
would get sick of me on set asking so many questions.  

When I worked with Roman Polanski on Oliver Twist I took a notebook on set and used to write scribbles and ideas 
in my trailer. Seeing him direct inspired me to make my biggest childhood film (which will never see the light of 
day). I had a camera with me and because I was flying back and forth to Prague and Paris I'd use those locations to 
make my movie. It was obviously terrible, but I guess you could see a few ideas somewhere.  

After college I took it more seriously and looking back at it now I suppose I created my own... film school. I created 
a showreel company called Slick Showreels, to help support my acting career and help actors with no screen 
experience break into the industry. I wanted to find a way that I could run my own business and make a bit of 
money, but also do something that I was passionate about. So I started to produce showreels for actors. I started 
that when I was 19 or 20. So that company has been going for about 10 years.  

To be honest, I'd always shy away from directing, I'd always want to do it with someone else, I'd always want to co-
direct or I'd prefer to be the DoP, because I was quite scared of it. 

And then this project came along, I met my now wife Rachel Shenton and she had this idea for a script about a 
deaf child born to a hearing family and I said it was a fantastic idea and she had to write it. A few weeks later she 
presented me with The Silent Child. 

I think it was reading that script. Something quite literally changed in me. It was like someone lit a fire in my belly. I 
just knew that I had to tell this story and I could picture it all in my head. So, before then I had directed bits and 
pieces, but I hadn't really grabbed the bull by the horns. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

It's kind of a strange unorthodox approach to the industry that I've had. I think I've done it backwards. I've always 
had an interest in filmmaking from a young age but it wasn't until I started my first short film project that I knew I 
wanted to direct. Then as I was making the film and it gained momentum and became successful, it was more 
about how I moved forward after that. I try and aim for “One for the money. Two for the Showreel”. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I think the obstacles that I faced were to do with myself and my lack of experience and understanding of the film 
industry. I started acting professionally when I was 8, so I feel like I’ve been in the industry for a while. I always 
looked up to feature films and television shows so at the beginning I didn't really understand that there is a 
process. Sure, everyone has their own individual process and I bet there are directors that have made TV and 
Features without doing shorts first. But without doing those smaller projects and finding my voice and what I like 
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and what I don't like, I could never be confident enough to execute something on a larger scale with more money 
and more pressure. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I've definitely found what I like through just doing it and doing it and doing it. Starting Slick Showreels meant I 
could film literally thousands of small scenes. It gave me the opportunity over nearly a decade to form a team and 
to be able to make mistakes, at a level that isn't high-pressured. I have so much to thank that time and experience 
of doing showreels for when it came to making a short film with a really important message. Also, that combined 
with being an actor from such a young age really helped me understand and empathise with actors. I love working 
with them. I guess that's my forte (If I have one). Because I've done it, I've experienced it and I've actually been 
through the process. I've been an actor for over 20 years, so that experience is invaluable for me as a director. But 
to answer the question, the way I've developed my voice and honed my craft is just by doing it over and over again 
and I never stop learning. Maybe it’s a given, I wasn’t always, but I’ve become obsessed with reading and watching 
films. It helps me to decide what I like and what I don't like. When you have a collection of those likes and dislikes I 
suppose they come together to form our voice. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Well, I'm still early on in my career. Obviously I think my first break came from The Silent Child, of course. But after 
that, I would look at my first break into the industry as a paid professional, which was a big commercial that I did 
for Huawei. It was just after winning the Oscar®, and it so happened that the commercial had something to do 
with the subject of the short film. So it was timing – right place, right time. I think commercials can be quite 
difficult to break into, and I don't think I would have broken into them had it not been for the right time and 
having a brand that needed to promote something that I knew quite a lot about. So, I always believe that one 
thing leads to another. I don't think I've ever done a job in this industry where it hasn't benefitted me for the next 
project in some way, even if that's meeting a new actor, finding a new location or creating a new set of contacts or 
even, discovering a new lens. Every single project I've ever done has benefitted me for the next one so if that's 
true for everyone else we just have to keep making things because we will constantly be learning and growing if 
we do that. 
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CLAIRE OAKLEY | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Claire Oakley is a filmmaker from London. Her debut feature Make Up has been released by Curzon Artificial Eye 
and  stars BAFTA winner Molly Windsor (BBC's Three Girls). The film was produced by the BFI, BBC Films and 
Creative England through the  iFeatures scheme and is currently playing at festivals including SXSW, BFI London 
Film Festival and Rotterdam International Film Festival. 

Claire's  four short films have played at more than 50 festivals worldwide and have picked up several 
prizes  internationally. She has been commissioned by the Wellcome Trust, Film London, Rankin and Universal 
Music and her previous work also includes an essay film shot entirely underwater, which she produced. 

Claire was chosen as a Screen Star of Tomorrow, 2019 and is a graduate of Torino Film Lab, BFI Network, EIFF 
Talent Lab and iFeatures.  In  2014 she co-founded Cinesisters,  a peer-to-peer mentoring group for female 
directors. She is currently developing several feature films and a TV series. 

Film Credits: Beautiful Enough (2011), Physics (2012), Tracks (2014), James (2014), Pumeza Matshikiza: Tuning In (2016),  
Make Up (2019). 

Photograph by Alex Bailey 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Growing up, I liked films but I wasn’t mad about them, I certainly wasn’t a film geek and I never imagined that it 
could be my job. However, when I was about ten I did attempt to remake Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves scene-by-
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scene using my brother’s video camera, so there was clearly an interest, but it was short-lived because the camera 
broke.  

I was interested in drama at school but I was too shy to act and although my teacher let me sit in on rehearsals, 
there wasn’t any opportunity for behind the scenes work so it wasn’t until I was at university (studying English Lit) 
that I had my first taste of filmmaking. Some friends and I decided to hire a camera (this was before iPhones or 
cheap cameras) and shoot the ideas we had. We worked on each other’s films as boom ops or DoP’s or whatever 
was needed, and although I loved being involved on their projects, I discovered that when it came to mine, I just 
wanted to do it all myself. So I ended up writing, directing, shooting and editing a short film. And although I 
messed a lot of things up (including importing all the footage at the wrong frame rate so the film is almost 
unwatchable), I loved it and by the time I left university I knew I wanted to work in film.  

I started in the industry as a runner at a post-house, and then I ran at a commercials company, which is where I 
got a break: commercial directing duo called The Guard Brothers were making their debut film, The Uninvited, and 
they took me with them as an assistant. It was an incredible experience; I was making tea but I could watch 
everything, speak to different departments and just work it all out. Afterwards, I got a job working as John 
Crowley’s assistant on Boy A and Is Anybody There? and although I still wasn’t thinking about directing myself, I had 
fallen in love with the process of filmmaking.  

In the following years I hustled all sorts of jobs but mostly worked as a freelance script reader writing reports for a 
whole bunch of companies like Working Title, Studio Canal, Pathé, BBC Films, BFI, EOne. I read over a thousand 
scripts and it was during this time I started developing my first short film. I didn’t want to “be a director” as such, 
that was still too scary, but I did want to make a film.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

The film was Beautiful Enough, my first short (if you don’t count the unwatchable university one). It was very basic: 
one girl in one room shot in one day. There were no costume changes, no lighting changes, no set changes, it was 
essentially just one scene. We made it for £200 and I would heartily recommend this simple, pragmatic approach 
to anyone. You can have a thousand fantastic ideas but unless you can get them made, they will never be films, 
and I was fed up of thinking about it and talking about it, I just wanted to make it.  

I found a few people to help me including my parents, sister, my sister’s friends, my boyfriend, anyone I could 
enlist, and we just did it. It took ages to edit it but once I’d finished and had pulled all sorts of favours, I sent it off 
to film festivals. In total I sent it to 90 festivals and it only played at two. It was more than disappointing; I was kind 
of broken by it and I swore I would never direct again. But, for my sins, I had already written another short film 
and it was whilst I was looking for a director for it that I realised that no one else was going to do it the way I 
wanted to do it, and that was, finally, when I knew I wanted to be a director. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The biggest obstacle I faced was confidence. I hadn’t been to film school and I felt like an imposter in the industry. 
I felt like I had no idea what I was doing or how to do it. I felt I didn’t know any of the technical lingo and camera 
stuff. I felt like I didn’t know anyone in the industry. I felt I hadn’t seen any of the cinema that all the film school 
people talked about. It took years to build up my confidence enough to even admit to myself that I wanted to 
make a film, and it took more years to be able to say in public that I was a filmmaker. Sometimes I still struggle 
with it.  
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The thing that kept me going through the doubts and rejections and failures (because you will face them, it is just 
part of the job) was my producer. It was vital to me not to go it alone, to have someone to show my work to, 
someone who was in the trenches with me, working and failing and suffering alongside me. For me that person 
was Emily Morgan, who I met soon after making my first short film and who encouraged me to direct my second. 
We have worked together ever since and I know I wouldn’t be doing what I am doing now without her. Whether it 
is a producer or DoP or a writer or another director, you can’t do this job alone. I didn’t have many filmmaking 
friends but I held onto the one I did have and that has been career-changing for me. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

After my first short I was able to start applying for schemes and I managed to find funding for my next three short 
films through Film London’s ‘London Calling’ scheme, The Wellcome Trust and Rankin’s Collabor8te scheme. I was 
also part of Nisi Masa’s ‘European Short Pitch’ (which is open for applications until June 15th) which gave me a 
whole new perspective on cinema and on the industry. It was almost a full-time job applying for all those schemes 
and for every one I got, I must have had 10 or 20 applications rejected. Those years were all about picking myself 
up and pushing onwards, and it was worth it because five years later I had four short films behind me and could 
start thinking about making a feature.  

Figuring out my style and voice wasn’t a conscious thing for me but by the time I had made three or four shorts I 
could look back and see similarities in them: they all had something poetic about them whilst also being realistic 
and they all dealt with characters going through some internal shift. I started to figure out what I liked about my 
own work and what I was good at and what I was interested in and this process of getting to know myself as a 
filmmaker was vital in taking the next step towards a feature. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I managed to get an agent off the back of my second short film, Physics. There was a little bit of attention around it 
because it won an award and I used that to invite all the industry people I knew to a screening. After that I got two 
meetings with agents and signed with United. It gave me validity and confidence, but to this date, eight years on, 
they haven’t got me one piece of work. I think it is a bit different now, more people are getting jobs off their short 
work, but it didn’t happen for me. So although it is nice to have an answer when someone says ‘who is your 
agent?’, it certainly wasn’t my big break.  

My big break came in the shape of yet another scheme: iFeatures. By the time I applied I had already written my 
first full length script (on, yes, another scheme, Torino Lab), and I had been rejected once from Microwave and 
twice from previous years of iFeatures. But perseverance gets you places and by the time I applied with Make Up, I 
knew what they were looking for and I could hone my pitch towards that. I developed the film over the course of a 
year on the lab and we shot it the following year. It is being released this summer and now, 15 years into my 
career, I am an ‘emerging new voice’. It’s nice to feel young again and to remember that a filmmaking career can 
be 50 years long, so don’t sweat the small stuff. 
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WAYNE CHE YIP | DIRECTOR  

Wayne Yip  recently directed two episodes of Hunters, starring Al Pacino, for Jordan Peele's Monkeypaw and 
Amazon. He is the director of the 2019 Doctor Who New Year’s Special and  recently directed episodes of Deadly 
Class for Sony/SyFy and Doom Patrol for DC Universe. In 2018 Wayne directed Happy! series two. His other credits 
include  Preacher for AMC/Amazon Studios. He has also directed episodes of  Marvel/ABC’s  Cloak & Dagger 
and AMC’s  Into the Badlands. Wayne got his start directing the critically acclaimed shows Misfits and Utopia, both 
for Channel 4.  

TV Credits: Coming Up (2010), Secret Diary of a Call Girl (2011), Misfits (2012), Utopia (2013), Doctor Who (2017-2019),  
Preacher (2017), Happy! (2018), Into the Badlands (2019), Hunters (2020), The Wheel of Time (2021). 

Photography by Christopher Saunders 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

To be honest, I don’t remember. What I do remember is obsessively watching films. Not in any analytical way, just 
because I loved them. Being a child of the 80s and 90s my diet was Spielberg, Zemeckis, Lucas, Burton etc. Then as 
I got a bit older it became John Woo, James Cameron and then Tarantino. I’ll never forget the first time I watched 
Reservoir Dogs on some bootlegged VHS tape at my friend’s house. It was the high octane feel of Hong Kong 
cinema but with the coolest dialogue (and soundtrack) I’d ever heard. When Pulp Fiction came out… well my mind 
was blown. I couldn’t articulate it yet – and probably still can’t now – but I was drawn to that magical moment 
when picture and music come together and your mind goes: “f*** yeah!” – and how story and performance and 
every thing works together to create those moments.  

DVD’s were just becoming mainstream at this time and with them came BEHIND THE SCENES features. The cloud 
of mystery was being lifted from film making. The tricks of the trade, the special effects, the cameras, directors 
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finally and candidly talking about what being a director actually was! Peter Jackson’s daily film blogs he did when 
he made Lord of the Rings were particularly pivotal. I still didn’t want to be a director specifically, I just wanted to 
make movies. I was the writer, the DoP, the sound recordist, VFX, SFX…. You’ve all been there. Crew of one. The 
directing part just came out of necessity.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

I got a job as a runner at a small production company in London and they very kindly let me borrow their in-house 
camera on the weekends (Sony PD-190). My then housemate was in a band and as soon as he heard I had access 
to some half decent camera equipment, I was anointed the band’s music video director. And so started some of 
the most creative and educational years of my life. Whatever idea we came up with we shot it. Some ideas were 
half decent, most were pretty bad but I was learning so much about the real nuts and bolts: what frame rate was, 
lens sizes, lighting and possibly the most important – editing. Final cut and After Effects were on the computers at 
work so if I wasn’t running tapes around Soho or making music videos I was glued to a screen digitising and 
cutting. I watched scenes from my favourite films and then cut my footage in the same way – trying to work out 
why certain shots/cuts made you feel differently about the characters and story. I just loved working out how to 
do stuff and best of all – I was working with a load of professionals who were kind enough to teach me stuff I 
didn’t know.  

Learning all these skills gave me the confidence to make more stuff and be more bold with my ideas – I was 
beginning to understand how to take what was in my head and put in on screen. At this time I met my friend and 
soon to be co-director Alex Garcia Lopez. He was a friend of a friend and needed help with the editing of a short 
film. We realised we were heavily into the same stuff (this was during my Shane Meadows, David Fincher, Coen 
Brothers phase) so the crew became two. We pushed and motivated each other way more than I could/would 
have alone. Music videos naturally became short films and one in particular – Diego’s Story (a home invasion story) 
led to a place on Channel 4’s Coming Up (where we met fellow director Sam Donovan). We got to direct a very 
moving script by the writer Tom Bidwell called Would Like To Meet. It was this short film that got us in front of the 
producers of Secret Diary of a Call Girl.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

Obstacles I’d say were all self inflicted. To this day I still don’t know what film I want to make. But when I was 
starting out I thought that was something I HAD to know. That I had to have my amazing first script ready to go. 
That I had to be at Cannes, etc. I often fantasised about the premiere of my first film but I could never see what 
the film actually was. After a long time I managed to stop trying to force it. To just let it happen naturally and in the 
meantime work on the craft – so when film finally comes along I’ll know how to make it exactly the way I want it.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

Directing TV is a different type of directing. The best way I can explain it is that in TV you’re a painter. The show is a 
house and the producers are the owners. They hire you because they heard you’re great at painting walls. They 
want green walls. You might think blue walls would look better so you gauge how much they might be persuaded. 
You make a really good case for blue but in the end they really want green, so you either amicably part ways on or 
you become a fan of green. But don’t forget there are a multitude of shades of green. There are different paint 
effects you can use. There are hundreds of ways you can apply that green. Hell. you may even realise that green is 
the perfect colour. Wait what was the question? 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5. How did you get your first break?  

The first would be hard to pinpoint. At the start there were loads of small ones none of which I can remember 
now. Biggest professionally was getting on Channel 4’s Coming Up because that lead directly to Secret Diary of a 
Call Girl.  

Then when I moved out to LA, one of the actors who used to be in Secret Diary put me in touch with the executive 
producers of the show he was in at the time and I managed to convince them to let me direct an episode. That 
kicked off my career in America. Like someone else said – its a constant series of breaks. You don’t really have 
control of when they happen – but you have control of being ready for when they do. Work hard, learn as much as 
you can all the time and don’t loose sight of why you’re doing this. Money. Just kidding. Love.   
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ANDREW CUMMING | DIRECTOR 

Andrew Cumming is a Scottish film and television director from Fife. His  National Film and Television 
School graduation film Radiance, was nominated for best film at the BAFTA Scotland New Talent Awards, while his 
claustrophobic psychological drama Beneath won Best Student Film at the Courant 3D festival in France. 

In 2015 he directed Oakwood, a short drama exclusively for the BBC iPlayer, as well as Kai, funded by i-D and VICE, 
which has been viewed over one million times  on social media. In 2017 Andrew directed the explosive 15th 
anniversary episodes of BBC Scotland’s  River City, and in 2018 directed three episodes of BBC3’s acclaimed 
thriller Clique (S2) and the last two episodes of Cold Feet series 9 for ITV. 

TV Credits: River City (2016-2017), Clique (2018). 
Film Credits: Radiance (2013), Beneath (2013), Kai (2015), Oakwood (2015). 

Photograph by Laurent Liotardo 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

There wasn’t any one lightbulb moment because where I come from, the idea of directing for a living was akin to 
dragon slaying or time travel. Instead, it sort of happened organically over a number of years. 

I grew up on the east coast of Fife, Scotland in an area that I now understand has a lot of depravation, but at the 
time felt fairly idyllic – lots of time outdoors acting out adventure games, or indoors writing short stories, watching 
films or drawing. So I was already practicing telling stories visually and the curse of being able to draw eventually 
led to art college in Dundee and a degree in animation, which felt like the perfect meld of drawing and writing. 

While in Dundee, I had my eyes opened to a lot of world cinema via the Contemporary Arts Centre that had 
recently opened there, and film by film, Empire article by Empire article, I was slowly falling in love with the idea of 
filmmaking. It seemed much more sociable than animation and the idea of drawing 24 frames for every second of 
footage for the rest of my life made me depressed. In my last year of art college, a few of my peers had been 
making zombie spoofs on really cheap miniDV camcorders, and after working on a couple of those and editing 
them on iMovie I realised that the technology was at my fingertips. 

So at 21, and with no links to the film or television industry, I turned my back on a first class animation degree and 
decided I was going to be a director. Reading that sentence back affirms two things: all directors need a healthy 
dose of naivety and supreme confidence (bordering on arrogance) to survive. It’s essential to hold onto these 
attributes.	
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

This section is pretty long but it has to be so you can understand the insane amount of steps (over several years) 
that went into this. Bear with me. 

While at art college, one forward thinking tutor had the bright idea to showcase our graduation films in London 
for the animation industry. Afterwards, I was approached by someone from the National Film and Television 
School (NFTS) to apply for their animation course. My first reaction was, ‘We have a film school in this country?!’ 
because I assumed the only film schools were in the US. 

I Googled the film school, saw that they had a Directing Fiction MA and that was it – I was fixated on going to the 
NFTS from that moment on because it felt like the only way in. So in spite of my parents’ concerns and protests, in 
spite of the fact I’d never made a short film and in spite of the fact I’d never studied film, I set about writing, 
directing, producing and editing a short film as part of my application. 

I have no problems admitting it was total dogshit. My budget was £50. I roped in some kids from a local youth 
theatre in Fife and used their miniDV camera, a Canon that only shot 4:3. The mic was taped to a broken broom 
handle from the garage (cliches are cliches because they’re true), I had no lights, no crew, I used locations I knew I 
could get for free, I crossed the line on my first ever dialogue scene and had to go back and reshoot it weeks later. 
I had graduated from art college at this point, but because iMovie was the only editing program I knew how to use 
I had to sneak into the building during the Easter break to use their Macs (luckily they hadn’t changed the door 
codes). 

I applied to the NFTS in May 2004, and found out I had an interview about a month later as I was about to start a 
shift at Sainsbury’s (where I was now working full time). To this day it was one of the happiest moments of my life. 
The interview panel was entirely Scottish and included a recent graduate who had done quite well for herself. Her 
name was Lynne Ramsay, and the very fact that she had seen my piss-poor little short and seemed to take it 
seriously was mind boggling. Looking back, I was way out of my depth and suffering severely from imposter 
syndrome before that was even a thing. Sure enough, I was turned down… and so began a series of crushing 
rejections interspersed with fleeting moments of hope that I will summarise below for the sake of brevity. 

2004 – Cried over rejection letter. Continued to work in Sainsbury’s full time. Received phone call from Lynda 
Myles, head of the directing course, who encouraged me to apply again the following year. Argued a lot with my 
parents because I had turned my back on my degree to pursue filmmaking. Started volunteering at the youth 
theatre, making more shorts. Tried acting. Watched more films. 

2005 – Got blonde highlights. Was now DJing to supplement my wage from Sainsbury’s. Reapplied to the NFTS 
with a new film, in which I ripped off the structure of Amores Perros. They felt I wasn’t ready for the two-year 
course, but would I like to try this new one-year course based in ‘up and coming’ Shoreditch? Desperate to get out 
of Fife, I quit Sainsbury’s and headed for London. The course was deliberately lo-fi; 12 students all pitching in on 
each others films, running and gunning around London with slightly better miniDV cameras. I have never been so 
poor, but I learned a shit load. Watched even more films. Applied for the two-year course again. Rejected again. 
With my tail between my legs I returned to Scotland. 

2006 – 2009 – Using the youth theatre as a foundation, I set up a media company with a good friend from art 
college making corporate films, websites, branding and print. I also wrote some plays, kept making self-financed 
shorts, kept watching movies. I was also becoming very jaded by how difficult it was to break into the short film 
scheme run by Scottish Screen (as it was known then) and was considering having one more crack at the NFTS. My 
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fiancée wasn’t exactly thrilled, but she left a good luck note on my pillow on the first day of shooting my 
application film. By this stage the budget had increased six-fold to a jaw dropping £300 of my own money. 

2010 – In the summer of 2010 I was finally accepted onto the Fiction Direction MA at the NFTS. At the fourth time 
of asking. In fairness, it was the right time for me – I was older, I knew more about cinema, I was slightly better at 
my craft and most importantly I had more life experience. The rest of 2010 was spent begging wealthy people or 
charities for money, and convincing my partner that blowing our savings would be a good investment down the 
line. 

It took me seven years to get into the NFTS. Some people can do it sooner, or don’t need film school at all, but I 
had to work at it. I’m still working at it. That’s part of the fun. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I think I’ve touched on some of this above, and film school had its own challenges, mostly financial, but thanks to 
my partner (who moved to London with me) and doing some work on the side via the media company, I scraped 
by. 

But going to film school is like learning to drive; you’re in control of the car but a grown up always has their foot 
over the brake. Leaving film school is like going on the motorway for the first time, and you’re constantly trying to 
keep up with all the other directors who are vying for work, or trying to establish themselves. I was fortunate that I 
got an agent right after graduating but that doesn’t guarantee you work, it just means you’re a professional – 
someone has assessed your showreel and decided you are probably worth paying for the privilege to direct. 

I graduated from the NFTS in 2013, and didn’t get my first proper TV gig until February 2016. Those three years in 
between were the toughest I’ve faced, even tougher than the seven years before film school, because I was in my 
early 30s and renting in London is ridiculous. It wasn’t all doom and gloom; I was commissioned to make a short 
for the BBC iPlayer, I made a dance film for i-D magazine, I did a few corporate gigs to keep the money coming in, 
plus I started to develop the idea that will be my debut feature. But by and large it was an endless run of financial 
pressure, self doubt, frustration and fear whilst simultaneously trying to stay physically fit, mentally sunny and 
creatively engaged - I was watching up to three films a day, trying to develop movies and TV ideas and attending 
meetings for projects that invariably didn’t lead to anything concrete. Plus I couldn’t land a TV gig because of my 
lack of experience. 

At this point, I have to remind myself I’m not a heart surgeon or a pilot – no one lives or dies based on my success 
or failure. But if you care about the craft of storytelling and you’ve sacrificed a portion of your life to the pursuit of 
it, it does gnaw away at your confidence and your energy. But I’ve come to realise these obstacles are important, 
because they forced me to consider whether this career path was really for me. This will sound pretty ruthless, but 
all those obstacles and rejections helped me reaffirm my desire whilst simultaneously cutting down the 
competition. My mantra during The Wilderness Years was pretty simple: ‘Somebody quit today, and it wasn’t me.’ 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I made films. There is no substitute for actually doing it. In the early days, I rather cynically made the films I 
thought people wanted to see but once I got to film school and saw what sort of movies got my peers fired up, I 
realised I had to make the films I would pay to see. It’s a fundamental difference I wish I’d figured out earlier but 
every film I’ve made, even the failures, have all helped me improve my visual language, my grasp of tone, my 
ability to collaborate with actors and crew. The two-year bubble that the NFTS provided was huge, obviously. 
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The other obvious thing is I watch all kinds of films and television. At least, I did before I had kids, plus there’s a 
perverse irony that the more successful you become as a director, the less time you’ve got to watch stuff. There 
are also several very good books on the craft of directing that I try to read once every couple of years. I’ve listed 
them all at the end of this questionnaire. 

Aside from glueing my eyeballs to a television screen for several hours a day – I try to inhale a wide variety of stuff. 
Museums, galleries, theatre, photography, books, architecture, video games, fashion, music, listening to and 
observing people in airports, on buses, in restaurants. It’s all valid and it all finds its way into the work somehow.  

Looking back, that three-year period of inactivity after film school was extremely beneficial for me. I watched and 
read and digested so much stuff with all my free time it made me desperate to put all those things into practice on 
a set. This will sound weird, but when I watch my film school work back compared with the stuff I did after, there’s 
no comparison – I can almost feel the desperation to direct in the later work! The staging, performances, shot 
selection, the use of music, the cutting – it all feels incrementally better, because I had a lot of time to reflect and 
continue learning about my craft before I put it into practice. Obviously, I’d rather have been on set straight out of 
film school but I feel I used The Wilderness Years to really understand more about the stories I want to tell and 
how to tell them. I guess it’s important not to be afraid of the down time. 

It’s also important to remember that the voice of a director never stops developing, ever. The most exciting thing 
about this career is that there is no finite point where were we can put our feet up - the next film is the first film, 
with a whole new bunch of mistakes and surprises waiting to be discovered. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break was arguably getting into film school. But then there’s another set of hurdles leading to the next 
break, which was getting an agent. The Class of 2013 was a bit of a vintage year at the NFTS; seven of the eight 
directors got agents straight after graduation, which was partly down to talent and partly down to a fresh batch of 
young agents who were looking to build their rosters.  

The next break after that was getting my first proper TV gig in 2016 – two episodes (commonly called a block) of 
the Scottish continuing drama/soap River City, but the reason I got the gig illustrates the strangely circuitous route 
of most directors. Three years earlier, the editor of my NFTS graduation film had met a development exec at 
Screen Scotland (as it’s now called) and dropped my name. Turns out this development exec remembered a short I 
had made five years earlier, and he in turn introduced me to a Scottish producer who was looking to develop 
projects with new Scottish talent. We kicked some ideas around over the next few years and we even had a film 
officially in development, which was a welcome slab of cash during The Wilderness Years. 

Anyway, development is a hard slog and the producer (who had previously produced on Eastenders and Holby City) 
took a gig producing on River City to steady the balance sheet and brought me on to direct.  

So that break was actually eight years in the making, from a short film I made through to a few chance encounters 
and then finally a job. That’s how mad and tangential this industry is and why no meeting or opportunity is 
wasted. People move around, they talk and they recommend directors (or editors or DoPs etc) who have a 
smidgen of talent and aren’t assholes. 

I wouldn’t say I had an edge on anyone else to get the job, I just happened to make a connection that stuck and it 
led to something else – that’s the stuff that’s a bit scary to compute when you’re starting out because you feel like 
you can’t control it. But the one thing I could control was my work ethic and I worked really, really fucking hard on 
River City, putting into practice everything I learned during and after film school. The experience of working at that 
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break neck pace (16 pages a day) with a variety of actors, along with the short films that showed my style as a 
filmmaker, was instrumental in me getting Clique for BBC3 in 2018. Clique then led to the next gig, which led to the 
next gig… and before you know it you’re in the club. 

Some people like to put career progression in this industry down to luck, but as the saying goes, ’The more I 
practice, the luckier I get.’ I hope my journey shows that rather than it being all about luck, or the Big Break, or 
being Steven Spielberg, more often than not it’s about hard work, baby steps and not being a dick. Talent helps, 
but it doesn’t hurt to learn your craft. It won’t stop you being a genius. 

Andrew’s Recommended Reading List: 

Mackendrick On Filmmaking 

Making Movies - Sidney Lumet 

Hitchcock / Truffaut 

Adventures In The Screen Trade - William Goldman 

Who The Devil Made It? - Peter Bogdanovich 

Naked Cinema - Sally Potter 

On Directing Film - David Mamet 

The Jaws Log - Carl Gottlieb 

Notes on The Cinematographer - Robert Bresson 

A Sense Of Direction - William Ball 

On Directing - Harold Clurman 
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GAËLLE DENIS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Gaëlle Denis is a writer/director who came to London after graduating from ENSAD to complete an MA at the 
Royal College of Art in Animation. While at Japan’s Kyoto City University of Arts, she directed the short film Fish 
Never Sleep, which won the BAFTA for Best Animated Short and Cannes Cinéfondation selection. Later, City 
Paradise collected more than 50 awards including the prestigious Annecy Special Jury award and a BAFTA 
nomination. 

Always exploring new mediums, Gaëlle is also an award- winning commercials director and has worked on opera 
pieces, hybrid animations and multi-media projects.  

Moving to live action, her latest short Crocodile was funded by BFI and premiered at Cannes’ Critics Week where it 
won the Prix Canal+ for best short. Awarded places on the Torino Film Lab, the Jerusalem Film Lab, Le Groupe 
Ouest Lab and Emergence, Gaëlle was spotted as one of the most promising French-British emerging feature film 
directors by Cannes Critics’ Week’s Next Step programme. 

Film Credits: Fish Never Sleep (2004), City Paradise (2004), After The Rain (2006), Morning Mist (2010), Crocodile (2014), 
Rhapsody in Blueberry (2017). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I have had a slightly different path from most other live action directors as I worked in animation and commercials 
before becoming a film director and writing my own feature films. It feels like I have had several different lives. 
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Originally, I never really thought about being a film director. I first studied art and animation in France.  Art College 
was free in France (still is) and I got student grants to help with the rest.  

After the experience of working as an animator during summer jobs, I knew quickly I wanted to direct animation, 
rather than being an animator.    

I had struggled to sit down all day at a desk in silence! Animation can be repetitive, and creatively I wanted to push 
myself a bit further.  

I was not attracted to film studies because I did not know anything about what was available. The French state-
funded cinema schools in France were for only a small group of people with a solid background in literature 
studies. I was much more focused on the visual side and, to be honest, I did not know anything about writing 
screenplays or unpicking cinema analysis.  

I loved animation because everything was possible. You could create your own world, your own way to narrate. 
You could be the writer, the actor, the set designer, the editor and have control of every department. Also because 
you have to do everything yourself, you can’t really bullshit or pretend, you just have to do it and produce every 
single frame.  

I was offered a scholarship for an MA in Animation at the Royal College of Art in 2000. So I came to London when 
it was still the Golden Years of UK Animation. Channel 4 was very active with funding. Commercials showing on TV 
were super inventive and fun. The MOMI was still open on the South bank and had an animation lab. 

People were experimenting in animation technique with live action, CGI and green screen. It seems like basic stuff 
now, but at the time computers and softwares were not so elaborated. I remembered I did the compositing of my 
RCA graduation project on the only two PCs available in the animation department. Very few students could afford 
a personal computer at home.  

The RCA was a very nurturing place. Very international with multi-talented people mixing from various art and 
design departments: fashion, textile, design, graphic design, architecture, sculpture. 

We were a small group in Animation, I think about 10 students each year. Mentors and tutors were very 
supportive. I remember I had to work the first year as an au pair as I could not afford London rents. I was 
constantly tired. Never had the energy or the money to party on week-ends or have a conversation in a pub. 

Oh, and I forgot to say, I got a scholarship to study in Japan while I was doing my MA. So I spent half of my year in 
Japan! When you are in despair to pay your rent, you take any scholarship available. I studied in Kyoto and started 
my graduation project there. I did not speak Japanese but managed to work every day at the Kyoto City University 
of Arts.  

My graduation film won a BAFTA for best animation and got numerous awards. I also won a Channel 4 Animator 
In Residence grant to direct a short film. So I decided to stay in London rather than go back to France.  

At that time, the director would get the money and choose which production company to help produce the film.  

So I went to Passion Pictures because they were the most innovative to mix live action and animation. They also 
were the only animation studio in London to have a film and documentary department, led by John Battsek and 
Andrew Ruhemann. All directors shared a studio space. I have very fond memories of that time. They had amazing 
directors, animators and producers there. 
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This was such a creative period in London for the animation community. Everybody knew each other and we used 
to screen short films in town and go to the pub.  

City Paradise, which I made with Channel 4, was super successful and won more than 50 international awards, 
including a BAFTA nomination and the Annecy Special Jury award.  It was a lot of pressure because I would get a 
lot of pitches from commercial agencies but I also wanted to keep going with my own work.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

With City Paradise I discovered live action and working with actors. During a 10 days workshop with Abbas 
Kiarostami (in association with the French Institute and the Iran Heritage Foundation in London), I experimented 
filming little scripts and shot several shorts. He pushed me to film more and work “in the moment”. Coming from 
animation where everything is planned in advance, it was a huge revelation.  

I got commissioned by Film 4 for After the Rain that I wrote with my friend Sibel Sweeney. It was a magic realism 
romantic comedy shot by the multi-talented Rob Hardy and was my first experience working with actors. The 
Bureau productions and Matthieu de Braconnier were Execs on the project, and was produced by Passion-
Pictures.  

I think this is when I walked on “the other side”, doing less and less animation work and participating on more 
drama workshops, working with actors. 

I kept doing commercials with Passion Pictures but I wanted to do more live action based projects and joined the 
roster of Stink Films which was the top production company for commercials. It was a great time to be there and 
get to know those incredible directors and producers and discover their ways to work, shoot and engage with 
challenging scripts.   

The scale of the work was very different. I travelled and filmed around the world. I loved it.   

Working on commercials is quite addictive. You pitch and you want to win. You give everything to get it. Then you 
shoot and you have a quick turn over. And you pitch again. 

Daniel Bergman, the head at Stink, was very involved with all the jobs. He had an incredible energy helping to win 
the pitches. Stephen Brierley was the head of production and gave me so much good advice. I worked with 
talented producers like Tracey Cooper, Ben Crocker and many others. Stink had offices in London, Berlin, 
Shanghai, Paris, Prague and New York. 

But I also felt the need to work on longer narrative format. Marina Brackenbury was the head of the film 
development at Stink and was very active with developing film projects. It is incredibly nurturing to find someone 
who guides you into long format. This is when I started to learn how to write feature films.  

Through Stink, I met the producer Ohna Falby as I was looking for a producer for a commercial.  I knew Ohna from 
her work with Daniel Mulloy. Ohna has produced numerous short films which were little gems.  This is rare to find 
a producer who cares so much about the director’s vision and makes each short very special. 

After unsuccessfully applying to iFeatures, Ohna and I worked together on the film Crocodile which was written by 
the talented Robin French and co-produced by Zorana Piggot. It was funded by BFI. It was a magic realism project 
about a dad’s grief and was very challenging as we had to shoot with real crocodiles.  Go and find real crocodiles 
to film with in London, and direct them… Good luck!  
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It won numerous awards included Cannes Film Festival Best Short at the Critics' week, Best British Short at 
Encounters and a BIFA Nomination. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

When I started to work in animation and commercials, I was the only woman director on the roster. Between 
cinema, TV, animation and commercial industry, I’m not sure which one was the worst for female directors’ 
representation! But things are changing, which is amazing, and I feel very grateful of people gathering together 
asking for gender equal pay and gender equality,  but there’s still lots to do. 

As for bad experiences, it seems that there will always something that fucks up on a shoot , and my job is to keep 
going and find ways to deal with it calmly and efficiently. 

My worst weather experience was doing night shoots on a commercial filming abroad in a dark forest during 
heavy rain and flooding. Crew sheltered under trees. We were all separated. A bit like a dark fairy tale atmosphere.  

Eventually I got a call at 2am from my exec asking me to start shooting then and there as the client could not 
afford another shoot day.  

We had literally three hours before daylight to shoot the equivalent of a full day’s shoot that we had prepared for 
weeks. And we did it. Sometimes you have to deliver, no matter what. I think the editor did not have lots of rushes 
that day! 

I thought being a mother would be an obstacle, but you find ways to deal with it. All the money I made went into 
childcare. I used to take my son on set or abroad, but the last few years I have been focused on writing my two 
features screenplays. It gives me a structure and also forces me to take weekends off for family time.   

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I found my voice making shorts films, low-budget music videos, charity jobs and commercials. I always found 
something new to challenge me on each project: a particular technique, a camera set up, how to keep on 
schedule, adapting to a new crew, a new country… Doing commercials led me to meeting and working with super 
gifted DOPs, set designers, music composers, VFX and post-productions. 

It replaced film school for me.  

Because of my animation background, I also draw a lot which helps to put on paper how I visualise a scene or a 
mood.  

I think it is good to learn a complementary craft that can help you make a living at the beginning of your career.  
Being an emerging director rarely pays the rent. It can be stressful.  

You can either assist, be a runner, a researcher, a story board artist or even teach. It’s good to find something that 
helps you to keep going.  

Find a good producer who loves your work. There are hundreds of directors but few producers. Go to festivals, 
Clermont Film Festival and Berlin Talents help with flight tickets and Cannes now has a program for young talent 
free 3-day pass.  

I wish I had a group of friend filmmakers I had started with… like a director collective where we could gather and 
work together, sharing a desk space, co-directing.  
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Writing can be lonely and it’s a mental marathon. Rewriting is exhausting. I have reference pictures and 
photographs around my desk to remind me of the film I want to make. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Moving from animation to film, each of my short films has been a break through, but probably getting Best Short 
Film Award at Cannes Film Festival with Crocodile (funded by BFI) helped me a to get my 2 features film 
screenplays developed, one with BFI and Ohna Falby and the other one with CNC, ultimately leading to getting a 
good film agent. 
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PAUL ANDREW WILLIAMS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Paul Andrew Williams is an award-winning film and television director, writer and producer best known for BAFTA 
nominated London to Brighton and BIFA nominated Song For Marion.  

Paul’s recent television works includes leading Series 3 of Broadchurch for ITV and two drama singles for the BBC: 
BAFTA winning Murdered by My Boyfriend and Murdered For Being Different. He has also directed Strangers and A 
Confession based on true events centred around the murder of Sian O’Callaghan written by Jeff Pope. 

TV Credits: Coming up (2003), Dates (2013), Murdered By My Boyfriend (2014), The Eichmann Show (2015), Broadchurch (2017), 
Murdered For Being Different (2017), Strangers (2018), A Confession (2019), Isolation Stores (2020). 

Film Credits: Royalty (2001), London To Brighton (2006), The Cottage (2008), Cherry Tree Lane (2010), Song For Marion (2012). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I never really thought about being a director as I was an actor and went to drama school. I left drama school early 
to work in television as an actor, and continued to do so for around five years. During that time I did a film that 
had quite a big budget but turned out to be totally dreadful, A Kind Of Hush. The director was really nice but when I 
was working on it, I spent a lot of time thinking, “There’s no way the characters would do or say this”. We were all 
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playing rent boys in Kings Cross and we were surrounded by real prostitutes, drunks and drug addicts and I just 
remember that we looked nothing like them. In a youthful and arrogant way I thought, I can do better than this.  

Various circumstances led me to move back in with my family in Devon, where I stayed for 18 months, selling 
windows and doing nothing of note. I did write a feature script, which at the time I thought was superb and a work 
of genius; now I am pretty sure it was horse shit. Eventually I managed to get a credit card and maxed it out 
coming back to London to live with friends. One day I talked to a friend about a short film idea I had. At the time 
he was a runner for a production company and he said we should make it. He had a friend who just left university 
who wanted to be a DoP (director of photography). We decided to make the film. My first short, The Thief. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I had no actual training in filmmaking whatsoever. So I bought the book The Guerrilla Filmmakers handbook. I read 
it and inside it listed lots of people in the industry, including those from all the kit houses and post-production 
companies. I then rang up each person in the book and asked them what I had to do.  

To be fair, everyone helped me and answered my questions. Through friends and family we managed to raise £7k 
and we got all the gear for free. We had a full crew of 25 people, all working for free and we shot for four days in 
two locations. The night before the DoP was showing me all the lenses; it took me years to understand them and 
to be honest even today, I still can only go by instinct and not knowledge. All I did was badly draw every single shot 
and edit. I stuck them up and told the DoP that, I wanted the shot to look like that. 

The film wasn’t great but it wasn’t total shit. It proved we could do it and from there we made a 90 second film, 
specifically because there was a little competition at Brief Encounters festival. We did it for a grand and in a day 
and a half, all made whilst working at a pub. It was edited in a day, on avid, in some attic in Tufnell Park. It got in to 
the festival and didn’t win, I remember attending in a suit, totally green. But we had shown we could do something 
that some people would see. It also was bought by Atom Films, which at the time was the only site that showed 
and distributed short films. 

We would then take things more seriously. We set up a little company, raised £50,000 and used it to make a music 
video and short film. The short film was Royalty. It had a £25k budget and it would eventually lead to the film 
London To Brighton. We also started to make music videos, for people like Ocean Colour Scene. We ran a company 
for a good few years. 

I was absolutely skint for years. Working in pubs, trying to shoot music videos for nothing, trying to write scripts. 
Royalty had got into lots of festivals and my foot had edged through various doors. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I had no money and no contacts. I was on the dole but in my mind I knew I wouldn’t stop. I had an agent and a 
script for The Cottage, a comedy slasher. NO ONE would make it, no one trusted a novice film maker. I was skint 
and after years of getting constant knockbacks, I simply said to myself, “Fuck This”. I took the characters from my 
short film Royalty, went home to my parents and wrote London To Brighton over a 4-day weekend.  

I then went to a businessman angel, who had helped us in the past. I meet him and his wife at the National right 
before the show started and asked if he and his wealthy friends, all retired stockbrokers, could help raise £60K. I 
offered them 50% of the film having no idea what the legal ramifications were of this, I was just chancing it. We 
ended up doing a business plan and he managed to get 15 people to each put in between £2K and £5K. We made 
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the film and everything we ambitiously predicted in the business plan; cinema release, festivals, awards etc all 
came true. 

That’s what changed my life. I was spurred on by knockbacks, by the fact that I wanted to prove I could do it. That 
ethos has spurred me on since. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Fuck knows. I would say that I didn’t have a voice. The product is the voice. The truth is the voice. That makes me 
sound like a wanker but that is as simple as it is.  

If I believe what I’m seeing, then it won’t be shit. I will argue for the truth with anyone and I would say that I have 
directed things, that have turned out not as intended for various reasons, but I look back at those things and 
believe there is an artifice to all of my errors. 

Learn from making and continuing to make mistakes.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I made my own break. I am of the mindset that if people aren’t giving you the chance to do it, then you make the 
chance. 

It doesn’t matter how much you doubt yourself, fear failure, suffer anxiety, if you want to do it, then the only thing 
that will stop you is you. The difficulty of the journey is what is unknown. 

You only fail when you stop, if you keep going, you haven’t failed. 
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JENNIFER SHERIDAN | DIRECTOR 

After a glorious career cutting shows like The League Of Gentlemen, I’m thrilled to have most recently completed my 
first television series as a director. The five-part fantasy drama series The Snow Spider (Leopard Pictures for CBBC 
& BBC WALES) is available on iPlayer now. 

Directing is my complete passion and having made many, (many) short films – last year I directed my debut horror 
feature Rose. Written by and starring Matt Stokoe and co-starring Sophie Rundle. 

TV Credits: Sky Comedy Shorts: Love the Sinner (2018), Sky Comedy: Live and Let Love (2018), Lazy Susan (2019),  
The Snow Spider (2020).  

Film Credits: Rocket (2011), Catch (2014), Match (2015), Acoustic Kitty (2015), Sea Drift (2016), The Super Recogniser (2017),  
The Chop (2018), Four (2018), Travelooper (2019), Rose (2020). 

Photography by Matthew Markham 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in South London with an early passion for film, but by the time I was a teenager I was really into sitcoms 
and comedy. I knew I wanted to work in TV or film, but I didn’t know in what capacity and how to go about it. So I 
decided to study television production at university, which is where I initially fell in love with editing. I got very 
lucky, landing a job making motion graphics and editing for a small corporate company straight out of uni. I 
ignored what everyone told me at the time, which was that I had to be runner in a post house and work my way 
up. Instead I just leapt at every opportunity to edit I could find (paid or unpaid) and after a few years I had enough 
on my CV to approach an editing agent. I signed with a great company called Satusfaction Editors and told them 
that I really wanted to edit comedy. They took my wishes into account and targeted me towards jobs that were 
comedy related. This tended to be panel shows, mockumentaries, entertainment shows, stuff like that. It took 
about ten years for me to land my first scripted job, as scripted comedy is one of the most competitive areas of TV 
editing. Once I had my first though, it lead to a second and a third and so on. In the meantime, I had been 
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pursuing my love of film by cutting short films for free or working as a DIT assistant on Pirates of the Caribbean 4 
and knew that being on set and directing was eventually what I really wanted to do.  

I made most of my money through TV editing and that allowed me to start directing my own short films. I made 
my first short in 2011 and it won the Virgin Media Shorts Prize in 2012. The prize gave me a bit of confidence and 
also £30k to make another short film with the BFI. After that, I found ways to direct a short film every year and 
keep developing my voice as a writer and director.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I started small, making a two and half minute short film just starring my dog, then a three minute film with actual 
human actors, but no dialogue. I worked my way up to making films with a proper cast and crew and with each 
one I learnt loads and fell more and more in love with directing. I wrote and directed shorts in a variety of genres, 
as I was trying to figure out where my main passion lay – sci-fi, comedy, drama, maybe horror? As my shorts 
began to pick up awards on the festival circuit, I managed to land a commercials agent. Soon, I was doing less 
editing work and more directing. Then one of my shorts attracted the attention of a TV and Film agent (The Artists 
Partnership) and through them I developed my horror feature film Rose, which is screening at the BFI London 
festival this year (2020). My agent also introduced me to a number of TV production companies and that was how 
I got my first series, a fantasy children’s drama called The Snow Spider. 

3. What obstacles or set backs did you face in becoming a director? 

I think my editing career was a huge blessing and also a bit of a curse. I definitely learned a lot about directing 
through editing. Discovering how to cover a scene and getting to quiz directors on their way of working was a 
great way to learn. But there was a bit of a difficult transition period where the industry continued to see me as an 
editor and not a director. I would get into meetings about directing something and then they would offer me the 
edit instead, it was quite frustrating. Also, you're constantly facing rejection as a shorts filmmaker, rejection for 
funding, festival rejections; you have to develop a thick skin and keep going. I didn’t know what else to do but just 
keep directing whatever I could – shorts, commercials, music videos stuff like that. Eventually I made a decision to 
just stop taking edit work and focus entirely on directing. It was pretty tough going for a while and I had to turn 
down editing a huge show for Netflix, but it was totally the right decision and the following year I shot my debut 
feature and TV series. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

For a long time I worried that I wasn’t being consistent enough in the type of film I would write and direct. I tried 
out so many genres and kept shifting with each short film. It made it tricky for the industry to place me in a box of 
‘this is the type of thing she would do’. What was great though, is that I followed what I was passionate about at 
the time and wasn’t restricting myself in order to have a game plan. I think that is why my first feature film was a 
horror and my first TV series was a fantasy drama, I love variety! As an editor I was strictly comedy, but as a 
director I’ve realised that I’m more motivated by a big idea being at the centre of every story I tell. I love to mix 
genres and have light and shade in everything I do. I feel so much more confident now in who I am as a director 
and because it's not just one thing, I don’t feel like I could ever get bored or complacent. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

It’s difficult to know what my first break was, there were so many small moments and opportunities that led to 
great things in my career. Saying ‘yes’ a lot and being relentless and excited to work with other people has led me 
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to where I am now. I do owe a great deal to my agent Robert Taylor, he has created so many incredible 
opportunities that have pushed my career to that next level. I feel like he has my best interests at heart and we 
share a passion for new and exciting things. I feel like the luckiest person in the world to get to work in this 
industry. I will never take it for granted. 
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MICHAEL YANNY | DIRECTOR 

Multi-award-winning writer/ director whose touch for comic timing and visual storytelling style stems from his 
background in animation. After promo directing at the BBC and being part of the launch of E4, Michael is now a 
freelance director working for a whole array of prominent brands, broadcasters, agencies and production 
companies.  

His latest short film was screened at numerous BAFTA and Oscar qualifying film festivals worldwide from BFI 
London Film Festival to Flickerfest in Australia, winning a number of accolades including the Discovery Award at 
LOCO London Comedy Film Festival. Now he is writing his first feature and has a TV comedy in development. 

Film Credits: Ali and The Lamp (2009), Just Desserts (2015). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

At the time I was approaching the end of my first year studying my animation degree at Farnham and remember 
quite clearly going to see the French film Delicatessen at the Wednesday Night cinema club in the main lecture 
room. It blew my mind. I suppose growing up in the ‘80s on a diet of mainstream cinema I didn’t know that you 
could make films like that. I loved the artistry and look of it. It felt so much more tangible than animation which, 
don’t get me wrong, I loved and still do, but this was more me. I wanted to snap my blue pencils and smash up my 
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light box there and then – I had had enough of flicking paper. I didn’t of course and I saw my degree through to 
the end, but that’s when I knew I wanted to be a live action director.  

I suppose when it comes down to it I love the buzz from collaborating with others and stumbling on that magic 
moment that no one could have anticipated or planned.  

Also there are many crossover disciplines between the mediums with the planning, storyboarding, the timing, 
composition of frame, where we put the camera, etc. 

But what I found was most important is the craft of storytelling.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I’ll never forget the advice from legendary animators Geoff Dunbar (Rupert the Bear and the Frog Song for Paul 
McCartney) and Oscar Grillo (Men In black, Monsters Inc, and that very famous Kia Ora advert from the ’80’s) at the 
Animation Festival in Cardiff in the early, ’90s while propping up the bar… “learn your craft”.  

And so my long journey began. In hindsight I was far too young for my degree. I loved drawing, I loved stories, I 
had ideas but I sometimes found it difficult to transcribe them to others and to the page. I had spent so much 
time drawing I hadn’t given any attention to writing the story.  

Now I realise it’s the starting point. And just like drawing you have to keep writing and rewriting. Develop a thick 
skin and be prepared to rip it up and start again.  

Most jobs are won these days by your pitch document and being able to sell your vision.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

There are many setbacks and failures that come with the journey of learning anything, some scar. I remember 
trying to get my first job and meeting a producer of an animation production company who, after seeing my 
portfolio told me, “No one will give me a penny for your degree, go draw me Mickey Mouse five hundred times 
and come back to me, then I might think of giving you a job”. That winded me. I went back home that night, had a 
large drink and thought, “Up yours and screw Mickey Mouse (please don’t mistake this as disrespect for one of the 
most powerful studios in the industry and if Disney ever asked me to direct a film I would start dancing around 
ecstatically, like, come on John Favaureu, who can do no wrong in my eyes). I digress, I suppose what I’m trying to 
say is you’ve just got to brush these things off.  

It’s easy to be self indulgent and feed that imposter syndrome inside you, but when you hit that wall you know 
you’ve got to dig down, light up that fire in your belly and keep plodding forward. Maybe that’s just my nature. I’ve 
always been told I can’t do things and do them anyway.  

From that experience I learnt it’s very important to be pleasant to people; who knows, he was probably having a 
bad day. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Being a first generation British Egyptian born in Newcastle and living in various parts of Britain, with stints living in 
Durham, Swansea, Tunbridge Wells, Sutton, St. Albans and finally settling in West London, has given me quite a 
unique perspective on life in Britain.  
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I never really think of myself as someone of colour or being from a minority background, I don’t realise people 
think of me as such until they point out that I’m different, which ironically happens to me as often in Egypt as 
much as does in Britain. Does that mean I’m a nowhere-man? When I worked at the BBC they used to nickname 
me ‘The Planet’. However, I like to think of myself as an Earthean. It’s good to be as objective as possible, which is 
why I think I’m naturally drawn to comedy, of the dead pan kind. What better genre is there right now to make 
sense of these absurd times? 

As writers and directors we have the responsibility to represent, through our writing and casting, British society 
today. For example, I know we should always cast the best actor for the part and sometimes minority talent can 
be harder to find but they are there.  

Maybe finding your voice is what one calls growing up. But one question I always have in the back of mind is, what 
makes my vision something people want to see? Working in broadcast and advertising I learnt about being 
universal, that you make things for other people, not for yourself. That doesn’t mean your subject should be 
bland, it just means you have to be conscious that other people should understand what you’re trying to say 
without loosing your style. 

One anecdote about honing craft; after hearing about how Mike Leigh works with his actors (I would love to be a 
fly on the wall in one of his workshops), I decided to enrol on a method acting course to develop my approach to 
directing actors. I’m a terrible actor and at one point I just couldn’t tell if a performance was veering on the side of 
being too hammy. It gave me such an insight. I used to feel overwhelmed in a room full of actors and egos, now 
the casting and rehearsal is probably one of my most favourite parts of the process. It’s really something special 
seeing actors bring your words to life from the page.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first job straight out of college was I suppose what you would call my first break. It was when I tried to 
negotiate selling my third-year film to a prominent Saudi Arabian TV company based in Battersea. The film was 
based on a story from ‘The Thousand And One Nights’ called ‘The Historic Fart’, (it appealed to my scatological 
nature at the time).  

The screening was in front of the head of acquisitions and a very serious, moustached, cigar- smoking man (I think 
he was a cousin or relative to the prince that owned the station). Flicking beads with his thumb in one hand he 
didn’t laugh once, not even a smirk. After the film ended with the crescendo of an extended scene of flatulence he 
looked at me, dead pan, his black eyes piercing me.  

He explained to me he couldn’t possibly buy my film as it was far too sensitive for the middle-eastern palate. 
However, was there anything else he could do for me?  

“Could you give me a job?” I replied. 

“Okay. How much do you want?” he said. 

I remember thinking for a moment what my salary prospects would be straight out of college and doubling it.  He 
agreed immediately.  

“When can you start?” he asked. 

“Now?” 
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“Okay!” he pointed to the edit suite outside his office then laughed at me.  

“You’re not very good at business are you? You should have asked for more. I’ll give you a month. If you’re good, I 
give you more. Yulla.” 

Damn, I thought. Lesson one; never under value yourself.  

Here are a few quotes that have struck a chord with me over the years: 

Overnight success is 10 years hard graft. 

Fruit trees don’t grow in the mountain peaks, they grow in the valleys. 

Surround yourself with the best.  

And lastly, Be nice if you can. No one wants to work for an arsehole.  
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CATHY BRADY | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Screen ‘Star of Tomorrow’ and NFTS graduate Cathy Brady is a two-time IFTA-winning director, for her short films 
Small Change and Morning. In 2011 Cathy directed the BIFA-nominated TV drama Rough Skin, starring Vicky 
McClure, for Channel 4's Coming Up strand. 

In 2014, Cathy directed an episode of Jack Thorne’s BAFTA-nominated drama-thriller series Glue. Most recently she 
was sole director of Stefanie Preissner's series Can’t Cope, Won’t Cope for RTE/BBC3/Netflix: a darkly comic Dublin-
set drama about two friends coming to terms with adulthood. In 2017 Cathy was one of fifteen female directors 
selected for BAFTA Elevate, a bespoke programme that elevates talent from under-represented groups to the next 
stage of their career. 

Cathy’s debut feature Wildfire, which she wrote and directed, is in post-production. Starring Nora-Jane Noone and 
Nika McGuigan Wildfire tells the story of two sisters who grew up on the fractious Irish border. When one of them, 
who has been missing, finally returns home, the intense bond with her sister is reignited. Together they unearth 
their mother’s past, but uncovered secrets and resentments threaten to overwhelm them. The film was produced 
by Carlo Cresto-Dina and Cowboy Films, with support from Screen Ireland, Northern Ireland Screen, BFI and Film4. 
Cathy was recently selected as one of The Irish Times’s ‘50 People to Watch in 2019’. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2011), Glue (2014), Can’t Cope, Won’t Cope (2016). 
Film Credits: Small Change (2010), Morning (2012), Kiss (2012), Wasted (2013), Wildfire (2021). 

Photography by Aidan Monaghan 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My desire to be a filmmaker came quite late to me. I was studying a degree in Visuals Arts in Dublin that also 
happened to be the same university that was home to the National Film School in Ireland. It was here I started to 
hang out with film students, started watching World cinema and realised I was doing the wrong degree. I took a 
gap year out of university and began working in the Film Industry to get a sense of how it worked and where I 
wanted to specialise. After this period, I transferred the remainder of my art degree into the film school and set 
my heart on directing. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

My art degree gave me a solid foundation in visual language and conceptual thinking but it was really my film 
degree that gave me the skills to work with actors, crew, budget and to understand the power of the edit, sound 
design and score. Writing and directing my grad short Small Change was a game changer. This film opened up a 
whole new world when it screened at major festivals. Applying with this film I also got selected for Channel 4’s 
Coming Up Scheme and to study an MA in Directing Fiction at the National Film and Television School (NFTS). 

While studying at the NFTS I decided to use the time to explore the balance of improvisation and script. With each 
short film I came at it slightly differently. This period helped me hone not only my process but also gave me 
confidence in my own voice as a writer/director. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The first year of finishing film school was tough. Even though I had an agent and a handful of successful shorts, it 
was nearly a year before I was working as a director in TV. During this in-between period I started teaching part 
time on a screen acting course in Ireland. This was a great way to earn money and also flex my directing skills. The 
remainder of my time was spent developing and workshopping ideas and going to general meetings with 
production companies before I finally landed a job. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Making short films really was the key to finding my voice and confidence as a writer/director. Working in TV was a 
rapid learning curve in up-skilling working with bigger budgets and crews, established actors but also longer and 
tighter schedules. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first TV directing break was on Jack Thorne’s Glue for E4. Shortly after leaving school I had a general meeting 
with the production company and knew they had Glue on their development slate. I asked at the time if Glue went 
into production would they give me the opportunity to pitch to be a director. True to their word, nearly a year later 
I had an interview for a middle block directing gig on the series. I gave that interview everything. Knew the scripts 
inside out, had a dozen mood boards, even have had a playlist for score references. I made it clear how much I 
wanted that job and how I felt I could do the series justice. 

My first feature break came much slower. It took five years of development before Wildfire was funded and made. 
All I can say is whatever story you want to tell for your debut make sure you are 100% passionate about it because 
it may take longer than you think – but it is possible, and with a lot of determination, belief and a bit of luck you’ll 
get there. 
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AL MACKEY | DIRECTOR 

Al Mackay recently directed the political drama Cobra for New Pictures/Sky One. Before this, he directed Deep 
Water for Kudos/ITV, as well as the latest series of Humans for Kudos/Channel 4. He was also lead director on the 
Howard Overman, Netflix/E4 drama, Crazyhead, for which he was nominated for Best Director at the West of 
England RTS Awards in 2017. He was named on the BBC’s New Talent Hotlist 2017. 

His previous TV credits include directing the closing block of Russell T Davies’ Banana for Red Productions, and the 
4-part web-series My Jihad, which was released on BBC iPlayer, following the success of the original short, which Al 
also directed. 

Al has written and directed numerous short films and his work also includes an online episode of Misfits for 
Channel 4, which was nominated for a BAFTA Craft award. Also a writer, Al developed his feature project The Den 
through iFeatures2, and was selected as one of eight writers on the SOS scheme. 

TV Credits: Misfits: Erazer (2011), My Jihad (2014), Banana (2015), Crazyhead (2016), Humans (2018), Deep Water (2019),  
Cobra (2020). 

Film Credits: Bale (2009), The Good Men Of Leicester (2010), Hit and Run (2011). 

Photography by Colin Hutton 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I think I knew I wanted to be a be a filmmaker after leaving school. When I visited my sister in America one 
summer I had found a Super 8 camera at a flea market and started filming random stuff. So I knew I liked 
watching films and I liked filming things with this Super 8, but that was about it. I had no idea how to realise it as a 
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career. I grew up in Rutland, where there was very little access to people or institutions to do with filmmaking, 
there wasn’t even a cinema. 

After failing my A levels, I was under a lot of pressure to get into any university that would take me and study 
something ‘sensible’. The closest I could get to filmmaking was Media and Politics at De Montfort University in 
Leicester. I didn’t really focus on filmmaking while I was at Uni, apart from watching a lot of movies rented from 
our local video store. In fact, going to university probably distracted me from doing anything productive, and it 
wasn’t until I had failed at setting up a clothing label and spent years as a bar manager that I realised I had to sort 
my shit out and do something that I was passionate about. 

The first turning point was seeing an advert in the paper for a course run by EM Media, a regional screening 
agency that was part of the UK Film Council. They had this course for 12 individuals that paid a small grant and 
gave an intensive full time course in Media Entrepreneurship and Employability. I got on and for 12 weeks I finally 
focused on what I wanted to do. It was during this time that I learnt a lot more about filmmaking and realised I 
wanted to be a director. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After the course I was given a placement on the Shane Meadow’s film This Is England. Initially I was given the role 
of trainee to the casting director, then because I had helped find Tommo Turgoose, I was offered to be his 
chaperone and shoot the behind the scenes footage, or EPK as it was called. I jumped at the chance and got the 
opportunity to be on set every day of the shoot. Watching Shane work was a crash course in filmmaking. But 
perhaps most importantly, I was immersed in the world of a film crew and became friends with the cast and crew, 
who would later be in my short films. 

After This Is England, my goal was to gain more industry experience and make my own films. While working on a 
film called Better Things, directed by Duane Hopkins and shot by Lol Crawley, I was inspired to write my first short. 
Better Things was about growing up in the countryside, and it gave me the confidence to write about my own 
experiences growing up in the countryside, while the cinematography of Lol made me realise rural England could 
be as cinematic as America. This was also my first time working in locations, which ended up being my career for 
the following ten years. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The primary obstacle was a financial one. As an entry level member of crew, I’d earn enough money each job to 
pay the bills and live for the time I was out of work, I never had enough money to save for film school or make my 
own films. The second issue was not having any work to show, so it became a bit of a Catch 22 situation. To get 
onto a short film scheme like DV shorts, or apply to film school, you needed to show something you had made, 
and I had never made anything worth showing. That was my own fault, as I didn’t want to make a no-budget 
handy cam short, as that was not the style of short I wanted to make. So the industry viewed me as a crew 
member rather than a director.  This became a big obstacle. 

I got my head down and worked in the industry and stuck with the location department. I found this the best fit 
for me, as it gave me a degree of autonomy, and plenty of down time on set, to either write, or learn from the 
director. After a few years saving I got together with a friend in the industry and we self-financed my first short 
film called Bale. We made it with Wellington Films who I’d met on Better Things, and I cast it from the friends I had 
met on This Is England. Everyone thought it was an ambitious first short, and it was. It was the most stressful 
summer of my life, the set burnt down, we had to make an insurance claim and the film remained unfinished for a 
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year. But eventually the film gained completion funding from the UK Film Council, and this was the next key 
turning point. 

Working with the UK Film Council was the industry seal of approval I had been missing. Now I had a film to show, 
and I had worked as a director with the UK Film Council. I could finally apply for funding as a director, which I did 
immediately and was granted £3K to make my next short.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Bale had really been straight from the heart, I didn’t really know what I was doing.  The next two shorts I used to 
start learning my craft and find my voice. I worked with actor Michael Socha on all these films and I think working 
with Michael was a key part of this. I also worked with DP Liam Iandoli on all these films, who taught me a huge 
amount about cinematography.  But most importantly it was the trust and openness that we had on these sets 
that allowed me to learn my trade, with only the pressures I placed on myself to make them as good as possible. 

As I worked more in the industry I became a location scout for some great directors and producers who I learnt a 
lot from. Most notably Paul Andrew Williams and his producer Ken Marshall, who ended up executive producing 
my third short Hit and Run. Also Andrew Haigh and his producer Tristan Goligher, who is now developing my first 
feature. I always found long drives with directors a really privileged place to be, open chat without pressure offers 
a window into the creative process that’s hard to match. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

The final turning point in becoming a working director came when my producer and now wife Rachel Dargavel 
screened my third short, Hit and Run, in Soho and invited all the main agencies. I think United were one of the only 
ones to come, and that is mainly thanks to Paul Andrew Williams who was repped there at the time. I cannot say 
after all this self-determined hard work, I wasn’t helped by friends in the industry, sometimes that is the final link 
you need.  I met Michelle Archer the week after and she agreed to take me on and has repped me ever since. 

Getting an agent changes everything, suddenly you get to read scripts, and pitch on some of them. I got a pretty 
quick break once I was with United, I had a meeting to direct an on line episode of Misfits. The script was about a 
graffiti artist, and I think all that misspent time at uni paid off for once, as I had spent most of my time with graffiti 
artists and had a passion for it. I think a lot has to do with that personal link you have with a project. It allows you 
to pitch with a level of sincerity that really helps get gigs. 

That’s why I was really worried about pitching on my next break, which was for a new scheme called BBC iPlayer 
Shorts. I didn’t feel like I had that personal link with any of the scripts. But the one I knew was the best script was 
called My Jihad. It was about a young Muslim couple who meet at a speed dating night. While I had never imagined 
directing a rom com, there was something very liberating about pitching a version of a rom com that felt right to 
me and I really got on well with the producer Claire Bennett and then the writer Shakeel Ahmed. This was a great 
experience for me in learning the difference between short film making and making TV. It’s using all those creative 
instincts, but shaping them towards a more collective vision. The short was very popular and got commissioned as 
a web series. It also caught the eye of Russell T Davies, which was good for me, as my next job interview was for 
his new show Banana. This was another opportunity to collaborate with amazing people. Charlie Covell wrote one 
of my episodes, who I also got to direct, while Russel wrote the other episode. This was the first time I had worked 
with a show runner, and was the beginning of a long road to understanding the idea of authorship in long form 
television compared to film. But that was me up and running as a jobbing director. I still learn as much at each job 
as I did back then, which is what I love most about this job. 
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TINA GHARAVI | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Born in Tehran, Tina Gharavi is a BAFTA-nominated, award-winning TV and film showrunner and director, initially 
trained as a painter in the United States later studying cinema in France. Her debut feature, I Am Nasrine, a coming 
of age story of two teenage Iranian refugees, was nominated for a BAFTA in 2013. The film received 4 stars from 
Peter Bradshaw in The Guardian calling it, “A valuable debut, shot with a fluent kind of poetry”, while Deborah 
Ross in the Spectator described it as, “Affectionate, humane, tender and ultimately, optimistic.” 

Gharavi has made films from unique perspectives on subjects as diverse as Muhammad Ali, teenage sexuality, 
Yemeni-British sailors, The Lackawanna six, death row exonerees, refugees and lighthouses. Her first short, Closer, 
a 35mm film was an official selection at Sundance where programmer, Shari Frilot, noted that, “it takes 
documentary to the next level.” Gharavi’s next major production chronicled her return to her mother’s house in 
Iran, 23 years after the Islamic Revolution. The resulting film, Mother/Country, was broadcast at prime time on 
Channel 4 in the UK. Further works such as The King of South Shields and People Like Us deal with “the outsider” and 
her work often explores the issues of strategies of power and “who speaks for whom.” 

Since leaving Iran in 1979 she has been a true nomad; carrying no less than four passports she currently resides in 
Northern England and Los Angeles where she is working on her follow-up feature, The Good Iranian, with the BFI 
and Film4; a gangster tale set in Europe and Iran, and a further feature documentary about tribalism and 
othering, Tribalism is Killing Us (voice-over from Idris Elba). She recently worked as second unit director on the 
high-end drama, The Tunnel, and is now engaged on several TV directing projects. Currently she is show running a 
returning episodic TV series, Refurinn, with Endor Productions and Red Arrow. Gharavi was elected into the BAFTA 
Academy in 2017 and is represented by Independent Talent in the UK and Gersh in Los Angeles. 

TV Credits: Mother / Country (2003), A Town Like Lackawanna (2007), Ackley Bridge (2018). 
Film Credits: Closer (documentary short – 2001), Fatherhead (2006), The King of South Shields (2008), I Am Nasrine (2012), 

People Like Us (2016), Tribalism Is Killing Us (2019). 

Photography copyright Bridge + Tunnel Productions 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

As a child my parents restricted TV; I was allowed to watch one hour of TV a day. This backfired terrifically. It 
became a drug, an addiction. I would creep downstairs in the middle of the night watching films like Some Like It 
Hot with the sound turned right down and my face three inches away from the screen. But not only that, I spent a 
childhood watching: Doctor Who, Some Mothers Do Have ‘Em, All Creatures Great and Small, Chips, Laverne & Shirley, 
MASH, Charlie’s Angels, Dallas, The Waltons, Fawlty Towers, and especially MASH, which we watched as a family.  

I watched these family dramas, soaps, and comedies and learnt the language of storytelling. I watched and 
dissected and analysed. Why did it make me laugh? What made it powerful? Why was I crying? What didn't I 
believe? How did they do that? From an even younger age than the programmes above, it was watching Hans 
Christian Anderson and the story of The Ugly Duckling that I distinctly remember moving me. I went into the 
courtyard of my grandmother’s house and cried against the garden wall. Why, I wanted to know, why and how had 
this moved me? I was not even five but the memory is crystal clear. Moving images, both film and TV, took a hold 
and have never let me go… 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I actually went to school to be a painter. The idea of being a filmmaker wasn’t so direct for me. But once I was 
there, I picked up the camera. Before becoming a filmmaker and academic, I was trained at the Mason Gross 
School of Art at Rutgers University, New Jersey (where I was mentored by artist, Martha Rosler and film historian 
John Belton). I initially trained as a painter; however, I later initiated my own independent interdisciplinary degree 
in Cinema Production and Film Theory. My minor subject remained Art History and my thesis was a documentary 
about artists in creative and intimate relationships, focusing on the painters Nancy Spero and Leon Golub. I 
completed a two-year French MA equivalent in Contemporary Art (focused on cinema) at Le Fresnoy, near Lille 
where I was supervised by artists Robert Kramer and Gary Hill. 

I initially worked first on art installations; sculptures using video screens and video art. Eventually, I made 8mm 
and 16mm films — short films, documentaries about the things around me. But I was always experimenting and 
also curiously still somehow a painter (just with a camera). Studying art history was a big part of how I achieved 
my entry into film. I fell in love with painters who were early cinema makers: Caravaggio, Vermeer and Turner. 
What else could I be other than a painter with a camera? 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Working in TV and Film, I realise there are few people who look like me… So, patronage can be an issue. However, I 
do not really look at the obstacles. 

Tenacity, focus and sheer strong-headedness without compromising morality and compassion for others. Passion; 
I have a strong desire to communicate through a creative medium and possess a distinctive artistic vision. I unify 
those whom I work with to feel valued and believe in what we are doing. An intuitive learner. Self-belief. Thick-
skinned. An inability to be dissuaded. Being perceptive. Focusing on the essential and letting the rest slide. Finding 
alternative/circuitous routes.  

Seeing the rise of independent spirited TV in the fashion of Transparent, I Love Dick and Master of None has given 
me a sense that TV can be a place where stories of nuanced voices can live. I have been very lucky to live through 
the golden age of cinema (of the late ‘70s and ‘80s/‘90s) in terms of independent cinema and now watch TV take 
its place. The new modes of distribution and storytelling give rise to the hope that new stories, untold stories and 
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those who have previously been locked out of the storytelling chamber are now able to come out and play. The 
analogy is when football boots were only available to a few, there was a lower quality of football. Now that boots 
are available, there is a sea change in the rise of footballers. I believe the same is true about TV. The future is 
diverse, and audiences will benefit from the wealth of options.  

For me, seeing Transparent come to life was a moment in which I stood back and said "woe!"; I knew that change 
was apparent. These were stories told with an immediacy and depth that we had always reserved for independent 
cinema. Now this was happening on TV. Similarly, recently when I watched both True Detective and End of the 
F***ing World, I realised the experimental nature of TV was here to stay. I am keener now than ever to build a 
show in this world. While I have been working on TV shows such as The Tunnel and Ackley Bridge, I know that the 
future will look radically different. The hope is that I can helm a show... perhaps something that truly changes the 
way that we see ourselves as some of the best shows do. I remember the impact of shows like The Cosby Show on 
how diverse audiences felt about their own self-image. I feel we have a way to go – that the landscape and 
territory is open to being filled – and it is now down to the talent to build shows that will work for both marginal 
audiences (which is sometimes misnamed) but also wider ones. What I know is that the universe is not made up 
of atoms but stories... and we are our stories. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

The notion of ‘documentary truth’ might be best understood as being at the heart of the problem in my films. In 
recent years, along with the growing difficulty of distinguishing between documentary and fiction films, has come 
an increase in the popularity of films that celebrate the collapse of the borders between the two. “It is now 
common to read that, theoretically speaking, documentary and narrative fiction film ‘proper’ are indistinguishable 
as constructed realities.” (Brian McElroy). With my last feature production, I Am Nasrine, I actively sought ways of 
engaging the two processes; using scripted material as well as ‘snatched’ material that we would find on the day, 
often candid, raw elements we found in the environments where we filmed. So, in this film we see our fictional 
characters deliver plot, but the reality of documentary elements tells the ‘real story’ and are impactful because 
they are the real, the authentic, that the story is referring to. The film contains both the representation and the 
represented. Reality bleeds into the fiction, fortifying it. 

My job is to help open up my actors, to never let them fail but enable them to find the truth that the audience 
craves. We develop the characters in workshops. We rehearse and find the journeys of the characters. We shape, 
we ask questions and we build a composite. But importantly, I ask the actor to open themselves up, to take risks, 
and often to find the vulnerability in themselves. I help them embed this, soak it into them so that it never 
appears as a veneer. This is how we developed such rounded characters in my last film, even with such relatively 
inexperienced actors and non-professional actors. Dialogue is often written on set, a script is a suggestion, but the 
real writing happens between the actor, the camera and in that moment. My job is to enable that to flow, to be 
mindful of the larger arc, to pay attention to tone, pacing and ensure that the dialogue has rhythm for the film.  I 
want to take my practice further and to a new level.  

I am most proud of the fact that I can work with actors (and non-actors) to find the truth in themselves and in that 
moment. To knock the edges off of the artificial. To fight the banal or pretence that can creep into a scene or a 
moment or a look. To find truth in the biographies of the actors who share with their characters an umbilical cord 
of truth. 

“Good fiction is made of what is real, and reality is difficult to come by” said novelist Ralph Ellison. Finding 
appropriate forms has been a challenge and a quest as a filmmaker; as if appropriating the dominant language 
can only repeat ingrained prejudices and uphold hierarchies and past-ideologies.  
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Experimentation therefore becomes a necessity. However, it has to be a form that communicates and does not 
alienate the viewer. This is the paradox of filmmaking on the margins. I am consumed by how to communicate in 
original tongues, to avoid the language of the dominant ideology but without alienating an audience. How to tell a 
story which is truthful, but which uses the ‘lies of omissions’, or construction? In a 1966 Paris Review interview, 
playwright Harold Pinter states clearly the author’s task. “One tries to get the thing…true.” That is my goal with I 
Am Nasrine and the body of my work. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break came when I was born to parents with a lot of privilege and education and an opportunity to grow 
and learn through the opportunities that life has afforded me. I have been lucky. But I have also had a very 
challenging and complex life… Time to finish the memoir!  

Frankly, this question is too big to answer! 
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MUSTAPHA KSEIBATI | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Screen International Star of Tomorrow Mustapha Kseibati has directed five short films funded by various bodies 
including UKFC, BBC, SKY, BFI and the Metropolitan Police. He has a slate of fun features in script stages of genre 
feature scripts in development including Super G’s (Comedy Drama), Danger Close (Action Comedy) and Amarok 
(Supernatural Horror.) 

Mustapha was selected for BFI’s NET.WORK@LFF and Guiding Lights, where he was mentored by Paul Andrew 
Williams. He has directed various television shows including Coconut and Oi, Pussy for BBC Three, Apple Tree House 
for CBeebies, Jason Manford’s Little Cracker, Humza Arshad’s Xmas and Three Kinds of Stupid for SKY.  

Mustapha grew up in West London consuming endless hours of American and British television. It was during this 
period ('80s) that he fell in love with film and television, Genre, Marvel comic books, action figures and cartoons. 
After completing a BA in Media Production he landed a job at urban music channel Channel U as a Director before 
moving on to directing content for MTV. 

TV Credits: Little Crackers (2012), Tree Kinds Of Stupid (2015), Coconut (2017), Apple Tree House (2017), Oi, Pussy (2019). 
Film Credits: Big Tingz (2009), Skateboards and Spandex (2010), Painkiller (2011), Mohammed (2014),  

Humza Arshad’s Xmas (2017), Hate (2020). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I knew when I hit my late 20’s officially but I picked up my first camera in my mid teens. As a first generation Arab 
Muslim male I had no idea film schools existed. I just consumed tonnes of television as a child with autism – we’re 
talking 10 hours of television a day during the ’80s. I caught up on so many TV shows like Bewitched, I Dream of 
Jeanie, The Walton’s, Little House on the Prairie, Mission Impossible, Murder She Wrote, Magnum P.I., The Fall Guy, The 
Golden Girls, Planet of the Apes, Quantum Leap and Godzilla to name a few. I also watched a loads of cartoons and 
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Hong Kong martial arts and action flicks, like Transformers (G1), Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Jayce and the Wheeled 
Warriors, Dungeons & Dragons, X-Men: The Animated Series, Thundercats, BraveStarr, Hard Boiled, Akira, Fist of the 
North Star, A Better Tomorrow 2, Wheels on Meals, Police Story, Armour of God, Snake in Eagles Shadow… I can go on 
and on – Jackie Chan is a legend! And not forgetting movies like Back to the Future, A New Hope, Jaws, Aliens, 
Hellraiser, The NeverEnding Story, Ghostbusters (84), Flight of the Navigator and Dead Poets Society. VHS stores were 
also a great source of education as were special features on DVD’s. I binged on so many ’70s and ’80s B Movies. I 
have a soft spot for Critters and Don’t Tell Mom the Babysitters Dead… Classics! Hanging around in comic book shops 
in the ‘90s also informed my love of storytelling. Marvel all the way! 

When I hit 16 I had my first proper Mini DV camera and I used to go around my neighbourhood shooting kung fu 
flicks on top of tower blocks with plastic guns and ketchup. I soon segued into music videos shooting some of the 
best UK hip hop acts like Roll Deep. I then went on to work for MTV. I officially wrote my first short film Big Tingz at 
the age of 29 by entering a competition.  

From that moment I knew filmmaking was the one even though it was present throughout my life. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

It was the competition / scheme that allowed me to make my first short film back in 2009. It was focused on grass 
root support for diverse filmmakers and was run by B3 Media. The support was incredible both in development of 
the script, production and post production. It has to be said that at the time I wrote my first short film I was 
working in a call centre after having nowhere to leapfrog to, after my time at Vertigo Films editing.  

Going back though – After obtaining a BA in Multi Media Production I landed a job at Urban Music Station ‘Channel 
U’. This was off the back of a music video I directed as an end of year project. I spent three years there directing, 
shooting and editing shows like The Ace and Viz Show, The Tim Westwood Show, flying out to New York to meet 
various Hip Hop acts like Terror Squad, Jay Z’s label, Q-Tip and others. After my time at Channel U I started running 
over at production company Partizan as I wanted to branch out. At Partizan I began working behind the scenes on 
high-end commercials for Shell and music videos for Lily Allen and Mark Ronson to name a few. At Partizan, and 
from my time at Channel U, I met a friend (director Dan Sully) who worked over at MTV. They happened to be 
looking for interns and I landed the gig. I was producing, editing and directing content for people such as Scissor 
Sisters, Lethal B, Wu-Tang Clan, Plain White T’s and more.  

With digital online media taking dominance and changing the way consumers engaged with music, MTV’s 
advertisement revenue took a big hit and they had to scale down, meaning I was out of a job. But I met someone 
at my time there who knew people at Vertigo Films; he put me in touch and I found myself editing behind the 
scenes footage for some of their movies. That lasted a year and with nowhere to go, I got a job in a call centre 
handling angry customers over the phone. That’s where I wrote my second short film Skateboards and Spandex. 

My third film Painkiller was also commissioned by B3 Media as well as the BBC Writersroom. It stars the rather 
brilliant Benedict Wong (Moon, Prometheus) and Franz Drameh (Attack the Block). I also worked with a great 
producer Michael Berliner. I think we both grew together over making those early shorts and we really 
complimented each other. He’s one of the most hardworking and honest guys I’ve had the pleasure of working 
with. We shot Skateboards and Spandex on £10k, and Painkiller on £3k! He’s put in so much hard work into all our 
films and there’s no way the films would be as good as they are without him. Surrounding yourselves with the 
right people is so important! 
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I feel incredibly fortunate to have been supported by B3 Media in making my first three short films. Off the back of 
Skateboards and Spandex I got picked up by an agent. However, I knew I still had to graft myself and keep making 
work, so off the back of Painkiller, I submitted a draft of my latest short film Mohammed for the BFI Shorts scheme. 
It was run by the good guys at Lighthouse Arts in conjunction with the BFI to help give standout filmmakers a 
stepping-stone toward their first feature. Sixteen films were selected in the end, including the outstanding SLR by 
Stephen Fingleton. After an interview, I was chosen to attend a workshop with my peers. Then we had to re-
submit and I was lucky enough to be awarded funding. The BFI were so supportive every step of the way from 
script development all the way up to the shoot, production, post-production and delivery. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I’ve never really wanted to make dark, depressing or social realist movies like many of my British counterparts. I 
grew up with action figures, American pop culture, Spielberg and comic books. Making fun meaningful movies was 
and still is my jam, which can be quite tricky in a country which frowned upon genre movies, an indie scene 
dependent on public funding and an American dominating cinema. This was the biggest challenge and still is in 
some ways but I do see slow positive change toward supporting more fun, distinct genre auteurs. 

The films I love have elements of action, adventure, comedy and drama, something the Marvel and Disney films 
do expertly. But balancing them together is extremely difficult. I want audiences to have a good time and connect 
with the themes of my films. For me, a film should be like a rollercoaster ride, fast, slow, exciting, moving and 
enjoyable. I love that feeling of walking out of a film and immediately afterwards thinking, “that it was so much fun 
I want to watch it again.” Or I want to buy the action-figure or t-shirt. I’m a big kid at heart. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

When it came to my own voice it was all about embracing who I am unashamedly, what I loved, and telling 
personal stories in my own way – not imitating others, as much as my peers and I have been influenced by the 
greats. Making shorts was how I honed my craft.  

I’ve become more and more experienced as I’ve made each film and I’m now more confident in my work and the 
types of films I want to be making. I’d still say Painkiller is technically my strongest piece, but the heart and soul in 
Mohammed is one of things I’m most proud of along with Hate. I toured this film across London schools with 
Humza Arshad, alongside the Metropolitan Police Anti-Terror Team, to spread the message about the dangers of 
hate crimes, gang violence, knife crime, extremism and the essence of hate to young people.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break was because of B3 Media. The UK Film Council (now BFI) exec at the time really didn’t understand 
my work. She was a few generations older then me and her taste wasn’t in line with mine. If it wasn’t for B3 Media 
pushing for me to be given the chance I’m sure my journey would’ve been different – but I know I would have 
arrived at the same destination… Big Tingz. 

Making movies is a daily grind. You have to love it more then anything else and keep going, even when you’re 
broke and down in the dumps. You have to keep pushing and that’s what I’ve always done. Kept creating, following 
my art and telling stories that are close to me. Movies are magical. 
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DAISY AITKENS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Daisy is a writer/director. She has written on the two popular sitcoms – My Family and Shelfstackers. As well as 
developing pilots with World Productions, Carnival, E4 and the BBC. 

In 2014 she wrote and directed her first short film, 96 Ways To Say I Love You. This went on to be accepted to the 
Berlin Film Festival, London Film Festival and the Cambridge Film Festival. In 2016 she wrote and directed the 
short film The Exit, which went on to have over 30,000 views on Vimeo. 

In 2016/17, she directed and wrote her debut feature film, You, Me and Him, starring Lucy Punch, Faye Marsay and 
David Tennant. You, Me and Him had it’s cinema release in 2018. It is now available on Amazon Prime, Sky and 
Virgin Movies. 

In 2018 she was commissioned to write an adaptation of A Quiet Life by Natasha Walters for Armadillo Pictures. 
She currently has a TV pilot in development with Expectation Entertainment. 

Film Credits: 96 Ways to Say I Love You (2015), The Exit (2016), You, Me and Him (2017). 

Photo by Paul Stephenson 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I first saw Hannah and Her Sisters when I was very little and I loved it so much that I just wanted to do what Woody 
Allen was doing – make films, write them, star in them, all of it. I was extremely lucky to win a place at LAMDA and 
acting became my focus, but it was still the writing that really excited me.  

Once I graduated, I tried my hardest to pursue the writing in between the odd acting job (I’ve been in about 15 
commercials). I forgot about directing, I was just trying to survive financially. For most of my 20s I was a “writer” 
and an “actor” but I was mainly a “fairy” working at children’s parties.  
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I was always writing and directing short films and web series in between writing jobs. I never really took the 
directing side seriously – I used myself as a director because I didn’t cost anything. It was literally a hobby. I had no 
intention of making a career out of it. Finally, I wrote a feature film that had a lot of interest. I was in a meeting at 
Lionsgate and they were talking through possible directors for the film. The Head of Acquisitions had seen one of 
my short films (it had been at the Berlin Film Festival) and he asked why I wasn’t putting myself forward for the 
job. It had never crossed my mind. But once it did, I was like, hell yeah! 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I had a very lucky break in that I had written this feature script that had such interest, I had some influence on 
who directed it and I could really push myself for the top job. Since then there have been plenty of obstacles. I’ve 
headed up an 80-person crew, brought my film in on time and on budget, sold it to many territories and yet 
people are still sometimes unwilling to give me the directing job due to ‘lack of experience’.  

I hate to wave the gender card but there are male directors who win a whole TV series to direct after one short 
film. It is a lot harder to gain that trust as a woman. I have also turned down scripts where they specifically ask for 
a female director because the material is so misogynistic that they think a pair of ovaries at the helm might 
dampen some of the sexist content. It’s tiring. Luckily, I have connected with a few producers who are willing to 
give me a chance and support my creative vision – so you find them in the end. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I honed my voice unknowingly, creating online content; web series and short films (most of which I have now 
removed from the internet!). I really struggled financially in my 20s, I would put entire short films on credit cards 
and then pay those credit cards off with other credit cards then eventually pay all of them off by working three 
jobs at one time and running myself into the ground. I wouldn’t advise this route, it wasn’t healthy.  

All my extra cash went on making films; paying actors (always pay actors!), getting equipment etc. I wrote one 
short film on a tube journey when an idea struck me. I wrote and wrote and wrote. I read a lot too; writing books, 
directing books, I watched a lot of roundtable discussions on Hollywood Reporter, director interviews on YouTube. 
Filmmaking was my obsession when I first started out. I didn’t have much time for anything else. Again, not 
healthy – life is where you get your material!   

5. How did you get your first break? 

I first wrote in a partnership with a friend (from LAMDA) who was an actor. He had managed to get one of the top 
acting agents in the business to represent him – so there was someone we were able to pass our first script to. 
That agent then passed it to the literary department and an agent there said, “If I can sell it, then I’ll take you on.” 
Well, he didn’t sell it, but the script generated enough interest that we were able to win our first job in a writer’s 
room on a hit BBC comedy.  

My first big break into directing was literally because I had written the script and I had two producers who 
believed in me. Although I suppose they believed in me because they enjoyed my short films, which I had often 
made on a whim. I think getting out there and doing it is always the answer. Don’t think too much about it, shoot it 
on your smart phone, get your friends involved, follow your instinct and passion and if you can make money at 
the same time, all the better.  
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JAMIE CHILDS | DIRECTOR 

Jamie started his directing career by winning a competition to shoot a TV commercial for Patricia Cornwell’s latest 
novel at the time, ‘Book of the Dead’. His winning piece was shown on Channel 5. 

He then moved onto directing commercials, most noticeably for the BBC. Since then, Jamie’s work has garnered a 
number of awards, including a Promax for his piece for Tuborg, which he directed and produced. Jamie’s ability to 
fuse a naturally observed use of camera with striking visuals, coupled with his skill at drawing great performances 
out from his cast, has established him as an accomplished director within the industry. His commercial for the 
Make A Wish Foundation and Fairy, starring Sean Bean was incredibly well reviewed. He directed the Dove, Rugby 
Six Nations commercial in 2015. He has shot spots for Nescafe, ITV Creative and Huawei. 

TV Credits: Vera (2016-2017), Stan Lee’s Lucky Man (2017), Next of Kin (2018), Doctor Who (2018),  
His Dark Materials (2019-2020). 

Film Credits: The Bond (2012), Crows House (2016), Paul (2016). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I can’t say I’m a kid who went around with my dads Super 8 camera that’s for sure. I don’t even think I knew I 
wanted to become a director when I was becoming one. I was always very practical when it came to filmmaking, 
like I was more interested in building a cool spaceship to film in when I started out, than just telling stories. I like 
the craft and engineering side of filmmaking. Like, how can I make it look like someone is getting shot by a sniper, 
with what I can get from B&Q? That kind of thing.  

When it came to the actual filmmaking process, I came at this with the approach of doing everything myself, as I 
didn’t know who else could help me really. I would build a set, shoot it on a PD150, that I had borrowed, direct it, 
edit it, do the sound and music all on my own. The actors were friends and family too. I was too scared to ask for 
help, so I just figured it out myself. Of course, knowing a little bit about everything came in handy in the end, when 
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becoming a professional director. I think its good to know the craft of filmmaking from every angle, knowing what 
everyone on your set is doing, but also knowing that they can do it better than you, and trusting to let them get 
on, without you interfering too much. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

I won a competition when I first started university to direct a commercial for Patricia Cornwell’s latest crime novel 
Book of the Dead. I shot this little thing in my bedroom using about £5 worth of props. To my surprise I won the 
comp! I couldn’t believe it. £2500 prize money and my commercial was going to advertise her new book during the 
show CSI on Channel 5.  

I thought I had made it to the big time. Well I hadn’t quite done that, but the company that held the competition 
asked me if I would like to do some more book commercials. Each week they sent me a new novel with a small 
budget. My thinking was if I make it for as little as possible and do everything myself, I can make a bit of cash on 
this. So I had to be super practical and inventive with how I could make the piece look professional, with very little. 
Each book was often a different genre too; young adult love story, horror, sci-fi, this trained me in telling short 
stories of all varieties. It was like making a short film with a very different flavour each time.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

I’ve been quite lucky that I always jumped from one thing to another. Part of this was just focusing on the next 
thing ahead. Sometimes having a couple or more things on the go at once. The last thing you want is to have a 
gap, get bored and unmotivated. If one thing isn’t working jump to something else that you have bubbling. I'm not 
just talking about paid jobs either. Passion projects and little things you just want to try out, it’s all learning, and 
then you don’t need to learn on a big expensive job. All the little things I learnt making stupid films with my friends 
came in handy on the sets of the biggest shows I have since worked on.  

I think my biggest obstacle was getting out of the trap of commercials. They pay relatively well but are not often 
great for the soul. I needed to find a way out and into fiction. To do this I had to turn well paid commercials down 
and risk making some shorts, with my own savings. But the risk paid off. If you believe in yourself be bold and 
crack on. I believe in you! 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

I went through a period of making TV commercials for a while, but this felt very unsatisfying. Often shooting a 
script that I didn’t like and being told what to do when it came to every shot. I thought to myself ‘I need to make 
something of my own, that shows what I can do’. So I used every penny I had saved and went and made two short 
films.  

One was a very straightforward drama that I shot in my grandparents’ house with two actors. I still love that film 
as it was very personal to me. The other one was a World War 2 fantasy, realism story about a young French boy 
in Normandy, who makes friends with two American soldiers. With this one I wanted to make a short that had the 
production value and style of Spielberg. So I poured my heart, soul and cash into it, and gave it my best shot. Still 
to this day that piece of work gets me professional work. The producers of His Dark Materials saw it and wanted to 
meet me. Basically what I’m saying is get up and make something that really shows who you are as a filmmaker, 
it’s worth it every time, don’t wait for funding or a completion, just make it for yourself and give it soul. It will serve 
you well for your entire career.  
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5. How did you get your first break?  

My first major break in drama was on a show called Vera for ITV. Again, the producer Letitia Knight saw both of my 
short films and decided she wanted to meet me. She wanted to work with new directors to try and freshen up the 
show a bit and she loved what I had done with my shorts. She was very brave and took a chance with me. I didn’t 
have a clue what I was doing, but I sure wasn’t going to let her down. Again, going back to the shorts, I never 
released them or entered them into any comps. I just made them, showed them to some agents, got signed and 
then shared them with producers, they were my business card. Get up and make something that represents you 
right now!!! 
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LESLEY MANNING | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Welsh born Lesley Manning started making films at Bristol Art College where she graduated with 1st Class 
Honours. She trained at the National Film and Television School as a director and graduated to work on films and 
serials at the BBC. One of which was the cult hit Ghostwatch, the highest rated single drama for 48 years – BBC 
Screen One film strand and named by Channel 4 as the most controversial TV drama. 

Lesley directed My Sister Wife BBC Screen Two film strand and won CRE best drama, Best Asian Film Award and 
was screened at Dinard and Brussels film festivals. 2011 Leila is the first feature Lesley has written as well as 
directed – and was a finalist at Austin Festival, winning Best Actress at London Independent FF and Audience and 
Jury award for best narrative at United Festival. 

In 2013 she completed Honeycomb Lodge – written by Surendra Kochar – a controversial film set in the British/
Asian community won Best Film NRI in Delhi International Film festival. 

TV Credits: Another Side of London (1987), South of the Border (1988-1990). Blood Rights (1990), Screen Two (1992), 
Ghostwatch (1992), Ghosts (1995), Wales Playhouse (1996), Drovers’ Gold (1997), Berkeley Square (1998),  

The Story of Tracy Beaker (2006), Casualty (2006),  
Film Credits: P.O.V (2000), The Agent (2008), Leila (2011), Honeycomb Lodge (2014), Curtain Call (2017), The Vest (2017), Seven 

(2019), Help (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

When I was 10 or 11, at a time of life when grown ups continually ask, “What do you want to be when you grow 
up?” I remember telling my mother, I don’t know whether I want to be a priest or a belly dancer. Now I know 
looking back that directing encompasses those two ambitions for sure.  
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The arrogance of thinking you have the moral high ground, wanting to tell people this, mixed with flamboyance 
and showing off? Something like that! 

I went to art college because I could draw. I was the kid in the class who could draw. So without getting any further 
with the priesthood or belly dancing, I soon realised I had found my natural habitat. I was a fish in water. It was 
here that my best friend and I found a wind-up Bolex in a cupboard. Thrilled and with no tuition whatsoever, we 
both started to make films. I remember standing in a room surrounded by celluloid and mag track without much 
of a clue – other than this is what I want to do. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

So after making animations and documentaries in the most haphazard way at an art college with no filmmaking 
department, I graduated and started to look for film work. 

Pre mobile phone era and still without a clue, I phoned the entire yellow pages listing which started with film. 
Once I had reached listing 56, I got a positive reaction, “Yes, love to see you, come for an interview”.  Ecstatic, I took 
the train from Bristol (where I had studied art) to London. I found myself somewhere on the outskirts of London, a 
shabby door, leading to above a shop, greeted by an overweight man whose hands were covered in heavy 
statement gold, a gold necklace shown off through an open shirt and I was ushered into a pokey room for my 
interview. No one else was present. After a few minutes of chit chat, it became burningly obvious. “So do you want 
to be working in front of the camera or behind?” as we both looked at each other in deep confusion. Yes, he was a 
porn film maker. Exit as fast as possible.  

My next film encounter was to rubber number Ken Loach’s rushes for his film Black Jack. He was cutting in a 
Bristol basement – I reverently would hand his rushes back to him in my white coat, my hands covered in white 
solution. 

As often happens in life, I was offered three temporary jobs at once – and not wanting to be left without – I 
decided to take all three. I worked all day and then all night, but only lasted a fortnight. Luckily one was in the 
cutting rooms at the BBC and it stuck for a couple of years. 

Although I knew I wanted to direct, I decided I wanted to learn to edit. Editing is the hub of the process as far as I 
was concerned. I quickly learnt it could take me my entire lifetime to “work my way up” to being a director from 
editing. 

NFTS! This was where I needed to go. I made a film, bribed the local BBC news film baths to develop the film with 
a bottle of whiskey, and applied to NFTS. I felt fantastically privileged to get a place – one of six women in the 
entire school of 75 (at the time) honoured to have been interviewed by Tony Scott. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I graduated from NFTS having directed two films. But continued to edit for a living. I loved editing. 

My light bulb moment was when I was editing for an NFTS colleague who casually in the cutting room came out 
with, “You should be directing”. My world crashed and I felt ill with myself. I stopped editing and applied to 
everyone and everything I could find.  Finally, after three months, I got a break for first time directors at Thames 
TV. A documentary I brought to them called Love for Lindy, about a group of street, self taught, lindy hop dancers.  
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From there I went on to drama and had a fantastic 10 years, and after directing the 2nd BBC film…..bang came the 
glass ceiling! That’s another story. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

NFTS was a godsend. To make films, make mistakes, be able to make another film, was a privilege especially as 
this was in the days of 16 mm film. In other words impossible to make a film without the support of the NFTS. 
Making mistakes was the best lesson for me.  

The other school of filmmaking for me was TV. My first drama was for the extraordinary producer Caroline Oulton 
who positively wanted to break every mould of TV storytelling.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Caroline Oulton made me an offer. She offered me (a woman director) at the request of the female writer, my first 
gig for drama.  

Interestingly my agent at the time (not my present agent…) was pushing for a male client of hers, so I was 
competing against my own agent! 

Making TV for Caroline was an wonderful period of filmmaking – we were all young, motived, keen as mustard and 
a little bit wayward. We would be up all night, trying to improve the scripts for production. This is how I started to 
learn the difference between drama that works and drama that doesn’t.  About the spine of a drama that keeps 
the audience on the edge of their settees.  

And as an aside (to all those women directors coming up) Caroline offered me a three-part thriller, and I 
confessed I was 10 weeks pregnant, but would love to do it. After some discussions, the word came down from 
the execs, “Fuck it – let her do it”. 

I took on a nine-week shoot, night shoots etc. My first AD and I discussed every week’s shot list (in case I keeled 
over – I didn’t).  

Two weeks after shooting was completed, I had a caesarean (he was breech – I didn’t book it) – the production 
team were thrilled, because they could put it up on the schedule board. Two weeks later I was in Ealing cutting 
rooms, heaving the pram up 4 flights,  with the help of the assistant. 

My son was 3 months old when I finished the three-parter. I loved every minute of it. 
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TRUMAN & COOPER | DIRECTOR DUO 

Truman & Cooper is a long story. Cooper makes his first films at the age of eight with his VCR while Truman 
dreams of becoming a rockstar. Their first playground is music but they quickly take pleasure in making 
experimental films together. Rather than solving the murder of Laura Palmer, they now create films for 
commercials, music videos and narrative content. 

Photography by Léo Delafontaine 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Jonathan Cohen-Berry: I knew I wanted to be a director at the age of 12. A school mate invited me to his house 
and showed me some movies he was shooting with his father’s VHS-C camera. He was editing them on a VCR and 
he was even able to add music and sounds to the recording with a special option on the VCR. I was very impressed 
and I asked him if we could make a movie together. From that day onward, we spent all our Saturday afternoons 
making new movies together and it was then I decided I wanted to become a director when I grew up.  

Anthony Jorge: Like every good student in France, without knowing what I wanted to do, I studied sciences and 
went to an engineering school in Paris. I had the chance to have an apartment right in the centre, around the 
station called Odeon. This place is really famous for its amazing concentration of theatres. Because I didn’t really 
care about what I was actually studying, I spent all my time watching old movies in all the independent theatres 
around my flat, sometimes watching two or three films a day. I had no grasp on film culture before that. So when I 
discovered directors like Jean-Luc Godard, David Lynch, Terrence Malick, Wim Wenders (…) it was like discovering a 
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new world and I fell in love with it. It took me a while to realise that I could be a director. After studying building 
engineering, architecture and urban planning, I worked as an urban planner for four years. However, in my free 
time, just for fun, I was making experimental (or silly) films with Jonathan, who was always carrying a camera with 
him. Even if it was a kind of dream, because it was so far from my background, I never dared to think “ok, I want to 
be a director”. But little by little, filmmaking took more of a place in my life until I really became one.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Jonathan Cohen-Berry: Growing up I was afraid that this was a very hard goal and I felt I needed a backup plan in 
case things went wrong. I studied Maths and Computer Science for two years at university and only after that, I 
decided to go to a film school in Paris (ESEC). I specialised in editing and visual effects because I wanted to learn 
something technical, to be able to work quickly and earn a living. Then I worked for seven years in visual effects, 
and in the meantime I was still shooting videos now and then. Then I teamed up with Anthony Jorge, a long time 
friend, and we started directing music videos together. That’s when things started to take off. I finally stopped my 
visual effects work and focused on directing. 

The first serious music videos we made, were only possible because another friend of ours had already started to 
work as a DoP (Victor Seguin). On these videos we didn’t have a budget, it was for very small bands, but Victor was 
able to borrow cameras and lenses from all his connections for free. He also had skills we didn’t so was able to 
improve the look of our videos. So that’s the best advice I could give: when you start, try to surround yourself with 
people more experienced than you. They will really bring all their knowledge to the table and you’ll learn a lot 
faster.  A common mistake when starting out is to try to do everything yourself, to be your own DoP, etc…  

Anthony Jorge: I would say that my first step was to quit my job as an urban planner, to be able to focus 100% on 
what really excited me. I was also playing music at this time. Even if I knew that I had a low chance of becoming a 
musician or a director, I wanted to give myself the chance to succeed. I gave myself one year to try everything I 
could... It was obviously really stressful and hard. I was totally broken but I think it was a really good decision. 
Then, I think Jonathan is right, it was all about gathering the good people around us sharing the same energy and 
will to try and experiment with us. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Jonathan Cohen-Berry: My biggest obstacle was myself. Basically making these first music videos is a lot of hard 
work and when the video eventually only had 300 views on YouTube after a few days, and then every production 
company you send it to doesn't reply, you really feel down. At one point I wanted to give up. But I always had that 
kind of promise I made to myself to become a director that was burning in my stomach and forced me to try 
again. Also when I teamed up with Anthony, it was really helpful being part of a duo in terms of getting over our 
failures. When you’re a duo you can laugh off the failures and find the energy to try again quicker. When I wanted 
to give up, Anthony was able to give me the energy to try one more time. 

Then after many tries, one of our music videos attracted attention (Kid Wise – Hope) and all the music videos and 
commercial production companies wanted to meet us. But of course that’s not the end of the story, after that we 
again did some bad work and some good work… It’s a never ending story. 

Anthony Jorge: Because I had no background in filmmaking, the hardest thing was to fight against my lack of self-
confidence. Every day was a fight, trying to convince myself I could do it. But it’s something I couldn’t have done 
alone. I managed to jump into the void because I knew I was surrounded by people like Jonathan and Victor (the 
DP Jonathan was talking about) and many other people who helped me to fill in the gaps of knowledge. 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Jonathan Cohen-Berry: Watching a lot of movies and other’s people work definitely influenced us in terms of what 
we like and the style we wanted to develop. But I feel sometimes there is a difference between the type of work 
you like and the type of work you are good at doing. Simple example: in 2010, I was a fan of Wes Anderson. His 
style is very art directed, composed images, static, symmetry, matching colours and patterns etc… Everything is 
very calculated in advance. In my first videos I naturally wanted to do something similar. But the result wasn’t 
good. I didn’t have the skills, the eye (nor the budget) for that kind of strong art direction. When we finally did the 
‘Kid Wise – Hope’ video, we went for a totally different approach, a lot more organic, handheld camera, lots of 
improvisation with the actors and no storyboarding at all (until then I was always relying strongly on storyboard). 
We just had a story in mind and a list of shot/ideas we wanted to capture and we really rely on the edit (my 
speciality) to put everything together and not plan in advance each transition, the order of the shots, etc. That way 
of doing things really suited my personality more. And that worked! The video felt a lot better than any work 
before. I think it takes time to really know yourself: what you are good at and what isn't your thing, but when you 
do, things get a little easier.  

Anthony Jorge: As I said in the beginning, we started by making silly films in our free time, actually just for fun. 
These films were really experimental. We were just following our instinct and taking a huge pleasure doing them. 
They were probably not extraordinary but I felt really proud of them. They were a real mirror of what we were. 
When we decided to really team up and make films “seriously”, we did the worst film ever. Because we wanted to 
look professional, we started to copy the films we liked, to do things in a very conventional way, with storyboards, 
conventional equipment, team, camera movements… Because we got really depressed by the result of these films, 
we decided to go back to basics. When Kid Wise trusted us for their music video, we decided to do things our way, 
like we did before. Instead of having a big conventional team, we gathered only a few friends and went back to our 
original energy, taking pleasure at experimenting with things together. I think it’s this freedom and pleasure to do 
things together, that allowed us to develop our own voice.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Jonathan Cohen-Berry: I’ll remain on that Kid Wise – Hope video because it’s the first ‘break’. We contacted some 
bands whose music we liked and proposed to make music videos for them. Kid Wise replied and were like, “Here’s 
a song. We have no money but we have a house in the countryside where we can spend a couple of weeks 
shooting something, and we have cool looking friends who can act in the video.” We liked the music so much that 
we went for it and wrote an idea based on these parameters. We invested a bit of money but really not much, like 
400 euros. We convinced our DoP friend (Victor Seguin) to come too. He brought a Canon 5D and some lenses he 
borrowed for free. We brought a stylist, again a friend of ours, and that was it. We were a team of four and we 
shoot the entire video like that.  

Kid Wise - Hope 
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CAROLINA GIAMMETTA | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Carolina Giammetta trained as an actress and has written and directed several acclaimed award-winning short 
films that have been selected for international film festivals and won several Best Short Film awards across the 
world. 

She’s directed Doctors and Casualty for BBC Drama, lead on the first series of Shakespeare & Hathaway and directed 
two 90-minute episodes of Vera for ITV. Last year she completed the feature length opening of the new season of 
Agatha Raisin for SKY 1 & Acorn and is currently directing her first authored piece The Drowning a four part drama 
(Unstoppable Film & TV, Element Pictures, ALL3Media) 

Her feature film Pizza Face (nominated for the IMDB 'Script to Screen' award) with producer Alexandra Blue is in 
development with the BFI. Her award-winning Holy Cannelloni (BAFTA long-listed short for Pizza Face) was funded 
by BFI Network & Creative England. 

TV Credits: Doctors (2016-2019), Casualty (2017), Shakespeare & Hathaway (2018), Agatha Raisin (2019), Vera (2019-2020),  
The Drowning (2020). 

Film Credits: Papa (2011), Man Up (2012), I Don’t Care (2014), Civil War Films (2015), Holy Cannelloni (2019). 

Photography by Dafydd Llewelyn 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Ok, so this first question has a bit long-winded answer but it’s totally how I got here, so thought it would be good 
to put down! 

I’m 2nd generation Italian brought up in Nottingham. My parents could barely speak English never mind try to get 
me involved in extracurricular activities. I remember putting on my own productions of Grease & Wizard of Oz at 
primary school, which I designed, directed and performed in as well as operating the music & lights! I asked if we 
could do something other than the nativity play and they said if I wanted to do it…. just do it yourself.  I still can’t 
believe the school let me do that at the age of 10 years old. At secondary school I was really lucky to have an 
amazing drama teacher who told me about the drama groups in Nottingham. When Central Studios was built in 
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Nottingham, they set up The Central Junior TV Workshop (now the TV Workshop). The idea was that they had a 
pool of kids to cast children’s shows that were being made there, rather than having to go to stage schools. Loads 
of kids auditioned for it and I was lucky enough to be one of the original 25 that started the founder group. We 
met twice a week and put on theatre shows and worked on a lot of TV shows, like Murphy’s Mob, Dramarama, Luna, 
etc. During one session a producer called Peter Murphy from Zenith North came along and asked us if we could 
have our own TV show what would it be? We came up with a show called Your Mother Wouldn’t Like it (named after 
a designer label of someone’s dad’s shirt I think). Six of us were picked out of the group to work with the writing 
team on it. I remember seeing one of my first sketches filmed and broadcasted and it was amazing but I also 
remember thinking it wasn’t quite how I saw it. 

After that I wrote two screenplays/dramaramas for the Central TV writing competition and won it both years that it 
ran. This gave me a huge amount of confidence as my English was terrible at school, I was dyslexic, in bottom set 
English and my vocabulary was really poor as my parents didn’t really speak English.  However, when I wrote my 
scripts, script editors from Central Studios would type them up and sort out all the mistakes. Both scripts were 
produced on stage and I remember seeing how they had been directed and again it not being how I imagined. 

The good thing was that I got moved into top set English, which led to getting onto a A-level English & Drama 
course and from the money I earned, I paid someone to spell check my next script, bought a moped and a 
washing machine for my mum & dad. My writing is still shocking but I know how to tell a story and drive a 
motorbike!  

Jump forward to three years at drama school training as an actress. We did an exchange with the directors at 
NFTS, them learning how to work with actors, us learning how to work on set. I already knew a lot from being in TV 
shows as a kid, and my love for working with the camera came back and grew stronger. As an actress I worked 
mainly in TV & Film with some incredible directors who still inspire me today. From those early days I knew that if I 
wanted to make anything happen I had to do it myself, there was no point waiting for someone to give me a break 
or get me a job, I had to go out there and make it happen, create my own work, make my own contacts. As an 
actress I knew what directors did, that got the best out of me and what the ones did that got the worst. I 
remember doing table script reads before a job and then when the film/TV show came out it wasn’t always how I 
imagined, just like when I was younger.  

I started writing plays to perform in so I could work on stage again. I got together with a group of ex-drama school 
graduates and set up ART THRESHOLD with an ex-drama school teacher which was a non-profit theatre 
collaborative working out of a make shift theatre in Paddington. We were broken into and a lot of the equipment 
that some theatres had donated to us was stolen, so Rufus Norris (then an actor) and I both directed our first 
plays there to bring extra funds. We loved it and Rufus gave up acting and continued directing (now Artistic 
Director of The National Theatre). But for me screen was more exciting, so I carried on trying to work as an actress 
and doing a lot of teaching on the side, as well as working as a fitness instructor. I always thought I didn’t know 
enough to direct my own short, so I co-directed my first ‘zero budget’ 2- to 3-minute shorts with another director 
and I got the bug! I remember bringing HD CAM tapes home and putting them in my safe like they were blocks of 
gold. Those early shorts did really well at film festivals. They were really short, didn’t look great at all but they had 
a voice behind them. I guess it was just me playing around with ideas. I went on to get commissions from UK Film 
Council (now BFI) and then Film London. 

I got the same buzz directing my first commissioned short as I did putting on Grease when I was 10 years old 
because they both came out as I saw them. So maybe it was always something I wanted to do I just didn’t know it 
till years later. Ironically, I finally stopped paying my Spotlight subscription and gave up my acting agent a few days 
ago. 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After I made my initial shorts, I knew it was something I wanted to pursue. Working with actors and knowing what 
an actor’s journey is, and has always been, second nature to me but I needed some help with the technical side. 
So, I applied on Shooting People to direct shorts for other writers too, just to get more practice and I did anything 
to get behind a camera. I did some short courses in cinematography, editing and sound design to help me 
understand that language.  

Spool Films, who had produced a few of my shorts, got a commission to make 27 period drama narrative short 
films about the British Civil War and asked me to direct them. It was a five-week shoot and although very low 
budget, we had a cast of 100, two cameras, action sequences, SFX, CGI and VFX. That was my film school really, as I 
learnt so much. The main thing that I took away from it was how to manage and collaborate with a crew and 
translate a vision to a team and do that every day for more than three days of making a short. They won two  
Cannes TV & Media awards and were nominated from an RTS award.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Probably getting my first TV job. A lot of people were interested in my writing projects and short films but it felt 
like people thought it was a big jump to give me a TV gig. Also my age; I came to directing much later and I found 
myself competing with spanking new film school grads. I also had kids and a mortgage when I made my first short 
and was juggling lots of jobs to keep the money coming in for my family, as we’d just bought a pub… at the wrong 
time! It was a real struggle to get through the door for meetings. But I constantly kept a check on which producers 
were doing the shows and films that I liked. I got hold of their contact details and whenever I made a new short or 
put on a play I would send them a link/invite (and I still do). It’s really important you don’t bombard or hassle 
people but a gentle stream of contact has really worked for me and led to meetings and now work. I’m hoping a 
job next year will happen with someone I sent my first short to. 

When I first started directing in TV I remember getting a little bit of ‘woman director doesn’t know what she’s 
doing’ nonsense, which I always dealt with straight away. It only really happened twice. When I worked as an 
actress, my director was my director, I never thought about what gender they were and it was really odd when I 
then became a director hearing stories about how women directors got treated. I realised quite quickly that being 
a female director was like being a ‘female driver’, when you fuck up it doesn’t matter if you have just made a 
wrong decision, having a bad day or just made a dodgy manoeuvre, you messed up because you were a woman. I 
got over that by confessing my mistakes and lack of knowledge and realised most people were there to help. We 
are all learning all the time. As a director you don’t need to know how to do everything all the time, you just need 
to know what you want and not give up until you get it.  

I have only had two incidences of an operator and a DoP intimidating me on set on a job, and that was early on. I 
asked for a shot to be set up in a certain way, they disagreed and set up the shot how they wanted. I quite openly 
addressed it by saying that we would ALL now have to work twice the speed to get their version and mine in the 
can within the time we had. I also said quite openly that they would both be the centre of a ‘crap experience on 
set’ story in the future, if anyone asked me. It made everyone laugh and we moved on. I’ve never worked with 
either of them again and they both continue to be the centre of my ‘crap experience on set’ story. Always know 
that if you treat people badly in this industry you will be featured in one of their ‘experience stories’. And there’s 
always time to tell them on set.  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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think I probably found my voice in my early ‘no budget’ shorts because they were purely what I found to be funny 
or interesting and wanted to make. However, honing my craft took longer and I’m still doing it. Those shorts were 
all made with my own money and a lot of favours from people. As I got commissioned this continued but it did 
slide towards stories that I wanted to tell but also what I thought would make a good short, that might get into 
festivals / win awards, which wasn’t the right thing to do really.  

My latest short Holy Cannelloni was funded by BFI Network & Creative England as a pilot to my feature Pizza Face, 
and even that to a certain extent changed in development to be more what my execs thought would sell the 
feature. However, it has succeeded in what it set out to do and that was to get development money for the feature 
film.  

When I started working in TV, the challenge was trying to put my own stamp on an already established show and/
or trying to deliver a vision that had already been decided by the execs of a new show. When I worked on Doctors 
it would have been easy to just shoot it really simply because you have such little time and you HAVE to complete 
the day and deliver. However, I would always put so much into planning and prep to try and be as creative as I 
could with the visual storytelling, to try and get a little bit of my voice in there. It would often stretch the crew 
more and I would ask more of them but they were always up for trying something different and the Execs always 
encouraged it… as long as you completed the day or didn’t fly away from what the show was too much! 

I’m currently in the middle of shooting a 4-part drama in Dublin, we were stood down within three weeks due to 
Covid-19. It’s the first time I have been able to create a total vision for something that I haven’t written and it’s 
been an amazing experience, almost reminds me of working in theatre where I had the freedom to totally build a 
world around a script. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I made a comedy pilot based on a show I took to Edinburgh. BBC Comedy really liked it and asked me to direct 
some sketches on their comedy pilot. They were really filmic and got a big thumbs up and I thought ‘Yay I’m in’! 
But then the people I knew left the BBC, pursued other careers and had children, etc., and so I struggled to get my 
foot in the door again. Then Deborah Sathe from Film London (used to work for BBC Continuing drama) really 
liked my short I Don’t Care that Film London commissioned. Before she took the job she texted the head of 
daytime drama Will Trotter and said he had to give me a job on Doctors. He handed me over to Mike Hobson the 
executive there. It took about five months of gentle nudging for him to watch my shorts and call me in for a 
meeting. He showed me the stack of directors, showreels he gets sent and was concerned that short filmmakers 
that would struggle with the speed of the show (17-27 pages a day on two cameras). I’d worked on the show as an 
actress and knew how fast it was, so he was happy for me to come and shadow another director. Three months of 
gentle nudging got me shadowing and then another five months to get my first block.  

I really tried to make them my own. Everyone liked them and I was offered a stand-alone episode after that and 
then a Doctors 2-parter. Then one of the producers got a call from Casualty asking about new directors and I got a 
block of Casualty. Again, trying to put my mark on those two episodes, which lead to being recommended for a 
new show Shakespeare & Hathaway created and written by Paul Matthew Thompson. He then recommended me 
for Vera and it’s continued from there.  

I got my agent after making my comedy pilot but it took a while to get going in TV. The more an agent has to offer 
people the easier it is for them to get you through the door. However, I didn’t just wait around for my agent to 
make it happen for me and I still don’t. I made shorts for five to six years but that first block of Doctors was four 
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years ago and I haven’t stop working since then and hope it continues. Everyone talks to each other in this 
industry and it’s so important that you care about every job you do, even if it’s not your end game, as that job 
could and probably will lead onto your next. 

If I could give myself some advice to when I first started directing it would be to think more carefully about all the 
choices I make, try harder to make/create what I see in my head, knowing that whatever I see on the monitor is 
what I will have in the edit, no magician can come along and change it once you’ve moved on. I still give myself the 
same advice everyday on a shoot. 

There is never enough time and money, no matter how small or big your budget is, so stop blaming those things 
because the audience doesn’t care, they just want to watch a great story. Know that everything you have on your 
first day of shooting is everything you need to tell it. 
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KIERON HAWKES | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Kieron is a filmmaker from London. Since 2011, he has directed and edited a plethora of successful series 
including nine episodes of Fortitude for Sky Atlantic which started Dennis Quaid, and The Mimic for Channel 4 
comedy. 

Kieron also directed four episodes of BBC One’s Ripper Street, which has been a hit in America. He set up a high-
profile comedy/drama series for Channel 4 called Not Safe For Work. In 2017 Kieron directed The Silkworm, one of 
JK Rowling’s hugely successful Strike novels for the BBC and HBO. 

In 2012 Kieron wrote and directed the feature film Piggy. The film was released in cinemas by Metrodome and 
became one of Sky Movies’ most popular On Demand titles in 2013. 

He is currently working on Intergalactic, a fast-paced female led action adventure set in space in the future.  He is 
lead director and executive producer of the 10-part series. He is also working on the 50 Cent origins show Kanan 
Rising for Starz in the US. Kieron is signed to 42 in the UK and CAA in America. 

TV Credits: The Mimic (2013-14), Not Safe For Work (2015), Cuffs (2015), Ripper Street (2012-16), Strike (2017),  
Fortitude (2017-2018), Power (2019-2020), Intergalactic (2020). 

Film Credits: Piggy (2012). 

Photograph Craig Sugden 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was a musician first but I was always artistic. I came from a world that didn’t recognise art as a way to make 
money. I came from just outside London, so we weren’t quite working class but were certainly not middle class, 
but even more we certainly weren’t artists. I always loved movies, I was obsessed. I had all my videos categorised 
and listed, and I still keep lists of what I’ve watched to this day. It was the late ‘80s so it was films like Rambo, The 
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Running Man, Rocky, The Lost Boys, but also Taxi Driver. I loved it but it didn’t come from the place in my head that 
thought, you could make films too.  

Later, I went to a performing arts college where I learnt about theatre and acting. I became obsessed with Arthur 
Miller, Pinter and acting. I knew I didn’t want to be an actor but I loved the art of acting and everything around it. I 
painted, drew, wrote, took photos, and then I played music. One day, on my 19th birthday, I bought the book 
Scorsese on Scorsese. When reading it I realised that my skillset and passion for acting and the arts actually applied 
to filmmaking; directing specifically. I was working as a runner for a theatre company at the time, when I set my 
sights on the London Film School (LFS). I had no contacts in film other than some actors, so it felt like something I 
could do to work toward becoming a director. I managed to get into LFS in 2001. Then the real fight started. 	

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

When I got into London Film School I was hungry. I ended up watching EVERYTHING I possibly could; between 
three and six films a day. Jean-Luc Godard, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, 
Micheal Mann, Paul Thomas Anderson, Federico Fellini, Sidney Lumet; I could go on and on with this enthusiasm. I 
knew more than everyone else: the origins of cinema. American, English, Spanish, whatever. I knew more. I’d 
watched more films. Read more books about film. This is the world that filmmaking exists in. If you want to be in 
this, you must be the most hungry, the most watched, the most forceful, the most creative, and the first to the 
request. I can’t outline that enough.  

One of my most respected teachers, Allen Bernstein, said to me that it will take four years post film school to get 
any where. It took me six years before I edited a feature, seven years before I directed a feature and eight years 
for my career to take off. There wasn’t a second I didn’t believe it wouldn’t happen because all I’ve ever wanted to 
do is direct.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

My first film didn’t go down as I’d wanted. It did good for me, got me an agent but didn’t light up Cannes as I 
hoped. The reality wasn’t the same shape as the dream, so to me I’d failed. I could have folded, but fuck that. Fuck 
the industry. In directing you learn on the job. You sink or you don’t. It’s not for the faint hearted. When I see work 
that’s not great I still have ultimate respect for the person that’s at the helm. Now I direct as if it’s war. I put my life 
on the line. That sounds ridiculous and dramatic until you’ve done it; you go in and direct five hours of high-end 
content with the money and the pressure, and the limitations, and see how it feels. It’s the greatest buzz and the 
most physical and mental test there is. It will set you free and destroy you in equal measures.  

I have fought and fought, for every inch of my industry territory. It’s still unsure footing. I have to step back to 
watch myself progress to understand the narrative. Inside, the fight is all you can see. We are in a time of high-end 
TV and great content, big TV and directing being the same on all platforms. What that means is that Fortitude sits 
next to Mindhunter, and Boardwalk Empire, so be fucking prepared because you’re up against the best in a way that 
you weren’t before.  

Know your craft, know everything. Be the fastest, the most professional, the most curious and the biggest rebel, 
but at the same time be the kindest and most understanding person you can be. Be truthful because you’ll be 
found out if you’re not. Directors should be measured lunatics. It’s gentle brutality. What inspires me is the 
challenge and the art. You are a storyteller, something so important to the way people view and perceive life. My 
life is directing. It’s my therapy and it’s given the greatest things that have happened in my life by far. I’ve flown 
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around the world, worked with the most interesting people, never had the same day twice, made money, and 
satisfied a love of creativity that is unbound. Filmmaking is the greatest job in the world, directing even more.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I decided, for wrong or right, that I’d never go on a set unless I was directing. So the first time I saw a call sheet was 
on the first day of my first feature. I struggled to get money to make shorts. I wasn’t in the UK inner circle so I 
wasn’t eligible for some of the funding that was available. Early after film school, I did go on a set and told the 
focus puller what to do and the director was furious at me. Rightfully so. So I stayed away.  

I started editing and realised how related to directing it was. I started camera operating and saw the rhythm of the 
movement to directing, and realised how interconnected it all is. It struck me that if I could do everything (editing, 
camera, producing), then I could command the work, be a master of the craft. I went on to edit, learning directing 
through that. For every cut I made, I could see which shots worked together and how to craft performances on the 
floor that translate in the edit.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I got my break through an actor I know, and then a comedian I know. I edited a short film for a friend that lead to 
editing a movie. Then they asked if I had a script and I wrote one in a week, and then directed it – Piggy. At the 
same time I was working at a comedy company developing talent and I directed a short sketch that led to two 
series that I co-created, directed and edited for Channel 4 – The Mimic. You can have a door open but that’s not 
enough. When that door opened I smashed it down. Really. I haven’t stopped with that level of aggression since. 
What gives me the edge over other filmmakers is I gave myself no other choice. David Mamet said, “If you have 
something to fall back on, you’ll fall back on it.” I couldn’t agree more.  
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EVA RILEY | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Eva Riley is a Scottish director and screenwriter based in Brighton. She graduated from the National Film and 
Television School in 2015, with her final year film Patriot premiering in competition at Cannes. In 2016, she was 
commissioned to write and direct Diagnosis by BBC Films and was named a Screen International ‘Star of 
Tomorrow’.  

Her short films have screened at festivals including BFI London Film Festival, Edinburgh, Telluride and the BAFTA 
New Talent Awards. Eva's first feature Perfect 10 premiered at BFI London Film Festival and is due for release in the 
UK and France in 2020. She is currently developing her second feature The Circle with BBC FIlms, as well as 
developing her first TV projects. 

Film Credits:  Sweetheart (2011), Joyride (2013), Video (2014), The Agreement (2014), Patriot (2015), Diagnosis (2017),  
Perfect 10 (2020). 

Photo by Abolfazl Talooni 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I’m from Edinburgh and I originally wanted to be a stills photographer. I did an undergraduate degree in 
photography and film and made friends with people at university who had made films before and were 
passionate about cinema. I wrote and directed a short film as part of my coursework and I was surprised by how 
much I loved directing. I enjoyed the whole process so much; I loved coming up with an idea and cultivating it, as 
well as working with actors, deciding on shots and shaping the story in the edit. The idea of directing as a career 
didn’t come into my head at this point because it felt like a far off and unattainable goal. But I knew I had really 
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enjoyed the experience and got positive feedback from the short film. Then after university I applied to a couple 
of callouts for funding and within a couple of years had received money to write and direct two more short films. 
This was a big turning point as I was surprised people would take me seriously enough to give me money to make 
films. So I started to consider taking directing more seriously as a career. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I didn’t have any links to the industry so I never had a road map for how to go about this! But whenever I got the 
chance I would read about or ask other directors how they had got into their career. I found it especially useful to 
ask young directors, who weren’t too far away from where I was career wise, how they had got to that next step. I 
worked in different roles in film (art department, producing) to see what it was like being on other sets and to 
make contacts. But the most important step was definitely getting funding to make short films after university. I 
was lucky enough to be given the freedom to make the films how I wanted to. It gave me the chance to 
experiment with stories and have the chance to direct on more professional film sets. To get these funds I would 
constantly scour the internet for organisations offering money to make films and apply to as as many as I could. I 
found this much easier than going down the crowdfunding route. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I made two short films in a row that I really wasn’t happy with. I felt like my voice had been squashed during the 
process of making them because of not feeling confident enough in my ideas and feeling overwhelmed by the 
mechanics of filmmaking. It upset me that I had wasted all this time making these films that didn’t feel like me at 
all. But looking back I learned a huge amount from making them. When I next had the chance to make films, I 
became so much better at navigating all the stages of the filmmaking process to make sure I made the decisions 
that I needed to make. The most important thing I learned was that as a director I needed to realise that I knew 
the story better than anyone else and make decisions based on my own instincts, not because of other people’s 
suggestions. I learned how to dig my heels in, which has been the number one most important skill that I’ve 
learned as a director.  

I also had plenty of times when I made films that I was happy with and didn’t get the recognition I would have 
liked from festivals or the industry. It wasn’t a setback as such but it was a disappointment at the time. But I have 
learned to be much more relaxed about all of this. The most important thing is to feel that you’ve given your all 
and that you are happy with what you’ve produced. Sometimes a film will do well, sometimes it won’t, but if you 
are privileged enough to get the chance to make work that you believe in, well that’s recognition enough. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I made lots of short films and tried to push myself to experiment with ways of directing actors and different 
narrative devices. Going to film school helped me because I made three or four short films in two years and it 
gave me an accelerated period of thinking about film and experimenting with ideas. I also watched a lot of films 
and started to get a clearer idea about what I did and didn’t like. It was really important to develop my own taste 
and have clear ideas about: the kind of acting I like, the stories that resonate with me, the kind of visual framing 
that makes me feel excited in other people’s work. And also an examination of my own life; what are the 
memories and experiences that stick out? What kind of people and stories am I interested in? 

I then made my first feature Perfect 10, which was another steep learning curve. Moving to a long-form narrative 
was a huge leap in terms of my own stamina for filmmaking and my understanding of how to tell a story over a 
longer timeframe. I cast first-time actors and improvised a lot with them, which I had experimented with in my 
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short films. I’m so glad I had the chance to do this before I shot my feature because I learned a lot of directing 
tricks for improvisation, as well as having the confidence to shoot in this style – which can feel a little scary unless 
you’ve had some practice. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I feel like I’ve had three significant ‘breaks’. Getting my first short film funded, getting into film school and getting 
my first feature made. For the short film funding I applied to Creative Scotland for funding with an idea that I felt 
passionate about it and pitched the idea at different stages of development and received the funding to make the 
film. For film school – I applied twice and when I didn’t get in the first time I was encouraged by a tutor to apply 
again the following year, when I had made another short film. I listened to her advice, did this and received a 
place. For my feature, I was helped by my graduation short film from the NFTS (Patriot) doing well at festivals. It 
was the first time I felt like I was taken a bit more seriously as a director and I got a lot of meetings with agents off 
the back of it. I signed with a good agent and they supported me to apply to iFeatures, a low budget feature 
filmmaking initiative. I got through all the stages of iFeatures and received funding to make the film - which felt 
like a huge deal. The chance to direct a feature film had always been a dream of mine and it definitely felt like my 
break into the next level of filmmaking. 
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JULIUS AMEDUME | DIRECTOR 

Julius was awarded a Toledo scholarship to study a masters in directing fiction at the National Film and Television 
School. During his time there, Julius wrote and directed four short films. Mary and John was nominated for Best 
Short at the 2009 Rushes Soho Film Festival and a Golden Lion at the 2010 Taipei County Film Festival in Taiwan. 
Lorraine premiered at the 2009 Edinburgh Film Festival and was nominated for Best Short at the 2010 Rushes 
Soho Film Festival. Mr Graham premiered at the 14th Urbanworld Film Festival in New York 2010 and his 
graduation film Precipice won Best Short at the 19th Pan African film festival 2011, and an African Oscar for Best 
Diaspora Short at the 2011 African Movie Academy Awards (AMAA) in Nigeria. 

Julius was then one of 18 students from the British, French and Polish film schools who were selected by the 
MEDIA DESK UK to help develop his graduation film into a feature film. He  was then selected out of 3150 
applicants for one of the 12 places offered by Channel 4 to work with writers to create an original series or serial 
for television. Julius has since directed for Doctors and he currently has a feature film, Riding The Whitey, in 
development which Idris Elba is executive producing. 

His most recent film Rattlesnakes, played at the Los Angeles Pan African Festival this year and won the award for 
Best Narrative Feature as well as winning the African Oscar for Film By An African Abroad. 

TV Credits: Doctors (2012), That Thing That Happened (2014). 
Film Credits: The Meeting (2002), The Video Tape (2003), The Phone Call (2003), A Goat’s Tail (2003), Lorraine (2009),  

Mary and John (2009), Mr. Graham (2010), Precipice (2010), Rattlesnakes (2019). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?	

I have honestly been into films all my life. I remember growing up sitting in from the TV watching black and white 
movies on BBC2 and Channel 4. I was home schooled in London, as a child until, 7/8 years of age due to illnesses. 
My Dad, who worked nights, taught me Maths and English until he would fall a sleep after his long night shift. And 
whilst my mum was at work and my siblings were at school, my afternoons until they returned would be spent 
immersed into the many worlds of film. I knew at that age that I enjoyed the escapism it brought me and I thought 
they were magical entities that just appeared. I didn’t even know what a production was or who did what within a 
film’s production to decide that I wanted to be a director. 

It was at the age of 16 when I made my first film at college I had a physical taste for it. Tasked with making my first 
short film I had to take on a number of roles within the production as my teammates dropped out, after finding 
out how difficult it was. But I was determined and passionate and as I took on all the missing teams members’ 
roles, it never felt like work to me and I really did enjoy doing the roles in all the different departments. It was a lot 
to take on but that’s what I thought filmmaking was. It was only a few years later I realised and learnt filmmaking 
is a collaborative process and a director interacts with all the departments in some way shape or form, and that’s 
when it clicked and I knew I wanted to be one.     

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I couldn’t find a course on directing so did a number of film courses in the different departments like sound, 
cinematography, lighting, editing etc. I thought if I learnt everyone else’s discipline it would give me a greater 
understanding and short hand of how to communicate to these departments as a director. I did this between the 
ages of 17 and 23. It gave me a great understanding for years to come. I then did a degree in Communication and 
Technology, which had some film models within it but it was more based in multi-media. This was also great, 
because it gave me knowledge and expertise in allot of the areas around a film, like marketing, promotion 
publicity, etc., whilst making me knowledgeable in new emerging technologies like multi-media formats and 
streaming video…  

After graduating at 25, I set up my own production company where I used my contacts and personal savings to 
fund my own work. This is what I thought would be the quickest route for me to build my directing career as 
getting production roles even as a runner was extremely difficult, let alone a role as a director. 

Setting up a production company was a lot of fun, and I had to do music videos and corporate videos to bring in 
money for the daily bills which after a while I felt was a distraction from what I had my heart set on: which was just 
making films. 

I guess it was a blessing and a curse, you get the experience that people say you need but you spend your time, 
not doing the fun stuff or what you really want to do. But this was my personal chosen route/ journey and having 
the opportunity to fund my own work gave me more control and opportunities I couldn’t get elsewhere.   

And through this production company over the next five years I made four short films and a low-budget feature 
film that won me, more than 20 nominations and five awards.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

There was a lot of institutional racism that resulted in a lack of opportunities. I had to create my own 
opportunities if ever I wanted to work in film and TV. My parents wanted me to become a doctor or a lawyer so I 
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had to end up convincing them as well. A lot of my time during that period was spent filled with self-belief, 
determination and perseverance to succeed. And I soon learnt that small victories daily build to a big victory over 
time.   

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I have never stopped studying, whether it by making films or by watching them. Even understanding why you 
don’t like something is very beneficial. My early independent short films were a big learning curve and this is 
where I tried and failed in many different ways. I later did a masters in directing fiction at the National Film and 
Television School (NFTS), and during my time there I made four shorts that were aimed at improving the areas I 
wanted to better. Like directing multiple actors within a scene, handling uncomfortable subject matter and action 
set pieces I also found it very beneficial watching my fellow directors direct; everybody does it differently and 
there is a lot you can learn from someone else’s approach and thought process.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I tired for many years to get an agent and failed, then two approached me one day to represent me in the UK and 
the USA. A short I did as my graduation film opened the door to the agents, I took a minuscule budget and made a 
high-end thriller with high production values. Which with ever shrinking budget was bankable. 

My first BBC job was through relationships I had made. To a certain extent it’s about your talent, but it is also 
about relationships you make along the way. People move around allot in this industry and so it's good to keep in 
touch with people. I think the best thing you can do is never stop networking, and more importantly learning to 
better yourself at your craft.   

Even the last feature I made was through an existing relationship. An actor I had previously worked with called me 
up and said do I have any ideas, and three months later, I had written a script we were shooting a feature … This 
film was called Rattlesnakes. It was a super-micro-budget feature which we shot in 12 days in the United States. 
And yes, 12 days is a short period of time to shoot a feature and it wasn’t easy. Everything that could go wrong 
went wrong and even more, such as the biggest natural disaster in Californian history, which really tested how 
much I really wanted to make this film. We were supposed to be spending a couple of weeks in a beautiful 
mansion in Montecito, California shooting until wild forest fires ravaged the nearby mountains. Within hours we 
were put under mandatory evacuation. With no time to pack up hundreds of thousands of dollars of equipment, 
we had to lock up everything in the house and move to safety. Three days later we somehow got our kit back, 
relocated, found new locations and replaced half the crew we lost along the way. This film did pretty well in the 
end, it played at 21 film festivals, got worldwide distribution and won eight awards. 

What I have found up until this point in my career is this.  

1. I enjoy what I do so it doesn’t feel like work. 

2. Dedication, perseverance and not giving up has kept me going in this industry. 

3. All your skills are transferable and you never know, what you learnt which you might think is unrelated might 
come in handy. So never stop learning. 

4. Relationships have always opened the next chapter in my career. 

5. Small victories daily build to a bigger victory over time. 
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REBECCA JOHNSON | DIRECTOR 

Rebecca Johnson is a writer/director based in London. Her debut feature Honeytrap premiered at the London Film 
Festival 2014, where she was nominated for the Best British Newcomer Award. It was released in the UK in May to 
widespread critical acclaim including four-star reviews in The Guardian and Total Film. 

Honeytrap had its US premiere at SXSW in 2015, where Rebecca secured US representation, and went on to screen 
at other festivals including Montreal and Urban World in New York. The film has just secured US distribution with 
Ava DuVernay’s Array and will be day and date released in the US in Autumn 2016. 

Rebecca originally trained in Fine Art and then went on to make numerous documentary and drama shorts 
including 2009’s multi-award-winning Top Girl, which played at more than thirty festivals including Berlin, 
Rotterdam and Clermont Ferrand. Top Girl and Honeytrap came out of more than a decade making films with 
young people in her local community of Brixton through her not-for-profit company Fierce Productions. 

Rebecca is currently writing Ramuna, a female-led, YA, fantasy/revenge novel. She is attached to direct Underneath, 
a female-led action thriller set on a diamond trawler off the coast of South Africa. 

TV Credits: Supergirl (2016), The Magicians (2017), Call The Midwife (2017), Impulse (2017), The Rook (2018), The Flash (2018), 
Motherland: Fort Salem (2019).  

Film Credits: That Sinking Feeling (2001), Balling for Brixton (2005), Home Turf (2008), Sw9gga Like Us (2009), Top Girl (2009), 
Electric (2010), Honeytrap (2015). 

Photography by Jeon Seung Hwan 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?	

I always knew I wanted to be an artist of some kind but I didn’t decide on narrative filmmaking until I finished art 
school. I studied Fine Art at Sheffield Hallam and there were good things and not so good things about the degree. 
We were left to our own devices almost entirely. On the one hand, that meant I lost my way artistically and did a 
lot of partying! But on the other, it hammered home the point that to be an artist, you have to be self-motivated. 
You have to make something happen because no one else will. I experimented with photography and video and 
made a 16mm film for my graduation, but I also made sculpture and painted. Art school was about making art, 
and as an artist you could feel free to work in any medium, whichever was best suited to what you wanted to 
express. So the concept of ‘being a director’ was never a thing for me. The not so good thing about studying Fine 
Art was that narrative filmmaking wasn’t encouraged and was in fact semi-frowned upon as less intellectual. But in 
a way that was a positive because it made me all the more certain that telling stories was what I wanted to do. 
And it also meant I read lots of semiotics and film theory which I’d probably never have done otherwise.  Some of 
that stuff is very dense but it does give you a valuable grounding in how to read images. And one book I’d strongly 
recommend, which isn’t dense at all, is John Berger’s Ways of Seeing. It gives you a very clear understanding about 
how a social value system is constructed through art. It was written in the ‘70s but it still feels extremely 
contemporary and relevant today. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

My art school graduation film was pretty crap but I learned a lot making it. There are so many factors involved in 
filmmaking that every time you do it, whatever the outcome, you acquire skills which gradually become things 
which you don’t have to think about – the organisational and managerial aspects – and the more these become 
second nature, the more you can stay focused on the heart of what you’re doing. Because making a film is such a 
huge endeavour, there’s a tremendous pressure on creating a masterpiece from the off. And fantastic if you pull 
that off. But making art of any kind is a development process. Finding your voice, finding what you want to say 
and how you want to say it. That’s the challenge: connecting with something deep inside, something which might 
even be buried under layers of denial, which is going to guide you in telling the story. Because it’s all about how 
you tell the story, what you show, when you show it, whose eyes you are seeing through: creating an emotional 
through line which is surprising but also rings profoundly true. Otherwise, you can tell a story but no matter how 
pretty you make it look, it’s empty. It leaves viewers feeling unsatisfied and you feel unsatisfied in making it.  

About five years after I left art school, having moved to South London and kept myself afloat doing various day 
jobs, I made a 35mm short called That Skinking Feeling. We funded it with a pre-internet crowdfunding scheme, 
designing a really beautiful folding flyer which gave info about the film and asked for patrons to become 
shareholders. I was temping as a receptionist at a legal chambers and there was this massive compendium called 
Debrett’s People of Today which listed tons of rich people, what they were interested in and what charities they 
gave to. It also had their addresses. So we sent these leaflets to thousands of people and amazingly, quite a lot of 
them gave us money. The film was a modern day reworking of The Little Mermaid: heartfelt with some beautiful 
moments but my storytelling was still a bit clunky. But it did win a couple of prizes, including a Best Story prize 
from Bigas Luna, which I was very proud of. And it was technically ambitious so I had fun with things I’d not done 
before like VFX and shooting underwater. I had great actors in it and managed to persuade Michael Nyman to 
write the score. So a better film but certainly not a masterpiece. It got me down to the last twelve applying for the 
National Film and Television School MA but I wasn’t one of the six who got in. It got me onto a multi-camera 
training course at the BBC, which was meant to set me up to direct Eastenders, but I didn’t get asked to direct any 
episodes. I felt frustrated at the near misses – both of which I’d wanted so badly. But in the next few years I came 
to realise that it was for the best in both cases. I’d done my time as a student and needed to find my own way. And 
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while soaps can be an excellent way of learning your craft, I think they would have grounded me in bad habits at 
that formative stage.  

I was skint and went back to temping to pay off my debts and then, by chance, a friend asked me to help out on a 
project for teenagers who weren’t in school, and I found what became my calling for the next decade. I went 
pretty off the rails as a teenager and I really connected with these kids who were struggling with issues ten times 
bigger than those I’d had to deal with. I felt I had something to give them way beyond filmmaking or drama work, 
though these were the tools. I set up my own not-for-profit company and pulled in theatre people to help me with 
improvisation workshops. I learned a lot about performance, about working together with people of disparate 
backgrounds and mixed ages, about mixing actors with non-actors and the magic that can create. I saw amazing 
transformations. I found stories I connected with deeply and felt driven to tell. I connected with the community 
around me. It was an intensely rewarding time. And eventually after lots of raw, process-led projects, I made my 
calling card short Top Girl and then my debut feature Honeytrap.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Like anyone, I’ve faced setbacks, rejections and disappointments. But the truth is that the biggest setbacks are 
usually in part self-created, even though that can be hard to accept, and there’s always something you can learn 
from any rejection or difficult experience. There’s always a way through but you have it find it in yourself. The 
biggest challenge is writing, which as a new director you will probably have to do if you want to direct a feature or 
even a short. I’m now directing TV, which is wonderful but I didn’t get my break until I’d made the work which, still 
now, defines me. When you’re struggling to connect with your material, you can feel really lost. But you just have 
to keep going until you find your way in. That’s what I’m doing again now on my second feature. Even though I’ve 
done it before, I still feel like I’m at the bottom of a mountain. But that’s why filmmaking is such an incredibly 
rewarding adventure. At the end of it, you’ve created a mountain!  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Top Girl was my first big break. It got me a lot of attention, went to tons of festivals, including most of the major 
European ones, and won prizes. It got me an agent and onto various lists like Screen International Stars of 
Tomorrow. It’s still shown at festivals more than a decade later. But it wasn’t until I made my feature Honeytrap 
that I finally made the leap into making a living as a director.  Honeytrap addressed the same themes as Top Girl – a 
girl in a man’s word struggling for status – but on a much bigger, more dramatic canvas. It’s the story of a girl who 
sets up a boy to be murdered. It’s based on a real case but, after more than a decade of community work in South 
London, I knew many young people who’d been caught up in similar situations, both as victims and aggressors – 
and I realised that the aggressors were themselves victims too.  

Honeytrap had a minimal theatrical release but that was enough to get a lot of press. The Guardian made it Film of 
the Week and I was nominated for Best British Newcomer at the BFI London Film Festival. But I still didn’t get 
asked to meet for any TV jobs. One reason I was given was that people didn’t see how my experience in making 
the film correlated with directing actors on a TV set. Because my cast were young and black and the style was so 
naturalistic, people sometimes presumed the actors were all just playing themselves but in fact I’d spent three 
years on the script, my lead was the amazing Jessica Sula who had been in Skins and all the main roles were 
played by actors. I think the truth was that an all black film just didn’t connect in many peoples’ minds with what 
was on British TV so they couldn’t see me as a British TV director. This was a time when the industry was 
engrained with racism, albeit often unconscious. Thankfully the landscape has changed very much for the better.  
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But anyway, here in the UK, there was just this block and I felt my window of opportunity slipping away. In the six 
months after the film was released, nothing – not one meeting. But then Honeytrap got into South by South West 
and everything changed. I was scouted by US managers and signed with them and they brought me out to LA for 
dozens of meetings. I signed with a US agent and they got me dozens more meetings. Ava DuVernay released 
Honeytrap through her company Array and it’s still on US Netflix. I had never imagined that a tiny budget British 
film would open doors for me in the US but I got my first TV gig there on The Magicians and I was thrown right in at 
the deep end with the biggest budget episode of a big budget show, complete with a choreographed musical 
number, a sword fight and a sloth! It was a baptism of fire in some ways but absolutely wonderful. That set me up 
for a bunch more shows, including Supergirl, Impulse, and Fort Salem, all shows with a considerable amount of 
action and FX so I really got the chance to play and learn new tricks. And then finally I got to direct British TV, so 
kind of a topsy turvy way round. People often assume I’ve moved to the US because I’ve worked more over there 
than in the UK. But I haven’t. I’ll continue to go wherever I need to for projects, wherever that may be. But 
although I love the adventure of directing in different countries, home will always be South London. 
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LOUIS	HUDSON	|	ANIMATION	DIRECTOR	

Louis Hudson is an award-winning freelance animator and director from Birmingham, known as Dice Productions. 

His work is known for it’s absurd character-led comedy. Slipping between 2D animation techniques, visual effects, 
and live action, often blurring the boundaries between them.  

Louis has worked with Nickelodeon, Channel 4, BBC, UK Film Council, Factory Creates and Oxfam. HIs films have 
attracted over 8 million views online, 4 Vimeo Staff Picks, and dozens of festival selections, with features on sites 
such as BOOOOOOOM!, Cartoon Brew, Guardian and Telegraph. 

Film Credits: All Consuming Love: Man In a Cat (2011), Don’t Fear Death (2013), Gregory Is A Dancer (2014),  
DuckManBoy (2015). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?	

A trigger for wanting to become a director was seeing Terry Gilliam’s work when I was 13. His humour, subversion, 
the ability to animate ideas alone, but also the huge ambition of his projects.

It was only while deciding on university courses that I realised that I wanted to make my sketch books move. 
Looking back, the ability to have total control was probably a big appeal. It’s a common trait in animators.  At 
Handsworth Grammar School, I was lucky enough to meet my best friend Ian Ravenscroft who is a brilliant writer. 
We spent our time making each other laugh with drawings and coming up with sketches. We both egged each 
other on with filmmaking and I’m not sure how far I would have carried on into narrative storytelling without him. 
We both came from working-class backgrounds in Birmingham, where the idea of pursuing art as a career felt 
indulgent and unrealistic.

I lived in Ward End; however, my parents have a uniquely unconventional way of doing things. Dad spent his time 
between Walsall markets, running a picture framing business, and using the pubs of the West Midlands as his 
early equivalent of LinkedIn. Mom, on top of that, pursued art running an adult education art course. I grew up in 
a strange combination of graft and art, doing very working-class things and very middle-class things.

My earliest idea of what my career might be was running a party supply shop that also sold my drawings. I feel like 
I landed fairly close to that.
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?

In 2004 I applied to Edinburgh College of Art. To my disbelief I got in. I had done painting and kept books of silly 
sketches, but up till then I had almost no filmmaking understanding apart from DVD extras and some dross I 
filmed on a camcorder. 

My first year was a foundation course where I got to try animation for a month. I single-mindedly poured 
everything I had into those weeks and religiously studied 'The Animators Survival Kit'. Some of the animation still 
holds up:

https://www.instagram.com/p/BhuKfQ3AaAx/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6bmiFoirTc

When I started making animations I had almost no software knowledge apart from a bit of Photoshop, Premiere 
and a defunct 3D modelling program. I did my first animations purely on paper.

At the time, the internet started to open up to video so I entered my little animations into screenings and online 
competitions where I could find them. Meanwhile on my course I fought for every chance to lead projects. 

This led to getting the attention of a comedy video website and a handful of screenings, which got me a handle 
into introducing myself to the industry.  At the time, the concept of something going viral didn’t really exist. If 
anyone saw it outside of the room you were in that was exciting. The idea was more who was watching it rather 
than how many. It’s something that I think people often forget lately. Chasing numbers and being trapped by what 
works on an algorithm can be creatively corrosive.

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?

I graduated in 2008 as the recession hit. The idea of getting good placements at studios seemed unlikely.

I had already started trading under the name Dice Productions with Ian and our friend Tom. As well as pooling our 
resources it gave us the appearance of a larger dependable organisation. It was a harder route and relied on lots 
of faking it, but it ultimately led to getting a name for ourselves.

Screening events really helped in those early days. A screening in Birmingham for animators helped convince me 
there was a scene here worth being around for, and a night in London called Popcorn Comedy blew open contacts 
that helped define my career.

A lack of not knowing what I was worth hamstrung my early development. I was underquoting by thousands of 
pounds, which cost me pitches and left me permanently struggling. Colleges really need to teach day rates, 
budgets and finances. Everyone starts out hustling and pulling favours to make their projects happen, but it 
leaves people open to abuse when it comes to making a living.

Career-wise, the biggest obstacle has probably been my own confidence and mental health. Being a director 
requires self-belief and putting your personal taste on the line for everybody to see. Tying your identity to paid 
work can be brutal. For me it strained friendships, stopped me going for opportunities, and caused multiple 
burnouts.
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To anyone who's struggled with their mental health, counselling is the best money you will ever spend. Same with 
medication if you need it. There’s a stigma with creative people that both of those will remove what makes you 
creative, but it's the opposite. You get to find yourself and work out what thoughts are worth listening to. I think of 
it like making sure the wiring in a kooky old house is safe. The house is still kooky, it just won’t burn down.

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Making small funny animated clips really developed my timing and sense of what I wanted to achieve in 
animation. Being able to work on my own meant I could make professional work completely self-sufficiently.

Live action was a longer self-taught film school. My first stuff looked rough and was flabby, but had the right 
comedy bones. Those first self-initiated projects helped us show we were commuted and got us collaborating with 
people who knew their craft. In turn those more professional looking shorts helped us win pitches.

As time went on, elements of live action and animation informed each other. Practically and stylistically. I like to 
ground animation with live action rules, and I like to push live action as close to animation where I can.

Most of the short films I’ve put out in the world have been made on small budgets or self-funded. Initially, they 
were made on favours and pure determination. Now that work is steadier I have to carve out time to make work I 
want to be known for. I find as an animator/director you have to consistently develop yourself otherwise the work 
offered becomes less ambitious.

5. How did you get your first break?

My first defining break was getting funded to make my short animated film, All Consuming Love (Man In A Cat). It 
was the culmination of a lot of work and set off a chain reaction in my career.

It started out as an unfinished graduation film, but the trailer for it gathered over 1 million views on the earlier 
days of YouTube. Ian and I pitched it for the equivalent of BFI funding and received £12,000 and mentoring to 
make it.

The film was already largely storyboarded but we knew the story needed more work. It showed we were willing to 
collaborate with the executives and script editor Kate Leys. But the fact we knew the story and the splintering 
options so well helped us develop it in a way that stayed true to the strange concept of the film. 

Before this we had been making friends in the comedy scene in London, as well as actively hosting film meet-ups 
and comedy nights in Birmingham. I had driven myself financially into the ground and started working in a tax 
tribunal office.

All of this tipped the balance for the funding application, but also gave us a reason to work with our new contacts. 
Jon Petrie, who is now a commissioning editor at Channel 4, was our producer and pulled strings to get us working 
with comedy greats, Kevin Eldon and Josie Long.

I stretched the budget as thinly as it would go, working remotely with a raft of animators and clean-up artists. In 
hindsight, I’m embarrassed with how badly paid and harsh the conditions were. The fact that people worked on 
those shots and carried on talking to me is a miracle. The budget should have been four times what it was.

A string of film festivals followed, as well as a reasonable amount of press from the comedy and animation circles. 
It gave us enough reputation to pitch for other projects and work with people we admire. 
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ALEX BROWNING | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Alex Browning is a director and writer. Alongside directing commercials, Alex made a number of drama shorts and 
sensory moving image pieces including After Dark Inferno for Channel 4 which screened internationally at festivals. 
Alex is currently in development on Daylight Rules, his debut feature film with producer Joy Gharoro-Akpojotor. The 
mother-daughter story is set in the wilds of an English forest and features elements of African diaspora folklore. 
Since story developing the project on the BFI Writers Lab, Alex has been mentored by BFI senior executive, Lizzie 
Francke. 

Alex is developing several TV dramas including Nation-State an original political thriller. He wrote the pilot at NFTS 
via a scholarship from All3Media. He has since won a commissioning mentorship from Channel 4 to work with 
Head Of Drama, Caroline Hollick, who is championing him as a rising regional talent.  

Alex is also collaborating with Zero Gravity, developing a New Orleans set feature film, an action thriller-cum-
supernatural drama that Alex will write and direct. 

TV Credits: After Dark Inferno (Random Acts) (2018), Coronation Street (2019). 
Film Credits: The Sunset Sleeps (2012), How It All Ends (2013), The Woods (2014), Speakeasy (2016). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I knew I wanted to be a director, like, really wanted to be a director, when I was 16. I would watch my favourite 
scenes from certain films before I went to school, over and over, in order to inspire me and figure out how they 
did it. I realised ‘they’, those people who pulled the strings, were the directors.  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I’m from Bedford, one of the most multi-cultural towns in the UK. If you go to the outer fringes of Bedford, you get 
into rural Bedfordshire, which is rolling fields and forests. Growing up between those two landscapes, really 
influenced my lens of how I create.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I read BA Politics, Philosophy and Economics at university. My reasoning, at the time, was to get a rigorous and 
worldly education. I looked at undergrad film courses, but they weren’t for me and there were more theoretical 
film studies courses that I didn’t feel were for me either. 

Whilst I was at university in Manchester I was exposed to many points of view, political stances and opinions from 
peers on my course. And by the end of my second year of university most of my circle were Mancunians and 
locals from the arts / film / music / theatre scene. Whilst I was in Manchester the different circles all cross-over and 
in comparison to London, it wasn’t as pocketed and divided, in terms of the different creative scenes.  

I spent time in the contemporary theatre scene in Manchester and that led to me meeting various moving image 
artists and directors who dipped in and out of theatre and screen. I ended up being a runner and a production 
assistant for a music video director based there and made a name for myself as someone who could make stuff 
happen on productions, this of course was showing my producing skills more than anything. A director I was 
helping out had a music video for a local band he was due to pitch on and said I should do it instead. I pitched for 
it, won the brief and it became my first ‘film’. It ended up getting selected to play on a BBC BigScreen in the city 
centre of Manchester every day for a year. This was part of a series championing local screen talent, it was quite 
surreal.  

By the time I graduated I had made a number of music videos and fashion films of my own and made my first 
short in the summer after I graduated. I managed to convince a budding DoP friend of mine to shoot it (he had 
shot my music videos to date) and he had a mate, a gaffer, who had built his own jib/crane and I managed to have 
that on my first short. It was an ambitious film and showed huge scale, but the script and story needed work. And 
so, I was addicted to making more short films.  

I made plans to shoot three short films the next year all self-funded. I needed to get a job though to pay the bills 
and to be in London. Initially was commuting from my home town in Bedford to London. I got a job at Saatchi & 
Saatchi (advertising agency) as a production assistant and I learned loads about commercials as well as the 
creative execution. I listened closely to all the directors.  

After a few years in commercials production, at various advertising agencies, whilst making short films on the side, 
I ‘broke out’ and said to the then agencies I’d been working at (and had contacts at), that I was now a director. It 
was a ‘right place right time’ kind of thing. I took advantage of the explosion of branded content and in-house 
production companies who needed agile directors to make content but who understood production and how 
agencies ran. So, I was this director running around London (or biking actually) to different shoots, and had 
projects in various stages of development and post. I did bits of production too and had a fairly regular team. I got 
a lot of work, and put the monies made from these back into my films. After a year or so of doing that I realised I 
didn’t want to eventually have my own production company so focused on being an independent director of 
commercials. 
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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I realised that I was potentially on the way to becoming a director of commercials only. And there’s nothing wrong 
with that for some people. I was just keen to become a wholly more rounded creator in scripted TV and feature 
films, and whatever else I wanted to do for that matter. But, being honest, I realised not being available to develop 
myself within the scripted world, meant I couldn’t say that I was truly committed to pursuing that particular path. 

So, I took a very definite step away from the commercials directing, as it was taking me all around Europe, on 
great worthwhile projects mind, but I didn’t have time for much else. I was setting up meetings with drama 
producers and film financiers and then I found on occasion I would have to cancel last minute as I would have a 
shoot in a far-flung location and have to drop everything and go and do that. In commercials, you’re only as good 
as your last commercial and work isn’t long bookings like in drama, you could be on a shoot for a week tops and 
the turn around is very quick in post-production. I felt like I was constantly chasing commercial work. So, I 
changed my tact and ended up working in-house at creative agencies in London, freelancing across creative 
direction and production (utilising my skills in moving image in a more rounded way). I did this so I could stay 
close to the film and TV business within London, and it gave me a clear boundary between my day-to-day work, 
whilst I developed various original dramas and feature films, making steps toward directing TV drama. 

I planned for directing TV drama to be the main thing and develop my own original projects alongside. I found that 
I had great contacts accumulated in television over the years, even whilst I was directing commercials, as I was 
making shorts and sending them out to contacts I had made. Plus they were getting recognition at big festivals. I 
had also dipped in and out of the TV drama world via various schemes such as shadowing on high-end dramas. 
On these schemes I would spend either a few days or a week learning the ropes from more established directors. 
To be honest a lot of the learning was down to me, in that I had to make myself seen by the producer and director, 
as they were just so busy and sometimes I would get forgotten about. or I would feel that I was in the way. There 
were a few directors who were very generous with their time and explaining how everything runs. They weren’t 
teaching me how to direct, it was more how to navigate the various departments and demands from the 
production company and broadcasters. Even though what I learnt was invaluable, there needed to be a point 
where I stopped doing this, and, to put it bluntly, get paid to be directing drama. I needed to get ‘on the ladder’ so 
to speak.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

The great thing about directing commercials is that you get to hone the craft of directing on slick productions and 
they’re really intense, with large crews, toys (equipment) and great performers, talent and actors. You can also put 
your hand to various genres. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I was planning to make a large short film as a ‘break out’ short, as I felt I’d made a number of fairly good shorts, 
but they weren’t smashing the festivals scene. Fate would have it that I didn’t make this so called ‘break out’ short 
film and instead made a poetic moving image piece After Dark Inferno – later picked up by Channel 4 – and this got 
me a lot of buzz, and on panels talking about craft and the influence of the stories from African Diaspora. It really 
wasn’t planned, the entire vision for the film came as a literal expression from a dream I had.  

Since this film, I’ve directed on a continuing drama last year. This year I now have an agent and a manager. I’ve 
been in talks to direct on high-end dramas and looking to secure my first development deal on one of my original 
drama projects. Despite the coronavirus lockdown, I’m still positive and have made opportunities for myself. I 
think this whole industry and journey is an endurance test, you just have to keep on keeping on.  
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SAM DONOVAN | DIRECTOR 

Sam Donovan is an award winning film and TV director who has worked on many high profile BAFTA and Emmy 
Winning TV shows including: Skins, Last Tango in Halifax, Utopia, Humans, The Living and the Dead, Liar, The Widow 
and most recently The Crown.  

Sam studied at The Northern Film School in Leeds and the Northern Media School in Sheffield.  

TV Credits: Coming Up (2010), Secret Diary of a Call Girl (2011), Skins (2012), Last Tango in Halifax (2012), Starlings (2013), The 
Smoke (2014), Utopia (2014), Humans (2015), The Living and the Dead (2016), Jamestown (2017), Liar (2017), The Widow (2019), 

The Crown (2019). 
Film Credits: King Ponce (2007), Hammerhead (2009). 

Photography by Coco Van Oppens 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Unfortunately I wasn’t one of those kids who was born with a Super 8 camera in their hand! I grew up in rural 
Lincolnshire, our nearest town, Grimsby, being 8 miles away. To say it was isolated was an understatement, and 
any dream of being a filmmaker was just unimaginable. But what the village did give me was characters, story, 
drama and gossip – all of which I loved. I was very average at school and didn’t excel or have passion for anything 
in particular, so when it came to college and choosing what to do my parents said, “You’re good with people – why 
not work in tourism?” I couldn’t think of anything else – so off I went.  

I then got on a hotel management training scheme doing the nightshift. This was very lonely as I had the day to 
myself when friends were at work. Although I’d loved films as a kid, this was when I became obsessive about 
watching different types of movies. I did this job for a bit and realised this wasn’t the route for me. All my mates 
were off travelling so I thought I should join them – but first I needed money. So I got a job selling gas and electric 
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door to door in Nottingham. One of my work mates was doing a part time film course, and asked me to write a 
script with him. So in the evenings after work we put this script together, which then got picked to be made on the 
course. My friend was directing it and asked me if I wanted to come and run on the film. I took two days off work 
whilst they filmed it and saw what was in our heads coming to life. And from that moment on, at the age of 22, I 
had a passion and knew what I wanted to do.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I went travelling to Australia and South East Asia, working various different crappy jobs to earn money whilst I was 
away, but gaining valuable people skills along the way. In my downtime, I was reading scripts, watching all the 
movies I could, watching lots of short films at festivals and coming up with my own script ideas. When I eventually 
came back to the UK I went back to university to study an FDA in film and TV production. It was a very practical 
course, which suited me perfectly as I’m more inclined to learn from doing rather than being told in a classroom. 
We got to do a few months of all disciplines – camera, sound, art dept, writing and directing and this was so 
important to actually learn and have a go at what each department does.  

Shane Meadows was a huge influence at the time. He had made his first few feature films, but had made over 50 
short films with his friends before he got his break. So this is what we did on the weekends – go out and shoot 
stuff. This was before decent cheap cameras so we’d have to borrow from the film school – and this is where I 
made so many mistakes but learnt the most. For example, I made one film where we constantly crossed the line 
(unintentionally) and it just wouldn’t cut together. A big lesson and something I’ve never done since. Another 
challenge was getting performances out of your mates and new actors, and what environment works best for one 
actor, doesn’t necessarily work for someone else… and so many others. It was great making these mistakes when 
it didn’t matter and there was no pressure, because when it came to my graduation films I’d learnt a lot and 
therefore could put what I’d learnt together when it mattered.  

When I was at film school I was also realistic about the possibility of becoming a director when I graduated. I 
worked as an assistant director on as many of the other student and local films as possible. It’s a thankless, highly 
stressful job, but I learnt loads from watching other directors work – and it meant once I’d graduated my CV had a 
few credits on it. Directing is also a lonely world where you don’t get to learn directly from other directors very 
often. I love being on set, and would work on any project I could, but it’s hard work with gruelling hours so 
assistant directing was good training for the real world and I picked up lots of friends and connections on the way. 
But the main thing it did for me was make me realise I want to direct. 

3. What obstacles or set backs did you face in becoming a director? 

To get anything made at film school I had to write my own scripts, which I tried tirelessly to do so I could shoot 
something and hone my directing skills. But to be honest writing is not my strong point… so I found this very 
frustrating and would have killed for a decent writing partner. Also, whilst at film school my script-writing tutor 
was pushing me to make darker, authored work. They mocked me when I would say I wanted to make films with 
meaning, heart and comedy. I wanted to make people laugh and cry. I would give examples like Billy Elliot, The Full 
Monty, A Room for Romeo Brass, and they just didn’t think these types of film were highbrow enough. But I 
persisted anyway and when it came to the graduation screening, my film was a breath of fresh air compared with 
everyone else’s dark arthouse stuff.  

It’s tough financially when you go out into the real world and I was spinning a lot of plates with trying to bring in 
money and working as an AD on anything I could. Persistence really is the key. My student film wasn’t strong 
enough to get me an agent or any commercial work, but I was beginning to get a name as an AD and a did a lot of 
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shorts for Screen Yorkshire and a few low-budget features. Eventually, Screen Yorkshire took a chance on me and 
commissioned me to direct a short film. The script wasn’t great, but the performances and the look stood out, so 
they took another chance on me and commissioned me again, this time with a film called Hammerhead, which did 
well on the festival circuit.  

But whilst this was getting pushed around I still couldn’t get an agent, so I spent a year working as an edit 
producer where we re-versioned the Japanese version of Ninja Warrior for Challenge TV in the UK. A weird turn, 
but turned out to be good practice in how you can retell a story in the edit, changing the cut and adding new VO. 
But my advice is that it’s a tough business and you have to love it. Just because you’re doing a job that’s not 
perfect, learn what you can from it. Get ready to jump at a new challenge when you can and be brave enough to 
make the leap. Meeting people and getting hands-on experience is vital and you have to take chances. You’ve got 
to graft and you’ll learn and hopefully progress from doing that. Nothing comes easy in this industry.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’ve honed my craft by making a lot of different genres. I’ve purposely chosen different types of projects so that I 
can learn something new from each one. I love the challenge and research you have to do for each. I’ve done 
comedy/drama, sci-fi, thrillers, horror, period pieces and I’ve learnt different skills from them all that I’m hoping it 
make me a more rounded director, adding new technical strings to my bow and new ways into the story. But with 
all these different ways of telling stories, what I’ve learnt is that character must always be the first and foremost 
priority. 

Regarding my voice, I think that’s about instinct and what you’re into personally. It’s all about what you bring into a 
project from your own experiences/opinions, what books you’re reading, what photographers and art you’re 
looking at, what music/podcasts get you going and what TV and films you are getting inspired by. I think your voice 
is constantly changing – with every life experience you evolve personally and as a story-teller, and it’s vital that it 
does, so it keeps your work and point of view fresh, interesting and hopefully innovative.  

A strong work ethic is vital in this industry. We work crazy hours with bigger and bigger budgets, and therefore 
more execs to answer to, and are under pressure to deliver in a competitive market. It’s not easy, but its hugely 
rewarding and there are so many brilliant projects out there. It’s vital to be compassionate and caring to your 
fellow cast and crew. To get the best out of your actors and HoDs you need to inspire them and work with them, 
not tell them what to do, and in that way, everyone does their best work. That’s when things get truly exciting for 
everyone and brilliant work evolves.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I pushed my short film Hammerhead out on the festival circuit very hard – knowing that I needed it to get traction 
for me to move on. Luckily it did well and when I applied for the Channel 4 Coming Up scheme, they loved the 
tone and from my AD experience they be could be confident I would complete the tough TV schedule. I suppose 
this was my first real break, but I think everything you do is a break and your career is just series of tiny little 
breaks. I treat every project like it’s my last because I want it to be the best it can be. Also, every project you do has 
the potential to move you onto something bigger and better, if you view it in the right way. I also think it’s about 
identifying and playing to your strengths.  

With my shorts and Coming Up, I worked a lot with young people and got very naturalistic performances, so when 
I interviewed for Skins, I played up on this so they were confident I could deliver. Again, with Last Tango in Halifax, 
at the interview stage I played up on the fact a lot of my shorts were about family and talked to them in detail 
about how I identified with the story, how my own personal experiences related to the script. It’s not just about 
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being able to do the job, but what you and your passion can bring to it. Pitching is a very important part of the job 
and it takes time to get right. How much you talk about character in the meeting, what visual mood boards you 
put together, how you relate to it personally and how much you listen and are able to collaborate. It’s all vital in 
winning the job. 

Rejection is very much a part of the industry and you have to get a thick skin. You’re not going to win every pitch, 
but you have to learn from each one and not take it personally if you don’t get the gig, but move forward and put 
what you learnt into the next one. 
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ELISHA SMITH-LEVEROCK | COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

For Elisha, being on the move has helped to develop her understanding of culture and taught her how to read 
people. Being able to intuitively grasp new trends also contributed to her filmmaking process and bolsters her 
ability to make the ordinary cinematically extraordinary across branded and unbranded film work. 

Having initially started out as a photographer, Elisha has gone on to build an award-winning portfolio, redefining 
her filmic style with every job she takes on. Her passion for art direction and cinematography is evident as each 
project is considered yet highly stylised. She has worked with a range of clients, such as AirBnB, Selfridges, Fila, 
Sony, Boohoo and Nowness. 

With a German mother and an African-American father, it’s no surprise that identity features as a prominent 
theme in most of her creative work. It’s something Elisha is constantly exploring through her own mixed heritage. 

Elisha is fearless when it comes to her films, tackling topics like diversity, gender stereotypes and surrealism with a 
maturity and softness that works on-screen. Her short doc Miss Black Germany is about the contestants of a black 
beauty pageant. The film follows them as they seek to find a place of acceptance in a world that idolises a 
predominantly white western ideal. This piece follows her Grand Prix-winning ASVOFF entry a few years earlier for 
I Want Muscle, a short about a glamorous female bodybuilder. 

Aside from her film work, Elisha is also deeply committed to championing diversity both on and off screen, both 
as an artist and the ambassador for Free The Work in Germany.   
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I discovered my love for directing via several detours. My parents wanted me to get a ‘real’ job so I had a string of 
office jobs and ended up working in the music industry. In the end it was quite unsatisfying and I had an epiphany. 
I wanted to study photography so I picked up a camera for the first time in my life and put together an application. 
I got accepted. 

Three years later I got my degree and started working freelance, shooting mainly music portraits for magazines 
like Dazed, 032.c, Bon and Another. 

I was always intrigued by film. It was with a friend who was a film student that I first experimented with moving 
image. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Through my love of music and my connections to bands I then started making my first DIY music videos.  

My first personal breakthrough came in 2009 with a fashion film, I found my voice and it was the first time I 
actually had a budget and a crew behind me. This and my previous work got me signed to my first production 
company. 

From then on worked on music videos and fashion films slowly making my way into branded content and finally 
commercials. I still make sure I always have a creative non-commercial outlet by making films that are personally 
important to me and highlight causes that I believe in. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Because I jumped into the deep end I was learning on the job, every mistake was immediately public. I  also found 
that in the beginning working on lower-budget projects was a bit hit and miss. In terms of being able to get the 
crew that you want and relying on favours. Sometimes things just wouldn’t meet my own expectations/. 

What added an extra level of difficulty later on, when moving into advertising, was me being a black woman in a 
very competitive male-dominated field. I chose to use these experiences and try to actively support other 
underrepresented creators through my work as an ambassador for Free The Work. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think that my background in photography was an advantage as I knew about lighting and how to make people 
look good. This was something to build on. 

I experimented a lot by deliberately choosing projects that alway presented a new challenge and that required me 
to expand my technical knowhow. Advertising requires you to permanently adapt to new styles and current 
aesthetic trends as well as compromising your own ideas to compile with client need. So I alway try to take some 
of the money I make from my commercial jobs to fund some of my artistic ideas.  

Further, always gathering a great team around me enabled me to grow and learn a lot.  
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5. How did you get your first break? 

Through my photography a fashion designer had become aware of me and she asked me to do a film for her 
collection and she actually had a budget. Since I had only done DIY no-budget shoots before, I used the 
opportunity to approach a big production company with the job. They didn’t sign me, but the film was successful 
in fashion film festivals so this opened the door for me to find another smaller company who believed in me and 
gave me a shot. This was before people had worked out that fashion films tended to have no budgets! 

Through the years I tried a variety of options for representation: agents, small companies, big companies. It was 
tempting to go for the big names but sometimes you end up being a small fish in a big pond. 

Wherever you choose to go, the most important thing is finding people that support you and that share your 
vision. 
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LUKE SNELLIN | DIRECTOR 

As a filmmaker Luke was named one of Screen International’s ‘Stars of Tomorrow' and one of Broadcast 
Magazine's 'Hot Shots'. His feature, Let it Snow, which premiered on Netflix in 2019 garnered widespread audience 
and critical acclaim. 

An experienced TV drama director as well, Luke's credits include Wanderlust for BBC One and Netflix, The A Word 
for BBC Two, Banana for E4, and Temple for Sky Atlantic. 

TV Credits: My Mad Fat Diary (2014), The Job Lot (2014), Banana (2015), Fried (2015), Our Girl (2016), The A Word (2017), 
Wanderlust (2018), Temple (2019). 

Film Credits: Patrick (2008), Mixtape (2009), Disco (2010), Charlie (2011), Jess/Jim (2013), First (2016), Let it Snow (2019). 

Photograph Jon Howard 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in Essex, the eldest of four kids. My dad was a carpenter and my mum had a part-time job at 
Woolworths. There was a video shop near our house called Manhattan Video - I remember reading the first ever 
Empire top 100 films of all time issue and going there to try to rent them all on VHS. That was my film school but it 
was a long time before I really understood what a director actually did and that it was even possible to become 
one, let alone go to Hollywood. 

My form tutor at the time encouraged me to apply for the Royal Court young writers programme and so I wrote a 
play as part of that and really enjoyed it. I knew I wanted to make films but I didn’t really know what to do next so I 
applied to a variety of different universities for different film courses and a couple of acting ones (thankfully that 
didn’t pan out).  
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Fortunately, I got accepted to my first choice which was the screenwriting degree at Bournemouth University. 
After I handed over one of my scripts to the film production course I realised that I wanted to direct it myself, so I 
got a cheap camcorder and just started making short films. Obviously, they were horrendously bad at the 
beginning, but becoming accustomed to the process and the idea of the visual form of storytelling is what really 
made me want to become a director. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I would constantly apply to festivals and competitions and keep in touch with agents and production companies.  

Once I made my second proper short film (Mixtape) I entered it into a short film competition, some festivals and to 
BAFTA for the short film category. The film did really well, winning the competition and getting a BAFTA 
nomination, as well as playing some big festivals around the world. 

The first thing that happened is that a producer saw the film online and signed me to a commercials company 
where I began directing adverts. This was a great way to make some money while trying to get my foot in the door 
on the TV side of things. 

Meanwhile, an agent from Curtis Brown reached out after seeing the film and I signed to them, as well as a 
manager in the US, who I am still represented by some ten years later.  

So that short film was a big thing for me and I think it got me noticed because for whatever reason it stood out 
amongst everything else that was out there. 

My proper breakthrough though was a Channel 4 scheme called Coming Up through which I was able to direct an 
original 30-minute drama as an emerging director. 

This gave me the credit and the experience I needed to start working in television.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

For me the biggest obstacle was and still is rejection. It’s everywhere. Especially at the very beginning.  

I think you need to be incredibly determined, resilient and thick skinned to succeed as a director. Personally it was 
the thing that spurred me on the most. 

I remember getting rejected by countless agents, festivals and production companies at the beginning. Little by 
little though you click with the people you meet and they take a chance on you.  

I think when those windows of opportunity open up at the beginning you have to seize them. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

The voice thing I think is important, knowing who you are as a filmmaker and what you want to say. It’s not 
something that’s easy to discover, but for me it came as a reaction.  

I was working at a film festival and I was seeing a lot of gritty, handheld, verite short films that made me feel 
incredibly depressed and low after seeing them. I think the more I saw the more I felt passionately that I wanted 
to do the opposite, that I wanted to make films that made people feel good, or moved them in a way that wasn’t 
so bleak.  
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Mixtape was almost a confirmation of that sense and it wasn’t long before I began to cultivate that and understand 
that it was my natural voice.  

I’d experimented before with genre and telling different kinds of stories but nothing felt as comfortable as when I 
was making something that felt personal to me. 

The craft for me was a process of just continually making things and learning from great cast and crew – just being 
open to soaking up the technical knowledge and methods at your disposal.  

Over time the knowledge accrues and begins to inform your creative storytelling process. Personally I think the 
craft is at it’s most effective when it’s in harmony with the voice and personality of the filmmaker. 

In terms of making short films – all my shorts except two were self-funded. I would save money or enter 
filmmaking competitions and use the money to make shorts. One of them was funded by a private investor and 
the other was funded by Virgin Media after Mixtape won a short film competition of theirs. 

I never learned or studied how to direct and I don’t think that’s a right or wrong thing to do. For me it was the right 
thing to do, but I can honestly say that the best education I’ve had is simply making things and making mistakes. 
For me that was always the best way to learn. 

I was lucky in terms of experience that a friend of mine at university lived next door to a producer at Kudos so I 
got a runner gig on Hustle for a couple of weeks. I also applied on Craigslist to work in the art department on a 
feature in New York so I went and spent my savings and did that until the money ran out. I would take whatever 
experience I could get at the beginning to be honest, all in the interests of learning and trying to find a way in. Just 
being open to those kinds of experiences made a big difference I think. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

After I got my agent at Curtis Brown they started setting me up with general meetings. I met a producer on Skins 
and he said maybe come back when I have a credit. But then the producer went onto the Coming Up scheme for 
Channel 4 – he remembered me and got me to apply, I was accepted on that and that was what really launched 
me in terms of getting more TV and film work. A lot of the time a producer needs to know you can shoot the 
schedule and not fall apart on day one. So Coming Up proved that. 

To get that job we had to do an intense series of meetings, interviews and in the end a one-day workshop thing in 
Bermondsey where we had to make a short film and do a bunch of other stuff. It was challenging for sure. 

I think the on-the-ground style of filmmaking I’d been practising at university helped me to make the short film 
during the workshop day – I’d learnt a bunch of stuff by that point in terms of the technicality of shooting. But 
honestly I think trusting my instincts and doing exactly what I wanted to do, having a vision and trusting that and 
then executing it was the thing that really mattered and still matters most to me today. 
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ANDREA HARKIN | DIRECTOR 

Andrea is a BAFTA nominated and RTS-winning filmmaker from Northern Ireland. Her short film The Party was 
nominated for a BAFTA for Best British Short, and was also a nominee at the European Film Awards in 2017. It 
picked up several prizes at film festivals internationally. 

In television drama, Andrea most recently directed a standalone episode of AMC’s new anthology series Soulmates 
(starring Charlie Heaton and Malin Akerman), set to air later this year. She was the lead director on the BBC’s 
flagship period drama The Trial of Christine Keeler (2019) which aired to much critical acclaim and press attention in 
December 2019. Prior to this, she directed Come Home (2018), a three-part drama set in Belfast (BBC One/RED 
Productions), winning a Royal Television Society NI Award for Best Drama. Come Home also won the RTS Award for 
Best Editing, with Christopher Eccleston winning an International Emmy nomination for his performance. 
Previously, she directed the second block of BBC3's hit drama-thriller Clique (Series 1). 

Andrea is a graduate of the UK’s National Film and Television School, Channel 4’s Coming Up scheme, and the EIFF 
Talent Lab. She is currently working between directing television drama and developing feature projects, including 
the iFeatures/BFI-supported film, Across The Water. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2013), 6Degrees (2013-2015), Clique (2017), Come Home (2018),  
The Trial of Christine Keeler (2019-2020). 

Film Credits: The Flyer (2008), Remnants (2010), Waterbaby (2011), For Megan (2011), The Party (2016). 

Photography by Ben Blackall 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I studied drama at school and was always more into the writing, devising and directing side of things, so I went to 
university to learn more about making theatre and chose to do a drama degree (at Queen Margaret in Edinburgh). 
Whilst there, I developed some skills in devising, directing and writing but it was mostly theory-based and I found 
myself specialising in theatre criticism and writing reviews for The List theatre magazine during The Fringe – which 
felt like the standing on the wrong end of the fence completely. I’d applied to specialise in directing for my final 
year, but they were only taking 4 students per year, and I didn’t get a place. After uni, I applied for lots of 
opportunities including runner jobs and got a job as a production runner on a film set in Belfast for a few months. 
I got to be on set and on location so the process of filmmaking was demystified. Filmmaking was not on my radar 
before then (I’d never considered filmmaking at school or at uni because I was on the theatre path, but also 
because subconsciously it felt out of reach, I guess). After that experience of being a runner, I realised that I’d like 
to try to teach myself how to make short films and learn more about filmmaking and directing.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

My runner job had been in Belfast but I didn’t get to capitalise on the contacts I’d made there, because I went 
straight back to Edinburgh. In hindsight, I should’ve stayed in Belfast and tried to get onto another film to get the 
ball rolling, but I had flatmates and a life in Edinburgh so I went back there and applied for stuff in Scotland, but to 
no avail.  

I worked for a theatre company in Glasgow in the office for a while, doing funding applications and planning 
workshops – but I was kidding myself that this was actually a creative job, just because it was in a creative 
organisation, and I just felt quite envious of the theatre makers and workshop leaders who would come and go 
while I was sitting in the office organising things.  

I applied for every single short film scheme that I could find and got involved in several little projects. I made a few 
bits and pieces using trial and error and then an opportunity came up to work on a devised piece with an 
organisation that were involved in community arts. I’d done some community arts training during my time at uni 
so I ran some workshops in storytelling and that sort of thing. That company (Pilton Video, now Screen Education 
Edinburgh) were incredibly supportive and supported me through the making of a devised short film within a 
community context. Then, I applied for a funded scheme they were running for new voices to make authored 
work, and I wrote my own script and made my own first short film, with a lot of mentoring and support.  

By this point, I knew I wanted to go to film school and had NFTS in my sights - as it was undoubtedly the best film 
school in the UK. I’d applied the year before with the devised film, but that wasn’t written by me nor was it 
personal enough or good enough, so I made another film and tried to make it personal and meaningful. I was 
luckily nominated for a BAFTA Scotland award for my script, and the lead actress won the award in her category. 
At that BAFTA Scotland ceremony, I met a talent scout for NFTS who encouraged me to apply again and gave my 
application his stamp of approval (which probably helped a lot when the staff were reviewing applications).  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I spent two years at film school which was amazing and I learned so much. I made four short films there and some 
of them got into big festivals which was undoubtedly a boost of confidence. However, I did for a long time have an 
underlying insecurity that my work wasn’t good enough and I was very critical and hard on myself. I was very 
disappointed with my graduation film (although in hindsight I am proud of it), because there is so much pressure 
at NFTS to create the world's best short film and win huge awards! The tutors don’t apply that pressure to their 
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students but the institution comes loaded with expectations of its students, because of the success of the 
graduates who’d come before us. In some ways it was inspiring and in other ways it was intimidating and 
uncomfortable. So I think my first big setback was self-generated criticism and after graduation as I felt like I had 
not done well enough and I lacked confidence.   

Struggling financially was the next big hurdle as I’d gone to film school on a wing and a prayer, with no savings, 
and my time there was fully financed by a combination of grants and bank loans. The bank wanted their money 
back too quickly and I struggled so much. I worked in a call centre and moved to the suburbs and felt very low and 
disconnected. It took a long time to pull myself out of that situation but I kept on applying for schemes and 
opportunities.   

The final hurdle is that, to get a break, someone needs to give you that break! So it can be challenging to get 
someone to take that chance on you. You need to present yourself as being quite confident and promote yourself 
a bit. If your films at film school didn’t win that BAFTA or other big awards, you’re just in this giant pot of talented 
people who all want the same thing you do, but perhaps didn’t cut though at that film-school stage, so it’s very 
competitive and difficult. You have to just keep going and believe in yourself – or that’s what I tried to do in spite 
of the insecurities and worries.  

I had many rejection letters from festivals and from funding opportunities and work opportunities, and I could’ve 
viewed them as setbacks but I actually think it’s par for the course. My biggest set back initially was financial, and 
figuring out how to keep going – to make money whist trying to make more films and eventually get paid as a 
director.I went into teaching film at a creative media college, which was great, and also quite inspiring to see 
undergrads making work and developing their craft. It was a fairly long road for me towards working as a director 
– it took a a few years after film school to get hired to direct something, and then another few years to get paid 
properly and consistently. Although I realise that not everybody has the goal to get paid properly as it’s such an 
artistic pursuit, and that definitely wasn’t my goal in the beginning. But at some point I wanted to create a 
sustainable future and work towards paying off my mountains of debt whilst still working towards doing 
something I love and getting onto projects where I can have a voice.  

4. How did you develop and hone your craft? 

I realised quite early on with my first authored short (The Flyer – which I’d made before film school), that I wanted 
to make social-realist leaning, personal films. So I saw my craft very much as being about writing as well as 
directing and I wrote all of my short films whilst at NFTS. I honed my craft through trial and error and sometimes 
doing a genre outside my comfort zone. I kept fairly detailed journals of things I’d learned, after making every 
single film, and I still re-read those insights that I gained early on sometimes and find them useful. You learn from 
your mistakes basically, and I learned to see them as stepping stones to a better understanding. I read books and 
did online courses on subjects such as working with actors – I also did a course in working with actors via The 
Directors Guild, and ran an actor’s workshop for directors with some of my peers. I always chose to see the story 
and the performances as the two cornerstones of any quality work, and so I probably neglected learning the 
actual craft of technical directing in a more deliberate way. But I eventually learned through trial and error, and 
developed editing skills and also edited some of my own shorts. Editing your own shorts is a fantastic way to learn 
about directing, I think, because you very quickly realise what you’re missing or what you should’ve done 
differently. Shadowing the TV director on the scheme after NFTS was also an eye opener in terms of learning 
about professionalism and so I focused on getting better at that – from a purely professional viewpoint in terms of 
shooting competently, planning properly, and making the day. I’ve been working in TV drama for a while now and I 
love it and all the challenges it brings. I am also very much looking forward to getting back to a more personal 
style of filmmaking with some of the feature films that I am developing and writing. 
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5. How did you get your first break? 

My training route after NFTS was I applied for a funded TV shadowing scheme via Northern Ireland Screen where I 
got paid a basic living allowance to spend time shadowing a director on a TV show – which was an amazing 
opportunity and I learned a lot. Then I got to direct an episode of that series the following year. I applied for the 
Channel 4 Coming Up scheme for new directors/writers and got accepted onto that, and directed a short TV 
drama.  I made another funded short film – financed by the Irish Film Board (now Screen Ireland) – and that film 
(The Party) got me in the door to meet more TV companies and I got a job directing the second block of Clique 
(BBC3).  The Party was later nominated for a BAFTA for Best British Short and I have been working consistently 
ever since. I think I managed to get myself into work by constantly applying for funded opportunities and 
schemes, learning to take the knocks with the wins, and persisting!  I would say my ‘break’ was on Clique, with the 
Coming Up scheme providing a huge stepping stone towards that, and The Party demonstrating my filmmaking 
style more clearly.  
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PHIL HAWKINS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Phil Hawkins is a commercials and feature film director. He has directed hundreds of commercials for national 
and international brands, directed five feature films released by Sony Pictures, Lionsgate and Netflix and worked 
with A-List talent such as Christopher Walken. He recently completed Star Wars Origins, a self-funded crazily 
ambitious film which combines Star Wars with Indiana Jones. The film was shot on location in the Sahara Desert 
and has been critically acclaimed as an “epic masterpiece”. 

TV Credits: 5th Gear (2008-2009), The Street That Cut Everything (2011),  
Film Credits: Please Hold (2007), Commandeered (2007), The Butterfly Tattoo (2009), Being Sold (2011), Baptism Spec (2013), 

The Flying Lesson (2013), A Day in the Life of a Bathroom Mirror (2014), Book 1 (2014), The Last Showing (2014),  
The Four Warriors (2015), Star Wars: Origins (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My obsession began with a recipe of Jurassic Park and The X-Files. And, it was an obsession. After being so affected 
by these stories and the spectacle – especially Jurassic – I tried to find out exactly how they were made. I mean, as I 
was watching in the cinema scared stiff on my aunty’s knee, I knew it wasn’t real but for that 127 minutes I totally 
believed. Star Wars cemented it too after seeing that on VHS. I think looking at those names in the credits, frozen 
from the experience, I realised there were actual jobs that people did to create what I just saw. Knowledge was 
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scarce… there wasn’t the internet or as much public information about filmmaking as there is today. I’ll point out 
here that I’m 35 years old and really ancient, so it’s pretty amazing that even in the length of time I’ve been trying 
to make films, how much has changed and developed to make it even easier to go out there and just do it. 

Because of this lack of behind the scenes info, I basically wanted to just try and figure out how they were made so 
I got hold of a camera and started to shoot my own versions of them. I had to clean my mum’s friend’s house and 
help fix her computer (I was/am a bit of a geek) in order to borrow her video camera. We couldn’t afford one in a 
million years and I didn’t grow up in a place that particularly bred people for “the arts” (I hate that term!) because 
people either had no job or a “proper” job. Director? That was pretty laughable and a pipe dream. 

So I made these sort of ‘fan films’. I made a 50-minute Star Wars spoof, a side-story to a Matrix film (complete with 
some pretty awful looking bullet-time sequences!), a pilot episode to a supernatural high-school drama, an X-Files 
episode style short (or three)… all roping my mates in, my teachers, shot in my school, the streets even once on an 
abandoned railway line that ended up not being abandoned (run!!). I made countless films in order to learn the 
craft. With every short I wanted to better the last in some way. That obsession continued. 

I think it’s also important to mention theatre here. There was a period of time where I wanted to be an actor. I was 
a member of many youth theatres in Manchester (Royal Exchange and The Contact Theatre) as well as school 
plays. I had an agent for a bit and didn’t do that much but it taught me how not to run an audition later on after a 
crushing experience, as well as got me on a few film sets so I could really see how things were made. I wasn’t great 
but being on stage taught me some invaluable lessons about how to work with actors. All strings to the directing 
bow I would find out later. 

My first ‘real’ experience outside of my own little shorts was being the director of my high school’s annual play. I 
also spent a whole summer writing it too. I was 14 and it had never been done before. It was basically like getting 
the blockbuster tent-pole movie directing gig at a studio… well, it felt like at the time! Then my lead actor had an 
accident before the run so I ended up being in it too. I think that was the first big test of directing but it all came 
pretty naturally because I knew what I wanted.  

I continued to study theatre in college and, although I knew I didn’t want to act professionally, I loved performing 
and drama. It was also my first experience at being taught Media Studies formally and although I had amazing 
supportive teachers, I found the course itself really disappointing. I thought I’d find all these like-minded people 
who had made loads of films like me because I really wanted to learn much more, and I ended up basically being 
bored by the course and teaching people how to use cameras and editing, etc. I did make tonnes more short films 
though because I finally had access to digital cameras and editing which were just coming in at the time. MiniDV 
anyone? Before this I was editing on a linear machine with borrowed time from a university and with just two 
domestic VHS tape recorders cabled together and re-recording what I’d filmed to make edits. Yes, the quality was 
as awful as you’d imagine… it’s actually probably cool and retro now. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I think the disheartening experience at college made me want to try and get as much experience on sets as 
possible, as I knew that would be the place I’d learn the most. It wasn’t going to be from formal education. So, I 
looked out for as many student/no-budget/indy film “job” postings as possible. Job, in the loosest term as there 
was no money in any of them. I ended up getting a place on the BBC Mentor Project which ran for a year during 
my time at college. It was a great insight into television production but not drama which is where I knew I really 
wanted to be. The best thing was that they had actual money to give you to make a short film; I felt like I’d won the 
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lottery. So I made this rather ambitious Rosa Parks inspired film involving a bus hiijacking, a closed down street 
and an actual police car with sirens and lights and everything. (I was rather excited by being able to hire things!). I 
mention this as it was at a screening of this film where I got my first job as a runner on a commercial. I’d worked 
on a student WWII film which I ended up being the 1st AD on which involved actual explosions (what were we 
thinking?!) and that was screening on the same evening. What were the chances? Anyway, that was made by 
people that had already graduated uni and one was working as a production manager for a commercials 
company. They were shooting an ad the next day (again, the chances?) and asked if I wanted to be a runner. I, of 
course, bit her hand off and presented myself for duty that very next day. 

I didn’t go to university. Once I’d left college and the world of running opened up to me I realised that it was going 
to be my film school. I was basically the best runner ever to have worked on a film set. I don’t say that to brag, I 
say that because I worked my arse off to try and make it true. Because I knew that people might have a bit of time 
for me to explain a few things, give me advice, let me shadow them a bit if I made sure I was super awesome at 
my job and making sure they always had the perfect cup of coffee/tea in their hands when they needed it most. 

I ran on commercials then moved into the camera department trying to work up the rungs of the ladder, then into 
being a 1st. I had a bunch of experience on the no-budget stuff so used that to try and wing doing ads. I was still 
incredibly young which didn’t always rub people up the right way but, hey, all part of the learning curve. I 
desperately wanted to be working on dramas but I wasn’t going to turn my nose up at this experience. 

But I didn't stop making films. Eventually the commercials company I was working for the most saw a few of them 
and took me under their wing. I started assisting the directors, editing commercials, doing anything and 
everything around the company to find out what everyone did. I worked every hour I could. I was trying to be a 
sponge. I knew if I was going to earn the respect of these crews and direct, I better know and have a respect for 
what they do too. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Maybe it’s hindsight or rose-tinted nostalgic glasses but I didn’t find the early years of becoming or being a 
director particularly challenging. That’s not to say it wasn’t difficult or didn’t require a stupid amount of hard-work 
(and luck). I was just obsessed with it (that word again!) so it really didn’t feel challenging in anything but a healthy 
way. I love to be challenged. I’m not someone that takes no for an answer and I’ve never waited for the phone to 
ring. I’ve always got out there and just made stuff, talked to people, cold called companies, etc. So I kind of made 
my own luck. 

I think my obstacles and setbacks came later when I was established (not as in famous or anything, I mean it being 
my full time career). And man, did the knocks come.  

After directing two features (more on that later so I don’t skip over questions you probably have about how those 
films happened!) I got stuck in ‘development’ hell on a few feature projects with indie producers who didn’t really 
have the knowledge/experience/funding/contacts to pull it off. And these were projects I fell in love with so that 
was pretty hard when my naivety about independent film started to wear off and I realised the realities of making 
them. But, I turned these setbacks into a positive thing and went out and made my 3rd feature in just 48 hours: a 
90-minute comedy satire in two shooting days! A crazy idea but it attracted a bunch of telly talent to it as it was so 
crazy and we pulled it off. 

I’m now five feature films in which have sold to the likes of Netflix, Sony Pictures, Lionsgate, etc. But they’re still 
small movies on the grand scheme of things so I feel like my biggest challenges are now. I’m trying to really jump 
into big, studio filmmaking. I’m really done with making low-budget independent film because the chances of your 
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film going out and winning Sundance or Toronto, for example, are so small (especially as a British filmmaker!) that 
how are you going to get that studio attention? 

Of course, you’re reading this as someone who probably hasn’t made a feature yet so you’re probably thinking 
why is this guy complaining about having a career! I think it’s because a bunch of people talk about how hard it is 
to get into the industry but there aren’t many that say how it really is once you’re working. Those dreams to “make 
the big stuff” don’t go away. To use an over-used cliche, it is a marathon that you’ll probably never finish or win 
because it lasts a lifetime. If that sounds too tiring and challenging then you’re probably not going to make it. You 
know that stuff I said about obsession? I am obsessed with this job. It’s not even really a job. I think about how I’m 
going to push myself further every single day. 

And I’ve had setbacks. How about being fired by Al Pacino because he wanted his mate to direct a movie you’d 
written? Or spending months scouting Morocco with Ridley Scott’s production designer and Spielberg’s production 
manager on a project where the money was pulled at the last minute… then came back but they got someone else 
to do it and didn’t tell me? Or getting shafted by some young writers who you helped bring finance and credibility 
to a project that attracted a big franchise producer only to be binned for someone “more experienced”?  

And this is just a few. I could write a book full of them. The industry is full of challenges and setbacks that either 
make you sink or swim. And I actually quit a few years ago. Yep, after a life long dream of wanting to make big 
movies and drama it all became a little too much so I quit and just tried to deal with maybe my lot in life being one 
of selling stuff to people on the telly. 

Well, I tried. That obsession to tell stories, to make the films like Jurassic Park and Star Wars is almost impossible to 
quash.  

So, I’ve just spent three years and a tonne of my own money to go out and make my own Star Wars movie to prove 
to the studios that I can make big budget film. You can watch it on YouTube (it’s called Star Wars: Origins) and I’m 
currently riding that wave. We’ll see what happens but I feel like I rediscovered that passion to make these kinds of 
movies. Fingers crossed. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

You know “finding your voice” is one of those industry/creative terms that annoys me. What does it actually mean? 
I think it’s such an abstract concept that isn’t helpful to people starting out. Yes, we understand what it means but 
do you think Spielberg sat around thinking about his “voice”? No, he just went out and made stuff. I may be in a 
minority here but even after 15-plus years directing I can’t tell you what my voice is. I have a preference for certain 
stories – either writing or when I’m considering scripts – as well as being drawn to certain characters more than 
others but is that my voice? I only say this as if you think it’s as confusing and as unattainable as an idea as I find it, 
then don’t worry. Just go and make stuff. 

Little rant over, my film school was making shorts. I learnt more from making films and trying to copy the 
techniques I’d see on the big screen in my back garden than any text book or course I’ve ever taken. The same 
with writing. I’ve written a whole bunch of screenplays and you get better every time you write one. Reading books 
is not writing. I think it’s an unhealthy amount of pressure when you see these amazing “first time” filmmakers 
making features that win Sundance, etc. When you do some digging you realise they’re commercials people, or 
have been making tonnes of shorts or music videos, etc. Nobody makes something for the first time and it’s 
awesome. I say that because I think we’ve lost the idea of being given the “permission to fail”. Many, many, many 
of my shorts don’t work – I either knew it at the time or when I look back – but they helped me grow. There’s a 
feeling that as a filmmaker you need to make that first film absolutely perfect and standout or you’ll never get the 
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chance again. And we need to change that as an industry. Have a look at Paul Greengrass’ career and early work at 
ITV and you’ll see what I mean – he bangs on about a similar thing too. 

Look, I’ve ranted again! But, basically, I honed my craft from doing it. And I’m still learning and growing as a 
filmmaker. The crazy ambitious Star Wars short I just made out in the Sahara Desert was a real logistical and 
directorial challenge that kept me on my toes because the schedule flew out of the window as the whole crew got 
sick… and my lead actress. I had to come up with tricks and ways to get the film shot regardless so that the 
audience wouldn’t notice. I never would have been able to do that without having made feature films and 
hundreds of commercials as I needed the experience and confidence to know it would work! 

I’m trying to get more into television drama which is a whole different world where previous features and 
commercials experience doesn’t really count for much in certain producers’ eyes. So even now, I’d love to do a bit 
of shadowing or having a nosey around a few drama sets to see how it all works. Again, more learning! 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I think I should probably mention here that I’m from a very low-income, single-parent family and grew up in a 
council house in Manchester. Put that little violin away… I don’t play that card at all but I mention it as my family 
had ZERO film connections. I couldn’t afford to go to London to work for free for years on shoots. We couldn’t 
even afford a basic video camera so I could make films. I had the love and support of my mum and a few teachers 
who stayed late in school so I could make films, but that’s it. Everyone else said it was completely impossible and 
here I am being asked to write this for you lovely people. I feel very lucky every day – but I’ve bloody earned it. 

I guess my first paid, professional directing gig was with a commercial. The commercials production company I 
was working like a dog for (in a good self-inflicted way!) gave me the opportunity to direct a low-budget 
commercial for a charity which won a few awards. I was 20. I did a few like this to build the reel until I started 
actually pitching for ads becoming one of their “house directors”, albeit a junior one. It was great for a while until I 
started winning work against some of those in the company that I used to assist, so it became a little awkward, 
but I’m very appreciative of the start I got. 

My first feature film came along from my old college drama teachers who had the idea to make a film version of 
the greek classic play ‘The Trojan Women’. It was a very basic, minimalist film but won a few awards and got some 
distribution. This led to my second – an adaptation of a Philip Pullman novel – which I felt was my first “proper” 
feature as it was on location with a cast and big crew and stuff. 

But I had to pitch for this. As it was a book and there was no screenplay, the producers asked for a short 
treatment/set of notes on how I saw the book being adapted from both a story and stylistic perspective. It was 
also pretty dated so it had to include more modern day technology, etc., That had plot repercussions. So I wrote 
this 60-page document with references, a full story outline, photos, little storyboard ideas… everything I possibly 
could. I gave it my all and it paid off. Sometimes going above and beyond is what will make you rise to the top. 
Actually, all the time. 

Even now, five feature films in, commercials are still my main source of income. I never in a million years thought 
I’d direct ads (again, I probably didn’t realise that was an actual job!) but it’s a great living, they’re short-term 
projects and the budgets you get allow you to play with all the toys. Like any freelance life, it can be hard even 
though I’m 15 years into directing ads now, but thats probably a whole other conversation! 

In terms of agents, none of my features work came from having one. In fact, I only just got my agent a few years 
ago as I’ve been trying to push into television. Luckily I had a bunch of work to show a few different agents and 
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had a chat so that made it easier than starting out. But agents aren’t everything. Make good work and 
opportunities will come – not that people will start picking up the phone (NEVER wait for that!) but you can create 
your own luck by putting yourself out there and showing people your work. 

And, remember, agents work for YOU. People obsess about having one and put up with a lot of crap just because 
they don’t want to be un-repped, but like anything in this industry it needs to be a mutual relationship. I had an 
offer originally from quite a big agent but she thought I was “too loud” in a room (I’d call it passion) and wanted to 
fix it. So I told them to stick it and went with maybe a lesser known agent but someone who I totally clicked with 
and have a great relationship with. 

For my US manager, I basically did what everyone says you don’t do. I cold called. I spent weeks researching, 
calling, charming assistants – just trying to get someone to watch something. Eventually it paid off so I met a few 
people and found an amazing manager and one of the big firms. And it wasn’t even the feature film work he 
found most appealing, it was a spec movie trailer for a project that never happened that he liked and thought was 
cool. The features were just a bonus. 

I’ll shut up now. Good luck everyone. Never take no for an answer. Work bloody hard. Go make films. Go share 
them and make sure people actually see them. Develop that thick skin (you’ll need it!) and go make the things you 
want to make rather than what you think you should. And feel free to track me down on Twitter and say hello. 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CHRISTIANA EBOHON-GREEN | DIRECTOR 

Christiana is an award-winning, NFTS trained drama director and was selected for the BAFTA Elevate 2017 initiative 
to further female directors onto high-end television and features. Her aim is to tell challenging stories, achieve 
nuanced performances and share her vision. She is a member of BAFTA, Directors UK, WFTV and Cinesisters. She 
has served as a juror on several BAFTA juries. 

Over the last nineteen years she has directed Grantchester, The Mallorca Files, Soon Gone: A Windrush Chronicles, Call 
the Midwife, Father Brown, Holby City, Doctors, EastEnders, Hollyoaks and Emmerdale. Having built up such a strong 
body of experience, she is now focussed on high-end drama, as well as feature films.  

She has also directed a number of short films, including a Creative England supported short, Some Sweet Oblivious 
Antidote starring Sir Lenny Henry, Wunmi Mosaku, Colin Salmon, and Fatima Koroma. Some Sweet Oblivious 
Antidote was Long-listed for the 2018 BAFTA Awards. It won Best in the Festival at Triforce 2018 and Earl’s Court 
Film Festival. She also directed Bleeder and Film London Calling Plus short, Support. 

TV Credits: Hollyoaks (1994), Lloyds Bank Channel 4 Film Challenge (1995), Single Voices (2000), Ali Meek Gets A Result (2000), 
EastEnders (2002 - 2003), Emmerdale (2004), Doctors (2001-2018), Holby City (2018), Father Brown (2018-2019),  

Soon Gone: A Windrush Chronicle (2019), Call the Midwife (2019), Grantchester (2020). 
Film Credits: In Your Eye (1994), Support (2017), Some Sweet Oblivious Antidote (2018). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was brought up in South East London, went to a local comprehensive school and directing was not covered in 
our careers lessons. I didn’t know that this was something that people could do for a living. Doing something that I 
loved was important to me, even if I didn’t know what that was. Different ideas surfaced, but when searching for a 
subject to study at university, I came across media production and a light went off in my head. I had always been 
passionate about writing stories, watching them on television, theatre arts and later photography.  

The degree courses that I stumbled on contained all of my passions. It was an exciting prospect to spend three 
years studying something that I was passionate about. Whilst studying, it became very clear that directing was the 
role that most interested me and allowed me to express myself. The question then was how could I make this a 
reality. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Studying for a degree in Communication and Media Production at Bournemouth Uni was my first big step to 
achieving my goal. A lecturer at college had shaken his head when I told him about my subject choice. He asked if I 
knew anyone in the media. When I told him that I didn’t, he shook his head, as though I was mad. It was definitely 
a big dream to dream for someone from my background, but I believed that I could be anything I wanted, if I 
worked hard. (Lucky that I didn’t want to be an astronaut, because I would probably have made that happen). 
Once I set my mind to having a career in the media, I knuckled down and kept going, despite the knockbacks.  

There were many, many rejections along the way, but I kept looking for other ways through and returned to the 
gatekeepers for more ‘no’s’. One  of the reasons that I have a career as a director is because I didn’t give up,  when 
it seemed impossible. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I had no clue about how the Industry worked and stumbled around after film school, without a network. It took 
me a while to get my first few jobs and years to understand that it’s not just about the standard of work that you 
do, but also that you have to market yourself. I also encountered many obstacles due to my race and gender. As a 
black female director, I didn’t look like the trusted white male directors and so, I was seen as a risk and 
opportunities were extremely scarce. Although I hadn’t failed on any project, producers often regarded me as 
inexperienced and unlikely to be able to hack it. Amazing to be judged so harshly, without even being given a 
chance. I was always regarded as new and inexperienced. Exposure of these practices in recent years has led to 
greater awareness and things are beginning to change a bit. Where I had previously been suffocating and banging 
my head on glass ceilings, finally I have more space to show what I am capable of. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I wrote and directed a short film, which screened at lots of film festivals. I used it to support my application for a 
place at the National Film and Television School (NFTS), where I studied fiction direction. During those three years, 
I was was able to focus on what the role of director was and the craft of filmmaking. It was amazing and 
empowering to be selected for the NFTS. Without it, I would not have had the grounding to even begin a career as 
a director.  

As I have gained experience, I have become clearer about the type of stories that I’m passionate about telling. 
Female centred, diverse stories are most interesting to me and lots of untold stories that fit that category. It’s nice 
to try to tell stories that haven’t been told over and over. 
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5. How did you get your first break? 

Mmmm, first break? Sometimes it’s hard to tell what that actually is. It could have been deciding my dream career, 
or having a chance to write and direct a short film whilst on a short course. Lots of people wanted to do one or 
other of these jobs, but they were too shy to say anything. My arm shot up for both of these roles. We made the 
film and it played at film festivals all over the world. I think that it’s still better travelled that I am. Another break 
happened whilst I was still at film school. I applied for a chance to direct one of The Lloyd’s Bank Channel 4 short 
films. I was successful and directed a short film that was broadcast on television. It was the first time that 
something I had directed could be seen by a large audience. Suddenly the box in the living room showed 
something that I had made – amazing. 
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CHRIS FOGGIN | DIRECTOR 

Chris’ second feature film Fisherman’s Friends opened up at number two in the UK Box Office after Captain Marvel. 
The film has now grossed over £7 million in the UK and has been released worldwide. 

Chris’ first feature Kids In Love starring Will Poulter, Alma Jodorowsky and Cara Delevingne premiered at the 
Edinburgh Film Festival in 2016. His award-winning short films include That Night starring James Corden and 
Alexandra Roach and Friend Request Pending starring Judi Dench and Tom Hiddleston. Chris Foggin is also a Screen 
International Star of Tomorrow. 

TV Credits: Cold Feet (2020).  
Film Credits: Queen of Hearts (2011), Stars in Shorts (2012), Friend Request Pending (2012), That Night (2013),  

Kids In Love (2016), Fisherman’s Friends (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I didn't consider working in film until quite late in life. Growing up in the North East with no connections to the 
industry, I never really considered it an option as a career! But, I had always loved film and TV and how it brought 
us together as a family. As a child, one of my fondest memories was when we all sat down and watched Arthur 
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starring Dudley Moore.  I  loved how the whole family would laugh together, and I really enjoyed that collective 
experience. 

It was this that inspired me to study  Media Production at university.  I was incredibly fortunate that when I 
graduated I gained work as a floor runner within the  industry.  It was being on film and TV sets that made me 
first believe I could hopefully direct myself one day. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

During the years spent working as a floor runner and an assistant director, I did my best to make a few short 
films. Using the contacts that I had built within the industry, I relied on favours from the people I admired most. 

I was never afraid to ask and that always helped in the beginning. I had worked on a few projects with Dame Judi 
Dench and she kindly agreed to be in my first ever short film. I was incredibly nervous because I hadn’t made 
anything before but thankfully I had a wonderful crew around me that supported me and made the experience a 
joyful one. This obviously opened up many doors for me, which ultimately led to my next short film starring James 
Corden and Alexandra Roach. 

Alongside making these short films, I was so lucky that I had constant work as an AD and worked on some 
incredible films. It was here that I learnt everything I know today and for that I am so grateful. 

I then decided that I needed to take a leap of faith and attempt to make directing my full-time profession. There 
has definitely been lots of ups and downs but I am really pleased I took the risk. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I have felt supported by many people in the industry. I have had the opportunity to experience many amazing 
things and have worked with creative people at the top of their game. I have been lucky. 

That being so, I think in the past I have made a couple of wrong moves that have held me back. This is nobodies 
fault but my own and I wouldn't change a thing, because ultimately I’ve learned from every mistake. I am more 
honest with myself now. Instead of just doing something for the sake of directing, I am now trying to be careful 
with the projects I choose. 

I also believe the stories that I enjoy telling often don’t always get the backing they deserve. In my mind feel-good 
films are as valid as any other genre. 

There are probably a million better filmmakers than me, so I am just trying to stay in my own lane and do projects 
that I can give my everything to and stand by whole-heartedly. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I very much feel like I am in the infancy of my career and I still learn so much from every new piece of work. I am a 
collaborator and I like to use the experience of my fellow crew members and peers to help me create the best end 
result. I think it’s this teamwork and open dialogue that helps me hone and develop my craft. 

Having spent just under 10 years on film and TV sets as a runner and AD before making the leap to directing, I got 
the chance to learn and watch everyone at work from ground level up. Without that knowledge I would be clueless 
today. 
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5. How did you get your first break? 

My break came when I was just about to finish university. As I mentioned above, I had no connections in the 
industry and I had resigned myself to the fact that once I finished the course at Northumbria University, it would 
be extremely difficult to gain work. 

It was by complete chance that I got my break! During my studies I had taken a job in a sandwich shop and a week 
out from graduating, I finished a shift on a Friday evening and had planned to return on Monday morning for the 
early shift. But as we packed down, the owner informed me that this was, in fact, my last shift and that on Monday 
morning I started a job as a floor runner on an ITV drama called Place of Execution. He had organised it with a 
friend of his who happened to be the 2nd AD. 

I couldn’t believe my luck. I was so happy and that was the beginning for me.  

From there, I met assistant directors that took me from job to job and by the end of the summer I was living in 
London. 

I still can’t believe I live in London because I was the 16-year-old kid at school who cried every night of his German 
exchange trip because I was homesick. 
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ISABELLE SIEB | DIRECTOR 

Isabelle Sieb is a BAFTA-nominated director for film and television. Her shorts include Three Women Wait For Death, 
which won the Chris Collins Best of Live Action Award at the Encounters Film Festival and was long-listed for the 
Best British Short Film BAFTA 2017. 

For TV she directed the opening block of the BAFTA-nominated SKY drama series The Athena, starring Ella 
Balinska, and other credits include Shetland for BBC One. She is currently working on the forthcoming Vigil with 
World Productions for BBC One. 

TV Credits: The Athena (2019), Shetland (2019). 
Film Credits: College Romance (2012), The Secret Life Of A Quiz Master (2014), Mannequins (2014),  

Three Women Wait For Death (2016), Cycle (2017). 

Photography by Mark Mainz 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

When I was 17 years old I made a spoof short film as a birthday present for my best friend. I got all of our friends 
involved, used a crappy little camera and it was the most fun I’d ever had. When we presented the film at her 
birthday party it went down so well that I had several requests from other friends asking me to make a film for 
their birthdays too. This was when I thought “hey, this could be a business”. But I didn’t know for sure that 
directing was the right career for me until I was 25 and in my final year at university.  

I think this was partially because of the fact that I grew up in a tiny German village by the name of Hünstetten-
Görsroth (the rule in Germany is ‘the longer the name, the smaller the place’), with absolutely no ties to anyone 
who had ever worked in film. And partially because I didn’t really know of any female filmmakers: I think in 
hindsight there was definitely a subconscious feeling that directing was not an option for me for that reason too. 

However, the thought that filmmaking was something I enjoyed more than anything and that there may be a way 
to make a career out of it now existed firmly in my head. So after finishing my A-levels in Germany, I signed up for 
a wildlife filmmaking course in Cape Town, South Africa. This seemingly random choice was largely influenced by 
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wanting to leave Hünstetten-Görsroth and see a bit of the world, whilst trying to figure out what the hell I was 
going to do. All of my friends from school went straight on to university in the nearest German cities to study very 
sensible degrees, and all I knew for sure was that that wasn’t my path. As it turned out, one of my teachers on the 
wildlife filmmaking course worked as a freelance DoP for a documentary production company just outside Cape 
Town, that was run by a German producer and they were looking for freelance directors who spoke German (and 
were cheap to hire). I believe I must have been the only person who fit that description at the time. So he made an 
introduction for me and I ended up staying in Cape Town for two years directing little social documentary pieces 
for German language TV. It was the time running up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa so there was lots 
of content needed and it kept me busy. It was very much a case of serendipity – I happened to be in the right 
place at the right time and it was an incredible life experience above all, but it also manifested my idea of wanting 
to become a filmmaker.  

I should add that I had absolutely no idea what I was doing as documentary director and the quality of our work 
was very much carried by the experience of the crew, whilst I focused primarily on interviewing the people we 
were making the films about. Needless to say, I realised through this experience that documentary was not the 
right path for me and it was really fiction (like those spoof short films I made for my friends) that I was the most 
passionate about. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After a year and a half in Cape Town, having directed little documentary pieces on and off for about a year, I 
decided to apply to universities in the UK. I knew I didn’t want to go back to Germany (I have always been happiest 
surrounded by people from all kinds of places and backgrounds and I knew I wanted to continue living in “foreign” 
countries), but I also knew I wanted to be closer to my family than South Africa, so the UK seemed like a good 
choice – if I could find a university I could afford.  

Thankfully, Regent’s University offered me a scholarship for their Screenwriting & Producing BA, which made it 
possible for me to move to London and take my first “proper” steps towards a career in film. At this point I still 
hadn’t decided for myself that directing was the right choice for me, even though all the evidence very clearly 
pointed in that direction. But I think I didn’t have the confidence or clarity to admit to myself that that was what I 
really wanted. I thought Screenwriting & Producing made sense as a degree for me, because I knew very little 
about either and was eager to learn. Also, in my head producing felt like a more reasonable choice for me. After 
all, I was German and incredibly efficient and organised in my approach, becoming a producer made so much 
sense. 

It wasn’t until my final year at Regent’s University when two fateful incidents finally made me realise what I knew 
deep down all along.  

Firstly, I did a two-months long internship with two incredible producers, Kate Ogborn and Lisa Marie Russo, over 
the summer break between my 2nd and 3rd year. At the time they had a film production company together, called 
Fly Film, and I assisted them across the board for those two months. It was such an enlightening and inspiring 
experience watching these two brilliant producers running their business and putting their slate of projects 
together with such impeccable taste. But it also showed me what producing really looked like on a day-to-day 
basis and how much of it is really office based. So after these two months I knew for sure that producing wasn’t 
really what I wanted and it was time to stop coming up with excuses to not pursue what had excited me about 
filmmaking in the first place: directing! 
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And then my 3rd year at Regent's began and it was time to make my final year short film. Studying at Regent’s 
University was different to studying at a film school like the NFTS in that we didn’t team up with other students 
and we didn’t have a graduation film either.  

Since I was on a screenwriting degree, we had a feature film screenplay to write as our thesis project and up until 
3rd year had never had to actually MAKE a short film before. But as a 3rd year assignment we all had to go and 
direct a 5-minute short film.  

So now that I had arrived at the conclusion that I was going to follow my heart and really commit to directing and 
give it all I’ve got, I had a chance to put that commitment into action.  

I made a comedy musical using pretty much the entirety of acting students available at the university and made 
them choreograph and learn dance routines to perform on the compound. There wasn’t any kit available for the 
students to use either at the time, apart from SD cameras, so I approached professional crew that I found through 
a combination of Google searches and recommendations from runner jobs I had been doing on the side.   

Making this short film was the greatest joy, and even though it didn’t get into any significant film festivals, it gave 
me something to show for myself and the confidence and perseverance to pursue directing further. I ended up 
making three more low-budget short films, none of which did particularly well in film festivals or caught the 
attention of anyone significant in the industry, before I finally got to make the short film that would launch my 
career as a director. 

In 2015, two years after I graduated, Creative England and the BFI decided to address the gender imbalance in film 
with a short film scheme called iShorts+ FUNNY GIRLS, for which five female directors were selected and got to 
make a short film for £10k that the BFI provided. Luckily, I was one of the five directors selected and had teamed 
up with a phenomenally talented comedy writer, Nat Luurtsema, who wrote a stunning script called Three Women 
Wait For Death which we made into a short film through the scheme. The film ended up winning the Best British 
Short Film award at the Oscar- and BAFTA-qualifying Encounters Film Festival in 2016 (honestly, if there’s any short 
film festival worth sending your films to, it’s Encounters! It’s a perfectly curated festival and if you do well there it 
can really be career-changing.), and it was long-listed for a BAFTA in 2017. Three Women Wait For Death also got me 
my agents at Curtis Brown and my American managers at Grandview LA and off the back of that I got the chance 
to start pitching on TV directing jobs. (TBC in question 5!) 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

There are a few obstacles that come to mind, the most obvious and immediate one being that I moved here from 
another country and not only didn’t know anyone in the film industry, I didn’t know anyone at all in the UK. So it 
just took me a little while longer to find my feet and navigate my way through London and to figure out how the 
film and TV industry works here. Thankfully, my three years at Regent’s University and the scholarship I’d received 
gave me a safety net whilst doing so, and I tried to use the time to contact anyone I could and meet as many 
people for coffee and advice as possible, which really helped. But there was no graduation showcase at the end of 
my degree and no one that the university could refer me to, so there was definitely a time after graduating where 
I felt quite lost and didn’t know what to do next to get to where I wanted. The only thing I could think of was to 
keep making low- (or rather ‘no-’) budget short films and to try to research and contact any directors and 
producers who were a few steps ahead of me, doing what I wanted to do. And I worked both full-time and part-
time in day jobs for the next couple of years whilst trying to navigate my way into the industry. (I worked in a post-
production agency for commercials for a few months and I also did due diligence background research for 
German language companies for a while, just to name a couple.)  
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So there definitely was no “getting directing work straight out of university”-type of success for me. It took me a 
year or so to just research and understand what options I had and what funding schemes and talent initiatives 
there were to apply to, and then probably another year or so of applying to those before I ever got any of them.  

The other key obstacle I feel I do have to mention is the fact that I was (and am) a young female director. The 
industry has gone through a tremendous shift over the last couple of years and one that I have undoubtedly 
benefitted from (though it must be said that there is still a long way to go until female filmmakers, filmmakers of 
colour, filmmakers of the LGBTQ+ community and filmmakers with disabilities get the opportunities they deserve). 
However, when I graduated in 2013, there was still a very different reality. I could see young white male directors 
being given opportunities and taking leaps that seemed completely inaccessible to me and it was quite 
disheartening. I tried breaking into commercials directing for a while and it just seemed impossible. I would have 
meetings with commercials companies (that shall not be named) who would literally tell me that they currently 
already had a female director on their roster and weren’t looking for another one.  

What helped me to stay motivated and keep pushing on was connecting with other directors who were going 
through the same thing and trying to help each other as much as possible. The female-identifying directors 
collective ‘Cinesisters' was formed in 2014 and I was lucky enough to be one of its first members. That feeling of a 
community really helped. As did the advice and support from many brilliant male directors who were aware of the 
injustice that was happening and wanted to help. 

In May 2016, the fantastic organisation ‘Directors UK’ published a report called “Cut Out of the Picture: A study of 
gender inequality among directors within the UK”, which made for a big turning point and prompted the BFI to 
change their funding guidelines (not just for gender equality but also taking into account BAME, LGBTQ+ and 
filmmakers with disabilities) and the leading TV broadcasters and production companies to change their hiring 
practices when it comes to directors. There really has been a noticeable shift in the industry over the past couple 
of years and while there is still much work to be done, I am quite aware that I owe many of my opportunities to 
the hard work of the likes of Directors UK and Cinesisters and anyone who pushed for this change to happen.  

I sincerely hope that this is an obstacle that won’t exist for any of you in the same way any more. 

In terms of setbacks, there have been so many! I think I thankfully learned to be quite resilient early on so there 
was never a moment where I seriously thought about giving up. But it might be worth mentioning a couple of 
examples just to show how common and completely normal setbacks are.  

A few years ago I was selected for a competitive feature film development scheme. They only selected a handful of 
teams and projects each year and I was so thrilled to have made the cut. It was announced in Screen International 
and all the ‘film news online platforms' and I had told everyone about it and couldn’t be happier. Then a few 
weeks into the scheme there were problems within my team and we decided we wanted to change our project 
and consequently were asked to leave the scheme altogether. I was absolutely heartbroken. But in hindsight I 
know it wasn’t the right project, the right team or the right time for me to make a feature film. So in the end it was 
definitely a good thing we didn’t stay on that scheme, even if at the time I felt like my little world was crumbling.  

And last year I suddenly found myself in a position, after having directed two TV shows back to back, where I 
couldn’t get work. My agents were amazing and really supportive and they got me so many exciting interviews and 
yet somehow none of them landed. I ended up doing 23 interviews for 14 different TV shows last year (if you do 
well in your first interview you most likely will be asked to interview a second time to meet the executive 
producers). Almost every time I made the final round and got brilliant feedback and yet the job ended up going 
elsewhere at the final hurdle. After that many meetings across so many months it does get hard to not let that get 
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to you or take it personally because we are all only human after all. But thankfully job interview number 23 was 
the one and I am now thrilled to be directing a brilliant show I am extremely excited about. It really taught me that 
setbacks can and will happen at any point on your journey. 

And lastly, let’s not forget about this global pandemic we suddenly find ourselves in. Now THAT is a setback for 
absolutely everyone. I was a week away from filming my new show in Scotland when everything got put on hold 
and we were sent home. That was nearly three months ago now and the future is still uncertain. I can only 
imagine what it must feel like for you to not be able to make your graduation films this year. But all I can say is 
that this won’t stop you from succeeding in your careers, I can guarantee you! Try, if you can, to use the time to 
really think about what exactly it is you want. And if at the end of all of this you still feel as passionately about your 
projects, then you will absolutely find a way to get them made and they will turn out all the better for the extra 
time you have had to prep them. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I don’t know if anyone ever gets to a point when they have fully developed their voice but I think the most 
important thing is to keep growing as a person and to continue allowing yourself to have life experiences that can 
feed into your work. A healthy work/life balance is crucial to developing your voice too, in my opinion, and it is 
definitely something I am still working on.  

As for my taste and the types of stories I want to tell, this is very much something that has progressed and 
continues to progress as I get older and gain more experience. Most of my short films were comedies and 
comedy-dramas, now the majority of my TV work has been (pretty bleak) dramas and political thrillers. And the 
projects I am developing for film and TV are all in the drama genre too, although the types of characters I have 
been interested in hasn’t changed much. But the point is, I think it’s perfectly normal that your voice as a 
filmmaker, and as a human, changes and progresses. 

In terms of honing my craft – I made plenty of bad short films! I think making lots and lots of short films is the best 
thing you can do to try out different ideas and genres and to make as many mistakes as possible - because no one 
is watching unless you want them to. 

My initial idea/“plan” was that I would make my 3rd year short film and it would win all of the film festivals 
(including Cannes of course) and it would get me an agent and I would then go straight into making a feature film 
or high-end TV drama. In hindsight I am so glad that that incredibly naive approach didn’t work out for me. Instead 
I got to make another four or five short films (the majority of which are strictly hidden from the world) and I got to 
make many, many mistakes. What this meant was that when I got the chance to make my short film with the BFI, I 
was not a complete beginner any more. And equally when I got to direct my first TV show, I knew that at least I 
wasn’t going to be as rubbish as I was five short films ago. 

I did also get the opportunity to shadow a brilliant director, Lynsey Miller, on one of her early TV gigs, a CBBC show 
called Eve. And that was immensely helpful too, just in terms of de-mystifying for me what TV directing actually 
looks like (essentially, it’s the same as directing a short film, you just have more people, more money and less 
time). Two years later, Lynsey invited me to direct 2nd Unit for her on a TV film she directed called The Boy With 
The Topknot for the BBC. That again was an invaluable experience, to have some responsibility directing material 
for TV but without all the pressure on my shoulders straight away. And again it was immensely useful to have had 
a bit of experience working on a TV set and with a TV schedule before I got the first TV directing gig of my own. 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5. How did you get your first break? 

What I found out pretty quickly about agents is that they want to find you, they usually don’t want to be 
approached by you. (This was the advice I was given by all the directors I had spoken to and I believe it to be true.) 
Hence, I never personally approached any agents; however, they started approaching me when I got selected for 
more and more talent schemes. Those schemes usually get announced in Screen International and Variety and 
Deadline and all the other ‘film news online platforms’, so after my name had appeared on those platforms a few 
times, agents started noticing and got in touch and asked to see my work. At that point I was prepping my short 
film Three Women Wait For Death through the Creative England and BFI scheme “FUNNY GIRLS” and decided I was 
going to wait until the film was finished before sending my work to those agents. It made sense because it was 
going to be by far my most “high-profile” short film and also my most recent one, so hopefully I could do the best I 
had done so far in terms of directing. 

On the Funny Girls Scheme, I also got to pick a mentor that the BFI would contact on my behalf and I picked a 
brilliant young director whose work I had admired for a while, Luke Snellin. Luke was (and has been ever since) 
one of my biggest champions and not only did a wonderful job mentoring me and giving me advice on the short 
film, but he also sent the finished film to his agents at Curtis Brown and recommended they meet with me. And 
even though I met with other agents after I’d sent them the finished short film, it was Luke’s agents who were by 
far the most passionate about me and whom I clicked with immediately and so they became my agents too! 

It took a year and a half from signing with my agents (and seven unsuccessful interviews) to land my first TV 
directing gig. It was hard for my agents to get me in the room with no prior TV experience and it was even harder 
for me to convince producers to take a chance on me with no TV experience. But as things often go, the job I got 
in the end really was worth the long wait and all the effort. I was hired to direct a pilot episode for a new teen 
drama for Sky, called The Athena, which later got picked up to series and I was asked back to direct the first six 
episodes (out of 26 total). This was my first proper break. 

I remember I was on my way to the airport to go and visit my family for a few days and I was determined not to be 
looking at my emails, having just done yet another unsuccessful TV interview, when my agents called and said, 
“Check your emails! We’ve just sent you a script and they want to meet the day you come back!” My initial reaction 
was “I’m not going to get it anyway, I may as well not bother.” (A very, very bad attitude! Don’t ever be like that!) 
But then I read the script on the train and I couldn’t help but laugh out loud because it honestly read like this story 
was about me. The lead character was even half-German and had come to London to take a chance on applying to 
a Creative Arts College. AND it was beautifully written with a lovely comedy-drama tone, very similar to my short 
films, set in a world I knew inside out. This script was my perfect match.  

So when I walked into that interview I knew that everything I had to say would truly come from the heart and 
would be relevant, and that I had a vision for this project that was just right for it. Thankfully the producers agreed 
and believed in me enough to give me the job. It is quite rare to get a first block of a new show as your first TV 
directing job because you get to set up the look and tone for the whole show and you also get to cast it. Usually 
producers tend to look for experienced directors to do this as a way to avoid risk. I know that initially that’s what 
the producers of The Athena had planned to do too, so I was definitely lucky that this script just happened to be so 
perfect for me and that I could offer it a take that no one else could. It was a brilliant learning opportunity whilst 
also allowing me to put that first TV directing credit on my CV.  

Since then I have been fortunate enough to continue to find work in high-end TV and make directing my full-time 
career. 
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SAM PILLING | COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

Sam Pilling is an award winning director renowned for his cinematic success. Known for capturing unique 
moments on camera, his music videos and commercial work have earned him an indelible reputation as a 
filmmaker. 

Sam’s music video work includes the SXSW 2017 selected “Nobody Speak” for DJ Shadow & Run the Jewels, UKMVA 
winner “She Knows” for J. Cole, as well as “Pretty” and “Often” for superstar The Weekend. 

His commercial work has seen him collaborate with the global clients like Sky Sports (“No More One Horse Race”), 
BMW (“Inner Child”) and Audi (“Born Restless”) to name a few. 

Photography by Anton Kuleba 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I first fell in love with moving images at uni. I’d always thought I was going to be an illustrator, and went to CSM to 
study Graphic Design because they didn’t offer an Illustration BA. But the first term was amazing because the 
course offered students the chance to spend a week at a time working in different disciplines, from photography 
to typography to letterpress to advertising to… moving image.  

I had always told stories through my illustration work but after experimenting with this new medium, I was 
completely hooked and ended up studying Moving Images for my whole degree. 

Because we were at Art School, roles such as Director, Editor, Writer etc… weren’t so clearly defined. We were set 
briefs and worked in small groups across all aspects of the project – from idea generation, through to filming, 
editing, music production and sound design. 
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People within the group naturally fell into certain roles, and often played to their strengths – say if they were 
particularly good at VFX or animation – but this way of working gave everyone the opportunity to see just what a 
collaborative process filmmaking is. 

In all honesty, it’s fair to say we didn’t really know what we were doing, and had no real idea what filmmaking in a 
professional capacity looked like. 

Lucky for me, in the third year a good friend of mine, Tim Keeling, said he had been helping out as an on-set 
‘runner’ for BLINK and suggested I joined him. 

We began working for free, then gradually starting getting paid £100 here and there. But running on those early 
music videos was an education in itself!  

I remember the first time a 1st AD asked me to ‘cable bash’ – I had no idea what he was talking about! But I was 
hungry to learn and to help in any way I could – whether it was with the Camera or Art Department. I actually 
think my first running job was on a Chris Sweeney music video! 

These early experiences really opened my eyes to the amount of people it required to make anything happen – 
and again, it gave me a respect for everyone involved in the process. From the lowly tea-maker (me) right the way 
through to the Director. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

As soon as I graduated, my parents wanted me to get a job. And quite right too – living in London is not cheap and 
I was up to my eyeballs in student loan debt.  

So I literally sent hundreds and hundreds of emails to all the London-based production companies that I knew of.  

At uni I’d managed to win two D&AD Student Awards for my music videos, and as fickle as it sounds, this was a 
great thing to be able to talk about in an email. 

Even so, I didn’t hear back from most of the companies, and only heard back from one or two after sending 
multiple emails. 

First up BLINK responded, and I did one week unpaid work experience – the highlight of which, was helping David 
Wilson with an in-camera animation, after work one night. But BLINK already had an in-house runner so I didn’t 
get to stay on after that. 

Next I began running for Pulse Films, working on reception and making cups of tea. But when they realised I was 
afraid of the telephone but could design layouts and find interesting photographs, they soon employed me as a 
visual researcher – laying out and sometimes even writing other directors’ treatments. 

After a period of three-months unpaid internship, at the start of 2010, I finally had a full time job.  

However, whilst working as a Visual Researcher I tried to make as many of my own projects on the side using 
whatever funds, equipment or resources I could get hold of! 

My friends Chris Lee, Paul Storrie and I entered a competition to make a music video for a David Lynch track, 
where we pooled £450 between us, filmed with my mate’s 7D, in and around my flat, used my mate’s dad’s car as 
a prop and his mum’s treadmill as a track and dolly. 
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To quote Don Logan in Sexy Beast:  “Where there’s a will, and there is a f*%King will, there’s a way!” 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The first biggest setback I had was actually my day-job. After working at Pulse for the best part of a year, I’d got 
quite good at making treatments look pretty and they didn’t really want me to stop.  

But the Head of Music Videos there at the time could see how hungry I was, so every now and then he would send 
me low-budget music videos to pitch on. But this naturally enough caused a bit of confusion, and I remember a 
heated argument where the powers that be were asking - is he a director? Or is he a researcher?  

I certainly knew which one I wanted to be and did all I could to make it happen. Luckily enough an opportunity 
came up to make a music video for Actor / Rapper Riz Ahmed – so I jumped at the chance.  

Again, I asked my friends Chris & Paul to help – and we tried to make something happen on a shoe-string budget. 
The shoot involved a three-car convoy car chase through Blackwall Tunnel without permissions, and several 
broken pieces of equipment. But as a result of the video, Pulse signed me to their roster. 

However, trying to make a living as a music video director (or any director) is not easy. And the next biggest 
setback was in 2011 where I couldn’t win a music video pitch for the best part of the year.  

Pitching is a terrible process – you pour your heart into an idea, and work your arse off for a week, only to find 
that the label went with a different director. It’s soul-destroying, and even worse if you are reliant on the small 
director’s fee for a salary.  

As a result, 2011 was almost the end of me – both emotionally and economically! But however cliched it sounds, 
the old adage is true – what doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger. This difficult period helped me develop a 
thick skin and to have faith in my own ideas. Both valuable skillsets for a director. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

For me, I think you are continuing to do both of these things for the rest of your career. Every film / short film / 
music video / commercial / feature film you make is a learning curve in some way. And in fact that’s what I love 
about being a director – every project is totally different, and comes with it’s own set of creative challenges that 
need to be problem-solved. 

I didn’t go to film school – something I deeply regret – yet I only realised I wanted to after studying at Art School. 
And there was no way I could afford another degree! 

But making music videos (and in recent years, commercials) has definitely been a great alternative to that. Over 
the years I have started to hone my craft – establishing a tone of voice, and working out what I like or don’t like, 
and the sort of work I want to make in the future. That isn’t to say everything I’ve ever made has been 
unequivocally ‘me’, but I always try to put my stamp on it, in some small way. 

My experience in commercials has given me the opportunity to work with some supremely talented people, from 
all corners of the globe. In some cases working in extreme weather conditions or in hard to reach locations.  

Sometimes the idea requires a huge cast and even bigger crew, expensive equipment and camera gear –
helicopters, car-rigs, Russian Arms, Motion-Control Cameras, but at other times an idea might simply involve a 
three-man crew filming someone in a single room.  
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But both sides of this coin boil down to the same thing – you are conveying an idea or telling a story through a 
visual medium. It’s all communication at the end of the day. How I choose to communicate an idea is what makes 
me, me and how you choose to do it, is what makes you, you. And sometimes you don’t even know why you want 
to do something a certain way. 

But taste and choices develop over time, based on the experiences you have, and the people you work with. I 
often think directors are like sponges – soaking up everything around us, feeding on whatever we can get our 
hands on or whatever interests us – whether it’s music, film, theatre, books, the news. etc., etc. You only have to 
watch The Story of Film: An Odyssey to realise that everyone is influenced by something and no idea is truly original.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I guess my first ‘break’ came in 2012 after making a very low-budget music video for SBTRKT. I was actually in the 
Pulse office at the time when the phone rang, and an American voice asked to speak to my Music Video rep. 

To cut a long story short, Usher’s manager’s daughter watched my SBTRKT video and really liked it, so she showed 
it to her mom, who showed it to Usher… Before I knew what was happening I was flying to Atlanta to shoot a 
music video for the king of R&B himself. 

Unfortunately the video isn’t anything to write home about but it paved the way for working abroad, as Pulse 
quickly set about getting me a US work visa.  

From that point onwards, I have done a lot of work out of the US making music videos for J.Cole, DJ Shadow, Run 
The Jewels, The Weekend and Chaka Khan, and working on commercials for BMW, Samsung and Cadillac.  

Another big moment for me was making the “Nobody Speak” video for RTJ. The video had a political message, 
albeit with a big pinch of ridiculousness and humour, and it came out at just the right (or indeed wrong) time – 
capturing the way people were feeling about politics, particularly in America, and as such it crossed over from just 
being a ‘music video’ to being a bit of content that friends were sending to each other, and employees were 
sharing round their offices. This really helped put me on the map as a director, both in terms of visual aesthetic 
and tone of voice. 
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JILL ROBERTSON | DIRECTOR 

BAFTA nominated director and award-winning filmmaker, Jill Robertson has directed over 60 hours of TV drama 
including Waterloo Road, Casualty, Roman Mysteries, Missing and Tracy Beaker.  

Her background is in production and development on movies including Trainspotting, A Life Less Ordinary, Twin 
Town and The Beach. She co-produced the award-winning feature, 27 Missing Kisses, (opening Cannes Film Festival 
Directors’ Fortnight), and Sky Movies feature Tube Tales. 

Jill has significant script and story editing experience working with studios including Buenta Vista and Fine Line. 

She has directed/produced six short films including The Piano Tuner featuring Hugh Laurie, Terrible Kisses with Jack 
Davenport, The Suicidal Dog directed by Paul Merton, and the multi-award and Silver Bear winning Desserts 
featuring Ewan McGregor.  Jill trained at the NFTS. 

TV Credits: Brookside (1982), Grange Hill (2004), Hollyoaks (2001 - 2004), The Story of Tracy Beaker (2005),  
Hollyoaks: Let Loose (2008), Roman Mysteries (2008), Missing (2009-2010), Waterloo Road (2009-2011), Lip Service (2012), 

Casualty (2005-2012), Last Tango In Halifax (2013), Law & Order: UK (2013-2014), Grantchester (2014), Vera (2016),  
Brief Encounters (2016), Humans (2018), Harlots (2017-2018), Impulse (2019), The Feed (2019). 

Film Credits: The Piano Teacher (2001), Terrible Kisses (2004). 

Photograph by Vladimir Cvetko 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up just North of Watford and come from a very ordinary background. My relatives are mostly teachers. We 
were a second family for my father, coming pretty late in his life. I spent a lot of my childhood watching films with 
him and was fascinated by his description of first seeing a Charlie Chaplin film and the magical escapism of visits 
to the cinema from his poverty stricken childhood. I realise now his life spanned much of the history of film and 
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was marked by his favourite films throughout the decades. He passed on to me his love of musicals, Westerns and 
sci-fi -  in fact any genre with a good story and great characters. He also had an 8mm camera with which he 
documented our holidays and family visits, rarely appearing himself, and I remember always being massively 
excited when the films arrived back from the Kodak lab and the projector came out of the loft. 

One of my most exciting Christmas presents was a miniature projector (basically a glorified torch) through which I 
could project slides of cartoons onto my bedroom door and charge my sisters entrance to watch them, issuing 
home-made tickets. It was a long time till I had any idea of what a director was but I was always excited by the 
fictional worlds into which I could escape when I was watching films and hours of TV. 

I started my career as a dancer, in fact a showgirl in a Moulin Rouge-esque spectacular in Madrid. It was the one of 
the most extraordinary years of my life. However, I knew dancing was a short-lived career and was still thinking 
about movies, TV and finding a way to tell stories. Inching closer, I then qualified as a drama teacher, encouraged 
by my parents to get a ‘proper job with a good pension’. Whilst teaching I had the opportunity to help a friend’s 
brother with the night shoots for a short film he was making. I taught drama during the day and then worked on 
the film all night, snatching a couple of hours sleep on the staffroom sofa before the school day began. I was 
pretty unhappy teaching, it just wasn’t for me. I could relate to the kids and loved our drama sessions but I didn’t 
quite fit in overall. Ten minutes after I walked onto set of the short film, I experienced the most powerful feeling of 
familiarity with the crew and actors. I knew I had found my tribe. 

I was always driven by a desire to tell stories to an audience. To move, thrill and entertain them. To give the 
audience an opportunity to escape into another world just as I did. It was a very instinctive feeling. I had no idea 
how it worked or how I was going to do it, just that it was something I increasingly felt I had to find a way to do. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I had a memorable discussion with my school career advisor aged 17, when I expressed a desire to go to college to 
study film and TV. It was deemed unrealistic and suggested that perhaps I should study English. There were very 
few film courses around at the time so that is what I did. I am actually very grateful for that advice as it gave me a 
fantastic grounding for a career as a director - reading and analysing books, plays and poetry has directly fed into 
my understanding and interpretation of scripts and stories.  

After year of teaching I went to the NFTS as a full-time producing student following a period of volunteering on 
graduation films doing everything from driving minibuses to searching for last minute props in the middle of the 
night. I had applied for producing as I was working in the production office and it seemed a natural progression. 
All the female role models I knew in the industry at that time were also producers. Even though I got to direct a 
couple of short films there I stayed in producing and production for quite a while before I started directing. 
Everything I learnt about filmmaking during this period has been very informative and helpful in my directing 
career and it’s been so beneficial to be able to see things from a producer’s point of view. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I have been fortunate and don’t feel I have had many obstacles, although there were periods of financial struggle 
when I was trying to make my first short film. The only real obstacle I experienced in developing my career as a 
director was my gender. I am thrilled that this has changed a lot more recently. 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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

After film school I was lucky enough to get a job as an assistant, working for the coolest Producer in town, Andrew 
Macdonald, who at the time was developing a low-budget film called Trainspotting. Shallow Grave had just been 
released and the opportunity to work with Andrew, Danny Boyle and John Hodge over the next couple of years 
was fantastic and has been the greatest influence on my work. It was an extraordinary time where everyone from 
Oasis to Sean Connery would walk through the office door. I also was a runner on a Ken Loach film prior to this 
and he was kind enough to let me watch him rehearsing. Coupled with my drama training and performance 
experience this very much influenced the way I work with actors. I subsequently produced a number of short films 
with first time directors and started to think about directing. I found a short script I really liked and when I couldn’t 
find a director, decided to do it myself. 

5. How did you get your first break?  

I got my first agent after he came to a screening of my short film. I think my experience with Andrew and Danny 
and my producing CV certainly helped, and that I was already planning my next short film. Through him I got my 
first break in TV directing Hollyoaks, which was another big and beneficial learning experience where I also got the 
opportunity to direct Brookside and most excitingly, Grange Hill. This was a show I was obsessed with as a kid and it 
felt really extraordinary to be actually making it. The experience peaked when I got interviewed on Blue Peter and 
was given a badge, which is still a prized possession. Despite the pandemic, I still feel that this is the most exciting, 
fertile time I can remember for filmmakers with the ever expanding number of formats, platforms and 
opportunities we can utilise to tell our stories. 

˝
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IAN ARYEH | DIRECTOR 

Ian Aryeh is an award-winning director working across comedy, drama and genre. A graduate of the prestigious 
National Film and Television School, Ian has been selected as a Broadcast Hotshot Director and named as one of 
Channel 4’s ‘Directors to Watch’.  

Ian has always been a vivid story-teller and is a resident director for the BAFTA Rocliffe New Writing Showcase 
working with a variety of new talent both behind and in front of the camera.  

Ian has just finished directing on Series 3 of the Sky 1 comedy - In The Long Run, created by Idris Elba and 
produced by Green Door & Sprout Pictures. The show stars Idris Elba, Bill Bailey, Jimmy Akingbola, Madeleine 
Appiah and Kellie Shirley. He has also directed a brand new children’s comedy series for BBC, called Andy and the 
Band, which launched in February 2020. Prior to that Ian had also directed on Series 8 of the recently BAFTA 
nominated children’s TV series The 4 O’Clock Club for CBBC. He has several projects in development across film and 
television both in the UK and for American SVOD’s.  

Ian has also directed a range of commercials for brands including Google, Imperial Leather and Jose Cuervo and 
has also directed three series of the online phenomenon The Wembley Cup for YouTube. The series has gained 
over 120 million views on YouTube. 

TV Credits: 4 o’clock club (2018), Andy and the Band (2019), In the Long Run (2020), Duppy (2021),  
This can never not be real (2021). 

Photography by Justin Downing 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

The first film I ever saw in the cinema was Jurassic Park and it completely blew my mind. Mostly because I spent 
most of the film hiding behind my seat afraid the dinosaurs would come out of the screen to eat me. I was so 
compelled by the world created and from that experience began my love for storytelling. I waxed lyrical about the 
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film to anyone who would listen and my parents encouraged me to make my own stories and ‘present them’ to 
them.  

I roped my sister into my storytelling feats and we used to write our own shows together and perform them for 
our parents. Through that I was the actor, co-producer and co-creator on all our productions, and most 
importantly I was in charge of how we would bring the stories to life. 

As I got a little bit older we would get our older cousin Nigel to film our performances, especially the Christmas 
specials, and I would take a leading role in front and behind the camera. I clearly liked the limelight and being in 
control. It took me a while to fully understand what the director was – but my love for entertaining was cemented 
and my parents continued to feed my love of storytelling. 

They were big movie fans and we would all go to the cinema every Sunday to watch a new film together as a 
family. This gave me such a great insight into the mix of stories made for cinema. To further supplement my love 
of film we would watch a lot of Blaxploitation and B-movies at home. I would watch each film right until the last 
credit was listed to see who was involved and who did what. 

I then took a roundabout way to fully realise I only wanted to be a director. I still loved performing and acted in all 
my secondary school plays and musicals, alongside attending drama club. I even managed to perform at the Old 
Vic in London on an original production when I was 16, which was an incredible experience. But I was never fully 
satisfied being a performer and much more enjoyed the process of creating the show and effectively directing 
everyone involved. I basically wanted to do what Steven Spielberg did with Jurassic Park, but it took me a while to 
find my path to get there. The next step was how to make it a reality.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what where your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

My parent’s were very supportive of my creative endeavours, but I think they must have always thought this would 
be a hobby. Everyone in my immediate family has a good job, with my mum's side full of diplomats, civil servants 
and the odd architect, whereas on my dad’s side we had engineers, accountants and later my Grandad became a 
Bishop in Ghana. So little old me saying I wanted to do what Steven Spielberg did, was a big change in the world I 
had come from. No one immediately knew how to become a director, so there was a lot of research and attempts 
to convince my family I could do it and make it work.  

I didn’t succeed, but managed to convince my family to allow me to study an interdisciplinary humanities degree. I 
studied American and Canadian studies mixing modules in politics, history, English and most importantly film and 
TV (I now understand every Family Guy, Simpsons and South Park gag). For me that wasn’t enough so I was also part 
of the filmmaking, theatre and TV societies. I wanted to make sure I could exercise my love of filmmaking and 
storytelling in every way possible. I made some student short films, student TV shows (which are all locked in a 
vault) and performed in the odd play at university. I loved every moment, but they wouldn’t be enough to make a 
career as a director once finishing my degree.  

I had a great tutor – Richard King – who was very supportive of my dream to be a filmmaker. He introduced me to 
the idea of furthering my education at film school in order to develop my craft and really have a go at becoming a 
director. We singled out applying to the NFTS and through Richard’s recommendation and encouragement, I was 
fortunate enough to get an interview to attend the school. And the rest as they say is history. 

Only it wasn’t – in between university and film school I worked an array of jobs to get more experience in the 
industry. I joined the BBC as a broadcast assistant on Radio 5 Live and then segued into running on various 
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entertainment shows. This helped me gain professional experience in the industry and soak up as much 
information as I could. 

I was then in awe once I started at the NFTS. To be surrounded by other storytellers who loved film and TV as 
much as I did. It was truly the best environment for me to learn all I could about filmmaking, from the teachers 
and guest tutors. On top of what I could learn from my fellow students. I was also able to soak up so much film 
and TV history and I could fully dedicate myself to becoming a director. I loved the network I built at the school, 
which is very important as you navigate this industry. I got to meet and work with so many genuinely lovely and 
talented people, I was inspired the whole time I was there and looked forward to working with them in the 
industry once we graduated.  

Like all students at the school, you create a portfolio of projects and my graduation show was a TV comedy pilot 
Doubt on Loan. It got a great reception at the NFTS graduation showcase and I was contacted by industry 
producers, development people, commissioners, etc., who wanted to meet me and talk more about the idea and 
what other ideas I had. Finally I thought – here begins my journey to becoming a ‘fully fledged’ director.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Like every director and filmmaker – there isn’t one clear road to ‘success’ depending on how you define it. Each 
knockback, rejection or obstacle you face is humbling, but also another learning curve to help you on your 
continued development and journey. You also then have to contend with your own anxiety of imposter syndrome 
and whether you will work again: envy of seeing great work you wish you had made and maintaining your own 
self-confidence, as you’ll need a lot of it to keep going.  

Two distinctive experiences I remember taught me a great deal about the business of the industry. As it is a 
business, after all. My first was getting a TV channel to buy and broadcast my grad show, which felt like a huge 
achievement. I was developing it into a series with them and they wanted to see how audiences would respond to 
the pilot. I was partnered with a production company who was recommended by the broadcaster and started, 
what I hoped, would be a fruitful relationship. Unfortunately, I was shut out from various discussions about 
moving forward, from recutting some bits of the show, development meetings and crucially how I would be 
credited and remunerated for creating the show ahead of the broadcast. To cut a long story short I got ripped off 
financially, but managed to keep the integrity of the pilot to be broadcast, which was always the main goal. I then 
cut my ties with the production company after the horrible experience of getting the show on air. With that, I lost 
all progress that had been made both in the development of the series and getting to make more episodes. It 
taught me a valuable lesson of being surrounded by good people who you trust and have your best intentions at 
heart. We all want to make good film and TV but the road to making anything is always bumpy, and always 
maintain your integrity.  

Another obstacle I faced early on was pitching another show idea I had created. I was very excited about it, and we 
had some great early responses from the broadcasters. We went on to pitch a revamped version of the show and 
was met with the fateful words, “we already have something like that in development." You’ll hear this a lot and I’m 
afraid to say this isn’t always the case, as I later found out. The essence of my idea was then revamped at the 
broadcaster without my knowledge, but their version never got to screen. This was a huge blow to me, as I was 
very excited about this original idea and knew we were onto something. I always felt if the broadcaster had 
worked with us, we could have made something great, but its not to say it can’t happen again later down the line. 
You’ll learn in this industry sometimes you have a great idea and the timing then isn’t right. Don’t write off bringing 
that idea out again later down the line. Or a broadcaster will say they have something similar, when really it’s your 
particular take on the idea that makes it unique and different.  
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This industry is all about ideas and storytelling – bringing our imaginations to the screen. Don’t let any knockbacks 
you face throw you off course from that. Keep developing your ideas, keep learning from all your experiences. 
They all help you make better choices as your career grows. On top of that, keep a great stable of people around 
you – everything requires collaboration and you need to enjoy working with the people around you. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Through a lot of trial and error and pushing my approach on each production, I’ve managed to hone my craft. It 
largely began at film school and I’ve been developing it since. On the bigger productions I’ve got a better sense of 
myself as a director – through my temperament, my style and methods. Each job has its stresses, and especially 
with the children’s TV I’ve directed, I’ve learnt how best to cut my cloth with the time and budget constraints you’re 
constantly against. It teaches you to be very creative in your execution and you can never over prep. The trick is to 
prep hard to shoot easy. All the background work you do before you step on set allows you to make the best 
creative decisions with the time you have on set, and ultimately make directing more enjoyable. There are so 
many filmmakers' work I love from Martin Scorsese to Buster Keaton, Wes Anderson to Tarantino, and Woody 
Allen to Spike Lee. I try and bring a little piece of them onto each job in my own flavour.  

The best thing I’ve found is to keep shooting and experimenting when not working on a formal production. Taking 
the time to create my own films and content has given me the space to work on my craft.  

When it came to developing my voice – it was through development of my own ideas that I got a better sense of 
the type of themes, areas of life and projects that excite me. When I allowed true introspection of myself, I was 
able to see the value of my own life experiences that have shaped my view of the work, and in turn my approach 
to filmmaking. I don’t want to be ‘the next [insert director here]’ rather I have learnt to celebrate my own self and 
continue to pour that into my work.  

Saying that, I do love what Spielberg does in taking big ideas and making them accessible in the palm of your 
hand, and that is something that has always struck me. Coupled with my love of exploring themes of distorted 
realities and the shifting idiosyncrasies of the human condition in respect of morality and vengeance. Wrapped in 
dark humour and pop culture references. I don’t think you ever stop developing your craft or honing your voice, it 
becomes stronger on every job.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

When you start in this game, you soon realise there are different levels too unlock before you can get to the next 
stage of your career. But it is crucial to always think ahead towards what you want to be doing in two moves time. 
Learn to mix your jobs with productions that will give you the step to your next major TV show, or towards 
directing your feature. As well as jobs where you can look after yourself financially, but also experiment more due 
to budgetary or time constraints.  

After leaving film school I didn’t have a talent agent and largely had to generate my own leads and work. I had so 
many meetings and drank so much coffee, but it took a while before I could book anything as a director. I was 
constantly developing my own ideas, whilst shooting what I could. A commercial agent saw my graduation film 
and after a very progressive meeting he signed me to his company. Through them I directed branded content and 
online material like a man possessed, to build my portfolio.  

I managed to catch the eye of a producer at the BBC who had also enjoyed my comedy pilot and some of the 
other work I had directed. Unfortunately, nothing came from our initial conversations, but through them I was 
connected to the head of BBC Children’s. She liked me very much and wanted to help my career, she then 
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connected me to Dominic MacDonald - Producer of the 4 O’Clock Club, one of CBBC’s most recent long-running 
comedy series. I was already a fan of the show and that went a long way in our meeting. I didn’t hear back from 
him for a few weeks and thought I had messed it at all up, but then I got a call from Dominic who was very 
complimentary of my work and enjoyed my energy, which he thought would bring the best out in the young cast. 
He decided to take a risk and booked me to direct five episodes of the upcoming Series 8. This was to be my first 
TV directing gig and I couldn’t believe it. He also recommended me to several agents he knew and through his 
support I decided to sign with Matthew at Dench Arnold. At lot had come at once and I was overwhelmed with it 
all to be honest, but it was what I had been wanting for so long and it was so uplifting to see it come to fruition. I 
then managed to book more jobs and build my TV portfolio, across children’s continuing drama and more recently 
high-end TV.  

Then I was booked on the third series of Idris Elba’s semi-autobiographical comedy In The Long Run for Sky 1. This 
was a big break for me. It was the biggest production I have been a part of and allowed me to really stretch my 
muscles as a director. I’ve directed big action pieces, stunts and worked with A-listers and a great crew. It has 
further opened the door for me, here and in America. 

I have to add that I’ve always had good people looking out for me and one person in particular is Humphrey 
Barclay (Producer of Desmonds and commissioner of Spaced). As my portfolio continued to develop Humphrey has 
supported me, offered me advice and put me forward for many jobs. He, alongside my agent Matt, was 
instrumental in me getting in front of the team for In The Long Run, which is now allowing me to move to a new 
stage of my career. 

My agent has been great for my continued career progress, especially now as we are on the cusp of very exciting 
developments. Through Matt I’ve gained more IP, optioning books, and we have a few ideas currently in the 
market, as we try and gain original commissions. We are continuing to build and I’m excited for what the future 
holds as I work towards more high-end TV and my debut feature. 
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LAURA SCRIVANO | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Most recently, Laura directed A Wilderness of Mirrors, the second feature-length episode of McDonald & Dodds (ITV/
Mammoth Screen),  the  critically acclaimed Bath-based detective drama starring BAFTA winner Jason 
Watkins and Tala Gouveia.  

Other recent credits include HANNA for Amazon/Working Title/NBCU (2nd unit), The Letdown  for Netflix (London 
unit) and award-winning short film Alice starring Sarah Snook (HBO's Succession). Commercial spots include work 
for the FA, Budweiser, Scouts UK and Instagram.  

Her debut feature, Ring Road, is currently in development with Silver Salt Films and has been awarded early 
development funding from the BFI Network. She is also in development on sci-fi series Sundowners,  funded by 
Screen Australia.  

Laura is a BFI Network awardee, an alumni of the Women in Film and TV mentorship program and Raising Films' 
Making it Possible scheme; and a recipient of grants from UK Screenskills and Directors UK for high-end TV. 

TV Credits: McDonald & Dodds (2020). 
Film Credits: Hairpin (2011), Ricochet (2012), The Language of Love (2013), The Orchard (2014), Shadow / Self (2015),  

A Lovesong (2016), Alice (2017). 

Photograph by Emma Furno 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in a small, working-class town on the NSW south coast in Australia. It was known as the “coal coast” and 
the nearest city was called the “steel city” because nearly everyone’s parents worked at the BHP steel works or 
collieries. My dad was a coal miner and a first generation immigrant from post World War 2 Italy. My mum was an 
English second language teacher, and the men in her family had also worked in the mines. Growing up I had no 
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exposure to the film industry and the expectation for my brother and I was that we would work hard at school 
and be the first full generation in my family to go to university and get “good jobs”. But from a very young age, I 
had a natural attraction to storytelling and both of my parents loved movies. I have a vivid memory of seeing my 
first film aged three or four – Wolfgang Peterson’s The Neverending Story – and was utterly addicted. I came home 
and acted out the whole thing on our front lawn, and apparently told my mother, “I want to do that”. Of course, I 
had no idea what that was. My brother was a huge Spielberg, Lucas and Zemekis fan and growing up we watched 
as many behind-the-scenes featurettes as we could find. In these docs doing that for a woman seemed to mean 
acting – and so I decided I wanted to be an actor. My dad had a VHS camera that my brother and I would make 
“shows” and “films” with. Inspired by Star Wars my brother built all these little models and we used lego figures as 
the actors, taking turns to do the voices.  

When I was 11, my parents finally relented to my pleading and let me attend the drama classes run by my local 
youth theatre. I completely fell in love with theatre and the rush of live performance. Having never really fitted in 
at school, it was there I found my best friends, my people. And one of our female drama teachers had recently 
graduated from the prestigious directing course at NIDA (think RADA). Slowly I began to realise there were other 
jobs that might be possible outside becoming an actress – a financially insecure ambition that terrified my father 
in particular. But entering any form of the arts made my parents nervous, so I agreed to their request for me to 
study a “normal” job and enrolled in a BA Communications, majoring in Journalism. I loved writing but I hated the 
formulaic style we were being taught, and was having serious doubts that this was the career for me. At the same 
time, I joined the university drama group, and the Australian Theatre for Young People, and aged 19 directed my 
first play. I LOVED IT. It somehow merged the visual, analytical and storytelling part of my brain much better than 
acting (and I was better at it too!). I was terrified the whole time but weirdly I loved that too. My mates in the 
drama group were mostly fellow communications students, but most of them were majoring in Media Arts and 
Production – essentially it was an introduction to filmmaking, radio and performance. I realised this is where I 
wanted to be, so I switched majors. I didn’t tell my parents. At this point I was working three part-time jobs to 
support myself so I figured it was my decision anyway. They weren’t thrilled when they found out. I was still 
enamoured by a career in the theatre, and frankly intimidated by the technical aspects of filmmaking, so chose to 
do a radio play as my major work rather than a short film. 

After university I just wanted to keep directing, but I also needed a day job. So I applied for a position at Sydney 
Theatre Company (Australia’s largest theatre company) as publications editor. The job was to write program notes 
for each production, and articles for the subscriber magazine. I had two interviews and felt like an imposter the 
whole time. I didn’t think I was in with a shot but miraculously they offered me the job. I still remember exactly 
where I was and what I was doing when I got that phone call.  

I worked three to four days a week at the company, directing profit-share theatre productions in my spare time. 
Looking back it was the most incredible training ground. I got to see loads of amazing theatre, interview the artists 
and spend time in the rehearsal room, with actors like Cate Blanchett, Hugo Weaving, Judy Davies and directors 
like Philip Seymour-Hoffman, Benedict Andrews and Steven Soderbergh. Watching them informed my theatre 
work, and slowly, almost without me noticing, started to push me back towards visual storytelling.  

In my late 20s I hit a wall with theatre. I desperately wanted to be a freelance director, but given the small size of 
the industry in Australia, the intimate and immersive nature of the work I was interested in, and my lack of a 
financial safety net, it seemed impossible. Then I got asked to do a new role within STC – to make trailers and 
behind the scenes content about the productions. The new artistic directors, Cate Blanchett and Andrew Upton, 
had seen what The National Theatre, Royal Court, etc., were making and wanted to do something similar. 
Suddenly I was directing actors in front of a camera, working with DPs and lighting, and adapting theatre texts to 
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work on screen. I loved the visual intimacy of the camera, the ability to be in close-up to a compelling 
performance, and the physicality of image creation. Having studied physical theatre techniques, I found 
filmmaking an extension of that  - a magnified way to play with space and time. Doing this work made me realise 
filmmaking was something I wanted to pursue as a full-time career. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?

I guess I knew I needed to make a short film, but filmmaking is an expensive exercise, even when you are trying to 
do it for next to nothing. I also wanted to study directing but wasn’t sure I could stop working in order to do it full 
time. AFTRS (the national film school in Australia) was offering part-time graduate certificates in directing, and part 
of the curriculum supported you with equipment to make a short film. I applied and got in, graduating with a 
short, silent film about an unexpected seduction called Hairpin. I didn’t really have any expectations, but the short 
got into a few festivals, and my tutors really encouraged me to keep going. So I decided to apply for the full-time 
post graduate course in directing at AFTRS. I left STC and went freelance for a year – working across both theatre 
and film, and making a lot of corporate films in order to save, before applying successfully. Between that and my 
partner paying my rent I managed to commit to being totally focussed on directing films for the duration of the 
degree. One of the best things about AFTRS is on top of access to equipment, you get a really good cash budget 
for your shorts – which in our year they split across two projects. One was an original work, and the other an 
adaptation of a short story. The chance to be supported to create two films was a huge luxury that I never took for 
granted. It really allowed me to explore my voice and my visual style on screen. I won the European Union Film 
Award and scholarship for my graduating film, The Orchard, which was also selected for a market screening at 
Cannes. Six months after graduating I found myself on a balcony overlooking the The Great Gatsby Cannes 
premiere. It was all very dizzying, and I remember feeling like I’d accidentally run away and joined the circus.  

When I graduated I was lucky one of my contacts from the theatre industry had pivoted into film producing, and I 
was commissioned to make a short film based in an award winning theatrical monologue by Kim Ho. That film, 
The Language of Love, was a huge viral hit and showcased at Sundance and at festivals and media outlets around 
the world. That short opened up a lot of previously closed doors – I got signed for representation as a 
commercials director, and it paved the way for me to move to the US and try my luck as a filmmaker in LA and 
NYC. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?

Obstacles, setbacks and rejection are unavoidable in the film industry, and I’ve certainly had my fair share of 
missing out on grants, schemes or funding. And coming from a working-class background I’ve not had the luxury 
of being able to work for free – even on my own projects. Instead, I built up my reel and on-set experience by 
winning music videos and commercials (and losing a lot too!). In some ways I’m quite grateful for this, as it kept 
me on set and in production, honing my craft rather than getting stuck in development. I think it was a great 
training ground for my move into TV.   

One of my biggest obstacles came in 2015/2016 when I moved to London – the reason for the move stemmed 
from my partner’s job and I had never considered a career based in the UK. I knew no one in the industry here 
and, on top of that, we had a baby in March 2016. I’d already experienced my fair share of setbacks due to being a 
female director, and I felt that having a baby in tow probably meant my career was over. I was trying to push 
forward but I remember feeling pretty depressed about the future. I really wanted to move into longform features 
and high-end TV but my UK network was so small I just couldn’t see it happening. And when I met people for 
coffee, more often than not they would tell me to make another short – something I had neither the time nor 
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funds to do. I wallowed around for a while and I somehow ended up discovering Raising Films (I was too sleep 
deprived to remember how I found them!).  As well as advocating for parents and carers in the industry, they also 
run a professional development workshop and mentoring scheme called Making it Possible. I applied and got in, 
and it is still the single best professional development training and networking I’ve ever done. It completely 
changed my perception of how to combine my career and parenting; and, most importantly for me at the time, 
really expanded my network. I met my feature film producers through the scheme, as well as a high-end TV 
director who later invited me to shadow her on an Amazon series. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?

For me it was a combination of short films, commercials, music videos and adapting my artistic practice as a 
theatre director to the medium of film. As I mentioned, I didn’t have the resources to self-fund shorts so the six 
I’ve made have been a combination of those done via film school, and small commissions. Whilst I was living in 
NYC, I was commissioned by Artology and The Guardian in Australia to create two experimental shorts with 
Australian actors, A Lovesong based on a T.S Eliot poem, and Alice based on a Noel Coward song. The freedom I 
was given on this project - in terms of adapting the texts, collaborating with the actors and the visual language, 
was instrumental in honing my voice. Alice in particular captured a style, tone and visual metaphor I was also 
exploring in my longer form projects and has been really key in helping me move into that space.  

Commercials and music videos have been instrumental in honing my craft and technical skills as it allowed me to 
be on set a lot in between drama gigs – and often with the budget to try out new ideas. I think the discipline of 
managing multiple agendas on set  – from client to agency to production, was also brilliant training for the world 
of TV where you are often juggling notes from various execs and the network. 

5. How did you get your first break?

My early breakthroughs were mostly self-driven, or driven by being selected on various schemes – like Making it 
Possible, BFI Network and the Women in Film and TV mentoring scheme. They helped give me the confidence to 
ask a high-end TV director if I could shadow her on Hanna which she was directing for Amazon Prime. That 
shadowing then led to the opportunity to direct some second unit for the show, thanks to the director and 
producer championing me. Having that credit was so helpful in terms of opening doors in high-end TV, and it 
helped me start a conversation with agents – which eventually led me to signing with 42 Management.  

After I got my agent, my breaks in TV definitely came through them – especially in terms of getting me in the room 
with producers and execs for upcoming shows. I had meetings for two shows before landing the job directing one 
of two feature-length episodes for McDonald & Dodds, ITV’s new detective drama, produced by Mammoth Screen. 
To get the job I had a meeting with the series producer, and one of the exec producers, before a follow-up 
meeting with the other exec producer and MD of Mammoth. Because it was a new show there was a lot of 
discussion over the scripts, the style and the tone of the show, as well as my take on the particular story of my 
episode.  

I think my theatre training is a real asset in these meetings – I have a very high-level understanding of script 
structure, dramaturgy and character which feels like a huge bonus when it comes to discussing new work. And my 
experience working with actors and writers, which also comes from theatre, is really helpful.  

In terms of my feature, and TV work I’m developing, most of these breaks come through planting many seeds and 
seeing which one takes! Developing any original work is a long-term process so it helps to not have all your eggs in 
one basket. And find your key collaborators, especially quality producers. They are always the ones that keep you 
going through what can be quite a tricky and arduous process.
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BEN A WILLIAMS | DIRECTOR 

Ben A Williams is a director from London, UK. His debut feature The Pass was nominated for Outstanding Debut at 
the 2017 BAFTA Film Awards. Ben has since directed episodes for major TV dramas Humans (AMC / Channel 4) and 
Baghdad Central (Channel 4). 

Ben graduated from the University of Bristol in 2005, where he co-founded the UK’s National Student Film Festival, 
Screentest. He was assistant to BAFTA-winning producer Duncan Kenworthy 2006-2012 and for Oscar-winning 
director Kevin Macdonald 2009-2011. 

In 2012 Ben created the award-winning web-series Tube Tube which organisers of Virgin Media Shorts described as 
‘masterclass in short filmmaking’ by ‘the UK’s most exciting new filmmaker’. Short film credits include Selfie starring 
Jasmine Brienburg, Post Jump starring Thomas Turgoose, and 2010’s The Fan. 

TV Credits: Humans (2018), Baghdad Central (2020). 
Film Credits: Tube Tube (2012), Post Jump (2013), The Pass (2016). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I can pinpoint the moment I decided I wanted to be a director: I was 13 and I was in the cinema watching Men In 
Black. The movie ends with a phenomenal (and really 90s) CGI climax, fuelled by a pounding Danny Elfman score. It 
was a total adrenaline rush. I knew I wanted to make people feel how I felt in that moment, so I knew I wanted to 
direct. 

Before that, I’d been interested in the technical side of filmmaking. I wanted to be a BBC cameraman (as they were 
called then), going from place to place filming TV programmes. I loved stage tech, too: remote controlled lighting 
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heads, crane cameras, smoke machines, the lot. And theme park rides – to be honest, anything that combined 
high technology with storytelling seemed to be my bag. But it was always movies that I loved the most. 

I don’t have any friends or family members in the industry. I went to a West London state school, and everyone 
else in my family works in the public sector. So in Year 9 I wrote to BBC Resources (again, as they were called then) 
and applied for work experience. Miraculously they replied and I did a week’s work experience at television centre, 
shadowing different camera operators. I worked at CBBC, on Never Mind The Buzzcocks, The Sky At Night and on a 
Children’s drama whose name I can’t remember.   

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

At the time, I was getting good grades in history, and that continued into A-Levels. So I applied to Bristol Uni to 
study Historical Studies. I was given a very low offer from Bristol, which I gladly accepted. Their Widening 
Participation Scheme is incredible, and it changed my life. 

I’m often asked why I didn’t do an undergraduate film course, and the answer is twofold:  first, I’d read enough to 
realise that the odds of making a directing career in film were really slim, so I wanted a stamp of approval from a 
good university in case I had to do something else.  Secondly, I had seen my two older brothers go to uni ahead of 
me, and realised they had a lot of free time when they were there to follow their hobbies.  I reckoned I could 
spend 30% of my time on the course, 30% doing student filmmaking and 30% drinking and sleeping.  Those odds 
didn’t exactly work out, but I won’t tell you in which way…! 

So I spent a lot of time at university dicking around with cameras and directing shorts.  I had a pretty shit video 
camera, and the student union had a decent Mini-DV camera. In my first term I made a short film and held a 
screening, and was amazed when 40 people came to watch it.   

Then I started to run the university’s filmmaking society, which was ironically very bad for my directing. It brought 
together lots of like-minded students and wannabe directors, but meant I stopped directing my own films.  Still, 
after a couple of years we started a film festival and invited other students to send their movies.  It was called 
Screentest, and was the UK’s first national student film festival.  In our first year, we wrote to any film industry 
figure we could think of.  BAFTA were amazing, and sent us their current President Duncan Kenworthy as a 
keynote speaker.  He did a brilliant Q&A, and I asked him afterwards for some careers advice.  We kept in contact 
and later when he was looking for a new PA he asked if I’d like the job. 

When university ended I went to work for Duncan and I stayed for six years. In that time I watched on as DNA 
Films (whose office we shared at the start) made amazing movies like Sunshine, The Last King Of Scotland, Never Let 
Me Go, Notes On A Scandal and 28 Weeks Later. Then, Duncan made a film of his own called The Eagle, and he asked 
me to continue on as both his and director Kevin Macdonald’s PA. It was a brilliant, enthralling time – but again, it 
didn’t involve any directing. When The Eagle was finished, I thought I should seriously start thinking about my 
future.   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I’d realised I wasn’t quite selfish or tenacious enough to be a director. I was happy working for or with others, but 
when it came to my own work I was shy. After six years as a PA I learned that directing jobs were only given out to 
people who could both prove and show that they wouldn’t mess up the opportunity. I had been making my own 
short films on-and-off for years, but I often ended up in a vortex of doubt and lethargy.  That had to change. 
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Still a PA, I watched a great interview with comedian George Carlin. He famously wrote new material every year 
and didn’t care about making things perfect. So I got to work amping up my short film output. I made 22 shorts 
set on the Underground, with the proper permissions and insurances, starring a range of actors of all abilities, 
shot in a naturalistic style. It was fun, but also a brutal learning experience about creating performances and 
working with a crew. I was assisted by an excellent young producer called Omar Kenawi who was studying at the 
NFTS who I met through my work with Duncan. 

I took the plunge and left the safe harbour of Duncan’s job soon after I’d finished these shorts. I had made enough 
friends that I knew I could make a small living making corporate films whilst working on my directing career. I 
moved home in my late-20s, which was humbling, but also necessary. I shot training videos and promos for 
charities, in a way fulfilling my earlier dream of becoming a cameraman. In the first year I earned just shy of £14K 
which was lower than I’d hoped.  But it was the first time in my life I’d made money in service of myself and my 
ambition. I could never go back. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

In this period I made two shorts that I paid for using some of that money. We shot on Alexas, had good cast, and 
everyone worked really hard on them.  And then nothing really happened. One was awarded a Vimeo Staff Pick – 
but that was it. 

This is controversial, but I strongly believe that after a certain point short films are a waste of your time.  You never 
hear back from festivals and development people don’t take you seriously enough to hand out the big jobs. I knew 
I had to make a feature film, and make it myself. After all, it was such an effort to get a good short film crew 
together, how much harder could it be to ask them to stay on for a few more days to make a feature? 

I had a decent idea, drew up a budget, and began to think about how I’d get it made, without any formal financing.  
Just as I was about to start work in earnest, the phone rang and I got my big break. My former employer, Duncan 
Kenworthy, asked me to direct a low-budget feature film of a play he’d just seen. It was called The Pass, and it was 
my debut film. 

I’m still a bit torn about this. I was extremely lucky to get that call, and that opportunity, and no one can use this as 
repeatable route into the industry, because it was such a one-off. If I’m being really cruel, it’s just another example 
of the closed-shop reality of the industry. 

But at the same time, if I hadn’t spent years earning his trust, whilst learning how to direct on my own time and 
with my own money, Duncan probably wouldn’t have asked me, and the film wouldn’t have been any good.   

All I can say is this: I’ve learned that luck may get you a job, but your ability lets you keep it.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Where do I start?   

I’m a straight, white male from a lower-middle-class background, who lived in a house in the London suburbs. I 
grew up in a safe home with parents who would occasionally show an interest in my hobby. I went to a good 
university filled with people who were willing to join in and help one another. I’ve always had a safety net. 

All of these things are lucky breaks and were real advantages to my career. If you don’t have them, getting a start 
in the industry will be much harder.   
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At the same time, if you do have them, it’s still hard. And I suppose I’m lucky again because I’ve known for a long 
time what I wanted to do, and kept going until I was doing it. 

Professionally, The Pass was of course my biggest break. But I think my biggest test was whether I could get a job 
where Duncan Kenworthy wasn’t involved.   

In the wake of The Pass I’d been lucky enough to sign with Jennie Miller at Independent. I went for lots of meetings.  
I was sent a few scripts. I went in to meet for some episodes of TV dramas and had excellent, laughter-filled 
meetings. But I never got the gigs. 

Then I went to meet at Kudos. I had a string of what I thought were the worst, hardest meetings I’d ever had. Not 
much laughter, lots of frowning, awkward silences. After one meeting I came out of their offices and kicked a can 
down the street, furious at myself for ruining my chance with such a prestigious company. It was honestly awful. 
But then they offered me a job directing two episodes of season 3 of Humans.  

I guess the lesson is that you just can’t tell. Nice meetings don’t mean good outcomes. Enthusiastic people don’t 
necessarily want to work with you. In short: rejection has many faces. 

Directing Humans was harder than The Pass. It was longer, the schedule was tighter, and I set myself high 
standards. Thankfully, Channel 4 liked what I did and I was then offered the final three episodes of their new 
drama Baghdad Central.  Baghdad Central was harder than Humans. It was even longer, the schedule even tighter, it 
shot in another country and the story took place in various languages.  Now I’m prepping the final four episodes 
of the second season of Fox and Canal+’s War of the Worlds. I’m hoping at the very least I come out of it alive. 

It’s a crowded marketplace, and I often wonder what, if anything, I have over other filmmakers. This may sound 
corny, but I think it’s because I am still – genuinely – a 13-year-old boy in a cinema seat. I want to make work that is 
as impressive as possible, by making people jump, or laugh, or cry, or gasp or hold their breath. 

Even when they’re lucky enough to be given directing work, I’ve noticed that some directors love to complain about 
the job. There are times when this is the right thing to do. I’ve had to confront archaic, sexist behaviour from 
producers. I’ve had to counsel and advise crew members who are being actively bullied. In the chaos of a 
production, it’s very hard for crew-members from minority backgrounds to be heard and be taken seriously.  
These are deeply-rooted, industry-wide problems that are getting better, but have a very long way to go. 

But amongst directors, I don’t think grumbling is useful. We all like to talk shop and swap war stories, but if you 
find yourself sighing and complaining about everything, you will definitely become worse at what you do.  It wastes 
time, you become complacent and resentful. And I think it’s very disrespectful to all the others who wish to do 
what we do. 

Instead, every time something gets changed or resources get taken away, I try to let things go and start again with 
enthusiasm. I think that might be my edge.  

If you’re reading this and starting your journey in the industry, I hope it’s been useful. I’ve had more than my fair 
share of lucky breaks, but I’ve also never stopped making things. I’ve never let lack of resources stop me from 
making a film. In short, if you want to direct, direct. If you want to produce, produce. Listen to feedback and 
shamelessly steal the bits you like. Don’t dwell on rejection. And most importantly: keep enjoying yourself. It may 
sound utopian, or naive, but if you’re not enjoying the work, you’re not doing it right. Good luck, and please do 
reach out if you need any help! 
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RACHNA SURI | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Rachna is a British director working across genres tackling complex themes through personal stories. She is 
currently developing her first feature film Fanatic, with BFI / BBC Films alongside a broader slate of feature film 
and television projects. Rachna recently directed two hour-long episodes of Channel 4’s award-winning 
show Ackley Bridge, produced by The Forge, and Mr Whippy for BBC Films.  

Previous TV drama credits include three films for BBC4’s award-winning series Snatches, and Playing Ball for BBC3/
iPlayer. Her Channel 4-supported short film Our Lad, was selected for a number of international film festivals 
including London, Seattle and Raindance. She has been selected for numerous emerging talent schemes including 
BFI NET.WORK @ LFF. In 2015, she was named a Screen International Star of Tomorrow and featured on the BBC 
New Talent Hotlist in 2017. 

Rachna previously directed award-winning online programmes for Channel 4 and BBC before becoming Executive 
Producer / Director at Google Creative Lab Europe where she worked on major advertising campaigns. 

TV Credits: Ackley Bridge (2019), Snatches (2018), Playing Ball (2015). 
Film Credits: Our Lad (2013), Mr Whippy (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I acted from a young age, first through the amazing programme of LAMDA exams at school, then joining the 
National Youth Theatre at 16 and continuing at university. There was an emphasis on devising work at NYT but I 
first directed a play at university. After graduating, I felt that acting would be difficult for me, partly because I 
wasn’t exceptional but mostly because I felt I would be typecast and that would demoralise me in the long-term. I 
wrote close to 300 letters to try to get a job in the industry, any job. I eventually got an internship for a few weeks 
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at the distributor Momentum Films. A ton of no-paid / low-paid low-level jobs within the film and television 
industries followed as I earned money tutoring maths on the side. I got a sense of the industry as a whole during 
this time but also saw that there was no clear track to becoming a director, apart from going to film school, which I 
had failed to get into. I directed a couple of no-budget shorts but didn’t really know what I was doing. I knew that I 
loved drama and wanted to express myself through directing but it took a while for me to be brave enough to put 
myself out there. I accidentally got involved in the world of online content, before it was the industry it is today, by 
becoming a presenter and it was this sideways step that allowed me to get my first paid directing job on a non-
fiction online series for Channel 4.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I really didn’t have a clear plan of how I was going to become a director. I just took jobs wherever they came from 
that were creative, fun and exciting and had a blast along the way. I ended up rising up through the world of 
online content to become Executive Producer / Director of the video team in the Google Creative Lab which came 
with lots of responsibility and opportunity. I made loads of videos about interesting things with interesting people 
and saved some money, but ultimately, it got to a point where making content to sell things was no longer enough 
– I wanted to make art. I got to a position in my late 20s where I had to take the leap and make a proper film. I set 
up my own company and continued to make online videos and documentaries and finally made a live-action short 
film that was partly backed by Channel 4 and got recognition at film festivals.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

One of my main obstacles was myself. It took me a long time to build up confidence and to be brave enough to 
say that I was a director, even when it was a fact. I felt inadequate and under-qualified and that I hadn’t made 
enough, and that what I had made wasn’t the right thing.  

The other obstacle was the rigidity of the TV drama and film industries. Since leaving university at 21, I have 
predominately worked in making moving images – online docs and commercially funded content – but they were 
seen as irrelevant and unhelpful even though I had acquired many of the skills needed to direct. I saw it as all the 
same thing and knew I could transfer those skills to drama but it was seen as unconnected. I could probably have 
been a lawyer and I would have been perceived in the same way.  

And, of course, earning a living – money – the dirty word! It was unspoken that you needed experience but that 
experience wouldn’t be enough to live on. I lived with my dear gran for one and a half years when I first moved to 
London.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’m still doing that!  

Every experience has helped me develop my voice. I’m not really talking career experiences here but actual, real-
life living. Studying politics at university, growing up in an Indian household, having wild adventures and meeting 
crazy people. I now look back happily on my 20s when I was making non-fiction work because my experiences 
were so diverse – I made films about female genitalia mutilation, music, football, art and went to lots of different 
places. I was, and still am, learning about myself – and that is what filmmaking is about expressing. I might not 
have been learning specifically about drama but I was learning about life.  
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I did some courses along the way – an editing course funded by Skillset, a 16mm course at City University, acting 
training most of which I paid for myself through money I was earning in my day job. And I was learning on the job 
by making stuff – even if I was told it was unconnected – I used cameras and edit suites everyday so my 
storytelling bones were growing. I really think it’s the best way.  

I worked on huge sets at Pinewood in the early days as a runner which was useful but the smaller stuff was just as 
useful, if not more. There’s no better way to learn than doing it yourself. I funded my first proper short film 
through crowdfunding, some of my own money and Channel 4 helped with the final bit of finance I needed.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I was talking to an agent for about two years or more before I actually got one. There are some really great ones 
out there who even if they can’t take you on might be able to guide you and track you. But as a director, I think you 
really have to make your mark first before an agent can do too much. Being a writer or writer/director is different 
as an agent has more to sell. Even after making a short film that did well, I still had to keep working hard to be 
seen and taken seriously. In the UK, I think there’s an emphasis on hierarchy and the things you have to do to be 
seen as credible. Things are changing though.  

I sometimes wish there was a clearer path to becoming a director, and that it was more meritocratic. There’s 
obviously a big problem with diversity, which is slowly being addressed, but there’s no doubt it’s a hard path 
regardless of who you are – you will get knocked back again and again. And again. Stat. It requires stamina and 
grit but there’s nothing like it and it’s a hell of a ride! The journey is the destination yo! 
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THE LYNCH BROTHERS | WRITER, DIRECTORS 

The Lynch Brothers (David T. Lynch & Keith Lynch) are a writer-director duo from the UK who were selected as 
Screen International Stars of Tomorrow and were listed on the Tracking Board's Young and Hungry List, noted as 
amongst the top 100 new writers in Hollywood. 

Their short films have been selected at reputable festivals around the world including Tribeca, BFI London Film 
Festival, LA Shorts Fest, Edinburgh International Film Festival and many more.  Their most recent sci-fi short, Zero 
(starring Bella Ramsey of Game of Thrones), was produced as a Dust Original and following a successful festival run 
was released online racking up over a million views across all platforms. 

Their International Space Station set-thriller feature, Orbital, is in development with Lorton Entertainment in the 
UK and Rideback in the US. The brothers are attached to write and direct. In 2016 they wrote the action thriller 
feature film, Final Score, directed by Scott Mann (Heist), starring Dave Bautista and Pierce Brosnan. Final Score was 
released in cinemas and on VOD in September 2018 in the UK and US, then Blu-Ray and DVD in December 2018. 

Their thriller TV series, Mother, has been set up with Lorton Entertainment in the UK and Endgame Entertainment 
and Warparty in the US. Joe Carnahan is attached to direct the pilot. Mother is currently casting.  

Their UK set thriller TV series, Under, is in development with Origin Pictures and Lorton Entertainment in the UK. 

Film Credits: Dual (2011), Old Habits (2013), Trial (2016), Zero (2019). 

Photography by Mustapha Kseibati 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

DAVID: We were born in South Shields in the North East of England, but we had to move around a lot as kids and 
eventually settled in Essex. When we’d move, it would always be in the Summer holidays and that meant we’d 
come to a new place not knowing anyone. The sorely missed video stores would become our friends. Our dad 
used to let us watch whatever we wanted, as long as he enjoyed it too, so we ended up watching war movies and 
Westerns, whilst other kids were watching Disney. Admittedly this was not the best parenting method, but I would 
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say this was the origin of our love of movies. It was pure escapism. Conversations about the films we were 
watching became us wanting to make our own films. Mucking around with our uncle’s camcorder then became us 
saving up to get a camera of our own. 

Since we were both in school anyone who knew us, knew what we wanted to do as a career – they were sick and 
tired of hearing about it I imagine. 

But the film industry itself felt incredibly far away from us. We had no contacts whatsoever, but we’re pretty 
determined (and stubborn) so there started the long and arduous (but incredibly rewarding) journey to getting to 
where we are now. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

DAVID: We both took slightly different routes to training, that ended up in the same place ultimately. This is as a 
good and important a lesson as any; everyone’s journey is different – there’s no one way to make this happen. 

Keith, being three years older, went to university to study film whilst I was still in school. By the time I was ready to 
go, Keith had finished his course and was about to start making music videos. I think that probably was a large 
part in my decision to not go to university and instead get a job that meant I could pay to go to a film school in 
London. This would get me all the practical training I needed without taking three years. So whilst working in the 
city, I started at the SAE Institute on the Digital Filmmaking Course. This was actually the first of its kind in the 
world and was a pretty important time in digital filmmaking, as HD cameras were just starting to become 
available. This was the time of HDV tapes rather than cards and hard drives that are used now. 

After a year and a half, I was finished and we started working together as a directing duo. This was primarily on 
music videos. Low budget. A few thousand quid. It was a good way to cut our teeth but certainly not a way of 
earning any money, particularly as a duo. 

Making music videos was a lot of fun and I guess it made us “feel” like filmmakers, more than actually doing 
anything for our overall career. And I think that was a lot what were about at that stage in our lives. We wanted so 
much to feel like we were a part of it but we didn’t have a solid strategy on how to actually to break in. We were 
both in our early 20s and working jobs outside of the industry to fund our aspirations. Ultimately we wanted to 
write and direct feature films, but this still felt a long way off at this point. 

I think if we could go back to that point and change something, we would have focused on reading more scripts 
(both films we loved and unproduced screenplays) and honing our writing, as that would ultimately be the thing 
that broke the dam for us a few years later. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

DAVID: The biggest obstacle for us personally, and is still now if I’m totally honest, is the financial aspect of it. We’re 
not from any kind of money and have always had to work alongside writing and directing. When we were younger 
it was anything and everything – stamping parcels, packing boxes in a factory, putting glitter on Christmas cards 
(yeah, this is a real job). But even now we both freelance – editing (David) and motion graphics (Keith).  

Even when I was at film school I was working four days a week in an office to pay for the course. Everyone else in 
my intake was just studying full time. There were a lot of all-nighters to hit the deadlines, and then going straight 
into the office the next day. 
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Working for free or very little on film sets wasn’t really an option for us, so we knew we were going to have to 
focus on our own work to break in. And ultimately it slows you down. It still does now. That can be very frustrating 
at times and something a lot of people have to face in this industry.  

But I’m saying all this and I don’t ever regret taking this path in life. Not for a single moment. Keith and I love what 
we do. Being a filmmaker is the best job in the world as far as we’re concerned, and if we have to suffer some 
sleepless nights to keep doing it then that so be it.   

Then there’s the dreaded “rejection” emails. Whether that’s a festival, a competition, a production company or 
cast. There’s no way other way to slice it, they hurt. The good news is, everyone goes through this. And I mean 
everyone. Top to bottom. Recently the writers of A Quiet Place (Beck and Woods) have been sharing their rejection 
war stories on Twitter and others have been joining in. It’s weirdly encouraging to know even the most successful 
people go through these things because then you don’t take the knocks as hard. These will be hard to deal with at 
first and you’ll second guess yourself, but you’ll get better at dealing with them. Understand that so much of it is a 
taste thing. They may not get something. They may have got out of the wrong side of the bed that morning. If you 
don’t get clear feedback on it that you can use, then put the rejection to the side and move on. I allow myself 24 
hours to feel it, a bit of healthy wallowing, then the next morning I put it behind me and think of something 
positive I can do. 

This also leads onto a trick we’ve always used that we call having “some hope in the pocket”. When I was in my 20s 
sometimes I’d buy a lottery ticket and not check it for ages. I’d just leave it in my wallet, and just the idea that 
sitting in my pocket could be the thing that would allow me to go into filmmaking full time was this little bit of 
hope that would keep me going through the harder times. I stopped doing that but what we would do instead 
with our own work, is to never just be waiting on one thing. If we’d applied to one competition, we’d also apply to 
another one before the announcement date was up for the first one. If we’d submitted a script to one production 
company we were writing the next one whilst we were waiting. This meant that if and when rejection came, we 
had something else to focus on. It’s a small trick but a useful one. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I think these two questions are best answered as one for us, because it was all part of the same thing.  

So we’re in our mid 20s. We still haven’t made a short film beyond our student efforts. But we’re determined to 
move away from music videos and make some headway in feature filmmaking. 

The smart decision would have been to start making shorts, but we made the big mistake of trying to make a 
feature film straight away. But this big mistake was actually the thing that kickstarted our entire career. I can draw 
a direct line from this decision to every success we’ve had since. 

Throughout making music videos we’d managed to pull together some basic kit: a tripod, some lights, a basic 
steadicam and a cheap dolly and track. Also a good friend of ours had an HDV camera. We managed to save up 
£2000 between us and cast it off Facebook, shot the whole thing in two weeks, mostly at a friend’s house, beg, 
borrowing, but not stealing, anything else we needed. We phoned up brands to get wardrobe. We even managed 
to get Carling to supply free beers for the party scene. It was a really amazing experience. The skeleton crew and 
the cast all lived together throughout it and everyone really bonded over it. 

But… we never finished it.  
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Ultimately, after spending months in the edit we couldn’t get it to work. We had tried to do too much. We were 
trying to run before we could crawl. It’s a rookie mistake. But that’s not to say it was a total failure. There were a 
few scenes that were actually far better than the budget we had; they looked nice, sound was good. Performances 
were good. And our writing wasn’t entirely shit (important note: we couldn’t write then. We thought we could, but 
we couldn’t. That would come later). 

Then my old film school shared a film competition with its former pupils called The Big Pitch. This was back in 
2008. The idea was essentially the X Factor of film, type thing. It’s a year-long script development scheme, that 
would be filmed (and hopefully sold to a TV channel). You get to work with industry professionals and go to talks, 
and workshop your idea, all culminating in a live pitch at the Northern Lights Film Festival in front of an audience 
and a judging panel. The prize was a script option, a £250K budget, a UK distribution deal and a Sales Agent for 
worldwide.  

All you needed to submit was a synopsis of a feature script you had already written and a showreel. Well we now 
had the showreel thanks to our failed feature film. Our team (which was made up of ourselves, our friend as a 
producer and another director) eventually went on to win. 

This film never actually got made, for various reasons I won’t go into here, but a few things happened as a result 
of this scheme. Firstly, we got our names into the trades. We suddenly had something resembling a profile. 
Secondly, being the opportunists that we were, we pitched a completely different idea to one of the guest 
speakers and managed to get that project picked up as well. So now we had two projects optioned in the space of 
a year. We also met our producer, who we have pretty much worked with on everything ever since – Ed Barratt. He 
was working for the production company that was running the scheme and we quickly became friends 
throughout the process. Finding that ally and collaborator was a huge part in moving our careers forward. And 
lastly, we finally got to make a short film. 

Feeling that we weren’t ready to go into a feature film (once bitten, twice shy), the executives raised some finance 
for us to write and direct a short film. This was to be our first production with a full crew. A thriller called Dual, 
which later premiered at the BFI London Film Festival. And it was this, along with our two script options, that 
helped us get an agent, both here and later on the other side of the pond. 

We were told the best way to approach getting representation is by a referral from someone in the industry that 
you know – often a producer – who already has a relationship with that agent. Coincidentally, the execs for The Big 
Pitch, the producer who optioned our second project, and a development executive from another production 
company on that project, all recommended the same agent – Jack Thomas at Independent. Jack represented some 
of our favourite filmmakers so this really was a huge opportunity for us. We got very lucky here. Jack wouldn’t 
normally have got on board with someone at our level, at that particular stage in our careers, but having three 
separate referrals made him take notice. 

Jack had also been approached by an agent from WME in the US about any clients he had that might be of interest 
and we were put forward. We started conversations with Jeff shortly after signing with Jack and continued to keep 
in touch for a few years before signing. We wanted to make sure that we had a few more short films and some 
more scripts under the belt before opening things up over in the States. 

This was the true beginning of our careers, the spark that lit the match so to speak, and remember that it all came 
from a failed feature film. That’s a big lesson to take from it – don’t be afraid to make mistakes, especially early in 
your career. It’s all learning and you never know what might come of it. 
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From here would continue to write feature films, whether that was on the projects we had optioned or spec 
scripts to try and sell. There are many more failures within that time than there are successes, but it helped us to 
hone our craft and become better writers. 

And we would continue to make shorts to hone our directing. Our next was Old Habits, again this came from a 
competition – Collabor8te – which was ran by Rankin. This was our first real experience of working with name 
actors (David Warner and Ronald Pickup). And was a slight side step in tone – a black comedy as opposed to the 
thrillers we were writing, but it was useful to flex other muscles. That said, there is value in the idea of putting 
yourself in a box, so to speak. We were reluctant earlier in our careers to restrict ourselves in the films we wanted 
to make, but in hindsight it probably would have helped to lock ourselves in earlier to where we are now, which is 
generally thrillers – whether that’s action thrillers or sci-fi thrillers. People want to know what you’re about, so that 
if something comes up they need a writer and/or director for, they may think of you. More on that shortly. 

We had some luck with some more competitions – winning the Film4 Scene Stealers competition and getting onto 
the BBC Writersroom Script Room scheme. So as you can see, competitions really played a huge part in moving 
our careers forward.  

By this point we had a fully developed sci-fi thriller feature film that was getting a certain amount of attention. 
Creative England had come on board to fund the development and support us to get to the next stage of our 
career. We’d also been accepted onto the Creative England Elevator scheme which lead to a bespoke series of 
one-to-one workshops such as a cinematography session with DoP Sean Bobbitt or mentorship with Mike Newell. 

Creative England then accepted us onto their High-End Shorts scheme to finance a short film version of our 
feature project. This was to become Trial, which truly became our calling card short film. We had a great cast and 
crew and a proper budget to work with. The online release in particular went extremely well and got us onto 
Vimeo Staff Picks. This was also the short that we used to launch ourselves in the States and sign with an agent. 

Dust also picked up the short for their channel, which was just about to launch and would later finance our latest 
short film Zero starring Bella Ramsey, which premiered at Tribeca Film Festival in 2019. 

But amidst all of this something much bigger happened for us. Someone who had read our sci-fi thriller asked for 
us to pitch on a feature film project called Final Score. This was to a be a Die Hard-esque action thriller that was 
going to shoot in West Ham’s old stadium before it got knocked down. We won the pitch to write the project and it 
went on to star Dave Bautista and Pierce Brosnan. To finally have a feature project of ours go into production, 
even as writers, was a massive deal for us and a culmination of a life-long dream. 

Right now we continue to develop feature films over here and in the US. We have a TV show set up over here that 
is in development and another that has been picked up in the States that has Joe Carnahan attached to direct the 
pilot. 

But remember, all of this came from one failed feature film. So go make some mistakes. And have fun. 
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WILLIAM McGREGOR | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

William is a writer and director hailing from rural Norfolk, England. His 2018 BAFTA winning and BIFA Nominated 
debut feature film Gwen premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival 2018 and was nominated for the Best 
British Film Award at the 2019 Edinburgh International Film Festival.  

William has also directed Emmy and BAFTA award-winning TV Dramas (Misfits, Poldark and His Dark Materials) and 
Cannes Lion award-winning Commercials. His short film work includes Bovine (Berlinale 2010) and Who's Afraid of 
the Water Sprite? (Royal Television Society Award for Best Student Drama 2009). 

TV Credits: Misfits (2013), Poldark (2016), One of Us (2016), His Dark Materials (2019). 
Film Credits: Who’s Afraid of the Water Sprite (2010), Bovine (2010), The Little (2010), No Escape (2011), Gwen (2019). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in a remote part of Norfolk, my dad was a farm manager and my mum worked as a cleaner. So 
filmmaking wasn’t something that was on my radar. But I always enjoyed art and photography, even from a young 
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age. Although to be honest my focus was always in sport. I loved athletics and rugby. At around 14 I suffered an 
injury that meant I couldn’t get involved any more. I was fairly down, and had a sports shape void to fill. Whilst 
recovering I watched a lot of films and when I finished our limited film collection of DVD's I started watching the 
DVD extras, the behind the scenes of the Lord of the Rings trilogy being particularly inspiring and influential to me. 
And so I made my first film, as something fun to do really. A bit of an escape from my injuries and school work.  

I was about 15 by the time I was able to get up and about again, one of the first things I did was borrow my 
Grandpa’s mini DV camera, I made a short film. It was just about a litter of piglets on the farm where my dad 
worked, following the piglets from birth to when they were taken from the farm. It was a very rough around the 
edges project but I enjoyed making it, so I started to make more.  

It was only at the age of around 18 after doing a foundation degree in Art and Design that I really focused on 
filmmaking as my career. Being around people in the arts and being exposed to the industry even from an 
academic point of view made me realise I wanted to do this as a career, and that perhaps it was possible.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I signed up to a film course, although it wasn’t strictly film as it was called Digital Screen Arts. It was a very art 
focused course, which I liked. But really it was the other students that I met and the resources we could get our 
hands on, which was the best thing about it. We just kept making films in our spare time. 

I also entered a lot of competitions and young/student filmmaker festivals, which helped me to meet people in the 
industry and get a bit of exposure. I’d say looking back this was probably one of the most important things, which I 
think people often ignore. It’s worth taking the time to fill in those festival and awards entry forms. I probably only 
got into about one in five, but that was a valuable lesson in one of the key parts of our industry. Which is rejection! 

Some of the key festivals and events (excluding those that are now defunct) were the Cinemagic Film Festival in 
Belfast, The Water Sprite Film Festival in Cambridge, and the Berlinale Talent Campus. I would meet producers 
and financiers at those events that would directly lead to Gwen, my feature film debut. 

I also continued to consume films and anything about making films, and still do to be honest. Books like Sidney 
Lumet’s Making Movies, podcasts like Scriptnotes and YouTube essayists like Nerdwriter became my continued 
film school. I love a good Q&A – and I’m always looking for new, old, interesting and forgotten films to watch. 
Although my watch list has a habit of growing faster than I can get through it.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I think the first thing to understand is that everyone receives their fair share of rejection. Although perhaps ‘fair 
share’ is the wrong phrase to use there, I found it tough but as a white dude, I was definitely in a position of 
privilege. Although I may have started out as an outsider to the industry I still resembled what a lot of the industry 
unconsciously assume a director looks like. But hopefully this is something that is changing, hopefully the playing 
field is becoming more even. 

Even in my position of privilege I still discovered that every festival entry gets rejected, every script gets passed on, 
every contract terminated, email ignored, meeting rescheduled and short film buried online... you will not get 
meetings, you will not get the offer. That is 90% of the time. But you can’t let this get you down, or worse you can’t 
be so afraid of this that it keeps you from trying. I still find it hard when I have a run of bad news, you’re going to 
get more answers that you don’t like than you do. But for those one in ten where it comes together and you get a 
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YES, it will be worth it. It’s important to know that even for those in positions of having achieved a lot in their 
careers, they have all been through similar experiences, no matter who they are. 

My student film Who’s Afraid of the Water Sprite?, was a very successful student film by most standards, and it 
started my career, but even that film only got accepted into about 1 in 10 of the festivals we entered it for. Later in 
my career I was lucky to have MisFits as my first TV directing job, but I had already fluffed two meetings for Skins 
and Coming Up before I landed that opportunity. 

My first feature film took eight years to make. You can imagine how many ‘no’s’ we heard along the way with that. 
But we made it, and it did well. So hopefully I get to make a second film. But I have no doubt that it will be just as 
hard, and we will get just as many rejections as with every other step of my career. 

I don’t say this to be negative; I say it to encourage you. This industry is tough; you will get your ‘no’s’. But it’s worth 
pursuing and pushing harder, for every one of those glorious ‘yeses’.   

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think my voice, as in what I want to say and how I convey that, came through short films and writing (mostly 
unproduced) feature scripts, and my craft honed through TV. I wouldn’t say the work I found in TV gave me a 
voice. But it helped to give me the tools in order to have a voice when given the opportunity to make my own film. 
I’m also hopeful of doing more TV in a capacity as a writer/director where I can have more of a voice in the future. 

I know what interests me, and what I want to say, but this is a constant balance with paying the bills. You just have 
to remember that when you do start to get paid that each decision you make will either take you closer towards, 
or further away from, what you want to achieve as a creative. And often the money is in the exact opposite 
direction of your creative desires! 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’m not really a believer in first breaks. I think it’s more of a case of micro breaks that all come together 
incrementally. My ‘first break’ in commercials was a Pepsi Super Bowl commercial in 2012. But in order for that to 
happen I had made a short film that did well in a 48-hour short film festival, which happened to be noticed by the 
production company. I had made some online content, which looked OK, and then I pitched on loads of adverts 
that I didn’t get.  

The commercials and the shorts then came together to help me get my first TV break, after fluffing a few 
interviews, and all of these things combined helped me to make my first film – alongside all the people I had met 
at various festivals, etc., along the way. But even saying it like that makes it sound more linear and combined than 
it really was. I’d say just keep going, all the small wins will keep building and hopefully lead towards those first 
breaks. 
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PETER SZEWCZYK | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Since the start of his film career at George Lucas’ famed Skywalker Ranch, Peter has had a front row seat to the 
crafting of Hollywood blockbusters by the modern masters of cinema. While sitting through what Peter calls “a 
decade of dailies” with the likes of  James Cameron and George Lucas, he studied each director’s approach to 
storytelling. Peter contributed as an artist, animator, and designer  to the legendary franchises of Harry Potter, 
Shrek, Star Wars and Ice Age. But it was not until his time on James Cameron’s Avatar that he felt he was ready to 
leave the trenches of digital production, for the challenges of directing. 

As a first generation Pole, raised in Chicago, Peter balances the DIY spirit of American filmmaking, with the 
intellect and restraint more characteristic of European cinema. He currently lives in Los Angeles, where he is 
finishing port on his debut Feature Film, Behemoth.  

Film Credits: Dark Clouds (2009), Your Crooked Heart (2011), ColourBleed (2011), Our Lady Of Lourdes (2013),  
Recurring Symptoms (2014), Behemoth (2020). 

Photography By Nolan Farrell 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I sort of fell into directing. I was very passionate about animation and design from my early teenage years, and 
this carried through to my early 20's. In Chicago, where I grew up, I was doing a lot of photography, design, and 3D 
illustration, for the local music scene. I would privately idolise music video directors, but never considered getting 
into it. Then one day, a big Chicago DJ, who I had been working with for a year, asked if I wanted to take a crack at 
directing his music video. He had just been signed to a major label, so the budget was actually quite good. Before I 
could give it much thought, I just blurted out a YES! The video I made was chock full of cliches and and the song 
was pretty terrible, but I pulled off an ambitious three-day shoot that was far above my skill set. At the very least, I 
proved to myself I was capable.  
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After that initial break, I got caught up in the VFX world for 10 years. It was great money and a passport to the 
world, but I kept some projects of my own active on the side. I started small. I decided to do a really simple short 
film, called Dark Clouds, that leaned heavily into my animation background. But it had a little live action, and that 
gave me some momentum. From there my ascent was very linear. Each project was about two times more 
complex than the previous one. 90-second shorts turned into 3-minute videos. 3-minute videos turned into 7-
minute shorts. And so on, and so on. With each project I completed, people started taking me more seriously and 
offering to help.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Finances are the persistent obstacle. For years, I would do freelance VFX to raise enough cash to do some passion 
projects. It's wise to have a job in the film industry to fall back on in between directing commissions. For me its 
VFX, but editing, teaching, and 1st ADing are good alternatives. I do remember a while back, I had a small setback 
that I turned into a big success. I came up with a really cool idea for a music video, and shared my thoughts with a 
producer. He categorically shut down my ideas for making the project a reality. He told me, "That's not how things 
are done.” I remember coming out of the meeting so gutted. But a year later, I based a villain in a short film on 
him. The short went on to be my most successful to date!  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

DO NOT go out and make projects that you THINK the public wants to see. That always falls flat. It's uncanny how 
audiences can sniff out stories that you made for the wrong reasons. Meanwhile, stories I told that were deeply 
personal, or very specific, would find audiences regardless of what level of polish there was on it. By leaning into 
your own perspective on the world, you'll find your voice. Unfortunately, you will probably have to spend a lot of 
your own money bringing those projects to life. I think for every project I have been paid for, there are two that I 
did out of my own pocket.    

5. How did you get your first break? 

Most of the breaks I got were through brute force. My biggest break was probably landing a job at Skywalker 
Ranch in the story department. I absolutely carpet-bombed California with my reel and resume. I spent a year 
doing nothing but applying for film jobs. When I did the interview at Skywalker, it was actually my quirky personal 
work that they gravitated to, not the "industry standard" exercises. What sealed that job for me was actually 
chatting with one of the supervisors about dance music. Knowing the tools for storytelling is only half of it. Having 
life experience and varied interests, to use those storytelling tools on, is what really counts in the end.  
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SALLY EL HOSAINI | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Sally El Hosaini is a feature film writer / director. Her acclaimed debut feature, My Brother The Devil, picked up 
major prizes at Sundance, Berlin and London Film Festivals. It screened at over 40 international festivals, winning 
12 awards, 17 nominations and an honourable mention. The film was released theatrically in the UK, US, Canada 
and Europe. As writer / director of the film, Sally won Best Screenplay at the 2013 Writer's Guild of Great Britain 
Awards, the Most Promising Newcomer Award at the 2013 Evening Standard Film Awards, Best Newcomer at the 
2012 BFI London Film Festival and the UK New Talent Award at the British Women in Film and Television Awards 
2012. She's an alumni of the Sundance Institutes Screenwriters and Directors Labs. 

Sally has been profiled by The Guardian, Screen International as a “Star of Tomorrow”, BBC America, IndieWire and 
Variety who featured her as one of their “Brits to Watch”. She was one of fifteen female directors selected for 
BAFTA's 2017-18 Elevate programme and was subsequently invited to sit on BAFTA's Film Committee. She was also 
one of eight directors chosen for NBC Universal's Directors Fellowship 2017. Recently she directed Danny Boyle's 
TV series Babylon for Channel 4 / Sundance TV. 

Sally is currently working on her second feature film, Jones, which she developed with the assistance of Sundance 
FilmTwo and a San Francisco Film Society / Kenneth Rainin Foundation grant. The film is being produced by Mike 
Goodridge (Groovy Pictures) and Christine Vachon (Killer Films). She's also developing two other feature projects, 
Cowboys of Dreamland with Camilla Bray (Rosetta Productions) and the BFI, and FunnyGirl with FilmWave and 
Film4. Sally is represented in the UK by Sayle Screen and in the United States by Anonymous Content.     

Film Credits: The Fifth Bowl (2008), Henna Night (2009), My Brother The Devil (2012), The Swimmers (2021). 
TV Credits: Babylon (2014). 

Photpgraphy by Nick Wall  
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My 'eureka' moment came late one evening as I struggled to understand some complicated Arabic grammar. I was 
eighteen and at Durham University. And although I wanted to speak better Arabic and found Middle East politics 
interesting, I realised, with a sinking heart, that I'd picked the wrong course. I asked myself, 'what do I really want 
to do with my life?'  

The thing I loved, more than anything in the world, was stories. I had written poetry and short stories from a 
young age. Deep in my heart I knew that I was a storyteller. I grew up in Cairo, Egypt until I was sixteen. In 
overpopulated Cairo, lives overlap and intertwine like nowhere else. And the oral tradition is very strong – 
Egyptians like to talk. It was through being surrounded by natural storytellers, stories and through writing that I 
made sense of my emotions and understood the world around me. My other passion was street photography. At 
fourteen I inherited my father's old SLR camera and began developing my own black and white photographs. I 
was fascinated by the concept of immortalising a moment in time and the distillation, how a story is told through 
a single image. And finally, I was a people person. My happiest memories were when I worked with a group of 
people towards a common goal. So, it was a simple equation... stories + images + people = film! A lightbulb 
switched on in my head as I realised that filmmaking was the synthesis of everything I loved. 

Until that moment, being a filmmaker had never occurred to me. I didn't even know it was an option. I loved films, 
but didn't everybody? I certainly didn't know anybody who had made one or worked in the industry. It was very far 
away from my daily reality. And my university didn't have a film course that I could transfer to. I phoned my 
brother and told him that I was going to drop out of uni to pursue filmmaking. He, very sensibly, convinced me to 
complete my course. In those days there were grants, but you could only have one. If I dropped out, I wouldn't be 
able to afford university again. He reassured me that filmmaking would always be there. That if I really had my 
heart set on it, then nothing would stop me doing it. He also advised me to identify the filmmakers I most 
admired. To study what they did. To learn from them. So, I continued my studies and became one of my local 
video shop's (Blockbusters) most loyal customers.  

In hindsight, studying something else, whilst knowing that I really wanted to make films was a valuable 
experience. It gave me a real hunger and determination to get into film. I was motivated to take responsibility for 
my own learning since nobody was going to give it to me. But most importantly it taught me patience. And made 
me really grateful and appreciative for every opportunity, no matter how small.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After university I worked as a care assistant for the elderly and also as a waitress while I figured out how I was 
going to get into film. I also worked for Amnesty International. During this time I started to write some scripts, but 
they didn't really go anywhere as I didn't know anyone else who wanted to make films. Then I learned about an 
apprenticeship that the late British theatre director, John Sichel, had set up on a converted pig farm in North 
Yorkshire. You would live on the farm and learn 'on the job' skills by making corporate videos and putting on plays 
locally etc... I made contact and moved to North Yorkshire a few months later. It was here, with the other trainees, 
that I made my first short films. In fact it was where I met and first worked with Iain Kitching, the editor who I still 
work with today. Being surrounded by others who had the same aspirations and passions was very exciting.  

Then I moved to London to try to find an entry level job in film. But without contacts I struggled. I was working in a 
Harvester and resorted to some pretty desperate ideas like accosting Ken Loach with my CV after a Q&A. He was 
actually lovely about it. But I soon realised that the only way to get work was to make myself unique, to exploit my 
USP. I spoke Arabic. So I used my language skills to get my first job in the industry – working on Middle East 
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documentaries for television. I did that for a few years and travelled to some fascinating places. In many ways the 
docs I worked on were my film school.  

But filmmaking is all about making windows where there are walls. When I was working in docs, I knew that I really 
wanted to be working in fiction, on feature films. But I was told by my colleagues that it was very hard and almost 
impossible to cross over. That it was rarely done. That I should just be grateful that I was in docs - and not news! 
Hearing these attitudes only made me more determined to prove them wrong and to follow my dreams. So, all 
the while I worked, I was looking for any kind of route or way in to fiction.  

I eventually got my first break in film working in the production office of an independent feature by tracking down 
the phone number of the director. I called him up out of the blue. My opening line was, “you don't know me, but I 
think you should.” He's a friend now and we laugh about that. But it worked and he gave me my first film job. 	

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The biggest obstacles are the doubts in your own head. Not studying directing at a conventional film school meant 
that I thought I must know less than others around me. So it took me about 10 years of working various jobs in 
the industry before I had the confidence to write and direct my own films. The truth is, I could have made my own 
films sooner. Instead, I worked for others until I reached the point where the pain of not making my own films was 
greater than the pain of just getting on and doing it.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I've learned what I know on the job and am still learning... Working in various jobs in film and television has 
helped me develop the discipline and focus required to turn creative dreams into reality. Muhammad Ali once 
said, “Champions have to have last minute stamina. They have to have the skill and the will. But the will must be 
stronger than the skill.” It's this resilience that working my way up has taught me.  

Every film requires a slightly different creative process, in the same way that I direct every actor differently. I like to 
operate from a place of intuition and am learning to trust it more and more. I want to tell those starting out on 
their directing journey that there is no one way or right way to do the job. It's about finding the way that works 
best for the specific film or project. But always push yourself out of your comfort zone. Dare to be personal. Dare 
to be vulnerable. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Nobody gave me my first directing break. I've had to create my own directing opportunities by first writing shorts 
and then after that writing features. I've also had to develop a keen 'producer chip' in my brain to steer and push 
projects into existence. It was only after I had completed my first feature, My Brother The Devil, and won a few 
awards, that I was offered directing work by the industry.   
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STELLA SCOTT | DIRECTOR 

Stella Scott is a director from London signed to Pulse Films. She graduated from Central Saint Martins in 
Performance: Design and Practice.  

Stella’s current slate includes a short film in development with BBC Films produced by Sorcha Bacon, and a short 
film co-written with Victoria Rigby produced by Amy Wells. She was part of iFeatures 19/20 programme. 

Her original work has been commissioned by Film London, Gucci, Chanel, the Tate, Dazed Digital, Art Night and 
Victoria Miro and screened at festivals worldwide. She has developed a compelling storytelling style and is 
invested in creating indigenous work with new British talent. 

Film Credits: Finding Sol (2009), Street Angel (2014), Reverie (2017), Great Gardens: Glin Castle (2017), Flohio: Watch Out (2018), 
Let’s Talk About You, Amber Mark (2018). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in South London during the ‘80s and ‘90s. It was an incredible place to live. I felt like I was surrounded by 
big characters and stories. I spent a lot of time observing things back then. I was very silent and I was trying to 
express myself through other people who were better with confidence and words. 

Films were a similar source of connection and release. I remember watching My Life as a Dog and really feeling the 
boy’s questioning uncertainty and enthusiasm for life. Or Stand By Me and feeling the boy’s friendship and River’s 
social exclusion. Watching films was an easy way to experience things too.  

I took a lot of photos in my teens. I really wanted to document everything around me. My brother studied at 
Camberwell Art College and had a video camera that he used for his films that I sometimes played with, but 
making films wasn’t on my radar.  

Art, sometimes English, were the only classes I was good at. My art teacher said I should do an art foundation so I 
applied and went to Chelsea College of Art. I made a sculptural installation the first year (and not much else) and 
decided I didn’t want to spend much longer working inside a studio. I was very social and outgoing during this 
time, and I really wanted to go out in the world and work on things with other people.  

I considered set design. I imagined it would be a way of being creative, telling stories, and collaborating with 
people. I went on to study a BA in performance design: and practice (performance art and set design) at Central 
Saint Martins College of Art.  

First notion of wanting to direct films: I did two weeks work experience on a film adaptation of Fat Slags with set 
designer Grenville Horner. I was assisting the set dresser; we spent days ordering tins of beans and building 
towers of chips and every time we finished dressing the set (and the crew entered to shoot) I was sad to leave. It  
was like setting up a series of parties and not being invited to even one. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I didn’t let that feeling properly sink in though. I had no idea what role I could play on set and I certainly didn’t 
want to turn around to the set dresser and say I wasn’t satisfied. I continued to work in the art department 
designing, dressing and building sets throughout and long after my degree.  

At the same time I was working at South London youth charities making theatre and art projects with young 
people. I started using photography and filmmaking as a way of working with some of the older clients because it 
drew people in. It was immediate, fun and effective – a constant mode of intimacy. My brother lent me a mini-DV 
camera and taught me some editing basics; I picked up the rest of what I needed to know from tutorials on 
YouTube. 

Shooting and editing these participatory films was my way into directing. The role of the director became clear to 
me by navigating my way through the logistics, working collaboratively and piecing stories together from rushes. I 
saw it as a career I could and wanted to pursue. 

I made a lot of participatory films with youth charities across London.  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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I wanted to make a fiction film and applied with a story from childhood to the London Calling scheme, 2009. 
Finding Sol was the first fiction short I made: it was the first time I was casting and directing a straight narrative 
piece, working with a pre-determined story, working with a budget, and communicating ideas and objectives 
against a ticking clock. 

I still have the storyboards I sent in as part of my application. I didn’t know it then but I was trying to make a 
hybrid doc, and I ended up fictionalising it horribly. I wished I’d followed my instincts more, or at least fought for 
the thing I saw inside my head, but I didn’t have the language to communicate it or the balls to experiment with it. 
I’d stepped into the world of fiction filmmaking and felt like I had to adhere to it.  

Sometimes I’m haunted by the things I haven’t made, especially Finding Sol, because I literally had the time, money 
and opportunity to make it, but what can you do? Sometimes what you gain from making a film is not accounted 
for in the final export. 

The film got into Underwire Festival and nominated for a Best of Boroughs Awards which introduced me to a 
crowd of independent filmmakers but it wasn’t strong enough to open up any doors (to get people interested in 
working with me). Knowing where to go from there was difficult.  

I applied to a directing course. I got an interview and I thought it went really well (I remember speaking a lot about 
Stephen Poliakoff which I thought was pretty niche) but I didn’t get a place. I must have asked for feedback 
because I remember the response being that they thought I didn’t have a strong enough voice. That was difficult 
to hear. It felt like there was a finality to it: as in you either did, or didn’t have a voice. And if you didn’t you couldn’t 
be a storyteller.  

I went back to documentaries, and being led by someone else’s voice rather than my own. I love watching and 
making documentaries and I can see how my personality lends itself to making them, but I knew I wanted to make 
fiction again at some point. 

The rejections should spur you on: if they matter to you it means that you’re pushing in the right direction. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I brought a Canon 5D and a lens, began shooting more stuff (friend’s music videos, charity films, indie docs and 
zero-budget fiction shorts with actors I met), and got freelance gigs filming events and making participatory films. 
When I was at a decent level my brother introduced me to an ad agency he was working at called U-Dox and I got 
freelance work there as an edit assistant.  

I guess you could chalk that up as nepotism: my brother helped me get my foot in the door, inspired and backed 
me. But I wouldn’t want to suggest that nepotism is needed and man, have I resented other people for having 
what I thought was it (please don’t compare yourself to anyone else because it’s competitive, self-diminishing and 
counter productive). I think connections are out there to be made: and the best way to power your career is to go 
out, seek and build on the ones that feel right to you. The people you hit it off with will be the people you will 
make the strongest work with.  

I befriended an assistant producer whilst working at U-Dox called Jessie Ayles, and after some time we pitched 
Street Angel to Dazed Digital via the company which got a Vimeo Staff Pick. We had each other, a small budget and 
complete freedom which I think helps you interrogate, determine and realise the film you want to make.  
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Documentaries had a commercial appeal at the time, so I started working commercially. I set myself up as a 
company and hustled hard. I was doing anything from working as an editor for hire to working direct to client 
producing and directing online content. In-house production companies at advertising agencies were a good place 
to get gigs, and making films for online platforms like the Tate, Nowness and Condé Nast was a good way to build 
my profile. I was asked to pitch on a Gucci film with Condé Nast which I won, and that helped push things forward. 

I started seeing a style in the work I was making. I got my very talented friend Bonnie Abbott to design a website 
for me and when I had bit of work I reached out to every production company in London with the link and PDF 
portfolio asking for representation. I was offered gigs by a few to test the waters, but I wasn’t taken on by one for 
a while – I signed to Pulse Films for commercials after about a year or so.  

I’ve written and sent out hundreds of pitches for work, funding, backing, access, collaborations, talent 
programmes… many of which I’ve finished and emailed out late at night, never heard back from and forgot I’ve 
ever even sent. Let’s just say I often get rejection emails for applications I don’t even remember applying to and I 
was pretty surprised when I was told I wrote 66 music video treatments at Pulse Films before I won my first one.  

In terms of finding my voice: I’ve been writing in my spare time. The agents at Pulse Films have helped me get a 
grip on how to develop, communicate and pitch my ideas, style and interests. The subjects I’m drawn towards are 
becoming increasingly obvious to me everyday. I make small photography and art projects and short docs as a 
way of exploring the kinds of characters, aesthetics and themes I’m interested in. Whilst directing I’ve become 
more and more responsive to what feels right and learnt to trust my gut instinct even when it doesn’t feel 
trustworthy. I’m working on prioritising and shaping the kinds of films I want to make.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I guess making Street Angel was the first break that got people being interested in working with me. Having access 
to people who’ve help me develop my work has had the most significant impact on me. Along with the agents at 
Pulse, I’ve met producers Sorcha Bacon and Amy Wells via my commercial work. Both producers have been vital in 
helping me turn my interests into writing. After developing a fiction slate for the past couple of years, I’m making 
two short films and have taken part in the iFeatures scheme as a director. I recently reached out to film and TV 
agents and after an introduction from a friend I signed to Sayle Screen. 

It’s been 14 years since I made those first participatory films. I feel like perseverance and determination have 
helped, and a sense of having nothing to loose. Sometimes I don’t feel like I’m anywhere close to being where I 
want to be, and question whether I even have it in me. There’s momentary setbacks, and overwhelming feelings of 
failure and self loathing, but all in all there’s a real kick from overcoming all that and doing something you love. 
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PAUL WHITTINGTON | DIRECTOR 

Paul Whittington  is an English director working within the television and film industry. He is best known for TV 
shows Little Boy Blue, Cilla, The Moorside and White House Farm. He is currently directing The Crown for Netflix. 

TV Credits: Totally Frank (2005-2006), Hotel Babylon (2007), Wire in The Blood (2007), Fairy Tales (2008), Harley Street (2008), 
The Fixer (2009), Spooks (2010), DCI Banks (2011), Vera (2011-2012), The Widower (2014), Cilla (2014), Jericho (2016),  
The Moorside (2017), Little Boy Blue (2017), Hatton Garden (2019), White House Farm (2020), Isolation Stories (2020),  

The Crown (2021). 
 Film Credits: Hero (2002), What About Me? (2003), Innocent Pink (2003), Washing Day (2003). 

Photography by Greg Noakes 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was a late developer in career terms. While I was always an obsessive viewer of films and TV drama, I was the 
opposite of the kid with a Super 8; I didn’t even know what a director did and it never occurred to me working in 
that field could be an option for me, it all just felt a world away from where I was. I left school with no clear 
direction as to what I wanted to do with my life, had a number of different jobs, including several years working in 
the civil service in my home town of Nottingham. This experience at least gave me a very clear idea of how I 
DIDN’T want to spend the rest of my working life and by my mid-20s I was starting to explore the creative side of 
my personality, which up to that point hadn’t really had an outlet. I wrote stuff, stories, just for myself with little 
thought for where it might go. Eventually this led to some freelance journalism work with the local paper in 
Nottingham where I wrote about football. I didn’t feel journalism would be a career for me but somehow it was all 
moving me in a certain direction.  
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I saw a job advertised in the administrative offices of the local BBC office in Nottingham and applied thinking it 
was somehow a foot in the media door. Getting that job was a significant turning point, while I was still a long way 
from where I wanted to be I was at least in the industry and felt I was slowly finding my way. The sole BBC TV 
operation in Nottingham at that time was the nightly regional news programme and after a few months of office 
work I got a job on the TV side as a Station Assistant. It was a priceless opportunity to learn a range of production 
disciplines; vision mixing, studio floor managing, Outside Broadcasts, multi-camera studio directing. It wasn’t 
drama or anything like it but looking back, two years working in regional news was a brilliant training ground, 
providing vital experience that continues to serve me well. The discipline I learned having to deliver for a live half-
hour show five nights a week has been invaluable to everything that has followed in my career.  

While I was at the BBC my writing started to develop into screenplays and the notion of writing and directing 
drama began to properly form.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I had access to cameras and crews and shot my first dramatic short film with a news crew. I transferred within the 
BBC to London to work in promos which was another good step on the creative journey, I worked on film for the 
first time with talented DoPs and started to think more about the craft of lighting, framing, lenses. The next logical 
step out of promos was to become a commercials director but it became very clear to me that my heart was – and 
always had been – in drama.  

Through this period I continued to make self-funded short films in my spare time and there’s no question these 
were the single most important learning experiences of my whole career – making short films was my film school. 
The only way you learn how to direct is simply by directing, by doing it – the more you do it, the more you learn, 
the better you get. After many years of searching I found my natural home was on a film set; this realisation came 
on a low-budget short film, doing every job from driving props to set to the catering, surrounded by like-minded 
cast and crew.  

I was making short films in the pre-digital age. We were shooting on 16mm film cameras, relying on favours from 
camera houses and having to make 35mm prints just to show the end product at festivals. Life savings were put 
into these early productions and it was worth it, because I knew this is where I wanted to be. It was an instinctive 
feeling, it just felt right. I made loads of mistakes, made some bad shorts but kept coming back for more. I know 
people who’ve tried directing once and realised very quickly it’s not for them, I think it’s one of those jobs where 
the experience of doing it reveals all you need to know about your desire. It will test you in that way. 

Making shorts was not only my filmmaking education, they also provided my break into the industry. I made a 
couple of films that won some small festival prizes and crucially were seen by an agent who offered to sign me. 
From there I was meeting for TV drama work and was on my way.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The potted history above, reads like there was some kind of plan – there never was, I had a desire to make drama 
but no idea how to get there, I made lots of wrong turns, bad decisions, wrote a lot of really awful scripts and 
made some rubbish films. And none of it happened quickly – from the time I had an inkling in my late 20s that 
directing may be something I want to do with my life, to getting my first proper TV drama job, was about 10 years. 
But none of that time was wasted, I’m a better director for the bad stuff and the disappointments as much as for 
the successes. And throughout that time I never questioned what I was doing, I kept going, kept shooting, I 
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doubted my ability at times but never my desire to be a director. If it’s in you, you’ll know, you’ll keep going and 
you’ll find your own way.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

The one crucial area of directing I wasn’t really exposed to in the early short-film making years was working with 
writers. I tended to write my own stuff as the most pragmatic way to get something made – I could just get on and 
do it. Making short films is brilliant for the experience of being on set with actors and crew but rarely offer the 
time to be in a room with a writer page-turning the script. I didn’t really start collaborating with proper writers 
until I was making TV drama and of course discovered it’s the most crucial of relationships and one area in which I 
think new directors have the least experience. I love working closely with writers, it’s one of the best parts of the 
job and when that relationship is right the work will always be at it’s best. There are as many variations in how that 
relationship works best as there are personalities of those involved but its a vital one to work on and get right.    

I think the journey, the act of making films develops your filmmaking ‘voice’ – whatever that is. In all honesty I don’t 
know what my ‘voice’ is, maybe that’s for others to judge – if I do have one it’s not a conscious thing. I’ve never 
spent much time thinking about this, I know what I like or don’t as soon as I read a script. I guess I’m drawn to 
certain themes if I analyse it and of course I have work and other directors who influence me greatly. Somehow I’ll 
carry that into my own filmmaking but I’ve honestly never thought about having a particular ‘voice’, I think you just 
need to try and be true to yourself and somehow it’ll take care of itself.  

5. How did you get your first break?  

Clearly my background is not a roadmap for anyone to follow as a way into the industry and if directors collective 
personal histories reveal anything it’s that there isn’t one tried and tested route into this job. Every single director 
has a unique journey and everyone needs to find their own way. But while the narratives all differ there does 
seem to be universal themes; a passion for storytelling that fuels the stamina and persistence needed to keep 
going, to overcome the obstacles, to love it even when you hate it, to know that you simply don’t want to do 
anything else.   
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BERYL RICHARDS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Beryl directs film, TV drama, documentary and comedy.  In TV, as lead director, she’s helped develop and then 
direct many popular UK teens and kids’ series, for which she has been awarded five BAFTA’s, and four Int. Emmy 
nominations, most recently a BAFTA in 2018, for drama mini series Joe All Alone, for which she was also nominated 
as best director, and an Int. Emmy nomination in 2020.  Beryl is also a very experienced drama series director, and 
has written and directed her own short films, and is currently working a feature documentary. 

Beryl is based in London and Killyleagh, Northern Ireland where she has set up a production companies 
Strangford Pictures Ltd and Derryboye Films Ltd.  She holds British and Irish citizenship. 

TV Credits: Brookside (1982), EastEnders (1992-1993), Capital Lives (1994), Spitting Image (1994), Casualty (1997),  
Holding The Baby (1997), My Dad’s A Boring Nerd (1997), Holby City (2001), Linda Green (2001), Girls in Love (2003),  

My Life As A Popat (2004), Uncle Dad (2006), All About Me (2007), Echo Beach (2008), Wild At Heart (2009),  
My Almost Famous Family (2009), Leonardo (2011), Life Stories (2012), Wizards vs. Aliens (2013),  

Secret Life Of Boys (2015-2017), Joe All Alone (2018), Free Rein (2019).  
Film Credits: Seasons Greetings (1996), Snakeboy and Sandcastle (2002), Recession (2013). 

Photography Carmen Valino 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was born in London and grew up in Gravesend, Kent. I’m from a working-class background with no experience of 
education, culture, TV or film. My favourite subjects at school were art and politics. I originally wanted to study 
Fine Art and be an artist, but not an art teacher, which was the only way I could see of earning a living. I had a 
strong sense of social justice (still do), and thought of being an MP, criminal barrister or investigative journalist. I 
also spent a lot of time going to nightclubs, and have a love of fashion. I came across a media studies course at 
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Westminster University which I thought mixed together my different interests. Once I got to direct there, I realised 
that was what I wanted to do. I was first interested in documentary and later drama. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I studied BA Media Studies at Westminster University, an MA in Film and Video at Central St Martins London 
University of the Arts, and an MA in Screenwriting at London College of Communication, each 10 years apart. I’ve 
found it quite useful to go back into education part-time to think and change direction a little. 

I tried to get into the BBC in an TV intern position during my college vacations but got nowhere fast. So I wrote to 
300 TV stations in the USA to see if they might want me there.  It worked. I got a PBS internship one summer and 
the following summer a four-month (paid!) job at KQED San Francisco. I was still only 19. I thought this sort of 
initiative would really help me get on one of the BBC trainee schemes. I was interviewed, but they didn’t believe I’d 
had that experience because I was too young, and it wouldn’t happen in the UK.  So when I first graduated I spent 
a couple of years largely unemployed. Then through a graphic designer friend I came across an advertising agency 
that wanted to set up a video company. I had made a campaign documentary just before this, and had my college 
film to show. I was funded to set up and run a company specialising in videos for the public sector, charities, trade 
unions and campaign groups. From age 22 I ran that company for eight years writing, producing and directing 
over 100 films, doing drama comedy and documentary. Also I directed a documentary and wrote and developed a 
comedy series for Channel 4. It meant I learned through my own experience of directing, rather than learning 
from anyone else. But I’d ended up running a company too with 6 full-time staff and a turnover I needed to keep 
going and grow each year.   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

At the time I felt my accent didn’t help. I definitely didn’t see anyone like me. When I went to work in America 
people there thought my accent was posh, which I found hilarious.  In retrospect I’m sure the fact I was a woman 
was also a major factor. The reason I didn’t think that at the time was my experience of working in TV in San 
Francisco was very different to here. My template was of on-screen diverse and black talent, and of black, of 
female, and of diverse technical crew. This didn’t inspire me at the time, as I thought it was normal, and I was 
entitled to a place in the industry. So I’ve never suffered from “imposter syndrome”.  

Like many women directors I feel it is harder for us to get hired, and I think this got worse particularly after the 
2008 financial crash when broadcasters became more risk adverse.  Not that I think being a woman is any sort of 
risk. But some think that. Another obstacle is having what is called an eclectic CV. I have often moved sideways 
and have enjoyed working in film and in TV alongside each other. But this is seen by some producers as being 
unfocussed. Of course, what the CV shows are the opportunities you’ve been able to get. Another challenge has 
been becoming known for directing kids’ TV, and then not considered for other areas, because you are seen as 
solely a kids’ director. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I wrote and directed 10 short films where I have developed a voice and style. I learnt from some mistakes in my 
shorts. In TV series I have lead directed and developed, I have a strong visual style, but this is organic to the 
material. So these series can look quite different from each other. I also found the room to write and think within 
the two MA’s I studied part time, particularly my Screenwriting degree.  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5. How did you get your first break? 

By the time I was 30 I had no network inside film and TV, except for one person who was a script editor. That 
woman became a producer and gave me a break directing EastEnders. My second break was directing the comedy 
series that I had written for Channel 4, that now the BBC decided to do. I said they couldn’t have it unless I 
directed it. Also a break from a women producer. Again I didn’t see anything unusual in this, but I did start to 
notice how few women directors there were.  This set me off on a path directing episodic series TV.  Alongside this 
I made short films with money from organisations such as BFI.  I started to write feature scripts and develop series 
that I would then go on and direct. A lot of my work since has been as lead director, particularly in children’s 
drama and comedy. My first two agents were also good friends and really believed in me and my talent. That 
really meant a lot to me and kept me going. Although I often felt like an outsider due to my unusual path into 
directing, I was always confident about my right to be there. 
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KOBY ADOM | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

In 2018 Koby saw his BAFTA long-listed short Haircut win the Film London Calling Plus Award for Best Film – as 
chosen by David Yates – before he went on to become a Screen Star of Tomorrow. He was also made a Broadcast 
Hot Shot in 2019. 

In the same year he received the John Brabourne Award for which he was awarded funding towards the 
development of his first feature, SE28. He then went on to shadow on Netflix’s Top Boy and, before the year was 
out, he was chosen to direct the second half of the BBC series Noughts and Crosses based on the hit Malorie 
Blackman novel. 

Koby is now developing his debut feature Haircut with Film4 and producer Joy Gharoro-Akpojotor as well as 
developing another feature film, SE28, with DBK Studios, which he owns. 

Film Credits: Deborah’s Letter: A Film About My Younger Sister (2014), Closure (2015), House Girl (2016), Haircut (2018).  
TV Credits: Noughts and Crosses (2020), Unsaid Stories (2020). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was big into IT and tech at school, having these base interests led me to college and having a bigger opportunity 
to shoot, edit and research. When I was at Brunel University, I was given a book specialising in film and in it was a 
quote by American cinematographer Allen Daviau, "The day you go to work and you are not scared of any 
challenges is the day you have to flee the industry."  I lived by that, even putting it onto my Twitter feed and by 
chance was contacted by a member of the Film Lighting Conference in LA who said they saw it and I should come 
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out there, as Allen Daviau would be there, so I went. It was an incredibly short three-day trip to the States, but I 
met him, as well as Spielberg, Robbie Greenberg and Karl Water Lindenlaub. I finally knew that I had found my 
purpose in what I wanted to do. After that trip I came away ready to do what was required of me; I applied to 
London Film School and was accepted. Before that I felt like a plane going around in a circle waiting for take-off, 
then finally knowing my destination, taking off in a straight line at full speed. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

Growing up in an under-privileged background I went through a lot of experiences that now, looking back, felt like 
brainwashing out on the streets, leading you to believe that's all life was about. Culturally it changes how you look 
at things, coming from a place of survival and not luxury. That mindset has definitely bled into my filmmaking. I'm 
selective of what I put into it and restriction is definitely clear when I'm working; I don't do excessive takes, only 
five to six at most; I'm very purposeful and to the point – shooting things in half the time and yet still having good 
material. My past has definitely brought a sense of direction, clarity and structure to my filmmaking style. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director?  

My biggest challenge is feeling like some of the work I've had to do feels ten times harder than a white filmmaker, 
because of that, it causes imposter syndrome – you don't feel like you fit in sometimes and everything just seems 
that bit harder, but a proud highlight is always working with passionate, black creatives that didn't have an 
opportunity before perhaps to do what they love. That's why I'm proud of my production company, DBK Studios, 
because our ethos is to champion creative people. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Being myself: being black makes me special and unique. The story of being black seems more valuable than ever 
before, coming from the black community comes with the confidence and knowledge that I have experienced a lot 
– positives and hardships. Telling those stories now is valuable now and that comes from the fact that I'm black. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

There's going to be more of a sense of ownership over black creatives' work and knowing the messages they want 
to share with the rest of the world. Working on the projects I'm working on right now, I feel so excited to be a part 
of them because I'm seeing more and more black creatives owning their own life and rights. The number of 
respected executive producers is increasing, they're sharing their knowledge and it's going to become a lot more 
visible, as it should be.  
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JAMES STRONG | DIRECTOR 

James Strong is a BAFTA winning film & TV director whose work includes directing and creating the multi-award 
winning Broadchurch. He’s also directed United, Vanity Fair, Downton Abbey, Doctor Who, The Great Train Robbery and 
Liar. As a pilot director in the US his most recent show Council Of Dads has just premiered on NBC.  

James is currently lead director on Vigil a new BBC / Amazon series. 

TV Credits: The Good Citizen (2004), Rocket Man (2005), Doctor Who (2006-2009), Torchwood (2006), Hustle (2008),  
Silent Witness (2010), White Van Man (2010), Law and Order (2011), Downton Abbey (2011), Missing (2012), Hunted (2012),  

The Best Possible Taste (2012), Broadchurch (2013-2014), The Great Train Robbery: A Copper’s Tale (2013),  
From There to Here (2014), Gracepoint (2014), Code Of A Killer (2014), Kingmakers (2015), 11.22.63 93 (2015), Doubt (2016),  

Liar (2016-2017), Vanity Fair (2017-2018), Council of Dads (2019), Faslane (2019-2020). 
 Film Credits: United (2011). 

Photography By Robert Viglasky  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in a quiet sleepy town near Bristol called Portishead and along with the boys in the band thought it was 
lovely, but couldn’t wait to get out and see the world. But being a ‘director’ never really entered my head. None of 
my family were remotely related to the arts and so my main focus was to be the next Alan Shearer, but sadly 
when that wasn’t to be I thought I might have to get a proper job. At university I loved acting in student theatre, 
but realised I was more drawn to creating the whole show – so directing theatre was my first step towards my 
future career, but at the time I’d already set my sights on being a foreign correspondent, so my first experience 
with a camera was as a news reporter chasing ambulances for ITV news.  
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After a brief stint as news reporter/presenter I began to be much more interested in the filmmaking than the news 
headlines and so realised directing was what I wanted to do. But how? Film school was unaffordable and so I was 
incredibly lucky to get a place on a directors training course with Granada TV and I was off. I began directing in 
factual, magazine shows and documentaries but always knew I eventually wanted to direct drama – but it took a 
few years. But my experience in shooting docs was invaluable as you learn to observe and document reality – and 
tell stories visually – both of which we do in drama. There was no film school or learning to direct – it was all about 
doing it on the job. I was so lucky to get a job shooting inserts on daytime show This Morning. This was my film 
school; week in week out directing a film for the show on a huge range of subjects – cookery, gardening, fashion – 
you name it I shot it. I made mistakes and learnt so much.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I was lucky to become a TV director at a young age – but I soon realised my dream was be a ‘drama’ director and 
making the transition was hard. It’s very competitive and budgets are higher – so you have to push to get a break. 
I hadn’t been to film-school, knew very few people in ‘drama’ and so for a while it seemed impossible to crack. But 
I never gave up. I started writing and working scripted sections into my documentary work, I even did a stint on 
Crimewatch shooting the reconstructions to show I could work with actors and the game-changer was a short film 
that won a few awards. And while I really didn’t have a clue what I was doing while shooting it, it gave me the 
experience and material to push for gigs as a ‘proper’ drama director.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Developing one's ‘style’ is an elusive thing. I’m still not sure what mine is? But I do know when I was trying to get 
my break I found a lot of the film and TV I watched to be too artificial, too slick and unrealistic. I also found the 
traditional model of making drama very counter-intuitive to getting grounded, truthful performances. The sets, 
the protocols were all designed to feel unnatural and I thought led to unrealistic end results. Coming from a docs 
background I really wanted to make grounded, realistic and truthful films that could still look stylish. So when I 
was allowed I tried to always shoot on location, to shoot quickly with minimal rehearsal, use available light – 
anything to reduce the feeling we were making a ‘drama’. And that’s still the case. If I have a style – and at risk of 
sounding too pretentious it’s about things always feeling real, but that not precluding it looking cinematic, 
probably a kind of ‘beautiful reality’. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break in directing scripted fiction was on BBC daytime drama Doctors. It felt like a proper drama and I 
loved it. It was shot at a ferocious speed and forced you to think on your feet and make decisions in an instant 
and still try and get decent performances and enough good shots to tell the story. It was brutal, exhausting and I 
absolutely loved every second of it. I learnt so much about blocking and shooting and how to tell a story concisely 
but also artfully. This led to bigger shows where I was lucky to be able to really hone my skills and climb the 
ladder. But as much as I’ve done I’ve never forgotten the techniques I learnt on Doctors, alongside all I learnt in 
documentaries, as it’s always important to remember what real life looks like and thankfully I’ve still to get a 
proper job. Good luck!  
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ANA CARO | ANIMATION DIRECTOR 

Ana Caro is a creative and artistic animation director influenced by expressionism and drawn  towards more 
experimental forms of animation. She loves to work with strong narratives evoking powerful emotions through 
form and movement. One thing is for sure – she is always trying to push herself to the limits, never satisfied with 
convention or the status quo.  

TV Credits: Cuentos de Viejos (2016).  
Film Credits: The Magnificent Lion Boy (2013). 

The Magnificent Lion Boy 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I’m a Colombian living in London, an animation director passionate about giving life to my drawings. I studied the 
arts in the crazy city of Bogota and that inspired me towards more evocative, experimental and expressionist ways 
of movement. I started working by myself and tried different techniques of animation. But then I realised that by 
working with a group of people, I could make more ambitious projects, and I felt the need to combine different 
talents into one project. That's when I knew I wanted to be a director and gain the capacity to work with a team. 
Really the opposite of an animator working alone in a dark room. I wanted to share my vision, my stories and my 
characters, and I ended up studying at the National Film and Television School, which broadened my own horizon 
in terms of the film industry outside of Colombia. 

I am interested in animation filmmaking because it is a way to touch some deep fibres with lines and colours, and 
having the power to produce emotions in the audience gives me gratification for all the hours spent frame by 
frame drawing from scratch in order to create worlds. 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

When I knew what I wanted, I pursued getting into an international school like the NFTS. I knew it was not easy but 
I needed to go somewhere else in the world, to get more knowledge from my animation heroes. But I needed a 
good amount of experience after I finished studying at the university in Colombia. So I was very lucky to 
participate in different films. That gave me a strong vision of what I wanted and what kind of films I wanted to 
make. That's also how I built a good showreel to start my journey into international waters.  

It all started in my little studio at my parents' home and then I was able to go and work on different TV shows, 
commercials and short films. I managed to get to know a lot of people in the industry who passed on incredible 
knowledge to me. But animation is not easy, it takes many hours of drawing and learning software. It is quite 
lonely sometimes but it is satisfying when you see things moving.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

First of all, being an immigrant in the UK has put me in tricky situations many times. When I had big opportunities 
I had to slow down and wait for visas. Even though the NFTS was a great start in the UK for my animation career, I 
had the opportunity to continue working on productions back home.  

I think obstacles like a lack of funding or support from the big companies, makes animation really hard. Many still 
believe that animation is for kids and with that thought many doors are closed. But I’ve got a really good network 
of animation friends who pass information and help to each other, to help get work. But the most important part 
of this network is that we can tell each other ideas for films and help each other to improve, showing references, 
being critical and suggesting narratives and different ways of storytelling.  

Unfortunately, animation in many cases is not well paid, and the amount of work we put into it is massive. In 
many cases, you not only have to direct but fill many different roles for budget reasons, which is not ideal.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

My voice in animation is inspired by art history, imaginary characters and personal experiences. I always try to 
look for things that I or somebody I know has experienced and put it in metaphorical drawings that then start 
taking shape into some kind of storytelling. Then I look for the narrative and make them into short films or gifs.  

Sketching and watching animation films is always a good way to start up creativity.  

Drawing for my personal projects or working as a freelancer on different shows has given me manual experience 
but also defined what kind of stories I want to tell.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break came with my short film at the NFTS The Magnificent Lion Boy. It was not my first short film in 
festivals but this one opened doors for me – not only as an animation director but in the industry in Colombia. 
The film was nominated in Cinefondation in Cannes Film Festival in 2013. And it was voiced by Hugh Bonneville 
and Andy Serkis, which gave me a lot of experience and confidence that I could be a real animation director.  

Since then, I have worked on several TV series in Colombia as an animation director, mostly in animated 
documentaries, which have allowed me to use my voice, art and style. Sometimes they are quite experimental.  
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Unfortunately, I have found that having an agent as an animation director is not common. You can join exclusive 
platforms that promote your work but they don't really help you find jobs. I'm currently a freelancer in animation 
in London and Colombia, or anywhere in the world thanks to digital technology and exchanging files online. But I 
continue to develop ideas for TV shows, short films and projects and I’m always applying for funding. It is a bit 
challenging to always be on the lookout for opportunities to share my vision, my drawings and my art. But in the 
meantime it is good to keep exploring styles and software programs.  

I have also found that teaching and tutoring is a way to keep me creative and of course earn an income, because 
animators must eat too! Teaching is a great way to keep your brain active and the conversations with the students 
help you to keep building your skills and knowledge.  
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PETER HOAR | DIRECTOR 

Peter is currently directing The Boys for Russell T Davies. He also directed The Umbrella Academy, Steve Blackman's 
superhero series for Netflix, as well as episodes of Altered Carbon for Netflix, the sci-fi thriller, and  Cloak and 
Dagger for Disney as well as on Iron Fist, Daredevil and Defenders for Marvel and Netflix. 

TV Credits: Grangehill (2004-2005), Hollyoaks (2002-2005), Dream Team (2006), The Innocence Project (2006-2007), Wire In The 
Blood (2006-2008), Spooks (2008), Mistresses (2008-2009), Breaking The Mould (2009), Five Days (2010), Doctor Who (2011), 

Vera (2011-2012), Silk (2012), Shetland (2013), Da Vinci’s Demons (2014-2015), Daredevil (2016), Iron Fist (2017), The Last 
Kingdom (2015-2017), The Defenders (2017), Runaways (2017), Altered Carbon (2018), Cloak and Dagger (2018), The Umbrella 

Academy (2019), Boys (2020), Cipher (2021). 

Photography by Katie Yu  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

The first time I knew that I wanted to be a director was back when I was about nine or 10 years old and I was an 
avid fan of the Doctor Who TV show. I couldn’t believe that it was somebody’s job to make up all that stuff and get 
paid for it. Well, 9 years old, simple pleasures. 

But that spirit hasn’t really ever left me.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I completed a Media Production degree at Bournemouth University in 1992 and left there for a work placement at 
LWT a London ITV franchise working on Beadle’s About, Blind Date, Barrymore and many other live shows. 
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From this I worked for the National Theatre Studio for a couple of years and then to Derbyshire for my first TV 
drama, ITV’s Peak Practice. I started as production runner, then location runner then location manager after 3 
months. A few years later I was lucky enough to be encouraged to think about directing by a colleague Terry 
McDonough who was working as lead director on the show at the time. With his mentorship I was able to direct 
scenes within the show and that’s how I finally started to make tracks towards being a director.  

Hollyoaks took me on next and after three years I left to take on a huge project for me, ITV’s Wire in the Blood. 
Through these early years I was encouraged by colleagues and friends I had made over the years and couldn’t 
have done it without them. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The most uncomfortable my job has ever felt was during post-production on Doctor Who for the BBC. I was kept 
away from additional shooting for reasons I’ve still yet to fathom but a lot of personal politics were going on and it 
was the first time I became aware of how toxic our industry can become when it is manipulated for the personal 
gain of certain individuals. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

I can’t honestly say. Through experience and exposure mostly. And through listening. To everyone. Collaboration is 
key to me. To see the best in people and in product.  

I remember the night before I was due to shoot my first episode of Hollyoaks. I had never been paid to be a 
director before and had never really been taught. (Late ’80s media college left a lot to be desired..) 

And here I was ready to start and step out in front of the glaring eyes of my first production. 

But I wasn’t scared. I was relaxed. Not because I knew what to do, but because I knew it was what I wanted to do. 
What I’ve always wanted. And that carries me forward to today. You can’t do this job unless every part of you is 
invested in it. It’s full-time, every day, all day. You’ll never stop thinking about it and that why you have to love 
every minute. If you don’t, get another job. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I managed to get an agent after shooting The Innocence Project for BBC 1 – but again the methodology wasn’t 
conventional. An actor I had directed took it upon himself to mention me back at his agency Curtis Brown. Joe 
Phillips then contacted me and we have continued our relationship ever since. 

I can’t say I was hugely ambitious at the beginning. I was just so happy to be doing what I was doing. My work kept 
moving up the perceived ladder of quality and I kept securing more shows. I couldn’t have been happier. It wasn’t 
until I had to make a choice of what to do next that things got a little difficult. That’s a privileged position to be in I 
know but I wasn’t ready for how disappointed I would make some people when I turned them down. 

Later I chose to pursue a career in the US. Firstly, via the Wales-based production of Da Vinci’s Demons. 

Then after a very happy time on BBC/Netflix The Last Kingdom went to New York for Daredevil and other Marvel 
Netflix shows. 

That’s where things are right now. I won my first pilot episode with The Umbrella Academy, which has recently 
debuted its second series. 
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MARC MUNDEN | DIRECTOR 

Marc Munden was an assistant to Mike Leigh, Derek Jarman and Terence Davies before directing documentaries 
for the BBC. 

His TV dramas have been nominated on seven occasions for a BAFTA, winning for both The Mark of Cain and 
National Treasure and on seven occasions for a Royal Television Society Award, winning for both The Devil’s Whore 
and National Treasure. In 2017, after three BAFTA nominations for Best Director, he won for National Treasure. 

Utopia won an International Emmy for Best Drama Series in 2014. 

Marc most recently completed feature The Secret Garden for Heyday/ Studio Canal starring Colin Firth and Julie 
Walters. 

He is currently directing The Third Day for Sky Studios/HBO/Plan B/Punch Drunk starring Jude Law. 

TV Credits: Forty Minutes (1993), Modern Times (1995), Christmas (1996), Touching Evil (1997),  
Arthouse: Rebel with a Cause (1997), Vanity Fair (1998), The Secret World of Michael Fry (2000), Canterbury Tales (2003), 

Conviction (2004), Shiny Shiny Bright New Hole In my Heart (2006), The Mark of Cain (2007), The Devil’s Whore (2008),  
Some Dogs Bite (2010), The Crimson Petal and the White (2011), Black Sails (2014), Utopia (2013-2014), Quantico (2015), 

National Treasure (2016), Electric Dreams (2016), The Third Day (2020). 
Film Credits: Beverley Hills Is Bournemouth with Sunshine (1989), Miranda (2002), The Secret Garden (2020), Sovereign. 

Photography By Jack Plummer 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

My father was a filmmaker who made documentaries for the Ministry of Information during the war but he died 
when I was young so I had no idea what it was like to be a director. But I suppose it must have been lodged in my 
mind and definitely in the air as a possibility. When I was older I saw his film Song of the People, which told the 
history of the “common” people in the UK from a socialist perspective – but as a musical. It’s wild – hundreds of 
factory workers singing together as they work on lathes in a vast machine shop. It’s a classic bit of post-war 
idealism made for the Manchester Co-operative society telling history through working-class movements like the 
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Diggers and the Chartists. I went to UCL to study Philosophy and Maths. They had a great film society which 
Christopher Nolan later ran and which had screenings of classic European films every week. The film that sparked 
with me was Alain Resnais’ Last Year at Marienbad, a highly formalist film which chimed with my sensibility at the 
time. I loved Robbe-Grillet, Marguerite Duras and those abstruse conceptual films that came out of French new 
wave as well as the irreverent experiments of Godard and Truffaut. But I also loved Jacques Tati as a child and still 
do. I consumed Bunuel, then later Antonioni, Fellini, Pasolini. As a consequence I have big gaps in my knowledge 
of classic Hollywood. The Scala Cinema was in Tottenham Street just around the corner from university halls – 
they had film and music all-nighters with the noise band Throbbing Gristle playing pneumatic drills – a lot of post-
punk bands, David Lynch’s Eraserhead was always playing, John Waters and George Kuchar films. So all that went 
into the melting pot.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

After University I started making Super 8 films with my friend John Mathieson (who went on to shoot Love Is the 
Devil and Gladiator etc.) while working as a runner on films. I’d work on a film and save up enough money to shoot 
a bit more of my own work. I wasn’t a writer so I started making documentaries and performance pieces. I made a 
short called Hommage a la Viande about a cookery show that degenerates into a very bloody semi-naked meat-
juggling act. That played at the Scala and the Film Forum in New York. I was lucky to work for and get close to a 
few great indie directors of the time like Mike Leigh and Terence Davies – I worked as an assistant director on High 
Hopes and Distant Voices, Still Lives and Derek Jarman’s War Requiem, but I continued making my own stuff between 
those films.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

In the early days of Film 4 being a studio I made a film for them which was pretty disastrous in all sorts of ways. 
The project started out as a monologue the writer used to read at Battersea Arts Centre; very dark, a bit pervy, 
very funny and original. It wasn’t really enough for a film in itself but everyone loved the idea and was ambitious 
for it and soon it had a “thriller” plot grafted on to it. Kyle MacLachlan and Christina Ricci became attached to it 
and consequently there were big expectations for it. But it morphed beyond its original eccentric concept and was 
“indie” in a self-consciously American way. And it just didn’t work. No one’s fault, just the perfect storm of 
everyone wanting desperately to make a popular film. It still haunts me but what doesn’t kill you makes you 
stronger. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Still trying to develop a voice, still learning, still failing, still making basic mistakes every day. Filmmaking isn’t an 
Olympic sport – you can’t train to get better and better at it – the discipline is changing all the time. Even Kubrick 
made Eyes Wide Shut :)  

I still love films - that counts for a lot, still love difficult, challenging pieces. I learnt a lot about directing actors from 
Mike Leigh. I am obsessed by film grammar - I have learnt that that is probably the most important thing to get 
right. And I have learnt one small thing in television: the difference between compromising and feeling 
compromised.  

5. How did you get your first break?  

I made a documentary about a man who made his living playing poker in the small casinos of Bournemouth – he 
lived in a small bungalow with his wife who ploughed all his earnings into the house, gold plating the light fittings 
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and the taps in the bathroom. It was about the peculiar marriage of two spiritually very different people – very 
heightened, quite bizarre. The sound for the film was built in a music studio, the composer and I making sounds 
for their little dog, simulating a bicycle going past with squeaky chairs – that sort of thing. It played the London 
Film Festival and a couple of other festivals. It was grainy as fuck – big golf balls on the screen. Paul Watson who 
had made the classic fly-on-the-wall series The Family in the ‘70s and was starting his own department in the BBC 
asked me, “Is that thing really a documentary?” I said, “Of course it is”, and out of that came my first professional 
job – making documentaries. 
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TRACEY LARCOMBE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Tracey Larcombe is a TV Drama, short film and comedy writer and director who comes from a strong background 
in programme production for Sky and the BBC.  

With a track record for directing intelligent, eye-catching projects in a variety of genres, Tracey is a natural 
storyteller who enjoys communicating with an audience in an engaging, entertaining and cinematic way. Tracey 
has directed various TV drama series including Casualty  for BBC1 and Hollyoaks  for Lime Pictures/Channel 4, as 
well as over 30 episodes of BBC series Doctors.   Most recently broadcast programmes include RTS Award-winning 
drama series  Moving On  for LA Productions/BBC1, BAFTA award-winning CBBC show  The Dumping 
Ground and Holby City for BBC1.  Forthcoming work includes Series 23 of Silent Witness for BBC1. 

In collaboration with other writers, Tracey has a slate of her own projects in development including: Season To 
Taste, based on Natalie Young’s best selling book ‘Season to Taste – Or How to Eat Your Husband’.   Feature 
screenplay Mother In The Cupboard  co-written with David Baddiel, and a limited TV series adaptation of David 
Baddiel’s best selling novel Time For Bed.  

Tracey’s 2nd Unit directing work includes the six-part series Good Omens for Amazon and BBC Studios, directed by 
Douglas Mackinnon, and the BBC series The Living and the Dead directed by Alice Troughton.  

TV Credits: Doctors (2015-2016), Hollyoaks (2017), Casualty (2016-2018), Holby City (2016-2018), Moving On (2019),  
The Dumping Ground (2019), Silent Witness (2020). 

Film Credits: Being Lionel (2013), Inappropriate Behaviour (2017), Best Friends (2017). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I had always loved TV, film and musicals from a really young age.  Probably the turning point was going to see 
Annie with my school in the West End. I was about 10, and once I’d got over the initial fear of falling over the 
balcony, rolling down the ridiculously steep steps and landing on top of the orchestra, I sat back and watched in 
awe at how these unbelievably talented people of all ages had the guts to go on stage and perform. I took drama 
as an option at school and performed in as many school plays I could. At 16 I auditioned for a place on a drama 
and theatre studies diploma course at Southend Technical College – the only place at the time who did anything 
remotely of that nature, where I could still live at home and travel in each day.  It was a joyous place, being around 
so many like-minded people, I think we all thought we were in FAME being really irritating and singing in the 
corridors at any opportunity. I also found out after a few weeks at the college that they ran a film and TV studies 
course, so I added that to my curriculum. It was there I discovered the magic of Hitchcock films, Westerns and 
many more, learnt about genre and the power of film. How a film can stay with you and influence how you feel, 
what you think and, to a certain extent, what you do, long after you have watched them.   

I think one turning point for me in terms of knowing acting might not be my future was in our college final year 
production of Chicago. My fairly liberal nan and parents were in the audience and I was standing in a basque and 
French knickers singing ‘All That Jazz’, when I suddenly felt very self-conscious. To the point where I completely 
forgot the word/dance moves and, as my nan merrily reminded me later, I said “SHIT” quite obviously, and 
couldn’t wait to get off stage. This coupled with a pathological fear of learning lines meant that despite getting my 
drama diploma with distinction, and going on to audition for various drama schools, I knew deep down that front 
of camera wasn’t for me. I had nightmares (which I often still do the night before the first day of a shoot!) that I 
had to go on stage and had only just been given the script or was locked out of the theatre as the curtain went up. 

Luckily, the course I was on was very diverse, and one of our final year projects was to devise and direct a Theatre 
In Education play, which we took around schools in the area. It was then I realised that behind the scenes was 
where I should be, it just wasn’t clear at the time where or doing what. That, unfortunately or fortunately, took 
many years longer to discover. But I knew that media and creative arts was where I wanted to be, film/TV or 
otherwise, and I was lucky that my parents were really supportive – though my mum has since admitted that back 
then they hoped I would lose interest once I realised how hard acting was as a career.   

For that very reason I have such huge respect for actors, and always strive to be an actors’ director.  The actors are 
always my first priority and I try to understand their craft and process more and more with each job I do.   

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Having come out of college and failed at various auditions for drama schools, I applied for a job as a TV 
production assistant for the Essex Police Force. Initially I had no idea what this would involve but I did think it 
sounded exciting. I spent the next two years learning SO much. Not just on the TV production side which included 
news gathering, presenting, script writing and editing, but also about the police force itself and how it works. And, 
perhaps more importantly, about people. I worked with various different levels of officer – from Cadet to Chief 
Constable, from various departments, and came away with a real understanding of police mentality and 
procedure, which has helped immensely in so much of the directing work I do now. I feel that was a really 
important step, though certainly not an obvious one, to achieving my eventual goal. I then travelled a VERY 
winding and rather long road to get to the next stage.  

After the police job, I spent two years in the US as an au pair, during which I worked a little for Channel 7 as a 
runner, which was great fun and gave me an insight into the US networks behind the scenes. On my return I had 
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no idea how to get into TV or Film so ended up, out of necessity, taking a job in advertising. I think there are two 
points to take from these experiences.  

One is that there will be times, most of the time for most of us, that when you just have to earn a living you just 
have to get a job, any job. So sometimes you just have to take what is in front of you. Even if it seems to take you 
off of the path you feel you should be on, to where you eventually want to be.  That’s just how it often is in the real 
world. But in doing this and by putting your best efforts into that job, those people, you will ALWAYS get 
something out of it; it will be what you make it. I ended up working for six years in advertising and yes, I always 
think I would now be a younger more experienced director at this point if I’d come to it sooner. But the experience 
in diplomacy and the creative process between different parties has proved invaluable to me now. For example: 
Think, ITV exec – versus independent writers – versus director – versus producer. Everyone has to agree on a cast, 
and you as a director want to get what you want, the same as everyone else. But not everyone will agree with each 
other’s choices most of the time. And that whole process was played out time and time again in the advertising 
agency, so put me in great stead to navigate my way through the process as a director, and still, with a few 
compromises, get what I want.   

The second point is that if someone offers to help you with some work experience somewhere you are interested 
in working, or in something you think may be useful, TAKE IT.  Even if it’s unpaid, and sometimes may even end up 
costing you money, TAKE IT.  With the right approach and enthusiasm you will a) make contacts; b) get experience; 
and c) you may even get a job at the end of it. This is how I made my first move into TV production for the BBC. I 
took voluntary redundancy from my managerial job in advertising and, aged 28, through a contact in a media firm 
who knew someone in sport, went to do work experience in BBC Sport. I played rugby at the time (I know, right?!), 
and someone once told me, if you are in unchartered territory, go with what you know. And I knew about rugby. 
Very little about other sports, but I bluffed my way through those. After the two weeks of work experience I was 
offered a three-month contract, then another six months, which was then extended into a two-year contract. I 
LOVED working for the BBC, despite the politics and the, at times, rather bizarre working practices (so many 
people I know at the BBC can’t watch W1A because of how scarily accurate it is!), but I was proud to work there. 
After two years I was approached by Sky Sports to produce and co-present their weekly rugby programme and 
moved across to the dark side. 

I spent three very happy and fun years there but, having realised that rugby was great to play and watch, but 
when you worked in it, not only were you never at home, but for ever after any game of rugby for pleasure felt too 
much like work. I NEVER feel that way about film and TV. So, I emailed the head of entertainment at the time, 
Sophie Turner-Laing, explaining that, having worked in sport for three years there, I would love to make the switch 
to movies. The head of movies, after all, came from Soccer AM. Assuming she would a) ignore the email or b) get 
one of her minions to reply directing me to the Sky job website, to my surprise she emailed me straight back and 
we had a chat. After a day of shadowing one of the producers there, I was put on a fairly low daily rate to come in 
on average a day or so a week, log tapes and basically do the donkey work. But I didn’t care, it was where I wanted 
to be. As I’d had experience of editing way back in the Police TV unit, and then at Sky Sports, the machines didn’t 
intimidate me too much and I soon found myself being offered a staff job as a producer. I was ever closer to 
where I wanted to be, though there was still a little way to go yet. Again, two things to point out here that may 
seem obvious but even if you think something is a crazy long shot, i.e. emailing the head of the 2nd biggest 
department at Sky asking for a job from a completely different department. And getting that job.  Secondly, the 
phrase ‘do something that scares you every day’, is a popular phrase for a very good reason. I had NO clue really 
about interviewing movie stars, only that I’d had plenty of experience chatting about films and interviewing sports 
stars, how different could it be? Then putting together programmes for Sky Movies, being in charge of a channel, 
making a movie show for that channel all fitted into place and became second nature, having seemed so terrifying 
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at first.  The other thing I learnt from interviewing producers, as well as being one was, along with the knowledge 
that I NEVER WANTED TO DO THAT JOB AGAIN, I had an invaluable understanding of what they did and just how 
tricky their job was. So, much like actors, I have nothing but respect for the good ones. As with everything, there 
are great producers and there are terrible producers… the skill is hoping you can spot the difference before you 
get stuck working with the latter.  

After a couple of years doing film junkets, meeting some fantastic actors and directors and watching as many 
films as I could get my hands on, I left Sky and spent a year in LA.  Again through a producer I met randomly on 
set, stayed in touch with, and when they said, “Why don’t you come to LA?” they, unlike so many times when you 
hear that phrase over here, really meant it. So I booked a flight, left my flat and friends in London and set off for 
LA. There I made some more excellent contacts and got some more amazing experience in and around the 
industry. For me, it took away the mystique of the place and, in many ways, the intimidation for when I work there 
in the future. I went there not really wanting anything from it and came back having gained so much. People say 
many things about LA; it’s vacuous and cut-throat, glamorous and exciting. Yes, it can be all of those things, but it 
is largely about choosing how you spend your time, and most of all who you spend it with. I came back full of 
confidence and enthusiasm and decided the only way to make some money to make my own short films and stay 
in the business I knew I wanted to have a career in, was to set up my own production company. Initially making 
EPKs (electronic press kits for films) and behind the scenes features, with a view to bigger projects and my own 
features. The one thing about working with so many EPK’s at Sky was that I knew which ones were really well 
made and therefore, the ones we would use to promote films, and the ones we wouldn’t, that helped immensely 
when pitching for jobs.  

Two of the best things that came out of this venture was a) money – I could earn a living working in the industry I 
loved and felt I belonged; b) working on so many film and TV sets again meant I getting to meet and interact with 
some fabulous actors/directors and producers. But mostly I got to watch and learn from some amazingly talented 
directors.  Many of whom I still see and am lucky enough to have been mentored by and worked with, which I will 
be forever grateful to them for; and c) I learnt how to shoot and edit my own material, thus saving me money and 
giving me another skill which is uber useful as a director. Besides the huge bonus of being able to edit my own 
showreel, but also, having experience of cutting material together, learning about sound and grading, really 
helped me to understand and appreciate the process of the editors I work with now. It also means when you read 
a script and shoot scenes, knowing exactly how much material you need and editing it mentally while you’re 
shooting, so you tend to over shoot much less.   

Within a few months of being back from LA, I landed my first proper paid directing job. One of my fellow 
producers at Sky, who had left to join UKTV, called me up and asked if I could direct a 5-part online series called FC 
Dave. Saying yes, despite being terrified I couldn’t actually do it, was one of the best decisions of my life, and a 
huge turning point. My friend had given me the best opportunity ever, and I couldn’t let him down. I will also be 
forever in his debt. Directing on set was not only the first time I genuinely felt like I had come home, but it was the 
most fun I’d EVER had; that was it. I may have to do more EPKs and BTS features, but directing was where I 
NEEDED to be.  

Soon after that, I was asked through one of the guys we had cast in the mockumentary to direct a short film. As 
the script was initially, there was a small cameo role for the entertainer Lionel Blair. So, I got the phone number 
for his agent, and he listened to my proposition, asking if Lionel would be prepared to do a small cameo in a short 
film.  That same afternoon my phone rang.  It was Lionel Blair. On my phone. Now, don’t get me wrong, only 
people of a certain age will get this now, but he was a LEGEND in entertainment when I was growing up, so this 
was big.  
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Again, I can’t say enough, and still do to casting directors who are reluctant to go out on a limb and ask the 
question, don’t EVER be afraid to go after someone, whether it be cast or crew, even if you think they’ll never do 
your job in a million years. You JUST NEVER KNOW!   

Lionel Blair not only said he would be happy to be in the film, he was buzzing about it. I felt this was an 
opportunity not to be missed. But, we had to make his part bigger, and that meant challenging the writer to a bit 
of a re-write. 

Unfortunately, he wasn’t keen to do this, and after many iterations and the usual to’ing and fro’ing of scripts and, 
eventually, the writer, I ended up writing my own script, based around Lionel Blair. It was called Being Lionel, a 
bitter-sweet tale of jealously, revenge and regret. The process was challenging and fun and again, I leant on the 
contacts I’d made doing EPKs and begged borrowed and stole time, equipment and people – and it was another 
brilliant experience. The post-production side was more of a challenge but after more persuasion and a few 
disappointments and favours the finished film was screened with cast, crew and friends in January 2013. A mere 
15 years after my first job at BBC Sport, and 23 years after my first TV job for the Police Force.  I don’t regret a 
single year, but I relish and appreciate every single day I am a director now because of how long it took me to get 
here.  And when I say ‘here’, it’s all relative, there’s a little way still to go before I direct that Bond film.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The main obstacle I personally found was that I would meet people and ask for their advice, talk about my own 
projects (this would largely be agents and a few producers) and they would say how much they’d loved meeting 
me and my ideas were really exciting, inspiring, etc., then still wouldn’t take me on/give me a chance. But I would 
say never take that personally (even though I did at the time!), often it’s about timing. One of the things I learned a 
long time ago was, if you REALLY want to do this job (and quite often people think they do until they realise 
actually for most people how hard it is to get there)  work hard enough, put yourself out there and you WILL get 
there, however strange and unusual the route may be. Everyone has their time.  

As many women (directors or otherwise) in any industry will no doubt attest, sexist/chauvinistic behaviour still 
exists – it was rife in sport when I worked in it, and unfortunately also occurred in TV drama. And when it happens 
it can be quite shocking. Luckily for me it was only VERY occasionally and to varying degrees of seriousness.  
Hopefully this, along with prejudice of any kind is actively being stamped out, and the situation in TV broadcast 
and production companies monitored very carefully.  

As I mention below regarding agents, once you have one you can’t relax and think ‘YESSS, I’ve made it’. I directed 
Casualty, got a swanky new agent and thought I could sit back and watch the work flood in. I was wrong. I stopped 
being pro-active and then totally hit a wall and didn’t work for five months!  You can never relax or take anything 
for granted as there will always be a more hungry, pro-active director who is happy to take your next job.  

I am very lucky to say I have been inspired and helped along the way by so many people, directors and otherwise, 
who have answered my emails and requests and given their invaluable advice, allowed me on their sets and 
watched and advised me on various short films and show reels. If someone is generous and gracious enough to 
help you, make sure you pass on the favour to others who need a little boost, some encouragement or contacts.  
It is an incredibly competitive industry and there will be times you feel others are moving faster or getting better 
jobs than you, jobs you feel you should have landed. But try not to be bitter or negative. Most industry people 
hate other industry people complaining, I certainly do. And it really doesn’t help, everyone goes through periods 
of not working. The best way is to keep moving, keep making ripples, network, stay active. Work for free if you 
have to.  Come up with your own projects and work on those. Hang out with like-minded people.  
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Having studied film, albeit at college rather than film school, I learned how to watch a film, which was vital. And 
once I‘d discovered directing was what I absolutely wanted to do I watched as many as I possibly could, and honed 
in on which ones made me the most inspired, happy, excited, enthralled, emotionally engaged.  I realised I loved 
symmetry in film making, emotional use of the camera and how important realism, truth and honesty were. Not 
to be afraid of big open spaces and show characters in big epic landscapes, as well as seeing close up the subtlest 
flicker or pin hole of light in an eye.  I focused on the work of all the directors I loved, and took samples of their 
styles and merged them together with all the looks l loved and films that most spoke to me. I think my way of 
storytelling, style and voice developed from there, but it is also very much dependent on the project;  the language 
of a piece must be true to the original intent of the material and story, and can’t jar in any way or it won’t be 
believable.  

I mentioned before about striving to be an actor's director and although the skill of managing that relationship on 
set can only really be honed on the job, it also should start way before that if possible. The work you do with the 
actors before a job is vital. To me it is about understanding and immersing myself into the scripts, stories and 
characters to the point where, aside from the writer, I know these scripts, stories and characters inside and out, 
better than anyone. What they are thinking and why, what they are doing and why. I like to be available for the 
actors in the lead up to a shoot, make sure we chat and meet up if possible to talk about their characters and how 
we both see or might approach particular scenes. This is of course about my utter respect for the actor and their 
craft, but also about avoiding any surprises on the shoot, when, in many cases, however big or small the show or 
budget is, you just won’t have time for by then. Also, to a certain extent it’s just too late and can throw people off, 
particularly if it’s a script problem so could be unfair to the other actors, so I like to build a rapport with the cast 
before the shoot and get these things ironed out before you get to set. It also can set the actor’s mind at ease, 
and, as I realised from interviewing so many of them at movie junkets and doing EPKs, from George Clooney to 
Owen Wilson, Cate Blanchett to Cameron Diaz, they are ALL, almost without exception deeply insecure and need 
reassurance – from anyone really, but ideally from their director. Never assume they are all super confident and 
don’t need attention (unless they absolutely make that clear!), they do, and that’s a huge part of the job, and a part 
I love. 

I learned a lot from producing/directing EPKs as I mentioned earlier, watching and listening to directors and the 
conversations and relationships they had with various HoDs. It was through this I realised my most important 
bond would be with a DoP. Of course you learn as you go along that all the HoDs and departments are obviously 
vital and we are all cogs in a wheel, but it was the visual relationship and that connection I felt, for me, would be 
the most powerful and vital to get my vision across. It was a bit of a shock to me when I first worked on Doctors for 
example. I literally met the DoP on the first day of the shoot, and hit the ground sprinting – and with 20 scenes to 
shoot in a day, sprinting is really all you can do!  But now on the other jobs I do I can either choose my own DoP or 
chat to a few of the choices the producer may have lined up first, and hopefully get the best match for me, and 
them.  If you can find a like-minded DoP you can work with, get on with, who can read your mind, have a laugh 
and spend not far off 20 hours a day with, hold on to them!  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I would say one of the biggest battles is getting someone to take a chance on you and give you that first job. Even 
though I had directing credits for various behind the scenes documentaries, the online mockumentary series and 
a How to StreetDance 3D DVD (don’t ask!), I had no actual broadcast TV credits. And to be honest, unless you are 
Gareth Edwards (director of Monsters – if you haven’t seen WATCH IT, NOW!) who went straight from making a 
short film to a feature, a first broadcast credit is vital. This is where making a short film helps, it certainly helped 
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me, and gave me more confidence. But there are definitely certain decisions to make when you make a short film 
in terms of what you want to get out of it, WHY you are making it. If it’s a story you simply MUST tell and get out 
into the world, that comes from the heart, but isn’t necessarily a topical subject matter or cool genre at the time, 
you have to be prepared to fight to get it shown at festivals and events. And often because of others that are more 
current or hit the zeitgeist at the time, you might struggle. But providing your film has a strong narrative arc, a well 
written script and shows the best of your own personal creative style, you can’t go wrong. Then all you have to do 
is send it to as many people as you can. Have a screening or send it out via Vimeo and then use the contacts 
you’ve made through work experience or networking or whatever and ask them if they have time to meet up for a 
coffee and give you some feedback/advice. This was the best step for me, and I hammered my contacts list from 
when I worked at the BBC, took a chance and emailed various people, and some of them emailed me back, many 
didn’t but the one thing I did learn from that was that people love being asked for advice. I met up with the 
brilliant Hilary Salmon at the BBC and she very kindly watched my film and advised me to send it to the exec 
producer at Doctors. I got in touch, mentioned Hilary’s name, and asked if I could go up and meet for a coffee (and 
more advice) and he agreed.   

Before I made the trip to Birmingham, I binged watched as many episodes of the show and learned as much 
about it as would fit into my (very nervous) brain. I also spoke to other directors I’d met along the way who had 
worked on the show (who was almost everyone) and got their advice. Once in the door I asked the executive as 
many questions as possible and if I could possibly come and shadow one of their directors for a few days. The 
timing must have been good because he agreed and introduced me to one of their regular directors who was 
extremely generous and kind and agreed to let me shadow him for a few days the next week.  I literally dropped 
everything, booked into a hotel for the three nights and booked my train.  It was a fabulous experience and I 
listened and learned solidly for the whole three days, to the point that my brain was bursting by the time I got 
home.  And then I began stalking. I emailed/called the poor executive producer every week until he finally relented 
about six months later, and gave me a block at really short notice when one of their directors had dropped out.  I 
would literally and absolutely honestly have done the job for nothing, I was that thrilled. Terrified, of course, but 
stupidly excited.  

I would say the reason this worked out the way it did, and I know I was also very lucky, was definitely down to 
staying in touch with people I’d met along the way, and checking in every so often with them over the years.  I’d 
met Hilary Salmon when I was working at the BBC, and also when I did an EPK on one of their shows many years 
later, but I kept her email and just took a chance and got in touch.  As I say, many people didn’t come back to me, 
but even if just one does, that can make all the difference. So I guess in a way, that was my upper hand, but it is an 
upper hand only you can create, and that’s why making and nurturing your contacts is SO important.   

I had tried to get an agent after I’d got the job on Doctors, and spent a long time emailing people and calling for 
meetings.  Again, I used my contacts… a wonderful and really generous director called Alice Troughton let me 
shadow her on a series she was working on – and even let me direct a small scene! – and she gave me a few 
contacts of agents she knew.  Again, I was very lucky and through my short film, the mockumentary and my 
Doctors episodes, I got an agent, which again I was VERY excited about.  I have since moved on a few times and 
now have the right agent for me, but it does take time and, like many relationships, the kissing of a few proverbial 
frogs to get the right one.  

A little note on agents… 

The one thing I would say about agents is that even if you are lucky enough to get representation, don’t expect to 
suddenly be directing non-stop.  New directors are a tough sell, which is why unless you have an award-winning 
short film – and even then often agents are reluctant to take you on. This is why you have to keep pushing for jobs 
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yourself, at every opportunity you can. Find a show you would love to direct and get in touch with the producer, 
find out if you can go and shadow the director. If your agent knows you are being pro-active, it makes them realise 
you don’t expect them to do all the work, because generally, they won’t. Usually because they don’t have time, or 
they have other clients who are making them money to look after. It sounds cynical but ask any director and they 
will tell you the same, however successful they are. The wonderful director Douglas Mackinnon who I met doing 
the EPK for the first series of Line of Duty, got a directing job on Dr Who by hounding the producer for years, even 
though he had quite a big agent at the time… just saying. 

Some final thoughts…  

•One of the big things I would say you MUST DO is NETWORK. Make contacts and keep them, even if you think you 
are bothering them, don’t worry about it, they’ll soon let you know.   

•Go and shadow a director you admire, if you are subtle about it and are discreet on set, no one will mind at all.   

•Do work experience on a film or TV show 

•Go to as many Q&A’s as you can. BAFTA hold them all the time, get on the mailing list.   

•Find like-minded people you want to work with. That is one of the biggest challenges I have found. I didn’t go to 
film school so didn’t have a network of people I already knew I liked and got on with, but that is vital. 

•Watch and listen to pod casts or master classes. There is an online site called ‘Master Class’ where you can 
subscribe and hear words of wisdom from writers, producers, actors and directors which is brilliant (my partner 
brought it for me for Christmas!). 

•Join online social network groups, and as I was saying above stay active. IMDB Pro is a great tool for finding out 
what shows are in production and pre-prod so if you want to do some work experience or shadow or be a runner, 
find out who the production company is and get in touch.  

•Collect people along the way.  If you meet someone on a job or while you’re shadowing, get their details and keep 
in touch.  When I was doing the behind the scenes for a film, I met the actor Tom Cullen. We swapped details and 
I’ve just emailed him about a job on my next project eight years after I first met him, and he was delighted to get 
the message, when I assumed he’d NEVER even remember me. 

•When you have to find work just to stay afloat, don’t stress about it too much, it happens. Just make the best of it 
and be positive. Most experiences in life are useful in directing, you just never know when. 

•Assumption is the mother of all FUCK UPS. This is a great one to remember and can be applied to any situation, 
good or bad.  

•Be nice to everyone you come across, even if they aren’t nice to you. Be a diplomat, the industry is VERY small, 
there’s no room for arrogance and ego. Martin Scorcese is one of my favourite directors and is meant to be one of 
nicest people in the business. I rest my case.  
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AMIT GUPTA | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Amit Gupta is director and writer for theatre, film and television. His recent directing work includes Sky One's top 
rated drama comedy Delicious, starring Dawn French, Emilia Fox, Iain Glen and Sheila Hancock. His two-part 
adaptation of Cecilia Ahearne's bestselling novel Thanks For The Memories, which he wrote and directed for ZDF, 
premiered in 2019.  

Amit's first feature Resistance, starred Andrea Riseborough, Tom Wlaschiha and Michael Sheen and was 
nominated for three BAFTAs, the WGGB Best First Feature and the CineVision Award at Munich. His second film, 
Jadoo, a drama comedy adapted from his own Radio 4 play, was the only UK narrative feature to premiere in 
Official Selection at the Berlin Film Festival in 2013 and has played at over 50 international festivals around the 
world. His latest feature, One Crazy Thing, was the Opening Gala at the East End Film Festival and was released 
theatrically in 2018 in the UK and US. 

Amit's stage plays include Touch (winner of the Royal Court Theatre Young Writers' Competition), Option which 
premiered at London’s  Tricycle Theatre and Campaign, which was nominated for an Olivier Award and won a 
Liberty Human Rights Award, as part of The Great Game. 

TV Credits: Love Story (2007), Resistance (2011), Jadoo (2013), One Crazy Thing (2016). 
Film Credits: Coming Up (2003), Delicious (2019), Thanks for the Memories (2019). 

Photography by John Pardue 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in Belgrave, Leicester – a predominantly working class, British Asian part of the city. Our local cinema, 
the Natraj, played Indian movies, which my family would occasionally go and see on a Saturday night. That 
experience I think was pretty formative, as from that time I really fell in love with cinemas and movie going 
experience. I remember seeing Star Wars at the Odeon, and then later, I was probably in my teens, I started 
branching out and going to an indie called the Phoenix. What I loved about films was being able to be lost in 
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another world for a couple of hours, and to be emotionally connected to characters I had nothing in common 
with.    

It wasn't really until I was at university reading History that I started to became aware that many of the films I 
loved had the same director. It was at that point that I started to try and understand what that role meant in film.	

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

In my final year at university I'd decided I wanted to be a director but at that point I hadn't actually made anything, 
so I didn't have a short or reel of any kind. That meant applying to film school wasn't really viable. However, a 
number of directors I admired at that time - Mike Nichols, Elia Kazan, Arthur Penn, Mike Leigh – had a background 
in theatre, so I decided to apply to drama schools and fortunately got a place at Central to do an MA in Advanced 
Theatre Practice. It was there that I also got a chance to try writing drama - something I'd never considered doing 
before. It was also around that time that I started taking more photographs, which informed my work later. 	

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The main obstacles were that I didn't know anyone in the industry or have any idea of how to get any kind of first 
step on an industry ladder. I applied for some directing schemes without any luck. But I was in London and got a 
chance to watch loads of films and plays, which was really important. I was also reading a lot and taking a lot of 
pictures.  

Later the obstacles changed, and became more about how I am defined as a director as a person of colour. I can't 
tell you the number of times I've been referred to as an Indian director, as opposed to someone from the 
Midlands! 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think I started to develop a 'voice' through writing.  A lot of directors I was inspired by had written their own films, 
so I thought I'd try the same method. But I started off writing plays – the grammar of films seemed harder to learn 
at that time. I don't actually believe a play is any easier to write, just on the page they look more straightforward. 
And then I got really lucky, as the first full play I wrote was one of the winners of the Royal Court Young Writers' 
Competition. It was performed with a professional cast, and I was subsequently invited to be part of their Writers' 
Group, where I learnt a huge amount about constructing drama – which I think is so important for directors.   

5. How did you get your first break? 

After gaining some confidence writing a couple of plays, I decided to try my hand at a spec screenplay. I had an 
idea for something which was very much influenced by my early experiences of going to the cinema where I grew 
up. My break came when I was trying to put the film together with a couple of young producers, and the great 
director of photography, Brian Tufano, read my script and said he thought it had potential and he would shoot it. 
At that point I got a lot more interest in me because one of the things Brian was known for was picking the first 
movies of directors who went on to have amazing careers. I actually never managed to get the film made for 
various reasons! But I did get an agent, and I had a spec script which got me my first screenplay commission.  That 
commission was from Richard Holmes – who ended up producing my first (and only) short film, and my first two 
features.  
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Now I should say that I may have made this sound straightforward. It was anything but straightforward and there 
have been any number of times when I've thought about doing something else. The thing is I love what I do and 
I'm not sure I'd be good anything else., so this is what I do.  

Some things I think are important in navigating this business before or after that first break: Persistence – don't 
take a 'No' too personally. Belief – you only produce your best work from a place of confidence. Kindness – you 
really, really don't need to be a dick to be a director despite the occasional stereotype. A lot of the jobs I've had 
from people have come down to the fact that I may have said please or thank you. 
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LUCY COHEN | DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR 

Lucy has worked in documentary for 14 years after training as a print journalist. Producing and directing 
principally for Channel 4 and the BBC, she strives to challenge the way we think about the world, creating 
psychologically layered stories.   Whilst observational documentary is her passion, Lucy likes to play with visual 
form, giving new insight into a subject and creating stylistically original work. 

Lucy’s feature documentary directorial debut is Kingdom Of Us, produced by Pulse. It is a compelling family drama 
cut from over 100 hours of home video combined with observational footage, following the journey of a family 
who lost their father to suicide seven years ago. With the help of their mother they piece together fragments of 
the past in order to understand their place in the world and embrace their future. Kingdom of Us was released by 
Netflix in December, 2017 and won Best Documentary at London Film Festival, was nominated for a BIFA and 
received a BAFTA nomination for Outstanding Debut. 

Notable directing credits include Watch Me Disappear (Channel 4, 2008), Dispatches: Secret NHS Diaries (Channel 4, 
2010) and The Great British Garden Watch (2015), broadcast as part of the BBC’s iconic Modern Times strand. As a 
producer, she has worked with BAFTA Award-winners Ben Anthony and Ursula MacFarlane on Sectioned (BBC4, 
2009) and Grierson-nominated Notes From The Inside (Channel 4, 2013) respectively. 

Lucy’s 2015 beautifully crafted short doc – Life In Film – centres around an elderly lady’s love of the film Doctor 
Zhivago. Life In Film was supported by the BFI National Film Archive’s Luminous campaign. 

TV Credits: Modern Time (2015), Kingdom of Us (2017). 
Film Credits: Life In Film (2015). 

Photography by Christian Cargill 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Since I was a teenage, I knew that I wanted to tell stories somehow, people’s stories. For a long time I thought that 
would be in print journalism. I studied history at UCL, which in many ways involved telling stories about the past, 
then went to City University to do a post-grad in magazine journalism. While it was really good having my writing 
scrutinised, I realised during a photo-journalism module, that I thought ‘in pictures’ in a sense, or at least more in 
pictures than in words. When I interviewed people, all I felt was ‘I want to film you, I want you to be telling your 
story’. I loved the visual detail of people’s lives and their behaviour, everything they communicated without words 
and everything that I could not communicate in words either.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After I finished the post-grad I went to a documentary production company to interview for an internship. They 
offered it to me, but at 23, in desperate need of earning some money and having done many internships before, I 
couldn’t do it – it just didn’t seem right: yes, I was there to learn, but I had plenty of experience to offer too. I said 
as much and, luckily, they offered me a job instead as a documentary researcher. It was a good lesson in just 
asking for what you want and being prepared to walk away. I spent a year developing documentary ideas for TV 
and then moved onto being a researcher on a BBC4 series. Lots of other productions followed – as a researcher, 
then as an assistant producer then as a producer, until I got to direct my first film for Channel 4’s First Cut strand. 
You had to come, with your own idea, and after writing about solitude in my post-grad I wanted to make a film 
about isolation in modern Britain, people who no one knew or at least were so isolated that when they died, no-
one came to their funerals. It took so much research trying to track down and understand the lives in the film. 
There was a set director’s fee for the strand and when it broke down, I was earning £50 a week because it was 
such a protracted production. I remember my exec saying/joking, “Why didn’t you make a film about a day in a 
fucking sweet shop, it would have been so much easier?”. But it was something that I cared about and although it 
is a deeply flawed first film and I have never been more broke, Watch me Disappear reflected what I was trying to 
understand about the world and had a creativity that felt authentic to the way I was trying to express things.   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The steps in getting to the First Cut were quite straightforward and after that I thought that was it, I’d be a 
‘director’ now, but it definitely didn’t happen like that. It was then that the challenges really started. Although the 
film did well critically, there were no opportunities to direct anything further that had any sense of authorship. It 
felt a bit like after being given the chance to make something I cared about, I would now be given the chance to 
see if I could fit into the mould of what ‘TV’ wanted and it didn’t feel like there were any possibilities to really craft 
something in a different way or to experiment unless you were a very established well-known filmmaker. I 
understood that earning that opportunity had to come with experience, but it felt that after the First Cut – which I 
thought was my ‘break’ – any momentum behind me as a filmmaker was gone and many of the experiences 
following it were sending me in the wrong direction. I made a Dispatches for Channel 4 and found that current 
affairs didn’t suit me at all – there was just no space for character arcs or detail and I just really struggled with 
having to create something that tonally didn’t feel right. I then worked as a series producer, where I got to direct 
two out of the five films in the series. It was a horrific experience. I’d worked on very few series let alone series 
produced and directed on one. The series was based in a hospital so there was loads of compliance to handle, I 
was sharing an AP with the series director and remember at one point trying to shoot and hold a boom pole at 
the same time. I was out of my depth, didn’t have the experience to recognise this (although my anxiety levels may 
have been a tell-tell sign), one of the films I was directing got axed and it really knocked my confidence.  
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After that I went back to a producing job for a director I admire. I needed to recover, it was on a subject that I 
really cared about and knew that there would be a meaningful film made, even if I wasn’t in the role I wanted to 
be. As I had produced a fair bit, and learned loads from the directors I worked with, I think that I was often being 
seen as a producer, even after I had begun directing. It started to become really frustrating. I remember going to a 
meeting with a commissioner, in which I was told – yet again – how they wanted me to produce a film that I 
worked on the development of, rather than direct it. I think it was the third time this had happened. As I often got 
close to the subject matter through the development, I always found myself saying ‘yes’ and staying on, but I need 
to walk away now. I remember her saying, “I don’t know if you have a voice (as a director), maybe you do have a 
voice.” I thought ‘fuck it’ at that point. It seemed futile to sit around and wait for someone to decide whether I had 
a ‘voice’ or not or give me a chance, while I lost more and more confidence in the meantime. 

Around that time, I had been asked to make a taster for the BBC about a family with a number of children on the 
autistic spectrum. That was when I met the family who featured in my first feature length documentary, Kingdom 
of Us. Ultimately, the BBC didn’t want to commission off the back of the taster, neither did Channel 4, but this 
rejection in many ways was my real chance to make something the way that I wanted. I had met a family who 
were warm, articulate, fascinating and had a unique story to tell. We decided to keep filming and I would borrow a 
camera and go up and film in between paid work. After a year or so, Pulse Films came on board and then Creative 
England and the BFI. It was such a liberating experience to make a film outside of the broadcast television world. It 
felt everyone along the way was there to help me communicate my vision and the story – however long that took – 
rather than feeling like everything was held up to a measure of what it was supposed to be, constrained within a 
pre-determined arc rather than allowed to unfold, and be achieved within a set schedule. I understand that TV 
can’t work in that way and take risks on every production and they need to have time-frames, but this was a story 
that just wasn’t going to work like that. The film took four years to make and it was so tough, but I learned so 
much making it. When we were near completion Netflix came on board and were really respectful of the process.  

Since Kingdom of Us, I have two fiction scripts in development – one with BBC Films and one with Film 4/BFI. While 
I had always wanted to be a writer, now that I am writing for film and with a view to directing them too – rather 
than just for print – it makes far more sense that when I did print journalism.  

I am sure I will go back to directing documentaries as well, but since Kingdom of Us came out I have had two 
children. Disappearing with a camera for months on end is impossible with two very dependent tiny people. 
However, in the scraps of time between breastfeeds and parenting, writing is something that I can do – it is a way 
of continuing to tell stories and is a wonderful way to escape into another world. Indeed, having a family has in 
many ways been a major obstacle to career goals, but as someone once said, ‘the tighter the vice, the more 
creative the means of escape’, and I am certain it is going to make me better at what I do, even if it does take a bit 
longer.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think the process of making Kingdom of Us – and having a lot of freedom during that – helped me to find my 
sensibility and try out ideas. I think documentary making is slightly different from fiction. In observational films 
especially, I am very much responding to and interpreting what I see – being far more of a mediator in a sense and 
then crafting.  

I was quite daunted when I began working on my first fiction script, I guess knowing that it all needed to come 
from inside of me. But in fact the process has been far more like observational film-making than I realised. Maybe 
it is just my process and I have gone about it in some ways like I would a documentary as that is what I know, but I 
still feel like a mediator of the story. I write lots of scenes that are like gathering rushes in a sense, I don’t really 
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know what will happen along the way until I get to know the characters and they are often surprising me in the 
way that they behave and I find myself again having to respond and react rather than lead the way.  

I am hoping to bring what I have learned in documentary to set when it comes to filming and working with actors. 
I am used to filming alone most of the time. Having lots of crew and a schedule is going to be very different, but I 
want to find the freedom within that and the ability to react to what is happening there and then.  

There is so much that I don’t know. I didn’t go to film school, I have very little technical knowledge and I don’t have 
a very developed film education either. In the two-and-a-half-years years since my son has been born, I have 
watched The Lion King about 50 times (I will say that the opening scene still brings me to tears every time), but at 
some point in my life I would love to have time to just watch loads and loads of great films. In the meantime, I’ll 
have to learn and hone my craft on the job and surround myself with people who I trust and who can help along 
the way. I don’t want to feel insecure or dwell on everything I don’t know. I’ve had plenty of confidence crises 
before but I just want to go for it, to enjoy it and believe in what I do know and I feel. I think more than ever now I 
trust my instincts. That has taken time and there have been plenty of lessons learned when I have gone against 
them because I thought I should or when I have been totally lost because my instincts were not compatible for a 
project that someone else wanted. I feel I am allowed to listen to them now and that alone makes me feel quite 
safe.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Introduced to agent via a producer. Had already had meetings at BBC and Film 4. Guiding Lights helped – other 
directors, felt part of that and had to pitch, did it before ready but good to hear out loud and get good response… 
Go for it, don’t spend years pouring over… speak it, hear, keep moving…. 

I think in all cases there wasn’t a specific directing job to get – I don’t think I would have got it. In documentary and 
in fiction if I wanted to do it I had to make the job myself – have the concept, have the idea, have to vision to be 
able to do it, feel more natural, rely so much on instinct. And I know that when I am caught up trying to execute 
someone else’s vision and when someone else says my instinct is wrong I feel totally screwed. If I can’t be led by 
my instincts it is so hard to know what to do – not that it doesn’t change, I listen to feedback all the time and really 
need it, but it is always filtered through what I ‘feel’ to be right.  
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JOHANNES ROBERTS | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Roberts directed his first feature film in 2000 at the age of 22. Self funded for £5,000 the film, Sanitarium, was 
released around the world. Over the next five years Roberts directed a series of low-budget horror films for DVD, 
including the cult release Forest of the Damned and the world's first series made for cell phones When Evil Calls. 

In 2010, he wrote and directed the thriller F – a story of a group of teachers under attack by a group of pupils in a 
college after hours. Roberts then directed Stephen Rea in the television film Roadkill for NBC before helming the 
science fiction thriller Storage 24 for Universal Pictures. 

After 47 Meters Down Roberts directed the sequel to the horror film The Strangers (2008), entitled The Strangers: 
Prey at Night. The film entered the US box office at number three behind Black Panther and A Wrinkle in Time, and 
finished with a total of over $32 million. 

In 2019, Roberts helmed another sequel, 47 Meters Down: Uncaged, which became his third consecutive US top ten 
hit in three years – grossing $46 million and taking the 47 franchise to over $100 million. 

In December 2018, Roberts was hired to direct a reboot of the Resident Evil film franchise. 

TV Credits: When Evil Calls (2006), Roadkill (2011). 
Film Credits: Sanitarium (2001), Alice (2002), Hellbreeder (2004), Darkhunters (2004), Forest of the Damned (2005), F (2010), 

Storage 24 (2012), Turn Your Bloody Phone Off (2012), The Other Side Of The Door (2016), 47 Metres Down (2017),  
The Strangers: Prey at Night (2018), 47 Metres Down: Uncaged (2019), Resident Evil Reboot (2021).   
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I discovered Stephen King and through his books discovered the movies that had been adapted from his novels. I 
think the first time I realised I wanted to be a director was when I watched Cujo and I just saw how the camera was 
manipulating the scares so cleverly. But basically I am a big nerd and I love telling stories. I grew up wanting to be 
JRR Tolkien, then Stephen King and now John Carpenter. I had no experience or any idea how to achieve the goal 
of becoming a filmmaker. It was really just a pipe dream.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I went to the only university that would accept me and did a pretty rubbish film course that was mainly 
theoretical. It was only after the course need that my fear of real life forced me into becoming a filmmaker. I put 
some money on a credit card with a friend and we made a feature film on 5K – shot on s16mm – had no idea what 
I was doing but the movie sold around the world and actually made money.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I mean I had no idea what I was doing – and people hated the films I made but I just learnt how to make a product 
that could find an audience. I made my first six feature films on a combined budget of less than £200K. Ha – six 
films. But people really looked down on the kind of movies I was making in England (still do I suppose!). I wasn’t 
considered a proper filmmaker until my 6th film which changed my career.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I just kept shooting and making movies. Learning the business as I went. My first five movies are pretty terrible 
because I was making feature films with no idea of what I was doing, on less money than people spend on a 5-
minute short. My sixth film F changed everything because I knew it was my last chance. Instead of making a movie 
to try and sell I made a movie that was the movie I wanted to make – and I wanted to see.  That got me US agents 
and proper budgets. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Honestly – I hope this doesn’t sound stupid but I just made my own breaks. I forced my way forward. My first film 
was not very good but it sold and gave me confidence to call myself a filmmaker. My sixth film is really my first 
proper movie and set the tone for my career now. I just kept going – hammering away. And then 47 Meters Down 
just became this juggernaut. I think if you had told people in the British film industry in 2017 that 47 Meters Down 
would outgross Trainspotting 2 they would have laughed in your face. Never look to agents to make your career. 
You have to be the one pushing. Always pushing. Always making stuff. Don’t wait by the phone.  
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TOBY HAYNES | DIRECTOR 

Toby is currently directing the new series of Utopia, written by Gillian Flynn for Amazon Studios. He most recently 
directed James Graham's Brexit, starring Benedict Cumberbatch, and the Emmy winning episode of Black Mirror 
Series 4:  USS Callister. Prior to this Toby directed and exec produced all seven parts of an adaptation of the 
acclaimed novel by Susanna Clarke, Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell, for Cuba Pictures and BBC1. Prior to that he 
directed the opener of the BBC's reworking of The Musketeers. 

Toby directed the audacious finale to series 2 Sherlock: The Reichenbach Fall, which was the third most watched TV 
programme of the decade and ignited a media frenzy around Sherlock’s apparent death plunge. In his review of 
the episode Andrew Billen of The Times wrote, "This detective story so transcended its genre, it should be 
considered alongside British TV drama’s highest achievements."  

Toby also opened the first series of the hit BBC 3 show Being Human. The series won the Broadcast Award for Best 
New Programme. Further credits include Wallander Series 3 and Five Days II for BBC1. Toby has directed multiple 
episodes of Doctor Who including the Series 5 finale The Pandorica Opens/The Big Bang, which won the Hugo Award 
for Best Dramatic Presentation (short-form), followed by the one-off special A Christmas Carol and the opening to 
Series 6 The Impossible Astronaut and The Day of the Moon.  

Toby is a graduate of The National Film and Television School. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2004), Hollyoaks (2007), M.I. High (2007-2008), Holby Blue (2008), Spooks: Code 9 (2008),  
Being Human (2009), Five Days (2010), BBC Proms (2010), Doctor Who (2010-2011), Sherlock (2012), Wallander (2012),  

The Musketeers (2014), Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell (2015), Black Mirror (2017), Brexit: The Uncivil War (2019), Utopia (2020). 
Film Credits: Looking for Al Bowlly (2003), Lost and Found (2003). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in Cornwall in the far, far South West of England. Growing up you’d never think you’d ever be anything as 
grand as a director – you’d be lucky to leave the county! I struggled with dyslexia at school so I kind of hid in the 
arty subjects. I was obsessed with TV and my dad showed me and my older brother Star Wars when it was first 
shown on TV in the ‘80s – I was 6 years old and my mind was well and truly BLOWN. It was the greatest, most 
exciting and imaginative thing I’d ever seen – and it seemed SO REAL. A whole universe to lose myself in. Very far 
from my difficult days at school. I was instantly OBSESSED and me and my brother watched our little VHS copy of 
Star Wars twice a day for a whole summer holiday. It drove our parents nuts.  

My dad was an art school lecturer in graphic design – and he loved movies. One of the things he did was point out 
when the backgrounds in the films where scenic paintings – like when C3PO is walking in the desert – he’d say that 
was a backlot shot and someone painted the background. He was almost always wrong about this, I later found 
out, but it didn’t matter – what mattered was that I realised SOMEONE painted Star Wars – that was my MIND 
BLOWN FOR A SECOND TIME. So I thought as a 6-year-old, "I love painting – if someone painted on Star Wars I 
want that someone to be ME!" This morphed into me wanting to make my own version of Star Wars so I guess that 
was my first aspiration to directing. Later it also helped that my father’s students often did moving image projects, 
title sequences and whatnot, so that de-mystified the process for me a little – at least I knew it was possible to 
make something. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

By the time I was doing my A-Levels I was trying to incorporate filmmaking into my art courses - I even got out of 
doing my written dissertation for my exams and handed a film in instead. I went to Art School at Kingston 
University specialising in Graphic Design; as it was impossible to get on any of the dedicated film courses as they 
were heavily over-subscribed. Once I was there all I did was turn every graphic project into a film/moving image 
project and eventually a tutor there recommended doing a post grad in film. I wanted to go to the Royal School of 
Art but their film course was pulled the year I applied, so the option was the National Film and Television School. 
Their application process was rigorous – over 400 applying for a six-place course – but somehow through many 
hoops I miraculously got in!  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Every short film I made was always some kind of ordeal! I think Truffaut said that all his films were disasters 
before the edit – well a lot of mine were disasters after the edit too! But more often than not they were daring and 
showed some kind of flare. After film school I was alone in the real world for the first time and it was soul 
destroying. I did any job I could to support myself so I could do meetings and finish short films using film school 
kit in the holidays. I also claimed benefits for a time, so I could stay in London and find work. But I couldn’t just 
give up. I knew I had what took I just needed the right break. But this time in the wilderness was the hardest 
challenge I faced up to then.  

In a way even though I really worked hard at every stage of my education there was always another project to 
work on around the corner – once I left film school that was it really, goodbye to that safe filmmaking environment 
– this was the real world and it was really hard adjusting to people not really wanting you to take on their projects 
and impossible to get any producers to trust me with a professional shooting schedule. It felt like Catch 22, you 
can get a job once you’ve proved you can deliver a professional shooting schedule, but you can’t do that unless 
you get a job. What?! For two years I shot what I could, cheap corporate promos, anything to keep myself going. I 
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never gave up the dream and would rather live whole weeks on potatoes and beans for every meal rather than 
switch to another line of work. 

4. How did you get your first break? 

I managed to get noticed by an up and coming agent Joe Phillips who was at the time building his list at Curtis 
Brown. He immediately sent me to meet David Richardson at Hollyoaks who was looking for new talent to join the 
roster of directors there. I was then on their radar – but it was another 2 years before finally working there. In 
between I got another small break when I got the chance to direct a Coming Up episode for Channel 4 – it was 
their new directors and writers strand. Micro budget but hugely creative. I used that film as a launch pad to meet 
as many industry folks as I could.  

When I finally got my first job at Hollyoaks it was brilliant. They really taught me how to be a professional and I 
learned a huge amount. I was there for almost a year and after that I got into children’s TV as there were a lot of 
imaginative opportunities to explore there rather than going onto to the more grown up soaps like EastEnders. I 
think this helped later on with my career getting those genre jobs like Being Human and Doctor Who later on in my 
career.  

5. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I would say that Hollyoaks was by far the greatest learning experience of my career and a great foundation to build 
on throughout my television projects. I had to learn fast how to work fast, but also how to keep the imagination 
and flare I’d got noticed for. I began to deepen my understanding of character and how storylines had been 
carefully built up over many months so it was my duty to deliver the pay-offs in as satisfying way for the target 
audience as possible. Soon writers would ask for me to finish their storylines as they knew I could deliver.  

I still use those skills to this day. Filmmaking technique is one thing but knowing how story works and how to 
listen and be led by character is absolutely crucial. It kind of stopped me from being a showy director where the 
audience is aware of the storyteller, to being a stealth director where all your trickery and brilliance is hidden, and 
all the audience is aware of is how much they feel for the characters and how much they are gripped by the story. 
That’s what I love most about directing: how we can take hold of someones attention and take them on a journey 
with your characters. So you feel like you’re been on a real adventure!  
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STUART HAZELDINE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Stuart Hazeldine is a British screenwriter, film producer and director. He is best known for his 2009 psychological 
thriller Exam, for which he was nominated for a BAFTA Award for Outstanding Debut by a British Writer, Director 
or Producer. He also directed the 2017 film adaptation of William P. Young's novel The Shack.  

TV Credits: Riverworld (2003).  
Film Credits: Christian (2004), Exam (2009), Irena Sendler (2021). 

 
1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was obsessed with movies, particularly sci-fi movies, from as far back as I can remember. In school I was always 
obsessively churning out drawings to realise my far-out (yet mostly derivative) imaginings. People thought I would 
become a comic-book artist one day, but in my mind the pictures were moving – they were storyboards. Come 
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secondary school, creative writing courses kicked in - and the stories I wrote were ten times longer than those of 
any other kid in class. They had chapter headings. Looking back now it seems obvious where I was headed, but at 
the time it wasn’t. It was a hobby I loved, not a career path to follow. Although I was one of the few ten-year-olds in 
the playground who even knew what a film director was, and could cite those I admired, I couldn’t imagine actually 
becoming one. How did you even pursue that goal? It’s not like a career officer will tell you, or would even know. 
The closest I could get to making film in future mentally was maybe becoming a special effects guy who would get 
to blow things up on set. 

Then I went to university, and one day I saw a poster for a filmmaking society on my college noticeboard. This 
blew my mind. A society where people MAKE FILMS? I wasn’t one of those kids whose dads gave them a little 
Super 8 camera or camcorder, so I’d never even seen a camera. But at the first meeting the American grad who set 
the society up stuck a Super 8 camera in my hand (and everyone else’s), gave me three minutes of film and said, 
“Go shoot something.” So I did. Then I learned how to physically splice it together and I screened it to the group. It 
was terrible, of course, but I got the bug. I knew right then, at 18 years old, that telling fictional stories using 
images was what I wanted to do, and if it doesn’t sound too high-fallutin’, what I was supposed to do. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I sensed from day one that the key wasn’t just to have the right sensibility and to make good works, but it was 
important to stand out, to be noticed. Selling is part of the business.  A lot of money is involved so people need to 
trust you and you need to show confidence and communicate what you want clearly, before making something as 
well as while you’re making something. Otherwise you won’t be making anything. So I decided to make something 
bigger, more ambitious than any student on campus every year. In my second year I made a 45-minute video 
drama when everyone else was still stuck making Super 8 shorts. Then I studied in America for a year, 
requisitioned the bigger video cameras of the town cable access TV station (remember Wayne’s World?) and made 
a feature-length movie between classes.  

When I graduated I applied for the National Film and TV School but got rejected. I was accepted by Columbia 
University for an MFA in Film Directing, which was a prestigious course and I was desperate to go, but even though 
they offered me a partial scholarship it still left me well short of the amount I would need to pay for it, so I couldn’t 
accept. Around the same time I wrote my first proper feature script, a Die Hard-on-the-tube actioner called 
Underground, and I sold it and got an agent, so I decided to work my way up to directing through writing. The 
script is the foundation of the movie, and many of my directing heroes could also write well, so I figured it was the 
ideal route to the director’s chair anyway. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The initial obstacles I faced to advancement in general were my youth and the mentality of the British film 
industry.  We very much had a tradition of specialism, where you pick one skill and develop it, you don’t stray 
outside those tram lines, so the biz at that time wasn’t nurturing of writer-directors. There were very few British 
examples to look to. Also, there was an apprenticeship mentality, that you must ‘do your time’ before being 
allowed to step up to the next level. So to sell a script and get an agent at 24 made me an anomaly – I’m not sure if 
any other screenwriters were as young as me in the mid ‘90s, so I found that in many of the general meetings I 
took with execs and producers, they were reacting to me more because of my age than because of my ability. I 
didn’t think that my age should be part of the discussion at all, so I felt frustrated because I had a lot of energy 
and ideas and I didn’t want to wait until I had ‘done my time’ to reach the next level.  
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Predictably, I had to go to LA and sign with an agent there for things to change. No one in LA cared about my age, 
they only cared about what I could do. Over there my confidence was a positive thing that made them feel good 
about paying me the big bucks, whereas over here it was often misread as arrogance. Instead of the clubby 
‘filmmaking as a hobby for well-to-do producers’ atmosphere of Soho, it was a large-scale industry and a pure 
meritocracy – and I flourished in that atmosphere as a writer, scoring assignment after assignment from the 
studios for a decade or so. But every time I tried to get someone to back me to direct something, even over there, 
it never seemed to happen. Maybe it was bad luck. Maybe it was me not writing the correct piece of material for a 
containable budget. But when I DID find that piece of material I had amassed just enough cash from screenwriting 
that I could finance it myself on a shoestring. I liked the idea of controlling a movie, having creative freedom within 
my financial constraints, and having final cut – so that became my first film, Exam. I literally bet on myself as a 
director because no one else would, and luckily for me it paid off.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I didn’t go to film school, and I never read one of those How To Write Scripts books, but I marinated in movies 
from a young age. Watching thousands of films and reading hundreds of scripts was my teacher. Many critics and 
film lovers identify a director’s work by their visual style, but I never wanted to have a strong style. I wanted to hop 
between genres as the muse took me, and have the material dictate the style – probably that’s the writer in me 
pulling the strings. I hate it when directors try too hard, usually early in their careers, to be noticed by imposing a 
style on a film, scene or moment that doesn’t fit. We’ve all done it, the ego takes over and it becomes ‘look at me!’. 
So I try to let the idea, the script, the other comps in that genre whisper what it wants to be, and then I involve my 
HoDs in a discussion. It’s good to have a clear vision to guide people, but if you get too rigid about imposing it all 
the talented people you’re working with don’t get to feed their thoughts into what he film is becoming. But in 
general I am a big fan of learning on the job, making your mistakes, seeing what works and doesn’t work in the 
moment, in camera, in the cut. If you know what the core principles and themes are and you have good taste and 
you understand your characters, the path will make itself plain as you go. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

As a director I simply wrote a low-budget script, looked at my bank account and said “I am/we are green-lit!" I did 
that twice, for a twenty-minute short I made in 2003 called Christian, then again for Exam. My studio directing 
break came with The Shack for Lionsgate. I knew the producer from having worked for him as a writer, and he had 
lost two different directors already because they didn’t see eye-to-eye on the core theme of the story they were 
telling. He had one last crack of the whip at getting a director so he needed to find someone who really 
understood the material and would guard what was most important about it. I was that guy. I had read the 
bestselling book they were adapting, knew why it was important and it turned out I got it more than the other 
candidates they were considering.  Eight different directors walked in and pitched the studio for the job, and every 
one of them was more experienced than me. But I walked out with the job. They usually can sense who is really 
passionate about their project and who really understands it, even if it can take some time to find that person 
and, if they are less experienced, to work up the courage to hire them. 
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SAMANTHA HARRIE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Originally from the West Midlands, Samantha is a director working across film and television. She started out as a 
fine artist until the storytelling bug led her into making films. Her work centres around strong female characters, 
black comedy and drama.  

Sam made her TV drama debut on Channel 4 with single drama Call It A Night, and has also directed on Holby City, 
Doctors and was selected for the Directors UK High-End TV Drama Directors Programme, working on Call The 
Midwife. She was also featured on the BBC Hot New Talent list.  

Sam is currently developing two original TV series: Lovelocked and Bite. She is also working on two feature projects: 
A sci-fi, black comedy The Pod, written by Melissa Iqbal and psychological thriller Orchestra as a writer-director. 

She has made numerous award winning short films and is an alumni of Guiding Lights, Network EIFF, Microwave. 
She is a graduate of the National Film and Television School, where she was awarded a scholarship from the David 
Lean Foundation. Her graduation film Love Letters was nominated for a Royal Television Society Award. Sam is a 
founding member of Cinesisters the female director’s collective. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2013), Doctors (2016-17), Call The Midwife (Placement Director 2017), Holby City (2018). 
Shorts: Peephole (2002),  Breathe (2003), The List (2004), Adrift (2005), Love Letters (2008), Copier (2010). 

Photography by Sam Ashley 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I’m from a very working class rural mining town in Warwickshire, West Midlands. From an early age I had an 
obsession with films. We lived three doors up from a delipidated 50’s fleapit cinema called The Regal. Mum took 
us once a week to the Saturday double bill. To this day I can still remember how excited I felt as the lights went 
down, the red velvet curtain peeled. The second influence that got me addicted to cinema early on was watching 
the Saturday matinee on the telly with my nan. As she smoked a lot of cigarettes I developed an addiction for : 
Powell & Pressburger, David Lean, Sydney Lumet and Billy Wilder.  

Where I grew up is a very beautiful place, but career expectations were low.  The idea that you might be a film 
maker was unheard of and access to any kind of video camera or film education was non-existent. Luckily I was 
quite good at art, drama and English, so did well at school and my way out became education, and I went to 
Liverpool Art College and studied Fine Art. I worked successfully as a fine artist, for about ten years, living in 
Liverpool, exhibiting all over the world. Slowly the work I was making became more and more about story, part 
performance, using video and Super 8. 

I knew something didn’t feel quite right for me about the art world, by now I was making work with scripts and 
actors, a friend said to me, “When are you going to do something about this film obsession that you have?” This 
was a revelation to me. Films, I could make a film. I took two months off to have a think about that and in the 
second month I wrote my first script, and at the age of 30 sunk my savings into making my first short film 
Peephole. It was a huge risk, but for the first time I felt, like I found where I belonged. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

So as you can see from my answer to the last question, I came late to filmmaking, but what I did gain from that 
was life experience and that I had something to say in the stories I wanted to tell. I’ve found that every single 
filmmaker I have ever known has always had a unique path into the industry. This is how mine went: 

My first short was Peephole. Myself and group of friends who were also trying to make creative work – some were 
artists, some were photographers, some musicians, sound designers – formed a film collective called SOFA. The 
remit was that we would crew for each other and each person would make a short film, and we’d all gain 
experience / a showreel together. I applied for some community funding and we got £3,000 for the collective and 
the first film was Peephole, it went on to win Best low-budget Short Film at Manchester IFF that year. 

I still knew diddly-squat abut filmmaking at this point, it was just a few friends, making stuff, doing everything 
ourselves, but this was fantastic experience because it meant that  we had to look after every department and it 
was  a fantastic learning curve. I learnt that I loved visual storytelling and I loved working with actors. 

My second short was a five min short film called Breathe. I applied to the then regional film agency North West 
Vision and was produced with Mersey Film and Video. (I was still living in Liverpool at this point.) This time around 
I had more money, a proper location and cinematographer, production support, but was still self-producing, doing 
too much! I would not recommend this as a way to go, try and find great people to work with. But we got through 
it and Breathe became my first break out film. Breathe premiered at Edinburgh Film Festival and had an amazing 
international festival run. 

Because I knew so little about the industry I didn’t really understand how to capitalise on this success and get to 
the next step, at this point I didn’t even have feature ideas (around this time I had a meeting with a really big exec 
at Film4 and pitched him my next short film, he thought I was coming to pitch my first feature. Doh.) Anyway, I 
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know I needed more experience so made two more short films, one an art film, one another short for North West 
Vision and I got to collaborate with a professional crew and crucially got to work with proper heads of department, 
production design, costume, editors, producer, which was in the main part a joy. 

At this point I’d started to think about what next – and one of my scripts had been accepted  in the BAFTA Rocliffe 
new writing forum, which was a big deal, and the chair was producer / Head of the NFTS Nik Powell. He loved my 
work and invited me to apply for the National Film and Television School – (more about this in Breaks later.)  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I think all filmmakers experience setbacks at different points, the nature of the film and TV industry is a bit of a 
rollercoaster and I think it’s crucial to remember that for every low there will be a high. But, obstacles… 

This is an important one. The tide is slowly starting to turn, but it’s much harder for female directors to break 
through. The statistics for female directors in the industry are still terribly low. You have to work harder, be better 
and be more confident than your male counterpart, to get the same seat at the same table. This is obviously 
unfair and wrong, but the upside is that your work is better for it and you become a better director because of the 
standard you set to actually get a meeting or a job. I’m one of the co-founders of Cinesisters the female directors 
collective, and peer-to-peer mentoring that organisations like us can offer is a real way through this. Also 
organisations like Directors UK and Women in Hollywood are leading the way for real change for female directors. 
A lot of organisations have run schemes to try and right the balance for women and directors of colour, this has 
helped and I have benefitted from some of them.  

I came to filmmaking a bit later in life than some and I’m conscious that I’m not the bright young thing that was 
making their first film at 11 years old. But this also means that I’ve had more life experience and has allowed me 
to tell richer stories, so this is something I push to my advantage, especially in authored projects. 

Financially it’s been a struggle, if you are not from a wealthy background, then you often have no fallback position. 
After my first TV break with Coming Up, I could not get hired and really struggled to make ends meet. For me the 
solution was to have side jobs that could give me the freedom to pursue projects and freelance work. I started 
mentoring young people through first short film with the BFI and found this incredibly rewarding and a way to 
earn money. 

Last one I’ll mention. I was attached to a feature project with a producer and writer that I loved and got to the last 
round of a prestigious completive first feature scheme. Just before the greenlight interview,  to mine and the 
producer’s horror, the writer had a meltdown, withdrew the project from the scheme – he sent an email to them 
without telling us first. It was awful, a real opportunity lost as it was looking very likely the film might be greenlit. I 
didn’t talk about it for ages, but when I did almost every filmmaker I spoke to had a similar story; you’re not alone, 
there’s always a project that goes tits up, you learn form the mistakes and move on. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

In my first few self-shot / low-budget shorts that I already talked about, I worked out that I had something to say 
as filmmaker, I was interested in stories with strong female characters and a dark comedic edge. I’d discovered 
that I had an instinct for visual storytelling and that I loved working with actors. 

But I really lacked experience in working with like-minded collaborators and with the craft of directing. I got a 
place on the MA in Fiction Direction at the NFTS, with a full scholarship, and the two years I spent there were 
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amazing and really allowed me to widen the pool of creative people I had access too as I also moved to London 
from up North.  

I made four shorts at the NFTS and each one built on skills of working with the holy trinity of camera, actors and 
space. It’s an amazing place to make work, like a mini studio system. But I also really found my voice a writer-
director, with a real tint towards black comedy and magical realism, that allowed me to grow in confidence as a 
filmmaker. After film school, I made another short Copier funded by Screen West Midlands, it consolidated a lot of 
creative things for me and formed some long-lasting collaborations.  

One of the important elements to honing my craft as a director has been that I have managed to shoot 
consistently throughout my career – films, TV, or sometimes mentoring projects – and every single time I step on 
set I still learn something new about the art and craft of directing. I think directing is like a muscle; the more you 
use it the better it gets. I also feel like forming collaborations with other creatives is crucial, I always try to work 
with people that I admire and think are more talented than I am. I love working as director in TV, the constraints, 
audience, the pace and curve balls and creative opportunities it throws up are real ways to develop your craft as 
director. 

I’ve also always written myself and collaborated with writers. The writing side of things has offered a lot of insight 
into directing from the inside out, how things translate from the page to the screen. I see the writing as a key part 
of my craft.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Getting the ‘breaks’ – I see a pattern of breaks and champions so far that have been a sort of chain reaction, 
leading to each other – I think this is different for everyone. I have always been sure that I wanted to work equally 
across film and TV, so my pattern of breaks went like this: 

I made an award winning short Breathe that had an international film festival life and that got me noticed by the 
industry (but at this point I didn’t really know what to do with the interest.)  

Nik Powell championed me as a candidate for the MA in Fiction Direction at the NFTS and continued to champion 
me throughout my career. (Sadly now gone, I miss Nik!) 

My NFTS graduation film Love Letters was nominated for a Student Royal Television Society Award. This got me a 
meeting with producer Deborah Hayward, who was then at Working Title, she said, “What you need is an agent.” 
Deborah introduced me to Jack Thomas at Independent Talent, then a budding new agent. This was key break  for 
me, as getting a great agent at a great agency has stood me in good stead. It’s not always this easy, I was 
introduced by Deborah, but always try and hold out for a recommendation or for them to approach you. 

I  was mentored by Kevin MacDonald on the Guiding Lights scheme. Kevin has been an invaluable mentor – he 
really helped me push my feature projects into a good place and we still meet a couple of times a year. The 
exposure from this high profile mentorship really helped me. Don’t be scared of the schemes, they do really help 
and are especially necessary if you’re in an underrepresented area. 

I really wanted to work in TV, but despite the RTS nomination, could not get a meeting for love nor money. Then, I 
got to the final selection workshop of the Channel 4 Coming Up scheme for new TV writers and directors. This was 
a real break, I had always wanted to work across both TV and film. This was my TV debut and I finally had a 
broadcast credit. The episode was well received 5-star reviews, but I still couldn’t get TV meets. Back to the 
drawing board… 
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Then I applied to the BBC New Directors scheme (yes, another scheme), I shadowed on a block of Doctors, directed 
a single episode and was really championed by Simon Nelson at the BBC and by exec producer Mike Hobson. Mike 
asked me back to do a full block before I had finished shooting the first single episode. 

This really shifted my TV career and I then went on to do the same on Holby City which got me my first prime time 
hour long credit, this really made a difference. It’s important to note here that references from the producers you 
work with are crucial and the next production you work on will always ask for them. 

After this I plotted carefully. I really wanted to move out on continuing drama and into High-End TV. I gained a 
place on the prestigious High-End TV placement with Directors UK and was placement director on Call the Midwife.  
This was a real game changer for me. I’m now having meetings for various High-End TV projects and am in 
development on an authored TV anthology series with a great producer who I love. I also have two feature films 
that are in a good place, one of which I hope will shoot next year. 

I think the journey of ‘breaks’ is still in motion and long may it continue! 
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CORIN HARDY | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Corin Hardy is an award winning filmmaker and music video director with a distinct dark, beautiful visual flair that 
runs through most of his work. 

Throughout his teenage years Corin gained valuable film set experience in art and costume departments on a 
variety of film, TV and theatre productions including The Royal Ballet’s Dracula and Columbia Pictures First Knight. 

Corin studied special effects at Wimbledon School of Art before making his award-winning stop-motion short film 
Butterfly in 2003. This led into directing over 40 music videos, beginning with Keane’s Somewhere Only We Know 
and Bedshaped and continuing with films for a mix of mainstream acts including The Prodigy, Biffy Clyro, Olly 
Murs, Paolo Nutini and The Rizzle Kicks, as well as underground indies The Horrors, Dry The River, The Horrible 
Crowes – and recently the 9-minute crime epic for Devlin ft Ed Sheeran’s The Watchtower, all produced with 
Academy Films. His music videos have accrued over 120 million views and won numerous awards around the 
world. 

He made his directorial debut with the 2015 horror film The Hallow, which he also co-wrote. He directed the 2018 
horror film The Nun, a spin-off of The Conjuring 2 (2016) and the fifth film in The Conjuring Universe. 

In 2020 he also directed four episodes from season one of Gangs of London. 

TV Credits: Gangs of London (2020).  
Film Credits: Butterfly (2003), In the Back (2012), The Hallow (2015), The Nun (2018). 

Photography by Boo Hunnisett 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in East Sussex and after watching King Kong (1933) aged about 6, I was terrified / fascinated / moved by 
seeing this giant monster on the screen. I didn’t become obsessed with horror movies until I was about 11 years 
old, but I was captivated by the fantastical (Indiana Jones / Star Wars / Hawk The Slayer), stop motion (Morph on 
‘Tony Hart’ / Ray Harryhausen’s monster adventure movies) and ‘the other’ in films. Without knowing it then, some 
part of my inner brain was already deciding that I wanted to somehow facilitate a way of seeing these great 
monsters, like Kong or the Skeletons in Jason and the Argonauts exist, in the real world, through any means 
necessary. Those means came easiest to me through art, drawing and sculpture, and once my mind became 
opened to the world of ’80s horror – American Werewolf, Nightmare on Elm Street, The Thing and Alien – I began my 
foray into being a ‘Monster Maker’.  

My like-minded group of heavy metal and horror loving friends would get together at the weekends and 
eventually during summer holidays, and we'd make short 8mm movie tributes to various slasher and zombie 
movies, normally entirely based around the best ‘special effect’ or gore effect we could muster. Sometimes I 
experimented with basic stop motion. The film that had the most significant effect on me, and caused my 
synapses to fully pop was Sam Raimi’s Evil Dead II. This film was so inventive and creative and FUN (and scary) that 
it secured the deal that somehow, I wanted to make movies.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

The problem was that I didn’t know what steps to take. I felt confident and comfortable making monsters through 
illustrating and sculpting so I stuck with art and design and the sculpture side of things, and sought out work 
experience opportunities in costume and prop making and special effects departments through my teenage 
years. I learned various techniques in mould-making, prosthetics, animatronics and costume until I went to 
Wimbledon School of Art where I studied a degree in Technical Arts Interpretation, which was as close to special 
effects and monster making as possible.  

I enjoyed the course and got a lot out of it, but it wasn’t until the final day in 1998 when I left, that I think my 
course really changed, as my teacher Valerie Charleton, who had had a career in effects, collared me and 
challenged me on what I was planning on doing next – when I told her I was going to seek out work in Pinewood 
or Shepperton in a creature workshop, she shook her head and encouraged me to go and start making ‘my films’. 
It was a simple thing to say, but I needed someone to say it to me and it gave me the confidence to really try and 
do just that. Having not trained in film school, I still didn’t know how though. The kind of movies I wanted to make 
were grand, with epic sets and lighting and with swooping camera angles. I had written a short film, intended to 
be live action, but I knew I wouldn’t be able to afford that on a low-/no-budget, so the biggest setback was “how do 
I make that happen at all?”.  

On contemplation I realised that I should play to my strengths in art and making, and although I had only dabbled 
in stop-motion, inspired by the likes of Tony Hart, Morph, Aardman, Tim Burton and Ray Harryhausen, I embarked 
on a mission, to make my first proper short film that I would write, direct, shoot, light, design and make the 
models, characters, props and sets for and animate and edit it myself. After some guesswork planning, I 
estimated I could do it within about two years and I successfully applied for a pair of small grants to help fund it, 
one was in association with Mental Health, as my film had a mental health theme and the other was an Arts 
Council completion grant.  

Five years later my short 30-minute stop-motion animated film Butterfly was completed, all shot on 16mm film. A 
unique process that I know I will never experience again. I hoped that it would help demonstrate a semblance of 
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the kind of films I intended to make. I also wanted to somehow get it in front of an audience. (Note – This was 
around 2003 so still pre-YouTube/easy access to online film posting.) I was overjoyed when it got accepted, first 
into Edinburgh Film Festival and then a series of other international Film Festivals, where it won various awards in 
the animated short category including Brazil and Brussels.  

Off the back of the festivals I was contacted about directing music videos by a prominent London Music Video 
Commissioner and it felt like despite it being somewhat long-winded, my plan started to seem like it was working 
and it was a wonderful feeling. Knowing that the film was done and people were appreciating it; that alone felt 
such a relief. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The setbacks for me, in that early period of striving to become a film director, were perhaps more to do with the 
amount of time I took to make my first feature, which was inspired by Sam Raimi. I initially hoped to do it by the 
time I was 20; then 30, but after eight years of development, I finally made The Hallow when I was 39. Looking back 
now, I think perhaps I could have got there sooner had I had the confidence to cut more of a direct route and not 
taken on so many different skill sets and experiences – also if I had possibly made a shorter film than Butterfly and 
shared the process more. During the making of Butterfly, I frequently felt so cut off – from the ‘industry’ and 
indeed the rest of the world – as I was shut away in a smallish workshop, painted black, for the best part of those 
five years so I needed to keep myself self-motivated.  

I was constantly inspired by a number of elements; thinking back to King Kong and Harryhausen’s Jason and the 
Argonauts, from the ’30s and ’60s respectively, I decided if they had managed to pull off these kind of effects then, 
without the aid of computers, that I should be able to make something at least half as good. I read Robert 
Rodruiguez’s ‘How To Make A Movie On No Money’ account of him making his first feature El Mariachi religiously 
and found it hugely inspiring. I got inspiration from music, both listening to it 24 hours a day whilst animating and 
forming my own band with close friends, as a way of having a ‘release’ from the mathematical frame-by-frame 
planning and painstaking process required in executing old school stop-motion. And finally, I suppose, the pure 
magic of receiving each 2 and a half minutes of 16mm film, every one or two months, was like watching pure 
magic occur, at my own hands – and I could see, that my monsters were coming alive, on celluloid. And that, as 
insane-making as the process of stop-motion is, in a way, was enough to keep going, until it was done.   

So after getting Butterfly in the film festivals and finally catching the eyes of some actual people, outside of my 
close friends and family, I needed to head toward my first feature.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Because of Butterfly and the award at the Edinburgh Film Festival, I was able to get commissioned to direct my first 
professional music video (I had made a few for friend’s bands and my brother's band during making Butterfly) for 
Keane, who then were just about to break into the big time. My video for their mega hit ‘Somewhere Only We 
Know’ was the first of around 50 over the next 10 years. During this period I used each and every one of them – 
including more for Keane, The Prodigy, Paolo Nutini, Biffy Clyro, McFly, The Horrors, Olly Murs, Devlin, Ed Sheeran, 
Dry The River and more, to experiment with story-telling, techniques, working with crews, band and actors, special 
effects, stunts and stop-motion and inadvertently making it the film school I never had, and it was all financed by 
various record labels.  

The great thing about music promos’ is that by the nature of them, they have to be made pretty quickly, so after 
Butterfly, I relished the chance to create multiple projects as often as possible and found I could just about support 
myself after moving back to London.  
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The other significant things were, on the back of Butterfly, and videos for Keane, I gained an agent (Hugo Young at 
Independent) and was ‘signed’ to a production and management company who encouraged me to dream up my 
ideal first feature. This came in the form of a Yeti-based monster movie that is still something I look forward to 
making. I decided I needed to meet writers and started being sent scripts, and over the 10 years of making music 
videos I created, developed and co-wrote around five or six main feature projects of my own, in collaboration with 
writers and producers I met along the way, using my current adventures in music videos to kind of back up the 
project I was working on and use it as a way of demonstrating my abilities. “How are you going to work with 
actors?” I’d be asked frequently. So I would ensure the next music videos would involve a character based 
narrative where I could cast an actor and make sure that this was not an issue going forward. Realising late and 
reluctantly, that I needed to probably start on the smaller side of my feature ambitions, I concentrated on a ‘fairy-
tale home-invasion’ movie that became The Hallow.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

There are many key moments I could account to ‘getting a break’ but the eternal mission to get a feature film 
financed truly became real when Robert Walak (then of Momentum Films) said ‘yes’ to backing me to direct The 
Hallow and put up roughly half the film’s budget. This was a significant moment and although it took the best part 
of another year to raise the rest of the budget (The Hallow was relatively small, but still, with a lot of complex and 
ambitious locations and monster FX, it was not what you would call a low-, low-budget) it was the movement that I 
felt, that made the ground shift, and I finally made my first feature a reality. It was quite a shock to the system 
when you’ve been dreaming about bringing monsters to life on the screen since you were 6 and then 12 years old, 
after seeing Kind Kong and Evil Dead II respectively.  

In essence, all the work I had done up to that point; the monster-making, illustrating, storyboarding, experiments 
in music videos, narratives, a combination of FX and VFX, as well as costumes and on set experience 
subconsciously equipped me going into my first feature film. Something that felt like jumping off a cliff into an 
unknown deep water, only to find you kind of know how to swim, and you are able to keep afloat and eventually, 
to surf over the waves, whilst others crash over you, half-drown you, but you come up for air and get back on the 
board until you get to the beach. I think every filmmaker who embarks on that first film, realises their strengths 
and weaknesses, and everyone comes with a different ‘super-power’ in terms of the main element in their process 
that helps define the outcome of the strengths of that first movie. For me, it was no surprise, that the monsters 
were highlighted as the stars and I was pleased that that got recognised. Though I was also thrilled and proud, 
that the human stars – Joseph Mawle and Bojana Novakovic – were also praised on their excellent performances 
too.  

From the completion of The Hallow, a series of unexpected and amazing moments occurred, one after the other in 
a relatively short space of time – The Hallow got accepted into Sundance 2015, I was offered to direct a new 
version of The Crow (a movie I was obsessed with in my late teens) and I suddenly had all the major US agents 
from CAA, UTA, ICM and WME flying over to meet me in Ireland, as I completed final VFX on The Hallow ahead of its 
Sundance premiere. Getting The Hallow made over the past eight years, and finally shooting it, had been tough as 
hell endurance, but also dream-like, as these things started to come into play around me. I guess that’s truly 
where things kicked off, in terms of an actual career starting as The Hallow toured 40 international Film Festivals 
and I headed to LA to meet The Crow producers in Hollywood, but that was just the start of so many crazy stories 
that took place over the next five years in filmmaking, eventually leading to me making my second feature at 
Warner Brothers about a demonic nun and directing my first gangster TV show on British shores, but I better wrap 
this thing up now, and save some for a rainy day…  
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ROBERT McKILLOP | DIRECTOR 

Robert graduated from the National Film and Television School MA Directing Fiction course in 2011. His NFTS 
graduation film Strays starred Richard Madden and led to Robert being chosen as a Screen International Star of 
Tomorrow and was broadcast on Channel 4. The publication called Strays “a free-falling ode to youth, excess and a 
skewed brotherly love which practically rubs sparks off the screen.”  

He was lead director on the first series of hit BBC thriller Clique, and also directed the final episodes of Cleaning 
Up, an ITV six-part drama by Sister Pictures starring Sheridan Smith. Previous credits include A Young Doctor's 
Notebook and Other Stories, Our Zoo, Not Safe For Work and Jericho. 

Most recently Robert was the series director of Guilt, a critically acclaimed 4-part black comedy drama for BBC2/
BBC Scotland.  He is attached to direct a feature adaptation of the Booker prize nominated novel His Bloody 
Project.   

TV Credits: Coming Up (2012), A Young Doctor’s Notebook (2013), Our Zoo (2014), Not Safe For Work (2015), Jericho (2016), 
Clique (2017-2018), Cleaning Up (2019), Guilt (2019). 

 Film Credits: Fault Lines (2008), Thicker Then Water (2010), Strays (2011), Cold Comfort (2014). 

Photograph by Mark Mainz 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

I grew up in Dundee, a small city in the North East of Scotland.  In my early teens I became interested in visual 
culture and the art of album covers and music videos. I saved up for a cheap SLR stills camera and shot 35mm 
black and white, and colour. The shots usually turned out differently from what I expected and the creative 
process of capturing the world around me in an expressive way was so vivid and exciting.  In my mid-teens I fell in 
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love with film and television watching everything from classic Hollywood to world cinema.  British film felt very 
exciting due to Shallow Grave and Trainspotting being in the cinemas and those iconic film posters were 
everywhere.  After watching Trainspotting on VHS, and Lynne Ramsay’s shorts on BBC2, it clicked for me that highly 
distinctive films could be made in Scotland and go on to have huge cultural prominence nationally and globally.  
Then one night I saw a double bill of Gus Van Sant’s Drugstore Cowboy and My Own Private Idaho on Channel 4. I 
was transfixed by the range of tone and emotion, the stylistic inventiveness and formal playfulness, and viewing 
those films in one sitting had such a profound effect on me. After that I knew I wanted to make films. Then I saw a 
television series called Scene by Scene with Mark Cousins. His evocative interviews with directors talking about their 
creative process, their collaborations and craft, revealed to me directing was an integral part of the creative 
process of filmmaking. From the age of sixteen I was determined that directing was absolutely the only thing I 
wanted to do with my life. Conversely, I had no idea how to make it happen. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

This was the 1990s so going on the internet to look for information on courses or how to get a career in film 
wasn’t a first step available to me at the time. I had no guidance on where to go, no connections to any creative 
industry, and hadn’t chosen art as a higher or standard grade subject at school, so art colleges weren’t an option 
to me. More importantly anyone I spoke to dismissed it as an unrealistic ambition or didn’t take me seriously. I 
was also met with strong resistance from one of my parents who was vehemently against me trying to study 
filmmaking. It became something that I had to fight for. At that time Ratcatcher was in the cinemas and in an 
article about Lynne Ramsay it said she’d studied photography at Napier college in Edinburgh and then went to the 
National Film and Television School. I looked at a Napier prospectus in my school library and came across their 
Photography, Film and Television degree. It was two-thirds practical, and a really interesting course. The first year 
was purely black and white photography, then you specialised in filmmaking or photography for the remaining 
three years. I had the grades, but the main part of the application was a portfolio. Luckily a schoolfriend’s dad 
worked at Dundee College and mentioned there was a free photography printing class for foundation art students 
to prepare their portfolios. My career guidance teacher at school got behind me, helped me sign out of school to 
attend the class at Dundee College, helped with my application to Napier, and also talked to my parent who was 
threatening to stand in the way of me applying. The course looked like it might be hard to get onto as it seemed to 
be for mature students, but I worked really hard on my portfolio, performed well in the interview, and got onto the 
course.   

The four-year undergraduate course at Napier was fantastic as it gave me a solid grounding in the practical 
aspects of filmmaking; students were encouraged to experiment and push the boundaries, as well as learn 
everything about film history and theory. My first short film that I made at Napier won an award and the prize was 
a pass to Edinburgh Film Festival. I made the most of the pass, found a way into every networking event and all 
the panel discussions, including one chaired by Nik Powell who I was really impressed with. Film festivals are an 
incredible experience for filmmakers making their first steps as they give you an introduction into how the 
industry works, but you also get the chance to meet filmmakers from all over the world.   

Over the four-year course at Napier I directed three experimental short films, and learnt practical skills in 
cinematography, editing and sound design. I would say the most important aspect of studying is the people you 
meet.  My best friend on the course and I really pushed each other; we watched films every night, discussed them 
in detail and worked on lots of short films together. It’s important that you find kindred spirits and the right 
creative partners so you can bring the best out in each other and those relationships continue to support and 
nurture as your careers progress. 
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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

After graduating from Napier, I tried to get funding for short film projects but didn’t get close to being shortlisted 
for any of the entry level schemes and I didn’t have any of my own money to spend making a film.  I worked on 
short films and commercials in Scotland in various roles from camera assisting, production assistant, or assistant 
director while working in bars and cafes in Edinburgh.  I didn’t really have a plan for how to become a director 
apart from try and make short films then enter them into festivals.  I became aware that people who worked in 
the industry were represented by agents, but obtaining this and achieving the goal of working as a director felt 
very far off.   

About eighteen months after graduating a unique job came up to be a filmmaker in residence at a mental health 
arts centre in Edinburgh, funded for two years by the Scottish Arts Council. It was highly competitive, and I was 
thought to be quite young, but I got the job as my graduation film had a mental health narrative, and I had the 
range of adaptive practical and personal skills needed. The centre was for people living with mental health 
problems and for half of the week I taught the members about filmmaking and collaborated with them on their 
films. The other half of the week I got to work on my own practice which provided an opportunity for me to try 
and move away from making experimental films to fiction films. Over those two years it was remarkable working 
with such a range of people, making films every day of the week, and it allowed me to look at what I needed to 
improve on as a director. I felt that I wasn’t a natural writer and I was focussing too much on the visual concepts of 
a film and not enough on characterisation and performance. For my final film of the residency I stripped my 
practice right back to writing the bare bones of a script that I then workshopped with young actors coming out of 
drama school. With a budget of £200 I shot it myself with a low-fi camera using available light, put radio mics on 
the actors, and filmed them walking around the streets of Glasgow at night totally live.  It was my most instinctive 
and personal film; I was thrilled with the performances and the way I’d shot the city, but it still had major 
shortcomings and didn’t get into any festivals. 

The residency was incredibly fulfilling but it meant that I’d spent two years working in the community arts sector 
and I needed to get back on track trying to work in the industry.  I saw that Nik Powell had become director of the 
NFTS and I had a feeling the film school would be pretty exciting with him in charge. I also came across a 
mentoring scheme called Guiding Lights. With my low-fi short film I applied for Guiding Lights and the two-year 
MA Directing Fiction course at the NFTS. I was accepted for both and moved to London. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

On the Directing Fiction course at the NFTS you make four films over two years and my plan was to get an agent 
off the back of my graduation film. I wanted to focus on becoming a better storyteller and to develop this side of 
my directing I felt I needed to be quite disciplined. I learnt the fundamentals of drama and characterisation, and 
worked with screenwriting students on films about subject matters I wouldn’t normally have been drawn to. I 
developed my script analysis, how to figure out the script’s intentions, and how to give constructive notes to a 
writer. I focused on directing performance, how to choreograph movement, how to shoot economically, how to 
design developing shots, and how to collaborate closely with the amazing talent studying in different departments 
at NFTS. My first-year films were well crafted but felt lacking in personality. In hindsight, during my first year I 
could have made films that reflected my personality and voice as a director, and still developed those storytelling 
and craft skills, but I felt that I’d had time to do that over the course of my previous studies and residency.   

I learnt a huge amount in my first year and took on a really ambitious film at the start of second year. I loved the 
script which had a unique tonal complexity but it was very hard to realise, and I didn’t cast it right.  The film didn’t 
achieve its potential and I was really disappointed with myself. However, everything I learnt over the first three 
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films at NFTS really prepared me for my graduation film Strays. I wanted to make a film that burst off the screen, 
full of energy, vibrant style, irreverent humour and emotion. I wrote a treatment that combined some of my 
experiences working at the mental health arts centre with a wild story I’d heard about two teenage criminals in 
Dundee, then approached a screenwriter to take the essence of the idea and write the script. It was another 
ambitious film with an exciting range in tone and it allowed me to show every part of my personality and voice.  
The film had some risky elements but Nik Powell really got behind what we were trying to do and trusted us to 
pull it off and make the film safely. I needed to find two leads to play brothers, and they had to have scintillating 
chemistry. I had a strong feeling that two up and coming young actors, Richard Madden (before he was in Game of 
Thrones) and Andrew Hawley would be worth seeing as I noticed on Spotlight they were at drama school together. 
I held out on making any casting decisions until the last minute so I could see them. It turned out they were best 
friends, were incredible together, and I cast them on the spot.  I knew exactly what I wanted to make, and how to 
make it, so it was an exhilarating creative process and a wonderful collaborative experience. The performances 
were electric, and from the first frame of the shoot to the last second of the mix, myself and my fellow students 
had an amazing time making it. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

There are lots of important steps along the way, and having graduated from two courses I know how challenging 
and difficult it can be starting a career in film and television.  I would say my most substantial break came a couple 
of years after graduating from NFTS, as it was the break that gave me a foothold in the industry, and a platform to 
build my career as a director.   

At the NFTS graduation show Strays got lots of interest; I signed with a great agent and had rounds of introductory 
meetings with execs, producers, and development people from all over the industry. I was selected as a Screen 
International Star of Tomorrow and I got attached to a feature that was shortlisted for a low-budget scheme called 
Microwave. It felt like things were progressing well but I needed to cover my living costs during the feature film’s 
development process. During this period, I had a string of random jobs including making a short film for an 
architect, working as a census collector, and making a mood reel for The Weinstein Company.  Then I was chosen 
for a Channel 4 entry level scheme called Coming Up and got the opportunity to direct a half hour drama that I 
shot in four days, and edited in approximately one week. It was a great scheme as you worked with a blend of new 
and established talent, and got your first broadcast credit. I really enjoyed learning from the executive producer 
who had worked with Danny Boyle, Jimmy McGovern and Stephen Poliakoff. 

I felt like I was heading in the right direction, but then the feature film I was developing wasn’t selected for 
Microwave and subsequently fizzled out. Eighteen months on from graduating I was struggling; unemployed, not 
attached to any projects, no money left to live on, so I registered for jobseeker’s allowance. Then the architect I 
had worked for previously commissioned me to make a film about the shard for the Venice Biennale. After that I 
started making some very low-budget educational films which I supplemented by doing teaching work, but my 
combined income was very small and unreliable. Every couple of months I got meetings to direct episodes of 
television but was unsuccessful. I made a short film for Rankin Film Productions (on which I cast Daisy Ridley 
before she was in Star Wars) but more than two years after graduating I didn’t feel like I was close to getting the 
break I needed. My wife was expecting our first child so I decided to get a job with a regular income working for a 
company making community films and running youth filmmaking workshops, which felt like I was slipping 
backwards. Then one day at work I got an email from my agent – he’d got me a meeting to direct the second series 
of A Young Doctor’s Notebook, a black comedy drama starring Daniel Radcliffe and Jon Hamm. It was one of the 
best jobs I’d been up for since graduation so I was even more determined to get it. In the evenings I planned 
meticulously: read the scripts several times, read the book the series was based on, spoke to the director of the 
first series, figured out what my take on the material was, and focussed on being mentally ready for the meeting.  
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During the meeting some of the questions were very direct such as, “You’ve not made anything and have no 
experience. How do we know you can direct two of the biggest actors in the world?”. I answered with such 
conviction that the interviewer stared at me for a long time then said, “Yes, I think you can”. I knew at that point I 
was in with a great chance of getting the job.  It turned out that the executive producer from Coming Up had 
recommended me as I handled tight schedules well, and there was an interest in hiring an up and coming 
director. Next I had a meeting with the writers, then had a meeting lined up with Daniel Radcliffe. On my way to 
meeting Daniel I felt incredibly nervous as I knew I was so close to getting the job. Luckily, I randomly bumped into 
a guy I knew from Dundee which was such a fortuitous encounter as it totally grounded me, and meant I was 
completely relaxed for meeting Daniel. Later that evening, I’d just finished some camerawork for the educational 
films company on the River Thames by City airport, when my agent phoned to tell me the life-changing news that 
I’d got the job. I’d got the break. I stood on the river watching the planes coming and going, watching the sun 
setting.  The joy, and the relief, was indescribable.   
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LISA MULCAHY | DIRECTOR 

Lisa Mulcahy is an award-winning feature film and television director. She completed work on 12 episodes of the 
critically acclaimed TV3 drama series Red Rock and directing the final four episodes of Season 1. 

She is in development on several feature films including Stolen, a remarkable true story of a woman who enters 
war torn Syria alone to rescue her 6-year-old daughter. Her award winning second feature film The Legend of 
Longwood was released in cinemas in Holland in June 2015 and sold to many territories worldwide including 
Australia, Brazil and the USA where it was released by Shout Factory.  

The Legend of Longwood was screened at many festivals worldwide and was the runner up in the 10-plus category 
at the 2014 Giffoni Film Festival, the largest children’s film festival in the world. 

TV Credits: On Home Ground (2001), A Penny for Your Thoughts (2002), Raging Bulls (2007), The Clinic (2003-2009), Gift of the 
Magic (2010), Red Rock (2015-2016), The Moonstone (2016), Holby City (2017), Blood (2018), Years and Years (2019).  
Film Credits: The Very Short Stuff (1997), Half Full, Half Empty (1999), Dan Dan, Dad and Me (2000), Day One (2001),  

Situations Vacant (2008), Coming Home (2011), The Legend of Longwood (2014), Undercliffe (2018). 

Photography by Ed turner  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

As a child, I was always curious about how TV programmes and films were made so in my final year at school, I 
heard about a new Media Studies course that was starting in one of the colleges. I applied for it and got a place. 
This was in the early 1980s. It was based on a Canadian model – mostly practical, no exams, and we got paid 
under a European special education fund, to go. So, for two years, my classmates and I ran around Dublin with 
our Super 8 cameras mostly making terrible films but having a blast. We learned all aspects of filmmaking from 
scriptwriting, lighting, boom operating, propping to editing. We all did everything. I realised how much I loved 
editing and  set up my own super 8mm cutting room, complete with viewer, splicer, the lot. It was incredibly fiddly 
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work as the film stock is so tiny but I wasn’t keen on video editing. I wanted to work on film. Towards the end of 
my course, I decided that editing was what I wanted to do so I looked up the editing companies in Dublin. There 
were three of them. I knocked on their doors and asked, “How do I become an editor?” I literally said that to 
whoever answered the door. I got a job and left college early and I assisted an editor for a year. We cut an arts 
programme for RTÉ, the national broadcaster in Ireland, that was shot on 16mm reversal film so we cut the 
original film. It was pretty intimidating at the start because of course you had to be careful not to damage the 
original film, but it was amazing training and within six months, I was cutting full programmes myself, working 
with different directors. I truly believed that I had the best job in the world.  

After a year, I thought it would be useful for me to go to London to get a different editing experience so I went and 
knocked on all the doors of all the editing companies in London (a lot more than three) and eventually convinced 
someone to give me a job. This was in a big company in Soho where I assisted on commercials and 
documentaries. Although I had got what I wanted, I became very depressed living in London. I had moved from 
Dublin which had, at the time, a population of about half a million people. It never really had a small town feel to it 
but when you went out, you’d always bump into someone you knew. People were friendly but also, it was hard to 
be anonymous. The prospect of moving to such a big place like London was hugely exciting to me. I could be who I 
wanted to be, could look how I wanted and no one would comment, no one would know me. But those things that 
I thought would be appealing, became my downfall. I didn’t have a support network like I did at home in Ireland 
and although the people I worked with were great, they had their own lives and lived at every corner of London or 
outside, so you wouldn’t just drop in, it wasn’t as easy to connect and I felt very lonely. After a year, I left London 
and went to the States with my sister and some friends for a few months. Went I returned to Ireland, although I 
still loved editing, I knew that I didn’t want to spend my life in a room, mostly on my own, so I became an assistant 
director. Editing is still a great love for me and every director should do it as some stage. It is a wonderfully 
creative part of filmmaking  and storytelling and my experiences have greatly helped my work as a director.  

As an assistant director, I worked on many movies and TV shows  initially as a trainee, then as a third, second  
(briefly) and first. During a lull one year (you have to learn to live with lulls), I decided to direct a play. My sister was 
an actor at the time so we went to Samuel French’s in London and chose 30 plays. The criteria was that it had to 
be a comedy with no more than four cast. We came home to Ireland, read them all and settled on the one that we 
both liked. We put on the play in a theatre in Dublin and then toured for a week in the west of Ireland. The venues 
were small but we sold out for our three-week run. It was a fantastic buzz. In doing the play,  I rehearsed with the 
four actors for four weeks. It was simply the best thing ever and I realised how much I loved working with actors. 
That was when I knew I wanted to direct. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I continued being a first AD and during gaps in jobs, began making short films. A couple were made using friends 
and favours within the industry and the third was funded by the film board in Ireland – it was great to finally have 
a budget to work with! The more I was directing and working with actors, the more I loved it and the less I loved 
being an assistant director. In many ways, although I was very organised, a clear thinker and problem solver, I was 
too sensitive to be a first. The first often ends up being a punchbag for the crew and I found that aspect of the job 
upsetting so I decided to stop. I also knew that if I wanted to be taken seriously as a director, it would be more 
difficult if I was still working as a first. So, I quit and as a result became very poor. 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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Having been known by everyone in the industry in Ireland as a first, it was a challenge getting people to see me as 
a director. I was looking to every area, trying to get experience – commercials, documentaries and TV drama. The 
drama industry in Ireland is very small and was even smaller when I was starting out – perhaps one or two home-
produced dramas might be made each year, so maybe a total of 12/16 episodes of TV – that is a tiny amount of 
work being chased by a lot of directors so it was very hard to break into. I was taken on by a commercials 
producer and directed a number of commercials but I knew that it wasn’t where my talents lay and I didn’t have a 
passion for it. I didn’t fit into the advertising world and unless the commercials were performance based or had 
good scripts, I didn’t really enjoy it. I couldn’t get excited about products but I do admire the many directors who 
are brilliantly visionary in this world. But each job is of value and every day should be embraced as a potential 
learning experience and directing commercials definitely helped me on the directing road. I then produced and 
directed my first documentary which was funded by the national broadcaster. Because I was also the producer, it 
was full- on, adding to the pressure that it was a very personal story for me. Documentary making is so different 
to drama in that there isn’t a script in the same way, so much of my structure was discovered during the editing 
process. I gathered the raw materials through filming and also found extensive archives (both in the form of super 
8mm family footage and other historical archival footage). I was happy with the final film and it was very well 
received but a traumatic experience for me personally (and for my poor editor). I set out to make one film but 
ended up making something very different, but better. Making documentaries has been particularly useful for me 
in relation to story structure and working with actors as I feel that to make compelling real-life stories about 
people, you have to be a good listener and always alert to what is happing right there in front of you. You learn to 
seize a moment and that can often turn out to be something very special.  

I eventually got to direct a block of the second season of a TV drama. It was two episodes and a great experience 
for me. The following year, I was asked to be the lead director and do four out of eight episodes of a new drama 
series. It was a great break and I loved being part of that show. The following year I was pregnant whilst working 
on the 2nd season of the show and went on to have my first daughter. I didn’t work for two years after that. I 
wasn’t offered work and no matter how much I chased, I couldn’t get work. I have no idea why that happened. All I 
know is that it did and it was a very difficult time, emotionally and financially. Eventually I got back onto season 5 
of that show and did the next two seasons too. In 2010 I had twins and when they were about 10 months old, I 
was offered a Hallmark film. We had a good childcare system (we’ve had 17 au pairs since they were born!) as well 
as the fact that my husband works mainly from home. I ran out the door, happy to be back working. 

For the last four years, my work has been mainly in the UK. It is difficult being a mother and working away from 
my children (as this must be for fathers) but this is where my career had led me and as a family we are all used to 
it. I travel back every week to be with them and as things have panned out, most years, I have spent six months 
commuting and the rest of the time, I work from home so we see each other all the time.    

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Every day on a job is unique for me and therefore I am learning every day. The day I don’t feel that flutter of 
excitement coupled with fear on my way to work, I shall stop.  I meet so many different people whilst working, 
whether it be on a drama or a feature film. I love the variety – there are so many talented actors out there, for 
example, and each is different, each has their own way of working. And problem solving is a huge part of a 
director’s life. I love the challenge of that, the thrill of feeing your brain whirring as you look for the next creative 
solution. I suppose I have been developing my voice since that first day on that first short all those years ago and 
continue to do it every day I step on a set. As the film business in Ireland is quite small, you don’t get as pigeon-
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holed as you might in a country that has a much more prolific industry. I have directed commercials, 
documentaries, TV dramas and feature films and every single one of them has been a learning experience.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

Through making shorts, dogged perseverance and the trust of a producer who knew I could do it.  
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BEN MALLABY | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Ben Mallaby’s Island Queen, written by and starring Nat Luurtsema, was nominated for a BAFTA for Best Short Film 
in 2014. Described by Peter Bradshaw in The Guardian as “an excellent, laidback piece”, the quirky comedy also 
won Best Comedy at the European Independent Film Festival.  

Ben’s short Battlecock! premiered at the 2013 BFI London Film Festival and his sci-fi comedy short TimeHoles 
rocketed to over 150,000 views on Vimeo when promoted as a Staff Pick. He has recently completed the second 
series of Climaxed for BBC3 with Tiger Aspect. 

He is on Hoot Commercials  and Unit’s  roster of Comedy Director’s and works alongside their  creative teams 
servicing content and production for agencies and brands. He is also the co-founder of comedy production 
company Mister Tibbs with Sami Abusamra. 

TV Credits: The Great Xmas Rant (2017), Climaxed (2017-2018), BBC3 Quickies (2018), Last Dates (2019), Bilal Zafar’s Acting 
School of Excellence (2020).  

Film Credits: Vienna (2010), Island Queen (2012), Battlecock! (2013), Timeholes (2013), Borderlands (2013). Milk! (2015), Guy and 
Doll (2015), One Tw*T (2016), While You Were Away (2016), Mosquito (2016), Elderflower (2016), ManDate (2017),  

Renaissance (2018), I Want To Make You Happy (2019). 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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I had a friend while I was in primary school who was a bit older who loved filmmaking and we spent a lot of time 
watching films and shooting really dumb shorts with our other friends, Rocky training montages, ninjas, silly 
things like that. Then at secondary school I met another guy who was also really into film and we carried on, but I 
hadn’t realised it could be a career until my dad bought me Clerks, that film really opened my eyes. When I looked 
into it I couldn’t believe there were courses in filmmaking at university, so that’s what I did. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I did the course and was always focused on being the director, I felt like I had the right mentality, but I had no idea 
how to move forward. I didn’t have any contacts and left with no real sense of how to navigate the industry, so I 
did an MA at Bournemouth. The MA helped a lot more, not because my films were better, but because of the 
people I met. When I graduated, I started off as a freelancing one-man band, I’d shoot and edit for anyone I could 
find, usually corporate. The issue with this path for me was that the jobs weren’t getting bigger, or more reliable, I 
was taking the same small fee and always felt I was grappling around for work. Around this time I looked for 
another source of income and starting lecturing in film at my old uni. I used to worry it was dividing my attention 
and slowing down my freelancing, and it was, but I’m also constantly surprised at how many of my peers also have 
other jobs to keep them afloat, it doesn’t feel like something people willingly discuss until after  they leave it 
behind. 

Funnily enough it was my students who opened my eyes to the wider world of filmmaking, they started playing at 
festivals with their shorts, something I’d never done. It gave me a fire to start working creatively again. I asked a 
very kind client of mine if he wanted to support me in return for a producer credit on a short film and he gave me 
a grand. I made a romantic film in the style of Before Sunset in Vienna with a very small but amazing team (only 
four of us including actors) and after a dozens of rejections I was accepted into a small festival. It was all I needed 
to keep going.  

Probably the biggest steer in my career happened through chance, during my MA  I lived with a 
burgeoning comedian and we used to shoot silly things together. We got back together to develop an idea with 
big production values which we could shoot for nothing, the intention was to put it online like an SNL digital short 
popular at the time. Only on a whim did I submit it to a festival and it got in, it was a sketch really, only 2 minutes 
long, but it would play anywhere I submitted it, not that I was aiming high. But it was a massive shot of confidence 
and from that point on I decided to focus on comedy  

The next film set up my career for the next decade, at this point I was still just freelancing on corporates or 
behind-the-scenes style films, nothing industry related at all. My teaching was still my main source of income, but I 
felt like I had some good momentum and asked for another loan from the client who financed my first film. This 
film did very little business at the festivals but played at a BAFTA qualifier, something I only discovered by accident, 
a process I went through on a whim out of curiosity, something I could teach the students once I’d been through it. 
Anyway, the fluke nomination changed people’s perception of me entirely. The writer and I had been developing a 
feature and had attached a producer, who unfortunately turned out to be a fraud, but before we realised this I 
had been able to acquire representation for film and TV, and attach myself to a comedy production company who 
represented me for adverts. I was now doing the kind of work I’d always hoped I could, I’d never even assumed I 
could get near TV or features, but now it felt like it might be a possibility. Two friends from university attached me 
to a show they were developing which ended up getting 12 episodes on BBC3’s YouTube channel. I’d hoped that it 
would be my calling card and lead to bigger things, that was about three years ago. 
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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I wanted to use this time to talk about opportunities which don’t lead anywhere, I know a lot of people 
contributing to this excellent site are on the up and things worked out for them, and as I read them it causes me a 
great deal of anxiety, I wanted to talk about losing momentum. 

In my case the production company I worked for went under, losing the feature led to all of that propulsion we 
had disappearing, the BBC3 shorts weren’t picked up for series. You spend time looking for where to lay the 
blame, other directors were able to move from one opportunity to the next, they were good at building 
relationships with the right people, they’re bullish and fight their way into the room, maybe that was my issue I 
thought. There’s this fear as you get older as well that you’re losing relevance and that unless you prove yourself 
with a show on TV quite young, that you’re going to miss your opportunity altogether  

The truth is that the film I was working on was unlikely to have the impact it would have needed, the BBC3 series 
had done more positive work for me than I’d given it credit. I did eventually get another opportunity to make a 
pilot for BBC3 and two things led to that, it was the same production company as the previous shorts and I’d 
proven myself to some extent with them. The other reason is that came down to how many shorts I made with 
different comedians, I’d made a short about four years prior with a comedy duo, one of whom ended up being the 
writer on this pilot. There is so much to be said for plugging away, making the work, working with new people, 
developing shows, fostering relationships and hoping something clicks.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Some people just have it, they have a clear perspective and know how to achieve it, they can propel themselves 
into the industry with a few shorts, and that’s amazing, but it wasn’t my way. I try to make as much as possible, 
some big, some small, with as many new people as possible, I try to keep the films cheap and I utilise my students 
as much as possible. It’s about trying to find collaborators who improve the work and I’ve been lucky to work with 
so many talented people.  

The best thing I think you can find is someone honest and with a good eye to appraise your work. It’s so hard to 
find someone you trust, but also being critical of your own work is key and I think too many people who are not 
getting where they want are perhaps not learning enough from their previous films.  

Another thing I’d recommend is somehow trying to find someone to mentor you, ideally someone who’s into your 
style. It’s not about getting work through them, but having someone in those early days who can explain 
everything to you could save a lot of time, it’s something I’m really focused on with my teaching. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

There’s no question the BAFTA nomination was my big break. It was the only film that year that didn’t have a 50K 
budget, the other teams were these massive productions with sponsorship or NFTS backing, and mine was this 
little 1K production we shot in Falmouth with very few resources. So there’s something heartening there. I met my 
agent at a BAFTA party and I was very focused on making sure I utilised that time.  

One thing I would say helps in the early days is to pick a genre, as soon as I said I was a comedy guy, with only two 
comedy shorts to my name, it was much easier to package me up for pitches.  
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JONNIE MALACHI | COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

Yemenite-Antiguan Jonnie started by directing music videos, which have racked up over 50 million YouTube hits to 
date. His videos have screened at BUG, featured in SHOTS magazine and been selected as 'Promos of the Month' 
in Promonews. 

His Straight 8 entry Pet Hate screened at the Curzon and was selected one of the ‘Best of Straight 8’. 

His 2016 debut feature as writer/director, Breakdown was distributed by Soda Pictures/Thunderbird Releasing and 
purchased by Sky Movies. 

Most recently he has directed commercials for agencies including M&C Saatchi, MullenLowe and Crispin Porter 
Bogusky for clients such as Pizza Hut, Hotels.com and Suzuki. 

Film Credits: Breakdown (2016). 

Photography by Vladan Pavic 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I had no idea filmmaking was an option.  

Dad was a driving instructor, mum was a doctor. At 13 she took me to the mortuary for ‘work experience’... 
fascinating as it was seeing all those tootsies pressed against the glass, I didn’t find my vocation. 

I loved drawing, movies, music videos and had a potent imagination, but my art teachers turned off my inherent 
creativity. 
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I studied History at Leeds but by the second year felt the fear of impending 'real life' – I hadn’t passionately 
engaged with a potential career and was truly lost. 

One afternoon, in a weedy haze, the TV reported Martha Lane-Fox had floated Lastminute.com making her a shit-
ton of money. I had an epiphany – set up a student magazine/website and get rich. I designed crappy clipart 
posters, plastered them around uni, assembled a team of writers and photographers and created the first issue of 
JUMBA. 

I borrowed a grand off mum to make the first issue. To make another I needed resources, expertise – a backer. I 
researched the name of the creative director of giant local newspaper group The Yorkshire Post, popped my first 
issue in an envelope with a cover letter explaining our USP was  authenticity – we were written by 
students for students, and hand-delivered it to the front desk of their grand reception. 

An hour later I got a call from creative director Rob Bullock, could I come to his office for a meeting? That 
afternoon I was back at reception, sweat trickling down my back. Rob greeted and walked me to his top floor 
office, a floor-to-ceiling glass window looked out over the giant print presses. He offered to print 10,000 full colour 
copies of the next issue (my chin's still on his floor).  After numerous issues and having given me a team of 
designers, Rob wanted me to leave uni and focus solely on JUMBA, but mum got cancer – I folded the magazine 
and finished my degree. 

Founding the magazine was invaluable, showing me I could be passionate about a profitable business I’d set up 
and in hindsight set me on the path to directing. They share the same bones – have a strong vision and get the 
right team in place to bring it to life. 

After uni, knowing I was lost but seeing my passion and drive, one of my web designers put me in touch with his 
brother – advertising legend Graham Fink.  Graham was the sole Commercials Director at his production 
company thefinktank on Beak Street, Soho. 

Graham asked what I wanted to do but I had no idea. He helped me find a partner and become an advertising 
creative. After three months in an agency I realised it wasn’t for me. I couldn’t switch off from the never-ending 
briefs, plus didn’t want to finally crack one and sell my ‘genius' idea to the client only to have someone else swan 
in and direct. If I had imagined it, why wouldn’t I be the one to make it? 

I went back to Graham saying I wanted more action and to be on sets – he took me on as his 3rd in-house runner. 
The other two runners had both been to prestigious film schools and knew they wanted to direct. Everyone 
thought I'd make a good producer for the runners as I was organised and a people-person, but I felt an intellectual 
arrogance from them – they didn’t consider me creative as I didn’t have the film school credentials and showreels. 
I was there to service their future visions. 

After observing Graham’s highly creative working practices and watching him direct everything from falling 
washing machines smashing on a deserted runway, to a Japanese chocolate commercial featuring supermodel 
Devon Aioki, I was drawn to the ideas and creativity; the fun, glitz and glamour. I wanted to speak up on sets, not 
quietly bring everyone coffee. I wanted to have a vision and work with the actors. I had an ego and desire to get 
stuck in at the top of the decision-making tree. I didn’t want to produce, I wanted to direct. And I'd show them all…
(mwa-ha-haaaaaaa). 
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2. Once you knew you wanted to be a director, what were your first steps in achieving this 
goal? 

I was lucky to have created the opportunity to be taken on by Graham. Having been one of London’s leading 
advertising creative directors, he was passionate about finding young talent and giving them opportunities. 
Mentors who believe in you are gold-dust, and hopefully you enrich them with youthful exuberant energy, 
knowledge of modern films, techniques and youth culture. 

Three months into my running career, a music video came in for Graham. He didn’t want to direct it, but proposed 
his three runners pitch their concepts, the winner getting to direct (with everything overseen by Graham). My idea 
won and 2 weeks later I was onset directing a £20,000 music video, following my own hand-drawn storyboards, 
having never done anything remotely similar before. I felt nervous and exhilarated, but it felt natural and I loved it. 

Graham had made one of the other runners ‘co-director’ as he had film school experience. I remember standing 
on-set discussing an early shot setup with the DoP, when my ‘co-director’ approached and started wading in with 
his opinion – I shot him a look and told him to sit back down by the monitor. This was my idea, my opportunity 
and I was taking it. It was selected 'Promo of the Month' in Promonews and gave me the confidence to kickstart 
my directing career. 

I’ll never forget that morning on-set; the lights powered on, the camera started tracking, I stared at the monitor 
with the biggest rush of excitement and pride knowing this project and concept was all mine. That’s when I knew I 
wanted (and had the ability) to direct. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Initially not many, as it all happened rather quickly and unexpectedly. I suppose feeling I wasn’t qualified or 
creative enough to direct was a psychological restriction, but I channeled that into a desire to prove I could. Once 
you’ve directed your first successful piece, in one fell swoop you’ve proved to others – and more importantly 
yourself – that you can do it, you are a director. My biggest obstacles came AFTER I’d started directing. 

After my first music video which, was a comedic rock performance, I got the opportunity to direct three girl band 
videos which gave me valuable on-set experience and the chance to travel to Egypt. However, my early showreel 
wasn't cohesive, and when I asked to stop running and direct full-time, thefinktank let me go. I was out in the cold. 

I contacted a number of production companies to no avail. I felt I needed a more homogenous reel – to make 
another film with a distinctive voice – something closer to the dark comedy of my first music video. I found a great 
track by an unsigned band, wrote a treatment, presented it to the band &  they agreed to let me use the song. 
Mum lent me some money, I pulled together a crew and we shot a crazy video about a fat bloke who wants to get 
laid but keeps getting rejected by weirder and weirder people. This got me signed to my first production 
company Cops and Robbers. 

After signing, I lost out on countless music video pitches and started writing derivative concepts that were just like 
every other video on TV – trying to win jobs by giving the commissioner what I thought they wanted to hear. This 
was soul destroying as I'd lost my creativity and voice. 

Eventually I pitched a strong concept for a great track. The idea was ‘Bling on a budget’: In the style of MTV Cribs, 
the rapper in mink and shiny pyjamas proudly shows us round his run-down council flat, but it's filled with the 
finest china and cutlery, gold toilet paper, a diamond-encrusted throne, even a scene in a bubblebath with black 
rubber ducks wearing bling. 
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I'd now directed music videos in different genres but each with a darkly comedic bent – my reel was starting to 
reflect who I was and open doors. 

Directing music videos doesn't make you much money, and I would oftentimes put my miniscule fee into a set of 
anamorphic lenses or some other aspect I felt would make it better. I always viewed promos as my real-life film 
school, but planned to transition to commercials as a way of making real money and telling short-form narratives.  

I always felt confident as a director, but was emotionally sensitive so the rejections were tough. People told me 
you need to demonstrate a clear singular voice with your reel, but then I felt pigeonholed as a comedy hip hop 
director – that they wanted me to make the same video again and again. I wanted to push creatively into other 
realms. 

My last few music videos were essentially darkly comedic shorts: narrative-only with no band performance. I was 
desperate to use these to springboard into commercials but it wasn’t my time. I watched some of my more 
experienced contemporaries get opportunities and break into TVCs. I was angry, frustrated, broke and creatively 
burned out – I retired from directing at 30 years old. After three years working as a personal trainer and property 
developer (finally making good money) I realised nothing excited me as much as ideas and creativity. I met a film 
producer through friends, started reading screenplays he was thinking of optioning and began the process of 
writing and developing my own feature. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Your voice and filmmaking style is the only thing setting you apart from everyone else.  It’s imperative to engage 
with the material and write the treatment YOU want to make. It's better to take longer making an excellent piece 
of work truly reflective of you. The faster you create a showreel with a distinctive voice, the faster you’ll be 
recognised and get opportunities to do the kind of work you love. 

I was always interested in humour fused with a strong stylised aesthetic, and getting to direct the first music video 
concept I wrote ensured my idea was pure and  strongly reflected me – a cinematic light-flaring club rock 
performance hijacked by embarrassing dancing dads. 

I started writing short stories and screenplays, and took photographs of people and things that interested me, 
building a journal of what turned me on creatively, then fed those situations, characters and visuals into my work. 

Early in my career, I did a ‘Straight 8’ – a fantastic experience of raw, one-chance purist filmmaking. My film Pet 
Hate featured a fat bloke in underwear on all fours (with soft fluffy ears and tail), behaving like an excitable puppy. 
His new owner loves him, but the dog starts an uncontrollable humping rampage, finally peeing on his sleeping 
owner who neuters him. Mum made the dog costume, Alan Parkers son wrote the (mental) score. It was a joyous 
lo-fi filmmaking experience and something creatives strongly responded to on my reel. 

I found myself increasingly interested in the technical aspects of cinematography. I read American 
Cinematographer, listened to Cinematography podcasts, facilitating more technical discussions with my DoPs and 
getting me the visual results I wanted – making me a more confident director. 

Obviously experience and time on set helps refine your craft, trying new things and pushing out of your comfort 
zone – on every job there’s something new to learn. The trick is saying yes to projects and figuring it out on the job 
(we’re not born with experience and all the answers), so you have to fake it 'til you make it. Wrap a great team with 
big brains around you and be polite, professional, switched on and open to the journey. 
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Firstly, you have to establish who you are and the kind of directing career you want, then you have to make it 
happen. Easier said than done! It was only after making my feature (at 34 years old) that I felt experienced. After 
spending 18 days shooting all manner of intense scenes I felt bruised, battered but proud of myself. I'd now shot 
hours of dialogue, fight sequences and drama – and got through it, making all the tough choices a tight schedule 
and no money calls for. This gave me the confidence and clarity to know what I wanted – to finally break into 
commercials. Having written and directed my feature I felt creatively vindicated – I didn’t have to own every project 
now, I felt ready to work on other peoples great ideas, that I had value and could use my experience and skillset to 
make them even better. 

Looking back, my voice was clear from my first music video – cinematic comedy. But through the years I wanted to 
try other styles – nothing wrong with that, probably the right thing to do. But after many years and projects 
(including my brutal hitman feature) I came full circle back to my stylised comedic roots. I guess I needed to go 
round the houses to prove to myself where I felt best-suited as a director. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break probably came with seizing the moment and writing the concept that enabled me to direct my first 
music video, which set me on my directorial path. 

However, this ‘break’ was one I’d worked years to manufacture (without even consciously knowing directing was 
what I wanted to do). 

As a creative, it's vital to DO. It's easy to talk endlessly about  things, or talk yourself out of doing  things -
 but MAKING things leads to other great things (which you may not have expected) and opens doors. 

Being given the chance to write and direct a feature only came about as I took four months out to write my first 
screenplay, which I presented to a producer I knew. He sent it to an actor and at our first meeting, they optioned 
the script but told me I wouldn’t be able to direct as I only had music video experience. I was devastated but 
suspected this might be the case. After the meeting, the actor told me I was passionate, film-literate and should 
be directing my material – that if I could write another, more contained (cheaper) screenplay, he would produce 
and I would direct. True to his word, five months later I had hammered out another screenplay and we were in 
pre-production. My first day on the film was the first time I had shot dialogue, and hearing James Cosmo speak 
the words I had written was mind-blowing.  

You have to create your opportunities, then seize them – they simply won’t come to you. 
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DEBBIE ISITT | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Debbie won a BAFTA award for her Channel 4 adaptation of The Illustrated Mum by Jacqueline Wilson in 2004 and 
then went on to make the smash hit improvised comedy feature, Confetti (Fox Searchlight 2006), which was 
nominated for a British Comedy Award and starred a host of British comedy talent. 

Isitt's work includes her two Christmas comedy films Nativity! and Nativity 2: Danger in the Manger! She is also 
known for the stage play The Woman Who Cooked Her Husband and the feature films Nasty Neighbours. Most 
recently Isitt directed the ITV series Love and Marriage. 

Nativity!, Isitt's third feature film, starring Martin Freeman, was released in November 2009 and became the most 
successful British independent film of the year. The sequel, and her fourth film, Nativity 2: Danger in the Manger!, 
starred David Tennant. Released in November 2012, it was an instant box office hit, making twice the amount at 
the UK box office as the original film. 

TV Credits: New Voices (1997), 10x10 (1997), Love and Marriage (2013).  
Film Credits: Wasps (1997), Nasty Neighbours (1999), Confetti (2006), Nativity! (2009), Nativity 2: Danger in the Manger! (2012), 

Nativity 3: Dude, Where’s My Donkey?! (2014), Nativity Rocks! (2018), The Gay Days (2020). 

Courtesy of Wasted Talent 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

The first production I ever directed was when I was 9 years old. It was The Wizard of Oz. I was playing Dorothy and I 
had written the script – an adaptation of a version I had seen at the Birmingham Rep that same year. My family 
were theatre ushers at the Birmingham Rep and I got free seats to see the shows there. I watched The Wizard of Oz 
a few times and kind of took it in by osmosis. The script, the songs, the choreography, the vision for the limited set 
and the costumes were all my adaptation of that production. I cast the parts (Dorothy already selfishly taken by 
myself) from the children at my primary school who mainly consisted of my friends, my sister and my cousins.   

It was easy to direct them all because I’d had a lot of experience directing my sister and cousins in our Sunday 
night shows which we rehearsed in our bedrooms and performed to the family. I also directed my friends at 
school in talent shows. I created some pretty avant-garde performances. But I would usually throw in something 
populist like an Abba number or a comedy moment, because I always knew that we had to entertain the crowd, 
make them understand the emotions and feel something. 

I asked my teachers if I could put on The Wizard of Oz as a full-blown production. To my 9-year-old amazement 
they agreed. Tickets were sold and people came to watch. I have basically been doing the same thing ever since 
both in the theatre and on film. 

So theatre was my first love – I trained as an actor – started a theatre company – wrote, performed, produced, 
directed and designed the posters – a lot of years flew by – a lot of countries toured to – a lot of productions. Then 
one day I thought, I’m going to stop making theatre and start making films. It was an epiphany – I didn’t want to 
watch my work disappear with the sets once the show was over, thrown on the fire or into the skip. My work was 
too important to me – I wanted to be able to keep it, share it – I wanted to make films. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I was quite renowned in the theatre scene as a writer/director and actor – an enfant terrible of the late ’80s and 
early ‘90s. I had played in my own productions at established London theatres like The Donmar Warehouse and 
The Royal Court and I had been a darling of the Edinburgh Festival for many years. I had won Time Out Theatre 
Awards – Perrier Pick of the Fringe Awards, The Independent Theatre Award, etc. But when I decided that I wanted 
to now make films it was difficult. There was a prejudice against theatre makers. People in the film industry kept 
telling me it was a different medium. I felt initially that I was being locked out. Time to get the hobnail boots on 
and kick down some doors. I approached master filmmakers. Mike Leigh was the one who responded; he helped 
me. I invited Mike Leigh (who did not have a clue who I was) to watch one of my shows in London. He loved it and 
told me to just get on and make a film if that is what I wanted to do. The first short film I made was a two hander – 
with a budget of £400 – it was adapted from one of my plays. It was shot in black and white on 16 mil – it looked 
like David Lynch’s Eraserhead. This film caught the attention of the BBC but still there was concern that I was from 
theatre. So I sent the film to Mike Leigh who thought it was exciting, so suggested to the BBC that they give me a 
shot.  Mike Leigh believed in me and he carried a lot of weight. So I got to make a second short because of Mike 
Leigh at BBC. And I got to work with Ricky Tomlinson who was making a lot of work with Ken Loach and we 
enjoyed working together using improvisation. Then I made another short with BFI – then I felt ready to make a 
feature. The producer of my last short said she could raise some money – it was game on.   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Coming from the theatre was my original obstacle – everyone insisting that the mediums were too different to 
cross over. I refused to let that one stop me because to me theatre and film are about the same thing – telling a 
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story, communicating with an audience. I never thought about being a female at the time so I wasn’t aware if it 
was holding me back in anyway. I think looking back the crew didn’t always like working for a female at the helm – 
it made them somewhat uncomfortable. Some were great but we were a female producer, female director team – 
it wasn’t usual and there were some unpleasant moments to overcome. I was used to working with men in my 
theatre company and I had enough belief in myself to know that I would not be intimidated or bullied or 
dismissed. But I had to fight hard and work hard and have courage – every day, courage. I didn’t go to film school, I 
didn’t know a lot about film lighting but I figured it couldn’t be so different from theatre lighting, and I learned a lot 
making my short films. Story boarding was new, sound recording was new – everything was new to me at first. But 
the main reason I was doing this was to tell a story and get my vision out of the cinema in my head and up onto 
the big screen the way I wanted it. Struggling for power, for creative control, getting your ideas across to actors 
and to crew, to financiers and investors – it’s tough. You can feel alone sometimes especially when you are starting 
out – like it’s just me and my ideas and all these different people to explain and justify it to.  I used to wish that I 
were a painter – just me and the paint and the pallet and the brush – but I had to depend on all these people and 
persuade them of everything. It was tough – it still is. I wanted to open up my head and get everyone to look 
inside – see it the way I see it – how do you explain it all?  But you start to learn that there are different ways of 
communicating your ideas: image references, film references, talking things through, making promo’s, 
workshopping ideas – communication in a myriad of innovative ways to get your vision across. 

Also, having no other income – being the breadwinner of my own life was a huge obstacle. I had no privilege; I was 
a working class woman from the West Midlands and not living in London. I had not been to film school or been 
part of any film scene or made any contacts – and I was thirty by now.  I was a 30-year old female living in the West 
Midlands. And the biggest obstacle of all was overcoming the feeling that this wasn’t who film directors are meant 
to be.  The whole thing felt like a challenge, but I focused on the things I did know – my passion, my experience in 
theatre, audiences, story telling, selling my work, making the posters. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

I did everything. I lived and breathed it. I did watch other people’s work but I had been doing that my whole life. I 
fell in love with the films of Martin Scorsese, Federico Fellini, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Mike Leigh, Ken Loach – that is 
always a great film school. But mostly I was too busy making my own work. Making my own films. I developed my 
own particular process for filmmaking – a mix of cinema verite and comedy using improvisation within a strong 
narrative. Putting actors into the most real situations I could create was my mission. My first film Nasty Neighbours 
was about warring neighbours who lived next door to each other in a Midlands cul-de-sac. So we bought two 
houses that were for sale next door to each other and just moved the actors in. It was an interesting way to begin 
work on character. The cast lived next door to each other for weeks and weeks and then at the end of the shoot 
we sold the houses. I have since put actors into real schools, real wedding shows, real situations and always 
matched them with non actors – be they children or adult – to keep everything as real and alive and spontaneous 
as possible. Creating your own distinctive working process and asking others to trust it is an important way of 
honing your craft and discovering your own particular voice and vision. When people see my films they tend to 
know that I am behind them. That is a lot to do with process. 

Also, years of being in front of an audience on the front line as an actor in my own shows honed my craft – any 
solider that has been on the front line will probably make a decent general.  I know how to communicate with 
actors – I know how audiences will respond to what I give them.  I used to make black comedies with a feminist 
twist by I think my voice changed – I think it does as you evolve. I became more of a smuggler – I didn’t want to 
make the kind of agit prop political statements that I made in theatre. I wanted to make my comments on the 
world in a much subtler way – and I wanted to speak to young people and children. Creating a film franchise has 
been a really interesting way to hone and develop my own process and voice. 
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The irony is that now, in spite of the budgets and the big cinema releases, all I am every really trying to find is that 
creative freedom – trying to get back to that feeling of being 9 years old directing my friends and family, being in 
control but having fun and knowing the audience is going to love it.   

Creating a filmmaking family is also a big part of honing my craft now.  You discover that not all actors are your 
friends and not all crew are your family. But you keep hold of the ones who feel like they are and you work with 
them again and again and create a kind of new family.  There are so many challenges in filmmaking – things go 
wrong all of the time and you can’t rely on anything, not a location, not the weather, not transportation, not 
sickness – nothing. The only thing you have got is your instinct and your support network to make you feel as free 
and comfortable and courageous as you did when you were a kid. To be creative – to be free – that is what I crave 
and strive for every time. 

Directing as a craft is about so many things – getting great performances, amazing locations, the look, the colour, 
the vision, the photography right. But it’s also (and this is absolutely just as important) about how you behave and 
conduct yourself on set.  You are the leader of an army – you are going to battle with the elements, creative 
choices, ego’s et al.  I have learned to value my contributors and collaborators and make sure they know they are 
valued.  I learn the names of the people I see day to day, smile and thank my runner when they bring me a coffee 
and chat to me in a break. And I try to find out what their ambitions are – I try and include and inspire people. 
Have fun and make fun – it is stressful and tense on set but it’s also home to all these people – your home. You 
brought these people to your party so be a great host – and make sure the catering is good – bad catering leads to 
bad on-set vibes and that will not help your vision, trust me. 

Being a director is also about psychology – you need to know how people tick, what gets the best out of them – 
help them to help you. You have one shot at a film – several actual shots obviously – but one opportunity to make 
it. It’s probably taken years of your life to get there so don’t blow it – don’t give it up or away. It’s your movie – it’s 
your baby, you don’t give babies up too easily.  But learn how to listen – you need to find out whether the advice 
and ideas you are being given are good fats or bad fats. Eat the good fats with thanks, but don’t hesitate to throw 
away the junk food – don’t let it kill your confidence or your movie. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I guess I first rose to prominence with my mock documentary feature film Confetti that was picked up by Fox 
Searchlight in Cannes and distributed around the world.  It was a pretty big moment for me and opened a lot of 
international opportunities.  It got me a heavyweight American agent and a lot of studio offers – but I have thus 
far resisted the US studio route.  I need my work to be authentic and about the people I live amongst.  I decided to 
stay home and create my own film franchise in the UK – and more specifically, Coventry.  I still get studio scripts 
sent to me and I work with big international distributors but I am not a jobbing director. I am an auteur in the old-
fashioned sense of the word.  I write and direct my projects whether I am asked to or not.  I just make films the 
way a painter paints.  It is my life.  Opportunity rarely comes knocking – I go knocking – with my hobnail boots to 
try and find the finance for my films.  I always say to film students that no one is going to ask you to be a 
filmmaker – but if you want it – then no one can stop you either.  Go make your movies. 
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THOMAS OTTO SHANKLAND | DIRECTOR 

Thomas Otto Shankland is an English film and television director and screenwriter. He is known for directing the 
films WΔZ (2007) and The Children (2008), and television series such as The Fades (2011), Ripper Street (2012), and 
The Missing (2014); for the latter, he was nominated for the 2015 Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding 
Directing for a Miniseries, Movie or a Dramatic Special.  

He has also been nominated for the BAFTA Award for Best Short Film twice, for Bait (1999) and Going Down (2000). 

Film Credits:  Lloyds Bank Channel 4 Film Challenge (1995), Bubbles (1998), Bait (1999), Going Down (2000),  
The Children (2008). 

TV Credits: Hearts and Bones (2000), Clocking Off (2001), No Night Is Too Long (2002), Family Business (2004), Jericho (2005), 
WΔZ (2007), Marple (2006-2010), The Fades (2011), Dirk Gently (2012), Ripper Street (2012-2013), The Missing (2014),  

The Leftovers (2015), Wicked City (2015), House of Cards (2016), Luke Cage (2016), Iron Fist (2017), The punisher (2017),  
The city and the City (2018), Les Misérables (2018-2019), The Serpent (2020). 

Photography by Robert Viglasky 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

As a teenager growing up in Durham, the film industry seemed a long way away so directing wasn’t something I 
every really thought about. I loved photography and had an ancient enlarger in the room where we had the boiler. 
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There was nothing more fun than turning on the red light, lighting a cigarette, spilling ash on to the on to the 
photographic paper and fantasising that I was David Hemmings in Blow Up. I was also in a band so music and 
photography excited me more than filmmaking at that point. My parents were big cineastes and fuzzy VHS copies 
of Bergman and Fellini films were often on the TV. Fanny and Alexander was obligatory viewing at Christmas! So the 
idea of ‘cinema’ as an art form was lodged somewhere in my brain from an early age. At university, I directed and 
acted in plays, but when a house-mate produced a Super-8 camera and declared she wanted us to make a 
feminist film about Maria Callas, everything changed for me. I knew nothing about Maria Callas and we had a 
budget of about £100 but me and Leslie made what we were convinced was an amazing, Godardian, sur-realistic, 
avant-garde classic. Needless to say, aside from a great soundtrack of Callas arias, the film was pretentious 
nonsense but the process intrigued me. All my enthusiasms – photography, music, drama – were woven in to one 
amazing medium. Plus the power of editing, sound design. That was it for me – I didn’t want to do anything else. 
The excitement was definitely more about the medium itself than any massive urge to say something at that 
point. Narrative, character, particular themes – they were all things that interested me later.      

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After university, I still didn’t have any contacts and my ego was too fragile to face 300 rejections for a running job, 
so I set my sights on going to film school – specifically the NFTS. That meant actually making a GOOD short film to 
apply with, so I begged and borrowed kit, applied for any film scheme or course I heard about, scraped money 
together from any ‘not-a-proper-job’ going (prison line ups at Kilburn police station, sperm donor, artist’s model,  
dogsbody for a pill-popping architect), and slowly the short films got better. This was a tough period and it went 
on a lot longer than I would have liked. Knockbacks were an occupational hazard and it was exhausting having to 
master the art of persuading people to do stuff for free, but finally I got in to the NFTS.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Rejection, competition and intermittent feelings of total creative inadequacy seem to be part and parcel of most 
people’s experience trying to kick off a career in the film industry. I had a friend who worked at the old Everyman 
and he could get tickets to any of the Independent cinemas in London – there were many more at that time. He 
wangled me freebies and, however down I ever got about trying and failing to get my foot in the door, there was 
always a mind-bending 9-hour Tarkovsky triple bill or Kurosawa fest to blow my mind and send me buzzing back 
out into the night, reinvigorated enough to give the door another push.   

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’m in awe of those directors who make incredibly confident and authored films in their early 20s. I wasn’t one of 
them. My first shorts were a bit too ‘ideasy’ or derivative and always bit off way more than the minuscule budget 
could chew. They improved when I started working with writers who had a much better sense of story and 
character than I had at that point. I worked as a script reader at Channel 4 around the time I was going to NFTS, 
and that was a great crash course in what makes a script work. It seems bizarre to me now, but at first, I thought 
‘story’ was a bit of an old-fashioned, conventional thing – pure cinema was all about playful and self-conscious 
games with the form! Film school isn’t for everyone, but it definitely worked for me. I loved the film library at the 
NFTS, the endless conversations about cinema with other students, the workshops with DoPs like Slawomir Idziak 
(a hero of mine because of his amazing work with Kieslowski), revelatory talks by people like Walter Murch who 
presented The Conversation and his reworking of the opening of Touch of Evil based on Welles’s extensive notes, 
having Stephen Frears in and out of shoots and cutting rooms, entertainingly imparting his Tao of simplicity and 
clarity – it was all mind-expanding. In this context, the films you made really did push you to figure out who you 
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were, what your point of view was on a story – a character – a feeling you wanted to convey with the medium. At 
that time, the NFTS had a policy of teaming directors up with writers and crew in the first year and letting you do 
your own thing as a director in the second year. In the third year you were pushed but not forced to collaborate. 
The best thing about this was that I ended up working on projects that I never thought I would have enjoyed like a 
dark and dirty horror film! When it came to the ‘do whatever you want’ project, the film I made ended up being 
much weaker than the thriller genre pieces I made in my first and third year. I was surprised to find that I was able 
to express myself better when I had to engage with a few genre rules. I also loved the way that genre films invite 
you to use all the tricks of the medium to take the audience on the best ride. I’m not too bothered about the 
whole notion of  defining my voice as a director. That feels like a very conscious imposition on a process which is 
often at its best when the unconscious is making decisions. The more playful you can be at every step of the 
process, the more you liberate the part of your brain that makes the most interesting choices. Being playful and 
trying things out also helps create a space for all the collaborators to feel fearless about expressing themselves. 
You want everyone to fire into the creative process. The best things I’ve done have lots of voices in the mix.   

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first year film at NFTS was a ‘without words’ project. The writers weren’t allowed to use dialogue and the 
directors weren’t allowed to record any sound on set, so the whole soundscape of the film had to be created in 
post. It was a fantastic and simple way to push the students to think about the power of visual storytelling and the 
incredible importance of sound – half of your film. The script was a horror film about a homophobic guy who goes 
cottaging and ends up having sex with someone who metamorphosises into a monster. Or is it in his head… ? This 
was all new territory for me but I had a great time building the tension with the actors, hunting around for creepy, 
interesting angles and figuring out how to do the monster on no money. An experiment with eels failed 
spectacularly so we ended up doing pick ups using the producer’s arm covered in a hair-gel drenched stocking – 
all shot on a macro lens. Don’t show the monster is a very important mantra on a no-budget horror film! Once all 
these enigmatic glimpses of the producer’s arm snaking across flesh were cut together, the effect was nicely 
disturbing. As we hadn’t recorded any sync sound, aside from all the moody atmos’s and effects, I had to voice the 
breaths of both guys having sex with each other. All this was really just an exercise, but maybe because I was just 
having fun, it all came together with that great, rare feeling of effortlessness. The two guys were great – the 
designer painted the set a lurid dirty yellow, the DP lit everything in a beautiful Caravaggio-ish gloom. The editor 
and sound designer got the tension just right. Somehow, a young agent at Independent saw the end result and 
was enthused. We met, got on (or got drunk) and that was the beginning of my adventures in the professional 
side of the film and TV industry. After all my Bergman-ish auteur ambitions, a violent little horror film which 
featured the sound of me having sex with myself, turned out to be the thing that got me a break. Pretty soon after 
we met, my agent got me a meeting with some producers who were setting up a new show at the BBC called 
Hearts and Bones. After many more meetings, I was stunned to hear that I had been offered the job. On a film 
school shoot, concepts like ‘schedule’ and ‘overtime’ are somewhat abstract, so that job was a true baptism of fire, 
but I more or less survived to tell the tale. 
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WERONIKA TOFILSKA | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Weronika Tofilska is a London-based writer and director, graduate from Krzysztof Kieslowski’s Film School in 
Poland and National Film and Television School in United Kingdom. She has written and directed several short 
films including Last Train, which won multiple awards on Polish and international film festivals, dark comedies The 
Patient, Suicide Is Easy, horror comedy Pink And Blue which won Frightfest Short Film Competition and Channel 4 
horror short Doorkeeper.   

She has made several music videos and commercials in collaboration with Forever Pictures. Most recently she 
directed  two episodes of the upcoming Netflix TV Show The Irregulars, produced by Drama Republic. Currently, 
alongside BAFTA/Oscar nominated producer Chris Hees and with the support of Film4, she is developing a feature 
film Polyphony and co-writing director Rose Glass's (Saint Maud) second feature film. 

TV Credits: The Irregulars (2020).  
Film Credits:  Kolejny dzien (2008), Last Train (2010), Shortcuts to Hell: Volume 1 (2013), Pink and Blue (2013),  

The Patient (2014), Suicide Is Easy (2014), A Moment of Horror (2015), Love Life (2016). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?  

Music was my first career, if you can call a career something that you do at six-years-old, it did feel like one 
nevertheless. A career that ended prematurely and in tears after one brutal failed cello competition at 13. After a 
short mental breakdown (first of many) I entered a journey of self-exploration and realised that my favourite thing 
about the film Amadeus is not Amadeus Mozart, but Milos Forman.  So this time I decided to do something I 
wanted to do and not necessarily what I was told to do by others. And so I started watching every film that I could 
get my hands on (usually in the form of a VHS). Initially it was escapism, that then became an OCD-like obsession 
of watching, cataloguing all the films, memorising names and titles. I basically went full Film Nerd, which is a kind 
of film school that doesn’t require the whole family to go bankrupt. Soon I started to seriously fantasize about 
being a film director, but I was full of self-doubt (a doubt that was reinforced by many others) that I could do it and 
initially had no idea how to go about it. But being a Polish, female person with already one failed career (and a 
breakdown) under my belt, meant I was mentally pretty well prepared for things to come.  Or so I thought.  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2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal?  

I studied film and filmmaking for a decade - first film theory, then Directing in Krzysztof Kieslowski Faculty of Film 
and TV in Katowice, Poland (didn’t get into Lodz) then went to NFTS in the UK (applied twice). 

I don’t know if this is something that I would necessarily recommend to everyone. It's a bloody long time and an 
even bloodier amount of money. But for me this was the only option I could see. I knew I wanted to move abroad, 
and I needed a way in. I didn’t have the courage or pazzaz to somehow charm my way through and I felt like I 
need to find out what the secret handshakes are. So, I decided to go straight to the source – aka film school.  

The two film schools I went to couldn’t be more different. One was like a kick in the teeth, the other like a gentle 
stroke of an overprotective parent. But I learned an enormous amount from both. The Film School in Poland was 
free and the students there, especially in the cinematography department, were extremely talented, which 
compensated for brutal, overall unhelpful and borderline abusive educational methods of some of the teachers. 
But it was free, and you still got a small amount of money to make films. Without that kick start I wouldn't be able 
to make my first proper shorts and on the back of them get into NFTS, where I then had two extremely enjoyable 
years in a comparatively stress-free educational environment. Coming from Katowice Film School, NFTS seemed 
like a magical land of total wish fulfilment and the only criticism I have about it is that it in no way prepared me for 
the cold indifference of the real world. 

But for anyone who is from the UK and who has a financial safety net and time that allow them to make films with 
their friends, send them over to festivals and just meet people without being burdened by imposter syndrome 
and crippling social anxieties, I would sincerely say – you might be the one that doesn’t need film school. I really 
think that making films and specifically making really bad films, is the best film school one can get. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

When I graduated from one of the “best film schools in the world”, according to Hollywood Reporter, I was full of 
hope. I was skipping through the streets of Soho as if I was Gene Kelly and singing out loud the lyrics to Fame. I 
was thinking: This is it. This is where it all starts. People love my shorts! I have great ideas they all want to hear 
about. I’m going to make my first feature soon.  

            Cut to: 

A year later I’m working in Curzon Cinemas, living in a shoe box size room in Wembley counting coins on my way 
to Tesco hoping it will be enough for the meal deal.  After several meetings with some people in high places, 
getting an agent from a top agency, getting my hopes high for a development deal, nothing happened. I checked 
my e-mail waiting for a piece of good news. Click refresh. And refresh. And refresh. And nothing.  

For anyone starting out or just graduating from film school, who at this point is reading this, thinking 'oh, that  
won’t be me!’ I will say, you might be right, but this is exactly what my thinking was. But if I somehow today I 
discovered a wormhole and travelled back in time to that little Wembley room four years ago, I would morse code 
this message to my past self – be prepared. I seriously underestimated the number of obstacles and how hard it 
would be to get any sort of ‘break' in this industry.   

Was the fact that I am a woman an obstacle? Perhaps. Was the fact that I am Polish a problem? Maybe. Was the 
fact that I was a full-time popcorn sweeper, while trying to break through in the film industry a limitation? Most 
certainly. Was I angry and jealous about colleagues that didn’t have to work for living and could focus purely on 
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their film work? Yes, though I felt a guilty about it. Was I disappointed that my “secret handshake” action didn’t 
seem to improve after having gone to NFTS? Yes I was. Did I waste time complaining about all of the above? I still 
do. 

After years of frustration, my thinking fluctuating between two modes – that I am either a talentless waste of 
space or I am an unsung genius fallen victim to anti-Polish conspiracy, I decided that this is not helping anyone, 
and that I needed to recalibrate my thinking. There will be many times in someone’s life and career that accidents, 
random factors, prejudices will decide their fate. This is all out of my control, therefore it is not smart to be 
wasting my time thinking about it. The only way to limit the influence of those obstacles on one’s life is to try 
again, and again, and again. What I learned was that, if I really want to make films, there is no other choice but to 
keep going. If I persist and work hard, grow and learn, it will at some point be impossible for people to ignore me. 
So I try to focus on that. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

I have had a pretty clear idea about what kind of cinema interests me and what are the themes that I gravitate to 
the most (death, death and death). This was influenced by books and films I watched when I was very young – 
mostly quite dark, sometimes absurd, surreal. It went this way – Kafka, Sartre, Camus, Polanski, Charlie Kaufman, 
Coen Brothers and Roy Andersson. 

The first of many attempts of making films before film school were just bad and not in a fun B-movie kind of way, 
but in an unbearably pretentious kind of way. We’re talking silent, black and white movies here about the meaning 
of life. But these movies were extremely important in understanding how hard it is to make a good film in general. 
Not to mention a film that is original, stylistically innovative and has something new and interesting to say about 
the world. I have no regrets about these first attempts, but if I were to do it again, I would have lowered the bar a 
little and treated them more as an exercise and a learning curve. My initial mistake was thinking that the process 
of translating an abstract idea into its physical representation on the screen will be effortless and automatic –
similar to writing.  But I learned that making a film can only be compared to learning how to paint with a blindfold 
on. You’re in for a series of painful reveals. Only with time and experience, one learns what is the cause and effect 
relation between a single decision that is being made on set and the final result we see on the screen.  

Making my first student films, I was always trying to experiment with tone and aesthetic. The first few years of 
making films were an uphill battle and some truly atrocious films have been made (films being a generous term). 
The problem was, I believe, that I was trying to communicate something to my crew and colleagues that didn’t 
exist yet outside of my own head, something that no one had the same reference point for. Being inexperienced 
myself, I didn’t know how to translate it into technical language, for example, understanding what wide lens does 
to an image and how camera angle influences the tone of a single shot. For me a turning point was working with a 
talented and more experienced DoP and understanding the impact of location, production design on the tone and 
aesthetic of the film. More discoveries in the field of editing sound and music followed. It was an exercise in world 
building and this is something that keep learning about to this day. That film was a first short film that I wasn’t 
completely embarrassed about, called Another day. Yes, granted it still was a pretentious silent film about death, 
but at least that one looked good and it was a bit funny. From then on something clicked in my head and I 
continued on that path, gradually and slowly evolving, by hopefully letting go of some of that pretentiousness and 
even adding some dialogue. 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5. How did you get your first break?  

It’s a good question. I don’t know if I did. I did have many breakdowns though, which can be equally useful in one’s 
career. 

There were couple of good turning points that are worth mentioning. First one was making a short film called Last 
Train, which had some small success in film festivals, secured me a place in NFTS and gave me some confidence as 
a filmmaker.  

The second one happened quite recently with getting an opportunity to direct a Netflix show, which gave me a lot 
of professional satisfaction, sense of legitimacy as a working filmmaker and frankly, for the first time in my life, a 
good pay-check. A pay-check that now I can use to create a financial safety net for myself, so I can work on my 
pretentious black and white movies about death, without having to work a day job. It took me five years since I 
graduated from NFTS to get to that place. 

I wish I could say why and how this opportunity came about at this particular point of time, but I can’t give a 
straight answer to this. It was preceded by years of failed attempts of manufacturing such opportunities for 
myself. But strangely I feel like every single experience I had for the last few years had made it possible for me to 
be mentally and professionally prepared for an opportunity like this to happen. So when the e-mail from my agent 
finally came, I was ready for it. And I move on from this with a sense of some achievement and satisfaction, but 
also knowing that there are hopefully more breaks and most certainly many breakdowns still yet to come.  
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SAM YATES | FILM & THEATRE DIRECTOR 

Sam Yates is an award-winning film and theatre director. He was named a Screen International Star of Tomorrow, 
and a rising star in The Observer. Yates has been described as “a major talent” in The Guardian newspaper and “a 
director of unusual flair” in The Observer.  

Yates is known for his eclectic body of work with leading talent including Andrew Scott, Ruth Wilson, Hayley Atwell, 
Gemma Arterton, Ciarán Hinds, Christian Slater, Matthew Broderick, Elizabeth McGovern, Jane Horrocks and Jonah 
Hauer-King. 

His productions have been nominated for Olivier Awards: (Best Actress in a Supporting Role for Murder Ballad 
(2017), and Outstanding Achievement in an Affiliate Theatre for The Phlebotomist (2019). 

TV Credits: Agatha and The Curse of Ishtar (2019).  
Film Credits: The Complete Walk: Love’s Larbour's Lost (2016), The Complete Walk: Cymbeline (2016), The Complete Walk: All’s 

Well That Ends Well (2016), Bear’s Den: Auld Wives (2016), A Separate Peace (2020). 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up watching films from a young age. My earliest memories are of going to a small video shop in New Mills (I 
grew up in nearby Stockport), and repeatedly renting Disney’s Robin Hood and The Sword in the Stone. These were 
also the days of getting the TV guide and running through it to highlight all the films that were on television the 
coming week, and diligently recording them onto VHS. In fact, I’m pretty sure all I wanted for Christmas were blank 
VHS tapes. I managed to build quite a good library, including all five Rocky films, a ton of James Bond Films, and The 
Godfather Trilogy.  

Somewhere along the way I got pretty obsessed with certain actors, Pacino, Nicholson, De Niro, Streep, Keaton, 
Keitel. I’d follow them around from film to film, and if I saw their face on something in Global Video, (another local 
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but sadly extinct video shop), I’d give it a try. After a time I’d start to follow certain directors, and, aided by the 
excellent and at the time relatively new IMDb, would go down rabbit holes of discovery.  

All that time, I thought I’d be an actor, because being a film director seemed something exclusively for Americans 
from LA or NYC. But actors came from Manchester, and shows like Coronation Street and Cold Feet, and production 
companies like RED Productions, were all nearby, so it felt POSSIBLE.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I did drama at GCSE and A-Level and loved it. It was mostly on stage, but I was able to mess about with a camera 
in the school holidays as my dad would bring one home from his workplace. It was mostly the sort of spoof X-Files 
kind of comedy, some experiments in stunt fighting, and genuinely bizarre comedy sketches.  

I also then wrote in to BBC Radio Drama in Manchester when I was 14 and Ailsa Acklam-Drury was wonderful in 
bringing me in for work experience, which led to a temp job as a broadcast assistant through all my summer 
holidays through university, and then a job in my 20s for Radio Drama in London.  

So this mixture of watching films, drama GCSE at school, doing some local am-dram, and doing some running and 
extra work for ITV in Manchester, was a sign that I definitely wanted to be close to stories and actors and writing. 
But I wasn’t focussed especially on directing, I didn’t know that was an option, so I just kept hustling to be around 
whatever was happening and felt related to the craft of storytelling.  

I went to university to study English, because it was deemed ‘safer’ than anything more directly linked to acting or 
similar. While there I directed theatre and a few short films, and experimented in combining the two forms. 

While working at the BBC in my teens I saw that every actor was on Spotlight, a kind of wonderland for me at that 
age, as even seeing an actor’s CV and their AGENT’S DETAILS(!) made me feel plugged in to the secret 
undercurrents of HOW IT WORKS. So, I wrote in to them and got myself enrolled (I think it was easier back then, as 
I didn’t officially have any ‘professional’ credits).  

While at university I got a voicemail from the then head of casting at the National Theatre, Toby Whale, who said 
they were looking for understudies for a new play by Alan Bennett called The History Boys. I had no real idea what 
that meant, I’d never been to the National, or even to London, so it was all very exciting and strange. Toby had 
clearly been searching for a northern, piano playing actor who could pass for 15. There can’t have been many of 
us around.  

Suffice to say this led to me acting for a year or so after university, before focussing on theatre directing. Phyllida 
Lloyd gave me my first assisting gig at the NT Studio, and from there I felt that this career might be POSSIBLE.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

It is different for everyone, of course, but for me I felt very much an outsider as I didn’t know anyone who’d taken 
the route I wanted to take, and London felt a very long way away. I had some kind of blind faith that it would all 
work out if I just kept going, but I didn’t have any sense of a route through, or any kind of plan above “keep going”.  

For the first seven years in London I had an office job on the side of all my directing work, for which the pay was 
too low by far to pay rent. It took a lot of energy to hold down that kind of job while trying to charge forward and 
make a career as a director, but it is a small price to pay.  
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No one in my family or friendship group was in the industry, so I did feel like I was basically writing hundreds of 
letters, getting my foot into as many doors as possible, and then making myself indispensable.  

These things were challenges, more than setbacks.  

I guess some obstacles include self doubt, running out of money, and being fearful of where the next job is 
coming from. I don’t think these ever go away. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I started doing work experience on the set of Cold Feet, Donovan and Coronation Street in my early teens. All this 
came about as a result of writing letters and sending my CV to anyone I thought sounded appropriate, usually just 
watching the credits of a TV show and writing names down. It seems so simple but this alone is what got me onto 
those sets. And I wrote a lot of letters, and wrote a lot of second and third letters! 

Directing work for the stage I was exposed to wonderful writers, including David Mamet, Ayub Khan-Din, and 
Eugene O’Neill, and actors Judi Dench, Ruth Wilson, Christian Slater and Matthew Broderick. Actors, in particular, 
have been a huge source of inspiration and support to me, and have undoubtedly contributed to my own craft. 
They are central to the craft of theatre and film.  

The first professional short I made was called The Hope Rooms. I wrote to Mel Kenyon and Rachel Taylor at 
Casarotto Ramsay to ask which young writers might be up for penning a short film with me. They sent me a bunch 
of plays, and I liked very much David Watson’s style for the kind of story I wanted to tell. I paid David a tiny fee, an 
amount I secured from a donor who I had enthused about the project, again by letter.  

David and I worked on the script for about a year, and then I wrote to agents of Ciarán Hinds and Andrew Scott, 
and after some meetings and sharing my vision for the piece, both actors accepted.  

I raised half the money by writing hundreds of letters to people who support the arts and film sectors, offering 
them incentives like “Be an extra!” or “Come to exclusive screenings!” for their donations.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I am not the first person to say that rather than one big break, I’ve had a series of incremental pieces of good 
fortune that add up over time. 

I consider my first break being invited to do work experience at BBC Radio Drama in Manchester, after writing 
them a letter. I was 14 and it was my first step into this business. 

An important moment was commissioning, casting, and directing my first short film The Hope Rooms. That was 
something I just felt I HAD to do. That film acted as a statement of style and an indication of my voice. Without 
some kind of showcase of your style or taste, it seems hard to progress. Producers need to SEE something, 
otherwise all you have are words.  

And I really think that however you make the film, on a phone or produced with top-end equipment, that the 
director’s voice is there.  

I have learned the most about directing by DOING it, in a big way, a small way, but doing it, by turning up even 
when it seemed pointless and having the courage to get it totally wrong and fall on your face in public.  

A key break for me was learning not to care what anyone else thinks, and to concentrate on your own craft.  
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I learned pretty early that nobody owes me anything, and nobody was going to seek me out in the weeds and 
pluck me out and carry me to the studio lot, however much I wished that to happen! 

Keep knocking on doors, keep hustling and keep moving. And perhaps most important of all, keep MAKING.  
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TOMISIN ADEPEJU | DIRECTOR 

Tomisin Adepeju is a Nigerian-British filmmaker based in London, England. 

His multi award-winning shorts The Good Son and Super 16mm graduation film, Marianne have been selected at 
over 100 International film festivals, including: Oscar-Qualifying Urbanworld Film Festival, the 25th New York 
African Film Festival, Smalls Film Festival and Triforce Film Festival. Both shorts have also screened at several 
prestigious institutions including: Cinematheque Suisse, the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American 
History, The Museum of Fine Arts Boston, the Film Society of Lincoln Center, the British Film Institute and BAFTA. 

His award winning short, The Right Choice had its World Premiere at the 2018 Sundance Film Festival, it was also 
selected to screen as part of Sundance London. The film has screened at over 45 International Film Festivals, 
including; Oscar-Qualifying Pan African Film Festival 2018, Cleveland International Film Festival & HollyShorts Film 
Festival. 

Tomisin is a 2018 Edinburgh Talent Lab alumnus, he has just completed two new shorts, Oil and Appreciation. The 
latter recently had its World Premiere at the Oscar-Qualifying Pan African Film Festival 2019 and its North 
American Premiere at Oscar-Qualifying Aspen Shortsfest. The film was also an official selection of BFI London Film 
Festival 2019. He is currently developing his debut feature. 

Film Credits: Questions of Age and Love (2011), Nostalgia (2011), Nostalgia 2 (2012), Young and in Love (2012), 
The Good Son (2015), Marianne (2016), The Right Choice (2018), Oil (2018), Appreciation (2018), I Am Joseph (2019). 

Photography by Natasha Hicks 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was born in Nigeria but moved to England when I was 12 years old. In Nigeria, I had been exposed to the moving 
image but it was through the lens of Nigerian soap-operas that were on television in the evenings and on 
weekends. I occasionally watched American films with my family; I was definitely too young to watch this but I 
distinctly recall seeing Paul Verhoeven’s masterpiece Starship Troopers as a 10 year old, it was a truly unforgettable 
experience. I was blown away by the story, themes and breathtaking action sequences. I enjoyed watching films 
with my siblings but I wasn't really deeply interested in cinema. This, however, all changed when I moved to 
England. 

In England, films became my escape. When I moved here, I felt this sense of loss for the community I had left 
behind. London was a very stark contrast to Nigeria so I struggled to fit in, I was definitely the quiet kid in class. I 
was also mocked and teased because of my strong Nigerian accent. I decided I was going to change my accent so I 
started watching British and American films and TV shows. I fell in love with the moving image in the process. I 
watched closely and imitated how the characters spoke, I started with Soaps like EastEnders and Emmerdale, then 
gradually progressed to single dramas on BBC and Channel 4. Then I started watching the American films that 
would play on TV on Saturday and Sunday nights. Film is such a powerful medium; from my flat in South London, I 
would travel to France, Spain and America in one evening. It was such a mind-blowing experience. I consumed so 
many films that my accent is now a very weird amalgamation of Nigerian/British/American. 

It wasn't until I was 14/15 years old that I realised that someone actually directed all these films I loved. I 
remember I was watching a lot of work by Steven Spielberg and Martin Scorsese at the time and I was inspired by 
the fact that these directors created their own cinematic language and universe; they crafted worlds that had a 
singularity of vision and voice. I decided I wanted to do what they did, that's really when my filmmaking journey 
began. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal. 

The first step was breaking the news to my parents. I remember the dread, shock and horror on their faces, they 
couldn't quite believe what I had told them. There was no precedent for this, there are no artists in my family so it 
took them a long time to fully accept the fact that I wanted to pursue filmmaking as a career. I enrolled in 
university when I was 18 (Royal Holloway) and embarked on a degree in film and TV studies; the three years I 
spent there were absolutely incredible. The degree introduced me to international and world cinema, I discovered 
the work of so many talented filmmakers and important film movements like the French New Wave, Italian Neo-
realism and so many others. The knowledge I gained was absolutely invaluable. I left university with a deep love 
and appreciation for cinema. Although I studied a purely theoretical film degree, I made several shorts during my 
time there. 

When I left university, however, I was in a state of limbo for some time. I was unsure of what path and direction I 
should take. Unfortunately there isn't a specific blueprint on how to become a film director. During that period, 
my parent's fears and worries were justified as I was just at home watching films. I decided to do some extensive 
research into the filmmaking trajectories of some of my favourite directors. I discovered the work of Spike Lee in 
university and consumed a lot of his bold and powerful films. I realised that he went to NYU Tisch Film school, one 
of the most prestigious film schools in the world, so I made it my personal goal to study there. So, at 21, I got a job 
as an usher at a West End theatre and began to save every penny I got. I managed to save £14,000 in three years. 
One day I decided to look up the admission fees for NYU and my heart sank when I realised that I would require 
over £60,000 for the film programme. Even just writing this now takes me back to the moment it dawned on me 
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that I would not be able to go. It was absolutely heartbreaking. The thought of attending NYU had really inspired 
me to save that much money, my parents definitely didn't have an extra 40K to lend me. I even considered just 
travelling to New York and working as a waiter but decided against it because of how expensive New York was. 
The realisation that I wouldn't be able to afford NYU really broke my heart. I decided to look for film schools in 
England and I found one that cost exactly £15,000. It was called Met Film School based in Ealing Studios in West 
London. They ran a one-year masters programme on film directing. I borrowed £1,000 from my parents and then 
enrolled in the programme from 2014-2015. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I became a director upon completing film school in 2015. I say this because I left the programme with a complete 
understanding of my identity and voice as a storyteller. I knew what type of films I wanted to direct and how to 
realise the ideas I had. The journey, however, to get to that moment was immensely difficult. 98% of the friends I 
had at the time just did not love film as much as I did. 

Filmmaking, for me, was a deep obsession and passion. I had to almost bribe/beg them to come and help me out 
with the films I made before I enrolled in film school. This ultimately meant I had to assume multiple roles, I was 
the (actor, writer, director, composer, producer, editor, sound design, poster designer, trailer editor) – everything! I 
directed five shorts during that three-year period and it was stressful balancing all these roles, it meant the films I 
made were unfortunately not as good as they could have been. Filmmaking is a collaborative medium, it was 
difficult for me to grow and evolve as a director because I was doing everything. 

Once I began film school, I had to balance my day job at the theatre with the intense film programme. Since I had 
saved up 14K to attend film school, I wanted to make sure I utilised my time there incredibly well. I soaked up all 
the knowledge like a sponge, determined to learn from the experienced tutors and lecturers that taught me. I left 
the programme with two short films I was very proud of. 

So, I had these two brilliant films and a masters degree, I genuinely thought I would get signed by an agent and go 
on to direct paid work. Well, this wasn't the case. I didn't envision how costly it would be to send my films to 
festivals. Overall I ended up spending over £6,000 to apply/attend the festivals I had applied to. I did all this whilst 
still working at the theatre. The reality that dawned on me upon leaving film school was I had to make even more 
films before the industry noticed me, even though I had two award-winning shorts that had screened at over 100 
festivals. It took me another three years after leaving film school to get my first break in the industry. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

To those that can afford it and are able to go, I always recommend film school. Prior to going to film school, my 
films were primarily homages to the films that I had watched in university. I made a lot of films that were strongly 
inspired by the work of Jean Luc Godard, Spike Lee, Vittorio De Sica and other filmmakers. There was no evidence 
of my voice in the work I was making, I was effectively almost remaking specific elements of their work in a British 
setting and landscape. 

My growth and development as a filmmaker is tied to my Nigerian-British roots and identity. When I first moved to 
this country, I was made to feel like my Nigerian culture was not important or valid. I was regularly teased about 
my accent and told to go back home. An experience like that makes you question who you are. I definitely did. I 
tried to shun my Nigerian roots and totally embraced a British identity. However, as I began to make films and 
went to film school, I realised that my African culture made me quite special and unique from my British peers 
and colleagues. In my 20's, I began to really evaluate who I was and what type of stories I wanted to tell. 
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Developing my voice took place in film school. I had a very long conversation with my tutor who asked me what 
type of filmmaker I wanted to be. He emphasised that making truly personal films that reflected who I was would 
result in powerful cinema. I was already questioning the type of stories I wanted to tell, so I made the conscious 
choice to create work that really reflected who I was. I completely embraced my Nigerian identity and worked 
really hard to tell stories that captured my culture from a diasporic lens and perspective. Filmmaking for me has 
been a therapeutic experience, it's forced me to confront my past and my present journey. It’s made me more 
aware of who I am and my identity as a filmmaker. Completely embracing my identity has positively shaped and 
transformed my life and work. 

What type of films do you want to make? What type of filmmaker do you want to be? I think it’s important that 
every aspiring filmmaker ask themselves these questions. I am so glad I did. Also, honing one's craft can only be 
achieved by making a lot of films – in film school, I directed over seven short films in one year. I left school and 
continued to make more films. With each film, I grew and evolved, the lessons I learnt from each film informed the 
subsequent one I made. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

In 2018, my short film The Right Choice had its world premiere at Sundance Film Festival. The experience of sharing 
my film at the festival undoubtedly opened a lot of doors for me in the industry. I had applied to Sundance five 
times with my previous shorts and didn't get in. It was disheartening at first but I just concentrated on making 
films and didn't let the rejections affect me deeply. Screening at the festival was a culmination of all the hard work 
I had put in, it resulted in a chain of events that has positively and profoundly impacted my career. I got signed to 
United Agents (UK) in 2018 and Creative Artists Agency (CAA) in America last year. I have been pitching narrative 
projects to several studios and platforms and I am currently developing an exciting slate of TV and feature films I 
can't wait to share. 
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JASLEEN KAUR SETHI | DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR 

Jasleen Kaur Sethi is a documentary director. She has recently directed a three-part series for BBC2 exploring the 
mysterious death of a Bollywood actress. She also spent a year inside a women’s refuge following the lives of staff 
and survivors for Channel 4.  

She is currently directing a primetime film for Channel 4, which will explore systematic racism in policing, as well 
as developing a series looking at people trafficking. 

She’s the author of the study ‘The Body Commodity: Trafficking Women In Post Conflict Eastern Europe’. 

She is a lot more fun to hang out with than her CV implies.  

TV Credits: Ambulance (2018), Safe At Last: Inside a Women's Refuge (2019), Death In Bollywood (2020). 

  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up obsessed with films. My bedroom was wallpapered with movie posters, almost all of them from a 
magazine called Neon that included in its centrefold the international versions of iconic movie posters. I thought 
they were magical. I read it religiously and still mourn the day it went out of print.  
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I can remember spending school lunchtimes with friends acting out scenes from films we were far too young to 
watch. I loved film, but I didn’t think I could ever be a director. Like lots of people from my background, I just didn’t 
think brown girls from poor homes got to do cool things like make films.  

Some of this obsession came from my parents. My dad was obsessed with Bollywood films, as an orphaned street 
kid he’d stand outside the Bollywood studios hoping for a glimpse of the stars. I think he dreamed of being a 
screenwriter and director, but wars and revolutions got in the way, so instead he ran a corner shop. My very 
glamorous mother would get the Bollywood magazines and read all the celeb gossip. I soaked up the passion, but 
I couldn’t stand the movies. I remember at 11 years old, storming out of the living room because I couldn’t bare 
hearing another woman screaming “save me!" in Hindi. Bollywood wasn’t for me. Hollywood was impossible… so 
what to do? I thought maybe a job at a charity?  

After a series of unexpected events I decided to take a risk and try my hand at another passion, photojournalism. I 
saved up and bought a decent camera, and moved to Madagascar. I felt at the time that the series of unexpected 
events necessitated I put several oceans between myself and the UK.  

I landed in Antananarivo just in time for the presidential elections, and realised that as Madagascar was a place 
that was not high on the news agenda, there were very few other international journalists, and I was able to sell 
my pictures widely, and make the contacts I needed to establish myself in the country and then the Western 
Indian Ocean region. I was also incredibly lucky that Reuters, who became my main employers, were willing to 
take a risk on me and train me as a self-shooting TV producer – these shooting skills would get me breaks later. 
They gave me filming equipment and a satellite phone, and over the course of the next few months and years 
trained me in TV news journalism. 

I ended up working in both photo and TV journalism for Reuters, the BBC and Al Jazeera, and spent five incredible 
years living and working around Africa and South Asia, covering everything from politics, natural disasters, military 
coup d’état, strange wildlife, and also meeting and working with inspiring people.  

News is an incredibly exciting place to be, but it can also be restrictive. I loved having the opportunity to say things 
that mattered and might be useful, through visual media, but I wanted to really learn the craft of film, develop as a 
storyteller and make things that felt more layered and meaningful and would last longer than a news cycle. I 
started to make short films, and documentaries, and then knew I needed to find a way into documentary.     

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Before leaving the UK, I had already studied a very intense MA in Human Rights, Violence, Conflict and Conciliation 
(bit long-winded as a title but it was an incredible course!) before ending up in journalism, so I wasn’t immediately 
looking for another course or institution. But as I tried to move towards more observational and creative 
documentary, wise people that I respected and admired kept telling me that the National Film and TV School 
would be the perfect place for me to train, and to bridge the gap between all I knew and all I didn’t.  

It was. They were right. I spent two years there but probably needed three or four! I left feeling like I had broken 
down a lot of bad habits, and had the beginnings of some good ones. I went straight into the industry at a junior 
level to continue to apprentice and within three years I had directed my first film for broadcast and have been 
directing ever since.  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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I’ve had as many good experiences as bad ones in the industry. It can feel a bit like the Wild West, unaccountable 
and difficult to navigate, but it is an exciting place to be working, and I have developed a thicker skin and more 
confidence as a result. I’m learning to fight for the ideas that matter to me and not just assume the loudest voices 
in a room are the most credible! 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’m still developing a voice and an ability to make work that feels authored. I am not sure that process will ever 
stop but with practice I feel like I get closer to films that I am proud of.  

I still get imposter syndrome, and I still have to fake confidence sometimes, but I’m learning to cope better with 
that. The more I make, the more I trust my gut. That could also read, the more mistakes I make, the more I trust 
my gut and chastise myself for not following it. 

Working in broadcast TV, you get more and more control over the authorship of your work, but this comes slowly 
and with time. It’s a process of earning your stripes and the right to be a diva and push for what you want. You win 
more and more of those battles as you develop the track record to back up your – sometimes/often/always fake – 
confidence.  

As I start to venture into feature documentaries, the medium is giving me more freedom to be creative, but that 
craft of making good TV, learnt through apprenticing in junior roles with directors – the good, the bad and the ugly 
– has taught me so much. I don’t feel I could have learnt as much as an independent filmmaker, so this route was 
the right one for me. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

A major turning point in my career came when I entered the Channel 4 First Cut Pitch, an opportunity to compete 
with five other directors to make your first film for broadcast by pitching an idea and also making a separate short 
film based on a theme given by the competition. 

I didn’t win, but they had to vote twice as the eventual winner and I were tied in the first round of voting, so I did 
pretty well. I came second, but due to the intensity of the voting, and passion of the crowd at the Sheffield 
Documentary Festival where it takes place each year, the goodwill that came with second place opened lots of 
doors for me. 

My first directorial break was from Morgan Matthews and his company Minnow Films who backed me as an 
unknown quantity to make an hour for BBC3.  

I made a film following the UK’s first Transgender Beauty Pageant. We were commissioned two days before this 
large national contest began and hit the ground running. I had an amazing team, and my exec, Ruth Kelly, was 
incredibly supportive. I felt like it was a masterclass in TV filmmaking with experienced hands to guide me 
through. I’m still proud of the film and all we managed to achieve under tight deadlines and limited resources.     
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NEVILLE PIERCE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

An award-winning filmmaker and award-losing journalist, Pierce’s shorts have been selected for festivals 
worldwide including Fantasia, FrightFest and the London Short Film Festival.  

Directorial debut Bricks was described by David Fincher as a “classy take on a morbid classic”, while Godless creator 
Scott Frank called it “Beautiful. Deliberate and creepy as hell”. It won the Méliès d’Argent at the Abertoir Film 
Festival.  

Among the praise for his other work, fourth short Promise was labelled “superbly done” by Never Let Me Go director 
Mark Romanek and “excellent” by The Guardian film critic Peter Bradshaw. 

As a journalist Pierce has interviewed A-list actors and filmmakers for more than 20 years – including Angelina 
Jolie, Steven Soderbergh and Jack Nicholson – and has written for Esquire, The Guardian and The Sunday Times. 
He also regularly conducts masterclasses with A-list talent for the National Film and Television School and is a 
contributing editor for Empire, the world’s biggest movie magazine. 

He has several feature films in development.  

Film Credits: Bricks (2015), Ghosted (2016), Lock In (2016), Promise (2017). 

Photography by Nick Wall. 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

No idea, really. There was a moment though when becoming involved in film, in some way, seemed essential. It 
was secondary school. Our English teacher was off sick, so to keep the class quiet the supply teacher showed us 
One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest. We were 15, but he said he thought we were mature enough. We were not mature 
enough. Still, it stunned me.  
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I’d already watched films pretty religiously growing up – scouring the Radio Times and recording whatever series 
of Westerns or Jimmy Stewart films the BBC was showing. I used to write labels on the videotapes with year, stars, 
and – perhaps tellingly – director. So I knew who John Ford and Howard Hawks were – and Hitchcock. But, growing 
up in Devon and Cornwall, with no family or friends in media or film, I don’t think ‘director’ occurred to me as a 
job. It wasn’t simply that it didn’t feel achievable. It was that the idea didn’t even occur to me.  

I went to university to study journalism. I vaguely flirted with the idea of being a serious news journalist, maybe a 
foreign correspondent, but then read Martin Bell’s brilliant memoir about life in warzones – ‘In Harm’s Way’ – and 
thought, ‘What an incredible life, but I don’t want to get shot thank you.’ So, film was the way. I did a week of work 
experience at Total Film magazine and started contributing small reviews after that.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

A former colleague says that when we first met I was smoking a cigar and saying I was going to direct films in 
Hollywood. I have no recollection of this, but it seems like the sort of cocksure idiocy I would have shown in my 
early 20s.  

My memory actually is that by around 2004, I’d written a Western ($100m if it was a dime, everyone died) and then 
co-written a zombie-western (hilarious, scary, I still want to make it) and then put them in a drawer, as I re-joined 
Total Film as reviews editor, after a stint at the BBC, and then became deputy and then editor. I then joined 
Empire as editor-at-large (a kind of roving reporter) in 2008 and pretty early on I interviewed Jack Nicholson. We 
were at his house, chatting about The Shining and Stanley Kubrick, and I just thought, ‘Film journalism is never, 
ever going to get better than this. Time to get the scripts out’.  

So I rewrote The Dead Ride Out and received very positive feedback on it from David Fincher, who I knew from 
journalism (I’d eventually plucked up the courage to tell him I’d written scripts, about five years after our first 
interview). I blew the chance of getting that made by insisting on directing (I hadn’t even directed a short at that 
stage and everyone thought, quite rightly, that I was mad). I did some for-hire work as a screenwriter and then 
finally directed my first short, Bricks, in 2015. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Having spent a lot of time interviewing US filmmakers, I had an idea of how the industry worked... in America. It 
wasn’t particularly transferable to the UK, where I think we’re much less open to people changing lanes. People 
were more open to the idea of me screenwriting, because it appears to be a more obvious shift from journalism, 
but on most of the occasions I spoke to people about directing it was met with scepticism – or a pat on the head. 
“The journalist wants to direct. Cute.” 

I also got in my own way, perhaps, by being determined to make the first short in a particular way, for a particular 
budget, with a particular cast. So Bricks took quite a while to set up.  

There’s also just life. I remember after shooting Bricks a filmmaker commented, “Oh, congratulations, you finally 
did it”. I’d been talking about it for quite a while, so there’s an element of that sentiment that’s fair enough, but 
there was the need to pay a mortgage and support my family. I’m not saying this like, ‘Poor me’ – we make our 
choices – but the pace of what’s possible changes at different stages in your life, with different responsibilities, 
and different opportunities. I say this aware that – as a white man who has already had professional success in a 
parallel industry – I have a much easier time of it than many others. 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Bricks was funded via a few different people I’d met as a journalist – the producer Richard Holmes, the financier 
Julian Bird – and Stefan Allesch-Taylor, an entrepreneur who subsequently started a short film fund. I don’t really 
know him, but my friend, the publicist Esther Paterson (who I’d met visiting the set of her sister Debs Paterson’s 
film, Africa United), vouched for me and he liked the script. He then liked the film, as he partly funded each of the 
subsequent shorts.  

Ghosted is a romantic comedy with Alice Lowe, which we shot in black and white partially for the look and partially 
so it wouldn’t look as cheap as it was. I think that’s illustrative of filmmaking, really: the combination of an artistic 
choice and a very practical one. That one came together quickly because of frustrations in trying to fund and 
schedule Lock In, which was part of Creative England’s iShorts initiative. We had to crowdfund to match their 
contribution, and I was very keen for everyone to get paid – even if not their quote, at least minimum wage. The 
fourth short, Promise, was a finalist at The Pitch, a short film fund for which I was a judge for many years. Hannah 
Lee’s entry didn’t win, but I loved it, so set about raising other funds to make it, as producer and director. Anyway, 
without being too long-winded (too late), each film was quite different in tone and the experiences of making 
them, for good and ill. I like them all, though Bricks remains the film I’m happiest with – maybe it’s the best, maybe 
it’s just the one that’s closest to my intention, maybe it means the most because it was the first.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’m wary of speaking about ‘breaks’, because it’s often thought of in terms of ‘big break’. That encourages what I 
think of as ‘lottery ticket filmmaking’, the idea that you make one breakthrough film and then you’re set. Maybe 
that happens if you make Blair Witch Project, but I’ve come to realise you shouldn’t imagine yourself to be the 
exception to a rule. Most people won’t have a moment where they feel like they’ve made it. There is no ‘made it’, 
there is just ‘making it’. If you’re writing, you’re making it. If you’re shooting, you’re making it. If you’re getting paid 
for either or both of those things, even modestly, then you’re ahead of the game.  

A director friend once said to me you never got to feel a moment of celebratory completion with filmmaking, 
because there are so many different stages. I think, then, the thing to do is celebrate every stage of finishing a 
thing – a draft, a shoot, an edit, a release. Try to enjoy the process, because you can’t control the result. And you 
certainly can’t control whether anyone will care. 

I guess I ‘made it’ as a film journalist – I was earning a decent living, interviewing filmmakers and actors I admired – 
and that proved useful in filmmaking in ways people wouldn’t necessarily imagine. It’s helpful, though not as 
helpful as you might think, in terms of cash and connections (not many people want to put money into short films 
and most filmmakers are understandably too focussed on their films rather than yours). But spending so much 
time observing filmmakers on set – most consistently David Fincher, on each of his films since Zodiac – has been a 
personal film school. And spending so much time speaking with actors has really helped when it comes to working 
with them as a director. Figuring out how to help actors is probably my favourite part of filmmaking. 

In terms of getting gigs, people focus a lot on getting an agent and it’s undoubtedly useful, but an agent isn’t going 
to decide what type of films you want to make, or realise what gives you the most satisfaction. The writer/director 
Stuart Hazeldine, who has been a great source of support and advice over the years, told me at our first meeting, 
“No one cares about your career as much as you do.” I didn’t quite realise the importance of that advice then. I do 
now. 

I spent quite a long time focussing on one big (by UK standards) feature, which only really gained a lot of traction 
when I also set up a slew of other projects. Momentum is vital. One thing fuels another. I also spent quite a long 
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time trying to be part of a writing team, doing things for hire. This was partly out of a desire to earn a living and 
partly out of personal obligation, but it was also partly procrastination – a way to avoid confronting my real career 
goal, which is directing features, and thus avoid the possibility of failure. And really, failure is a thing to be 
embraced in a way. It’s that line in One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest: “Well I tried, Goddamnit, I tried. At least I did 
that.” 

I’ve only directed shorts, so there are an infinite amount of people more qualified to comment than me (like, 
people who actually make a living at this), but I feel like the only things you can be sure of in filmmaking – like, 
absolutely sure of – are disappointment and uncertainty. If you know that, really know that – not just as a glib bit 
of proverbial pessimism – then nothing can help you (sorry, you’re stuck with it). But nothing can stop you, either. 
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OLA JANKOWSKA | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Ola Jankowska is a Polish writer and director working in Poland and the UK. She studied Directing at Lodz Film 
School and the NFTS. She has made close to a dozen fiction and documentary shorts which screened around the 
world. Her first feature documentary I Was Here premiered at CPH:DOX 2018.  

She is now shooting her first feature fiction film Anatomia, developed at TorinoFilmLab Script&Pitch and Ekran+. 
Anatomia is produced by Oscar-winning company Opus Film (Ida, Cold War) in Poland and Kometa Films in 
France. Ola has also participated in programs such as CPH:LAB, European Short Pitch, or Zurich Masterclass. She 
teaches screenwriting at the Lodz Film School. 

Film Credits: The Estuary of River Cuckmere (2013), I Was Here (2019). 

Photography by Alvin Lim  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

To be honest, I can't recall a particular desire to be a director. Indeed, I watched a lot of films in my teenage years 
back in Poland, sometimes I would go to cinema three times a day, yet I don't think at the time I felt I would 
seriously and actively pursue making films. In my group of friends we all enjoyed films a lot and certainly it didn't 
feel like we'd all go on to become filmmakers. 

However, at some point towards the end of high school I went on a trip to Lodz (where the most renowned Polish 
film school is) and I came back, to put it most adequately, possessed. Still then, I don't think I was so taken by the 
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idea of directing itself; I wasn't even 18 and as much as I had always been up for a challenge, being the person 
who'd have to lead the whole crew seemed slightly out of my depth. 

Yet something else got me during that trip. I had always been very much into writing. It had been one of my 
favourite things in the world and suddenly discovering at one of the lectures at film school, where the first five 
minutes of some film were analysed for three hours, that there actually exists a whole other language, made of 
images, movement, time and sound. A language in which you can communicate a whole new spectrum of feelings, 
impressions and perspectives completely took over me. I wanted to do everything to speak that language. And 
becoming a director seemed like a necessary evil to achieve that.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Once I knew I wanted to make films, I nearly completely abandoned preparing for my final exams and started 
secretly preparing for the entry exams to film school (which were really long and cumbersome). I thought it was 
embarrassing to admit I wanted to apply to film school to anyone, as it was widely known they didn't want to 
admit youngsters. Yet, I got a little miniDV camera for my 18th birthday and started making a short film that was 
required as a part of the portfolio. I cast my best friend as the lead (and the only cast member) without sharing 
the future use of the project with her. I didn't even have a proper tripod apart from a tiny table one, so I was using 
books and all sorts of things to prop the camera up. It was all a bit of a disaster. 

During the entry exam, to my complete confusion, I was asked if I had submitted a documentary. The film 
included a person jumping out of the window so I was, to say the least, perplexed. Only a couple of years later, did 
I realise that the film was so rough that the selection panel struggled to see it as a fiction film. 

I did, however, get into the school and things started speeding up from there. I studied there for three very 
intense years and as I still felt too young and hungry for life experiences to start working as a director. So at 21, I 
applied to the NFTS where I studied for a further two years.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I had it relatively easy at the start. I applied to two film schools, which seemed pretty difficult to get into and got in 
the first time of applying. I was making a lot of films, meeting fascinating people. Things were on the roll. Many 
people around me seemed to think I was this little prodigy, such a young girl, moving up so fast. Which probably 
wasn't the best thing for me. 

And then the schools came to an end and reality struck. I was quite rebellious in my years at the NFTS. I wasn't 
interested in commercial films, 'the industry' and my 'career'. I did nothing to make contacts, present my work to 
anybody. I just wanted to make films I believed in and felt like it would simply happen. Little had I known how 
tough it would be.  

I ended up as the only one in my class of eight without an agent after the graduation show. I had no idea how to 
earn a living or how to pursue the kind of projects I was interested in making. Worst of all, five and a half years of 
very intense studying, left me drained and lost. It felt like I had woken up from a very long dream and had to see 
the place where I actually was, at for the first time. It took time. And effort, and patience. 

I had to face rejections from festivals, funding programs and jobs before things started getting on track. I think a 
lot of people search for validation from the film industry when they start off, which is understandable, yet rather 
pointless. The difference between people who manage to make films and those who don't, doesn't actually lie in 
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talent or special skills (just think of how many films you hate are out there!). People who make films are simply 
those who keep making them. Not all are 'successful', not all are great filmmakers but all find their audience of 
sorts. I have been observing aspiring filmmakers for 13 years and I don't know a single person who really wanted 
to make a film and who didn't eventually manage to make it. Yet, I know a lot of people who gave up, were too 
fearful their project wasn't good enough and therefore incapable of finishing it or decided they just didn't want 
the sacrifices this job brings. I know people who never seemed to make great films to have successful careers as 
directors and also those who seemed extraordinarily talented, who somehow gave up.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Making my own films was definitely the most valuable experience I got; however, over the years I was also trying 
to visit sets of more experienced directors and assist on smaller projects. I would just call friends or e-mail 
directors to ask if they needed someone. Meeting other filmmakers at festivals, screenings and workshops has 
also been massively inspiring and helpful in seeing the many different ways in which things can be done, and that 
I am not alone in my challenges.  

I was initially quite hungry to hear how other directors worked, and I'm sure it can be useful to get some tips, but I 
have to say that occasionally I found it also hindered my own process. Sometimes I tried to adopt methods that 
were opposite to what I actually needed to achieve a certain result. Once I got a grasp of the basics, how the set 
worked, how to approach actors without blocking them, carving my own path through the process has been the 
most effective.  

Retrospectively, workshops and set visits were great to build confidence but I also learnt a lot in other places. For 
example very early on I took up photography (first analogue and then also digital) which gave me a much better 
sense of lenses and visual language. And for instance, what I think gave me some of the best lessons on how to 
direct actors and quickly build chemistry and relationships between them, were dance classes (contact 
improvisation in particular).  

I feel that no matter how much craft you might have, each project brings new challenges that won't allow you to 
just use your old tricks. Some things get a lot easier with experience (for instance, controlling stress levels) but one 
has to be ready to always learn new things and discover the new project for what it is. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I think I was quite determined to make a feature film and this was my main goal after finishing film school. It 
turned out that more important than having an agent was having a producer that was willing to develop it with 
me. I wrote a treatment and applied to different script workshops (like TorinoFilmLab) which was very helpful in 
having the source of support and guidance I needed at the time. Those labs can also give a project a quality stamp 
that the funding bodies consider important. I then received development funding from the Polish Film Institute 
and then production funding. What I think is very helpful in those first steps is surrounding yourself with a group 
of like-minded people, whether it's collaborators or other directors who want to pursue similar things. 
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THE BLAINE BROTHERS | DIRECTOR DUO 

Feature debut Nina Forever. 

Award winning short films and sketches for Film4 and the BBC. 

BIFA Nominated. 

BAFTA shortlisted. 

Guiding Lights mentees. 

Retrospectivised at the ICA. 

Screen International “Stars of Tomorrow” sometime before yesterday. 

Represented by Ian Benson and Hannah Boulton at The Agency. 

TV Credits: Headspace (2009), Sara Pascoe vs. Monogamy (2018).  
Film Credits: Making Juice: The Making of Juice (2002), Pour Un Temps (2004), Free Speech (2004), Death of the Revolution 

(2006), Hallo Panda (2006), 0507 (2010), The Maestro (2011), What Time Do You Call This? (2012), Nina Forever (2015). 

Photography by Jack Barnes 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

It was never really that way round. What happened was that we knew we wanted to make a film. We lost ourselves 
one summer holiday making a silly, satirical-ish, sacrilegious adaptation of the whole of the Bible. Everything 
about it was fun. Even the planning. Especially the planning. Corralling our school friends into reliably giving up 
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their summer days to glue on fake beards and act out our stupid jokes was amongst the most stressful piece of 
cast wrangling we’ve ever navigated. Writing scripts then breaking them down into a shooting order were burdens 
of tedious joy, a fascinatingly pointless complexity. Sourcing costumes, building props, finding locations, making 
blood and vomit, then gluing the whole hopeless farrago together using a tape-to-tape system with at best a +/- 
three-frame accuracy was a deep dive into the kind of complete creative act we’d not previously experienced. It 
wasn’t drawing, or painting, or acting, or singing, or maths, or books, or sprawling cities built of lego. It was all of 
those things all at once. We were hooked. 

Afterwards, though the thought was still not “we want to be a director” or even “we both individually want to be 
directors”, it was simply “let’s make another". We grew up in the suburbs north of London and the closest direct 
link to the film industry was a cameraman Chris used to serve in his Saturday job at the local newsagent. Flush 
with the success of having our film banned for obscenity by our school, which led to us recouping our costs selling 
illicit VHS copies, Chris showed it to Robert who kindly pointed out how very badly made it was. He encouraged us 
though, helping us shoot a short film, setting us a challenge to make something with lots of different emotions so 
we could experiment with how to use the camera more expressively. Not sure how expressive we got but that film, 
a bizarre existential sketch that was more theatrical than cinematic, got into the Edinburgh Film Festival and by 
the time we were on the train up to Scotland we were in too deep to ever stop. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Leaving school, our first thoughts were to pursue some sort of higher education connected to our passion, but 
that impulse didn’t take us far. Because the drug that hooked us was the act of making films rather than the 
career of a director, we approached our next steps haphazardly and neither of us thought initially of applying for a 
course as a director.  Ben auditioned for drama school but skipped a recall to shoot another short film, a decision 
made from a tangle of brave, arrogant clarity and the abject fear of failure. 

Chris started a degree in animation and would later apply to NFTS to do cinematography (though could neither 
afford it or qualify for support). He did do a short Raindance course on directing but mainly his sensible route into 
some sort of career was to get a job working at a camera hire company. Here he was paid whilst learning his way 
round kit and the TV industry. This gave us ready access to cameras and lighting. Across this time Ben worked in 
his local off-licence, an easy job that gave him plenty of time alone writing in the back of the shop.  

This is roughly how we lived for the key years of the decade between our Bible film (made whilst still at secondary 
school) and Hallo Panda, the biggest-budget short we made, which was funded by Film4 and the UK Film Council 
(the BFI as was). Across that whole period we made something approaching 20 short films, a bunch of lower-
budget music videos and a documentary about the now almost entirely forgotten New Cross music scene. 
Through this we taught ourselves the basics and tried to carve an identity within the industry which, at the time, 
was dominated by the UKFC. It operated what appeared to be a clear, stratified funding model that was a 
framework for building your career. Regional funding bodies would support you to make a low-budget “digital” 
short, then the higher-budget Cinema Extreme programme propelled you into their feature funding strands and 
off you go. In reality it didn’t work like that, was never really intended to, but everyone largely behaved as if it did. 
As a result we saw our longterm creative goal as something largely determined by our relationships with UKFC 
development execs at various levels of authority. Looking back, the situation is oddly Stalinist and the results for 
us were some very hard learned lessons. 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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The year we made Hallo Panda was a crucial one for us. It started with being in Screen International as Stars of 
Tomorrow, selected for mentorship under the inaugural year of the sublime Guiding Lights Programme and 
landing a place on the Film4/UKFC Cinema Extreme programme, which felt like the final seal of industry approval 
we needed. We quit our jobs. But our reach exceeded our grasp. By the end of the year we had burnt our bridges 
with the funders and badly misjudged our right step into feature films. We were also mired in the grief of failed 
relationships and losing a parent to cancer. At a private dinner to congratulate all the participants in Cinema 
Extreme the execs who ran it gave everyone a DVD, chosen specifically to inspire. They gave us Overnight, a doc 
about the guy who crashed and burned when he made The Boondock Saints, and a feature about a guy who wakes 
up in LA to find he doesn’t have any friends any more because everyone has died (can’t remember the name of it). 
They might as well have spat in our food. 

The mistakes we made in mishandling the production of the short were numerous but all rooted in two basic 
flaws. Firstly, we did not want to make the sort of film our execs enjoyed. Normally this simply means they don’t 
give you the money and really, that’s what should have happened. However, the funding programme was typical 
of the confused purpose of the UKFC. Was it a commercial fund? An artistic fund? A training scheme? A showcase 
for the industries brightest new talent? It was tacitly all of those things at once and so we presented a problem. 
Other people thought our talent deserving of support and our natural oddity definitely needed support in order to 
flourish. When they greenlit us we thought they were supporting what we were and the silly, beautiful, rude and 
romantic film we had written for them. They thought they were supporting what we could be, to learn how to be 
the sort of director they could work with in the future. We thought we’d be asked to speak, when in fact we’d been 
given the chance to listen. 

The other class of mistake we made was that we couldn’t yet make the film we wanted to make. When ignoring 
the requests of your financiers and development executives the only hope of success lies in total glorious artistic 
and commercial triumph. Hallo Panda still has fans, it is a film that people fall in love with and it contains much 
that is beautiful and silly. But having been given more money than we’d ever known we told a story that required 
three times what we had. We made some poor choices with key crew. Chris’ relationship broke down at the start 
of the shoot and a cancer diagnosis hit the family right in the middle of it. We were also already finding resentful 
arguments with the execs casting a cloud across us. Overstretched and under supported, using the workload to 
blot out encroaching misery, in the circumstances what we achieved is still something to be proud of but, in the 
circumstances, we needed something better. We’d stuck to our guns, but didn’t hit the target. 

However, despite losing the whole-hearted supported of our execs, being on Cinema Extreme opened us up to 
interest from across the industry. The film wasn’t an unqualified success but it was far from any sort of disaster, 
and for many in the industry its shortcomings just felt like creative ambition in need of a bigger platform. 
However, rather than going into these meetings armed with a convincing feature length of Hallo Panda or even a 
different feature film cut from the same cloth, we excitedly proffered a radically leftwing action thriller about a 
modern day Robin Hood trying to take down the banking system.  

Truth was, whilst our shorts had always been silly, our feature scripts had largely been complex and dark. We 
couldn’t see the contradiction. We could see the sadness in Hallo Panda and the savage comedy in our Robin Hood 
script. But no one else could.  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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Voice is a profound concept and awareness of it, control of it, is definitely one of the fundamental elements of a 
successful career. It is expressed both by what you do and how you do it, all the stylistic tools you manipulate and 
all the motivations behind each choice. It is often easier to feel than explain and, much like your actual voice, it 
probably sounds different inside your head than it does to the rest of the world. The problem of the anarchist 
action movie vs the unromantic comedy is a perfect example of misunderstanding how your voice sounds to 
other people.  

Put as starkly as that it makes us seem like idiots but we genuinely had been trying. From early on we’d realised 
that the tone of our work was, if not unique, then highly specific. Since our first short films people have asked, “So, 
are you the British Coen brothers?” and for a long time we thought the smart answer to that was “No, we’re the 
next Powell and Pressburger.” Both examples flatter but both contain elements of whimsy, savagery, artistry, 
comedy, oddity and horror that were what we found most compelling about cinema. Both are also notably diverse 
in their output. Existential romantic drama followed by pornographic slasher flick, check. Historical gangster 
thriller followed by dope fuelled Ray Chandler parody, how do we get a slice of that? At the time we were terrified 
of being locked in a genre box marked “comedy” and spending the rest of our lives like a pair of sad faced clowns 
unable to do anything else. 

Eventually we hit upon the term “cynical innocence” as an attempt to explain our voice. Hallo Panda is a kids movie 
bent out of shape by sexual desire. The anarchist Robin Hood idea took a jaundiced view of contemporary society 
and attempted to offer a genuinely hopeful revolutionary alternative. Both used humour to trick the audience into 
confronting messier emotions, both strip away sarcasm to reveal vulnerability. At least that’s how they sound to 
us. For everyone else of course one is a comedy about a guy who has to wank a talking bear and the other is a left 
wing vigilante revenge thriller. Slowly we realised that the voice we heard, was all in our head. But we still didn’t 
want to lock ourselves in a genre box, so the only other option was to find a way to bring everyone else into our 
head. 

After Hallo Panda we stopped making shorts and focused all our energy on writing feature length scripts and 
getting to grips with our craft and our voice. We changed the way we wrote. Previously our scripts had been 
passed between us, notes given or rewrites imposed. But Hallo Panda had benefitted from being written side by 
side and we found the more we wrote like this the more our creative arguments became genuinely productive. 
Rather than protecting work done in isolation, we were just exploring ideas together. 

So we shut the doors, shared our laptop screens and started by writing the biggest, most unachievable script we 
could imagine. This was partly because it was what we were most interested in at the time but we also knew that 
trying to write to the imagined restrictions of a tiny budget would just hamper us in understanding the craft of 
telling a story. We rewrote the anarchist Robin Hood story. Twice. Then we wrote Hallo Panda as a feature film. 
Twice. Then we wrote the Robin Hood one a third and a fourth time and then dropped down a budget level and 
wrote a lower-budget thriller, twice. We also began to explore our griefs. Death and unexpressed grief became a 
theme first in the Robin Hood story, then in Hallo Panda, then in the next thriller. Eventually we sat down to tackle 
it head on, bringing back to life a tragic true story Ben had half witnessed back in his off-licence job. However, we 
were interrupted before we could finish. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Out of the blue Chris was put up for an edit job by a DP who was a good friend from his camera assisting days. A 
TV movie that was the last hurrah of a cancelled BBC digital channel, the director, Ben Gosling Fuller, had leeway 
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to employ whoever would work to the budget. Chris impressed with his speed and VFX skills and BGF brought us 
both in to edit his next project, a comedy special for BBC2 which also needed Chris’ skills to achieve the ambitious 
but under budgeted VFX. This became a short series and that led to another job as the same team. Editing other 
people’s work gave us an extended focus on structure. Working within the confines of a broadcaster’s narrow 
remit also gave us intense claustrophobia, further stoked by frustrations with our panda. 

Despite rejecting a bigger budget offer to make a more family friendly version of Hallo Panda, we had refocused 
the script through the systematic lens of the romcom. We optioned this to a rising producer, Cassandra Sigsgaard, 
and went to LA to raise funding, but interest cooled. Rereading the script we realised the one element that 
stopped it being a perfectly honed romcom was the talking panda. Scott Fitzgerald gave this industry an over used 
maxim – “Kill your darlings”. It’s beloved of people offering script advice because it sounds tough and no-
nonsense. Few who use it pause to think about Fitzgerald’s own darling, Zelda, locked in the asylum where she 
eventually burnt to death. Strip out your indulgences sure, but your darlings? Fight to protect your darlings with 
every fibre of your soul. Hallo Panda without the panda was a pointless regurgitation of a script manual, an 
unnecessary film. 

Stifled and rebellious we realised we had once again been looking for approval, for someone to trust us to do 
something we hadn’t already done. We were hiding what made us interesting because it wasn’t easy to define. So 
we returned to the script about death and made sure it was everything no one in the industry liked. Structurally 
odd, not fitting a genre, obscene but rarely arousing, funny when it should be sad and sad when it should be 
funny. Knowing it was unfundable within the industry gave us an exhilarating sense of freedom. To our surprise 
Cassandra Sigsgaard loved it and together we raised a tiny budget from private investors, shot quickly, edited 
slowly and debuted Nina Forever in SXSW to reviews you’d blush to write yourself.  

Thanks to Nina Forever we signed with The Agency and are finally in a space where our voice is defined by our 
work and where the only thing we’re stuck doing is being unexpected. 
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ALEX KALYMNIOS | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

Alex Kalymnios is an established director working both in the UK and the US. Alex recently directed the pilot Close 
Up for Freeform and has directed episodes of Titans, Impulse, The 100 and Timeless. 

Alex directed Sony/Lifetime TV film Love You To Death starring Oscar winner Marcia Gay Harden and Tony 
Nominated Emily Skeggs. The film was inspired by the true events of Dee and Gypsy Blanchard exploring the 
complicated and rare condition of Munchausen by Proxy. 

In 2015, Alex also directed the Sony/Lifetime TV film Cleveland Abduction starring Taryn Manning, Raymond Cruz 
and Pam Grier. The film was based on the true story of Michelle Knight, who was one of three women held captive 
for over a decade under abuser Ariel Castro. 

In the UK, Alex directed the final series – a three-part special of Scott & Bailey, starring BAFTA winner Suranne Jones 
and Lesley Sharp and also The White Princess starring Jodie Comer. 

Alex also directed BBC3 hit Becoming Human starring Craig Roberts and John Boyega, where Alex was also 
nominated for a BAFTA Cymru in 2012. 

In 2009, Alex was named by Broadcast Magazine as a Director Hot Shot and was also selected for the prestigious 
BBC Directors Academy.   

TV Credits: Close Up (2020), Impulse (2019/2018), Titans (2019/2018), The 100 (2017-2019) SWAT (2019), Timeless (2018), 
Quantico (2018), Once Upon a Time (2017), The White Princess (2017), Scott & Bailey (2016), Salem (2015),  

Waterloo Road (2011-2014), Becoming Human (2011), Eastenders (2010-2013), Hollyoaks (2007-2009), The Cut (2010), 
Hollyoaks Later (2008-2012), Seacht (2009). 

Film Credits: Love you To Death (2019), Cleveland Abduction (2015), The Green Fairy (2007), More Than a Job’s Worth (2005). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

As a kid, I always loved thinking of stories and performing plays with my siblings.  I loved the magic of make 
believe so much I really wanted to pursue an acting career. My parents really did not encourage that career path, 
but I was determined, so I would use all my pocket money to go to a weekend drama school. They had hoped my 
passion would last a few months but it continued for years. Then when I was 17, I directed my first play.  It was for 
a school competition and I remember spending days in the library trying to find the perfect play and then hours 
rehearsing with the actors and organising all the elements we needed. I remember watching the play that night so 
proud of my actors and also seeing the audience reactions and it felt amazing. We also won the competition! I was 
hooked.  I realised that was this was what I wanted to do – but I still wasn’t entirely sure what this was. 

The creative film/TV industry was not a world I knew. My parents were teachers so we had no friends or family 
contacts in the industry and I didn’t know much about directing, let alone how to actually get to do it for a living.  
All I knew was that I was obsessed with stories – books, films, TV and that I was assertive and determined (helpful 
qualities for the job!). It wasn’t until I was at Bournemouth University studying TV and Video Production when I 
started writing short scripts, which kept getting chosen to be made and resulted in me directing them, that I knew 
this was exactly what I was meant to be doing. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Just before graduating university, I was super lucky and got headhunted to work at the BBC. So I went straight into 
a job as a runner in children’s entertainment, where my first job was shooting in the Banff mountains in Canada.  
My job was super fun but ultimately, it didn't satisfy my creative desires. So on my weekends I looked for 
opportunities to direct and get involved in other people’s shoots. I applied to Film London and received funding 
for my first short called More Than A Job’s Worth. I wrote, directed and produced the film. My crew was a mix of 
friends from university, Shooting People and basically anyone who was vaguely interested in helping me out. It 
was a huge learning curve. To this day I still remember the script supervisor shouting at me because her name 
featured below another crew member on the call sheet (!). I was literally doing everything – the call sheets, 
organising the food (with help of my parents who were slowly coming onboard with this crazy career choice!) to 
organising transport and of course trying to actually direct. It was insane. 

The festival circuit was another huge learning curve. I had no idea what I was doing and the hierarchy of the 
festivals and premiere status’ but my little film managed to find its way into a few cool festivals winning a couple 
of awards for directing too (!). This helped my confidence to continue on this path. 

This was all happening whilst still working full time at the BBC and I was using all my holiday leave to follow the 
film at various festivals or to attend meetings and it was beginning to become quite a juggle. I then also got 
selected for the Berlinale Talent Campus, which I can only describe as a life-changing week! It was like the most 
intense film school packed with extreme drinking, partying and networking. By “networking”, I mean meeting 
peers who share common passions and over time these connections developed into good friendships. Three of 
my closest and dearest friends are people I met that week in Berlin in 2005 and we have over the years, helped 
each other with emotional support, practical advice and getting jobs for each other!   

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Oh where do I start?! 
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From the very beginning I had no way into the industry. After not getting the A-level grades I had expected and 
feeling like a complete failure, I took a year out to travel the world and also really figure out which course would 
be best for my path. I landed on Bournemouth but I needed to prove to them I wanted to work in this industry. 
With no contacts, I literally cold called every company in the yellow pages asking for work experience. I managed 
to get work experience at Raindance Film Festival, a film distribution company, 19 magazine, and Nickelodeon TV.  
It gave me a chance to experience a variety of areas but most importantly reaffirm the belief of ‘don’t ask- don’t 
get’, because you never really know until you try. 

I think after then, one of the biggest obstacles I had to overcome was with myself. I needed the confidence and 
belief to say ‘I am a director’ and have the courage to leave my day job at the BBC to really give it a shot.   

I had used my time at the BBC well. After almost four years, I was assistant producer and had also knocked on as 
many BBC drama exec doors as I could. I managed to get on a month paid Children’s BBC Director Shadowing 
scheme where I got to see what a director did.  It was amazing and, compared to my short, it was a dream. The 
director could literally focus just on the story and not worry about the catering or transport or what order the 
names should be on the call sheet! The director I shadowed, Rick Stroud, gave me the crucial advice and 
encouragement I needed, “If you want to be a director, you have to leave your day job and just do it.”  I will forever 
be grateful for his advice and support and being such a great mentor. So I left the BBC and started freelancing.  
With the higher freelance wage and shorter contracts it gave me the time to direct more projects – shorts and 
music videos and build up my reel, before finally landing my first TV gig. 

It’s also worth mentioning that along the way I got many rejections – at least a couple of box files of them just in 
the first few years (back when they use to send letters!)  I still have them all stored somewhere! Rejections from 
agents, film schemes, shadowing, directing jobs, etc. I don’t know why I kept the rejections – I guess deep down I 
wanted to prove all these people wrong.  Looking back, I took every rejection quite personally and now strangely I 
don’t. I still get rejections but I handle them differently. Because ultimately for every past rejection, it not only 
made me stronger and more determined, it also created a different path for me as I explored other opportunities.  
Focusing on what you can control (writing or directing your own work) will keep you sane and ultimately happier 
in this quite brutal industry. 

Another “obstacle" I should also mention is being female. I have seen over the years, my most talented female 
director friends not even get a look in for some jobs only for the job to be given to less experienced or less 
talented male peers. There was no doubt of the discrimination that female directors faced, especially 15 years ago 
when we were all starting out on our TV careers. Things are improving slowly as there are definitely more 
opportunities since the issue has become more public and embarrassingly obvious and hard to deny. 

To be totally honest, I never wanted to admit that as an obstacle either, because it’s something I have no control 
over so it felt better to be able to blame the work. The bottom line is, I can’t change being female and I love being 
a woman. I think it gives me a different perspective, especially now I am also a mother. At a party recently, a TV 
exec apologised for not giving me a job years back. I had done a great interview and for once actually thought I 
might have real shot at it as it was my dream show and knew it inside out! She admitted to me that she now 
recognised she had unconscious bias and just never hired female directors. I was a little unsure what to say - 
other than thanks because for every door that closes a window opens. Honestly, the lack of great directing 
opportunities in the UK market (even after I had been eight years working solidly as a TV director) was the reason I 
got on the plane to LA and I have no regrets about that.  The US has given me so many opportunities to direct on 
such a wide range of projects, working with Oscar-winning actors and writers, huge stunts, complicated VFX, 
incredible locations and big budgets. I am a firm believer in everything happens for a reason, but I also believe you 
have to work hard to find those opportunities as they won’t come to you easily. 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I’m always learning, developing and honing my craft. I’m still finding my voice and that’s not to say I don’t know my 
voice, it’s just I think the film that I would’ve made when I was 20 is a completely different film from what I would 
make now I am 40. Although my taste hasn’t changed too much – I generally gravitate towards darker material. 
For example, psychological dramas/thrillers, supernatural and sci fi’s (all with some great compelling action and 
honest characters). These are all genres I am passionate about; however, my point of view within those genres has 
changed over the years. I think it’s really important to have something to say, to provoke thought in our audiences 
and show characters that are usually underrepresented on screen to explore the truth of our worlds and beyond.  
I am very conscious of that whilst choosing projects now. Having a strong point of view and confidence in 
following your gut instinct is something that grows with each new project. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first real break in a paid directing TV job was Hollyoaks. I had applied to all the usual places – Doctors, Holby etc 
with no joy and was feeling a little low after years of banging on doors. I was in Soho meeting a director friend, 
Sarah Walker (from the Berlinale Talent Campus!) and she happened to be with a producer, Lucy Allan, from 
Hollyoaks. Lucy was looking for a female DP, I had just worked with one so I passed on my DVD, which I just 
randomly had in my bag (as you do back then!) and she suggested I send in more of my work to her. I did, which 
lead to an interview with her boss and then a job.   

After I booked my first job in TV, then I was able to finally get an agent. I think it’s worth noting that you should 
manage your expectations with what an agent can actually do for you, especially in the early days. It’s a great seal 
of approval, but the reality is you will still have to work hard for your opportunities and use your own network, 
through film school, festivals, work, etc., to get your next job. 

I also want to stress you should always follow your instincts on opportunities that do come up. They might not be 
perfect but if there is something you might gain from an opportunity (something for your reel, a good working 
relationship, money) whatever it is, if you know why you are doing it, then you will get the most of the experience. 
With that attitude you will be more open to things that come your way, as opposed to purely waiting for that big 
film deal to happen. just get directing – whatever it is! 
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LOUIS PAXTON | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

Louis Paxton grew up making films in Edinburgh, Scotland. His award-winning short films have screened at 
Flickerfest, Glasgow Short Film Fest, LOCO Film Fest and London Short Film Fest. They range from viral 
Mockumentary to comedy drama and musical comedy. 

His first TV project – sci-fi comedy/drama The Spare Room was selected for the BAFTA Rocliffe drama forum in 
2014. This led Louis to develop a number of genre-splicing projects for TV alongside BBC Comedy, What Larks 
Productions (Damned) and Hartswood Films (Sherlock, Dracula). Louis is currently developing long-form comedy/
Thriller The Big Man with BBC Studios, and writing/directing his feature film debut with offbeat folk-comedy The 
Incomer alongside Stolen Pictures.  

Film Credits: Neville is Dead (2020), Satan Has a Bushy Tail (2016), Musical Star! (2013), Voodoo Moustache (2013),  
Dollface (2013), Pouncer (2011), Choreomania (2009). 

Photography by Robb Glassford 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I think I always knew to some extent. Movies were such a huge part of growing up for me I don’t remember ever 
wanting to do anything else… except maybe a marine biologist, but when I realised it was less battling a giant 
octopus in scuba gear and more cataloguing endangered algae it became clear that my heart lay in film making. 

I grew up in Edinburgh, my parents separated when I was young so movie watching became something my sister 
and I shared with our mum or dad. We rented thousands of VHS tapes (our family held the record for most rentals 
when they closed down) and when I found something I liked I’d just watch it over and over. I had an active 
imagination and the first movies I made were in my head, ducking around using my eye as the camera, casting my 
Action Men as characters in narratives based on Aliens, Predator or Robocop – or sometimes a mash-up of all three. 
My mum tells me I could have spent hours alone in a room shouting ‘GAME OVER MAN’ at my toys…   
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I got a mini DV camera in my early teens and made rip offs of Jackass and CKY, where I coaxed my friends into 
jumping off roofs whilst I filmed them. Then my mate Sean broke his collar bone and so we had to stop. This was 
also my first experience of editing, the possibilities and potential for creativity astounded me, I was hooked. I shot 
comedy skits with my pals and quickly learned that making people laugh was FUN.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I underachieved at school, so when I graduated it was either continue working as an usher at the Filmhouse 
Cinema or apply for an access course and pursue filmmaking. Thankfully I got into an HNC in TV Operations and 
Production at Telford college, where I got my hands on some proper kit and was able to work with a crew. My 
graduation film was a mockumentary rip off of Gone in 60 Seconds about a bike thief. It was mental, but really fun 
and got me onto a BA in Digital Film and TV at the RSAMD in Glasgow (now the Conservatoire).  

Here I learned more about writing and directing and had the opportunity to collaborate with some incredibly 
talented acting students. I took advantage of the access to kit and crew and made as many shorts as I could. Most 
weren’t very good, but they allowed me to experiment and collaborate with others. During my graduation film, I 
had the first experience of developing a screenplay. I’d always written or co-written my own scripts, but this was 
the first time I had to take proper notes, I found it deeply frustrating, but ultimately rewarding as it resulted in a 
stronger screenplay (who knew?!). My grad film was way too ambitious – a zombie musical about a dancing plague 
with a dozen locations, scores of extras, special effects, a car chase and an epic musical sequence – but somehow 
we pulled it off and the film got me into my MA in Directing Fiction at the National Film and Television School. 

I was a bit stunned to be honest, I looked at what the NFTS produced and it definitely was not mental comedy 
films. But Nik Powell assured me that’s exactly why they’d chosen me. So I set about making mental comedy films 
just like I had up north and quickly found that it was A LOT harder when you’re being interrogated about the 
‘meaning’ of your work. It was no longer enough to just be funny and ambitious. 

My MA taught me to interrogate my material in a way I’d never done before, to ask questions about the decisions I 
was making and to push for clarity in both my writing and directing. But perhaps the biggest gift the course gave 
me, was a thicker skin as a result of the relentless, merciless crits where each cut of your film is watched by a 
hundred staff and students ready to tear it apart.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

My MA grad film was tough… I’d tried to be ambitious, making a 1940s-style musical comedy. We shot on 35mm, 
built two huge sets, borrowed half of Pinewoods’ lights and hired dozens of musical theatre actors. I had doubts 
and lingering concerns but I didn’t listen to them, I think I was just trying to hold everything together. In the end I 
made a film with some moments I’m very proud of but which didn’t work overall. It felt like I’d tripped at the last 
hurdle, (right when it really mattered most that I DID NOT TRIP). I should have trusted my instincts.  

After graduating, I found an agent but no directing work whatsoever. I was living in London, barely able to afford 
day-to-day life even whilst working two part-time jobs. I had a lot of meetings that led to nothing and a lot of 
knockbacks that took their toll.  

I got into a pretty bad place where I wasn’t being very creative and felt very dependent on the gatekeepers of the 
industry to let me in. Even making films for no money felt impossible, living in London is so expensive that it’s hard 
for people to take time off to work for free. 
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Whilst generally speaking, you need other people to make films, you don’t need them to write so that’s what I did. 
I completed my first TV spec script which was selected for BAFTA Rocliffe, then my agent and I contacted everyone 
we could off the back of it and it was optioned by the BBC. More writing work followed, and soon I was developing 
TV and film projects which allowed me to support myself financially.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

The longer I do this the more I’m drawn to where I came from. When I first started making films I did it for the joy 
of creating and collaborating with friends. Ultimately I wanted to make people laugh, to make them feel JOY. I lost 
that when the pressures of forging a career and making a living piled up. My early work in Edinburgh and Glasgow 
had a strong identity and a raw authenticity to it, which I forgot to some extent when I went through the NFTS. But 
conversely it was at the NFTS where I learned the professionalism and personal interrogation in both writing and 
directing that made my work more successful. 

I developed my voice through marrying the joy and irreverence of my early work with the skills I learned in further 
education. A few years after graduating, I made a funded short through Film London which allowed me to tell a 
more personal story and I wrote a feature directly inspired by my upbringing in Edinburgh.   

I write a lot. I’ve written numerous features and TV shows, some of which have not been picked up for further 
development. But it was through writing these that I found success with later projects. Each project that may not 
have found its home, still opened doors for me or initiated relationships with producers that paved the way for 
something else. 

I also think it helped that I said yes to things. I believe that if you focus on one goal too strictly, you can miss other 
opportunities and so I have tried to stay open to them. If I’d stuck too close to my goal of being a director, I would 
have missed the opportunity to be a writer too and to develop skills in storytelling that have made me an even 
better director. Because of my willingness to try different things, I’m now in the position I always wanted to be; 
writing and directing a comedy feature. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first break was as a writer just after BAFTA Rocliffe when I had a meeting with Sue Vertue who produced 
Sherlock. I was convinced she wouldn’t be interested in my work, so I just talked about my friends back home, 
making her laugh and being myself. I didn’t ‘PITCH’ and as a result we got on really well. She gave me my first 
commission there in the room. If I can give one piece of advice it is not to go into meetings SELLING HARD. By all 
means know your work inside out and be ready to pitch… but make it conversational and find your personal way 
in. People are investing in the individual as much as their projects, especially if you are a writer/director. They 
want to know why YOU are the best person for this job and what it is that YOU can offer.  

The TV project I developed with Sue was very personal, based on a friend of mine from back when we were 
throwing ourselves off garage roofs and I was filming it. The script we developed has found me more work than 
anything else I’ve produced and this is because it’s a story only I could have written. Ultimately, the more I draw 
upon my personal experience the less chance I have of pitching something someone else is also writing. Loads of 
people can make films and there is no shortage of talent, but nobody can do it the way you do… So you do you! 

And don’t be a dick. That helps too… 
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CHLOË THOMAS | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

BAFTA and RTS nominated Chloë Thomas most recently directed all episodes of the psychological thriller The 
Deceived, created by Lisa McGee (Derry Girls) and Tobias Beer. This stars Emily Reid, Declan Rodgers, Catherine 
Walker, Emmett J Scanlan and Paul Mescal and aired on Channel 5 in 2020. Just before that Chloë directed three 
episodes of Harlots and Victoria working with actors such as Samantha Morton, Lesley Manville, Jenna Coleman, 
John Lynch, Laurence Fox and Alex Jennings. 

Chloë is attached to direct the feature film Making Babies - a rom-fertility-com by Deborah Frances-White (The 
Guilty Feminist), with Redwave Films (The Full Monty).  

Previously, Chloë was known for comedy directing; Sharon Horgan’s early sitcom Angelo's, produced by Damon 
Beesley (The Inbetweeners) starring Miranda Hart, followed by being BAFTA nominated for directing the first ever 
series of Horrible Histories.  

Chloë also develops her own pilots through her company One Glove Films. Her current project is a Civil War 
reenactment sitcom Roundheads and Cavaliers starring Cariad Lloyd, Alex Carter, David Schaal, and Perry 
Fitzpatrick. 

TV Credits: Mysteries with Carol Vorderman (1997), Daisy, Daisy (2001), So You Want To Be On TV? (2001), Whitey Blighty (2003), 
The Art Show (2002-2004), Inky Fingers: The NME Story (2005), The Britpop Story; It Really, Really, Really, Could Happen (2005), 

Angelo’s (2007), Dance Britannia (2007), Queens of British Pop (2009), Horrible Histories (2009),  
How To Be A Good Mother with Sharon Hogan (2012), Sadie J (2012), Hetty Feather (2015-2016), Victoria (2019), Harlots (2019), 

The Deceived (2020),  
Film Credits: Closed Circuit (2002), Gyppo (2004),  ShopGirl Blog (2012), Dish Life (2016), Keyed Alike (2017). 

Roundheads and Cavaliers (2019). 

Photography by Peter Marley. 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director?

Earning a living doing something creative has always been my dream in life. It’s very rare. And directing is literally 
bringing dreams to life on a screen. My dream life has always been as much an influence to me than movies. 
Dreams are my personal secret movies. 

I didn’t even know you could be ‘a director’, it would have seemed like a magical thing, a job description from outer 
space. But I did know that you could act, and I spent all my time at school in plays, and making up plays. There 
were two big influences in my childhood that probably planted the idea of directing. One was being a member of 
the youth theatre at Oxford’s radical Pegasus Theatre at the same time as the legendary experimental clown 
performers Théâtre de Complicité. The other was my mum acting out scenes of her favourite films: Psycho, Close 
Encounters, Alien, for me in the kitchen. 

I loved writing and also art, and I discovered that drama that was the perfect expression of the two, but I was told 
that a drama degree wouldn’t equip me for anything in life.  However, my dad (who was a self-taught working-
class academic) always said study what you love, don't worry about whether it leads to a job. I got accepted onto 
the drama degree course in Bristol University. I started off wanting to act but soon realised I was terrible and 
should stop. I discovered filmmaking, by working as a runner on the Postgraduate Film Diploma shoots. I won a 
student short film script competition and I was asked what role I wanted on it. On impulse I said “Director” and 
then I had to work out how the hell to do it. I had learnt a bit from being on set watching the postgrads directing, 
and I storyboarded the whole short. I loved the experience. I could see that it was the most creative and exciting 
thing I could imagine doing; art and story together, honing characters, and working with real live actors. I loved 
that it was really difficult to do, it took a lot of effort, but created an amazing sense of satisfaction when things 
worked: a shot, a sequence, a cue. And I experienced for the first time that the process of filmmaking could be a 
laugh, that there is a shared sense of achievement with a great bunch of people.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After that first short film, I ditched theatre and made films and videos. I applied to film schools, was mainly turned 
down, but got into Bournemouth Film School run by a maverick and quixotic DP called Nick Wright, who took a 
strong dislike to me. He overheard me saying that I was going to make a film ‘no matter what’, decided I was 
arrogant and then told a student that he was going to ‘teach her (me) a lesson’. What I actually said was that “even 
if I had to shoot it on VHS with no budget”, I’d make my film. He locked up the camera equipment on the first day 
of my shoot. After begging, we got it all out and shot the film. That short film – a comedy about undertakers who 
fear they are supernaturally killing people – got into the London Film Festival which was a massive thrill. But after 
leaving Bournemouth, reality hit. I had big student debts and I was unemployed. There was nothing I was qualified 
for. I should have worked as a runner, but I was too shy, had no idea how to do that and no contacts in the film or 
TV industry. I was rejected by every short film scheme I applied for. I started temping and ended up being a 
grumpy secretary in BBC Documentaries. Then I got a big break – I applied and got on to the highly competitive 
Production Trainee scheme at the BBC. It was great and I learnt a lot, although looking back, it probably 
sidetracked me into factual television for too long.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

What I’ve found hardest, is actually keeping the faith – in myself. I still measure myself against the best, the most 
stratospheric directors and forget what I have achieved. Sometimes I have to remind myself that I am actually a 
director and I managed to have two children and I am (still!) married. I have had the “your CV is very eclectic” 
comment – which I now know is often said to women directors coming up in the last decade. I thought it was just 
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me, but it isn’t. I wasn’t a supernova straight out of film school success, and I didn’t do the learn-your-craft move 
on up through serial TV drama, as I couldn’t get in. A varied CV (mine ranges from arts documentaries, science 
films, comedy and period drama) is not seen as a strength. But it’s due to me trying to find cracks in the industry, 
to keep on directing and discover some sort of path through to where I wanted to go. It’s not signposted, because 
it's not expected. No one was asking for women to become drama directors. I analysed the theory of ‘male gaze’ 
as a student but no one wanted the ‘female gaze’ (or any sort of gaze really!) from a real female director. There 
have been loads of other setbacks, the usual low-level sexist crap (male gaffer assuming I’m the unit nurse not the 
director), some deep misogyny from a couple of DoPs, clashes of personalities, the rank jobs that I will never 
admit to, the series called “amoral” by one reviewer. (Actually, that’s a lie, I put that on my CV, it makes me laugh.) 

Recently I had 2 years when I knew my agent was putting me up for jobs but I was never asked for interview for 
any of them. I moved out of London for family reasons and no longer had any filmmakers to bump into, so I 
dropped off the radar. I seriously thought of what else I could do for a living, but decided I didn’t want to do 
anything else. So I made a science video art film, and a self-funded comedy pilot and I got the most significant 
break in my career.  

Childcare is a big part of my life as a female director. A star can bring their kids along to set, with nannies and 
tutors in their trailers. I can’t do that as a director, I’m always on set. Like many working mothers, at some points 
you throw money at childcare and it swallows all the money you earn. The time away from the family is getting 
longer as my drama jobs get bigger; on the last job I didn't get home for six weeks. But I don't get the worst of that 
– directing is all-consuming and I love being in my own work bubble – it’s the family back home that feels the 
effects of being one parent down, and particularly my husband. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?

My path has been winding to get to drama directing but I see that everything I’ve done feeds into what I do now 
and expresses something about my take on the world. When I couldn’t get a break in drama I tried to choose 
factual jobs that were either fascinating subject wise – concrete Brutalist architecture or the supernatural – or 
meant I could try a new technique – massive crane, helicopter, filming in harnesses.  

I have written and directed short films along the way, mainly funded through savings and favours. I find finishing 
them the hardest – sweet talking editors! They always lead to good things, but not always what, (or in the way) you 
expect. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’ve had a few breaks. And the biggest ones both came after low points.  

There was a point where I was doing pretty well in arts documentaries and could have carried on, but I never 
really wanted to do that kind of filmmaking, I would rather fail making something original than succeed making a 
film about someone else’s art, even though I love watching arts films. So I made a conscious decision to turn down 
documentaries to break into comedy, where more women seemed to be hired to direct than in drama, and 
anyway, I love laughing. I did some comedy/factual crossovers, where a comedian plays a fictional character in real 
situations,  deceiving members of the public, but I hated the lying involved. The worst one of these led to my best 
comedy break. I was series producing an E4 dating format which made me feel dirty, but the production company 
was making comedy pilots. I threw myself at them, saying I’d work for free at weekends to direct comedy. I met 
Sharon Horgan and we made a mockumentary style pilot of her early sitcom Angelo’s. Then a year later, producer 
Damon Beesley (pre-Inbetweeners) hired me (post-baby) to direct all six episodes of it, which was a massive break. I 
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used this as leverage to get meetings with agents. (And before that I’d asked producers I knew, which agents they 
would go to first when they were looking to hire a director.)  

After that break, I did get seen for more comedy directing gigs. The highlight was directing the first ever episode of 
Horrible Histories on CBBC. But then, I was labelled as a director “in Children's”, which is a pigeon hole. It shouldn't 
be, but it is. Children’s TV hires more diversely across all roles and is actually a fantastic genre to get fiction 
directing experience. This is commonly explained because the budgets are lower and so the perceived ‘risk’ of 
hiring a non-white and/or non-male director is mitigated. Post Horrible Histories I was offered more children’s, less 
comedy, and I was still way outside the adult TV drama world. This was my rationale for pitching hard for Hetty 
Feather, a high-budget Victorian era children’s BBC drama based on Jacqueline Wilson’s book. I figured that this 
would get me intensive costume drama experience (ten x 30-minute episodes) and might eventually get me to a 
point where I would be considered for adult period drama.  

My biggest drama break happened recently – my break into high end drama, when I was hired to direct Victoria for 
ITV. The writer and creator is Daisy Goodwin who I’d worked for as a totally inexperienced trainee on her BBC 
book magazine show and later on a high street fashion series. I bumped into her and gave her a hard time, and 
told her she should get me in to interview for Victoria. Making 2 series of Hetty Feather had led to interviews for 
adult dramas at last, but no job offers, on them – or anything at all! – for 18 months. It was great to realise during 
my Victoria interview prep that finally my eclectic CV was actually helping me – I’d directed Horrible Histories, I knew 
the story of Cholera in 1840s London and my hero Dr John Snow, and could reference art inspiration like Gustave 
Doré’s work. My episodes of Victoria were a huge step up in terms of scale, vision, profile of the cast, size of crew, 
and the budget. They went really well and this has transformed my career, I’m now being seen and pitching for 
high-end drama jobs.  

It shouldn’t matter that I am a woman director, but it does, and for the first time ever in my career, it’s an 
advantage. Producers are actively seeking out female creators. The Me Too movement has shamed television 
executives into realising that they don't hire enough female talent, and in a similar way to Black Lives Matters has 
made producers start to own up to the whiteness of the industry. I’m interested in models of power. Directing is 
not just about vision and being an artist, it’s about leading and shaping the work of the talent around you. We 
don't all have to be the same. Female models of power may still be less prevalent but they are there and we don't 
have to follow a set leadership style. We don't have to bully and shout to command authority. I have often been 
asked outright if I could ‘cope’ with a large crew (code for “can you tell men what to do?”) and tricky cast, in a way 
that I don't hear reported from many male directors.  

On a drama set recently I had a real run in with a male actor. Crew members whispered to me: “He wants to direct 
and thinks he can”. I replied, “I’m sure he can direct. Most people can. But he isn’t right now. I am”.  

That Samuel Beckett quote has been turned into a cliche now, a bedroom instagram poster, but really there is 
nothing more true to me than “Fail Again. Fail Better.” 

The challenge in being a director at any level is finding good material to work with. I’m now developing my own 
writing work and seeking out writers to make original projects.  
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YOUSIF AL-KHALIFA | ANIMATOR DIRECTOR  

Yousif Al-Khalifa is an animator/director based in London. He’s made commissioned work for the BBC/Open 
University, London International Animation Festival, and other TV channels. His film Sleeping With The Fishes won 
BAFTA for Best British Short Animation, along with many other awards. 

Film Credits: The End of an Era (2012), Sleeping with the Fishes (2013). 

  

Still from Sleeping with the Fishes 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I would say there were many times in my life where I knew I wanted to make films, and times when I knew I 
wanted to become an animator. And, of course, there was a huge overlap where animations were simply the 
means of making films. The earliest of these is probably when I saw the 4mations season on Channel 4 as a child, 
animations that were types of stories I had never seen before. As someone who loved drawing and telling stories 
with my drawings, I knew that this was where I wanted to go with them. 

Growing up I would get distracted by other ambitions, but filmmaking and animation always came back to me. 
Like making a kung fu film on a friend's film camera (which later turned out to be empty), spoof Lilt adverts on the 
same friend's camcorder, or putting cinematographer and animator as my two dream jobs for work-experience, 
albeit ending up in a printing shop. 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2.Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

The moment I can pinpoint deciding to become an animator was when I left my Architecture degree for a Media 
Foundation at London College of Communication (LCC). At this time being a filmmaker was not at the forefront of 
my mind, I just wanted to explore animation again as opposed to studying buildings. It wasn't long, however, 
before my love for films began to express itself; my first animation being a not-so-serious story about a bunch of 
monkeys attacking a meditating samurai, which was inspired of course by Kubrick, Kurosawa, and The Warriors. 
Later in the course, I had the choice of focusing on animation or live-action, and I chose animation for the sole 
reason of not wanting to be limited by a student budget. 

I then went on to do a degree in Animation at Westminster University. Here I made animations as experiments 
and exercises, telling stories that were no longer solely inspired by the world of film but also the world of 
animation itself, both mainstream and independent works such as those 4mations shorts. 

It was at the National Film and Television School (NFTS) that I started to focus more on how I was moving an 
audience with my stories. And although I had been making films beforehand, it was here that for the first time I 
saw myself as a filmmaker/director.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I can't think of any tangible setbacks or obstacles other than self-doubt or that imposter syndrome you get 
whenever you do well, especially amongst peers whom you admire. It is important to not be overwhelmed by 
anything and to just embrace the pressures as something that will spur you on further.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think I found my voice at film school. I was no longer making animations just for fun. I was being a bit more 
honest with my stories, finding inspiration from myself rather than the films I had recently fallen in love with, and 
being encouraged to focus on how I could move an audience. 

I still don’t see myself as having one distinct voice. Each drawing is a new style to me, but others seem to see a 
through-line. Knowing your own “style” could be a good thing, I suppose, so you know you’re not fighting against it, 
but you could also end up relying on it too much. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Getting into the NFTS was one of my most significant breaks. Having my graduating film screen at various film 
festivals and meeting other filmmakers has been invaluable simply for inspiration. It is essential to surround 
yourself with people who are ambitious and creative, and this will, in turn, inspire you. 
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JOASIA GOLDYN | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

Based in London, Joasia Goldyn is a NFTS graduate of MA in Directing Fiction. Her short film Cocoons was in 
competition at the EIFF, nominated for Royal Television Society award and won the the Wolfgang Längsfeld Award 
for Most Original Film at 33rd Munich International Festival of Film Schools. 

Director of many short films, shot across the UK and Ireland, Joasia has also worked as a creative assistant to 
directors Sarah Gavron on Suffragette film (assisting Sarah at all stages of the process) and to Otto Bathurst on 
Lionsgate's Robin Hood Origins, learning the craft of long-format directing.  

Prior to attending the NFTS, she made Fantabulous, winner of You Tube Dublin Pride Film Festival and Distant 
Voices, broadcast on RTE 2; both premiered at Galway Film Fleadh. 

Joasia also occasionally creates work for brands such as Jigsaw and Dove and she is a co-founder of Tindrum 
Pictures, a collective of female filmmakers. 

TV Credits: Britannia (2021). 
Film Credits: Fantabulous (2009), Distant Voices (2010), The Evening Was Long (2011), Cocoons (2013).  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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Late. I was 19 when thanks to my childhood friend Maciej, who was accepted to art school, I met, FOR THE FIRST 
TIME in my life, people pursuing artistic careers. Doing anything artistic for a living was not an option anyone 
would entertain in my family in the village I grew up in Poland. I acted and co-directed in an amateur theatre 
whilst in secondary school, loved it and often prioritised it over grades. However, not even for a moment did I see 
a career option in my passion. My friend, a vast talent and a dreamer, paved the way. He bought a camera and 
asked me to help him film videos for his art school projects. My very first assignment was to film bath routines/
rituals for an art installation he envisaged. This obviously meant capturing naked bodies, but I wasn't intimidated. 
I remember this so vividly – I loved finding frames, I felt united with the camera, I loved connecting with people I 
filmed.  

We followed with some short films that gradually were less abstract and had more narrative. I loved the process of 
writing, building sets, the thrill of finding costumes, locations. The idea of filmmaking as my path shyly emerged. I 
was, however, too intimidated to apply to the renowned Polish Film School in Lodz. I felt that I lacked the right 
education, background and (clearly) confidence to apply, I moved to Ireland instead. It was such a risk, if I was to 
fail, at least it wouldn't be on my parents' doorstep. 

At first, I studied a Diploma in Media Techniques, a course in the basics of journalism, whilst I learned 
fundamentals of photography, enjoyed finding stories and interviewing people and clarified for myself, that film is 
what I want to pursue. I recognise the need in me to come up with stories not just reflect them, I wanted my 
imagination involved in my storytelling. I prepared the portfolio of my photography, experimental films and 
applied to a four-year BA course at National Film School in Dun Laoghaire, Ireland.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Learning the filmmaking craft and film history during my BA and later MA course at NFTS. Writing scripts, 
passionately pitching for opportunities to direct them. Working on friends' shorts, filling in as sound recordist, 
designer, continuity, producer. All of these perspectives made me a better director. I once participated in a 
monthly workshop where, as one of ten European directors and ten cinematographers, we were set to make a 
film in a remote location, alternating teams between scenes. One of the supporting actresses couldn't make it and 
I ended up filling in for her. Being directed by nine colleagues I learned so much about directing actors, or rather 
how not to do it. It became so clear what type of notes are enabling and inspiring and how result-driven 
instructions can immediately block a performer.  

If you happen not to be from a wealthy background yet are still mad to pursue this career, find a source of income 
whilst you're studying/trying to enter the industry. Making shorts, even the lowest-budget ones where everyone 
works for free and equipment is provided, is expensive. Transport, meals, props or costumes, that one more reel 
of 16mm that gives you the make or break 11 to 12 minutes of extra footage – all of these are expensive. Look 
after the people who help you to realise your story, even if you are a genius and this will be an experience of a 
lifetime for everyone involved, don't forget to look after your crew. Waitressing paid for all my short films before 
NFTS.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The main obstacle is the fragility of confidence. I can move mountains for a project and yet I also often feel like an 
impostor in this industry. I've lost days feeling low and knocked out by rejections to an array filmmaking schemes 
and programs I applied to. I was particularly proud of my graduation film; however, it was accepted only to a few 
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festivals (I admit I may have not helped myself with a running time of 32 minutes). A TV pilot I co-created and co-
wrote was green-lit by the broadcaster. I was set to direct but in the end, it didn't go into production because of 
legal disagreements. It was very bruising and I retreated from it into full-time motherhood. Setbacks and 
rejections are interwoven in the fabric of the industry. It takes a while to accept it, I'm not sure if it hurts any less 
knowing but one gets familiar with a feeling and better at moving quickly onto the next thing. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I found my voice through making my short films, of course. I wrote many of my scripts and when I worked with a 
writer, we could collaborate very closely. Short films take a long time to complete, each one is a journey with 
heartbreak along the way. The heartbreak is usually a lesson that you'll take forward to hone your craft.  

When I was getting a sense of my voice I knew I needed to get into the industry and learn the craft on a bigger 
scale, to support my confidence. After graduating from NFTS, I worked as a creative assistant to directors on 
feature films. It was an invaluable experience to learn from them, to get a practical insight into a big-budget 
directing and production and it did strengthen confidence in my skills. I made contacts in the industry. I gained a 
lot but on a flip-side, my own projects and writing haven't progressed much during this time. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Now that I read this question, I'm not sure if I should be included in this noble selection. I'm only getting my first 
break now, having been offered to direct a block of television. I'm currently in preproduction, restarted after the 
mothballing due to COVID. That was yet another twist; when I was finally starting on my first directing gig, seven 
years after graduating from my MA and after a long maternity break, then three weeks into my prep, a virus stalls 
the whole industry.  

Most of my 20s I've been a ‘mature' filmmaking student, most of my 30s I've been an 'up and coming director'. My 
40s are around the corner and I hope to break into them a working director. Wish me luck! 
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BIRGITTE STÆRMOSE | WRITER, DIRECTOR  

Danish film director Birgitte Stærmose is educated in the US, where she resided for 14 years. Her early award-
winning shorts all screened at prestigious festivals (Sundance, New Directors/New Films, Berlin, Rotterdam) and 
earned her twice the EFA Best Short Film nomination, as well as awards at Berlin, Rotterdam, Melbourne IFF, 
Stockholm IFF, Dokufest and Danish Academy Award for Best Documentary for Out of Love.  

Her debut feature Room 304 premiered internationally in the main competition at Karlovy Vary IFF, where it was 
awarded for its score. It was released in cinemas across the country. She is also the co-writer on the feature film 
The Idealist (dir. Christina Rosendahl).  

In 2015 Stærmose directed three episodes of the Danish TV2 drama series Norskov airing in Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, the UK, the Benelux countries and the US. Her second feature, Darling, a drama set in the Royal Danish 
Ballet written by Kim Fupz Aakeson and produced by Peter Ålbæk of Zentropa Productions, stars Danica Curcic, 
Gustaf Skarsgård and Ulrich Thomsen. It screened in Danish cinemas during the fall of 2017 and had its 
international world premiere at the BFI London Film Festival 2017.  

Stærmose is the first block director on the Starz series The Spanish Princess and the Julian Fellowes Netflix Original 
series The English Game. 

TV Credits: Norskov (2015), The Spanish Princess (2019), The English Game (2020).  
Film Credits: Now Look At Me (2001), Small Avalanches (2003), Sophie (2006), Istedgade (2006), Mid Denmark (2006), 

Ønskebørn (2009), Room 304 (2011), Darling (2017). 

1.When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I grew up in the province in Denmark. I remember when I was about 16 and attended Gymnasium, we were 
presented with these cards that described the different jobs and type of education that would lead to them. They 
were in a box, and I leafed through them all and thought, there is nothing in here that really interests me! Then I 
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read the card that described being a Film Director and I thought, this I can imagine. I think at the time I was 
looking for a dream for my future. After finishing Gymnasium I decided that I wanted to go to the school of 
journalism to become a TV journalist. At the time people often did BA in Cinema Studies as a sort of preparation 
for attending journalism school. I enrolled, and was also doing a lot of still photography at the same time. I got 
into the audio-visual production at University and often found myself in the editor’s chair. After I completed my 
BA, I thought I would do an MFA in either photography or filmmaking. I didn’t want to carry on with the people I 
had  gone to University with, so it suited me really well to follow my American husband, who was doing a PhD, to 
the US. I attended a course at Temple University in Philadelphia, in cinematography, and felt for the first time that 
I belonged. I think education is also a lot about ‘finding your people’. You have to find a group of people that you 
belong to and that mirror you in some way. It is so important also as you embark on your career. I think I always 
was on the way to somehow be in the arts and to tell stories. I do imagine it could have happened in other ways, 
but I can’t imagine not doing this. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

After completing my MFA I had already had my first child. I was the first female student in the MFA program to get 
pregnant! It was the time of the Dogme movement in Denmark and Danish film was doing really well. I had by 
then lived in the US for 14 years, but I did not feel like an American. I also felt connected to a European type of 
filmmaking and couldn’t imagine myself in Hollywood. So I thought maybe I should return to Denmark and see 
what that would bring. I applied in Denmark, to make a short film, while I was still living in Philadelphia. My 
husband and I agreed that if I got funding we would  try moving back there, and if I did not, we would stay in the 
US. After a year and a half I got a short film funded through the Danish talent development scheme at the Danish 
Film Institute. I moved back with my now two children and husband. My youngest was just six weeks old and I did 
my first professional short film with him and my husband on set – breastfeeding during all breaks and having to 
nurse during the nights. We were shooting in the countryside in the Czech Republic and everyone on the crew got 
a really nasty stomach bug. So I was nursing, sick and doing my first short. After that shoot was completed I 
thought I could do anything.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I have felt as a female director that I had to work really hard for everything I have achieved. It seemed like I had to 
do everything twice to get the proper recognition for any given career step. I got lots of awards and festival 
recognition for my shorts, but it still took a long time to get to do my first feature. I became a really strong a 
confident director from this, but my output in the end, will be less than if I had gotten an earlier chance. I never 
really got a lucky break until much later in my career. I hope that is different now. I have however, after the me too 
movement, really benefitted and been able to start building an international career with lots of interesting 
opportunities. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I have always tried to keep working with actors between projects. I have taken lots of workshops with different 
mentors and been a part of actor collectives where we informally would do scene work – just to get lots of 
practice. This benefits me a lot today in my work. It can be difficult, as a director starting out, to build up the 
experience and the confidence with actors. I recommend finding informal ways of doing that. It can feel in the 
beginning like everyone on set always knows so much more about being on set than you do. And they do. I also 
like to teach occasionally. Having to explain what you do gives you a different perspective on your work – it is very 
healthy and helps to develop your vision and your craft. The other thing that has been completely crucial for me 
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has been my close relationship to a few colleagues. I have a director colleague whom I can talk to about absolutely 
everything. When I feel stressed or stuck I can always call her. It is such a strength to have that space with 
someone who understands and who can guide.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

In Denmark we don’t work with agents, so I did not get an agent till much later in my career and only for my 
international work. I built my success with festival awards and critical praise. I have always tried to have close 
creative relationships with producers that I respected and whom I felt supported by. I think my biggest survival 
strength is my arrogance. It can be good to not take everything in. People have a lot of opinions and you have to 
learn to trust your own intuition. At the end of the day your intuition is all you have. If you have a conviction that it 
is right, then you can manage a lot of difficult situations. As a director you have to take so many decisions that you 
cannot overthink them – you have to be able to make confident intuitive decisions in the blink of an eye. I am also 
not a pleaser. I am pleasant, but I always very truthfully try to state my opinion.  
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JOHNNY KENTON | DIRECTOR 

As a teenager, Johnny started making experimental films and shorts, before training as a David Lean Scholar at 
the NFTS, graduating in February 2018.  	

His graduation film Dead Birds won three RTS awards, Jury and best Director award at Poitiers and was selected by 
The Academy as a finalist for the Student Academy Awards. On graduating Johnny then went on to direct Pylon, an 
acclaimed feature length episode of Mammoth’s screen hit TV show Endeavour, which led to him being a Screen 
International Star of tomorrow as well as a BAFTA Scotland nomination for Best Fiction Director.  

He has just completed lead directing forthcoming supernatural drama The Irregulars for Netflix and is developing 
his first feature with the BFI.  

TV Credits: Endeavour (2019), The Irregulars (Forthcoming). 
Film Credits: Dead Birds (2018), Caught (2018), Body Slam (2017) and Regression (2017).  

Still From Dead Birds 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Most Directors I know, have much better stories than me of the first time they knew they wanted to become a 
filmmaker. Some people I know describe it almost like a religious calling. I never had that.  

There were no bright lights or BBQ’d donkeys. No clouds parted after seeing a particular film. I didn’t hear 
Spielberg ’s voice in my head saying “this is for you”.  

I just started making films because it was fun and I liked it. I made films, sometimes almost compulsively, even if 
they were films that no one else saw, that I just shot on my mobile phone, just for me. And then very late in the 
day I realised that as I’d made some films… I guess technically I was a filmmaker.  
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My watershed moment was probably when I realised the films I imagined in my head before I had shot anything, 
were always so much better than the films I actually ended up with. So I put in some yards to try and learn a few 
things and see if I could get the two things closer together.  

And this is still where I’m at. I am still learning, still trying to get better… still having a lot of fun doing it. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I made films on my phone or borrowed cameras, made films with friends and just made films with whatever I 
could get hold of. Early on, I was lucky enough to win a couple of small festival awards for some low budget short 
films - that didn’t give me any big career breaks but did give me some confidence to continue.  

The more I shot, the more aware I became of how my films often weren’t living up to their potential. There was a 
clarity lacking in them. And I knew deep down the biggest reason that I wasn’t making better films, wasn’t my lack 
of budget but was because of my lack of skill. Initially, my biggest black hole of knowledge was around the camera.  

So I washed floors in hire houses and made coffee, so that they would let me play with kit after hours. I started 
getting to know how different lenses and different exposures and focal lengths effected the mood and emotion of 
what I wanted to shoot. I experimented trying to do my own cheap in camera Gondry style in camera FX. And I just 
kept trying to learn how to use the camera more accurately to help me tell better stories. Knowing where to put a 
camera and with what lens is such a simple and fundamental part of our job, but also a surprisingly complex one 
– and it took me some time to even learn the basics.  It’s something I’m still working on. But the more I understood 
about the geeky tech side of things, the better I felt I could express myself.  

I also did some short courses. I made some music videos. I even did chores and odd jobs for an old DoP in 
exchange for having him teach me more about camera craft.  

But by learning about camera, I began to notice how bad my blocking was and how imprecise I was at helping 
actors deliver performances.  

So I started getting actors round my flat to act out scenes and let me direct them in return for booze and food. We 
acted out anything, scenes I’d written, scenes from famous plays, and we tried doing them in all sorts of different 
styles. Sometimes I would even try acting myself. My own acting was truly awful. But by really concentrating on 
the actors, I slowly started getting better at reading what they needed, started giving less ridiculous notes (though 
this still happens), and started to direct them better. 

I also would download scripts at night of films I hadn’t seen and Imagine how I’d shoot them. Then I’d watch the 
actual film. The difference between how I’d shoot the film in my head and what the real directors actually chose 
was really illuminating. This is still something I do now, as often as I can, to keep learning from other directors past 
and present.  

After all this, I finally felt like I was getting somewhere and wanted to take things up a level. I applied to the 
National Film and Television School and was lucky enough to be offered a place on their directing course. But I still 
didn’t know if I could go.  

Two years felt like a big commitment and also the amount of money I would have to pay for this experience was 
frankly terrifying. I didn’t know how I could pay the fees. I didn’t know how I was going to look after my family. And 
even if somehow I found a way past these hurdles I didn’t know how I would then manage to eat and pay rent 
while studying.  
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But I was lucky and well looked after from the moment I was offered a place. I got a David Lean Scholarship for 
the fees, and I scrapped it out for everything else I needed. I borrowed what I could (which wasn’t a lot because 
my credit rating was already dire) I leant heavily on those I loved, and worked weekends and most nights after my 
studies.  

Juggling the course and survival felt difficult at the time, but looking back now, this was all useful preparation for 
my career to come. An ability to survive off just a few hours sleep a night for weeks on end, and the ability to ask 
for help when you need it, are two great directing skills to have in the bag early.  

I learnt a lot from some amazing tutors – particularly from Ian Sellar – and particularly improved how I used mis-
en-scene for emotional resonance.  

I learnt a tonne from the other students too. Having a host of filmmakers around you from different disciplines, 
who can speak truth into your failures and successes, was one of the things that helped me develop most, and 
was also the start of some great friendships.  

I got to work with an amazingly talented team for my graduation film which was received well and led to me 
getting a fantastic agent – who I hope stays with me for life! I am also still working with the same writer and 
producer of my graduation film now, to try and develop a feature.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I am a white, able bodied man, who grew up in a stable G7 country that has a strong film making infrastructure. I 
am surrounded by supportive friends and a lot of privilege. Because of this it needs said straight up that there are 
so many film makers out there who have already overcome way more than I will ever have to – and will have  
much more inspirational things to say than I do about overcoming adversity.  

I have only faced the same run of the mill obstacles that every filmmaker I know in the UK has had to face at some 
point: lack of money, lack of skills and experience, and lack of confidence.  

I’ve always had dependents, and have spent large chunks of my life not knowing if I’ll be able to pay my rent at the 
end of the month. To make ends meet I have worked a load of different jobs not related to film at all. I’ve worked 
in call centres, done nightshifts cleaning hotel rooms, worked in pubs etc. But for me, having a round-the-houses 
route to my career, and having a variety of experiences as I was beginning to make films proved helpful in the long 
run.  

I met a lot of different people from different backgrounds who had different stories. I made ride-or-die friends, 
and grew a little bit tougher – which are all things I lean on in my career now. And although it’s often gone right to 
the wire, somehow I always made just about enough to keep going. But I have had large slices of luck and many 
hands helping me along the way. I’ve received scholarships, funding, great advice and generosity and I was 
incredibly lucky getting a paid job comparatively quickly out of film school. Any one of these moments going a 
different way might have significantly altered my progress. 

My lack of skills and experience is probably the thing that held me back most initially and definitely was the thing 
that took the most time and work to make headway on. When I first started I often missed out on opportunities 
because I just wasn’t a good enough filmmaker yet, beaten to opportunities by better and more experienced 
people. Straight up, even years later this still happens! But I am now starting to get more yeses than no’s – partly 
because I now have an exceptionally brilliant agent, but partly just because I’ve kept going long enough that I’ve 
actually improved.   
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Even with all this training and good fortune, lack of confidence still comes and goes as an obstacle. But I know I’m 
not alone in this.  

I’ve spoken to directors with cabinets heaving with BAFTAs, who have told me that sometimes they feel a bit  
scared by a project or even like a bit of a fraud on their first day on set. Even though I’ve tasted a little bit of 
success, been trained at the NFTS, and have worked on well budgeted tv shows, this wrestling with doubts is 
certainly still something I still contend with.  

But I’ve also learnt that it’s probably healthier to have that fear than not to. It means you care about the project 
and the people you are working with. And also you should be scared! Whatever level you’re at, it’s not always 
going to be easy. Problems don’t go away with larger budgets: if anything the pressures get more intense, the 
stakes get higher, the problems get more difficult to solve, you have more conflicting voices in your ears, and you 
have to find the best way forward in less time. And that’s what makes it all so damn fun! 

Nerves and excitement: they’re two sides of the same thing. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Trying to get better at directing is like being on a sinking ship. I am always trying to plug holes in my directing 
knowledge and as soon as I feel I’ve plugged one hole, two more bigger ones springs up. I try and hone my craft 
by trying to learn about, and  then relentlessly practicing whatever it is I feel I am weakest at, at any given time. It 
doesn’t look like I’ll be running out of things any time soon! 

Probably the two things that have really helped me develop most is practicing really listening, and really watching. 
There’s a reason we have two ears, two eyes but only one gob! 

I am not only talking about when you are looking at your monitor or your rushes – I mean really listening and 
watching in every interaction you have as a film maker, and beyond this watching a wide variety of the most varied 
work you can in every art form you can, and just paying attention and taking in what’s around you in general.  

Part of this includes trying to work out where people are coming from, especially those you disagree with. This is 
often where the gold lies. I’ve learnt from experience that we miss chances to develop when we don’t shut up and 
properly listen in these moments.  

Filmmaking is a team sport, so if you can pay ferocious attention to every person in every department and are 
fully engaged in every shot, in every take, in every scene – then your craft and voice can’t help but get stronger. No 
small task then. But if you want to make anything good, the minimum requirement is everything. 

On the flip side of this, I also think it’s important to remember we’re only directors, doing our bit in the deeply silly 
team sport that is film making. We’re not heart surgeons, kindergarten teachers, climate scientists or people 
disarming mines in war zones. A lot of what we do every day is deeply ridiculous. And the more you know this, 
and the more of a life and the more interests you have outside film making, the stronger your voice as a film 
maker is going to become (and the more fun you’ll have doing it.) 

There’s little point making films about a world you have no relation to or understanding of. And no matter how 
brilliant you get at the technical side of things, no one wants to work with a robotically joyless prick either! 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5. How did you get your first break? 

My career is still only at its start, but you could look at outward milestones like getting into the NFTS, making a well 
received graduation film, getting an agent or getting my first TV job as the big breaks.  

But the real truth is every career is made up of many different fractals – breaks, breakthroughs, failures and set 
backs, kindness, good advice and fortuitous moments, and every film is made in a team – so the truly defining 
personal moments aren’t always easy to clearly label as they all bleed into each other.  

What I do think is important and something that can occasionally be overlooked in how director’s journeys are 
presented, is that experimenting and failing are often inextricable from later success. Even though I’ve just started 
my career these two things have certainly been crucial for me in getting me to this stage. Whenever I’ve made a 
film that I’ve really felt doesn’t work – I will usually know very precisely what the wrong choices I made were, which 
has often led to breakthroughs in my understanding.  

The other thing that people speak about less, because it’s something so hard to quantify is the role that sheer luck 
plays in getting breaks in a career. Yes, the truism, the harder you work the luckier you get, has truth in it.  

But just being in the right place at the right time, and being hit by a sheer bolt from the blue, lightning strike, piece 
of snake eyes good luck, is often the difference between one filmmaker getting their break and others who need 
to wait a bit longer for theirs. I’ve been damn lucky so far, most of all by the people I’ve been surrounded by and 
have been allowed to learn from and just enjoy the ride with.  
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OLLY BLACKBURN | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Olly Blackburn is an award winning film director and screenwriter with a career in feature films, television, 
commercials and music videos. 

He trained at Balliol College, Oxford, and was set to pursue a career as a history professor. He also worked as a 
journalist and copywriter before winning a Fulbright Scholarship to study at NYU’s Graduate Department of Film 
and TV where he wrote and directed several short films that travelled to festivals including Telluride, Clermont-
Ferrand and Palm Springs. His graduation film Swallowed was produced with a Martin Scorsese Post Production 
Award and won Best Student Film at Karlovy Vary while Wonderful World also garnered awards including Best 
British Film at the Manchester Film Festival. 

Olly’s feature film debut, the controversial thriller Donkey Punch premiered at the Sundance Film Festival and was 
shown in competition at festivals around the world including Edinburgh, Amsterdam and Sitges.  

As a screenwriter and script consultant, Olly’s worked in different genres with directors including Niels Arden 
Oplev (Girl With The Dragon Tattoo), Nikolaj Arcel (A Royal Affair), Fabrice du Welz and Erik Eger. His commercials 
work has won top awards in the UK and America including Gold Clios, Gold RX, D&AD Yellow Pencil, LIAs, BTAA 
Arrows and a Cannes Silver Bear. While his music video for Gomez 78 Stone Wobble got him a nomination as 
Promo News Best Newcomer Award. 

Olly’s second feature film Kristy was produced by The Weinstein Company, Electric City Entertainment and David 
Kirschner/LA Sienega Films and premiered at the 2014 London Film Festival. 

TV Credits: Survivors (2005), Glue (2014), Endeavour (2016), Victoria (2016), StartUp (2017), The Widow (2019), Sanditon (2019). 
Film Credits: Swallowed (1997), Wonderful World (1998), Rabbit (1999), Donkey Punch (2008), Kristy (2014). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

Like a few of us probably I was an awkward kid. I was very academic (I came super close to doing a pHD and 
becoming an academic Historian), loved to lose myself in books and academic work and from a very early age… 
films. In the '80s and ‘90s when I was a child, then a teenager, the BBC would play these incredible film series after 
school – things like New Australian cinema or Hitchcock or sci-fi movies from the 1950s, plus there was a late night 
series of cult movies presented by Alex Cox called Cinemadrome which basically showed the coolest films ever 
made and the combination of all that enraptured me weekly and blew my mind for 90-120 glorious minutes. Plus I 
lived in North London and there were some great fleapit repertory cinemas like the Everyman (long before luxury 
seating & posh popcorn) and the Scala (rats running across the screen) showing all night runs of classic movies 
many of which I was too young for so I’d sneak into those and watch three David Lynch films in a row in a room 
full of drunks  and nutters with a warm tin of Red Stripe which of course will have quite a big effect when you’re 14 
years old. It wasn’t just film either, lots of amazing TV at a time when the BBC was making things like The Firm and 
Edge of Darkness which had a massive impact. There’s something very specific about that fusion of light and 
picture, sound, music and emotional truth through performance that only great film can hit you with. It speaks to 
elemental things. That was one of the most special things about that period – every new film was a potential 
epiphany and so much better than the reality of saying the wrong thing all the time, failing at sports or screwing 
up socially. 

That’s the emotional answer. 

Practically, I was very driven academically. I was going to be a historian or a journalist – at university I edited and 
ran an independent student paper with some friends doing everything from writing to typesetting to getting in 
ads to delivering to the printers and distributing the next day (which is not far from running a low budget film set). 
I’d made lots of short films on VHS and Super 8 that were Twilight Zone-y weird stories and crazy proto-music 
videos where I’d edit together apocalyptic news footage to pop songs, there was a short we made for a university 
film competition where I played Satan coming to earth looking a lot like Freddie Mercury and having an argument 
with God, and all those films played exactly how they sound… Not film school material.  

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

When I finished my history degree at college I tried applying for a bunch of different things – a post grad degree in 
History, journalism placements, some mainstream jobs, the closest I could find in media was a TV news company 
looking for runners so I applied to that too, and also film school applications. I didn’t get into any UK film schools 
but I did apply for and get a Fulbright Scholarship for post-graduate study in the US and that amazingly got me 
into NYU to study film as a post-graduate.   

Film School was an incredible learning curve, particularly NYU where they have a very specific philosophy: 
everyone wants to be a writer-director and you’re trained in all the crafts – sound, camera, producing, editing, 
acting… I learnt that I’m a terrible cinematographer, no method actor but a decent first assistant director (to this 
day I’m second-guessing my ADs as the shooting day gets tighter and tighter). And hey – I was learning to make 
fuckin film in fuckin New York!!! 

My thesis short film from NYU Swallowed got into a lot of good festivals like Karoly Vary and Telluride and off the 
back of that I sent it to some UK commercials and music video production companies one of which signed me and 
I started off making my first music video a few months later for a band called Gomez. I vividly remember the thrill 
of actually being paid to direct for the first time. That feeling of stepping on a set with a proper crew, camera 
equipment that actually worked and big lights we could never get hold of in film school. Simple things like walkie 
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talkies and a video monitor, gave the most amazing feeling that this was actually a real thing. After that I kept 
making music videos, more shorts, then commercials. It was very fast as things can be when you hit a groove in 
the industry, and then because I went to film school and wanted to be a filmmaker which meant being a writer 
and director (I’d also got an agent after Swallowed – I’d written a spec script at the same time which helped with 
that) and because commercials were absorbing everything, I took time out to write scripts. I got to write for some 
very cool people like Zentropa Films in Denmark. But I made a dumb mistake as I didn’t keep pursuing promos 
and commercials at the same time. I let them drop off and that meant I let my directing drop off and if there’s any 
single piece of advice that’s really important it is… if you’re a director, keep directing.  Whatever the job, you will 
learn something every new day on set. (For a long time now, at the end of each shoot, I try and derive what I learnt 
that I didn’t know before and what I can do better for next time). If you don’t have that directing process rumbling 
on, you can lose touch with your instincts and, just as importantly, the wider world of people and contacts who 
are the lifeblood of any career. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

In this case, it had been a self-made set back. Something I see in myself and other directors is that a lot of our 
issues can be self-generated, which is a deep shame, as directing is already fiercely tough and competitive and 
there’s massive external challenges to overcome, like getting an agent, getting a job, getting the next job, getting 
through the day, making an underbudgeted show work, keeping your eye on the creative vision when there’s a 
million details to fix, and everything else because it never ends. You never – in my experience – reach the place 
where it’s all sorted, you’ve nailed it, there’s no more struggle left. You’re always fighting battles, trying to achieve 
something or get the next job. So then we add to that the hindrances developed from our own preconceptions – I 
should be making this not that, I should be handling these relationships differently, christ what am I even doing in 
this relationship!? And then on top of that is the direct-it-only-if-you-feel-it conundrum: you should never make 
something unless you really believe in it but… if you’re methodically building up jobs to get ahead, how can you 
avoid doing something you don’t 100% believe in? My best advice is find a big element in the work that speaks to 
you and focus your creative intensity on that. It may be an emotional theme in the story, it may be a visual 
technique, it may be that it’s so different to what you’ve done before you just want to try it out. However, if you 
can’t find that simple cornerstone to anchor your enthusiasm on it will show in the work one way or another. We 
can’t escape our instincts. 

You can’t always get it right, every career is built on mistakes – like Samuel Beckett said “try again, fail better” – but 
the more you work, and keep working, the more you’re exposed to different styles of producer, actor, DoP, editor 
etc… the more you’ll learn from them, and about yourself. And like the Magnificent Seven you slowly start to pull 
together that crew of compadres you love and trust, and believe in – and believe in you – that lie at the heart of 
any successful directing career. This is a collaborative art, you’re not only as good as your actors and technicians 
etc – you’re only as good as the enthusiasm and trust you can inspire in them. Finding those people is trial and 
error over a long series of jobs that will teach you all sorts of things. 

The second obstacle is a very specific one. I managed to make my first film, which I co-wrote, and it was called 
Donkey Punch – there was a lot of noise around it, it premiered at Sundance to a packed room and that thing 
happened, where all the American agents descend – it made a big splash. It was an amazing moment. The film got 
a lot of press. iT was very controversial and divided people massively, which I embraced – I love confrontational 
genre films with a brain, one of my absolute favourite directors is Paul Verhoeven – but it is a Marmite film. You’ll 
find equal amounts of people who think it’s brilliantly made and psychologically complex as think it’s a complete 
abomination. I have a Daily Mail full page column by Amanda Platell framed on my wall calling it the sickest most 
depraved film ever made and a column from Baz Bamigboye calling it one of the best made British films of the 
year – both written in the same paper! Go figure! Part of that is it’s just a completely full-on film that you should 
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never sit the family down for after Christmas lunch, unless you want to freak your family out. Part of it was it’s a 
bit ahead of its time– it confronts toxic masculinity head-on and is open and equally gendered in its 
representation of sex and nudity, long before explicit shows like Euphoria were in the mainstream (interesting fact: 
the film earned an NC-17 in America for one reason alone – not the violence, not the sex, not the female nudity: 
Tom Burke’s penis. Which says all you need to know about American film classification). Its impact still ripples on - 
to this day people tell me how gripped they are by the film while others are completely horrified to learn I made it. 
But this other thing also happened – when I did finally get the holy grail of an American agent off the back of 
Donkey Punch, I ended up being offered loads more films that were kind of watered down versions of what we’d 
done – generic teen horror movies and pretty gnarly torture porn films. If you’re making a film as extreme as 
Donkey Punch you need to go all-in, you can’t fake it, you have to be 100% committed. We wrote the film with 
strong ideas about male rivalry and social conflict, embedded in all the tension and horror, and I just couldn’t re-
enter that full-bore territory unless it was something I totally believe in. 

So I wanted to try something else rather than making more films about teens and boats, and I didn’t just forge 
ahead and use the spotlight to move straight into another film. There were other separate things going on at the 
time that drove these decisions, but the end result was I didn’t have something else ready to shoot, “Just like 
Donkey Punch, only a little bit different” as an American agent once told me. That was a mistake. I made 
commercials again and that kept me directing. Eventually I did make the difficult second film, it was a horror-
thriller called Kristy, written and conceived as a stylish Hitchcockian suspense piece and produced by Harvey 
Weinstein.  

Which brings us to the third set back. 

Kristy is a fun film to watch with a proper cult following – check it out on Netflix! It was also the most gruelling 
shoot of my life, encompassing some ghastly things. In fact, it was one of the worst experiences full stop. Without 
going on for a long time all I can say is you will all have some really tough directing experiences where you 
question yourself and your instincts. You will have setbacks. It is part of the journey. But if you’re ever unlucky 
enough to find yourself in a poisonous situation where powerful bullies are trying to destroy you; contact me. It’s a 
horrible place to be and you’ll need advice and support from people outside the toxic bubble. At the time, my 
agent sent me a photograph of Mohammed Ali all bloody and pulped at the end of the rope-a-dope to say… just 
surviving this production will be your victory.   

After that I vowed not to make a film again unless the circumstances were right and to do the hardest thing 
possible for a director to achieve… stop being known for just one thing and do as much work in different genres 
as possible. That was when my career as a TV director began.  

A good friend at the time recommended me for a TV drama series that they were casting called Glue written by 
Jack Thorne and produced by Eleven Films and I started for the first time making TV drama, moving from show to 
show, always trying to step up, working with really interesting writers in as many different genres as possible from 
drama to procedurals, to tech thrillers to costume drama. The most recent thing I’ve done was setting up Sanditon 
by Andrew Davies, which must make me the only director to have an NC-17 midnight movie and a Jane Austen 
adaption to their name! That’s one of the greatest things about this era of TV – if you keep working and meet the 
right producers and writers, say yes (and no) to the right sort of things, you can get the ability to flex your directing 
muscles in so many different ways – I’ll always have a special place in my heart for cool dark thrillers though. 
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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Being a relative latecomer to TV I’ve found it’s an amazing way to advance your craft and keep doing what is our 
lifeblood…. Telling stories on film (sorry, pixels). Plus I’ve directed in commercials, promos, film and TV now and 
each one is a very different species that tests different abilities… 

In film, the director has the vision but it’s a torturous process getting one through the gate and you can’t rely on 
film alone unless you’re mega like Christopher Nolan. In commercials, it’s all about the art of communicating an 
idea in 30 or 60-seconds which is a brilliant skill to learn. I love the creativity of a good commercial and the ability 
to shape this kind of 60-second piece of perfect distilled communication. In TV you have security – the season 
must get made, there’s a cast and sets and a whole infrastructure in place, but you have to understand that you’re 
fulfilling someone else’s vision: the creator or showrunner. I always try and find out as fast as possible what’s most 
important in the story to the creator – having written it helps because I know the process they’ve been through –
then I can bring my skills into play to help capture what’s most crucial to them. It’s often going to come down to 
scheduling and budget and making really shrewd creative choices. There’s never quite enough to achieve what’s 
written and as TV gets more ambitious the bar keeps rising, so big decisions have to be made about where and 
how you want to devote resources, and that has to happen with the creator’s blessing. Your directing knowledge 
means there will be so many ideas you can bring to the table to help solve problems and realise the vision (“Hey 
instead of that 7 vehicle car smash as written let’s put the camera behind a piece of sugar glass blow it in the lens, 
park the car with some steam under it and shoot really tight” type of thing – that’s tens of thousands off the 
budget that can go to the big CGI finale everyone wants to knock out of the park). 

For me honing the craft has a direct effect on each new job and making TV in the last six years has been a second 
apprenticeship. You’re working with a huge range of actors – trying to get the best from all of them in all their 
different ways, making budgets work creatively and making the day. The UK model where all the lights go off after 
10 hours no matter what and overtime is kryptonite (it’s the reverse in America where you can easily pull a run of 
18 hour exhausting days) is very focussing: there’s nowhere to run, so you have to learn how to pace and shape 
your day to achieve everything that’s written to the level of creative ambition you demand. Which means learning 
to make big directing choices instinctively. Also, if you get to explore different genres it can be so rewarding. 
Understanding pacing and suspense is integral for a thriller, also the heart and soul of comedy. You need to draw 
emotional truth out of your cast for drama but it’s only going to make a horror film more frightening if the 
performances are as truthful as they can be… 

Also make lots of friends, talk to others in the craft. They can not only help you out and give advice but intimately 
know the kind of stresses you’re going through and you can share and vent with them. This is an intense 
profession, one of the other directors here compares it to the SAS and there is a kind of hell-for-leather spirit that 
comes with pushing such an unwieldy machine with so many different moving parts down the track. I also think 
we’re like football managers, with an overall strategy in mind, but always ready to change tactics, coaxing a team 
of very different egos and unique skills to do their best while placating and fending off the board of directors, 
working to a budget, at the same time keeping the punters enthralled enough to keep coming week in week out… 
Either way, it’s heavy duty and if you aren’t putting your heart and soul into the job each day then you’re not doing 
it right. But, when you’re making something, everyone’s in the zone, the stars align and you’re on fire… it’s 
unbeatable.  
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5. How did you get your first break? 

My first big break was getting into NYU. The second was getting my short into some good festivals which got me 
to a commercial production company and a British agent. The third was getting Donkey Punch made. Then, starting 
to direct high-end TV.  

Now, catalysed by a few months of lockdown, I’ve returned to some writing and working with other creators and 
producers at the inception stage but not letting off the directing momentum for a second. Who knows how many 
more breaks will be needed? A lot of people start in TV and gradually work up. I started in TV late and learnt a lot 
of things others would have known years ago. Although the journeys are all different, that process of learning and 
evolving all the time, being ready for a new break into a cool TV show, another film, a different kind of commercial 
(a few years ago I made a spot for Pampers called ‘Pooface’, it went viral, won a lot of awards, I’d never made a 
baby ad before – suddenly I was the baby guy!) remains a constant. For me the question about getting your first 
break is one that carries on through a career. That first break isn’t the end, it’s just the start – like a chain reaction 
that’ll resonate down a director’s working life and the three things that drive that journey are talent, timing and 
persistence. 

Right before Donkey Punch I was at a really low ebb. A lot of things had failed (some my fault) which wears you 
down. I had a disastrous meeting at a company who pretty much told me I’d never work in this town again. Then 
on the bus back from that meeting I lost my travel pass and got done by an inspector who was about to have me 
arrested – which made it an epically shit day. That evening, my friend David called me up. He’d been on holiday in 
France and seen all these young crew members looking after luxury yachts off-season in the marina and wanted 
to see if we could come up with a story about these characters. We met up, came up with the plot to Donkey Punch 
pretty much whole-cloth. Then I found myself pitching it off the cuff to a producer called Robin Gutch at Warp a 
week later – where they were starting up a new label called WarpX in order to make low budget digital genre films. 
He loved it, within nine months I was directing my first film in Capetown. 

As torturous and trying as directing can sometimes be, things do turn on a dime – just always remember why 
you’re in love with this profession. Be ready to seize the moment, make allies, foster friendships along the way 
that can bloom into strong rewarding relationships. Learn to identify poisonous people then stay away from them. 
Most importantly, get to know yourself. Try not to be a dick, learn when and how to push things really hard, also 
when it’s best to ease off and let others reach the decisions you hope they’ll make – which is a lifetime’s work. 
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SAUL DIBB | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

After ten years making documentaries, including the award-winning and controversial Tottenham Ayatollah and 
Lifters, Saul’s debut feature film was the critically-acclaimed Bullet Boy in 2003, which amongst others won him an 
Evening Standard Award for Best Newcomer.  

Saul went on to direct an adaptation of Alan Hollinghurst’s Booker-winning novel The Line of Beauty with Dan 
Stevens and Hayley Atwell, followed by The Duchess in 2008. Starring Keira Knightley, Ralph Fiennes and Charlotte 
Rampling, this was nominated for and won at the Oscars, BAFTAs, Golden Globes, European Film Awards and 
many more. 

In 2013 Saul directed and co-wrote an adaptation of Irène Némirovsky’s acclaimed novel Suite Francaise starring 
Michelle Williams, Matthias Schoenaerts, Kristin Scott Thomas and Margot Robbie. In 2016 he directed NW, a 
single TV film starring Nikki Amuka-Bird, adapted from Zadie Smith’s novel which was nominated for two BAFTAs 
and won the top prize at FIPA.  

After that Saul directed the critical success Journey’s End with Sam Claflin, Paul Bettany, Asa Butterfield and Toby 
Jones, followed by the opening two episodes of Dublin Murders starring Sarah Greene and Killian Scott. His latest 
project, the mini-series The Salisbury Poisonings, starring Anne-Marie Duff and Rafe Spall, has been a massive 
critical and ratings hit for the BBC and will air on AMC in the autumn. 

TV Credits: Tottenham Ayatollah (1997), Lifters (2001), The Line of beauty (2006), Dublin Murders (2019),  
The Salisbury Poisonings (2020). 

Film Credits: Easy Money (2003), Bullet Boy (2004), The Duchess (2008), Suite Française (2014), NW (2016), Journey’s End (2017). 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

My parents had a Super8 camera which I used throughout my childhood and I really loved watching films – of 
which Bugsy Malone, which I saw when I was about 8, was the one that totally blew me away. But it wasn’t until I 
was encouraged to take a course in photography as a teenager at school that I really began to get interested in 
using a camera and was told by my art teacher that, while I couldn’t draw, I did have an eye for taking pictures. 

A few years later I enrolled on a film studies course at UEA and it was here – around the age of 19 – that the idea 
of making films properly took hold. The course had no practical element to it but was great for learning about and 
watching, a massive variety of films – and often ones that I wouldn’t necessarily have come across like the Russian 
avant-garde. At the same time a whole new group of filmmakers – from Spike Lee to Robert Rodriguez – were 
making films seemingly conjured out of thin air and with a new and very particular take on the world, showing 
things that hadn’t been seen before. I could’t think of anything more exciting to do. 

Here I think it’s worth saying that I grew up with my dad making documentaries, so although I had become set on 
making feature films I never had that nagging feeling – which I think a lot of people have, particularly because the 
world of film can seem very daunting and exclusive – that it was something that wasn’t for people like me. So for 
those that ever get that voice in your head, please do your best to ignore it! The film and TV industry is 
desperately in need of people from as wide a variety of backgrounds to come into it, and the fresher and bolder 
your point of view or approach the better. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Although my degree was theoretical, I started to try and make films at university, with varying degrees of 
unsuccessfulness (thank God no copies exist). And when I left I put everything into trying to make more of them - 
which after not getting into the NFTS - meant finding a way to fund them and teach myself (the latter proving 
much harder than the former). 

I’d decided to stay on in Norwich, because I knew the competition for funding back in London was massive and I 
wanted to buy some time to experiment and be able to live a decent life on a tiny amount of money. In retrospect 
this really paid off - what little resources were available proved possible to get hold of – and I was among a small 
group of aspiring fellow filmmakers all trying to do the same thing. 

The first film I made after university was a short with my friend Andy Devonshire, called Silent Witness (no relation 
to the later TV series) He’d had a great idea about a landlord wiring up his house for sound and then written a 
script about it. So we decided to try and raise the money to shoot it in his house, predominantly using actors we 
knew from the UEA drama course to star in it. 

Inspired by all the guerrilla filmmakers who’d made films on a shoestring, we managed to get about £4K from the 
local arts board then went about borrowing equipment, getting short film ends from Anglia TV, persuading a 
professional actor to appear for free and Bob Williams, a proper grown up cameraman, to shoot it. It still amazes 
me the sheer amount of help and goodwill we found. It was invaluable. 

When it was finally finished the local arts cinema screened it as a short before Delicatessen (out of kindness more 
than anything else) and it got sold to Poland for 500 Zlotys – which to our minds meant we’d made a proper film 
and shown it in the cinema. From then on it was about seizing opportunities whenever they came – and in the 
meantime avoiding going after time-consuming proper jobs that might actually pay some money but wouldn’t 
leave time or energy to pursue doing my own films. 
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A key next step was when the local TV station, Anglia TV, ran a scheme for young filmmakers called First Take. I 
made a short film for them and on the back of it was given a couple of documentaries for Anglia itself, which led 
me off in that direction for the next decade or so. I am (hopefully) assuming there are various versions of this kind 
of thing around now because I only need to look at the other people who also took part and since gone on to do 
great things - Andrea Arnold, Iain MacDonald, Andy Devonshire, Guy Myhill, Mike Barker - to know how important 
they are as a stepping stone. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

I’m sure that like most filmmakers, I found the route to becoming a director required an enormous amount of 
perseverance on so many levels and still does. In fact, there were so many obstacles along the way it would be 
impossible to name them all. 

A lot of the early ones were obvious practical ones – not getting into film school so having to find a way to learn on 
the job and in public, getting people to take a chance and give you money to make films when you have very little 
to show them yet, trying to find the money to live on while doing all that.  

But more than anything I was continually frustrated by my own limitations, that what I’d made seemed to have 
fallen way short of what I wanted to achieve. This stubbornly spurred me on to do more (as the saying goes, to fail 
again, fail better). I wanted to prove to myself that I could do it – along of course, with that great motivator, the 
fear of failure. But it wasn’t until I’d been making films for a good while that I really felt I’d made something that 
was anywhere near what I wanted it to be.  

The one potential obstacle I hadn’t fully taken into account though, which in retrospect feels very naive given what 
a collaborative form it is, is the potential for others to obstruct what you’re trying to achieve. When everyone is 
pulling together films can be brilliantly creative. But when they aren’t it can be very difficult, especially if you’re up 
against someone with a mix of bad taste, money and power. 

My worst experience by miles – which I’m sure will come as no surprise to anyone – was when Harvey Weinstein 
came on board to part-finance Suite Francaise. Despite explicitly reassuring me he’d let me make the film I wanted 
to make, he became increasingly and destructively intent on trying to turn it into the antithesis of what I had set 
out to do, and using a litany of threats and intimidation to do so. 

By the end, about the only promise he ever kept was to not release the film in the US if I didn’t make a series of 
changes to the film, which I considered would ruin it beyond recognition. So I dug my heels in and he stayed true 
to his word – and with it went all the attention I hoped it would have otherwise achieved. 

But like most obstacles and setbacks, you can find a positive side. It was a very important reminder - about the 
importance of creative control and being true to your original intentions, of not giving in to bullies, of working only 
with good people. And ever since I think I’ve become a much better filmmaker. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

I think for both of these it’s a continuing process. Having not gone to film school, or worked up from runner route, 
or come from another discipline – like cinematography – there’s been no other way to learn other than by doing it. 

Initially I began to realise what I didn’t like – quite a few short dramas and documentaries that were more stylised 
in look and feel - and then a little later what I did – documentaries that I’d begun to shoot myself. There’s nothing 
like being in charge of the camera to explore how you want things to look, the feel and tone, how the scenes and 
sequences will be edited, and the big picture it all fits into. 
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Of these the most important one was Tottenham Ayatollah. It wasn’t approached in a traditional way, with no 
other crew, just me and the journalist Jon Ronson, and a very small camera that could get us into places we 
wouldn’t usually be allowed. It was a completely liberating experience and ended up getting a really good 
reception, winning some awards and the freedom to do other projects that follows. 

Even when I steered a course back to fiction, I’ve always tried to maintain a documentary element. In fact my most 
recent project – the mini-series The Salisbury Poisonings – I took a very stripped back and realist approach, using 
the best digital camera available (the Alexa mini LF) but without any film lights or grip equipment. It felt equally 
exciting and would love to continue applying that approach to whatever I do next. 

Throughout my whole career I’ve also watched a lot of interviews and read a lot of books by people whose work I 
love and of course watched and rewatched their films. I try to get into their heads, to understand all the choices 
they made, to be inspired, and hope each time that a little more might rub off. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I don’t think there was any single first break I could point to at the beginning – more a series of small breaks that 
added up over time and led to the most significant single one, which was for my first feature film, Bullet Boy. 

The BBC had started a semi informal scheme for documentary directors to make feature films, produced by the 
legendary producer Ruth Caleb. So it wasn’t exactly out of the blue – I was only in the running because I’d spent a 
long time making documentaries – but it was certainly serendipity that I had the right experience at the right time 
and then came in with the right idea.  

To cut a long story short I was asked if I had any ideas to take to the head of BBC Films, David Thompson, and I 
told him that I wanted to make something about kids in London growing up with guns around them that I (tongue 
in cheek) pitched as ‘Kes with guns’. To David’s eternal credit, he saw the idea immediately – and that I wanted to 
make something human and intimate, not glamourised - and set me on the path.  

That said, the green light was a long way off – there would be a thousand hoops to jump through – research, 
treatment, outline, script, revisions, raising the money, budget, schedule, casting – before we’d even arrived on the 
set and shot anything. 
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SIRI RØDNES | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Siri Rodnes is a writer/director currently developing two feature films – Nine Lives co-written with Tom Basden, 
based on the Science Fiction short story by Ursula K. Le Guin, and satirical creature-feature Cherry Island currently 
in development with Screen Scotland. 

Her short films, including the BAFTA Scotland and Crystal Bear nominated Take Your Partners, have screened 
internationally at festivals such as the Berlinale, TIFF, Seattle, Cork, Edinburgh and BFI London. 

Her TV work includes Pancake, a comedy pilot for BBC Digital and several episodes of River City, a continuing 
drama for BBC Scotland. She is also attached to direct a yet-to-be announced block of high-end TV once 
production resumes post-COVID. 

She was mentored by producer Andrew MacDonald (DNA Films) through the BFI Flare Mentorship programme, 
has an MA in Directing Fiction from The National Film & Television School and is represented by Casarotto Ramsay 
& Associates. 

TV Credits: River City (2016-2019), Pancake (2019).  
Film Credits: Samantha (2008), The Field of Vision (2011), A Chemical Imbalance (2013), Take Your Partners (2016), Grimm 

Street (2016), None of the Above (2018), Nine Lives (2021). 

Photography by Kieran Howe 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I’ve always had a deep love of cinema ever since I was wee, whether it was watching Alien on a 12” TV with no 
remote at home or being blown away by Jurassic Park at the local Odeon in Edinburgh. Fantastical genre films, in 
particular Science Fiction, have always fascinated me for the escapism they offer and the blue-sky thinking they 
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inspire in me. As a teen I had an after-school job in a video store so had my pick of films to take home and watch 
instead of doing my homework. Around that time, I also started writing screenplays. I had no idea what I was 
doing, I just knew I enjoyed telling stories. Looking back, I definitely also used it as a way to process my closeted 
homosexuality and non-binary gender identity. Other teenagers wrote journals containing their innermost 
thoughts and feelings, I wrote scripts placing my aspirations and fantasies on fictional characters I could both 
desire to be and desire to be with. Granted they were terrible stories, but through them I learnt about structure, 
character arcs, dialogue, exposition etc, but perhaps most importantly I acquired the confidence to put my 
authentic self into each and every story I wrote. But despite cinema probably being my most passionate interest at 
the time, when I left high school at 17, I never really considered it an option to become a filmmaker by profession. 
It just wasn’t something people did. By this point anyway, I was more interested in partying and enjoying my 
youthful lack of responsibility. Hanging out with a couple of friends, both older, both musicians, who also 
experimented with moving images, I was introduced to the technology and process of committing ideas to screen. 
Messing about with a camera and in the edit then made me realise I had a good eye, some pretty strong ideas and 
a confidence in myself that I rarely felt elsewhere in life.  

After some years working in bars, restaurants and night clubs, I managed to save up enough money to go 
travelling. By then I was a keen stills photographer and filmed a lot when I was away, so I became very 
comfortable with a camera in my hand but never really enjoyed being on camera myself. And none of the more 
documentary-oriented filming I was doing ever truly satisfied my desire to tell my own stories. It became clear to 
me that fiction storytelling was what excited me the most. Having broadened my horizons somewhat, when I 
returned, I finally realised I could and should turn the thing I loved most into to career. It was then at 22 I applied 
for art college to study film. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

As a “mature student” I entered the second year of Film & TV at Edinburgh College of Art. Being dyslexic I was 
pretty apprehensive about returning to formal education, but thankfully the course was predominantly practice-
based, so making films in one way or another was pretty much what we did every day for the following three 
years. I was lucky to have been thrown together with some pretty wonderful classmates, who were just as driven, 
opinionated and passionate as I was. Making films was instantly the most fun thing I had ever done, and I made 
some enduring friends from my time there. We also managed to set a very high bar for ourselves as fledgling 
filmmakers by making a very collaborative short film that was only supposed to be an exercise (directed by Jamie 
Stone which I art directed and co-produced) that got nominated for Best Short Film at the BAFTA Scotland Awards. 
Early work, especially 2nd year art college work, is usual laboured over and scarcely seen, which can be very 
disheartening, but having the experience of our film being selected and screened at EIFF and celebrated by the 
national industry, not only gave me an inspiring ego-boost early on, but also reinforced why I wanted to make 
films the first place. Beyond the personal therapeutic benefits, I believe we share our stories for other people to 
enjoy and identify with. To me my ‘art’ is a conversation of which my efforts are the initiating part. It is then up to 
the audience to participate and respond, not necessarily with me directly, but with the work and those around 
them. Growing up queer, I am acutely aware of how life-changing and life-saving stories can be. 

Gaining in confidence, I began directing my own films with middling success, but I knew directing was the job I 
wanted to do. I wanted to tell my own stories, which also meant writing them as well. And I love the inventiveness 
of the practical problem solving involved. My graduation film played at a bunch of festivals, but more significantly 
it got me into the Directing Fiction MA at the National Film & Television School. The following two years really 
taught me what directing meant as a creative leader. It also provided me with all the tools and resources I had 
spent the last three years begging, borrowing and stealing from anywhere I could. NFTS required a lot of hard 
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work, but it was also a playground and again I was fortunate to be thrown together with some wonderful people, 
many of whom are still close friends and colleagues. My films there were still only middlingly successful, but it was 
there that I was allowed to really discover about what and how I wanted to tell stories. It was the first time I had 
the resources available to make genre films and stylise them in a way that felt natural to me.  

As amazing as NFTS is, there is also a lot of pressure on your graduation film to fly and win top awards. Many of 
the films do, but if yours doesn’t, it can be tough to keep up the enthusiasm for what is ultimately a very 
challenging career to peruse, especially in such a competitive industry. You’re only a hot new graduate for a year 
and after that you are just another struggling filmmaker. It seems either you move into TV or keep struggling. I 
chose to keep struggling, thankfully with a little more success after that.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Being a “female director” is always an obstacle and being gender non-conforming doesn’t help much either. Like 
many women I’m sure, I feel I have to keep proving myself time and time again. Evidence of multiple successes 
doesn’t seem to be enough that you can do it, whereas one mistake is proof you can’t. Even now I constantly feel 
underestimated. I don’t think it is uncommon as an emerging filmmaker to be spoken to as though you have 
never made a film in your life, often by people who haven’t. Women are seen as a risky choice, men are seen as a 
safe pair of hands almost regardless of experience. This is industry wide, but hopefully changing for the better as 
more women continue to push through proving not only that we are good and capable, but we also have 
something to say that audiences want to hear. I have also found a lot of lip-service paid to how much potential I 
have and how excited execs are to see what I will do, but then see very little actual tangible support, which is 
incredibly frustrating and at times demoralising. I think there are also systemic obstacles when making queer 
content as it is considered niche with a limited audience (something I don’t believe to be true). It is also harder to 
excited cis straight male execs with a story that they won’t instantly identify with because it simply isn’t meant for 
them. Queer inclusion in mainstream content is also often tokenistic, and particularly when dealing with lesbian 
content it is mostly limited to coming of age/rights of passage type stories. In life queers tend to flock together, so 
the idea of the one gay friend amidst a cast of straight characters isn’t true to my own experiences. Visible 
representation is vitally important, but so is authenticity in its presentation. Again, hopefully we are moving 
beyond this, but it remains tough within an already tough industry. 

I also think short film funding and development is a bit of a joke, especially if you don’t tick the boxes. The amount 
of time and energy I have wasted jumping through hoops, sometimes only to be rejected at the end of it all 
anyway (this experience is not limited to short film making either btw). The most accomplished and authentic 
short I wrote and directed was crowd-funded through Indigogo and the lack of execs was perhaps in this instance 
key to its success. All short films, funded or not, are made for pittance, so I think it is important to focus on making 
the film rather than chasing the money, especially at this stage of any career. That said, making contacts and 
getting yourself known is also very important, so these types of funding schemes can act as a good way to get 
your name known and talked about in circles that will likely play a significant role in the future of your career as 
you progress towards features and TV jobs. 

I would also go so far as to say moving back to Scotland after NFTS slowed my career progression. When you are 
out of sight you are also unfortunately out of mind and, rightly or wrongly, the UK film industry is concentrated in 
London.  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4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Only by making films, come rain or shine, do you learn the skills (technical and managerial) and gain the 
confidence to understand that you are the best person to tell your story. I did this through five years of formal 
education and later with grit and determination through multiple self-funded, crowd-funded and soft-money 
funded projects. As a writer/director I developed my voice by telling the stories important and personal to me. As 
a director I honed my craft by attaching to shorts and TV projects that were already written by someone else. In 
either scenario, having the confidence to push back, especially as a woman, is really important. I have never 
regretted the mistakes I’ve made; I have only ever regretted not listening to my instincts. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

Take Your Partners and its subsequent festival success was really how I got noticed. It also got me an agent, which 
went some way in ‘legitimising’ me as a talent worth paying attention to. However, my break into television came 
at the recommendation of a fellow filmmaker I had met though making shorts. Working on River City, a continuing 
drama for BBC Scotland, allowed me to cut my teeth in the very different world of broadcast media. It was here 
where I feel I truly became a professional, as delivering to unbelievably tight schedules required a level of 
organisation unlike anything I had experienced when making shorts. With my first TV gig under my belt, my agent 
was able to get me interviews for high-end shows, one of which I will be directing next year once production 
resumes post-covid. Within the film world, I am still working on my ‘big break’. The hustle required at short film 
level only intensifies at feature level and with two feature films in development I am currently dangling over the 
precipice ready to drop.  
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FARREN BLACKBURN | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Farren Blackburn is a British film and television director and screenwriter. His work includes Netflix's young adult 
love story, The Innocents, the psychological thriller Shut In starring Naomi Watts, Netflix/Marvel's Daredevil, Iron Fist 
and The Defenders. 

TV Credits: Panorama (2004), Footballers Wives: Extra Time (2005-2006), Waterloo Road (2007), Doctors (2005-2007),  
Casualty (2007), Rock Rivals (2008), Holby City (2007-2009), Silent Witness (2010), Survivors (2010), Vera (2011),  

The Fades (2011), Doctor Who (2011-2013), Luther (2013), The Musketeers (2014), Daredevil (2015), The Interceptor (2015),  
Iron Fist (2017), The Defenders (2017), The Innocents (2018), A Discovery of Witches (2021). 

Film Credits: Looters (2000), The Game (2000), Going for Broke (2000), Bottle (2009), Hammer of the Gods (2013), Shut In 
(2016), Dream On (2021).  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I was a kid growing up in a small village in rural Lincolnshire who spent all his time kicking a ball around.  I came 
from a single parent family and the closest link anyone I knew had to the film industry was that we’d all seen Star 
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Wars. For 18 years of my life all I thought I was going to be was a professional footballer, filmmaking was a million 
miles away from someone like me. 

I did sign for a pro club but it didn’t quite work out though thankfully I’d stuck with my A-levels so didn’t wind up 
on the footballers’ scrapheap. I’d always loved film, from the times I spent with my Grandad watching all the old 
black and white classics on Sunday afternoon TV; Casablanca to The Maltese Falcon, Brighton Rock to The Third Man.  
That really was the start of my film education and from there I developed a real fascination with all genre. What I 
loved the most was how a film could transport me into a world entirely different to my own where I then got to 
hang out for a couple of hours with some cool characters. I still feel that magic whenever I walk on set and the 
buzz of trying to make, make-believe believable. 

A pivotal moment in my understanding of the filmmaking process then came when I saw The Making of The Shining 
and the idea that there was this person behind the camera called the Director, calling all the shots was a 
revelation. But I still didn’t feel for one moment that it was ever something I could consider doing. In my mind I 
was still just a footballer from Lincolnshire. 

I moved to London to do a degree, which was related to my sports background and nothing to do with the 
industry but over a course of time I met people who’d maybe written a stage-play or a stand up routine, who’d 
directed some student theatre, made a short film or had a crack at a pop promo. My outlook began to change and 
I reached a kind of epiphany in my early 20s where I realised I had as much right as anyone to be whatever I 
wanted to be and I was reminded of the famous William F. O’Brien quote; 'it is better to try and fail than to fail to 
try.’ Something I’ve lived by ever since. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Even though I now had an idea I might want to pursue a career in the film industry, I really had no idea of how I 
might go about it. Looking back now I’ve always been convinced fate dealt me a bittersweet hand because 
towards the end of my University days my Grandad, the man who inspired my love of film sadly passed away.  He 
wasn’t a wealthy man but he left me £5K in his will and I decided to use it in his memory to kickstart my pursuit of 
a filmmaking career. At the time Barclays Bank were offering what they called a Career Development Loan so I 
made an application, matched the money my Grandad had left me and went to study for an MA in Film & TV down 
in Bournemouth.   

I came away from my course after a year of pretty intense study with a decent but flawed graduation film and 
then to this day I still don’t know how, managed to get onto the BBC Production Training Scheme. This 
unfortunately no longer exists but the eagerly awaited ad appeared in the Media Guardian once a year and 
received 500-plus applicants for ten places. Usually these were always taken by Oxbridge Graduates so I think they 
must have dumbed it down the year I got on. The scheme was a two year paid contract for graduates that allowed 
you to negotiate your way around the BBC, working on a variety of productions to get as much experience as 
possible. My salary, meagre as it was, was paid by personnel so I was a free resource to programme makers and 
could literally find a department that interested me and worm my way in.   

I was soon directing short films for music programmes, arts shows, entertainment that kind of thing but that’s 
where the scheme was limited for people like me who only wanted to direct fiction, no one was ever going to give 
me a drama to direct as a trainee. So I milked it for all I could, I worked in the drama department script editing for 
a while, I shadowed a couple of directors on some single films, I managed to get a bit of drama-documentary 
directing towards the end, I made as many contacts as I could with people I knew would help me get more short 
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films made and then at the end of my two years I walked out the door despite job offers being on the table. My 
colleagues thought I was mad because we were supposed to be the future commissioners of the BBC but that’s 
not what I wanted, I wanted to be a filmmaker and I knew the only way to achieve that was to keep making shorts. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

In the early days I think I probably faced similar obstacles to many directors; a lack of opportunity, access to funds, 
countless rejection letters from producers and funding bodies, an inability to feed myself and pay my bills, that 
kind of thing. But starting out on the road to becoming a filmmaker I think one of the biggest obstacles for me was 
the frustrating catch-22 nature of needing a film to show people in order to get funding or maybe a job, but not 
being given that funding or job because you haven’t got a film to show. 

I went through a real tough period where literally with only the one short film that I’d made over two years ago 
now under my belt, I was embarrassed to call myself a filmmaker. Despite having made some real progress, I think 
I was still unable to shake off the recurring thought that I was just a footballer from Lincolnshire. Whenever I was 
asked what it was that I do, I felt like an imposter and dreaded the question that I knew would come back at me 
‘Oh exciting, so what have you directed? Anything I would have seen?!!!’ 

At this time I fell into the classic trap that so many of us fall into which is to start comparing myself to other 
directors; questioning how they got that funding or that job, how come they are making their first feature and I’m 
not. It’s such a destructive process and obsessing with the progress of others messed with my energy and I have 
absolutely no doubt hindered my own journey for a while. 

I realised the solution was to find a way to ensure my whole world didn’t revolve 100% around trying to get my 
next film made and as ridiculous as it sounds I reminded myself how important it was to have some kind of life 
too.  If you are purely relying on filmmaking/directing opportunities at the start of your career in order to eat, then 
the chances are you’re not going to be able to exist as a rounded human being and will be forced to give up and 
that’s what happened to so many of my contemporaries. To be a creative filmmaker you need to nourish your 
heart and soul and I wasn’t doing that! 

I started to call upon my old contacts and managed to get some freelance directing work, mainly on music shows 
which enabled me to get more of a balance as well as start to put a little bit of money into my next film. In the 
early days I think it’s okay, in fact I think it’s really important to be something else alongside a filmmaker if you 
have to be because we all run our own race and so long as you cross the finish line at some point, ultimately the 
timescale doesn’t really matter. 

Taking the pressure off myself in that way, I found the rejections took on a bit less significance, they stung a little 
less and this attitude actually redefined my approach to getting my films made from that moment on. I decided 
that in the time it takes to apply for funding, wait for my script to be read and then ultimately be rejected, I could 
probably have made the film on a low-budget so that basically became my MO. I gave myself a time limit to cobble 
a budget together, to pull in favours, use the contacts I made at the BBC to recruit crew and when that time was 
up I made the film with whatever was in the pot. Over the next two years I made four more films and finally, once 
and for all I was able to shake off the self-imposed label of being just a footballer from Lincolnshire and felt 
justified in calling myself a filmmaker. 

But here’s a thing worth knowing, the obstacles and the setbacks keep coming regardless of the levels you reach.  
In the course of my career to date I’ve had my first feature end up in four years of development then never get 
made, I started shooting another and two weeks in the finance fell apart and the film collapsed, I was attached to 
develop another movie for a year then a distributor came onboard and kicked me off because they wanted a 
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bigger name, I finally made a Hollywood movie with an A-list star and the critics hammered it, at the same time I 
was talking to Dreamworks about a project and the next step was literally to speak with Mr Spielberg himself but 
you’re only as good as your last movie and mine put paid to that. But the thing to remember is that if one 
opportunity falls by the wayside it won’t stop another coming along and the only advice I can give is to pick 
yourself up, dust yourself down and go again. It’s really either that or give up which is simply not an option!!! 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

In truth I think there’s only really one way to develop your craft as a filmmaker and that’s to keep making films but 
we all know that’s easier said than done. But things are different now compared even to when I started and if I 
had my time again I might well have taken the money I spent on film school and self-funded as many short films 
as I could and by that I mean make a tonne of films for a few hundred pounds a time. Production value isn’t too 
important to begin with, but it is crucial to develop your command of storytelling, to understand how to use every 
frame to maximum effect and to achieve truthful performances and I learned more about all of that from the 
things I did wrong than those I did right. I think it’s vital to make your mistakes cheaply so you are really ready 
when it counts. 

Alongside making my shorts I did everything I could to develop my understanding of all elements of the craft as 
best I could; I read books and scripts, I watched movies with the sound turned down so I could see how the frame 
and the cinematography were telling the story, so I could pick up on nuance in performance and actually see how 
much could be achieved without dialogue, I experimented with a stills camera to understand lenses, I listened to 
soundscapes and film scores, I attended actor workshops so I knew what it was like to be directed well, but also 
badly.  I did so many things that thankfully broke so many taboos for me, for example I can’t tell you how relieved I 
was to understand that it was never my job to actually tell an actor how to act. 

But when people used to speak of my voice, I kind of bluffed my way through the conversation because for a long 
time I had no real idea what it was or where to find it and eventually I gave up trying which I think is one of the 
best things I’ve ever done. There are all these things we filmmakers are supposed to have or are supposed to do 
and they can be suffocating if you let them. My approach was and has been ever since to simply do what interests 
me whether it’s an idea I want to develop myself or a project I’m offered and what became apparent to me over 
time is that a voice is something that emerges subconsciously out of appropriate choices made to tell your story 
and because those choices are informed by who we are, what we are, our moral compass, our political bias, our 
worldview, tastes and sensibilities it underpins all the work we do whether we intend it to or not. 

I think desperately searching for a particular voice early on might have resulted in me being pigeon-holed slightly 
which the industry has a tendency to do whereas relieving myself of that responsibility, I feel I’ve been able to 
traverse genre in a way some of the filmmakers I admire most have like Stanley Kubrick, Steven Soderbergh, 
Robert Altman, Ridley Scott, The Coen Brothers and Rob Reiner. The great thing about genre is that it allows you 
to hold a magnifying glass up to subjects and issues you feel strongly about and examine them in the most 
imaginative and inventive way and I’m confident that my voice now I understand what it is, will provide a 
familiarity at the heart of everything I do be it drama, thriller, sci-fi, whatever.  

5. How did you get your first break? 

We all need a bit of luck at some point but I’ve always been a believer that to a large extent you create your own 
luck.  Don’t get me wrong, some are luckier than others but for those of us who don’t have trust funds or contacts 
in the business, talent without sheer hard work and dogged resilience isn’t enough. 
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I’d worked incredibly hard to get a handful of shorts made and I guess my first break came when two of my films 
were screened simultaneously at the now defunct BBC Short Film Festival, one of which went on to win an award.  
An Exec Producer from BBC Films happened to be in the screenings and I was invited to a general meeting to just 
say hello and chat about what I was up to, it really was not intended to be anything more than an introduction.  
But I was about to write my first feature on spec and when I mentioned the idea, the BBC loved it and I basically 
came away with the offer of a paid development deal. 

I didn’t have an agent at the time, no-one to negotiate the complexities of the deal but the Exec said with a 
financial offer on the table and a short that just won an award, I shouldn’t have any problem. A week later I had 
my agent who I’ve been with ever since, the deal was signed, I wrote my first ever feature but if you remember 
from earlier, it then went through four years of development and never got made. 

What I learned is that we need a number of breaks along the way and that the hard work never stops.  Even now, 
whatever my agents are doing for me both in the UK and the US, I supplement that with all I can. Since the start of 
my career I’ve been big on meeting people because this is an industry built on relationships. I’m terrible at 
networking and won’t hang around at gatherings only interested in meeting someone who might be useful, that’s 
a side of the industry I hate but I have always pushed for general meetings and introductions after which I’ve used 
any excuse possible to update that person on what I’m doing. A lot of those relationships came to nothing, quite a 
few of them did, most of which were some years later but this is a long game after all remember…. 
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LUCY BLAKSTAD | DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR 

Lucy is a BAFTA and Royal Television Society award winning and critically acclaimed director working in a variety of 
formats including documentary, commercials, drama and installation films. 

She started off as a graphic designer with a particular interest in photography and animation and worked at the 
BBC for more than 10 years before setting up her own production company continuing to make documentary 
series. She has just finished producing and directing a 60 minute film for a Neflix series (made for BBC Studios) 
about a top brain surgeon in the US who started off as an illegal immigrant farm worker. 

Critically acclaimed documentary work for the BBC includes Lido, Carlos Acosta the Reluctant Ballet dancer for 
Imagine, a series called Naked about how you feel about your body at different life-stages, and a trilogy called 
Bridges which took her to Bosnia and New York. 

She has also directed a wide range of commercials including the very first Dove Real Beauty campaign, Visit Wales, 
First Direct, Royal Bank Of Scotland, Cancer Research Uk and Macmillan Cancer Care as well as a cinema film for 
Medecins Sans Frontieres shot in Liberia. 

Lucy always embraces new opportunities and formats and this freshness feeds into all strands of her work. Her 
short Film The Birthday was one of twelve films selected for the International Berlin Film Festival. Her installation 
film Shipping Forecast for The National Maritime Museum (part of a commission by six contemporary artists) ran 
on a giant video wall in the entrance for five years. She has also written a book to accompany her series Bridges 
(collaborating with writers, designers and photographers) and also co-produced a full scale theatrical music and 
dance show in Havana by choreographer and partner Alexander Varona using her photos and video projections as 
part of the set. 

TV Credits: Modern Times (1995-1996), Imagine (2003). 
Film Credits: The Birthday (2001) . 
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1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

It never crossed my mind that you could earn a living directing – I didn’t even know that such a job existed. I just 
remember thinking that art was the only subject I really enjoyed and just followed my passion (I have my Dad to 
thank for this) when I set my sights on going to the Central School of Art in London (now Central St Martins) to do 
a Foundation Course despite having no realistic prospect on paper of making this happen. 

It’s tricky to look back and try and work out the hard work and determination to luck ratio on any journey but I do 
remember being aged seventeen and lobbying my local MP (in Macclesfield just outside of Manchester) so much 
that he finally allowed me to circumvent the rules of the day which were that you had to attend the foundation 
course nearest to where you lived. My problem was that my local one wasn’t great and I knew I needed great 
teachers to help me find my path which as it turned out was quite a winding one. 

Once I had the resources in place I then had to address the no small matter of getting accepted so I ventured off 
to London for the first time and turned up for my interview with a portfolio literally bursting at the seams. I 
figured I may not be the best or most talented candidate for one the few precious places available every year but I 
was hoping they might be able to squeeze in someone who may have been erring on the quantity rather than 
quality approach but had an above average level of enthusiasm and really wanted the chance to prove herself. 

Much to my great relief I did get in and that year was the best and most informative year ever. I had no idea what 
area I wanted to specialise in next but it gave me the invaluable opportunity to dabble in different disciplines 
including life drawing, painting and 3-D design.  

I met some great tutors at Central who were very encouraging and although I discovered that fine art wasn’t my 
thing, I did come to realise that I seemed to be an “ideas” person and that that was also considered a skill that 
could be developed. I remember one project in particular set by a tutor called Peter Stebbing that involved boiling 
up a fish and taking the delicate bones and using them as inspiration to design outlandish buildings and 3D 
objects including clothing and jewellery and ceramics. We were being encouraged to let our imaginations run wild 
and I loved that feeling. Being pushed to think outside the box and pull things out of my brain like a conjuring trick 
was something I really enjoyed doing. It was also fascinating to see what other students saw in the seemingly 
lifeless fishbones that lay before them. 

This might seem a strange and unrelated thing to mention in terms of how that could possibly apply to my later 
career as a director but this kind of project showed me that everything can be used as a launch pad for creativity 
and that there was an infinite world of possibilities in everything including problems. The solution is there, you 
just can’t see it yet and that’s what I remind myself at the start of every film I am starting where the blank canvas 
of infinite possibilities seems to loom large. 

I still had no clue what I could actually do that anyone might pay me for in later life but I decided to trust that 
things would work out one way or another and threw myself into everything that being at Central and being in 
London had to offer.  

Towards the end of this year I applied for a Graphic Design degree at Kingston mainly because it was one of the 
few multi-disciplinary courses I could find and it encompassed animation and photography which I thought 
sounded fun. Filmmaking still wasn’t on the horizon for me. Wide eyed and curious about everything, I was still 
searching for my path. 

It wasn’t until my second year at Kingston that we did an animation project set by a freelance TV graphic design 
tutor called Pauline Carter which involved designing, storyboard and then animating one verse of a Malcolm 
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McLaren song. The planning had to be meticulous for the moving image sequence I had envisioned in response to 
the lyrics to hit every beat but I learnt so much in doing so. Who would have thought hours of work could go into 
creating only one second of anything! 

I set about the task of hand painting my twenty-five different sequential paintings on pieces of cell per second 
following the storyboard I had planned out. During those weeks of many late nights in my basement room 
slavishly hand painting the hundreds of cells I had no guarantee that my idea would hang together when all the 
different frames were filmed sequentially and run together.  

I eventually got to see the finished film and I was totally taken aback. A strange alchemy had occurred where my 
original idea had somehow grown wings and taken on a life of its own and become something better than I had 
ever imagined. It was like experiencing magic that I’d had a small part in creating and I was hooked.  

From that moment I knew I wanted to work in some way with moving image rather than pure 2D design and 
typography. It was a like a lightbulb had clicked on inside my head illuminating my path.  

From then on things started to fall into place and at my degree show I was offered a job at the BBC as a junior 
graphic designer which stunned me as there were so many other incredibly talented students that I felt were all 
cleverer and more talented than me. I decided not to question their decision however and on my first morning at 
BBC TV Centre, when I discovered the route to the graphics department took me passed Dr Who’s actual time 
travelling tardis I knew I was on my way.  

I have to say I still get that same feeling every time I watch a finished film that I’ve made – whether it be 30 
seconds or 60 minutes. That transition from storyboard to real life makes me instantly forget all the seemingly 
unsurmountable problems and hours of work and struggle and doubt that I go through every time and it’s what 
spurs me on to wanting to make the next one. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

Once I was at the BBC I was just hungry to learn, get to grips with all the new technology, making lots of mistakes 
along the way of course. Looking back, the BBC was my film school for many years and I shall be forever greatful 
for this.  

After a couple of years I was designing and directing title sequences for documentaries and dramas as well as BBC 
idents and loving every minute. What I lacked in experience, I made up for in enthusiasm and hard work and 
enjoyed learning everything I could from everyone around me both technically and creatively. 

Little did I know how valuable the experience of designing and storyboarding every frame of a 30 second 
sequence could be in the future. I loved getting a brief and either planning a live action shoot or commissioning 
animators to achieve my vision. I remember on a couple of occasions being allowed to commission famous 
musicians I admired to write and record the music tracks. I soon realised that if I worked with the right people it 
would not only be enjoyable but I could learn from them and work out how their creative input could improve my 
original idea and enhance my vision in a way I could never have done working in isolation.  

During these years I was also lucky enough to gain a smattering of awards which increased the opportunities that 
came my way and allowed me to film more live action sequences with slightly better budgets.  

Eventually though I started to recognise that in my view the producers and directors, particularly in the 
documentary department, who were briefing me had a more interesting job than I did. I started to think about 
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how I could make the move into making the actual content for a series rather than just designing and directing the 
title and end sequences. 

The opportunity I was waiting for did come up in the form of a work placement for 6 months in documentaries, so 
without too much hesitation and against the advice of several people in the industry whom I respected (who 
thought I was better off staying in graphics where I was progressing nicely and warned me that documentary 
making would be like starting again and would be very competitive with less job security etc) I made the move and 
never looked back.  

I had to take a fairly substantial pay cut, starting again at the bottom of the ladder in a new discipline but 
documentaries were what I was drawn to. After all I’m from the north so I will talk to anyone and am told I’m a 
nightmare to sit next to at a dinner party as I’ll have your life story down within minutes. In documentaries I had 
found a way to be paid for what I did anyway – a burning curiosity to figure out what makes people tick.  

The upside of the paycut was that I was allowed to take all my overtime in “time off in lieu” as they called it in 
those days so every year or 18 months I would go backpacking in South America for a month or so on my own and 
take photos and keep diaries about the people I met along the way. I would encourage anyone and everyone to 
travel as much as possible and gain new experiences outside the narrow world of filmmaking because it always 
feeds back into your work in the long run, even if you can’t see the direct relevance at the time. 

My first job in documentaries was as a researcher on an innovative BBC documentary series where I had to not 
only find the contributors but was also actively encouraged to help create a new shooting style with the 
encouragement of the series producer and director Nicolas Barker. This series was called “Signs of The Times” and 
was about peoples’ personal taste in the home. Martin Parr took the stills to accompany the series and it was 
fascinating working collaboratively with him all those years ago when he was not yet a mega star Magnum 
photographer.  

I have to say the collaboration element of filmmaking is what I love more than anything and have been lucky 
enough to work with many other talented people along the way. A lot of the early lessons I learnt on this series 
had a great influence on me and I saw that documentaries didn’t have to fit a particular mould. They could be 
anything you wanted them to be. Rather than be confined by a script someone else had written I could interview 
people and then from the transcriptions create a script of sorts that would link one person’s thoughts with the 
next in the edit.  

I also learnt a lot from Nick about how important it is to use sound creatively and for dramatic effect and was 
lucky enough to attend the edits which has always been for me the bit where the real magic happens.  

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

Before graduating I had set my heart on working for a company called Robinson Lambie Nairn who were the gold 
standard in my opinion in terms of making innovative title sequences and Chanel 4 idents and they even made 
some commercials (plus they had shiny offices in Soho as I remember and seemed very glamorous to me) The 
owner Martin said he liked my work BUT he thought the BBC would be a better fit. I was devastated at the time 
and saw it as a huge setback but looking back he was absolutely right. The BBC allowed me to grow and 
experiment and work on a wide variety of styles and projects and I probably had greater freedom than I would 
have done working in the commercial field. Plus I probably wouldn’t have been able to make the switch into 
documentaries as I wouldn’t have had the same influences or had the same opportunities that the BBC offered 
me. None of this I knew at the time of course.  
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In terms of other setbacks, I remember once I had finally made a couple of short documentaries, applying for a 
job on a series called Children’s Hospital where the style and content was already set. I thought my career had 
ended when they rejected me. I was genuinely flummoxed that I didn’t get the gig. Again it’s only later on and with 
hindsight that I realise that type of series would have given me valuable experience but it wouldn’t have pushed 
me and certainly wouldn’t have encouraged me to develop my own distinctive style. 

Sometimes obstacles are thrown up that make you question or veer off the path you thought you should be on, 
and its only later on you look back and think thank goodness I took that fork in the road otherwise this or that 
wouldn’t have happened.  

Jobs that you think will lead nowhere that you might be doing as a favour to help someone out can sometimes 
lead to more exciting work further down the road as years later someone you worked with recommends you. It’s 
like gathering pieces of a big jigsaw along the way and it’s only at the end you can sit back and start to view the 
whole picture. 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft?  

After working for Nick for four years on two different series, I was ready to emerge from under his umbrella and 
make my own documentaries. My first film was to make a 10 minute piece about Terence Conran’s mantelpiece as 
I remember it! I remember being terrified. What happened if it was terrible and everyone found out I was just 
winging it and I would be sent, tail between my legs back to the graphic design department ? To allay my fears I 
promised myself that if it was truly awful I could get a job in a pub. I just had to give it one go and see if I had what 
it took to direct a documentary.  

After this I was trying to make that leap from being an assistant who had made one short doc to get a commission 
for longer form ones. I applied for every film and directing course that the BBC offered at this time and I 
continued to work as various talented directors’ assistants in the BBC documentary department, gleaning every 
ounce of experience I could watching and listening. 

Here and there I also directed a couple more short documentaries including an anniversary film about the moon 
landings where I made a slightly wacky film called Fly Me to the Moon about ordinary people in the US who had put 
their names down on the waiting list with Pan Am to fly to the moon and were still waiting decades later. Despite a 
fairly modest budget I somehow managed to re-inact the scene in Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey on the plane 
with zero gravity with my contributors as actors enjoying the voyage into outer space. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

My first big break came when Stephen Lambert started a landmark new BBC series called Modern Times and he 
called me up and asked if I wanted to be one of the in house directors. It took about two milliseconds to say yes. 

There have been lots of stepping stones along the way and lots of people who have influenced me but Stephen 
encouraged me to make authored documentaries in the way that I wanted to about ideas and themes that I was 
interested in exploring.  

I never asked him why he chose me but I expect it was because I went to art school and had had a different route 
to the other three or four guys I was working alongside, many of whom had come up via Oxford or Cambridge 
and had gone through the BBC’s own TAP scheme for trainees. 

My first film for this series was about a Lido in Brixton (Brockwell Park) and the people from all walks of life who 
were regulars there. Stephen was worried that it would be really boring and kept asking me the question all execs 
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want to know: what was the narrative arc and what would happen in the film? “Nothing” I replied . “That’s the 
beauty of the idea for me. I want to find the right characters then just sit down with them and chat.” I remember 
him looking slightly sceptically at me as I continued to enthuse about how this film based within the four walls of 
an outdoor swimming pool could look and feel and sound and how I imagined the water as a kind of spirit who 
held all the swimmers subconscious thoughts below the surface only to be unleashed when they dived in. 

He kept trying to divert me onto other ideas as I remember but In the end I was so determined that this was the 
film I absolutely had to make that I drove him all the way down from TV Centre to the Lido in Brixton to see for 
himself. It was my bad luck and bad planning that the pool had been emptied for cleaning that day so wasn’t 
looking its best and it was also pouring with rain so there was no one in sight and it all looked very grey and grim 
but that did nothing to dampen my enthusiasm.  

Luckily for me Stephen eventually capitulated and said I could go ahead and make the film. Bingo! That was when 
the real hard work started and I began to imagine whom I might find and what themes and stories I was seeking 
out as a kind of blueprint before the research stage began and so that I could brief the researchers. 

I was allowed complete freedom to make the film I wanted to make– an increasingly rare opportunity. It was on 
this film that I began a working relationship with the brilliant DoP Mike Eley and music composer Andy Cowton 
that continues to this day (I’ve even dragged them into commercials projects from time to time)  

Lido was well received by the press and achieved around three million viewers as I remember so was deemed a 
reasonable success and I went on to make four or five more films for Modern Times about pretty diverse topics. I 
really valued this period in my career as I was learning my craft and at the same time meeting amazing 
contributors, whom I would otherwise never have met who opened up their lives . I even got to live in a YMCA in 
Hong Kong for a few months making a film about how the impending handover to the Chinese would affect 
regular people across the expat / Chinese divide. 

From this point onwards I moved on from making one off films to documentary series, first at the BBC and later I 
left to set up my own company and continued to make documentaries for the BBC as an independent. 

I was also lucky enough to be offered a short drama set in Ireland by Film4. Despite it taking me way out of my 
comfort zone, directing drama for the first time with a writer and actors was fascinating and an altogether 
different experience that stood me in good stead for directing commercials. Around this same time I was taken on 
by a new start up commercials production company, Brave Films, run by two dynamic girls who became great 
friends. They were always happy for any commercials work to fit around my documentary commissions so it was a 
relationship that worked well for many years and certainly helped financially when I eventually cut the apron 
strings of the BBC to go it alone as an Indie. 

I’m surprised in a way how much I have enjoyed directing hundreds of commercials over the years. I think it takes 
me full circle back to my graphic design days where thirty second sequences were the order of the day. I always 
learn something new on each one and I get to handpick and work with amazingly talented and inspiring 
individuals who are often also dipping in and out of the commercials world, usually after coming off some big 
drama.  

My proudest achievement in the world of advertising is that I directed the first “Real Beauty” campaign for Dove 
where I cast real women with real curves who were not models or actors which hadn’t been done before in a 
beauty ad. They chose me as I had previously made a four part documentary series about how you feel about 
your body for the age you are at. 
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I cannot take the credit for having the idea of course – that was the advertising agency - but I was able to bring to 
this campaign everything that I had learnt throughout the years. Rankin was chosen to take the stills for the 
posters and press that accompanied the TV campaign and I don’t think any of us would have imagined that it 
would kick off such a big shift in how women’s bodies are portrayed.  

Any opportunities to do something a bit different have always appealed to me and so when I got a phonecall from 
the National Maritime Museum to be part of a permanent exhibition showcasing six modern artists from a painter 
to a sound sculpture I was flattered and intrigued at the same time. We were all commissioned to make an 
artwork about the sea and there was no brief which I have to admit did rattle me at first. My mind went blank for 
weeks. I had never considered myself an artist and had never done an installation of any kind before and yet here 
I was being asked to respond in a personal way. I realised that sometimes it’s easier to have the constraints of a 
brief than a blank canvas.  

I finally did come up with a solution however inspired by the Shipping Forecast as my main link to the sea. I had 
always wondered where on earth places like the poetic sounding “Dogger Bight” and the like actually were so I set 
off to find out. Travelling from Iceland to the Outer Hebrides and down to Finisterre in Galicia, I marked the actual 
spot I had selected on a map and took one reference photo.  

Sixteen cameramen were then given half a roll of film each and asked to find the exact same spot on the map for 
the area of the Shipping Forecast they had been sent to, set the tripod up and turn over for five minutes, They all 
did this simultaneously on the same day at the same time as I had also used the budget to buy the rights to using 
the Shipping Forecast for that day so it would become the soundtrack for the film and all the shots would slot in 
showing the actual weather that was being described.  

I find the stuff of life that is nothing to do with film making is what feeds back into the process. Travelling, 
constantly eavesdropping on peoples’ conversations, doing fun things with my kids, trying out new things like 
archery (that’s another story but has inadvertently inspired a documentary idea) 

And now for the imparted wisdom bit as a sign off. Perseverance and hard work is a given so here are a few 
thoughts / things I try to do, sometimes fail to do, but feel are important to remember: 

• Stay curious. It will help you to keep learning at every step of the way.  

• Play more. (I always say my two kids are my best production and its true – they remind you how important 
it is to play no matter how old you are) 

• Try not to compare yourself to other people. Life is too short to do this although we all fall into this trap 
from time to time. 

• Listen to your head but follow your heart (gut instinct) when it comes to decision making. If you can’t hear 
that inner voice that’s struggling to be heard then find a quiet space, don’t actively look for it and it will 
appear to you when you have forgotten you were looking.  

• Never eat yellow snow. 

• Smile more. 

• Generate small impromptu acts of kindness whenever the opportunity arises as it will start a chain that 
will come back to you one day when you most need it. 
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• Seek out feedback and accept criticism but cherry pick the comments you actually think ring true, Ignore 
the rest. If you are making something that appeals to everyone it probably isn’t that interesting. 

• The final bit of advice I can offer to anyone starting off in this industry is dare to fail. Only by throwing 
caution to the wind and forging your own path to find your own voice will you be able to bring what is 
unique about you to the fore and be able to create, via film or any other medium, your take on the world 
and what you think is important and only you can do that.  
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ADJANI SALMON | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Adjani is a budding, driven, award winning writer and director who hails from Jamaica. Before graduating from the 
Met Film School, he created and ran a production company focusing on adverts and corporate videos. During this 
time he wrote and directed a 13-episode web series, which amassed over 40,000 views in three months.  

In 2013, Adjani dissolved his business and moved to the UK to pursue his Masters in Directing Film. His graduation 
film, His Father’s Son,  screened at numerous film festivals internationally, including Cannes, Blackstar and 
the Montreal World Film festival.  

He is the writer, producer and lead actor for Dreaming Whilst Black. 

TV Credits: Dreaming Whilst Black (2018). 
Film Credits: His Father’s Son (2015). 

Photography by Jecoliah Parker. 

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

I consciously knew I wanted to be a director at twenty two but my subconsciousness knew from as early as 13 
years-old. 

In the summer of 2011 my cousin Henry from England came to Jamaica to film some projects. Seeing him create 
stories from what seemed like random shots ignited a desire to tell stories visually. From June onwards I followed 
him around being his assistant. By July we were creating a comedy sketch web series. In September when he left, 
we had set up a production company and I’ve been directing ever since. 
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However this wasn’t my first experience with film, this passion was a sleeping giant that was awoken from nearly a 
decade’s long sleep. When I was thirteen my mother bought me a 4megapixel digital camera for Christmas which 
could record and playback videos backwards as well (this was EPIC shit at the time). We spent the next two school 
terms making renditions of The Matrix, Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon and all the other Kung-Fu that we watched at 
the time (Jamaicans love Kung-Fu Films). We would get friends to do a fight sequence with swords (sticks) 
backwards, then afterwards throw the sticks away. When replayed backwards, it would look like the swords were 
summoned, then an epic fight sequence would ensue.  

We didn’t know how to take the footage off of the SD Card so these were one-take films. We continued to push the 
envelope for the rest of the year with our reverse films; jumping out of trees and off rooftops, throwing sticks and 
rocks, making epic Kung-Fu films until some asshole stole the camera out of my bag close to the end of the year. 

The following year at career’s day I decided to pursue architecture because I had no idea film was a feasible 
career; worse one for a young Jamaican boy from the country. Only people from big countries like America and 
China did that stuff. Film just didn’t seem like a real job. 

When I decide to leave a budding architecture career to “chase behind people with my camera” it was met with 
much distress from the older generation of my family. How would I make money? Why throw away all the years 
spent building an architecture career? How would I make money? Money was the main concern, a valid concern as 
well being that I had no answer to these questions. All I knew was that racking my brain creating ideas, 12-hour 
shoot days and sleepless nights editing felt better than sitting comfortably in an architecture firm drawing lines. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

As previously mentioned I made a comedy-sketch web series that summer when my cousin Henry came to visit. 
However the euphoria of completing each video was always short-lived by the disappointment that the films were 
never as good as I’d want them to be. As Ira Glass once said, in the beginning there is a massive gap between your 
taste and your skill level. All we had was a Canon 5D with the stock lens, a tripod and a slider. Because of our 
obvious limitations, we only made silent films that were set in the day. This way we could get around not having 
any lights or sound equipment. 

Each week, for 15 weeks, we released a comedy sketch on Vimeo and promoted them on Facebook. The videos 
were normally made in 3-4 days. We would come up with an idea one day, shoot it the next day with friends and 
take a day or two to edit. Each week our films got progressively better as we experimented, made mistakes and 
learnt on a weekly basis. By the time we released our last episode, I was approached by a prominent director in 
Jamaica and offered a job as an editing assistant.  

It was at this job where I learnt about pacing, mise-en-scene and other tools that I would later incorporate into the 
short films I would continue to make while working in postproduction. I worked for the director’s production 
company for the next three years, moving from an editor’s assistant to his senior editor. During that time I went 
from music videos and informercials to reality shows that were broadcasted in the US and UK. 

Fun Fact: when I got offered the job I had no idea how to edit because it was Henry who edited all our comedy 
sketches. The day I got offered the job I called Henry over Skype and told him he had a weekend to teach me how 
to use Final Cut Pro 7 because I start working as an editor’s assistant on Monday.  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3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

The biggest obstacle I feel directors face when starting out is:  

One the creative opportunities to grow as an artist and two the financial opportunities to showcase your abilities 
for clients/financiers to build a career. 

When I just started, my biggest obstacle was learning from my mistakes. Being that I didn’t know any filmmakers 
or  anyone in the industry I didn’t have a mentor or guide to help critique my films to not repeat mistakes. Many of 
my first films were trial and error, trying new ways to fix old problems and not quite figuring it out. At some point 
this became frustrating because even though we didn’t spend money on these films, it costed us favours and time, 
which we ran out of faster than the rate of my growth as a filmmaker. I would watch youtube tutorials and read all 
the articles I could find on 3-Act Structures and all the elements of visual storytelling. 

When seeking directing work, because all my films were silent films (and looked budget) we weren’t getting many 
opportunities. We got a few, but not enough to survive on so I remained living on my aunt’s couch for much longer 
than I was welcome. To supplement my income and contribute to the house I would do photography for parties.  

Because there were no financial rewards from our shorts nor any film funding opportunities to make better work, 
film became draining. This is when I understood the power of film. One evening while browsing on Facebook an 
old high school friend reached out asking what happened for our weekly sketches. After explaining that we’d 
stopped, he was really disappointed. He went on to thanking me for making them throughout the summer. He 
was working in America on an immigrant exchange programme and said that our videos were the only time he 
smiled during the week. This touched me deeply. It still holds weight today when I think back on it. What was a fun 
project for us, was an important staple to keeping this person’s spirits high. I finally realised the power of film, and 
why I needed to keep going and become a director (who’s paid). 

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

In short, repetition. Watching films is great but nothing will supplement being behind a camera making creative 
decisions and stitching those together in an edit.  

I’ve never been a cinephile. Up until a few years ago I had never seen the “classics” of cinema. My love for film 
didn’t come from a love for movies, but a love of storytelling and realising that film is the best medium for me to 
do so. When I started making films, anytime I’d watch a film that I loved, I’d rewatch it and try to dissect what 
about a scene or moment made me feel a certain way, then try to recreate it. Outside of the web series films I 
made, we made loads of “opening scenes,” shots and montages. These were ways of testing how to evoke 
emotions through the use of visuals, montage and sound combined.  

As my career progressed I kept experimenting, while watching films with an analytical eye to see what elements 
about them grabbed me and why. The goal here was to learn as quickly and efficiently as possible. During my 
three years working as an editor I did this, while learning on the job and saving up money to do short courses 
here and there when I could. After the three years I felt my growth was becoming stunted, so decided to go to film 
school to further my education. 

The debate about going to film school or not will forever be ongoing. After breaking my neck (and bank) to go, I 
can say that film school isn’t necessary, but the elements of it are. During my 1-year masters programme I 
directed 7 films, all of which were critiqued and challenged at every step from concept to completion. Having 
tutors (or someone experienced) to dissect and analyse my work at every turn was critical to my development. 
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Because of my lack of formal film education, I read many of the books on the reading list. Having a year to focus 
on experimenting with my craft under mentorship while reading really helped refine my voice as a filmmaker.  

Exposure to foreign films, independent films and shorts outside of the mainstream Hollywood films helped me 
find films and filmmakers who tell the types of stories I like telling in a way I like telling them. This way I could 
study films that were more in line with my style as a storyteller. 

However, the best advice I got while in film school, was from Chung-hoon Chung (the cinematographer of Oldboy). 
He said, “if you want to make good films don’t study film; study life. Study psychology, philosophy, music, poetry, 
visual arts, architecture, etc. Films are not about films, they are about life. So in order to make a good film you 
have to understand life.”  

This advice has changed the trajectory of how I’ve honed my craft since.  

Outside of watching films (I still don’t watch that much) I consume other forms of emotional storytelling ie, novels, 
poetry, theatre. I also study historical figures and various elements of psychology and human relationships in 
order to understand why people behave the way they do.  

In Mastery by Robert Greene he says creativity is the brain taking two pieces of random information, creating a 
new pathway and connection between them creating a new piece of information. Based on that logic, and the 
advice from Chung, I try to read and learn far and wide, to expand my knowledge bank as much as possible so I 
can be as creative as possible. This is how I hone my craft. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

At various stages of my career I’ve been lucky to get my “first break” by people who believed in me. However as a 
friend once told me, “luck is where opportunity meets preparation.” 

My first consistent paying job in the film industry was as an assistant editor for one of the best directors in 
Jamaica at the time. He randomly reached out to my cousin (whom, they had mutual friends) and offered me a 
job. From making sketches in my aunt’s house to being the right hand of someone at the top of the game was 
definitely a lucky break.  

Two month into the job after many teething pains of me actually learning how to edit, I asked him why he kept me 
on being that he now knows that I’m not actually good with any of the programmes. He replied, “let’s be clear, 
your web series was shit, but I had never seen anyone consistently put out content for such a long period of time 
before.” He continued to say he didn’t need someone who was good, he needed someone who was passionate 
and eager to learn. So in retrospect, if I didn’t make that web series I wouldn’t have gotten that opportunity which 
is what catapulted my growth as a filmmaker. How he saw the web series in the first place I still don’t know but 
making the work is what made it possible for him to see. 

As I’m writing this (2020), I’m yet to have my “break” but I believe I’m very close. Currently I’m preparing to do a 
table read with TV Execs for a new 6x30min comedy series for streaming platform. If this goes well, it will be my 
first big break in the film industry. This opportunity has come from my idea being optioned by a production 
company, who I was introduced to through an agent. However once again, this luck is not random.  

In 2016 while working on a feature film with a friend of mine, I came up with an idea for a web series after 
watching Master of None. I spent the next 6 months going to the British Library to turn this idea into scripts. Two 
years after coming up with what was a cool idea, we (my friend and I who started a production company) 
premiered Dreaming Whilst Black in Leicester Square and 5 other countries at the same time. This international 
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release was an accumulation of friends I had made over the years who believed in me and wanted to help 
promote the work. After promoting the web series as much as possible online, we submitted the series to film 
festivals. By the end of 2019 Dreaming Whilst Black was named the 2nd Highest Ranked web series in the world 
with 36 Awards from 33 Film Festivals. 

However this web series wasn’t a viral hit. The agent who introduced it to the production company saw it through 
a mutual friend. I met that friend when trying to make a documentary and interviewed him as the potential 
cinematographer. The project fell through but we became friends. That friend then went on to become a director, 
win FilmLondon, get signed and being the good person he is, showed his new agent my work. Those random 
events led to my current position. 

I have been incredibly lucky throughout my journey so far to be presented the opportunities I’ve been given. 
However it would be misleading to say that these solely came without my own efforts. People can deduce what 
they will, whether God, or the universe aligning with my purpose, but as is says in James 2:17 - “…faith by itself, if it 
does not have works, is dead.” I cannot control when luck will come my way. All I can do is prepare to meet the 
opportunity, so I focus on what’s within my power: the work.  
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MICHAEL PEARCE | WRITER, DIRECTOR 

Since graduating from the National Film & Television School in 2008, director Michael Pearce has continued to 
refine his quietly powerful approach to storytelling with a series of critically acclaimed films and commercials 

Nominated for a BAFTA and BIFA for his short film “Rite” in 2011, the film went on to win “Best Short” at Rushes 
Festival, Message2Man and Almeria Film Festival. As a distinguished writer and director Pearce’s personal and 
cinematic style when approaching complex stories has earned him a reputation as a truly compelling 
filmmaker. 2014 saw Michael win the “Best Thriller Short” award at the London Short Film Festival for Keeping Up 
with the Joneses which was also nominated for “Best British Short” by BAFTA. 

TV Credits: Coming Up (2013). 
Film Credits: Stranger (2006), Look What You Have Done to My Heart (2007), Madrugada (2008), Rite (2010), Gallop (2012), 

Keeping Up With The Joneses (2013), Beast (2017), Invasion (announced).  

1. When did you know you wanted to be a director? 

As a child I had a vague ambition of wanting to be an artist. I would spend hours drawing pictures and getting lost 
inside imaginary worlds. I enjoyed movies like any kid, and had certain obsessions – Star Wars, The Lost Boys, Point 
Break, but never thought much about the people behind the camera or the filmmaking process. When I was 16 I 
started a two-year art course in Jersey and we were taught in different mediums: painting photography, sculpture, 
ceramics etc. One assignment was to make a short film and something about the process really intrigued me. It 
was the year the book ‘Easy Riders, Raging Bulls’ came out, I read it and became swept up in the movies and 
romance of New Hollywood (which I’m still enchanted by). I started to comprehend that movies weren’t just a form 
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of entertainment but an art form that involved hundreds of creative people working for years to put them 
together. I watched all the New Hollywood movies I could get my hands on, then I began watching the films that 
influenced those directors. Seven Samurai came up a lot and I bought a copy for myself for Christmas and watched 
it when everyone else was asleep. The film blew me away and the experience crystallised my fascination with 
cinema – I realised that it incorporated aspects of all the other arts I was interested in: photography, painting, 
sound, music, architecture, literature, performance etc. When the credits rolled I had made up my mind to be a 
director. 

2. Once you knew you wanted to pursue a career as a director, what were your first steps in 
achieving this goal? 

I transferred onto a media course and spent a year making short films and exercises on a bulky VHS camera. They 
were of course terrible (me and my friends dressed up in charity shop ‘gangster’ suits, meeting on Jersey’s quaint 
cobbled streets, exchanging briefcases filled with packets of flour) but I started to understand how to block and 
shoot a scene in a visually interesting way. I wanted to be behind the camera as much as possible so decided to go 
to a practically focused film school. I went to the Bournemouth Arts Institute as you could specialise in directing 
and spent three years watching films and making shorts, with each becoming incrementally less shit.  

Though filmmaking is a deeply collaborative venture for a director it can also be a very personal one. You can be 
acutely sensitive about your work, wounded when you receive criticism and dispirited by the countless mistakes 
you make. This is true of every department but (in typical director fashion) I think it’s a little bit more true for 
directors. However I quickly discovered how unproductive it was to let your ego dominate the process so I started 
to see ‘failing’ as a journey of getting mistakes out of my system (an on-going process). It really is such a long and 
tough road to becoming a director, there is so much craft to learn and it’s such a collaborative medium, you really 
need to remain open, honest, curious and generous in spirit, and turn the volume way down on ego, pride, envy, 
defensiveness etc. You’ll be much more clear-sighted about your work, more robust and appreciative of critique, 
develop a richer creative intuition, forge stronger collaborations, make more friends and have more fun.  

The university had a phenomenal film library and I think half my degree was spent holed up in the tiny video room 
feeding my insatiable appetite for movies. Many days were effectively back-to-back solitary binges. I’d curate 
retrospectives for myself on different directors: Kiarostami, Antonioni, Fassbender, Tarkovsky, Yimou, Lumet, 
Denis, Campion, Tarr, Dumont, Hankeke etc. A dark room with a TV, a semi-comfortable chair and stack of films, 
are all the ingredients you need for a mind-expanding experience. I don’t think you can become a director without 
first being a movie freak, so be as pretentious, broad, niche, highbrow or lowbrow as you want to be, just be an 
obsessive about it. 

I sent some of my shorts to film festivals but received what most young filmmakers receive – a deluge of rejection 
letters. Ouch. Deep breath. ‘Fail, fail again, fail better’. My graduation film had a bit more success and the 
experience of going to festivals was incredible. It was my first introduction to an international film community and 
I met so many directors who were just as passionate about film, but were a damn-sight more talented and 
ambitious. It really raised the bar for the quality of work I felt I should be aiming for. The competition (as in 
‘friendly competition’) wasn’t the person next to me in class; it was the Mexican girl who made a short that made 
everyone’s jaw drop with her visual storytelling, and the Hungarian dude whose short was a balletically 
orchestrated twenty-minute tracking shot.  

At the end of my degree I didn’t think my work was in the place I wanted it to be (certainly not compared to the 
other filmmakers I met at festivals) so I applied to the NFTS to do a MA in directing. I didn’t get in the first time so I 
worked in a bar, wrote ideas, and used some festival prize money to make another short (with slightly less 
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mistakes) and got in the second time. I loved being at the NFTS. Similar to my degree you were just focused on 
making films and I found many kindred spirits who became collaborators and close friends. 

The shorts I made at the film school started to have more success at festivals, but I still graduated and didn’t feel 
my work was where I wanted it to be and so I worked at crappy jobs and spent all my spare time writing film ideas, 
applying to funding schemes, and occasionally getting selected to make one. One of those shorts, Rite, did really 
well at festivals and kind of legitimized me in the eyes of the industry as a new young filmmaker to watch. 

3. What obstacles or setbacks did you face in becoming a director? 

For most directors the journey towards a career entails a near constant barrage of obstacles, rejections and 
setbacks, whether that be; not getting onto a course, into a festival, receiving funding, getting hired, or just 
continuing to financially survive as you chip away. The hardest obstacle for me was trying and ultimately failing to 
get a job directing TV. After I made Rite I sent a DVD to all the big agencies in an attempt to get a meeting but no 
one would receive my calls or answer my emails. It was only when the film was nominated for a BAFTA that I got 
to meet a few agents and signed with one. I then naively thought I was on my merry way of quitting charity street 
fundraising and start directing professionally. I went up for a lot of TV directing gigs, got called back for multiple 
interviews, but never got hired. I did Channel 4’s TV scheme Coming Up and did more interviews with no success. I 
tried to take it on the chin but it was a tough few years as I felt that I was still stuck at square one. At some point I 
kind of stopped trying to break into TV and decided to just focus on making my own work, improve my craft and 
develop my feature ideas. Along the way I managed to get signed at a production company and the couple of 
commercials I made really saved me.  

4. How did you develop your voice and hone your craft? 

Making films and watching films was the simple formula that (eventually) worked for me. As mentioned, I very 
much adopted the ‘fail, fail again, fail better’ approach when it came to making stuff. I think being honest about 
your work is extremely important; if you’re not humble enough to see your mistakes then you’ll be condemned to 
repeat them. Once I left the NFTS I applied to every short film funding opportunity there was. I felt that making 
work, better work, was the most sure-fire way of breaking into the industry. If you make something that’s 
undeniable, that unequivocally demonstrates you have a unique voice, a story to tell and can use the medium in a 
compelling way, then ultimately it’s going to be hard to ignore you. Perhaps not impossible. But hard. 

5. How did you get your first break? 

I’m never thought in terms of ‘first break’, more about lots of ‘mini-breaks’ – getting into film school felt like one, 
getting into my first festival was another, being awarded funding to make a short was another, getting onto the 
Torino Film Lab (a script development lab for first features) was another, getting development funds from the BFI 
to write Beast, meaning I could leave the day job, was another. These were all significant stepping-stones on the 
journey to making my first film. I feel like the biggest break I got was when the BFI and Film4 signed onto being 
financiers of my first feature. It was a twenty year journey from thinking ‘I want to be a film director’ to making my 
first film, so that moment, when people commit to financing your film, is huge. However it doesn’t happen from 
one meeting, it was an evolving process over many years. I made a short with the BFI that went well and through 
that experience developed good relationships with the execs there. And since Rite I had started to have 
conversations with Film4, and would update them with how my feature idea was developing (it was many 
meetings as it took seven years to write). 

I’m not sure I’ve answered all the questions as fully as I could have, or in the right order, but hopefully there’s 
something useful in there. My advice really boils down to stay curious, be passionate, dig deep and fail better.
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http://www.nevillepierce.com
https://feelfilms.co.uk/portfolio/nick-murphy
http://www.casarotto.co.uk/clients/nirpal-bhogal
https://www.troikatalent.com/noel-clarke
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5690072/
http://www.ollyblackburn.com
http://www.independenttalent.com/directors/paul-andrew-williams/
http://www.independenttalent.com/directors/paul-andrew-williams/
https://www.independenttalent.com/directors/paul-whittington/
https://www.independenttalent.com/directors/paul-whittington/
https://www.curtisbrown.co.uk/client/peter-hoar/cv
https://www.curtisbrown.co.uk/client/peter-hoar/cv
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Peter Szewczyk 

https://www.lightandmathematics.com 
t. @colourbleed  

insta. @_colourbleed 

Phil Hawkins 

http://www.philm.co.uk 
t. @philmblog 

Rachna Suri 

https://rachnasuri.com/ 
t. @rachnasuri 

Rebecca Johnson 

https://www.unitedagents.co.uk/rebecca-johnson 
t. @rebecca_fierce 

Robert McKillop 

https://www.independenttalent.com/directors/
robert-mckillop/ 

Rob Savage 

www.rob-savage.co.uk 
insta. @DirRobSavage 

Rohan Blair-Mangat 

https://rohanbm.com 
insta. @rohanbm 

Rose Glass 

https://rose-glass.com 
insta. @rosesglass  

Sally El Hosaini 

https://www.facebook.com/sallylovesfilms 
t. @sallyelh 

Sam Donovan 

www.casarotto.co.uk/clients/sam-donovan 
t. @samdonovan10 

Samantha Harrie 

http://www.samanthaharrie.com 
t. @SamanthaHarrie 

Sam Pilling 

http://www.sampilling.com 
t. @sampling45 

insta. @samyates2020 

Sam Yates 

https://www.samyatesdirector.com 
t. @SamYates2020 

Saul Dibb 

https://www.casarotto.co.uk/clients/saul-dibb 

Siri Rødnes 

https://www.sirirodnes.com 
t. @SiriRodnes 

Stuart Hazeldine 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0371955/ 
t. @stuarthazeldine 

insta. @astuarthazeldineview 

Stella Scott 

https://www.stellascott.net/home 
t. @Stella_Scott 

insta. @stella_scott 

Tina Gharavi 

http://www.tinagharavi.com 
t. @Gharavi  

insta. @Gharavis 

Toby Haynes 

https://www.curtisbrown.co.uk/client/toby-haynes 

Tom Shankland 

https://www.independenttalent.com/directors/
tom-shankland/ 
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Tomisin Adepeju 

https://www.tomisinadepeju.com 
t. @TAdepeju 

insta. @tomisinadepeju 

Tracey Larcombe 

https://www.unitedagents.co.uk/tracey-larcombe 
t. @TraceyLarcs 

Truman and Cooper 

https://trumanetcooper.com 
insta Truman. @yellow_son 

insta. Cooper @jonathan_cohen_berry 

Wayne Che Yip 

www.unitedagents.co.uk/wayne-yip 

Weronika Tofilska 

https://www.weronikatofilska.com 
t. @mstofilska 

insta. @weronikatofilska 

William McGregor 

www.williammcgregor.co.uk 
t. @WillieMcGregor 

Yousif Al-Khalifa 

https://yousif.tv/about/
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